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PREFACE 
 

Textiles, being a craft in early times but then evolving into a huge technology, was the 

pioneering force for industrial revolution following application of steam power to textile 

machinery. Furthermore, it would be right to say that it presented foundation of digital age 

when one considers holed cards developed by Jacquard for weaving well-designed fabrics. As 

we all know, the first step in developing high value added products begins with innovation and 

only those who are able adopt this in a very short time would be able to have sustainable 

competition in this world. And textiles today has become an innovative field covering a wide 

area ranging from industrial applications to artificial organs, civil engineering to electronics, 

protective clothes to automotives as some examples of these applications are presented in this 

Proceedings. 

 

When we look at the global picture of the industry, we see that global market size of textiles 

has reached 1.6 trillion USD, of which approximately 180 billion USD is made of technical 

textiles. And global picture of the sector shows us that developed countries, opposite to the 

common feeling, have not withdrawn from textiles but instead focused on high value added 

fashion products and technical textiles. In this direction, it is a clear necessity for our industry 

to follow the trends very closely as well as the technological developments in the world, to read 

the next 5, 10 and 20-year periods correctly and to determine its strategies in this direction. The 

Turkish textile industry is among the most important players in the world. Behind this, there is 

both a centuries-old textile tradition and a strong textile education that goes back many years. 

In addition, the demand for textile engineering by talented young people and distinguished 

minds for many years and the work of very successful engineers in this sector have also play a 

significant role in this success. However, we are all aware of the fact that we need to be 

successful in R&D and innovation efforts in order to realize a transformation that will carry 

this sector into the 22nd century. As Tekirdağ Namık Kemal University, Çorlu Faculty of 

Engineering, Textile Engineering Department, this was the main thought and emotion behind 

organising 1st of ICONTEX, International Congress of Innovative Textiles back in 2011, and 

we organize the 3rd of this congress with similar thoughts and enthusiasm. In this respect, we 

aimed to gather researchers and textile professionals to promote advanced technologies and 

innovations in textiles. We have tried to fulfil this aim by devoted work of our Organizing 

Committee, which has been going on for almost a year, as well as the local and national industry 

and institutions that have shared similar vision with us and supported this organization 

generously. However, since we could not predict the course of the Covid-19 pandemic, we’ve 

decided to organise ICONTEX2022 as online this time. 

 

At ICONTEX2022, we aim to share the latest innovations in textiles from fiber to fabrics in 

textiles together with our distinguished Scientific Committee members from 22 different 

countries (28 members from abroad, 17 members from Turkey); 89 oral presentations and 24 

poster presentations from 12 different countries; our distinguished plenary session speakers 

from U.S.A., U.K., Australia and Belgium sharing their outstanding research results and future 

vision with our participants and over 300 participants from various regions of the world during 

three parallel sessions in two days.  

 

The content of this congress book includes topics of; 

 Fibre science and technology  

 Yarn spinning technologies 

 Weaving, knitting and nonwoven technologies 
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 Textile pretreatment, coloration and finishing technologies  

 Textile chemistry 

 Textile testing and quality control 

 Textile modeling and simulation 

 Technical textiles 

 Functional and smart textiles 

 Nanotechnology applications ın textiles 

 Ecology and sustainability 

 Textile and fashion design  

 Apparel technology 

 Textile management 

 

Before ending this preface, I would like to thank our Rector Prof. Dr. Mümin Şahin, our Vice-

rectors and our Dean Prof. Dr. Lokman H. Tecer for their continuous support. I also would like 

to express our gratitude to each institution and company that supported our congress as a 

sponsor for their valuable contributions. Last but not least, I would like to thank our organizing 

committee members, Prof. Dr. Rıza Atav, Prof. Dr. Pelin Gürkan Ünal and Res. Assist. Volkan 

Yalı, for their great effort during last one year.  

 

With the hope of ICONTEX2022 Proceedings being useful for textile researchers and 

technologists…     

 

On Behalf of Organizing Committee 

 

Prof. Dr. Fatma Göktepe 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a 3D printing technology that works by deposition of a 

material, layer by layer, creating 3D objects. The growth of these technologies has been 

exponential and the application of AM in the textile industry has also been a subject of 

increased interest in the past few years. The applications are not only for decorative purposes, 

but also for biomedical and other uses in e-textiles. However, a crucial point for making such 

assembly is the adhesion between the material and the textile substrate, as well as the premise 

of meeting demanding wash resistance requirements. This work aims to investigate the 

possibility of creating sensors by combining textiles with conductive polymeric filaments used 

in 3D printing. Merging the flexibility of use, mechanical properties and electrical conductivity 

of the polymeric filaments with the comfort and physical properties of the textiles can be a 

promising approach to create novel sensing structures. In this document, we give an overview 

of the recent state of the art of experimental research on adhesion in textile and polymer 

composites as well as an optimization of the printing parameters with a conductive filament, 

PI-ETPU. Some results from the printed samples in terms of print quality and electrical 

resistance are presented. Combining both topics, further work will include printing with 

conductive filament on textile substrates to study the possibly of creating sensing and electrical 

connections. 

Keywords: Additive manufacturing, e-textiles, adhesion, sensors, conductive. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Additive manufacturing (AM), also known as three-dimensional printing (3DP), enables 

creating a 3D object, layer by layer, by the deposition of a material. Contrary to traditional 

fabrication methods, it allows the building of more complex shapes [1,2]. Research in this area 

first began in the 1980s with a focus on small products [3,4]. As additive materials improve in 

performance and efficiency, they are being used for production of all kinds of products [5]. 

AM allows successfully obtaining the desired product by saving the resources, costs and time 

as well as by reducing the waste [2,3,6]. Therefore, AM is being used in many different 

applications, including automotive [7], aerospace [8], architecture [9,10], medical [6,11], food 

processing [12,13] and fashion and textiles [14-17]. 

The selection of materials to be used in additive manufacturing directly affects the 

characteristics of the object to be printed, namely durability, mechanical properties and 

applications. The materials used in AM can be classified as solid/powder and liquid, based on 

the physical state [3,5]. A wide range of materials are used such as metals, ceramics, polymers 

and their combinations in the form of composites, hydrogels, waxes, sand and resins 

[3,5,11,18]. The most commonly used material among these is polymers, the material chosen 

mailto:evapontemonteiro@gmail.com
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for this study. Fused deposition modelling (FDM), one of the extrusion-based 3DP 

technologies, and SLA are the most widespread processes, using polymers as material [17]. In 

FDM, a thermoplastic material filament is fed and molten into a heated nozzle and is deposited 

on a - often heatable - printing bed, layer-by-layer [1,19]. By printing one layer each time, a 

3D object is constructed. The main advantage of FDM is its low cost, which makes it reachable 

for small companies and researchers.  

The use of AM in the textile industry creates a future-oriented production opportunity for 

fashion products as well as for e-textiles. In usual manufacturing methods of smart textiles, the 

conductive materials are integrated into textiles using standard textile technologies such as 

sewing, coating, embroidering, weaving, knitting, among others. [20]. In this regard, 3DP is 

emerging as an easy and low-cost alternative method for combining textiles with conductive 

polymeric filaments to create textile sensors. In last few decades, there are several attempts on 

building smart textiles by 3DP such as shape memory textiles [21], textile-integrated RFID 

tags [22], textiles for energy harvesting [23,24], force sensors [25,26], strain sensors [27-29], 

tactile sensors [30], and EMG electrodes [31].  

This study aims to investigate the possibility of creating sensors and connections using 3DP by 

combining textiles with conductive polymeric filaments. In such bi-material systems, the 

adhesion between the materials becomes the main challenge [32]. The parameters considered 

essential to ensure good adhesion between materials can be classified into three main groups: 

printing parameters, printing polymers and properties of the textile substrate. Adjusting the 

printing parameters such as z-distance (vertical positioning of the extrusion head relative to the 

textile), printing temperatures, speed and orientation can induce a greater bonding of the 

polymer with the textile substrate [15,33,34]. Eutionnat-Diffo et al. examined the effect of the 

printing table temperature, the fabric orientation and the textile substrate’s properties (PET 

fabric) on the tensile strength of the virgin or conductive PLA printed material. An increase in 

the printing table temperature caused an increase in the crystallization rate of conductive and 

non-conductive polylactic acid (PLA) filaments, therefore the tensile strength of the printed 

material decreased. Moreover, printing in the cross-direction obtained better stress at break 

[35]. The properties of the printing polymers are also important in obtaining good adhesion. 

Brinks et al. evaluated the bonding of six different polymers and found the polyurethane 

polymer variants more suitable for printing on polyester/cotton fabrics [36]. Korger et al. 

investigated the different flexible thermoplastic elastomers adhesions to textile substrates made 

of cotton, polyester or aramid. They obtained good adhesion and washing fastness in the 

materials printed using thermoplastic polyurethane [6]. Also, the type of textile material and 

structures, such as the pore size and the surface roughness of the materials’ surface influences 

adhesion [15,37,38]. In addition, the surface properties of the textile material are important 

parameters that affect adherence. It is recommended to apply pre-treatments and post-heat 

treatments to the substrates to provide better adhesion. Increasing the hydrophilicity of the 

substrate can result in an increase in bond strength [19, 32].  

While previous experiments always concentrated on creating textile-based structures [39] and 

3D print forms directly on textile fabrics [40], the present work examines the possibility of 

using a conductive polymeric filament to create sensing and electrical connections on textile 

substrate.  

 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
For 3D printing, the FDM printer Lulzbot Taz PRO (0,4mm diameter nozzle) by Lulzbot was 

used. To investigate applications of conductive materials, the printer was fed with a PI-ETPU 

filament by Palmiga. PI-ETPU is a conductive 3D printing filament made of a rubber-like TPU 
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(thermoplastic polyurethane) compound material with a carbon black filler, which has a 

hardness of 95A, volume resistivity of <800ohm∙cm and a 250% elongation at break.  

First, it was tested some adjustments on the printing parameters, given that this kind of material 

is tricky to use regarding adhesion, extruder clogging and evenness. Squares of 20mm x 20mm 

area with a thickness of 2mm were printed. Z offset was calibrated to be approximately 1.2 mm 

above the printing bed, the printing bed temperature was set to 50ºC, and a blue paper tape was 

used on the bed. Considering print quality, initial tests were carried out with varying print 

speed, layer height, and nozzle temperature. 

Concerning the electrical resistance, a specific specimen was designed and printed. Figure 1 

shows the CAD drawing of the specimen design and the overall dimensions. The thickness of 

the specimen is 2 mm. Onshape was used for 3D design, which was exported as a STL file and 

imported into the Cura software for slicing.  

 

 
Figure 1: CAD drawing of the specimen 

 

Electrical resistance was first measured using a multimeter. Two copper plates were clamped 

on the larger part of the sample, and crocodiles were attached to the plates, as shown in Figure 

2a. As the measurements revealed quite unstable, a new setup using a voltage source, a 

voltmeter and an ammeter was used next (Figure 2b). 20 V were applied to the samples and the 

current was measured. In this way, stable measurements could be taken. 

 

 
(a) 

(b)   

 

Figure 2: Setup for measurement of electrical resistance 

 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Print Quality 
Table 1 lists the operation printing parameters used to investigate the influence of speed 

variations on print quality. Results are shown in Table 2. All prints showed promising 

outcomes, adhesion to the printing table and between layers. However, with a slightly higher 

speed, V3 (35 mm/s), the results were better, with greater uniformity. 
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Table 1: Print speed dependence on the print quality 
 

 Print Speed (mm/s) Print Temperature (ºC) Layer Thickness (mm) 

V1 25 

220 0,3 V2 30 

V3 35 

 

 

Table 2: Print speed influence on the print quality 

V1 V2 V3 

   

 

In a second test series, the effect of layer thickness on print quality was studied. Table 3 shows 

the print settings. In this case, it is possible to observe the dependence of the print quality on 

this parameter. As shown in Table 4, for low layer thickness (<0,3mm) the filament exits the 

print nozzle intermittently, decreasing the connection to the printing table and, consequently, 

decreasing the quality of the final sample.  

 
 

Table 3: Layer thickness dependence on the print quality 
 Layer thickness (mm) Print Temperature (ºC) Print Speed (mm/s) 

L1 0,15 

220ºC 35mm/s 

L2 0,20 

L3 0,25 

L4 0,30 

L5 0,35 

L6 0,40 
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Table 4: Layer thickness dependence on the print quality - results 

L1 L2 L3 

   

L4 L5 L6 

   

 

Another critical parameter that must be considered is the printing temperature of the nozzle. 

The influence of increased temperatures is shown in Table 6. Here, when the temperature is 

too high, stringing can occur, and layer adhesion can be poor when it is too low, so it is very 

important to study these differences. As we can see through the pictures, above 230ºC (T5), 

the print quality drops significantly. Moreover, a sizzling sound could be heard, meaning the 

temperature was too high. Below 230ºC the performance was better and the sample T3, at 

220ºC, was the one that obtained the best results. 

 

Table 5: Print temperature dependence on the print quality 
 Print Temperature (ºC) Layer thickness (mm) Print Speed (mm/s) 

T1 210 

0,3 35mm/s 

T2 215 

T3 220 

T4 225 

T5 230 

T6 235 

T7 240 
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Table 6: Print temperature dependence on the print quality – results 

T1 T2 T3 

  
 

T4 T5 T6 

 

  

T7   

 

  

 

Electrical resistance 

Table 7 shows the parameters used to print the samples shown in Figure 1 and the resulting 

measured resistance. The presented resistance is the average between 3 measurements.  

 
Table 7: Print settings and resulting resistance 

Sample Print Temp. (ºC) Print Speed (mm/s) Layer Thickness (mm) Resistance (kΩ) 

1 220 25 0,4 6,5 

2 220 25 0,3 27,8 

3 210 25 0,3 7,4 

4 215 20 0,25 45,4 

5 215 15 0,25 45,1 

6 210 35 0,4 26,2 

7 210 35 0,4 56,8 

 
Having a first look at the results, the printing parameters substantially influence the resistance. 

Printing with higher layer thickness and lower temperatures and speed will lower the resistance 

value. However, when we tried to replicate those “ideal parameters”, the results were not 
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corresponding, and the resistance varied randomly. The second series of tests printed 3 samples 

under the same settings (210ºC, 35 mm/s and 0,4 mm layer thickness), printed on different days 

(samples 6 and 7). The results varied considerably (from 26,2 kΩ to 56,8 kΩ), meaning that 

the resistance depends on other conditions e.g. humidity, first or last print of the day, room 

temperature etc. It isn't easy to replicate the results using the same conditions.  

 

Piezoresistive properties 

Given that the preliminary tests samples showed some kind of piezoresistive properties, 

samples were inserted into a universal testing machine, stretched and electrical resistance was 

measured. Unfortunately, several problems with strong electrical noise hindered the 

experiment. Even when noise was within acceptable bounds, the behaviour of the sample was 

somewhat unpredictable, not showing a resistance behaviour proportional to the strain applied. 

 

Adhesion to the textile substrate  

A preliminary print test on a textile substrate was done to obtain a first impression of the result. 

A rectangle of dimensions 50 x 20 mm with a 2 mm thickness was printed on a 100% CO jersey 

fabric. The extruder temperature was set to 220ºC and the printing bed temperature to 50 ºC. 

The layer height was 0,3 mm and the print speed was 30 mm/s. For filling the sample, a linear 

pattern was chosen. It was satisfying to observe that the sample adhered quite well to the textile, 

although with low adhesion force. Figure 3 shows one of the samples printed. More 

investigation regarding this aspect will be done in future work. 

 

 
Figure 3: PI-ETPU sample printed on textile 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In order to understand the filament's behavior with different print settings, several tests were 

conducted. Due to its flexibility, the main obstacle was the difficulty in working with PI-ETPU. 

Overall, the range of values that shows a good result with this printer and filament are: 

temperature between 210 – 220 ºC; print speed between 25 - 35 mm/s and layer thickness 0,3 

- 0.4 mm. One crucial aspect verified is that the print speed should be increased for lower print 

temperatures to avoid nozzle clogging. Another aspect mentioned is that it is advisable to add 

a skirt to the print. 

The analysis of electrical resistance of the samples and the relation with the printing parameters 

seemed to be quite straightforward on a first glance. However, the attempt to replicate the result 

with the same printing parameters at different occasions and conditions showed that more 

variables influence this property. 

This work is still in progress, and only preliminary results are being reported. Future work will 

include testing another conductive filament, Filaflex, a filament with the same hardness but 

with a much lower volume resistivity of 3,9 Ωcm. Further tests on the piezoresistive properties 

will be carried out as well. The use of this filament for electrodes to detect biopotentials e.g. 

eletrocardiography (ECG) and electromyography (EMG), will also be studied. A complete 

work plan for investigating the parameters that influence the adhesion of the flexible polymers 

on textiles is being set up. Adhesion tests will be performed according to DIN 53530. 
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ABSTRACT 

Polypropylene (PP) homopolymer is one of the mostly preferred polymers in bulked 

continuous filament (BCF) yarn production due to its durability and low price. In other 

respects, polypropylene copolymer (coPP) and thermoplastic polyolefin (TPO) polymers are 

commonly used in order to enhance some mechanical properties of PP homopolymer in 

moulding applications. This study was conducted to investigate some mechanical behaviour of 

BCF yarns produced by ternary blends of PP homopolymer, coPP and TPO in different 

compositions. With this aim, BCF yarns were produced by mixing PP homopolymer with the 

ratio of 5%-5%, 10%-10% and 15%-15% coPP and TPO. In order to determine the effect of 

ternary polymer blending on the mechanical performances of BCF yarns; tensile strength, 

breaking elongation, crimp contraction and shrinkage tests were performed and the results were 

analysed statistically. In the light of findings of study it can be stated that; mixing polymers in 

BCF yarn production has a significant effect on the mechanical properties of the yarns.  

Keywords: Polypropylene, copolymer, thermoplastic polyolefin, bcf yarn, polymer blending. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the machine-made carpet sector has been started to constitute an important 

share in the textile industry. Increased consumer demands lead manufacturers to seek value-

added and innovative products. Bulked continuous filament (BCF) yarn technology is the most 

popular production technique for pile yarns in machine carpet industry. Polypropylene (PP) 

homopolymer is also one of the most used polymers in BCF yarn production due to its 

durability and low price but some mechanical properties could be enhanced by several methods 

[1,2]. On the other side, due to the fact that polypropylene copolymer (coPP) and thermoplastic 

polyolefin (TPO) are the engineering materials which have higher mechanical features such as 

impact strength than that of PP homopolymer due to the ethylene units in their structure, these 

polymers are widely preferred to enhance the mechanical behaviours of PP homopolymer [3,4].  

In the literature, there are several studies researched the mechanical properties of PP BCF 

yarns. Some of the studies investigated the mechanical performances of BCF yarns produced 

with different production parameters such as drawing ratio, heat-setting temperature, heat-

setting time and even cross-section of fiber [5,6]. By many researchers, the effect of blending 

PP homopolymer with different types of pigments, polyamide and recycled PP were also has 

been investigated [7-10]. In other respects, there are some researches that have been examined 

the toughening effect of coPP or TPO with blending PP homopolymer on injection-moulded 

samples [11,12]. In the literature there is no study found which investigated the effect of ternary 

blends of PP/coPP/TPO in the BCF yarn production. In this context, this study purposes to 

mailto:ekirlangic@gantep.edu.tr
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determine the effect coPP and TPO addition to PP homopolymer on the mechanical properties 

of BCF yarns. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In this study, three different types of BCF yarns which composed of PP homopolymer, coPP 

and TPO in different composition and also a pure PP BCF yarn as reference were produced 

with 144 filaments and 2100 dtex linear density. Percentages of yarn compositions are shown 

in Table 1. 

Table 1. Composition percentages of BCF yarns. 

Sample Code BCF Yarn (Content) 

100PP 100% PP 

5coPP-5TPO 5%coPP – 5% TPO – 90% PP 

10coPP-10TPO 10%coPP – 10% TPO – 80% PP 

15coPP-15TPO 15%coPP – 15% TPO – 70% PP 

 

With the aim of determining the mechanical performances of BCF yarn samples, tensile 

strength and breaking elongation tests were performed on Tinius Olsen H5KS device in 

accordance with TS EN ISO 2062 [13]. Shrinkage in hot air and crimp contraction 

measurements were also carried out on Textechno TEXTURMAT ME+ device according to 

the standards of ASTM D 2259 and DIN 53 840, respectively [14,15].  

In order to determine the statistical importance of yarn composition on the mechanical 

behaviors of BCF yarns, one-way ANOVA was carried out for all samples. Additionally, 

multiple comparisons were also performed to find out where the significant difference 

originated by comparing the samples within the group. The statistical software package SPSS 

25.0 was used to interpret the experimental data. All test results were assessed at 95% 

confidence interval. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Tensile Strength and Breaking Elongation Results 

In Figure 1, tensile strength results of ternary blends and pure PP as reference are exhibited. 

Depending on the figure it can be said that, a trend cannot be established for the content 

percentage on tensile strength. However, 10coPP-10TPO performed the lowest tensile in all 

samples, while 5coPP-5TPO and 15coPP-15TPO samples have higher tensile strength of about 

10% than that of 100PP. Therefore, it can be concluded that, mixing PP homopolymer with 

coPP and TPO may provide an improvement on tensile property of BCF yarns. 

 

Figure 1. Tensile strength of pure PP and ternary blends 
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Table 2 and Table 3 illustrate one-way ANOVA and multiple comparisons for tensile strength 

of pure PP and ternary blends, respectively. According to one-way ANOVA results yarn 

composition is detected to have a statistically significant effect (p=0.000<0.05) on tensile 

strength of samples. Additionally, depending on the multiple comparisons results it is observed 

that, there is a significant difference between 100PP and ternary blended BCF samples. In 

consideration with the ternary blended sample group, a significant difference is observed 

between 5coPP-5TPO and 10coPP-10TPO, 10coPP-10TPO and 15coPP-15TPO, in 95% 

confidence interval. 

Table 2. One-way ANOVA for tensile strength of pure PP and ternary blends 

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

 Between Groups 0.183 3 0.061 23.968 0.000 

 Within Groups 0.020 8 0.003 - - 

 Total 0.203 11 - - - 

 

Table 3. Multiple comparisons for tensile strength of pure PP and ternary blends 

(I)Yarn 

Composition 
(J)Yarn Composition 

Mean Difference 

(I-J) 
Std. Error Sig. 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower 

Bound 
Upper Bound 

100PP 5coPP-5TPO -0.15000* 0.04116 0.027 -0.2818 -0.0182 

10coPP-10TPO 0.14333* 0.04116 0.034 0.0115 0.2752 

15coPP-15TPO -0.15667* 0.04116 0.022 -0.2885 -0.0248 

5coPP-5TPO 100PP 0.15000* 0.04116 0.027 0.0182 0.2818 

10coPP-10TPO 0.29333* 0.04116 0.000 0.1615 0.4252 

15coPP-15TPO -0.00667 0.04116 0.998 -0.1385 0.1252 

10coPP-10TPO 100PP -0.14333* 0.04116 0.034 -0.2752 -0.0115 

5coPP-5TPO -0.29333* 0.04116 0.000 -0.4252 -0.1615 

15coPP-15TPO -0.30000* 0.04116 0.000 -0.4318 -0.1682 

15coPP-15TPO 100PP 0.15667* 0.04116 0.022 0.0248 0.2885 

5coPP-5TPO 0.00667 0.04116 0.998 -0.1252 0.1385 

10coPP-10TPO 0.30000* 0.04116 0.000 0.1682 0.4318 

Figure 2 exhibits the breaking elongation results of ternary blends and pure PP as reference. It 

is observed that, content percentage of ternary blends do not show a specific trend on the 

elongation values. However, 5coPP-5TPO has obviously higher elongation than 100PP similar 

to result of tensile strength, whereas 10coPP-10TPO and 15coPP-15TPO samples perform 

lower elongation than that of neat PP.  

 

 

Figure 2. Breaking elongation of pure PP and ternary blends 

One-way ANOVA and multiple comparisons for breaking elongation of pure PP and ternary 

blends are given in Table 4 and Table 5, respectively. According to Table 4, yarn composition 
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has a significant effect (p=0.001<0.05) on breaking elongation properties of yarns. Besides, 

multiple comparisons results show that, there is significant difference between 100PP and 

5coPP-5TPO, 10coPP-10TPO. When the ternary blended sample group is considered, a 

significant difference is detected between 5coPP-5TPO and 10coPP-10TPO, 5coPP-5TPO and 

15coPP-15TPO. 

Table 4. One-way ANOVA for breaking elongation of pure PP and ternary blends 

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

 Between Groups 488.524 3 162.841 18.396 0.001 

 Within Groups 70.817 8 8.852 - - 

 Total 559.341 11 - - - 

Table 5. Multiple comparisons for breaking elongation of pure PP and ternary blends 

(I)Yarn 

Composition 

(J)Yarn 

Composition 

Mean Difference 

(I-J) 
Std. Error Sig. 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower 

Bound 
Upper Bound 

100PP 5coPP-5TPO -9.25000* 2.42928 0.022 -17.0294 -1.4706 

10coPP-10TPO 8.55667* 2.42928 0.032 0.7772 16.3361 

15coPP-15TPO 2.14167 2.42928 0.814 -5.6378 9.9211 

5coPP-5TPO 100PP 9.25000* 2.42928 0.022 1.4706 17.0294 

10coPP-10TPO 17.80667* 2.42928 0.000 10.0272 25.5861 

15coPP-15TPO 11.39167* 2.42928 0.007 3.6122 19.1711 

10coPP-10TPO 100PP -8.55667* 2.42928 0.032 -16.3361 -0.7772 

5coPP-5TPO -17.80667* 2.42928 0.000 -25.5861 -10.0272 

15coPP-15TPO -6.41500 2.42928 0.110 -14.1944 1.3644 

15coPP-15TPO 100PP -2.14167 2.42928 0.814 -9.9211 5.6378 

5coPP-5TPO -11.39167* 2.42928 0.007 -19.1711 -3.6122 

10coPP-10TPO 6.41500 2.42928 0.110 -1.3644 14.1944 

 

Shrinkage and Crimp Contraction Results 

Figure 3 shows the shrinkage results of pure PP and ternary blends. As seen from the figure, 

5coPP-5TPO and 10coPP-10TPO have higher shrinkage; while 15coPP-15TPO performed 

lower shrinkage compared to 100PP. Additionally, 10coPP-10TPO sample has the highest 

shrinkage with the value of 5.94 %, while 15coPP-15TPO performed the lowest shrinkage, in 

all samples.  

 

 

Figure 3. Shrinkage of pure PP and ternary blends 

One-way ANOVA and multiple comparisons for shrinkage of pure PP and ternary blends are 

given in Table 6 and Table 7, respectively. As seen from Table 6, yarn composition is found to 

be statistically significant (p=0.000<0.05) on shrinkage properties of the yarns. In addition to 
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this, it is deduced from multiple comparisons results, there is a significant difference between 

100PP and 5coPP-5TPO, 100PP and 10coPP-10TPO. When the ternary blended sample group 

is analyzed, significant difference is observed between all coPP-TPO mixed samples.  

Table 6. One-way ANOVA for shrinkage of pure PP and ternary blends 

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 38.532 3 12.844 302.792 0.000 

Within Groups 0.339 8 0.042 - - 

Total 38.872 11 - - - 

Table 7. Multiple comparisons for shrinkage of pure PP and ternary blends 

(I)Yarn 

Composition 

(J)Yarn 

Composition 

Mean Difference 

(I-J) 
Std. Error Sig. 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower 

Bound 
Upper Bound 

100PP 5coPP-5TPO -1.37500* 0.16816 0.000 -1.9135 -0.8365 

10coPP-10TPO -4.10500* 0.16816 0.000 -4.6435 -3.5665 

15coPP-15TPO 0.51500 0.16816 0.061 -0.0235 1.0535 

5coPP-5TPO 100PP 1.37500* 0.16816 0.000 0.8365 1.9135 

10coPP-10TPO -2.73000* 0.16816 0.000 -3.2685 -2.1915 

15coPP-15TPO 1.89000* 0.16816 0.000 1.3515 2.4285 

10coPP-10TPO 100PP 4.10500* 0.16816 0.000 3.5665 4.6435 

5coPP-5TPO 2.73000* 0.16816 0.000 2.1915 3.2685 

15coPP-15TPO 4.62000* 0.16816 0.000 4.0815 5.1585 

15coPP-15TPO 100PP -0.51500 0.16816 0.061 -1.0535 0.0235 

5coPP-5TPO -1.89000* 0.16816 0.000 -2.4285 -1.3515 

10coPP-10TPO -4.62000* 0.16816 0.000 -5.1585 -4.0815 

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 

Crimp contraction results of coPP-TPO mixed samples and the reference yarn are shown in 

Figure 4. It is observed that, the textureability of the mixed BCF yarns improve with the 

increased content percentage. Additionally, 10coPP-10TPO and 15coPP-15TPO samples have 

slightly higher crimp contraction than that of pure PP, whereas 5coPP-5TPO has lower value.  

 
Figure 4. Crimp contraction of pure PP and ternary blends 

Table 8 and Table 9 represent one-way ANOVA and multiple comparisons for crimp 

contraction of 100PP and coPP-TPO mixed samples, respectively. As seen from Table 8, yarn 

composition is found to be statistically significant (p=0.000<0.05) on crimp contraction 

properties of yarns. Multiple comparisons results show that, there is significant difference 

between 100PP and 5coPP-5TPO, 100PP and 15coPP-15TPO. Besides, in ternary blended 

sample group, significant difference is observed between all coPP-TPO mixed samples. 
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Table 8. One-way ANOVA for crimp contraction of pure PP and ternary blends 

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 0.360 3 0.120 37.992 0.000 

Within Groups 0.025 8 0.003 - - 

Total 0.386 11 - - - 

Table 9. Multiple comparisons for crimp contraction of pure PP and ternary blends 

(I)Yarn 

Composition 

(J)Yarn 

Composition 

Mean Difference 

(I-J) 
Std. Error Sig. 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower 

Bound 
Upper Bound 

100PP 5coPP-5TPO 0.25500* 0.04592 0.002 0.1080 0.4020 

10coPP-10TPO -0.07000 0.04592 0.467 -0.2170 0.0770 

15coPP-15TPO -0.22500* 0.04592 0.005 -0.3720 -0.0780 

5coPP-5TPO 100PP -0.25500* 0.04592 0.002 -0.4020 -0.1080 

10coPP-10TPO -0.32500* 0.04592 0.000 -0.4720 -0.1780 

15coPP-15TPO -0.48000* 0.04592 0.000 -0.6270 -0.3330 

10coPP-10TPO 100PP 0.07000 0.04592 0.467 -0.0770 0.2170 

5coPP-5TPO 0.32500* 0.04592 0.000 0.1780 0.4720 

15coPP-15TPO -0.15500* 0.04592 0.039 -0.3020 -0.0080 

15coPP-15TPO 100PP 0.22500* 0.04592 0.005 0.0780 0.3720 

5coPP-5TPO 0.48000* 0.04592 0.000 0.3330 0.6270 

10coPP-10TPO 0.15500* 0.04592 0.039 0.0080 0.3020 

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, the effects of blending polymers on the mechanical properties of BCF yarns were 

investigated. The results demonstrated that, although not in a regular trend with the increased 

content percentage, the tensile strength and breaking elongation of the mixed samples can be 

evaluated to be increased with the addition of coPP and TPO. Shrinkage results of the samples 

indicated that, with incorporating of coPP and TPO to PP homopolymer, a steady alteration 

was not determined. On the other side, depending on the crimp contraction results it was 

deduced that, the textureability of the mixed samples enhanced as the content percentage 

increased.  

In addition, according to statistical analyses yarn composition was detected to have statistically 

significant effect on the mechanical properties of BCF yarns.  
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ABSTRACT 

Currently, PA 6.6 fiber is used in flocked products, and due to the fact that this fiber is not 

suitable for use at high voltage due to its properties, the sticking of the flock to the ground is 

insufficient and irregularities appear on the surface of the product after production, and there 

may be problems in the properties of the product such as abrasion resistance. In order to solve 

this problem, the use of PA 6 fibers, which are cheaper instead of PA 6,6 as flock, was 

investigated within the scope of this study. In the second part of the study, it was studied on 

the development of a new dyeing method by making a systematic examination to make PA 6 

flocks usable instead of PA 6,6. As a result of the studies carried out on dyeing, it was 

determined that the unevenness problems could not be overcome in the milling type acid dyes, 

therefore, leveling type acid dyes should be used, but in the dyeings made with these dyes, 

especially the colors caused by the dye bleeding after dyeing turned out to be light. As a 

solution, it was determined that adding calcium chloride by adding a step around 80 degrees in 

the dyeing step and increasing the adsorption to the surface by reducing the solubility of the 

dye in some extent gave successful results. 

Keywords: Flock, polyamide, handle, scanning electron microscope 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Although there are various types of PA fibers, the most widely used among these fibers in the 

industry are Nylon (PA 6.6), which was found by the US firm Dupont in 1937, and Perlon (PA 

6) fibers, which were found in 1938 by the German P. Schlak [1]. Polyamides are principally 

obtained by two types of chemical reactions: by polycondensation of diamines with 

dicarboxylic acids, or by auto-polycondensation of amino acids (or their lactams) [2].  

As it is known, PA 6,6 fibers are obtained as a result of polycondensation of 

hexamethylenediamine and adipic acid, and PA6 fiber is obtained by polycondensation 

reaction, acting from the caprolactam ring. Due to this structural difference, the dyeing 

properties of the fibers, melting point, strength, specific gravity, etc. differs [3]. 

Currently, PA 6.6 fiber is used in flocked products, and due to the fact that this fiber is not 

suitable for use at high voltage due to its properties, the sticking of the flock to the ground is 

insufficient and irregularities appear on the surface of the product after production, and there 

may be problems in the properties of the product such as abrasion resistance. In order to solve 

this problem, the use of PA 6 fibers, which are cheaper instead of PA 6,6 as flock, was 

investigated within the scope of this study.  

Although PA 6 and PA 6,6 are chemically similar to each other, since there are various 

differences in the transition temperatures of these polymers such as glassing, softening and 

melting points, it is expected that there will be differences in both the production conditions 

and the performance properties of the flocked fabrics to be produced.  
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Although both fibers are dyed with the same dye class, PA 6 has a more open structure and 

therefore more dye uptake capacity, since it contains less hydrogen bridges between fiber 

macromolecules. However, there may be problems in wet fastness values as the dye that enters 

easily will be easier to bleed out. Moreover, since these fibers have a lower glassing 

temperature, they start to take dye at lower temperatures during dyeing, and the risk of 

unevenness is higher as a result of rapid dyeing. For this reason, in the second part of the study, 

it was studied on the development of a new dyeing method by making a systematic examination 

to make PA 6 flocks usable instead of PA 6,6. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In the study, fabrics were produced by flocking PA 6,6 (Nylon) and PA 6 (Perlon) fibers 

produced in optimum conditions (voltage level, etc.) obtained from the preliminary test results 

in operating conditions. Then, the rubbing resistance, abrasion resistance, adhesion, recovery 

of crushed flock and handle properties of the two fabrics were compared.  

The parameters examined in the dyeing processes in the second part of the study are as follows; 

- Heating and cooling rates in the temperature-time diagram 

- pH start and pH end values of dyeing 

- pH adjustment method (dyeing at constant pH and dyeing with pH sliding) 

- Type of chemical used in pH adjustment (Acid buffer or acid donor) 

- Dyeing time at maximum temperature 

- Stepping at 80˚C after dyeing  

- Dye class (leveling and milling type acid dyes) 

- Use of auxiliaries 

As a result of the studies, the dyeing levelness, color fading (color change after washing), color 

reproducibility as well as the color fastness (washing, rubbing) of the products obtained were 

examined and the effect of the aforementioned parameters on the product quality was 

determined. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Although PA6 fiber is very similar to PA 6.6 fiber in terms of chemical structure, when the 

supramolecular structures of these fibers are examined, it is understood that there are fewer 

hydrogen bridges between fiber macromolecules for PA6 fiber compared to PA 6.6, therefore 

its structure is more loose. This causes PA 6 to have greater moisture retention and better static 

charging. Thanks to this moisture, PA6 fiber leads to better adhesion to the acrylic-base, which 

increases product quality and reduces product cost. 

The higher the humidity it contains, the more stable it acts in the electric field. It has been 

foreseen that the level of voltage used in production can be increased. Therefore, two different 

trials were conducted. According to this; PA 6 and PA 6.6 fibers were compared at the same 

and high voltage and although static stains and surface irregularities were observed in the 

products using PA 6.6 fibers, these errors were not observed in the products using PA6 fibers. 

These products were then subjected to crock, abrasion and adhesion tests. As a result of the 

tests, it has been determined that the crock and abrasions are good in the products where PA 6 

fibers are used to a significant extent. However, no significant superiority was observed in the 

adhesion test.  
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According to experimental results, it has been determined that the performance properties of 

PA 6 flocks are generally better, but they are left behind in the handle. The reason for this 

situation was investigated by scanning electron microscope analyzes at X1000 and X2000 

magnification. Results are given in Figure 1. 

  

  

Figure 1. SEM photos of PA 6,6 (on the left) and PA 6 fibers (on the right) 

From Figure 1 it can be seen that the ends of the cut fibers were more rough in case of PA 6 

fibers. It is thought that the blade was worn out more quickly during the flock cutting stage of 

PA 6 filaments. It has been revealed that the fabric handle disadvantage seen in PA 6 can be 

avoided with the finishing processes. 

After the fabric performance tests were completed, studies to develop a method for dyeing PA 

6 material were started. As a result of laboratory studies with the same prescriptions on how 

much dye perlon and nylon fibers take, it has been observed that perlon fiber can take dye at 

much lower temperatures than nylon fiber, and the need to redesign the dyeing processes has 

arisen. These results can be clearly seen from Figure 2.  In line with this need, various auxiliary 

chemicals (such as acid donor) have been used. 

 

Figure 2. Dye-uptake of PA 6 (on the left) and PA 6,6 (on the right) fibers 
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PA 6 flocked fabrics were thermofixed at 195 °C for 120 seconds before dyeing. However, it 

is known that PA fibers undergo oxidation during heat-setting, and the effect of using a weak 

reducing agent was investigated in order to eliminate this situation. For this purpose, the 

following experiments were carried out; 

- Impregnation with 30 g/L antioxidant and fixation at 195°C for 120 seconds 

- Fixation at 195 °C for 120 seconds without antioxidant application 

- Impregnation with 30 g/L antioxidant and fixation at 195°C for 90 seconds 

- Fixation at 195 °C for 90 seconds without antioxidant application 

- Impregnation with 30 g/L antioxidant and fixation at 190 °C for 120 seconds 

- Fixation at 190 °C for 120 seconds without antioxidant application 

- 30 minutes of fixation with saturated steam.  

- Unfixed 

As a result of these experiments, the order of color change from the most to the least was found 

as Thermofixation - unfixed - saturated steam fixation. 

Then the fabrics were dyed by changing various parameters. In the jet dyeing process with the 

leveling type dyes (small molecule dyes) conventionally used by the enterprise, the heating rate 

is 1 °C/min until the fiber reaches the critical temperature, and the cooling rate is 1.5 °C/min. 

The dyeing was done at 102 °C. Dyeings were also made at 90 °C using the same heating and 

cooling rates. It was decided to carry out these dyeings at 90 °C, based on previous experience. 

The reason for this decision was that some of the raw materials used other than flock began to 

decompose at 102 °C. While the process was continuing in all dyeings, a sample was taken at 

60 °C for color approval and it was decided whether the process would be terminated or not. 

However, when the color samples were compared at the end of the process, it was observed 

that there were great differences between them. 

In PA 6 dyeing, it has been observed that the fiber absorbs the dye more easily, but since too 

much dye bleeding occurs at the end of the dyeing, the color is lightened, and this has created 

a significant problem. At the beginning of dyeing, experiments were carried out without 

exceeding the glass transition temperature of the fiber and at the end of dyeing, it must be 

dropped below this temperature. However, at the end of these measures, it was observed that 

color loss after dyeing was not prevented and it was decided to try the milling type acid dye 

groups with larger molecules. In milling type dyes, it is recommended that the pH value of the 

liquor to be 5.5-6 in order to prevent unevenness. However, fabric still could not be dyed 

properly. For this reason, a pH-sliding process was tried for unevenness, but the desired 

efficiency could not be obtained from this process either. By using soda in this process, the 

initial pH value was kept at 8-8.5, and the pH was maintained at 4-4.5 at the end of dyeing. 

However, as a result of the experiments, it was observed that the products that were dyed 

unevenly with the milling type could not be corrected by repairing again, and the use of the 

milling type dyes was abandoned. In case of using the same amount of milling and leveling 

type dyes, the difference between them can be seen from Figure 3.  

All of these dyeing studies were aimed at preventing the color loss of the product after the 

dyeing process in perlon dyeing, eliminating the unevenness that will occur on the surface of 

the product, and preventing a problem in terms of color fastness. In the studies carried out so 

far, it has been observed that the color change is still a problem and cannot be reduced to an 

acceptable level. Thereupon, laboratory studies have been started in order to use CaCl2, which 
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has been used in reactive dyeing until now. Colors with the same dye ratio determined in 

laboratory studies were dyed both with the recipe containing CaCl2 and the recipe without it, 

and it was observed that the result was positive. After this stage, it was decided to test it in the 

industrial scale and the grading was done in 5 different colors and the results were positive in 

all colors. 

 

Figure 3. Dyeing with milling and leveling type acid dyes 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

According to the experimental results obtained in this study it can be concluded that PA 6 fibers 

could be a cheaper alternative to PA 6,6 as flock. However, some precautions should be taken 

to overcome the problems to be faced in handle of the flocked fabrics. At this point, suitable 

finishing processes would be a good solution. 

In terms of dyeing, even if PA 6 fibers have more loose structure, its dyeing process is more 

problematic compared to PA 6,6 fibers. Dye bleeding occurs during the post washing 

treatments and this problem necessitates developing a new dyeing process for PA 6 fibers. As 

a result of the studies carried out on dyeing, it was determined that the unevenness problems 

could not be overcome in the milling type acid dyes, therefore, leveling type acid dyes should 

be used, but in the dyeings made with these dyes, especially the colors caused by the dye 

bleeding after dyeing turned out to be light. As a solution, it was determined that adding 

calcium chloride by adding a step around 80 degrees in the dyeing step and increasing the 

adsorption to the surface by reducing the solubility of the dye in some extent gave successful 

results. 
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ABSTRACT 

Due to the lack of natural fibers because of the growing fiber consumption per person, various 

researches were done in the field of manufacturing fibers similar to natural fibers with respect 

to chemical and physical structure and after these attempts; regenerated synthetic fibers were 

derived from the natural polymers by special chemical treatments. Cupro is a fiber obtained 

with the technological process of separated waste from cotton fibers. Therefore, cupro fiber is 

important in terms of promoting the effective use of limited resources in the world. The raw 

materials in the cupro process is cotton linters. Cupro is to regenerated cellulosic fibers 

produced by the cuprammonium process. Cupro can produce both staple and filament fibers 

for a wide range of applications. In this study, fiber properties and their use of Cupro fibers 

have been investigated.  

Keywords: Cuprammonium rayon, regenerated cellulosic fibers, fiber characteristics, textile 

fibers, natural fibers. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the world’s population explosion, there is an increased demand for textile materials, 

because clothing is one of the basic needs for humans. Thus, apart from natural fibers (wool, 

silk and cotton), with limited resources, and because synthetic fibers (nylon, Dacron and acrylic 

fibers) harm the environment during their processing, regenerated cellulose fibers from 

cellulose have arisen as an abundant resource to meet the needs of the modern era. Based on 

the need for fibers, regenerated cellulosic fibers are manufactured by various methods to 

achieve the desired properties, and on this basis they are categorized into various classes. [1]. 

Man-made fibers can be divided – dependent on their source of origin - into three main sub-

groups: based on natural polymers, on synthetic polymers or on inorganic substances. In the 

sub-group natural polymers one can differentiate between cellulose based and protein based 

materials. The most important and used cellulose based fibers are viscose, Modal, Lyocell, 

Cupro and acetate fibers [2]. 

Cupro is a fiber obtained with the technological process of separated waste from cotton fibers. 

Therefore, cupro fiber is important in terms of promoting the effective use of limited resources 

in the world.  

Until now, it has not been conducted much research on cupro fiber. The purpose of this study 

is to investigate the properties and using areas of cupro fibers. 

2. HISTORY OF CUPRO FIBERS 

In 1857 a Swiss chemist, Schweizer, found that a good solvent for cellulose is a mixture of 

copper hydroxide and ammonium hydroxide solutions. The first cellulosic fiber from this 

solvent ( known as Schweizer’s reagent) were made in Germany by Fremery and Urban in 

1891. At around the same time, however, a commercial process for the manufacture of viscose 

was developed by Bemberg, following the development of Tiele’s stretch spinning technique, 
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and to this day cuproammonium rayon is also known as ‘Bemberg silk’. During the twentieth 

century, significant quantities of cuproammonium rayon were produced in Germany, England, 

America, Japan and Italy, but since the 1960s production in all these countries with the 

exception of Japan, has ceased. Asahi Kasei Fibers Corporation in Japan produces and markets 

the fiber as Bemberg® [3]. Bemberg® is trademark name of cupro fiber. 

3. PRODUCTION OF CUPRO FIBERS 

Cupro differs from viscose in that it uses cotton linter (cotton seed fibers), copper salt and 

ammonia chemicals to produce a fine filament fiber: 

 The linters are bleached using strong alkali solutions and purified under high 

temperatures, requiring large amounts of water and energy. 

 These fibers are then dissolved in a solution of copper sulphate and ammonia, creating 

a highly viscous solution that is ready to be extruded through a spinneret.  

 The solution is then neutralized with a sulphuric acid and stretched to produce 

cuprammonium rayon (cupro) fiber [4]. 

 

Figure 1. Source of Cupro fiber [5] 

4. THE PROPERTIES OF CUPRO FIBERS 

A cross sectional image of cupro fibers is presented in Figure 2 in comparison with cotton, silk 

and viscose rayon.  Cupro is a near perfect circle in cross section, and has a more uniform 

thickness than cotton.  This gives Cupro a smooth, beautiful luster. 

 

Figure 2. Cross section of cupro and other fibers [5] 

Both Cupro and cotton contain crystalline and amorphous regions.  But Cupro has a broader 

amorphous region, which absorbs and retains moisture. 

Staple and filament image of cupro fibers are shown in Figure 3. In contrast to cotton, which 

is a staple fiber, Cupro can produce both staple and filament fibers for a wide range of 

applications.         
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Figure 3. The image of staple fibers and continuous filaments of cupro [5] 

The physical parameters of cupro fiber are presented in Table 1. Since the fibers are regenerated 

cellulose, they have similar characteristic to those of viscose. However in contrast to viscose, 

cupro filaments have an even, porous structure and there is no skin-core character. Also, the 

filaments are finer than those of viscose and almost circular in cross-section, so they are very 

soft, and having low friction, are smooth to touch. Their strength, particularly wet strength, is 

also higher. Cupro fibers have a high heat transfer index, which means that undergarments 

made of it feel cool, and together with a high moisture absorption capacity give good comfort 

for summer wear [3].  

Table 1. Physical properties of cupro fibers [3] 

Physical properties  Value 

Specific gravity  1,54 

Tenacity 21-28 cN texˉ¹ and about 18-20  cN texˉ¹ when wet 

Elongation at break Very similar to viscose, abou 15% (dry) and 25% (wet) 

Elastic recovery It does not recover well from stretching 

Resilience Very good 

Moisture regain 11% 

Advantages of using Cupro fiber 

 The fiber can have finer denier resulting higher pliability and very good draping 

qualities [9].  

 Due to its fineness and lustre, cupro is also referred to as copper silk. 

 It is hypoallergenic. The fabric has very soft and smooth surface and has skin-friendly 

structure. 

 Cupro is a breathable fiber with micro pores that quickly absorb moisture and release it 

to the outside. Thus Cupro effectively reduces clinging and interior dampness [5]  

 One prominent feature of Cupro is its ability to moderate the temperature inside the 

garment. It feels cool in summer, warm in winter. Cupro is comfortable to wear year 

round. 

 Cupro is antistatic fiber that is resistant to stretching out of shape at higher temperatures. 

 It is biodegradable.  The fibers easily decompose in soil and return to their natural state. 

So it is gentle on the environment. 

 It has universal blendability. 

 It is very easy to care for. Cupro can be machine washed [6]  

 The Cupro has both the softness of natural fiber and the properties of artificial fibers. 

 Sunlight slowly causes degradation and loss of strength. 
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 It burns rapidly and chars at 180 deg C. 

 Soluble in hot dilute and cold concentration acids. Insoluble in most organic solvents. 

5. USING AREA OF CUPRO FIBERS 

Cupro has a broad range of applications [7]. These are: 

Linings: A lining material must be highly absorbent and must prevent static. Cupro is highly 

absorbent and cupro quickly releases any static into the air. Also cupro lining feels refreshing 

and comfortable because of the excellent moisture management function. So cupro is an 

excellent material for linings. 

Outerwear: Its natural texture and comfortable touch to the skin meet wide demands from 

elegant to casual. 

Innerwear: Comfort is most important in garments worn directly against the skin. It feels even 

gentler to the skin than silk, considered by many to be a soft and low-irritating material. So it 

is being used for women’s knit lingerie, sheer dress fabrics and satins [7]. 

Legwear: From gliding smooth textures to cozy warm textures, it offers the ultimate in hosiery 

comfort. 

Sportswear: Its superb qualities even contribute to the world of sports.  It has functionality of 

cooling down, warming up, and also moisture wicking. 

Traditional costumes: Its unique quality makes it the fabric of choice for making luxurious 

traditional costumes like the saree. 

Home textiles: Cool in summer, warm in winter, and comfortable against the skin. These 

fabrics are used widely in in household furnishings [7]. 

Market Situation: Cupro is a niche fiber, accounting for less than 1% of total regenerated 

cellulosic fibre production. Due to the high costs of inputs such as copper sulphate used in its 

manufacture, cupro remains relatively expensive. Cupro can be easily blended with other fibers 

and, as there is only one manufacturer, integration should be straightforward.  As a niche fiber, 

which relies on expensive inputs such as copper sulphate and, with only one global producer, 

Cupro remains relatively expensive compared to other fibers such as conventional viscose [4].  

6. CONCLUSION 

Cupro is a regenerated cellulosic fiber made from a cellulose source such as cotton linters. The 

main application of these fibers, is in forming multifilament yarns for woven 

fabrics and linings. And also i t is usually made in fine filaments that are used in lightweight 

summer dresses and blouses.  

It is considered an eco-textile because by definition it uses what would have been a waste 

product and transforms it into something usable and fabulous through little energy and 

emissions. 

Cupro is soluble in the soil in a short time without damaging to the environment. So it is 

biodegradable.   

Cupro is referred to as ‘vegan silk’ due to its luxurious feel, smooth looking appearance and a 

structure that drapes elegantly - it is the closest alternative to silk. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, it is aimed to reveal the effects of cotton and viscose fibers used in acrylic fiber 

blended yarns. Ne 20/1 carded yarns were produced by blending cotton, viscose, and acrylic 

fibers in seven different ratios. Uster tests were carried out to determine evenness, defects, and 

hairiness values of yarns, and strength tests were applied to obtain yarn breaking strength and 

elongation. The physical and performance properties of the yarns were evaluated, and the 

results proved that the properties of yarns were affected by the fiber content. Additionally, it 

was found that especially cotton fiber had a negative effect on the properties of acrylic blended 

yarns. 

Keywords: Cotton fiber, viscose fiber, acrylic fiber, blended yarn, yarn properties 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Textile industries produce blended yarns by combining two different fibers for strength, 

alluring, and durability. Different fibers are often blended for several purposes to improve the 

quality and gain additional benefits [1]. Natural and chemical fiber blends are used extensively 

in textiles. When the strength and elasticity of synthetic chemical fibers and the healthy wearing 

properties of natural fibers are combined, a quality product is obtained. Cellulosic chemical 

fibers are widely used due to their softness and high moisture absorption properties [2]. The 

most commonly used fibers in blends are cotton, polyester, viscose, acrylic, nylon, etc. Cotton 

fiber has lots of properties, which are lightweight, skin-friendly, sleek, breathable, lasting, and 

requires low maintenance, so it provides enormous strength, smoothness, and tremendous 

resistance to the yarn. Acrylic fiber offers softness, warmness, and durability, whereas cotton 

contributes to the next level’s comfort. Thus, this is a perfect blend for more comfortable, 

warm, and yet light apparel. Cotton-acrylic blends are used in the kitchen, soft cotton balls and 

disposable face cloths [1]. Acrylic copolymer (PAC)/viscose blends are generally used in 

knitted fabrics. While the PAC part in the mixture adds form stability and volume, the viscose 

part provides good humidity regulation and reduces static electricity [2]. 

When examined the previous studies, it was seen that the properties of the blend yarns 

containing cotton, acrylic, viscose fibers, were not investigated adequately. Some of these 

studies were given in this part. Bhardwaj carried out a similar study (2012) and concluded that 

fabrics produced with jute/viscose and polyester (30/70) blends was better than other blended 

fabrics [3].  Yardi et al. (2001) used triple blends with cotton, polyester, and viscose fibers in 

their study, and they found that the finer properties, which were related with higher strength, 

were obtained with increasing ratios of stronger fibers [4]. 
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In this study, it was aimed to reveal the effects of cotton and viscose fibers used as other 

components in the mixture on blended yarns containing acrylic fiber. Within the scope of the 

study, 7 different carded yarns with a yarn count of Ne 20/1 at different mixing ratios were 

produced using cotton, viscose and acrylic fibers. After yarn production, the physical and 

performance properties of these yarns were determined by testing.  

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

The cotton fiber used in the study was the American Upland type, the fiber properties were 

determined by performing five tests with the HVI (High Volume Instrument) test device, and 

the average values of the results were obtained as given in Table 1. 

Table 1. HVI test result of cotton fiber used in the study 

Property Property Description Valuation 

SCI Pinning count index 136 

Mic Microner 5,54 

Mat Maturity 0,90 

UHML Length (mm) 29,45 

Ul Length uniformity (%) 85,3 

SF Short fiber rate (<12,7 mm) (%) 7,0 

Str Breaking strength (g/tex) 32,0 

Elg Elongation (%) 4,6 

Rd Reflectance degree 69,7 

+b Yellowness 9,2 

CGrd Color grade 42-2 

Tr Cnt Trash count 90 

Tr Area Trash area (%) 0,95 

Table 2. The properties of cotton, viscose, and acrylic fibers used in the study 

Fiber Type Fiber Symbol Fiber Length Fiber Fineness 

Cotton CO 29,45 2.18 

Acrylic PAN 38 1,3 

Viscose CV 38 1,3 

Table 3. Types of yarns produced  

Yarn Type Blend Ratios 

1 100% Cotton 

2 100% Viscose  

3 100% Acrylic 

4 50-50% Cotton - Acrylic 

5 50-50% Viscose - Acrylic  

6 75-25% Viscose - Acrylic 

7 75-25% Cotton - Acrylic 

The physical and performance tests of the yarns were applied within the scope of the study to 

determine yarn evenness, yarn faults (thin places, thick places, neps), yarn hairiness, breaking 

strength, and breaking elongation with the relevant test devices at the laboratory of a spinning 

mill. Before applying the tests, the samples were conditioned according to the TS EN ISO 139: 

2008 standard atmospheric conditions for textile-conditioning and experiments, and then 

measurements and tests were carried out. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The properties of the yarns were analysed as sub-title of unevenness, thin, thick, neps, hairiness, 

breaking strength and elongation in the next parts. 
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Yarn Unevenness (%)  

In Figure 1, the unevenness of the yarns produced with different raw materials and blend ratios 

are compared. The amount of unevenness in 100% cotton yarn is higher than in 100% viscose 

and 100% acrylic yarns. Even in blends containing cotton, unevenness is approximately 40% 

higher than that of other blends. When the raw materials are examined, the highest unevenness 

is observed in cotton fibers.  

 

Figure 1. Unevenness (CV%) of yarn samples 

Thin Place  

At the graph in Figure 2, the values of -40% fine place of yarns with different raw material and 

blend ratios are given. It is observed that the yarn consisting of 100% cotton has the highest 

number of thin places as 85. In the yarns of 100% viscose, 100% acrylic, and the mixture of 

these fibers, the number of thin places is almost non-existent. The thin places are also quite 

high in the cotton blended yarns, it is 50 for 50-50% CO-PAN blend and is 34 for 75-25% CO-

PAN blend. 

 

 

Figure 2. The thin places of yarn samples 

Thick Place 

In Figure 3, +50% thick places of yarns with different raw material and blend ratios are given. 

It is observed that the values of thick places of the yarn obtained from 100% cotton fiber are 

quite high as 118, and the values of thick places of the yarns obtained from 100% viscose as 

13 and from 100% acrylic as 1 are quite low. It is seen that the thick places of yarns containing 

cotton fibers increase due to cotton fiber ratio. In viscose-acrylic blend yarns, the values of 

thick places are almost non-existent. 
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Figure 3. The thick places of yarn samples 

Neps 

In Figure 4, the values of +200% neps of yarns with different raw material and blend ratios are 

given. It is seen from the figure that the neps value is highest in 75-25% cotton-acrylic yarn, 

and high neps values are also observed in yarns containing 100% cotton and 50-50% cotton-

acrylic. It is observed that the neps values are quite low in yarns containing 100% acrylic and 

100% viscose fibers. 

 

Figure 4. Neps of yarn samples 

Hairiness 

In the graph given in Figure 5, the hairiness (H) values of yarns with different raw material and 

blend ratios are seen. According to the graph, although the hairiness values of all yarns are high 

because of being carded yarns, the hairiness values of yarns containing acrylic and cotton fibers 

are quite higher than that of the yarns containing viscose fibers.  

 

Figure 5. H-hairiness graph of yarn samples 
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Breaking Strength 

In Figure 6, the breaking strength (Rkm) values of the yarns are given. While 100% acrylic and 

75-25% viscose-acrylic yarns have the highest breaking strength, 50-50% cotton-acrylic and 

75-25% cotton-acrylic yarns have the lowest breaking strength. In general, yarns containing 

cotton fiber showed lower strength than yarns containing viscose fiber. 

 

Figure 6. Breaking strength of yarn samples 

Breaking Elongation  

At the graph given in Figure 7, the breaking elongation values of the yarns are shown. It is seen 

that the yarns obtained from acrylic fibers have very good breaking elongation strength. 

Although the yarns obtained from viscose fibers have a lower elongation at break than yarns 

obtained from acrylic fibers, they show a considerably higher elongation at break than cotton 

fibers. Viscose and acrylic blended yarns have a good elongation at break. The elongation at 

the break of the yarn obtained from the cotton fiber is very low. The elongation at break values 

of blended yarns containing cotton fiber is also quite low. 

 

Figure 7. Breaking elongation of yarn samples 
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When the effects of raw material types and blending ratios on yarn properties are evaluated, it 

has been determined that cotton fiber negatively affects yarn properties and increases 

unevenness, thin-thick place amounts, neps and hairiness of the yarns while decreasing 

breaking strength and elongation. This negative effect was observed more clearly with the 

increase of cotton fiber ratio in blended yarns. Contrary to cotton, viscose fiber has a positive 

effect on all yarn properties, reducing the unevenness, thin-thick place amounts, neps, and 

hairiness in 100% viscose and viscose blended yarns, while increasing breaking strength and 

elongation. On the other hand, acrylic fiber did not have a negative effect on the properties of 

the yarn except hairiness, it decreased unevenness, thin-thick place amounts, and neps like 
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viscose fiber, and showed the highest strength value. The most obvious negative feature 

observed in acrylic-containing yarns was high hairiness. When acrylic fibers are mixed with 

cotton fibers, the negative effects on yarn properties increase; but on the contrary, when mixed 

with viscose fibers, it has been determined that these negative effects do not exist. As a result, 

in terms of positive yarn properties, mixing acrylic fibers with viscose fibers rather than cotton 

fibers was considered as a preferable situation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Currently, the use of antibiotics to fight infections has shown to be less and less effective due 

to the emergence of antibiotic-resistant microorganisms. New alternatives such as natural 

extracts due to their excellent antimicrobial profiles are emerging as a possible solution to this 

problem. In particular, the natural biomolecules thymol and eugenol have been explored in the 

prevention/treatment of skin infections with effective outcomes. Different fiber-based or 

hydrogel-based scaffolds have been employed in the treatment of skin infections because of 

their similarities to the skin structure, specifically the matrix and fibrillar elements, 

respectively. The purpose of this study is to explore the hybrid fiber-hydrogel architecture and 

evaluate the synergistic effect of biomolecules and biodegradable polymeric dressings against 

Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) and Staphylococcus epidermidis (S. epidermidis) bacteria 

that are present in skin infections. 

Keywords: Wet-spinning fibers; hydrogel; natural-origin biomolecules; antibacterial activity 

 

1. SKIN  

The skin is a multifunctional organ with a complex architecture, composed of three distinct 

layers: epidermis, dermis and hypodermis [1]. The outer layer, the epidermis, consists of a 

stratified epithelium formed by keratinocytes. The second layer, the dermis, is formed largely 

by the extracellular matrix (ECM). This is essentially composed of fibrillar elements such as 

collagen and elastin (produced by fibroblasts) organized in an isotropic network of loose wavy 

bundles surrounded by a matrix of proteoglycans (Figure 1). The underlying layer of the skin 

is the hypodermis, which is rich in adipose tissue, containing mainly fatty acids [1–3]. This 

stratified organ functions as a first-line biological barrier that protects the human body against 

possible harmful external aggressions (e.g., environmental) and that regulates the body's 

hydration status [2]. Along the skin there is a vast community of microbes, also known as the 

microbiota (resident or transient) of the skin, which is composed of millions of bacteria, viruses 

and fungi that defend the host from pathogenic organisms [3]. 

mailto:martasofia.teixeira@hotmail.com
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Figure 1. Skin structure and its protective mechanisms against the penetration of various 

microorganisms [4] (CC BY 4.0 license). 

A break in this barrier can lead to the proliferation of microbial pathogens (dysbiosis) and cause 

different skin infections. Despite the disadvantages of using antibiotics (e.g., bacterial 

resistance to multiple drugs), they remain, to this day, the main way to fight infections, namely 

skin infections caused by bacteria [3]. In this sense, new approaches, such as natural products, 

have been the focus of great interest as alternatives to conventional antibiotics to treat infections 

[5]. Furthermore, in order to improve the treatment of skin infections, structures with similarity 

to the skin structure have been studied as a way to enhance the rapid treatment of skin 

infections. 

2. NATURAL ORIGIN BIOMOLECULES 

Natural extracts have aroused increasing interest in preventing and treating infectious diseases, 

thus reducing environmental impact and increasing therapeutic potential [5]. Currently 30-50% 

of pharmaceuticals and nutraceuticals used are derived from plants [6]. Essential oils (EOs) are 

a complex mixture of chemical compounds, with volatile, lipophilic and aromatic properties 

(e.g. terpenes, phenols, alcohols, aldehydes, ethers and ketones), extracted from different 

regions of plants [7]. These have good antimicrobial properties, which are directly related to 

their chemical composition  [8]. Thymol (2-isopropyl-5-methylphenol; C10H14O) is a 

monoterpene that is part of the composition of several EOs extracted from various plants, with 

Thyme (Thymus vulgaris L., Lamiaceae) being the main source of thymol [9]. This 

biomolecule has good antibacterial activity due to its ability to integrate the lipid layer of the 

cell membrane [10]. It is characterized by having good antimicrobial, analgesic, antispasmodic, 

anticoagulant activity [11], anti-inflammatory properties, and by promoting wound healing 

[12]. Furthermore, this natural compound is a good alternative for the treatment of skin acne 

infection [13]. Eugenol (4-allyl-2-methoxyphenol; C10H12O2) is a phenolic compound that is 
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present in EOs such as cinnamon leaf and clove oil [14]. This amphipathic hydroxyphenyl 

propene is highly bactericidal, exhibiting for example activity against the Gram-positive 

bacteria S. aureus and S. epidermidis [15]. This compound can induce intracellular production 

of reactive oxygen species (ROS) or modify the fatty acid profile of the cell membrane of 

different bacteria [8]. In addition, it is described as having beneficial properties (e.g., anti-

inflammatory properties and antioxidant effect) that validate its use in some skin diseases such 

as dermatitis [16].  

To avoid overdose and consequently possible toxic effects, these natural extracts can be 

incorporated into biodegradable polymeric structures (e.g., fibers and hydrogels) that allow a 

controlled and prolonged release over time [10, 17, 18]. 

3. FIBERS 

Spinning is a specialized form of extrusion of a polymeric solution through a spinneret to form 

continuous filaments/fibers (micro and/or nanofibers) that can be mono or multiple [17]. In this 

type of technique, it is first necessary to dissolve the polymer in a solvent that does not degrade 

it or compromise its properties [19]. Of the various approaches for the production of fibers by 

spinning, wet-spinning is one of the most relevant techniques for biomedical uses, namely for 

drug delivery systems [20]. Wet-spinning is based on the principle of phase inversion induced 

by a non-solvent. In this technique, the polymer solution is injected into a specific coagulation 

bath composed of a non-polymer solvent (miscible with the polymer solvent), which causes 

the extruded material to precipitate in the form of a filament [5, 20]. As the filaments solidify, 

the coagulation bath removes the solvent [20]. Thus, continuous polymeric microfibers with a 

uniform morphology are obtained [5] (Figure 2). With this process it is possible to produce 

hybrid structures with different levels of organization and chemical and physical properties 

[18]. In addition, these structures have high intrinsic porosity (larger pore size) [21]. Synthetic 

polymers such as polycaprolactone (PCL) and many of its composites have been processed into 

fiber using the wet spinning technique for various applications in biomedicine [18]. Nouri et 

al.,  showed the success of producing PCL fibers with uniform structure by wet-spinning [22]. 

According to Felgueiras et al., cellulose acetate/PCL microfibers loaded with EOs showed to 

be potential structures, with good antibacterial activity, for the treatment of infections [18].  

 

 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of a wet-spinning technique. Extrusion of a polymeric 

solution in a specific coagulation bath, and subsequent formation of a continuous and uniform 

fiber [20] (CC BY 4.0 license). 

4. HYDROGEL 

Hydrogels are three-dimensional (3D) networks of hydrophilic polymers capable of absorbing 

and retaining considerable amounts of fluids. They can be classified taking into account 
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different parameters, namely origin, polymer load and physical properties [21]. Physical (e.g., 

hydrogen bonding, metal coordination, hydrophobic interaction, and host–guest interaction) 

and chemical (e.g., redox-, thermal-, photo-, or radiation-initiated free radical polymerization) 

methods are used to crosslink the polymers so to form hydrogels [23].  Hydrogels can be 

obtained from synthetic and/or natural polymers, based on which certain characteristics are 

observed in the hydrogels. Hydrogels derived from natural polymers have molecular 

recognition sites and are biodegradable [21]. Specifically hydrogels obtained from 

polysaccharides (e.g., pullulan and alginate), have been widely used due to their hydrophilicity, 

biocompatibility and low toxicity [24, 25]. However, they have low stability in aqueous media, 

poor mechanical properties, and rapid degradation. Hydrogels formed by synthetic polymers 

(e.g., poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), PCL and poly (vinyl pyrrolidone)) have good mechanical 

properties, but low biocompatibility [21, 26]. According to Priya et al., the hydrogel matrix 

composed of pullulan exhibit adhesive properties and increased wound healing [27]. Xiong et 

al., described that PVA hydrogels loaded with tea polyphenol (TP) (8 wt%) have shape memory 

and resistance to UV irradiation, and can be applied in wound dressings [28]. Ma et al., found 

that the PVA hydrogel produced by the physical crosslinking method had a high water content 

and re-swelling rate, a high melting temperature and a high mechanical strength [29]. 

The combination of natural and synthetic polymers works as an alternative to obtain hydrogels 

that bring together a higher percentage of desired properties, both characteristics of natural and 

synthetic polymers. Hydrogels composed of pullulan/PVA were successfully prepared by 

Samoila et al., through chemical and physical cross-linking in the room temperature method. 

These have shown good swelling capacity, good biocompatibility and excellent stability 

against dissolution in water or degradation in PBS (pH 7 a 4-37 ◦C) [24].  

5. FIBER HYDROGEL COMPOSITE 

Despite the beneficial properties mentioned above, both fibers and hydrogels when used in 

individual systems have some limitations. In this sense, hydrogel and fiber composites appear 

to overcome many of the mechanical, physical and biological limitations of fibers and 

hydrogels when used in individual systems [21]. In recent years, there has been more research 

in this area, making possible a wide polymeric combination and the arrangement of these 

structures in different ways (e.g., hydrogels and fibers forming layers), both for application in 

wound healing [30] as for drug delivery [31]. Hydrogels generally have a high degree of 

flexibility, adjustable viscoelasticity and high permeability to oxygen and essential nutrients. 

However, they are unable to mimic the organization of ECM fibrillar elements. Wet-spinning 

fibers, on the other hand, are microfibers capable of 3D network formations that allow cellular 

interaction. In this way, the junction of both structures approaches the architecture of EMC, 

which may improve cell infiltration and differentiation [21]. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In recent years, the need to find less invasive and more effective therapies to combat skin 

infections has emerged. Although the use of antibiotics has prevailed, the exponential increase 

in bacterial resistance to antibiotics makes it urgent to reduce their use.  

To contribute to a possible solution to this problem, in this research we intend to study the 

combination of different polymers, PCL/PVA/Pullulan, in a final structure where natural 

extracts are incorporated for applications in skin infections. Thus, we aim to produce a structure 

with a hybrid fiber-hydrogel, by combining crosslinked hydrogels with fibers produced by wet-

spinning to obtain properties that mimic the normal skin. The incorporation of natural extracts 

such as thymol and eugenol will be an asset to potentiate the bacterial fight, preventing the 

proliferation of bacteria such as S. aureus and S. epidermidis. In general, we intend to 
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demonstrate the potential of these biomolecules and of both structures, to act synergistically 

for the treatment of skin infections. 

 

Figure 3. Representative scheme of incorporation of natural extracts in hybrid fiber-hydrogel 

composite (representations not to scale). 
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ABSTRACT 

Cotton fabrics are frequently used in bedding products. Nowadays, it is important to use 

different materials to achieve better comfort properties. In this study, the mechanical, thermal 

and tactile comfort properties of alternative fabrics to cotton for bedding products were 

investigated. Viscose, lyocell and linen were chosen as alternative fabrics. 

Keywords: Bedding fabrics, cotton, viscose, linen, comfort 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In general, cotton and cotton blend fabrics are used for bedding textiles. In order to obtain better 

comfort properties, it is necessary to take advantage of the properties of different materials. In 

this study, viscose, lyocell and linen fibres were chosen as alternatives to cotton fiber due to 

their superior thermal properties. Man-made of cellulose fibres are commonly applied in 

textiles to improve comfort properties, nowadays. Viscose fiber is absorbing, comfortable and 

breathable [11]. Lycoell contains water in its structure as a source of heat capacity that helps 

in human body’s temperature regulation. It is a hygienic fiber naturally prevents the formation 

of bacteria and ideal for sensitive skin. It was observerd that TENCEL® (Trademark of 

Lyocell) fabric has less itching and scratching and leads to a better night's sleep and a more 

comfortable overall [6]. In addition, it is possible to recycle almost 99% of the organic solvent 

used in the obtaining of lyocell fibre and water is the only substance used in the coagulation 

bath without needing any acid or alkali, lyocell fibre can be considered harmless from 

toxicological and dermatologic aspects.  

Many studies measuring the physical properties of lyocell/cotton blended yarns show that with 

the increase in the lyocell percentages of blended yarns, showed that the breaking load, 

breaking elongation and breaking work values increased. [2]. Basit et al. (2018)   investigated 

mechanical and thermal properties tencel and tencel blend fabrics. In their study, tencel was 

blended with modal, viscose, and bamboo against 100% cotton fabric. It was found that 

Tencel/viscose and Tencel/bamboo blends provide better mechanical and comfort properties 

than 100% cotton [1]. Frydrych, Dziworsk and Bilska compared the thermal properties of 

cotton and tencel woven fabrics. The tencel fabrics showed lower values of thermal 

conductivity and thermal absorption than cotton fabrics and higher values of thermal diffusion, 

resistance and air permeability [7]. Bilir's study results showed that the maximum force and 

elongation values of fabrics at maximum force increased as the proportions of lyocell in the 

cotton/Lyocel blended yarns increased. However, it was observed that lyocell percentages in 

the blend should be increased over 50% or 75% so that statistically significant differences could 

be obtained in tearing force, abrasion resistance and drapability properties of the woven fabrics 

[2].  
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Linen fabrics have good cooling effect, high moisture absorption. The high moisture  

absorption capability of linen fabric provide the temperature regulation of the human body that  

is a decisive factor for comfort in use and well-being  and  also cause to  the low  tendency for 

electrostatic charging. Linen is also believed to have therapeutic properties that promote sleep 

[3, 10]. For all reason, linen bed sheets provides more restful sleep than cotton sheets in hot 

climates. However, these fabrics are expected to show good mechanical and tactile comfort 

properties as well as thermal comfort. In this study, the mechanical, thermal and tactile comfort 

properties of the fabrics selected for use in bedding products were compared with that of the 

cotton fabric and among themselves. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In the study, four fabric types were produced with the same warp and different weft yarns. All 

the samples were woven with 100% cotton warp in 4/1 weft satin weave by using the OptiMax-

i rapier-weaving machine. The linen yarn was obtained from mechanical cottonised and 

bleached flax by wet spinning, and all yarns were spun with cotton ring spinning system. The 

yarn twist multiplier constant were used as 4 for cotton and linen, 3.8 for viscose and lyocell. 

Cotton warp and cotton, viscose, lyocell, linen weft were used in fabrics. Table1 show the 

specifications of produced yarns. The yarn composition of fabrics was set to be 60% warp and 

40% weft yarn. In consideration of obtaining similar mass per unit areas (m²/weight), weft yarn 

counts and fabric densities of samples were varied for each fiber type. The specification of 

produced fabric are given in Table 2.  

Table 1. Specifications of yarns 

Yarn  

Type 

 No.  

 (Ne) 

CV 

(%) 

Strengh 

(Cn/Tex) 

Cv 

(%) 

Elongation  

        (%) 

Cv 

(%) 

Co. 30 16,86 16,86 9,67 5,58 9,10 

Vis. 26 14,53 14,53 7,83 6,64 8,94 

Lyc. 26 13,85 13,85 11,6 6,68 12,72 

Li. 22 23,61 23,61 11,43 1,90 7,58 

Table 2. Specifications of fabrics 

Fabric 

Type* 

Weft Yarn 

Composition* 

Warp Yarn 

Count (Ne) 

Weft Yarn 

Count(Ne) 

Warp 

Density 

(Ends/cm) 

Weft 

Density 

(Picks/cm) 

Unit-

Weight 

(g/m²) 

Co. 100% Cotton 30/1 30/1 36 28 135 

Vis. 100% Viscose 30/1 26/1 40 28 143 

Lyc. 100% Lyocell 30/1 26/1 36 27 142 

Li. 100% Linen 30/1 22/1 36 23 132 

Tests determining the yarn and fabric properties were carried out in accordance with the 

required standards. Thermal, handle properties and mechanical performance tests were 

performed to determine comfort properties after fabric samples were conditioned under 

standard laboratory conditions (20 ± 2°C, 65 ± 2% Relative Humidity). Alambeta and 

Permetest device were used to measure the thermal properties[8,9]. The air permeability of the 

samples was measured with the Textest FX 3300 test device in accordance with TS 391 ISO 

9237. At the same time, selected mechanical tests, which are used to determine handle 

properties, were performed by means of Csiro-Fast device to evaluate tactile comfort of fabrics 

[4]. Tensile strength, crease recovery, abrasion resistance and pilling tendency tests were 

performed to evaluate mechanical performance. All the test results were analysed statistically 
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with SPSS according to the multiple comparisons method of One Way ANOVA to determine 

any significant differences (in case of p<0.05). 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The tests result are given to define tactile and thermal comfort, and mechanical performance in 

Table 3.  

Table 3. Comfort properties of fabrics 

   Fabric Type    

  Performed test  Co. Vis. Lyc. Li. 

 Tensile Strenght (N.)     

     Weft Direction  459 169,83 387,83 617,5 

Physically  

Performance  

    Warp Direction  590 384,16 562,66 577,16 

Tear Strenght      

     Weft Direction  
49,2 11,6 Not Tear 

Not 

Tear 

      Warp Direction  

Not 

Tear 
Not Tear Not Tear 

Not 

Tear 
 

Crease Recovery ( Degrees)  
    

Mechanical  

Comfort 

    Weft Direction  82 86 82,8 93 

    Warp Direction  80 88 81,7 85,8 

 Pilling Tendency   4/5  2/3 3            2     

  Abrassion Resistance 
   

<15000 
        <10000 

    

<12000 

   

<2000 

 Bending Rigidty (μN.m)     

     Warp Direction B1 8,42 9,59 4,69 9,51 

     Weft Direction B2 8,88 8,48 9,48 59,66 

 Shear Ridity (N/m)-G 63,64 52,93 32,17 26,91 

Tactile  

Comfort 

Extensbility (%)     
    Warp Direction -E100-1 1,8 2,74 2,43 0,74 

     Weft Direction -E100-2 0,1 0,11 0,35 0,42 

 Formability (mm²)-F     

     Warp Direction -F-1 0,1 0,11 0,35 0,42 

     Weft Direction -F-2 0,22 0,33 0,29 0,2 

  

Surface Thickness   

2 gf/cm² (mm)-T2 0,5 0,51 0,41 0,38 

 Air Permeability -(l/m²/s) 783 707 564 1053 

Thermal  

Comfort 

Thermal Conductivity-

λ(W/mK)  0,046 0,049 0,05 0,047 

Thermal absorptivity-

b(Ws1/2/m²K)  177.33 206.2 191 184 

 
Relative water vapour 

permeability-p(%) 
70,7 58,43 65,7 71,73 

     

 Figure 1. show the thermal results of fabrics. The use of linen as a weft yarn increased the air 

permeability, but there was no significant difference between viscose, lyocell and cotton 

values.  
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Thermal conductivity values of all fabrics were same, statistically. If the thermal absorbency 

of the material is high, it gives a cooler feeling on first contact and this is desirable for a good 

sleep. The thermal absorbency of the fabrics was listed as viscose, lyocell, linen and cotton, 

respectively, and the value of linen was not statistically different compared to cotton. 

 The viscose fabric showed lowest water vapour permeability value. Viscose fiber has a 

different inner structure from cotton and lyocell [6] and this has affected water transmission. 

The pore structure of Lyocell (TENCEL®) is a true nano-structure.  This is unique amongst 

the man made cellulosic fibers.  It consists of countless, very hydrophilic, crystalline nano-

fibrils, which are arranged in a very regular manner [6]. Therefore, the water absorption of the 

lyocell fabric was expected to be the highest. However, the value of the lyocell fabric was 

higher than the viscose fabric but lower than the linen and cotton fabric. Linen and lyocell 

showed the same water vapour permeability performance as cotton.  

 

Figure1. Thermal Properties of Fabrics 

 

   Figure2. Bending rigidity results of fabrics      Figure3. Shear rigidity results of fabrics 

According to result, the linen fabric had the highest bending rigidity (Figure 2.) and lowest 

extensibility value on the weft direction (Figure 4.). The fabrics made of viscose and lyocell 

weft showed the highest extensibility values according to cotton fabric.  However, there was 

no statistically significant difference between both shear strength and formability values of all 
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fabrics (Figure 3, 5). When the test results of the warp direction were examined, it was observed 

that there was no significant difference between the values of the fabrics.  

 

 

 

Figure 4. Extensbility results of fabrics    Figure 5. Formability results of fabrics 

Especially in bedding products, in addition to thermal and tactile comfort, pilling tendency, 

abrasion resistance, tensile and tear strength are important properties that provide mechanical 

comfort. The use of linen as a weft yarn increased the pilling tendency and tensile strength, 

while decreased the abrasion resistance (Figure 6, 7, 9) On the other hand, the use of viscose 

and lyocell increased the pilling tendency, decreased tensile strength and abrasion resistance 

compared with cotton. However, in terms of these properties, the value of viscose fabric was 

lower than lyocell. Not all fabrics were torn in the warp direction. Linen and lyocell fabrics 

were not torn in the weft direction, but cotton and viscose fabrics were torn and viscose showed 

the lowest tearing value. When the wrinkle properties are examined, linen fabric had lowest 

crease recovery in warp and weft direction  due to stiffness of linen. In the weft direction, 

lyocell and cotton showed similar wrinkling characteristics (Figure 8). 

 
Figure 6. Tensile Strength results of fabrics       Figure 7. Abrasion Resistance results of fabrics 
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Figure 8. Crease recovery test results of fabrics Figure 9. Pilling tendency results of fabrics        

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, the mechanical, thermal and tactile comfort properties of the fabrics selected for 

use in bedding products were compared with that of the cotton fabric and among themselves. 

The results showed that linen fabric is a good alternative to cotton fabric with its high tensile, 

tear and thermal properties. However, mechanical comfort properties are very important in the 

service life of bedding products and linen fabric showed low pilling and abrasion resistance, 

high wrinkling and crease properties. Although viscose has given good results in terms of 

thermal comfort (accept water transmission), it will show pilling, abrasion and tear problems 

during use. Lyocell fabric was not different from viscose in terms of thermal properties but , it 

showed better values in terms of mechanical and tactile comfort. In the study, it was seen that 

the use of lyocell fiber was the best alternative to cotton among the tested fabrics. However, 

due to the cotton used in the warp, lyocell did not come to the fore in thermal properties.The 

result of the study indicates that the lyocell fiber should be used at a high rate in order to show 

its properties better. If a very good air permeability is desired for bedding products, linen fiber 

can be preferred, but in this case, anti-wrinkle and anti-pilling chemicals should be used. Linen 

is a biodegradable fiber and is thawed in 2 weeks. Lyocell fiber, on the other hand, is quite 

harmless in terms of toxicological and dematological aspects. Today, the use of sustainable 

fibers is important. Therefore, these issues should also be taken into account when choosing 

fiber. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study includes a review of studies on the application of nanofibers to acrylic yarn and 

other yarns. Our research has observed that several articles and experimental studies have been 

carried out on the nanofiber coating of acrylic yarns. In addition, nanofiber coating studies on 

other yarn types were examined and presented in the article. Acrylic yarn is a synthetic (man-

made) fiber that has recently grabbed a huge market share on a global level. It is a replication 

of cotton and wool yarns and resembles these yarns’ properties. Acrylic yarns are easy to watch 

and have good colorfastness. It is also durable and easy to take care of. Unlike wool, acrylic 

yarn does not trigger allergies and that is another reason alongside low cost that encourages 

people to buy products made from the acrylic yarn over wool. Lately, nanotechnology and its 

application gained a lot of attention and one of the most interesting applications of this 

technology is nanofiber. Nanofibers are fibers having a diameter of 3 nm to 5 μm. They are 

produced from distinct polymers and have different application potentials and physical 

properties. Their diameters are based on the type of polymer used and the method of 

production. There are many different methods to produce nanofibers. One of them is the 

electrospinning method being the most used method to generate nanofibers.  

Nanofibers have been used in various important fields and helped solve fundamental problems. 

One of the most eye-catching applications of nanofibers is the Nano-coating of yarns or wires 

using the electrospinning method. The main principle of this method is to utilize the 

electrospinning process in applying the emerging nanofibers on the surface of yarns to create 

a fibrous structure that gives us Nano-coated materials. So we decided to start research about 

Nano-coating methods and parameters beginning with the electrospinning process and its 

parameters since they have a significant effect on the properties of the produced nanofiber. 

Some researchers introduced enhanced electrospinning devices that can produce stronger fibers 

others depended on airflow to force the produced nanofibers into the desired shape. These 

methods and their spinning parameters alongside the results were presented. 

Studies on the coating of acrylic yarn with nanofibers, which is our future work, have been 

investigated in detail and the deficiency in the literature has been tried to be determined. Very 

few studies were found on this subject in the reviews. However, there are many studies on the 

coating of nanofibers on other yarn types. In this article, a review of studies on this subject is 

presented. 

Keywords: Nanofiber, electrospinning, coating, acrylic yarn, polymers 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nanofibers are relatively a new area of research but one that’s becoming increasingly important 

as the world moves towards a future where the world's materials are digital and information is 

stored within molecules. As the name implies, they are tiny fibers that have diameters between 

mailto:barraa.shuaieb@boyar.com.tr
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polymers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrospinning
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1000 and 10,000 nm [1]. Nanofibers have implications for such industries as medicine, 

biotechnology, and nanotechnology due to their important role in solving problems in such as 

energy, medical treatments, and environmental issues. Nano fıbers had a lot of success in the 

medical field. Nanofiber scaffolds have been introduced to be used in tissue engineering, drug, 

and cell delivery, wound dressing, and dental materials [2-5]. It has also been used any other 

various fields such as lithium-air batteries, biosensors and water, and air filtration [6-9]. 

Researchers have developed some methods to fabricate nanofibers in the last decade, including 

electrospinning, melt-blowing, drawing, flash-spinning, template synthesis, thermal-induced 

phase separation, chemical vapor deposition, force-spinning, bicomponent spinning, and 

physical vapor deposition [10]. Among these methods, electrospinning is the most commonly 

used method thanks to its straightforward setup, low cost, and the ability to generate various 

types of fibers [11]. A basic electrospinning device shown in Figure 1 consists of a reservoir, 

which is usually a syringe connected to a needle to act as a spinneret, a high power supply 

(more than tens of kV), and a conductive collector. The process steps of producing nanofibers 

via electrospinning are as follows: the syringe is filled with the polymer solution then the liquid 

is extruded from the spinneret to produce a droplet due to the present surface tension. Upon 

applying-the high voltage electrification, the droplet deforms and forms charged cone called 

Taylors-cone from which a charged liquid jet is ejected towards the charged collector 

transferring the charge to the surface of the collector. The fiber eventually solidifies and rests 

on the collector (textile yarn/ conductive wire) [12]. The electrospinning process is governed 

by different parameters: applied voltage, solution flow rate, needle to collector distance, needle 

diameter, polymer concentration, solution viscosity, solution conductivity, and other 

parameters [13]. 

 

Figure 1. A schematic representation of the basic electrospinning process [12] 

In the literature survey, some solvents and polymers used in the production of nanofibers are 

as follows; Acetic acid (Chitosan), Formic acid (Nylon, Nylon 6-polyimide, Silk Fibroin), 

DMF-Dimethylformamide (Polyacrylonitrile –PAN, Polyurethane, Polyvinylchloride, Poly 

gamma benyzylglumate), Acetone (Polycaprolactone, Cellulose acetate), Water (Polyvinyl 

alcohol, Polyethylene Oxide), Chloroform (Polybutylenes succinate, Polyethylene Oxide), and 

Sulphuric acid (Polyphenylene terephthalamide, Polyaniline) [14]. Also, detailed information 

and survey of the parameters of electro-spinning distinct polymers (Polycaprolactone, 

Polyvinyl alcohol, Chitosan, Cellulose Acetate, Elastin, and others) such as the solvent (acetic 

acid, DMF, ..), tip collector distance (cm), and voltage (kV) which have significant effects on 

the quality of the Nano-fibers using electrospinning is given in article 15 in references.  
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When looking at the literature to get an answer to the question of why the textile materials 

(yarn or fabric) are covered, it is obvious that it is added to the textile material with certain 

properties such as tensile strength, smoothness, stability, chemical resistance, abrasion, and 

color or appearance effects [16]. Melt coating, drop coating, and chemical vapor deposition 

coating techniques are used to obtain functional coating on textile materials like filament [17-

21]. But the use of these techniques is restricted due to long reaction times, and poor control of 

adhesion and composition [22]. On the other hand, the electrospinning coating method supplies 

a new alternative due to its capacity to obtain and implement nanoscale fibers with higher 

specific surface area, leading to smaller pores and higher porosity on the substrate [23-25]. 

Within the scope of the subject, some studies have been carried out in the literature [26-28]. 

  2. NANO COATING USING ELECTROSPUN NANOFIBERS 

The coating is a covering method that is applied to the material to enhance the surface 

properties. Coatings of many kinds have been used to cover textiles and wires for many years 

now, some used polymer coating to enhance the mechanical properties of the yarns [29] others 

used conductive coatings since it is important in Smart textiles [30]. The following section will 

focus on the Nano coating of yarns by the electrospinning, different methods alongside their 

results will be discussed, noting that these methods are derived from the conventional 

electrospinning process with some changes. 

To start with Zhou et al., 2010 [31] used single-needle electrospinning alongside needle 

spinneret in their experiment represented in Figure  2. Polyethylene Oxide (PEO) was the 

spinning solvent and the process was carried out with parameters of: 0.5mL h-1 flow rate, 18 

cm needle to plate distance, 15 kV voltage, and polyamide (PA) monofilaments with 50 µm 

diameter were fixed with 10 mm spacing on a cardboard frame and placed 12 cm below the 

needle to accommodate the nanofibers which will be produced from the electrospinning hence 

become coated. A twist was then applied to the coated monofilaments to produce Nano-coated 

hybrid yarns with an increased abrasion resistance which has a promising future in ligament 

scaffolds and artificial tendon development. 

 

Figure 2. Representation of electrospinning process used to produce hybrid yarns [31] 

Another approach was made by Korkmaz Memiş et al., (2018) [32] which revolved around the 

use of textile yarns as a collector during electrospinning shown in Figure  4. The production of 

hybrid coated yarns in this study had four main steps, first the 100% acrylic staple-spun yarn 

which was used as the textile collector was opened for the electrospun nanofibers to reach the 

inner and outer side of the yarn, and then the open fiber bundle was dipped in Ethanol solution 

for it to gain conductivity. In the following step electrospinning process was carried out with 

the following parameters: 10 kV voltage, 1.00mL/h feeding ratio, and the middle point of the 

fiber bundle were placed 15 cm apart from the syringe. Here again, the twist was applied to the 

coated open fiber bundle. The researchers of this study were able to produce a hybrid yarn 
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having electrospun nanofibers on the interior and exterior which has increased yarn tenacity, 

breaking elongation, and tensile properties that can help overcome some of the setbacks related 

to mechanical properties of nanofiber yarns that are to be used in woven or knitted fabrics. 

 

Figure 3. The production of hybrid yarn steps [32]. 

Dabirian et al., (2012) [33] conducted a two-phase experiment to produce Nano-coated yarn 

and then they changed the values of some electrospinning parameters to observe how it will 

affect the coating process and its results. Starting with the first part which is the Nano-coating, 

they used two plastic syringes with needles of an inner diameter of 0,3mm to contain the 

polymer solution and each of them was linked to the power supply (one to the positive head 

the other to the negative) as shown in Figure  4 and when a yarn is fed into the electrospinning 

zone, nanofibers gets pulled towards the yarns surface hence forming a Nano-coated hybrid 

yarn.  

 

Figure 4. Nano coating of yarn using double-needle electrospinning A- High voltage DC, B- 

Twister plate, C- Syringe needle, and D- Take-up unit [33]. 

Moving on to the second part, this is related to the parameters of the electrospinning process. 

To do so they varied some parameter values and got the following results: The higher the 

applied voltage the more the nanofiber production, also an increase in the take-up velocity 

caused a reduction in the amount of nanofiber coating on the yarn surface. Another important 

this is that the speed of the rotating of the twisting unit affects the slop of the nanofiber (high 

speeds drag the nanofiber slope towards the axial direction). 

Liu et al., (2016) [34] developed a new novel method for Nano-coating in which the to be 

coated yarn was placed between two aluminum flakes and connected to winding rollers from 

both ends, giving the ability to twist the aligned electrospun nanofibers on the surface of the 

core-spun yarn illustrated in Fig 5. Also, the effects of span distance and rotation speed of disks 
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on morphology, covering effect, abrasion resistance, wicking property, and mechanical 

property are presented. 

 

 

Figure 5. Schematic illustration and photo of the set-up of the nanofiber core-spun yarn 

production [34]. 

Zhou et al., (2019) [35] depended on airflow to produce Nano-coated hybrid yarns. In this 

method, they managed to develop an electrospinning device in which the airflow was put into 

a special setup to force the produced nanofibers to move in a triangular area and prevent them 

from drifting away shown in Figure  6. The results of this process were actually since they 

managed to produce PAN Nano-coated hybrid yarns with an ultra-high strain of 531.98% with 

a uniform wavy structure. 

 

 

Figure 6. Schematic representation and photo of the airflow electrospinning process [35]. 

He et al., (2014) [36] Introduced a variant method derived from the classic electrospinning 

used to coat nanofibers on yarns since he first used an Electrospinning device that has a multi-

nozzle jet to produce nanofiber bundles as shown in the following figure (Figure  7). Then they 

deployed a 3D rotating airflow device to produce the hybrid Nano coated fibers. 
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Figure 7. Developed electrospinning device [36]. 

Feng-Lei Zhou et al., 2009 [37] studied Nano-coating Poly (ethylene terephthalate) multi and 

mono filaments by electrospinning method. Here, the effects of coating time, solution 

concentration, coating time flow rate and electric field parameters on the yarn coating 

properties were investigated in the coating process. A schematic presentation and a photo of 

the experimental setup are given in Figure  8. Poly (ethylene terephthalate) filament direction 

was perpendicular to the spin line between the collector plate and the needle. Experimental 

results showed that nanofibers coating on filaments with morphologies, displaying some degree 

of durability was accomplished. 

 

Figure 8. Schematic representation and photo of the experimental setup [37]. 

C. Hu et al., 2015 [38] research revolved around the blending of Electrospun natural 

biopolymer s (sodium alginate) with synthetic polymer polyethylene oxide fibers and Nano 

coated PLA (polylactic acid) yarns. First, Characterization studies of sodium alginate and 

polyethylene oxide polymers were carried out. After, PLA yarn is covered with the nanofiber 

obtained by the using electrospinning method of these solutions. Hybrid yarns were produced 

at different twist levels. In the experimental results, it has been observed that the tensile strength 

property of the hybrid yarn is superior to the uncoated yarn. 
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Figure 9. Experimental setup [38]. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

From this review, we can conclude that Nano-coating using Electrospun nanofibers is a 

promising method that helps improve the characteristics and properties of the coated yarn, and 

as mentioned in some of the listed articles the parameters of the electrospinning have a huge 

impact on the produced yarn properties which means more studies and experiments should be 

done to unlock the full potential of this process. 
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ABSTRACT 

The ability of electronic equipment to dissipate heat is critical to its functionality. In this study, 

the author attempted to create a high-performance heat dissipation sheet after producing the α-

alumina nanofibers mat. To make an α-alumina nanofibers mat, three-dimensional polyvinyl 

alcohol/boehmite precursor nanofibers were manufactured using a freeze-drying machine, then 

hotpressed and heat-treated at various temperatures. At 35–64 vol% α-alumina nanofibers 

content, the aligned nanofibers mat was impregnated with polyurethane, which demonstrated 

strong thermal conductivity in the planar (7.9–14.4 W/mK) and thickness (5.1–15.6 W/mK) 

directions. The electrical insulating performance of the heat-dissipating sheet was also 

excellent (2.2 × 1012 Ω/□). As a result, the author created a thermally conductive but electrically 

insulating heat spreader sheet that could effectively remove the heat produced by electric 

equipment. 

Keywords: Al2O3 nanofiber, Inorganic filler, Freeze-Drying, Thermal conductivity, Electrical 

insulation 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Electronic products and high-performance energy-saving home equipment are gaining 

popularity. Such equipment generates a substantial amount of heat when used continuously. 

The temperature may rise to the point where it surpasses the thermal stability limit of the 

gadget. In this case, electronic components and semiconductors will fail, resulting in increased 

failure frequency, fire, and smoke, as well as damage [1]. In recent years, polymer composites 

have attracted a lot of attention. Polymer composites are made by combining resin with 

inorganic and organic nanoparticles. The filler is ideal for heat dissipation because of its 

excellent thermal conductivity (100–2000 W/mK). All fillers are incompatible with electrical 

precision equipment due to their electrical conductivity. As a result, the heat-dissipating 

material should be thermally and electrically conductive [2,3]. Various low-cost inorganic 

nanoparticle fillers such as alumina, boron nitride (BN), aluminum nitride (AlN), silicon 

carbide, silicon nitride, and so on, are very popular as heat conductive fillers with polymer 

resin.  

Guanglei et al. used a powder processing approach to make a composite sheet of polystyrene 

(PS) and AlN particles. They discovered that the thermal conductivity of AlN/PS (0.489 

W/mK) was higher than that of PS (0.189 W/mK) at a 25% AlN content [4]. Yunsheng et al. 

created a composite sheet made of polyvinylidene fluoride, AlN whiskers, and AlN particles. 

With a 1: 25.7 whisker-particles ratio, they studied an enhanced thermal conductivity (11.50 

W/mK) at 60 % filler volume fraction [5]. After altering h-BN microplatelets and building a 

polydopamine (PDA) shell on their surface, Shen et al. reported that h-BN@PDA composite 
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films demonstrated high thermal conductivity 5.40 W/mK at 10 vol % h-BN@PDA loading 

[6].  

Nanofiber research, development, and industrial application have gotten much attention 

recently. Heat dissipation sheets composed of nanofibers have been the subject of numerous 

studies. Using the electrospinning approach, Ohgoshi et al. created α-alumina nanofiber mats 

with boehmite particles and PVA aqueous solution. They also used a polyurethane aqueous 

solution to saturate the nanofiber mats and compared them to traditional spherical filler. They 

reported that the obtained α-alumina nanofiber polyurethane composite sheet had superior 

thermal conductivity (19.7 W/mK) in a parallel direction at 33 vol% of α-alumina content. 

However, moderate in the perpendicular direction (10.0 W/mK) and negligible in the thickness 

direction (>0.5 W/mK). The freeze-drying method (lyophilization) has recently become 

popular to produce nanofibers. Lyophilization is a three-phase water removal technique 

(solidification, sublimation, and adsorption). The solvents were converted from liquid to solid 

in the first and second phases (primary drying). Finally, stable states are converted to gaseous 

states by desorption of unfrozen water (secondary drying) [7]. The base material retains its 

stability with improvement because freeze-drying is controlled at significantly lower 

temperatures (− 30 to − 45°C) with long time (7 days) keeping [8]. The frozen hydrosol's (ice 

crystals) growth size and direction are regulated to form a 3D interconnected nanofibers 

structure. The resulting ultrathin 3D nanofibers structure with rich pore morphology shows 

superior performances to 1D nanofibers [9].  

This study uses alumina as an inorganic filler due to its good thermal conductivity and electrical 

insulation properties. On the other hand, we produced 3D alumina nanofibrous structure 

fabricated by freeze-drying followed by the hot press method. The composites showed much 

higher thermal conductivity in planner and thickness direction than those in previous research. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Nippon Synthetic Chemical Industry Co., Japan, supplied the granular polyvinyl alcohol (DP 

500). As an alumina source, Sasol, Japan generously donated Boehmite nanoparticles (Disperal 

P-2) comprising 72 wt % alumina (25 nm particle size). In a flask, 1 wt% aqueous PVA 

solution, 1 wt% dispersion of boehmite, and distilled water were mixed to make a 

PVA/Alumina = 30/70 wt% mixture, and 0.01 wt% mixture was created. PVA/boehmite 

precursor nanofibers were made by freezing them at 45 to 50°C and 11 to 20 Pa pressure for 

about a week using a freeze-drying machine (FDU-1200 type, EYELA, Japan). A heat press 

machine was used to press PVA/boehmite precursor nanofiber samples at 120°C, 30 minutes, 

and 5 MPa. Hot pressed PVA/boehmite precursor nanofibers were calcined at varied heat 

treatment temperatures (500°C, 1200°C, 1300°C, and 1400°C) at a rate of 10°C/min to 

eliminate organic components. After that, the α-alumina nanofibers were soaked with a 5% 

polyurethane solution and cured for 10 hours. Finally, polyurethane sheets containing alumina 

nanofibers were made by vacuuming the solution at ambient temperature until it was absorbed.  

The morphology of both precursor and alumina nanofibers was detected with a scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) by Keyence VE9800, Japan. X-ray diffractometer (XRD, Rigaku 

Mini Flex II, Japan) was used to measure X-ray diffraction using the Ni-filtered CuKα radiation 

(30 kV, 15 mA) as X-ray sources to investigate the crystalline nature of the samples. The 

specific surface area was measured by using a specific surface area/pore distribution 

measurement device (Belsorp-mini II, Microtrack BEL Corp., Japan). Thermal diffusivity 

(m2/s) was measured with a thermowave analyzer TA35 (Bethel Co., Ltd., Japan) at room 

temperature in both plane and thickness directions, where temperature wave analysis was used 

to measure thermal diffusivity. Figure  1 depicted all of the appropriate steps schematically. 
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Figure 1. Experimental scheme of preparation 3 D α-alumina nanofibers mats 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

3.1 Characterization of α-alumina nanofibers  

 The SEM images and fiber diameter distribution of the PVA/ boehmite precursor nanofibers 

and alumina nanofibers are shown in Figure  2. From Figure  2 (a), (b), and (c), the precursors 

prepared by freeze-drying showed a 3D arrangement of the fibers, which did not change after 

heat treatment. The average fiber diameter (D) of PVA/boehmite precursor nanofibers was 318 

nm. On the other hand, calcinated α-alumina nanofiber's average fiber diameters were 323 nm 

and 307 nm at 500°C and 1200°C temperature, respectively.   

 

Figure 2.  SEM images of nanofibers and histograms of average fiber diameter: (a) precursor, 

(b) γ-alumina heated at 500℃ and (c) α-alumina heated at 1200℃. 

Figure  3 shows the XRD curves of γ-alumina diffraction peak after applying heat at 500°C 

temperature and α-alumina diffraction peaks heated at 1200°C, 1300°C, and 1400°C 

temperatures. While increasing heating temperature from 500 °C to 1200 °C, γ-alumina is 

transformed to α-alumina. As a result, heat-dissipating sheets with high thermal conductivity 

may be produced because α-alumina has a higher thermal conductivity than γ-alumina. 

 

Figure 3. XRD curves of Al2O3 nanofibers obtained from the heating of precursors (    : γ-

alumina,      : α-alumina). 
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The adsorption isotherms and pore size distribution curves of alumina nanofibers are shown in 

Figure 4. Many pores are thought to have been created due to removing organic components at 

500°C. However, during heat treatment at 1200°C or above, the pore volume values and 

specific surface area were insignificant. Heat treatment at higher temperatures may have 

reduced the fibers' number of holes. As a result, α-alumina nanofibers can be used as heat-

dissipating sheets at 1200°C or higher temperatures. However, samples containing α-alumina 

nanofibers became brittle when heat-treated at 1300°C and 1400°C temperatures, as the form 

of the fiber was shattered.  

 

Figure 4. Adsorption isotherms and pore-size distribution curves of alumina nanofibers were 

obtained by the freeze-drying method at each temperature. 

3.3 Effect of hot pressing on insulated heat dissipation sheets 

3.3.1 SEM images of hotpressed α-alumina polyurethane sheets 

SEM pictures of precursor and heat dissipation sheets after hot pressing at room temperature, 

100°C, 120°C, and 140°C with a press pressure of 5 MPa and a press period of 30 minutes are 

shown Figure  5. Fibers are joined here, and following hot pressing at 120°C or greater 

temperatures, fiber forms can be seen. Despite this, when squeezed at low temperatures (both 

room temperature and 100°C), the fibers do not link. If the sheet is hot pressed at 120°C or 

higher, the fibers link together and become lengthy. As a result, the sheet forms an excellent 

heat transfer path and has a good thermal conductivity at 120°C or higher temperatures.  

 

Figure 5.. SEM images of hotpressed precursors and hotpressed heat dissipation sheets of 

alumina nanofibers at 5 MPa and each temperature (a: room temperature, b:100°C, c:120°C, 

d: 140°C), (top: precursor PVA/alumina, bottom: α-alumina nanofibers). 

3.4 Thermal conductivity of hotpressed α-alumina polyurethane sheets  

Figure  6 shows the thermal conductivities of α-alumina polyurethane sheets without hot 

pressing. The thermal conductivity of α-alumina heat spreader sheets in the thickness and plane 
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directions was 0.1–0.35 W/ mK and 5.3–5.9 W/mK, respectively. Here, thermal conductivities 

were insignificant in thickness direction but significant in-plane direction. 

Figure 6. Thermal conductivity of alumina heat dissipation sheets without hot pressing. 

Figure  7 shows the thermal conductivity of polyurethane impregnated alumina heat dissipation 

sheets in both plane and thickness directions after hot pressing at 5 MPa with 120°C heating 

temperature. It observed that thermal conductivity was much higher in both plane (7.9–14.4 

W/ mK) and thickness (5.1–15.6 W/mK) directions at 35–64 vol% alumina content. So, we 

conclude that when both hot pressing and heat treatment increased, the thermal conductivity of 

polyurethane impregnated alumina heat spreader sheets in the thickness direction. The possible 

reason is that the hotpressing process creates a suitable heat conduction pathway by crimping 

the fibers together. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Thermal conductivity of hotpressed alumina heat dissipation sheets at 5 MPa, 30 

min with 120°C heating temperature both in Plane and thickness directions. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

This research used 3D alumina nanofiber to make high-performance heat spreader sheets. With 

35–64 vol % alumina nanofibers content, the thermal conductivity of manufactured heat 

spreader sheets enhanced in planar (7.9–14.4 W/mK) and thickness directions (5.1–15.6 

W/mK). The 3D nanofiber structure orients the fibers in both in-plane and thickness could be 

the reason. On the other hand, hot pressing joins the nanofibers and crimps the sheets in the 

thickness direction, creating a linear heat conduction pathway in the thickness direction. High-

performance heat dissipation sheets also show good electrical insulating capabilities (2.2 × 1012 

Ω/□). The heat from electronic equipment could be effectively dissipated by an electrically 

insulated thermal conductive α-alumina/polyurethane sheet. 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of the study is to produce and disperse MWCNTs smoothly in PAN fiber spinning 

solution with the aid of plasma technology. Effects of plasma functionalization on properties 

of nanocomposite fibers were compared with surfactant additions. The study was completed in 

three parts: The first one was the production of MWCNTs, the second one was 

functionalization of CNTs by plasma technology to be able to disperse them in fiber spinning 

solvent and the last one was the obtaining of MWCNT doped PAN fibers by wet spinning 

method in pilot scale.  

Keywords: CNT, plasma, chemical vapor deposition, PAN, dispersion 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since their recognition in 1990s, CNTs have received a lot of attention. Carbon nanotubes 

(CNTs) are widely used as nanofillers for polymer nanocomposites due to their inherent, 

superior properties. They have high electrical and thermal conductivity and mechanical 

strength. CNT doped nanocomposite fibers receive attention because of their potential 

performance properties to obtain technical textiles. For example, CNT/PAN nanocomposite 

fibers are used as precursors for high performance carbon fibers and also CNT nanocomposites 

are important for the next generation high performance materials for aerospace, automotive, 

construction industries. For effective production of CNT doped polymer nanocomposites, very 

strong van der Waals bonds between CNTs should be overcome to obtain homogenous 

dispersions of them in polymer melts or solutions during manufacturing of composite materials. 

[1-7] 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Production of MWCNTs 

The thermal CVD method was used to synthesize CNTs atmospheric pressure in a quartz tube. 

The Co-Mo/MgO nanocatalyst with the amount of 13.0 mg was used in each quartz sample 

holder for CNT growth. The catalyst pretreatment was carried with heating up the system to 

850 °C with ramping rate of 5.15 °C/min followed by the annealing at the same temperature 

for 1 h under 200 sccm H2 gas flow. After the annealing process, the system was heated up to 

1000 °C with 5 °C/min ramping rate. When the temperature 1000 °C was achieved, 50 sccm 

CH4 precursor gas flow was applied for 40 min. Then, the system was left cooling to room 

temperature under H2 gas flow. The schematic of the growth process is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Schematic temperature diagram of CNT growth process. 

2.2 Functionalization of MWCNTS by Plasma Modification 

To prevent agglomeration in fiber solutions, MWCNTs were modified in a barrel in the 

chamber of PICO Low Frequency (40kHz) Plasma System (Diener-Germany). Because of 

many trials of our previous works to find proper conditions and effective plasma gas/monomer, 

commercial MWCNTs (KNT-M31: 3-10nm diameter, 500m2/g surface area, >95% purity) 

were purchased from Grafen, Turkey. Plasmas of some gases and monomers like oxygen, 

nitrogen, air, octylamine, acrylic acid, ethylenediamine, etc. were applied to commercial 

MWCNTs for smooth dispersion in fiber wet spinning solvent, dimethylacetamide. None of 

the plasmas of monomers was successful. Plasma gas was chosen as air, due it was the most 

effective and the cheapest one to be used. Plasma duration and power were 30 minutes and 50 

Watts. Starting pressure was 10Pa, gas pressure and plasma pressure were both 12Pa, and argon 

pressure was 10Pa. 

2.3 Manufacturing of MWCNT Doped Nanocomposite PAN Fibers 

Polyacrylonitrile –co- vinylacetate copolymer (AKSA Acrylic, Turkey) was used to obtain 

fibers in a pilot scale wet spinning system. Effects of LF air plasma modification on the 

distribution of MWCNTs were compared to surface active agent additions. Triton-X and 

sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) were used as additional surface active agents. Usage rates are 

taken as 3 times the amount of CNT used. [15]. To prepare wet spinning solution, firstly, 

solvent dimethylacetamide (DMAc), CNTs and surface active agent, if there was any in the 

recipe, were mixed for 5 minutes by ultrasound probe. If there is no surface active agent in the 

recipe, ultrasonic mixing was continued for 15 minutes. Secondly, 10g of polymer was added 

and mixed at 16.000rpm in a mechanical mixer. Lastly, remaining polymer was added and 

mixed by hand mixer. These solutions were stored at 60oC and then send to the wet-spinning 

system. Fibers were formed by passing through a spinneret having 1506 holes whose diameters 

were 65µm into a coagulation bath. Coagulation bath contains 50% solvent (DMAc) and there 

were two more bath containing 25% DMAc and 10% DMAc, respectively. Finally, fibers were 

wrapped on a bobbin. Wet spinning recipes are shown in Table 1. 

Distribution of doped CNTs in nanocomposite PAN fibers were investigated by optical 

microscope (Olympus BX43, Japan) at 10X and 20X magnification. JEOL-JSM 6060 was used 

for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. 

Fineness and tenacity properties of nanocomposite PAN fibers were measured by Textechno 
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Favigraph with 100cN load cell. Distance of measurement and speed were 20mm and 

20mm/min, respectively. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy device was Brutex Vertex 

80V and it was performed between 8000-400 cm-1 with 1200scans. Resolution was 4cm-1. 

Surface atoms were investigated by Thermo Scientific K Alpha surface analysis system using 

Al-Kα source. Limiting oxygen index (LOI) is simply the oxygen percentage that is needed by 

a material to continue its burning. LOI values were measured by homemade LOI measurement 

device at Dokuz Eylül University Textile Engineering Department. Surface resistance values 

of fibers were obtained by Keithley 6517A electrometer/high resistance measurement device 

in a Faraday cage at 400 V. 

Table 1. Wet spinning recipes 

Recipe 0 

(Standard 

Dope) 

Recipe 1 Recipe 2 Recipe 3 Recipe 4 Recipe 5 

1445g DMAc 

500g PAN-co-

VA 

1445g DMAc 

500g PAN-co-

VA 

1g CNT 

(0.2%) 

3g SDS 

1445g DMAc 

500g PAN-co-

VA 

1g CNT 

(0.2%) 

3g Triton X-

100 

1445g DMAc 

500g PAN-co-

VA 

2g CNT 

(0.4%) 

6g SDS 

1445g DMAc 

500g PAN-co-

VA 

5g CNT 

(1.0%) 

15g SDS 

1445g DMAc 

500g PAN-co-

VA 

1g CNT 

(0.2%) 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Smooth dispersion of CNTs in wet fiber spinning solution was obtained by applying low 

frequency plasma technology to CNTs. Air plasma surface modification was a suitable and 

ecological method that there were no use and cost of chemical and water and resultantly no 

wastewater. 

The synthesized CNTs on quartz boat holder is shown in Figure 2.  

 

 

Figure 2. The photograph of synthesized CNTs in quartz boat. 

Mixture of both single and multi-wall CNTs in the structure was obtained. Figure 3 shows low 

frequency (LF) and radio frequency (RF) plasma functionalized CNTs. LF was chosen for the 

study because RF plasma functionalized CNTs were precipitated after 24 hours. 
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5min RF 5min LF 

24h RF 24h LF 

Figure 3. RF (left above after 5min-below after 24h) and LF (right above after 5min-below 

after 24h) plasma modified MWCNTs 

Pristine CNT doped PAN polymer fibers could not be obtained because the CNT aggregates 

did not get out from the spinneret. Anionic and nonionic surface active agents were added to 

fiber spinning formulations to understand whether they enhanced distribution of plasma 

functionalized CNTs or not [9]. Photos of PAN-CNT fibers were given in Figure 4 where (fiber 

0): standard fiber solution, (fiber from former studies-CNT3): 0.02% acrylic acid PF-CNT 

+Sodium dodesilbenzene sulfonate-SDBS, (fiber 1): %0,2 PF-CNT + SDS, (fiber 2): % 0,2 PF-

CNT + Triton X100, (fiber 5): %0,2 PF-CNT, (fiber 4): %1,0 PF-CNT + SDS and (fiber 3): 

%0,4 PF-CNT + SDS  in the front. 

 

Figure 4. PAN /CNT nanocomposite fibers: (Fiber0) PAN, (Fiber-CNT3) fiber produced by 

former studies (0.02% acrylic acid PF-CNT + SDBS), (Fiber1) %0,2 PF-CNT + SDS,  (Fiber 

2) % 0,2 PF-CNT + Triton X100, (Fiber 5) %0,2 PF-CNT, (Fiber 4) %1,0 PF-CNT + SDS 

and (Fiber3) (front) %0,4 PF-CNT + SDS 

In FTIR analysis of fibers (Figure 5), F0-PAN fibers showed characteristic peaks, which may 

be assigned as C≡N stretching at 2244 cm−1, C=O group of itaconic acid monomers in the 

PAN chain at 1734 cm−1, –CH bending vibrations at 1456 cm−1 and at the peaks near 2850–

3000 cm−1. Comparison of the spectra of PF-CNT doped PAN fibers with the standard PAN 

fibers, especially air PF-CNT doped PAN fibers exhibit a weak intensity at characteristic PAN 
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peaks. These findings indicate that formed groups on the MWCNT surface after modification 

may have interaction with PAN chains groups [1]. 

 

Figure 5. FTIR analysis results of fibers: pink: F0-Standard PAN fiber, yellow: F1-0.2% PF-

CNT + SDS, navy: F2-0.2% PF-CNT + Triton X, red: F3-0.4% PF-CNT + SDS, green: F4-

1.0% PF-CNT + SDS, turquoise: F5-0.2% PF-CNT, brown: CNT3-0.02% aa-PF-CNT+SDBS 

LOI test results of Fiber 0, Fiber 4 and Fiber 5 are given in Table 2.  

Tablo 2. LOI test results of fiber samples 

Fiber Samples LOI Values (%) 

PAN Fiber 18.2 

Fiber with 0.2%PF-CNT 18.2 

Fiber 1.0% PF-CNT + SDS 18.2 

Fiber surface resistance values are given in Table 3.  

Table 3. Surface Electrical Resistances of Fibers 

Fiber Samples Surface Electrical Resistance (Ω) 

Fiber0-Standard PAN fiber 1.02x1011 

CNT3-0.02% aa PF-CNT doped fiber 1.50x1011 

Fiber1-0.2% PF-CNT+SDS doped fiber 2.77x1010 

Fiber2-0.2% PF-CNT+Triton-X doped fiber 1.15x1011 

Fiber3-0.4% PF-CNT+SDS doped fiber 1.07x1011 

Fiber4-1.0% PF-CNT+SDS doped fiber 1.58x1011 

Fiber5-0.2% PF-CNT doped fiber 6.60x1010 

Standard PAN fiber, fiber having PF-CNT alone and the highest strength and fiber having the 

highest PF-CNT content were compared in terms of flammability property. However there is 

no difference between the results. CNT in polymers enhance burning properties especially 

forming barrier between fire and material. 0.2% and 1.0% PF-CNT ratios should have been 

insufficient to enhance burning property of PAN fiber. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions of the study are as follows: High quality CNTs were obtained at determined 

production conditions. These pristine MWCNTs stayed as agglomerates in dimethylacetamide 

and fiber production was impossible. Among different anionic and nonionic surfactant and 

plasma alone conditions, low frequency air plasma was found to be the best functionalization 

technique. Especially, anionic surfactant (sodium dodecyl sulfate) seemed as useful for the 

production of CNT nanocomposite PAN fiber however, because removal of the residues were 

impossible, performance properties of  CNT doped fibers were lower than plasma alone 

conditions even in higher CNT amounts. 30W-50min low frequency air plasma was sufficient 

to disperse CNTs uniformly in wet spinning solution of PAN fiber. 
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ABSTRACT 

Polyester, which is the most widely used synthetic fiber in the textile industry, also has an 

important usage in the machine carpet industry as ATY (Air Textured Yarn), DTY (Drawn 

Textured Yarn), BCF (Bulked Continuous Filament) forms. Filament fineness and texture 

process are important parameters that affect the synthetic yarn's physical and mechanical 

properties. In this study, tensile properties of DTY polyester pile yarns produced with different 

filament fineness and disc combinations were investigated. In this context, 1200 denier linear 

density DTY pile yarns were produced by combining filaments with 3.13, 2.08, and 1.56 dpf 

filament fineness. Also, yarn production was carried out by false twist texturing method using 

1-6-1 and 1-7-1 disc combinations. After the production process, DTY pile yarn samples were 

subjected to breaking strength, breaking elongation, crimp contraction, and shrinkage tests. 

According to the statistical analysis results, it was observed that filament fineness had a 

significant effect on breaking strength, breaking elongation, crimp contraction, and shrinkage. 

However, disc combination had no significant effect on yarn physical and mechanical tests 

except crimp contraction.  

Keywords: DTY, pile yarn, polyester, filament fineness, disc combination. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Turkey is one of the important machine carpet exporting countries. In machine carpet 

production, polypropylene and acrylic fibers are widely used as pile yarn. Polyester which is 

the most widely used synthetic fiber in the textile industry is used as warp yarn and pile yarn, 

pure or by mixing with different fibers on machine carpet production.  The soft-touch and 

brighter colours seen in the carpets produced with polyester pile yarns are superior to the 

carpets produced with widely used polypropylene pile yarns. Different forms of polyester fiber 

are used as pile yarns such as textured and bulked continuous filament (BCF) yarn [1]. It is 

known that the mechanical properties of the yarns are directly affected by fiber fineness, fiber 

strength, fiber cross-section, yarn linear density, and production parameters. In synthetic yarns, 

after mechanical and thermal processes as called texturing, differences occur in yarn elasticity, 

bulkiness, and crimp features. As a result, changes in fiber properties and texturing parameters 

are expected to directly affect the pile yarn properties [2-5]. There are many studies in the 

literature examining the effects of filament fineness and texturing parameters on yarn and fabric 

properties [2-12]. In this study, the drawn texturing process was applied to partially oriented 

polyester yarns and DTY polyester yarns were produced at different filament fineness and 

different disc combinations by using polyurethane disc type. Statistical analysis was applied to 

mailto:gfidan@gantep.edu.tr
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consider the effects of filament fineness and disc combination on yarn breaking strength, 

breaking elongation, crimp contraction, and shrinkage properties. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

DTY polyester yarns were used as pile yarn and were produced by combining 4 POY (Partially 

Oriented Yarn) yarns with a linear density of 300 denier. POY filament yarns were produced 

by using 96, 144, and 192 filament numbers. Texturing process was performed by using 

polyurethane disc type in 1-6-1 and 1-7-1 disc combinations and the other production 

parameters were kept constant. Properties of DTY polyester pile yarns are given in Table 1. 

Polyester yarns were produced in KORTEKS Mensucat Sanayi ve Tic. A.Ş. (KORTEKS) in 

Turkey.  

Table 1. DTY polyester pile yarn properties  

Sample code DTY linear density 

(denier) 

DTY filament 

fineness  

(dpf) 

Disc combination 

3.13 - 6 1200 3.13 1-6-1 

3.13 - 7 1200 3.13 1-7-1 

2.08 - 6 1200 2.08 1-6-1 

2.08 - 7 1200 2.08 1-7-1 

1.56 - 6 1200 1.56 1-6-1 

1.56 - 7 1200 1.56 1-7-1 

Breaking strength, breaking elongation, crimp contraction and shrinkage in dry-hot air (at 

190°C) tests of the DTY polyester yarn samples were carried out in according to the relevant 

standards [13-15]. Breaking strength and breaking elongation tests were performed by Statimat 

ME device. Also, crimp contraction and shrinkage tests were performed by Texturmat ME 

device. All yarn tests were done in KORTEKS. Yarn samples were conditioned for 24 hours 

at standard atmospheric conditions (20 ± 2 ° C and 65% ± 4% relative humidity) according to 

ISO 139:2005 standard before the performance tests were conducted [16].  

For statistical analysis, two-way ANOVA and Duncan test were performed by using the SPSS 

21.0 program. All test results were assessed at a 95% confidence interval. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Breaking Strength Test Results 

Breaking strength test results of DTY polyester yarns are given in Figure 1. When examining 

the results for disc combination, there was no significant difference detected between 1-6-1 and 

1-7-1 disc combinations. Only a little difference was observed on finer filaments. The breaking 

strength was slightly higher in DTY polyester yarn samples with 1.56 dpf filament fineness. 

This may be the result of an increase in the breaking strength of the yarn as the number of 

filaments in the yarn section increases. 
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Figure 1. DTY polyester yarn breaking strength test results 

Two-way ANOVA results of breaking strength are given in Table 2. According to the ANOVA 

table, filament fineness had a statistically significant effect, however disc combination did not 

have a statistically significant effect on breaking strength.  The interaction of filament fineness 

and disc combination main factors did not have a statistically significant effect on breaking 

strength at the 95% confidence interval. 

Table 2. Two-way ANOVA results for breaking strength 

Source 

Type III 

Sum of 

Squares df 

Mean 

Square F Sig. 

Partial 

Eta 

Squared 

Corrected Model 0.122a 5 0.024 2.974 0.019 0.216 

Intercept 666.467 1 666.467 81554.535 0.000 0.999 

Filament fineness 0.096 2 0.048 5.856 0.005 0.178 

Disc combination 0.005 1 0.005 0.663 0.419 0.012 

Filament fineness * disc combination 0.020 2 0.010 1.249 0.295 0.044 

Error 0.441 54 0.008    

Total 667.030 60     

Corrected Total 0.563 59     

a. R Squared = 0.216 (Adjusted R Squared = 0.143) 

Duncan test results, which were carried out to determine the similarities in terms of breaking 

strength of DTY polyester samples produced with different filament fineness, were shown in 

Table 3. According to Duncan test results, there was no significant difference between yarn 

samples with 2.08 and 3.13 dpf filament fineness. Besides, there was a statistically important 

difference between yarn samples with 1.56 dpf filament fineness and the other filament 

fineness, also the highest breaking strength values were seen in these samples. 

Table 3. Duncan test results for breaking strength  

Filament fineness 

(dpf) 

Subset 

1 2 

2.08 3.2880  

3.13 3.3255  

1.56  3.3850 

Sig. 0.195 1.000 

Breaking Elongation Test Results 

Yarn twist is changed by the number of working friction discs on the twist unit and increased 

twist conduced to increased yarn crimp values, higher yarn elasticity, and higher cover in the 

fabric [5]. According to breaking elongation test results (Figure 2), as expected, yarn samples 
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at 3.13 dpf filament fineness, had higher breaking elongation values with 1-7-1 disc 

combination than 1-6-1 disc combination. However, this result could not be obtained with finer 

filaments. In the findings regarding filament fineness, it was observed that the elongation at 

break values decreased as the filaments get finer. This result is parallel with another study in 

the literature, which states that exposing a large number of filaments in the yarn cross-section 

to more frictional forces during the texturing process could weaken their strength [7]. 

 

Figure 2. DTY polyester yarn breaking elongation test results 

According to Table 4, it was determined that the results were similar to ANOVA results of 

breaking strength (Table 2) and only filament fineness had a statistically significant effect on 

breaking elongation. 

Table 4. Two-way ANOVA results for breaking elongation 

Source 

Type III 

Sum of 

Squares df 

Mean 

Square F Sig. 

Partial 

Eta 

Square

d 

Corrected Model 1252.593a 5 250.519 136.025 0.000 0.926 

Intercept 33350.610 1 33350.610 18108.509 0.000 0.997 

Filament fineness 1243.293 2 621.647 337.538 0.000 0.926 

Disc combination 0.350 1 0.350 0.190 0.665 0.004 

Filament fineness * disc combination 8.950 2 4.475 2.430 0.098 0.083 

Error 99.452 54 1.842    

Total 34702.655 60     

Corrected Total 1352.046 59     

a. R Squared = 0.926 (Adjusted R Squared = 0.920) 

In regards to Duncan test results for breaking elongation (Table 5), there was a significant 

difference between all filament fineness values. Also, the highest breaking elongation values 

were seen with 3.13 dpf filament fineness. With coarser filaments, the number of filaments 

decreased in the yarn cross-section and this situation caused less friction between filaments and 

better elongation values. 

Table 5. Duncan test results for breaking elongation 

Filament 

fineness (dpf) 

Subset 

1 2 3 

1.56 17.6125   

2.08  24.4590  

3.13   28.6575 

Sig. 1.000 1.000 1.000 
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Crimp Contraction Test Results 

Crimp contraction results of DTY polyester yarns were given in Figure 3. In accordance with 

the literature, crimp contraction values were higher with 1-7-1 disc combination except in the 

yarn samples with 2.08 dpf filament fineness [3, 5]. An increased number of discs could cause 

the yarn to have more way between the discs. Therefore, as the contact area of the yarn to the 

disc surface increases, the crimp contraction values also increases [3]. Parallel to the breaking 

elongation results, as the filaments get finer, crimp contraction values decreased as another 

study in the literature [7]. Yarns with finer filaments have a more compact structure. This 

situation causes decreasing crimp structure values, so these yarns have less bulkiness. On the 

other hand, yarns with coarser filaments have a more bulkiness structure. 

 

Figure 3. DTY polyester yarn crimp contraction test results 

Two-way ANOVA results for crimp contraction are given in Table 6. Different from the other 

ANOVA tables, filament fineness and disc combination had a statistically significant effect on 

crimp contraction. It was also seen that there was a statistically significant effect between the 

parameters on crimp contraction at a 95% confidence interval. 

Table 6. Two-way ANOVA results for crimp contraction 

Source 

Type III 

Sum of 

Squares df 

Mean 

Square F Sig. 

Partial 

Eta 

Square

d 

Corrected Model 275.653a 5 55.131 103.471 0.000 0.977 

Intercept 23040.173 1 23040.173 43242.667 0.000 1.000 

Filament fineness 263.705 2 131.852 247.465 0.000 0.976 

Disc combination 5.611 1 5.611 10.531 0.007 0.467 

Filament fineness * disc combination 6.337 2 3.169 5.947 0.016 0.498 

Error 6.394 12 0.533    

Total 23322.220 18     

Corrected Total 282.047 17     

a. R Squared = 0.977 (Adjusted R Squared = 0.968) 

According to Duncan test results as shown in Table 7, there was a significant difference 

between all filament fineness, and the highest crimp contraction occurred with 3.13 dpf 

filament fineness.  

Table 7. Duncan test results for crimp contraction 

Filament 

fineness (dpf) 

Subset 

1 2 3 

1.56 31.3900   

2.08  35.2250  

3.13   40.7167 

Sig. 1.000 1.000 1.000 
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Shrinkage in Dry-Hot Air Test Results 

Figure 4 shows the shrinkage test results of DTY polyester yarns. According to the results, an 

important difference had not found between the samples produced with 1-6-1 and 1-7-1 disc 

combinations parallel to another study. As Çirkin’s findings, increasing disc number did not 

have a pronounced effect on yarn shrinkage [3]. When the results were considered for filament 

fineness, it was seen that shrinkage results of the yarn samples with 1.56 dpf filaments fineness 

had higher values. 

 

Figure 4. DTY polyester yarn shrinkage test results 

Two-way ANOVA results for shrinkage in dry hot air are given in Table 8. Depending on the 

ANOVA results, filament fineness had found to have statistically significant effect, 

nevertheless, disc combination did not have a significant effect on shrinkage. Besides, there 

was a statistically effect between the parameters on shrinkage at a 95% confidence interval. 

Table 8. Two-way ANOVA results for shrinkage 

Source 

Type III 

Sum of 

Squares df 

Mean 

Square F Sig. 

Partial 

Eta 

Squared 

Corrected Model 4.936a 5 0.987 888.500 0.000 0.997 

Intercept 1068.761 1 1068.761 961884.500 0.000 1.000 

Filament fineness 4.788 2 2.394 2154.500 0.000 0.997 

Disc combination 0.005 1 0.005 4.500 0.055 0.273 

Filament fineness * disc combination 0.143 2 0.072 64.500 0.000 0.915 

Error 0.013 12 0.001    

Total 1073.710 18     

Corrected Total 4.949 17     

a. R Squared = 0.997 (Adjusted R Squared = 0.996) 

The results of Duncan test for shrinkage are given in Table 9 and there was a significant 

difference between all filament fineness. It was also determined that the highest shrinkage 

values were obtained with 3.13 dpf filament fineness.  

Table 9. Duncan test results for shrinkage 

Filament fineness (dpf) 

Subset 

1 2 3 

3.13 7.3000   

2.08  7.3833  

1.56   8.4333 

Sig. 1.000 1.000 1.000 
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4. CONCLUSION  

In this experimental study, the influence of different disc combinations and filament fineness 

on the yarn's mechanical and thermal properties were investigated. Disc combination and 

filament fineness were important parameters affecting yarn mechanical and thermal properties. 

Besides, the number of working friction discs was an important factor for yarn twist level, and 

increased yarn twist caused higher crimp and yarn elasticity. According to the results, it was 

seen that disc combination did not influence yarn breaking strength and shrinkage results. 

Contrary to the breaking strength and shrinkage results, crimp contraction and breaking 

elongation values increased as the contact area of the yarn to the disc surface increased with 1-

7-1 disc combination.  

According to the filament fineness results, the breaking elongation and crimp contraction 

values of the yarn samples decreased as the filament fineness increased. Higher breaking 

strength and shrinkage values on yarn samples were observed with 1.56 dpf filament fineness. 

Coarser filaments were subjected to less frictional force in the yarn cross-section, yarn samples 

with coarser filaments had a more bulkiness.  
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ABSTRACT 

Cotton is one of the most important natural raw materials in the textile industry. Due to its 

cotton structure, it has always been preferred by users in terms of both natural and comfort 

properties. , Cotton In spite of the decrease in its share in the textile fiber market, it continues 

to be the main natural fiber used in textiles. However, variations in cotton spinning caused by 

raw materials, decrease in yarn production performances and it leads to serious productivity 

losses. Generally in purchase cotton with HVI tests, production programs are carried out taking 

into account criteria such as maturity index, strength, fiber length, fineness, color, humidity, 

neps amount of foreign matter. Nevertheless, with the exception of HVI tests performed as 

standard, the sugar test performed on cotton is a process that is carried out with random controls 

that are specially measured when purchasing raw materials and cannot be controlled in each 

bale. 

The main reason for the stickiness problem, which causes great problems in yarn production 

Stickiness rate (sugar amount), is cotton bales that go into production out of high control. 

Stickiness observed in cotton; felting on the combs in the yarn line, surrounding the cylinder 

in the fly frame , sticking to the apron in the ring spinning machine and causes a decrease in 

yarn quality. Despite the technological developments, today's yarn spinning machines have not 

been able to produce an effective solution to the stickiness problem caused by raw materials. 

 

In this study, to improve innovative solutions to the problem of stickiness experienced in 

cotton, a comprehensive study was conducted on sugar testing methods in cotton, and some 

improvement studies were carried out. For this, 3 cotton mixtures with different sugar ratios 

were used. 12 Different 30/1 Combed Compact yarns were produced from these mixtures by 

the experimental plan. In these yarn productions, process studies were carried out with 

berkolization process and climate conditioning steps on sleeve surface gradually at the 

enterprise, the percentage of stickiness to the cots, the breakage rate in coil cutting, and the 

amount of stickiness, and the Uster test results were significantly examined. 

Keywords— Determination of stickiness in cotton, stickiness of cotton spinning, sugar test.  
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ABSTRACT 

Acrylic fibers are at the edge of becoming one of the most used fibers in various fields. One of 

the most important reasons is the increasing use of wool. Due to its appearance and 

handling properties, it is the most similar to wool out of all synthetic fibers. There are a lot of 

advantages that can be found in acrylic, as the ease of washing, enveloping structure, and 

resistance to moths, oil, and chemicals. It can be painted in bright colors with excellent fastness 

and shows high resistance to sunlight. Thanks to these factors, shortly acrylic yarn will be used 

in a wide range. Acrylic fibers are classified as relaxed and un-relaxed fibers. Relax acrylic 

fibers are subjected to a steam process during their manufacture and thanks to this steam, are 

elongated in the relax fibers. But, Un-relaxed acrylic fibers are not subjected to a steam process 

during their manufacture. Un-relaxed acrylic is subjected to heat treatment during its 

production. High-volume yarns are used when the fabrics produced from acrylic fibers are 

required to have good properties such as warm handle, tactile, appearance, and elasticity. These 

yarns are produced by mixing relaxed and non-relaxed acrylic fibers in different or desired 

proportions in a re-breaker machine and fed together. In this study, the acrylic yarns having 1.7 

dtex fiber fineness and 20/2 Nm yarn count were produced by relaxed and un-relaxed acrylic 

fibers in different blend ratios (100%relaxed, 75% relaxed / 25% un-relaxed, 55% relaxed / 

45% un-relaxed, 45% relaxed / 55 %un-relaxed, 25% relaxed / 75% un-relaxed and 100%un-

relaxed) were investigated performance properties such as tensile strength, breaking 

elongation, and irregularity (Um%, CVm%, the number of thin - thick places and neps). The 

effect of the mixing ratios of the relaxed/non-relaxed acrylic fibers in the acrylic yarn on these 

yarn performances was evaluated. 

Keywords: Acrylic fiber, Blend yarn, Relaxed fiber, Irregularity (Unevenness), Tensile 

strength 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Acrylic fibers have recently gained an important place among synthetic fibers. The average 

production capacity has increased considerably since 2012. Acrylic yarns have a wide range of 

uses; they are especially used in the carpet and clothing industry, and many other areas. 

Companies use different raw materials to produce acrylic fiber of various fineness and weight 

properties; tow form is one of them. Tows (dyed or un-dyed) are first subjected to the breaking 

process inside the enterprise. Some researchers (Bhattacharya 1980, Lulay 1995, Oxtoby 1987) 

have stated that relax/non-relaxing acrylic fibers can achieve harmony between the yarn bulk, 

shrinkage strength and elongation of the yarn obtained [1-3].  

In the literature, some studies are seen on investigation of acrylic or acrylic blended yarn 

production parameters as well as their effects on yarn and fabric performance properties [4-8]. 

Najar A.S and et la (2010) studied on the effect of blend ratios of un-relaxed and relaxed acrylic 
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fibres on physical properties of high-bulk worsted yarns. Here, single yarn, twisted yarn, bulked 

yarn and bulked yarn (dyed) were produce from different shrinkable fibre blending ratios. In 

this study, the effects of these blended ratios of relax and un-relaxed tows on yarn shrinkage, 

yarn specific volume and yarn tensile properties were examined [8]. Çolak S., S., (2020) 

worked out effect of production parameters of cut acrylic fiber and blended yarns on yarn and 

fabric properties. To investigate the effect of acrylic fiber fineness and relax / un-relax ratio on 

yarn and fabric properties, 100% acrylic yarns in three different acrylic fiber fineness and four 

different relax / un-relax ratios were produced [9]. Dalgıç D. (2009) studied on investigation 

effect of high-bulk acrylic and wool blended yarns on knitted fabric performances such as; 

density, thickness, pilling, comfort properties, and air permeability. A correlation was observed 

between fabric properties and different acrylic/wool mixing ratios [10].  

In this study, high-bulky acrylic yarn was produced with relaxed and un-relaxed acrylic fibers 

in different blend ratios (100%relaxed, 75% relaxed / 25% un-relaxed, 55% relaxed / 45% un-

relaxed, 45% relaxed / 55 %un-relaxed, 25% relaxed / 75% un-relaxed). In addition to these, 

100% un-relaxed acrylic yarn is produced without volufil process. Some performance 

properties of these yarn such as; tensile strength, breaking elongation, and irregularity (Um%, 

CV%, the number of thin - thick places and neps) were tested. The effect of the mixing ratios 

of the relaxed/non-relaxed acrylic fibers in the acrylic yarn on these yarn performances was 

evaluated. 

2. HIGH BULKY ACRYLIC YARN PRODUCTION PROCESS 

A breaking machine shown in Figure 1 is the most important of the bulky acrylic yarn 

production processes. It transforms acrylic fibers that come in the form of endless filaments 

into short fibers. It consists of breaker godes, drafting cylinders, and referring cylinders, and 

thanks to the speed difference of these cylinders, an uncontrolled breaking process takes place, 

enabling the endless filaments to turn into staple form. There are many different types of acrylic 

fibers in terms of structure, relax/un-relaxed are among these varieties. There are differences 

between relaxed/un-relaxed fibers. These differences are due to the different treatment of 

relaxed and un-relaxed fibers in the breaking machine, and these fibers are processed in tow 

forms in the breaking machine. Acrylic fiber, which is in the form of filaments, expands in 

fiber diameters and shortens in length when it is subjected to hot water steam. Relax fiber is 

subjected to steam treatment in the breaking machine, thanks to this steam process, an average 

of 2% elongation occurs in relax fibers due to its nature, on the other hand, there is no steam 

process in un-relaxed fibers, but ironing is performed. With the help of hot plates in the ironing 

process, the un-relaxed fiber undergoes an average heat treatment of 160°C, and shrinkage 

occurs between 18-20% on average. The main reason for mixing relaxed and un-relaxed fibers 

is that these two fibers produce yarns called high bulk by mixing since both of them perform 

shrinkage and elongation at different rates. The production of high volume acrylic yarn 

obtained from different mixing ratios of relaxed and non-relaxed acrylic fibers is produced in 

re-breaker machines. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the breaking machine 
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3. MATERIAL and METHOD 

3.1 Material 

The effect of relaxed/un-relaxed (HB) mixing ratio on yarn performance was investigated by 

changing the relaxed (RX) and un-relaxed (AR) acrylic fiber ratios and acrylic fiber in 100% 

acrylic yarns. The following machines are used in the production of sample yarns; breaking 

machine (Seydel), re-breaker machine (S.A. Novara), 1st passage draw frame (NSC GC-15-2), 

2nd passage draw frame (NSC GC-15-2), 3rd passage draw frame (NSC GC-15-2), roving 

machine (NSC FM-42), ring spinning machine (Zinser 319), winding (SavioEspero), folding 

machine (Metler Toledo-1), twisting machine (Volkman-1), and volufil machine (Biella 

Obem).  

Six different the samples acrylic yarns having 1.7 dtex fiber fineness, tenacity of 6 gf/tex and 

tow elongation of 3% and 20/2 Nm yarn count were produced by relaxed and un-relaxed acrylic 

fibers in different blend ratios as 100%RX, 75%RX-%25AR, 55%RX-45%AR, 45%RX-

55%AR, 25%RX-75%AR, and 100%AR. Relaxed and un-relaxed acrylic tops with linear 

densities of 115 ktex were produced the drawing ratio of 5,4 by using a tow-to-top stretch-

breaking machine (Seydel). These tops were mixed with given above fibre blending ratios on 

a re-breaker machine with 250 rpm. Ring spinning machine at 27 rpm spindle speed was used 

to produce six sample yarns having twist of 320 tpm. Following the ply twisting, the acrylic 

yarns were operated to bulking process at speed of 50 m/sec and temperature 135 °C which 

was carried out by using Biella Obem volufil machine. 

3.2 Method 

In this study, which was carried out to examine the factors affecting the properties of acrylic 

blended yarns, the most common acrylic yarn counts and blend ratios were used. In addition, 

it is aimed to examine the acrylic yarn properties and acrylic fiber fineness, together with the 

properties of the yarns, comparatively. Various tests were carried out to determine the 

properties of the yarns. The samples taken were kept in standard climatic conditions (20 ± 2 ºC 

temperature and 65 ± 2% relative humidity) for 24 hours before the measurement processes. 

The strength and breaking extension test was carried out using the TITAN 2 strength tester 

shown in Figure 2 with the following steps: First, a piece of yarn was taken from the produced 

Acrylic yarn coils and was placed between the specimens of the tester, then the testing process 

was started with the following parameters: Jaw separation: 250.00 mm; Pretension: 

0.500cN/tex; Linear density: 50.00 tex; Rate of extension: 250mm/min; Break detection: 

50.00% and Maximum load: 3000 N. 

The unevenness of the yarns, thin and thick place faults, and neps amount was measured in the 

premier tester 7000 device illustrated in Figure 3. For this purpose, 5 measurements were made 

from each yarn. In all samples, the working time was chosen as 1 minute and it was run at a 

speed of 200 m/min. As a result of the measurements, unevenness (% Um and % CVm), thick 

place error (-50%), thin place error (+ 50%), and neps (+ 200) values were obtained. “–50%” 

value for thin place error; a thinning of 50% or more of the ideal diameter of the yarn, a value 

of “+50%” for thick place fault; a thickening of 50% or more of the ideal diameter of the yarn, 

a value of “+ 200%” for nep defect; It refers to thick places 1-4 mm long, with a thickness of 

200 43 % or more than the ideal diameter of the yarn. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Some tests are applied on 6 different sample acrylic yarns to examine and evaluate the effects 

of blend ratio of relaxed–un-relaxed acrylic fibers on yarn performance properties. These tests 

are tensile strength, breaking elongation, and irregularity (Um%, CVm%, the number of thin - 

thick places and neps).   

Tenacity and breaking extension 

Test process was repeated 20 times for each six different yarn blend ratios, and the average 

values were obtained as shown in Table 1 and Figure 4 and 5. 

Table 1.Tensile strength and breaking elongation test results 

Yarn type  Tensile Strength(cN/Tex) Breaking elongation (%) 

100%RX  48,16 64.80 

75%RX- 25%AR 26,29 71.63 

55%RX- 45%AR 19,06 21,01 

45%RX-55%AR 28,51 14,66 

25%RX-75%AR 35,85 28,4 

100%AR 40,21 25,76 

 

Figure 4. Results of tensile strength test. 
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In the test results, the highest strength value at break point was obtained in 100%RX and then 

100%AR, while the lowest was determined in 55%RX-45%AR yarn. When the ratio of relax 

acrylic fibers in the yarn decreases by 40%, the breaking strength value of the yarn decreases 

by 60.42%. On the other hand, it was determined that the strength value of the yarn increased 

by 52.6% when the ratio of non-relaxed fibers in the yarn increased starting from the 55%RX-

45%AR yarn with the lowest breaking strength. In other words, it was observed that the 

breaking strength value increased when the ratios of non-relaxed acrylic fibers in the yarn 

increased. 

Considering the elongation results of the yarns, the highest elongation at break point was 

obtained from 75%RX-25%AR yarn, while the lowest was seen in 45%RX-55%AR yarn. The 

difference between these elongation data is 41.96%. 

 

 

Figure 5. Results of breaking elongation test. 

While the elongation value increased by 24.61% from 100%RX yarn compared to 75%RX-

25%AR yarn, it decreased by 52.3% compared to 45%RX-55%AR yarn. It can be said that the 

mixing ratios of the relaxed/non-relaxed acrylic fibers in the yarn have both an increase and a 

decrease effect on the elongation. No linear relationship was observed according to the 

decrease or increase in these ratios. 

Unevenness Test 

The unevenness, thin places, thick places, neps values of all yarn samples were measured with 

the Primer Tester 7000 device and the results are given in Table 2.  Average %Um and % CVm 

unevenness values of 100% acrylic yarns used in the study are given in Figure 6 and 7. 

According to the results, the highest %Um and %CVm unevenness values were observed in 

100% acrylic yarns with 25/75 relaxed/un-relaxed blended ratio, and the lowest values were 

observed in 100% acrylic yarns with 75/25 relaxed/un-relaxed blended ratios. There is a 

relationship between the lowest and the highest unevenness values. As the ratio of un-relaxed 

acrylic fibers in the yarn increases, the evenness of the yarn increases. However, when the 

difference between the values is examined, it is understood that the relax/un-relax blended ratio 

has no effect on the yarn evenness values.  
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Table 2. Unevenness test average results 

 

Figure 6. Unevenness Um% of relaxed/un-relaxed blended acrylic yarns 

 

Figure 7. Unevenness CVm% of relaxed/un-relaxed blended acrylic yarns 

The results of thick places, thin places counts and neps counts with yarn imperfection are shown 

in Table 2 and Figure 8 and 9. 
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(%) 

CVm 
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CVm (3m) 

% 

Index 

(-) 

Thin 

(-50%) 

Thick 

(+50%) 

Neps 

(+200%) 

100%RX 6,16 7,83 4.16 3.20 1.49 0 6 3 

75%RX-25%AR 5,72 7,20 4.04 3.68 1.37 0 2 6 

55%RX-45%AR 5,84 7,54 3.49 3.09 1.44 0 7 24 

45%RX-55%AR 6,06 7,73 4.17 3.69 1.47 0 3 13 

25%RX-75%AR 6,55 8,45 5.98 5.28 1.61 0 4 13 

100%AR 5,81 7,36 3.86 3.42 1.40 0 1 7 
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When the results were examined, the number of thin places on the yarns produced with different 

relax/un-relax ratio was measured as 0. However, in these yarns, a change in the number of 

thick places and the number of neps is observed. It was determined that the number of thick 

places decreased from 7 to 1, and the number of neps decreased from 24 to 7, respectively, 

especially between yarns with 55/45 and 0/100 relax-un-relax blended ratio. As the ratio of 

non-relaxed fibers in the yarn increases in the mixture, the number of thick places and the 

number of neps decrease. However, this relationship is not seen in yarn samples with 100/0 

and 75/25 relaxed/un-relaxed blended ratios. The reason for this can be explained as the 

distribution of the relaxed and non-relaxed fibers in the yarn in the cross-section and the effect 

of the volufil process. 

 

Figure 8. Thick places values of relaxed/un-relaxed blended acrylic yarns 

 

Figure 9. Neps values of relaxed/un-relaxed blended acrylic yarns 
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acrylic fibers in different blend ratios (100% relaxed, 75% relaxed/25%unrelaxed, 55% 

relaxed/45% un-relaxed, 45% relaxed/55% un-relaxed, 25% relaxed/75% un-relaxed and 

100% un-relaxed). These yarns were subjected to tensile strength, breaking elongation and 

irregularity tests and from the obtained results. it was observed that the breaking strength value 

increased when the ratios of non-relaxed acrylic fibers in the yarn increased. It can be said that 

the mixing ratios of the relaxed/non-relaxed acrylic fibers in the yarn have both an increase and 

a decrease effect on the elongation. No linear relationship was observed according to the 

decrease or increase in these ratios. 

There is a relationship between the lowest and the highest unevenness values. As the ratio of 

un-relaxed acrylic fibers in the yarn increases, the evenness of the yarn increases. However, 

when the difference between the values is examined, it is understood that the relax/un-relax 

blended ratio has no effect on the yarn evenness values. As the ratio of non-relaxed fibers in 

the yarn increases in the mixture, the number of thick places and the number of neps decrease. 
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ABSTRACT 

 In this study, the effect of wood pulp contents of lyocell fibres dissolved with the natural 

solvent NMMO, which brand name is Ecocell®, on the yarn quality parameters were 

investigated. For this purpose, yarn samples were produced from lyocell fibres different wood 

pulp contents in vortex and ring yarn spinning systems. The performance (yarn strength and 

elongation) and quality (unevenness, hairiness and imperfections) values of the produced yarns 

were analyzed. According to the study, the wood pulp types of lyocell fibers are influenced 

especially yarn strength properties. 

Keywords; Lyocell, ring, vortex, yarn quality Ecocell®.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Lyocell fibers are a very important material in the textile industry, not only with their high 

strength, shine, softness, silky touch, and high absorbency properties, but also with 

environmentally, friendly and biodegradable properties [1, 2]. The lyocell fiber production 

process is carried out by the dry jet-wet spinning process. It is obtained by dissolving cellulosic 

wood pulp in N-Methyl Morpholine-N-oxide (NMMO)/water [2]. Lyocell production 

parameters such as air gap length, coagulation temperature, coagulation concentration, 

spinning speed and draw ratio affect fiber quality [3, 4].  

Singha (2012), preparation of solvent phase of NMMO, lyocell production process, structure 

of lyocell, fibrillation properties, advantages and applications were reported. Zhang et al., 

(2018), the manufacturing process, environmental impact, and product quality of lyocell fiber 

are reviewed and compared with those of the viscose fiber. Anitha and Priyanka (2021), the 

raw materials required, dope preparation, spinning process, properties and structure, fibrillation 

process and practical applications of lyocell fiber were reviewed. 

Within the scope of this study, the effect of wood pulp type, which is another important 

parameter of lyocell fiber production was investigated on yarn quality. The lyocell yarn 

samples were produced in vortex and ring yarn spinning systems in order to examine the effect 

of 3 different wood pulp types used in the production of Ecocell® fibers on yarn quality.  

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

The properties of wood pulp are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Wood Pulp Properties 

Properties 
Wood Pulp 

Type 1 

Wood Pulp 

Type 2 

Wood Pulp 

Type 3 

Polymerization Degree (DP)  650 730 680 

Alpha cellulose content (%) 90 - 92 90 - 92 90 - 92 

Carboxyl Content (%) 0 - 25 25 - 35 0 - 25 
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The Ecocell® fiber properties (Table 2) and production parameters were constant and values 

are given in Table 3.  

Table 2. Properties of Ecocell® Fibers 

Properties 

 

Ecocell®  fiber (Made 

of Wood Pulp Type 

1) 

Ecocell® fiber (Made 

of Wood Pulp Type 

2) 

Ecocell® fiber (Made 

of Wood Pulp Type 

3) 

Fineness (dtex) 1.3 - 1.7 1.3 - 1.7 1.3 - 1.7 

Length (mm) 38 38 38 

Strength (cN/tex) 40 - 45 45-50 35-40 

Elongation (%) 11 - 13 11 - 13 11 - 13 

Spin Finish (%) 0.2 - 0.4 0.2 - 0.4 0.2 - 0.4 

Table 3. Production Parameters of Ecocell® Fibers 

Parameters Values 

Air gap Length (mm) 20-60 

Coagulation Temperature (°C) 15-35 

Spinning Speed (m/min) 20-60 

Draw Ratio (times) 4-6 

All yarn samples were produced by using vortex and ring spinning system with number of 30/1 

Ne. List of the applied tests and their standards are given in Table 4. 

Table 4. List of the Applied Tests and Standards 

Test Names Standards Tester 

Breaking Strength and Elongation TS EN ISO 2062 Uster Tester 4 

Unevenness, Hairiness and Imperfections TS 2394 ISO 2649 Uster Tester 5 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The yarn samples and their tested properties are given in Table 5.  

Table 5. Test Results of Yarn Samples 

Sample No Yarn 

Spinning  

Type 

Strength 

(kgf*Nm) 

Elongation 

(%) 
U 

% 

CVm 

 

Hairiness 

% 
Imperfections 

 

E1 Wood Pulp Type 1 Vortex 26.0 8.74 8.87 11.2 4.36 41 

E2 Wood Pulp Type 2 Vortex 28.2 9.21 8.24 10.3 4.31 31 

E3 Wood Pulp Type 3 Vortex 26.8 9.47 8.55 10.8 4.63 66 

E4 Wood Pulp Type 1 Ring 26.6 10.2 9.11 11.5 6.04 52 

E5 Wood Pulp Type 2 Ring 29.6 10.1 8.67 11.0 5.85 46 

E6 Wood Pulp Type 3 Ring 28.6 9.83 9.15 11.7 5.54 23 

According to the results of the samples, E2 and E5 yarns are the highest breaking strength in 

the samples containing Ecocell® fiber (made of wood pulp type 2) and the lowest breaking 

strength of E1 and E4 containing Ecocell® fiber (made of wood pulp type 1)  (Table 3). The 

main reason for this result is the polymerization degree of pulp. As it can be seen in Table 1, 

by increasing the degree of polymerization, firstly fiber strength increase, and then yarn 

strength also increase. 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

The lyocell fibers are used in clothing applications, paper industry, nonwoven surface area, 

blended fabric production, etc. widely used. Therefore, these fibers are very effective and 

attractive material in the textile industry. This study investigated the effect of wood pulp types 

on lyocell yarn quality. As a result of this, the degree of polymerization is an important 

parameter for fiber and also yarn strength. 
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ABSTRACT 

Today, with increasing environmental concerns, as the consumer demand for sustainable 

products increases, hemp fiber, which increases the productivity of the soil while cleaning the 

air, has a significant growth potential in the world hemp market. However, despite many 

excellent properties of hemp fiber, it is very difficult to spin because the fiber is a woody fiber 

and the cohesion between the fibers is low. In this study, using short fiber ring technology, 

spinning processes of A class sustainable hemp fiber with organic cotton fiber at different 

mixing ratios were determined and the strength and unevenness values of the yarns were 

investigated. Later, double yarn was made from the study in which hemp was used at a rate of 

%50 and upholstery fabrics were made from the developed yarns. UV resistance, pilling, 

moisture transmission, air permeability and antibacterial activities of these fabrics were 

investigated. Yarn and fabric performance values were evaluated comparatively. 

Keywords: Hemp, Upholstery Fabric, Antibacterial, UV Resistance,  Sustainability 

 

1.INTRODUCTİON 

Compared to cotton, the most widely used natural fiber in the world, and petroleum-derived 

synthetic fibers, hemp fibers attract attention with their superior ecological properties and 

organic textile production potential. [1]. Cannabis is an annual woody plant belonging to the 

family Cannabinaceae, close to the nettles. This plant, whose homeland is Asia, has spread all 

over the world by following various paths. Hemp fibers are durable but less flexible due to the 

lignin substance in their structure, and they were generally used in coarse weaving (such as 

sacks, rope bags, net making). Today, there are two subspecies of cannabis: cannabis sativa 

and cannabis indica. The genus Cannabis sativa, which is used for fiber production and has 

industrial importance. Cannabis indica (Cannabis) is produced under government control due 

to the higher amount of narcotic substance. [2]. There is no pilling and static electricity problem 

in hemp fibers. At 20 °C, it absorbs 12% moisture under 65% RH and 30% under 95% RH. 

These values are higher than cotton and linen. [3]. According to a study of the Chinese 

Academy of Sciences, natural hemp fiber can block up to 90% of ultraviolet sunlight without 

any special treatment, and this is due to the lignin content of 2-4% in the chemical composition 

of hemp, which can absorb ultraviolet light. [4]. Hemp fiber has good physical properties such 

as moisture permeability, breathability, but also has special functions such as heat preservation, 

anti-ultraviolet and antistatic. The hemp fiber is hollow, has a large lumen, and accounts for 

approximately 1/2 - 1/3 of the total cross-sectional area, and is larger than ramie, flax and 

cotton. While this structure creates a superior capillary effect in the hemp fiber, the hydrophilic 

group of the hemp fiber molecule provides features such as moisture adsorption, gas 

permeability and thermal conductivity performance. [5].  Today, since the antibacterial effect 

is applied to the fabric with agents such as silver, the washing resistance of the antibacterial 

effect is low. Hemp fiber, which has a polygonal cross-section, has an air-gapped structure, 

which can increase thermal protection and also effectively prevent the formation of anaerobic 
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bacteria. Hemp's complex plant composition and numerous compounds in the plant have the 

potential to exhibit antibacterial activity. Some cannabinoids extracted from cannabis have 

been observed to exhibit excellent antibacterial activity. [6]. In this study, it is aimed to develop 

antibacterial fabrics by using the superior properties of hemp fiber without using any 

chemicals, heavy metals or agents, by mixing it with organic cotton fiber in different 

proportions. However, the weak spinnability of hemp fiber makes it difficult to use in the textile 

industry, and there is a gap in the literature since there is limited information on this subject. 

Within the scope of the study, the spinnability of the hemp fiber in the ring system was 

investigated and the performance tests of the developed yarns were carried out. In addition, the 

performance properties of the fabric samples obtained according to the determined yarn count 

and blended fiber type were analyzed. 

2.MATERİAL AND METHOD 

2.1.Material 

Determining the raw material properties to be used is one of the most important factors 

affecting the yarn properties. In the study, hemp fiber and organic cotton fibers were mixed 

and used. The thickness of hemp is 17-22 microns and its length is 25-40 mm (Figure 1). The 

fineness of cotton fiber is Mic: 3,5-4.9, Fiber Length: 28-30 mm, Fiber Strength: 30-35 gr/tex. 

 

 

Figure 1. Longitudinal section view of hemp fiber 

2.2.Method  

In this study, 25/75% hemp/organic cotton and 50/50% hemp/organic cotton blends, the 

technical specifications of which are given above, were subjected to opening, mixing and 

cleaning processes in the blowroom machine, and then combed in the Rieter C-70 carding 

machine. Subsequently, the hooks at the fiber ends of the slivers were opened on Rieter draw 

frame machines and a homogeneous structure was gained. Afterwards, the rovings produced 

on the Zinser Z670 roving frame were spun using a 50 mm ring diameter Zinser Ring machine 

with 10/1 Ne fineness as 25/75% hemp/organic cotton and 50/50% hemp/organic cotton. The 

yarns with Ne 10/1 fineness were wound and fixed under pressure at 55-65% ℃ temperature 

for an average of 60-80 minutes. The strength values of the wound Ne 10/1 25/75% 

hemp/organic cotton and 50/50% hemp/organic cotton yarns were determined in the Uster 

Tensojet-4 device using the “TS 245 EN ISO 2062” standard, and the yarn evenness values 

were measured in the Uster Tester-4 device using the “TS 628” standard.  Then, 10/2 yarns 

were produced in the doubling-twisting machine from the study in which 50% hemp was used. 

1/1 plain fabrics have been developed by using single-ply yarns in the weft and double-ply 

50% hemp working in the warp. 1/1 plain fabric woven from these yarns were subjected to UV 

resistance test in UV aging device with TS EN ISO 4892-2 standard, pilling in martindale 

device with TS EN ISO 12945-2 standard, moisture transmission test with AATCC 195 
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standard, with TS 391 EN ISO 9237 standard air permeability test and AATCC 147:2016 

standard Disc Diffusion Method and antibacterial tests. 

3. RESULTS AND DİSCUSSİON 

The unevenness and yarn fault value of the yarn produced on the ring frame from Ne 10/1 

25/75% hemp/organic cotton blend were measured as CV 25.03%, and 200% neps value as 

3059. The unevenness and yarn fault value of the yarn produced on the ring frame from Ne 

10/1 50/50% hemp/organic cotton blend were measured as CV 35.03%, and 200% neps value 

as 7831. The strength of the study done with 25% hemp in the Uster Tensojet-4 device was 

measured as 14.96 Rkm, % Elongation value of 6.16 and B-Work value as 13.56 N.cm. The 

strength of the study done with 50% hemp was measured as 9.52 Rkm, % Elongation value of 

4.2 and B-Work value as 6.4 N.cm (Table 1). 

Table 1. Physical Performance Test Results of Hemp/Cotton Blended Yarns 

Yarn Properties Yarn Number (Ne) 

 Ne 10/1 %25/75 

Hemp/Cotton 

Ne10/1 %50/50 

Hemp/Cotton 

Unevenness (%CVm) 25,03 35,03 

Thin Place (-50%) 1033 5543 

Thick Place (+50%) 2333 4694 

Neps (+200%) 3059 7831 

Strength RKm (kgf.Ne) 14,96 9,52 

Strength (%CV)  9,84 13,69 

Elongation at break 

(%) 
6,16 4,2 

B-Work (N.cm) 13,56 6,4 

Upholstery fabrics woven from these yarns using 50/50% Hemp/Organic Cotton in the warp 

with a warp density of 16 ends/cm, a weft density of 12 picks/cm and 290 gr/m2; It has been 

subjected to UV resistance, martindale pilling, moisture transmission, air permeability and 

antibacterial tests. (Table 2) 

Table 2. UV Aging Test Results of Upholstery Fabrics 

Weft Yarn 
Warp Yarn 

Before 

Test L* 

After Test 

L* 

Before Test 

a* 

After Test 

a* 

Before Test 

b* 

After Test 

b* 

10/1 Hemp/Cotton 

%25/75 

 10/2 Hemp/Cotton 

%50/50 
66.85 70.65 1.60 1.61 9.93 10.28 

10/1 Hemp/Cotton 

%50/50 

10/2 Hemp/Cotton 

%50/50 
68.31 70.51 1.95 1.81 10.56     10.78 

 

When the CIELAB color measurement results made in the spectrophotometer before and after 

the UV aging test are examined, it was seen that the fabric sample woven using Ne 10/2 50/50% 

hemp/cotton in the warp yarn and Ne 10/1 25/75% hemp/cotton in the weft yarn has 66,85 L* 

value before the test  and increased after the test and became 70.35, the a* value, which was 

measured as 1.60 before the test, remained on the same scale with the value of 1.61 after the 

test and the b* value, which was measured as 9.93 before the test and it was found to be 10.28 

with 0,35 unit of yellowing after the test. In the fabric sample woven using 50/50% hemp/cotton 

weft and warp yarn, the L* value, which was measured as 68.31 before the test, increased the 

brightness after the test and became 70.51, and the a* value, which was measured as 1.95 before 

the test, was 0.14 units. It was observed that the b* value, which was measured as 10.56 before 

the test, was 10.78 with 0.22 unit yellowing.  
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Table 3. Upholstery Fabric Pilling resistance test results 

CYCLE 
E: 10/2 Hemp/Cotton %50/50 

P: 10/1 Hemp/Cotton %50/50 

E: 10/2 Hemp/Cotton %50/50 

P: 10/1 Hemp/Cotton %25/75 

125 5 5 

500 5 5 

1000 4/5 4/5 

2000 4/5 4/5 

3000 3/4 4 

4000 3/4 4 

5000 3 3/4 

E: Warp Yarn 

P: Weft Yarn 

As seen in Table 3, according to the pilling test results, it was observed that there was no pilling 

on the surface and there was no tendency to pilling up to 1000 cycles in the fabric samples 

where two different wefts were used. In the fabric sample where %25/75 hemp/cotton weft 

yarn is used, there is no hairiness on the surface up to 1000 cycles, very light pilling starts at 

2000 cycles, continues until 3000 cycles, and moderate hairiness and pilling at 3000 cycles and 

a significant hairiness and/or pilling at 5000 cycles. It was seen that the fabric in which 50/50% 

hemp/cotton yarn is used in weft and warp continues on the same scale until 2000 cycles, very 

light pilling is observed at 3000 cycles, and moderate hairiness and pilling was observed at 

5000 cycles.   

Table 4. MMT Test Results of Upholstery Fabric 

Weft Yarn Warp Yarn 

Weft 

Density 

(Picks/cm) 

Warp 

Density 

(Ends/cm) 

Weight       

(gr/m2) 
OMMC Value 

10/1 Hemp/Cotton %25/75 10/2 Hemp/Cotton %50/50 12 16 290 0,5 

10/1 Hemp/Cotton %50/50 10/2 Hemp/Cotton %50/50 12 16 290 0,514 

As can be seen from the test results, in the MMT tests of upholstery fabrics, it was seen that 

the OMMC value of the fabrics where hemp is used at the rate of 25% in the weft yarn and at 

the rate of 50% is on the same scale with the values of 0.5 and 0.514, respectively. 

Table 5. Air Permeability Test Results of Upholstery Fabrics 

Weft Yarn Warp Yarn 

Weft 

Density 

(Picks/cm) 

Warp 

Density 

(Ends/cm) 

Weight      

(gr/m2) 

Air 

Permeability 

Value(dm 3) 

10/1 Hemp/Cotton %25/75  10/2 Hemp/Cotton %50/50 12 16 290 85 dm3 

10/1 Hemp/Cotton %50/50 10/2 Hemp/Cotton %50/50 12 16 290 90 dm3 

As can be seen from the test results, in the air permeability tests of upholstery fabrics, it was 

seen that the air permeability value of the fabrics in which hemp is used at the rate of 25% and 

50% is 85 dm3 and 90 dm3, respectively and 50% hemp study has better air permeability values. 

The same results were obtained in the microorganism tests performed by disc diffusion with 

the AATCC 147:2016 standard of both studies (Table 6). 
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Table 6. Antibacterial activity test results of hemp/cotton blended fabrics according to disc 

diffusion method 

Microbiological Tests 
Inhibition Zone 

(mm) (1) 

Microorganizm  

Growth (2) 
Result 

Staphylococcus aureus ATTC 6538 P Gram(+) 0 N/A Effective 

Escherchia coli ATTC 8739 Gram(-) 0 N/A Effective 

Candida albicans (fungal) 0 N/A Effective 

As can be seen from Table 6, in the evaluation of the activity against E. Coli, C. Albicans and 

S. aureus bacteria according to the test applied before and after 20 washes to the fabric samples 

in which 50% hemp was used in the warp yarn and 25% and 50% hemp in the weft yarn, it was 

seen that bacteria did not grow around the test sample and there was no microorganism growth 

under the sample.  

4.CONCLUSION 

This study showed that the evenness values of yarns made with 25% hemp fiber were better 

than the study made with 50% hemp fibers. It was observed that the strength values were higher 

in the study conducted with 25% hemp. It was predicted that this situation is due to the fact 

that the fiber fineness of hemp fibers is 17-22 microns, the fiber fineness of cotton fibers is 3.5-

4.9, and the number of fibers in the cross-section decreases with the increase in hemp fiber in 

the yarn cross-section. When the B-Work values of both studies were examined, it was seen 

that it will not pose a problem for weaving machine performances. However, if hemp fiber is 

desired to be used in the weaving sector at a rate of 50%, yarn strength and loom performances 

can be increased by making double yarn. The absence of pilling up to 2000 cycles and the 

moderate pilling and pilling on the fabric surface even at 4000 cycles clearly show that there 

will be no pilling problem in fabrics made with hemp. At 5000 cycles, it was seen that there 

was a significant hairiness in the study where hemp was used at a rate of 25%, while it was 

seen that there was moderate pilling and pilling in the study where it was used at a rate of 50%. 

When Cielab values of UV aging tests are examined; the fact that before and after the test L*, 

a* and b* differences are very small, it shows that in the study where hemp was used at the rate 

of 50%, the brightness increased after the test and it had high UV resistance. These results 

supports the study carried out by Yongkai Zhou et al. (2005). At the same time, according to a 

study of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, natural hemp fiber can block up to 90% of 

ultraviolet sunlight without any special treatment, and this is because of its high lignin content, 

which can absorb ultraviolet ray. As a result, thanks to this feature of hemp, fabrics woven 

from yarns blended with this fiber will have high UV resistance without any special chemical 

treatment. In both studies, it was observed that the OMMC value was very good despite the 

high fabric weight, and thanks to the high moisture absorption value, the swelling and 

evaporation of the fibers and moisture absorption and transfer were observed. As the fabric 

weight increases, the decrease in the air permeability value can be explained by the decrease 

in the porous structure between the fiber and the yarn. It was seen that the best air permeability 

value is in the blend with cotton where the hemp ratio is 50%. The results obtained from the 

studies carried out; Liu et al. (2011) supports the conclusion that hemp/cotton blended knitted 

fabric has better moisture absorption and diffusion ability and drip-drying property. According 

to these results, it was predicted that people will feel cooler thanks to the high air permeability 

and moisture transmission values of the fabrics made with hemp, which provide thermal 

comfort conditions. It has been concluded that the antibacterial activity of the fabric samples 

before and after 20 washes exhibit the same behavior and that the targeted antibacterial activity 

can be achieved in the public areas, especially in the upholstery sector.  
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It was predicted that this study will pave the way for the literature and lead to new studies by 

overcoming the difficulty of spinning with short fiber technology, since hemp fiber is a coarse 

fiber. Especially nowadays, when environmental concerns are increasing, it is of great 

importance for the environment to gain antibacterial activity in fabrics for the upholstery sector 

without using heavy metals such as silver.  
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ABSTRACT 

With the development of technology, artificial intelligence applications in the textile industry 

are increasing. The uses of these methods present very good results in cases where statistical 

methods are lacking in the accurate evaluation and analysis of the past data of the enterprises 

and the estimation of their future situations. In this study, some models are developed, based 

on this relationship, to estimate the breaking strength of cotton woven fabrics and 

polyester/viscose blended woven fabrics separately. Breaking strength is considered one of the 

most important performance characteristics of woven fabrics. It is mostly determined by the 

structural elements of the fabric. Multiple linear regression, artificial neural networks and 

random forest algorithms are employed to perform statistical and stochastic analyses on these 

elements by using industrial data. A total of 147 fabric data sets in warp and weft directions 

were used for training and test data in cotton fabrics, and 53 fabric data sets in warp and weft 

directions in blended fabrics. Appropriate models are generated by using Minitab Statistics and 

Matlab software. Yarn linear densities, yarn production methods, twist amounts, fabric 

densities, crimp ratios, unit area weights, various weave factors and fabric structure factors 

were selected as variables of the models estimating the breaking strength of fabrics in both 

warp and weft directions. These factors were included in the models separately, and the subset 

that gave the best results was selected and the models were revised. For the three models 

created, it was seen that the regression models and models based on artificial neural networks 

performed well in both cotton fabrics and blended fabrics, while random forest algorithms were 

not very accurate in estimating the breaking strength. 

Keywords: regression model, artificial neural networks, random forest algorithm, breaking 

strength, woven fabric 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Tensile properties of textile materials are always considered as important parameters in  the 

selection of appropriate material or in designing  acceptable configuration. It is therefore useful 

and in some cases essential to predict or calculate these parameters even before the fabric is 

manufactured.  Breaking strength is one of the most important features that determine the usage 

performance of the fabric, especially used in woven fabrics [1]. Fabric breaking strength is 

identified as the largest force applied to a fabric sample during tensile test ta the point of  

breakage. It is well known that the breaking strength of a woven fabric is not determined only 

by just the strength of the component yarns. It’s also dependent on fiber properties (fiber type, 

fineness, strength and fiber length), yarn properties (yarn linear density, yarn twist amount, 
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yarn ply number), fabric density, fabric construction and finishing processes applied to the 

fabric [2]. 

It can be said that there are three commonly used modeling methods to predict fabric properties, 

breaking strength [3]. 

 geometric or physically based mathematical models derived from structural features, 

 empirical models based on experimental data and statistical analysis, 

 stochastic models based on artificial intelligence 

The selection and  application of an appropriate model is of critical importance. It is, therefore, 

crucial to understand the basic principles of these models and their suitability with the applied 

case. For an accurate prediction fabric properties through nonlinear and complex fabric 

parameters,  a realistic model  is required  [3]. 

In this study three different methodologies, namely regression analysis, artificial neural 

network and random forest, are applied  to predict the breaking strength of woven fabrics.   

It is possible to use various geometric and dynamic mathematical models based on the 

relationships between fabric properties and variables of textile structures, to identify basic 

principles and to predict fabric properties and behaviors. However, in oractice, the use of these 

models, which were developed for predicting fabric structural properties, in fabric design is 

quite limited. This is because mathematical models are often very complicated to apply into 

practical cases or mostly based on certain idealized assumptions which may cause large 

prediction errors. These models are usually generated on the basis of particular sturucture and 

require a new analysis and new solutions in case of any change in the structure. 

Empirical models based on statistical analysis are widely used today to predict fabric 

properties. Regression analysis, one of these methods, is a statistical tool used to estimate the 

relationship between two or more variables. 

The most basic feature of artificial intelligence systems is the capability of making decisions 

based on the knowledge.  The knowledge must be related to the problem which is required to 

solve.  Such systems can generate prediction  about the next possible events by learning from 

the past events by means of the available information. Artificial neural network is  being an 

artificial intelligence model, is a computer system developed with the aim of automatically 

performing the abilities of the human brain such as deriving new information, creating and 

discovering new information through learning, without any help [4]. The real power and 

advantage of artificial neural networks depend on their ability to represent both linear and 

nonlinear relationships and also their ability to derive  these relationships directly from the data 

entered [5]. 

Artificial neural networks (ANN) produce useful information with less error than mathematical 

and regression modeling methods. ANN has the advantage of approximating any functional 

relationship between a large number of input-output (independent and dependent variables) 

parameters. There is no need to make any prior assumptions about the statistical nature of the 

variables of the data because ANN is non-parametric in nature. ANN requires a much smaller 

dataset than that of  regression analysis to capture nonlinear relationships between input and 

output parameters. Even with a small training data set, the network generalizes functional 

relationships very well [3]. 

A relatively new method  based on machine learning which is a branch of artificial intelligence 

is also used in this study.  This method is called as  Random forest (RF) and, it is a tree-based 

ensemble consisting of trees connected to a collection of random variables. RF can be applied 
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to both regression and classification problems, trained faster compared to other methods, and 

has a higher prediction speed. It draws attention due to its features such as less number of 

parameters and direct application to multidimensional problems [6]. RF is a community 

learning method. Differential classification and regression decision trees form the decision 

forest community. The results obtained during the decision forest formation are combined and 

accordingly the final estimate is made [7]. 

It appears that there are many studies in the litarature,  which  have employed the ANN method 

to predict fabric properties. Most of them are focused on the fabric handle which is a variable 

evaluated subjectively. For example, in 2004, Hui et al. tried to predict fabric handle by using 

a multilayer feedforward backpropagation artificial neural network model in their study [8].In 

2010, Pattanayak et al., in their study, tried to estimate the drape parameters from the fabric 

sample using a feed-forward backpropagation model [9].is also noted that those studies are 

generally conducted with fewer samples using certain weaves in specific fabric types. Almost 

all researchers concluded that the ANN technique would perform better by removing the 

constraints and increasing the number of samples. 

On the other hand,  regression models employed in several studies, especially those used in the 

estimation of the fabric breaking strength, were developed to obtain estimations in accordance 

with a single variable by using simple regression model. Forexample, Sankaran and 

Subramaniam calculated Morino's cross tightness factor (CFF) and yarn float factor (FYF) and 

Milasius' fabric tightness factor (FFF) for 16 different weaves and revealed the effects of these 

factors on tensile, bending, shear, compression and surface properties [16].Although there are 

a few studies using  multiple linear regression models developed for weaved fabrics,  based on 

the relationship between various weave factors and yarn properties, it has been noticed that 

there are various restrictions on weaving, yarn count and fabric blend while producing the 

fabrics in these studies. For example; Malik et al. created regression models on 135 plain and 

3/1 twill knitted samples, in which they included yarn strengths, yarn frequencies and knit 

floating lengths, which they thought affect the fabric strength in the warp and weft directions 

[10]. 

In the literature,   no study was found with the random forest algorithm on the estimation of 

fabric properties. 

In this study, regression models were created with different independent variables (input 

variables) for the best estimation of the breaking strength of woven fabrics.  Two groups of 

data are used  including all cottton and polyester/viscose blend fabrics woven at two different 

mills. sets of  in two different companies with cotton and polyester/viscose blends, On the bases 

of best, Artificial neural networks and random forest algorithms are developed with the 

variables which generated the best performance in the regression analysis and the results were 

compared. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In consideration of the parameters effecting the breaking strength of woven fabrics, 32 models 

for cotton fabrics and 32 models for blended fabrics are designed with different independent 

variables in both warp and weft directions. 

The set of cotton fabrics data includes variables of the 147 fabrics which are woven in a cotton 

weaving mill with different constructions.  It is  actual industrial data and comprises  fabric 

constructions of basic weaves and their derivatives made by yarns of different production 

methods (ring, combed, oe and compact).  Weft and warp densities and the linear density and 

twist values of  yarns  varied  Dobby weave fabrics were not included in this sample set.  
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In the other set of data, there are variables of  53 blend fabrics woven in different dobby 

structures. These blended fabrics are woven with double-plied ring spun yarns of  different 

twists and counts at varied warp and weft densities. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic view of woven cloth and cloth variables under  the tension forces 

As independent variables in the breaking strength models of cotton fabrics; warp yarn linear 

density (coz_tex) and weft yarn linear densities (atk_tex), warp yarn production method 

(coz_ipl_ure_met), weft yarn production method (atk_ipl_ure_met), warp yarn twist amount 

(coz_ipl_buk_mik), weft yarn twist amount (weft_ipl_buk_mik), warp density(coz_sik), weft 

density (atk_sik), warp crimp (coz_kiv), weft crimp (atk_kiv), product fabric unit area weights 

(mam_kum_bir_ala_agi), as weave factors F (Ashenhurst's weave factor) [11], KL (Galceran's 

fabric structure factor) ) [12], CFF (Morino's crossing-over firmness factor) [13] and FYF 

(Morino's floating yarn factor) [13], as fabric structure factors K (Peirce's cover factor) [14], 

TS (Seyam's fabric structure factor) ) [15] and OG (Galceran's fabric structure factor) [12] were 

used. 

As predictive parameters in tensile strength models of blended fabrics; warp yarn linear density 

(coz_tex) and weft yarn linear densities (atk_tex), warp yarn twist amount (coz_ipl_buk_mik), 

weft yarn twist amount (atk_ipl_buk_mik), warp density (coz_sik), weft density (atk_sik), 

warp crimp (coz_kiv), weft crimp (atk_kiv), raw fabric unit area weights 

(raw_kum_bir_ala_agi), weave factors as F (Ashenhurst's weave factor) [11], KL (Galceran's 

fabric structure factor) [12], CFF (Morino's crossing-over firmness factor) [13 ] and FYF 

(Morino's floating yarn factor) [13], as fabric structure factors K (Peirce's cover factor) [14], 

TS (Seyam's fabric structure factor) [15] and OG (Galceran's fabric structure factor) [12]. In 

addition, a parameter called "average fiber strength coefficient" (avg_ely_muk_kat) has been 

defined in order to reveal the difference in the mixing ratios of each type, since the fabrics are 

made from blended yarns. Here, the strength values are taken as 47 cN/tex for polyester fiber, 

18 cN/tex for viscose fiber and 3,1 cN/tex for elastane and calculated according to the fabric 

composition. 

First of all, multiple linear regression equations were created in the Minitab package program 

with the predicted parameters. For each model, T value, P value and VIF value and the 

significance of the coefficients were checked by using T-Test, the standard error (s value) and 
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the coefficient of determination (R-sq) of the model created with the model summary table 

were determined, and finally, the significance of the model was tested with F- Test. 

Patterns has been named Cwarp-model no. for cotton and warp-directional breaking strength, 

Cweftmodel no. for cotton and weft-directional breaking strength, and Bwarp-model no. for 

blend and warp-directional breaking strength. and finally Bweft-model no. for blend and weft 

directional breaking strength. 

In cases where  the coefficients are found insignificant with the T-test in the first step  models, 

the Mallow's Cp test is performed to find the subsets that will reveal the best predictive power 

with these inputs.  Then  those with the lowest Cp and s values were selected among the first 

step models to create the second step models with these input values. These models has been 

named Cwarp-model-variant no. for cotton and warp-directional breaking strength, Cweft-

model-variant no. for cotton and weft- directional breaking strength, and Bwarp-model-variant 

no. for blend and warp-directional breaking strength and finally, Bweft-model-variant no for 

blend and weft directional breaking strength. 

Since the number of samples on the breaking strength of cotton and blended fabrics is limited, 

the data in the models are not separated as test and training data. K-Folds Cross Validation 

analysis is carried out to test the model by dividing the data 10 different subsets, and the average 

of the specificity coefficient R-sq and standard error s values of each cluster separately revealed 

the predictive power of the model. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The models created for the breaking strength along the warp in cotton fabrics, the explanatory 

variables included in the model, the R-sq coefficients of determination and the R correlation 

coefficient are given in Table 1. 

When Table 1 was examined, it was seen that the predictive power of the Cwarp2-1 model was 

higher than the other models with an R-sq value of 96.86%, and the second step models were 

created with the same explanatory variables to compare the Cwarp2 and Cwarp2-1 variation 

with artificial neural network and random forest algorithms under the same conditions. 

The models created for the breaking strength along the weft in cotton fabrics, the explanatory 

variables included in the model, the R-sq coefficients of determination and the R correlation 

coefficient are given in Table 2. 

When Table 2 is examined, it is seen that the predictive power of Cweft5-1, Cweft6-1, Cweft7-

1 and Cweft 8-1 models is higher than the other models with 94.48% R-sq value, , and the 

second step models were created with the same dependent variables to compare the Cweft5 

and Cweft5- 1variation with artificial neural network and random forest algorithms under the 

same conditions. 

The models created for the breaking strength along the warp in blended fabrics, the explanatory 

variables included in the model, the R-sq coefficients of determination and the R correlation 

coefficient are given in Table 3. 

When Table 3 is examined, it is seen that the predictive power of Bwarp9-1, Bwarp10-1, 

Bwarp11-1, Bwarp12-1, model is higher than other models with an R-sq value of 93.03%, and 

the second step models were created with the same dependent variables to compare the Bwarp9 

and Bwarp9- 1variation with artificial neural network and random forest algorithms under the 

same conditions. 
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The models created for the breaking strength along the weft in blended fabrics, the explanatory 

variables included in the model, the R-sq coefficients of determination and the R correlation 

coefficient are given in Table 4. 

When Table4 is examined, it is seen that the prediction power of Bweft1-1, Bweft2-1, Bweft3-

1, Bweft4-1, model is higher than other models with 92.85% R-sq value and new models were 

created with the same dependent variables to compare the Bweft1 and Bweft1- 1variation with 

artificial neural network and random forest algorithms under the same conditions. 

Table 1. Warp breaking strength regression models and results for cotton fabrics 

 

Table 2. Weft breaking strength regression models and results for cotton fabrics 
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Table 3. Warp breaking strength regression models and results for blended fabrics 

 

Table 4. The breaking strength regression patterns and results along weft for blended fabrics 

 

ANN and RF algorithms were created by using the independent variables (input variables) of 

regression models with high R-sq value. The models created and their results are as given in 

Table 5. 

Table 5. Artificial neural networks and Random Forest models and their results 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In the study, many regression models were created with different independent variables to 

estimate the breaking strength of cotton and polyester/viscose blended fabrics along the warp 

and weft direction. The models generating the highest predictive power (according to the R-sq 

coefficient of determination) were also tested using artificial neural networks and random 
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forest algorithms. The comparison of the outcomes of these three models according to the R 

correlation coefficients for cotton and blended fabrics is given in Table 6. 

Table 6. R-correlation coefficients of Regression, Artificial Neural Networks and Random 

Forest models 

 

When the table is viewed, it is clear that the prediction power of artificial neural network 

models is greater for raw models (Cwarp-2, Cweft-2, Bwarp-9, and Bweft-1) generated with 

variables known to effect breaking strength. However, it is found that the models generated by 

regression analysis for other subsets (Cwarp2-1, Cweft5-1, Bwarp9-1, and Bwarp1-1) provide 

higher estimates. When the R correlation coefficients are compared, it is found that random 

forest algorithms do not provide acceptable models for estimating the breaking strength of 

fabrics. 

Among the regression models with the best results, the correlation between the measured weft 

breaking strength for cotton fabrics and the estimated weft breaking strength was 0.832 (Figure 

2). This correlation was 0.766 in cotton warp breaking strength, 0.715 in blend warp breaking 

strength and 0.616 in blend weft breaking strength. 

 

Figure 2 Highest predictive correlation graph 

In this study, when all the models created were examined, it was concluded that the weave 

factor and fabric structure factors were not determinative variables for the estimation of 

breaking strength. 

While the usability of regression models and artificial neural networks in estimating fabric 

breaking strength was revealed, the importance of the number of data in the random forest 
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algorithm was once again understood with this study. It is thought that better results can be 

obtained with more data in this algorithm. 
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ABSTRACT 

Pneumatic yarn splicing is a well-known technique of joining two ends of yarn by blowing 

compressed air in a device which is known as a splice chamber.  The quality of the yarn splicing 

is crucial for final yarn performance.  If the ends of yarn are not well spliced; breaking strength 

and elongation become low, for the machines to have several breakages during fabric 

production. This situation reduces the efficiency of production. Previous research has 

addressed the effect of variables including air pressure and splicing chamber design on easily 

measurable outputs like splicing strength. This study aims at investigating the splice yarn 

performances in terms of three types of splice methods, namely air splice, wet splice, and 

mechanical splice which is also known as twin splice. Besides, it has been tried to reveal the 

optimum splice method in terms of the yarn count. For this purpose, a total of 5 pure and 

blended ring yarns containing cotton and flax fiber raw materials with different yarn counts Ne 

24, Ne 32, Ne 16, and Ne 36 were produced. The produced yarn samples were spliced in 

different methods including air splicers, wet splicers, and twin splicers in the Savio Polar IDLS 

winding machine. The strength and elongation values of the added yarns were measured with 

Mesdan-Lab Splice Scanner-3. Pre-splicing measurements were compared with both each other 

and obtained values. Our experimental results revealed that the best method for cotton and 

blended fiber is a twin splicer. 

Keywords: Air splice, wet splice, twin splice t-test, yarn count 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In yarn production, a large number of yarn breaks occur during the winding process. To reach 

the desired yarn quality, apart from these breaks, cuts are made by the yarn clearers when the 

determined values are exceeded. In both cases, it is necessary to continue the winding process 

by splicing the broken or cut yarn [1].  

Many methods are used for splicing and these methods are listed as a pneumatic method (air 

or wet), mechanical method, pneumatic-mechanical method, an electrostatic method [2]. In 

pneumatic, yarn ends are inserted into a splicing chamber and then overlapped. A strong current 

of compressed air or water introduces which entangles and intermingles the fibers, joining the 

two ends together [3].  In twin splice process, the broken yarn ends are first automatically 

untwisted, beards are then formed by pulling the two yarn ends away, and these beards are 

overlapped and re-twisted together again. The advantages of this method are the absence of air 

or any extraneous materials, and the reproducibility of the result [4]. 
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Splice yarn tensile properties regarding several ones such as raw material, yarn count, and yarn 

twist are investigated in previous studies. Nawaz et al. determined that the strength properties 

of the splice region in natural and synthetic blended yarns improved as the synthetic fiber ratio 

increased [5]. Hassen et al. found that the splicing mechanism type changed the properties of 

the splice region, and the water-jet splicer mechanism improved the strength and appearance 

properties of the splice region [6]. Uyanık in her study revealed that twin splicer is the best for 

cotton fiber and acrylic fiber, whereas it was the worst for regenerated cellulosic fibers. All 

splicer types can be used for polyester fiber, and the best splicer type is air splicer for fine yarns 

whereas it is twin splicer for coarse yarns [4]. 

This study aims at investigating the splice yarn performances in different types of splice 

methods in the pure and blended ring yarns containing cotton and flax fiber raw materials with 

different yarn counts. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In the study, a total of five pure and blended ring-spun yarns containing different raw materials 

were produced as Z twisted with different yarn counts having Ne 24, Ne 32, Ne 16ve Ne 36 at 

different blend ratios which are 100% and 70-30%. The raw materials were cotton (CO), flax 

(FL). The symbols of these fibers given in brackets were used in the text. Because the yarn 

samples production was very difficult and labor-intensive, a large number of the samples were 

taken from the existing production types and very few could be produced. The facility of the 

textile mill was to achieve different yarn counts for the same fiber raw material. The properties 

of unevenness, imperfection, and hairiness of the obtained yarns were tested in Uster Tester 6 

at 400 m/min test speed. Yarn tenacity and elongation tests were made in Uster Tensorapid 5 

at 5000 mm/min test speed and 500 mm gauge length after all the yarns were conditioned for 

24 hours under the standard laboratory conditions according to the ISO 139 standard. All of 

the obtained yarn samples were spliced on the same splicing devices on the Savio Polar IDLS 

winding machine. Standard pneumatic splicing devices such as air splicer and wet splicer and 

twin disc splicer were used for the production of spliced yarns. Splicing parameters of 

pneumatic and twin splicing used in the study were given in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. 

Table 1. Splicing parameters used for air and wet splicer 

Parameters Values 

The ends preparation blast-T1 2 

The ends overlap-L 10 

The splicing blast-T2 6 

Air pressure-P 6 bar 

T1- The duration of the blast. It is adjustable from 1 to 12 (1 is the shortest blast), L- Overlap 

length. It is adjustable from 1 to 12. Notice that 1 corresponds to minimum overlapping (short 

splice), while 12 stands for the maximum overlapping (long splice), T2- The air blast, 

adjustable in time. It is adjustable from 1 to 12 (1 is the shortest blast) 

Table 2. Splicing parameters used for twin splicer 

Parameters Code 

 Untwisting-U 5 

 Re-twisting-R 3 

 Drafting-D 2 

U-R- They are adjustable from 1 to 7 (1 is the lowest strength), D- It adjusts splice diameter. It 
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is adjustable from 0 to 4 (Diameter decreases from 0 to 4) 

In the first stage, the breaking strength and elongation of yarns before splicing were measured 

in the Medan-Lab Splice Scanner-3 test device having the gage length was 250 mm and test 

speed was 100 m/min according to the TS 245 EN ISO 2062 standard. In the second phase, the 

splicing units as a wet splicer and twin disc splicer were placed on Savio Polar IDLS winding 

machine having air splicers, and after this process, the splicing process was carried out for these 

yarns in each splicer unit for a certain period. After each splice, the breaking strength and 

elongation values of spliced yarns were measured with the same device. These tests were 

repeated ten times for each splice unit and yarn. The measurement results in the test device 

before and after splicing were shown in Table 3.  

Table 3. Strength and elongation before and after splicing 

Yarn type Yarn count 
Strength (kg) Elongation (%) 

Yarn* Air Wet Twin Yarn* Air Wet Twin 

100% CO 

Ne 16 487.7 352.9 410.5 498.7 3.808 2.684 3.052 4.207 

Ne 24 416.2 278.6 247.1 377.6 3.196 2.344 3.088 3.494 

Ne 32 249.7 143 175.7 244.2 2.344 8.32 6.52 11.02 

Ne 36 254.4 170.7 196.5 249.6 3.312 1.648 2.208 2.817 

 

70% CO/30% FL Ne 24 254.4 170.7 196.5 249.6 3.196 2.344 3.088 3.494 

* Before splicing 

Analyses of variance (Paired t-Test) to determine the relationships between the independent 

variables and the dependent variables, and correlation tests determining the strength of the 

relationship were applied. For this aim, the statistical software package RStudio was used to 

interpret the experimental data. All test results were assessed at a 95% confidence interval. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Breaking Strength 

Figure 1 shows that twin splice produces the maximum strength value, while air splice produces 

the lowest, and that splice strength values of air splice and wet splice are nearly the same for 

all cotton fiber yarns except Ne 24 CO yarn.  

 

Figure 1. Breaking Strength  
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The reason of splice strength of the yarns containing cotton fiber is that cotton fiber is short 

and so the short fibers are partially bent again, rather than being kept entirely together, due to 

the influence of compressed air. The twin splice, on the other hand, is significantly more 

effective, which is a mechanical bond, since the discs make direct contact with the fibers to 

twist the yarn and there is no pressure, preventing the short fibers from dispersing. On the other 

hand, the wet splice is better than the air splice, as water prevents fiber separation during 

pressure application. The yarn strength and elongation values are given in Tables 4 and 5. They 

also demonstrate that twin splicing produces the best results, whereas air splicing produces the 

worst. 

Paired t-Test results are given in Table 4, which supports all findings. Table 4 shows that yarn 

count and all fiber types have a considerable effect on strength for air splicing and twin splicing. 

Air splicing, on the other hand, was found to have a significant effect on Ne 24 CO yarns, while 

wet splicing and twin splicing had no effect.  

Table 4 Paired t-Test results for strength 

Factors 

Strength 

Air Wet Twin 

t p-value t p-value t p-value 

Ne 16 CO -4.8415 0.0009 -2.4636 0.03595 0.4175 0.6861 

Ne 24 CO/FL -6.7379 0.0010 -4.6696 0.0011 -0.3447 0.7382 

Ne 24 CO -10.936 0.0010 -2.0515 0.0704 0.0597 0.9537 

Ne 32 CO -5.938 0.0002 9.7462 0.0020 -1.6001 0.1440 

Ne 36 CO -6.7379 0.0010 -7.7792 0.0021 -0.7365 0.4802 

In terms of breaking strength, all of the findings, including the graphical and statistical analysis, 

show that twin splicing is the best option for yarns including pure and blended cotton fiber. 

After twin splicing, wet splicing is also beneficial for these yarns. 

Breaking Elongation 

 

Figure 2. Breaking Elongation 

As seen in Figure 2, the most effective splicing method is twin for Ne 24 (100%CO) concerning 

breaking elongation. On the other hand, the highest breaking elongation values are obtained 
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(100% CO) yarn. In wet and twin splicing, the reason for this is slippage due to yarn 

smoothness was explained before. 

According to the Paired t-Test results given in Table 5, it can be said that yarn count and all 

fiber types have a significant effect on elongation for air splice types. In terms of t values, air 

splicing has the most effect for all yarns.  

Table 5 Paired t-Test results for elongation 

Factors 

Elongation 

Air Wet Twin 

t p-value t p-value t p-value 

Ne 16 CO -3.4152 0.0077 -2.0620 0.0693 2.1435 0.0607 

Ne 24 CO/FL -3.3092 0.0107 -0.3326 0.7180 1.0486 0.3250 

Ne 24 CO 11.386 0.0030 5.6521 0.0003 9.5445 0.0015 

Ne 32 CO -6.0056 0.0002 -3.8118 0.0041 -3.1380 0.0120 

Ne 36 CO -3.0963 0.0128 -1.4618 0.1778 0.25395 0.8052 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This study focused on exploring the best splicing method regarding yarn count and fiber type. 

The findings revealed that yarn count and fiber type could play a decisive role in splicer 

selection. Considering yarn count as a factor, it is possible to say that optimum splicer are 

different for fine yarns and coarse yarns. For both completely (i.e., 100%) cotton and 

cotton/flax blend, twin splicing provided the best performance. This performance is 

substantially decreased after splicing compared with before splicing. On the other hand, this 

decrease is limited and low for twin splice . It is determined that the obtained breaking strength 

and elongation values by mechanical test performed on Ne 16 (100% CO), Ne 24 (70%30% 

CO/FL), Ne 32 (100% CO), Ne 36 (100% CO), and Ne 24 (100% CO) yarns are quite similar 

with the results of paired t-test performed in R environment. Specifically, the performances of 

the twin splicing are almost the same, while the performances for that of the air and wet splicing 

are not close to each other. Selecting the type of yarns to be knitted or woven has also no effect 

on the splicing performance. 
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ABSTRACT 

“Iyashi” in the Japanese language, is used for goods, which people use to recover from the 

physical and psychological stress. If the healing emotion is observed when the consumer 

touches the fabric by hand, it is worthwhile to investigate the contribution of fabric property. 

This study approached both fundamental physical properties of fabrics and subjective 

evaluation to explore the contribution of fabric to emotional healing. Two sensory experiments 

were carried out. Participants (n=22) considered the fluffy fur as most likely to generate the 

healing emotion.  

“Healing feeling” was described as the combination in terms of “soft”, “fluffy” and “smooth” 

perception for fabric samples. In the sensory evaluation of healing toys by hand, results of 

factor analysis, the first factor of “healing emotion” was the “surface factor”, including 

“slippery”, “smooth”, “want to keep touching”, “comfortable”, “feel healing”, and “soft”. In 

terms of the physical properties of the fabric, the fabric with lower MMD (mean deviation of 

MIU) was preferable. The findings from this study can contribute to the evaluation and design 

of soft toys and clothing in satisfying the “healing emotion” of humans. 

Keywords: healing feel, tactile sensation, fabric, toy 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

“Iyashi” in Japanese word is very popular word. “Iyashi” are used when people want to recover 

from the physical and psychological stress and used for human as well as goods [1]. The word 

“heal” means (1) to recover from an illness or injury, restore to health or soundness, and (2) to 

ease or relieve emotional distress [2]. “Iyashi” and “healing” is not exactly the same but in this 

study, “healing” is used according to the 2nd meaning and applied to various fabrics as well as 

toy goods made of fabric.  

We wear clothing every day and fabrics are always surrounding around us. Everyone want to 

have peaceful time and fabric is one of the items to give us. If the healing emotion is observed 

when the consumer touches and handle the fabric by hand, it is worthwhile to investigate the 

contribution of fabric property to make useful design.  

For the design of tactile texture to generate “healing or Iyashi”, the process to decision making 

for perception must be understood. S.Okamoto et.al reported the process was largely composed 

of three layers of expressions: psychophysical, emotional, and preferential [3]. In this study, 

adjectives of physiological, emotional and preferential levels were used to evaluate two shapes 

of toys made from fabrics to find the association of those adjectives. 

When fingers grasp toys or slide over toy fabrics, the sensation perceived by hand is considered 

to be the key parameters. Therefore, the influence of touch motion of human fingers is 

examined which might be associated with the emotionally heal feelings in human subjects.  
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This study approached from both fundamental physical properties of fabrics and subjective 

evaluation to explore the contribution of fabric to the emotional healing.  

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD  

Samples 

Thirteen fabric samples were chosen from three structures; fur, towel, woven and knitted 

structures to find the effect of surface structure and thickness. The sample specification of each 

fabric is shown in Table 1 [4]. The sample A, B, C were made of same material and structure 

but the pile length differs, D was made to imitate a poodle fur imitation with curve hairiness, 

E was velvet with a short cut pile. Towel samples such as F and G are similar grand yarn density 

but yarn twist angle differs. The sample H contained slit paper named Washi which make fabric 

harder. Plain fabric I and L were made of cotton and linen, respectively. Sample J was basket 

weave and K had woven by Jacquard, N was much thicker than other woven fabrics because 

of the waffle structure.   

Table1. Sample specification 

Sample Material 
Thickness 

（mm） 

Weight 

（g/m²） 

Stitch density 

Remark Wale 

stitch(ends) /cm 

Course 

stitch(picks)/cm 

A acrylic 2.7 264.0 7.4 10.4 Pile length PL: 4mm 

B acrylic 5.2 323.8 7.4 10.4  PL:7mm 

C acrylic 9.6 435.0 7.4 10.4 PL:13mm 

D polyester 9.5 346.0 7.6 12.4 Poodle fur 

E polyester 1.5 288.3 27.5  33.5  Velvet 

F cotton 5.0 251.5 11.0 18.0 Towel 

G cotton 5.6 299.5 10.0 18.0 Towel 

H cotton/washi 7.6 488.0 13.0 29.0 Towel 

I cotton 0.48 77.1 39.2 36.0 Plain weave 

J 
triacetate (73) 

polyester (23) 
0.64 159.0 6.4 8.2 Basket cloth 

K polyester 0.72 165.8 70.0 28.0 Jacquard 

L linen 0.74 255.3 17.8 14.0 Plain weave 

N cotton 3.02 218.8 24.4 24.6 Waffle cloth 

Physical properties of samples 

The fabric surface friction was measured using a surface tester (KES-SE-STP; Kato Tech. Co., 

Ltd. Japan). The mean coefficient of friction (MIU) and its deviation (MMD) were obtained 

for displacement intervals of 0.5 to 4.5 cm in warp and weft directions. The fabric compression 

properties such as compression energy (WC), resilience (RC), linearity of compression-

thickness curve (LC) and fabric thickness at 50Pa were measured using a compression tester 

(KES-G5) under the standard condition at five different area of a fabric [5]. qmax, indication of 

warm/ cool feeling was measured with the KES-F7 ThermolabⅡtester [6]. 

Subjective fabric evaluation 

Participants. Twenty-two participants aged between 22 to 27 years old (14 female and 8 males 

of graduate students at Kyoto Institute of Technology) carried out two sensory experiments. 

Experiment 1:  

1. Participants were asked to touch 13 samples (20x20cm) freely and make rank from the 

strongest healing to the weakest. After they completed the ranking, they were asked to 

describe their “healing feeling” by words. The ranking results of healing were analysed by 

the normalized ranking method. 
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2. Participants were asked to slide three fingers on the fabric surface three times along warp 

direction (Y direction). Fabric was placed on the Tri-axial Force Plate (TF-2020-G, Tec 

Gihan Co., Ltd, Japan) to detect the vertical force (Fz in Figure 1). The coefficient of 

friction ( between the finger and the fabric was calculated using the equation in Figure 

2.  

3. Sensory evaluation using fourteen pairs of adjectives was carried out according to the 

semantic differential scale. Descriptive word pairs were as follows: warm/cool, 

smooth/rough, slippery/sticky, thin/thick, hairy/less hairy, bulky/sleazy, soft/hard, 

natural/artificial, comfortable/uncomfortable, cheap/expensive, interesting/boring, new/get 

used to, want to keep touching/do not want to keep touching, feel healing/not feel healing. 

The ±3 points scale was used. The test was conducted in a room in which the temperature 

was 23±2C and the relative humidity was 32.0±8%. Care was taken to ensure that the 

subjects’ hands were not wet with sweat and clean.  

  

Figure1. Surface properties 

measured by finger movement 

Figure 2. Changes of Finger force during three sliding on 

the sample N 

Experiment 2:  

The ball and columnar shape toys were made from 13 fabrics as listed in Table 1. Fifteen grams 

of cotton wadding were filled in the ball toy and 10 grams for column toys as shown in Figure 

3. Toys were placed in the black box and participants put their hands in the box (for right-

handed participant: the ball on the right, the column on the left, left-handed participant is vice 

versa).  

As shown in Figure 3, participant did the evaluation as follows; 

(1) held the ball toy with the palm down followed by grasping it with five fingertips.  

(2) held the column toy with both hands and twisted in the opposite direction. 

After that, they evaluated tactile perception of these two toy samples using the same SD scale 

of 14 adjective pairs in Experiment 1. 

    

Figure 3.  Shape of toys and holding a ball toy 

When two experiments were finished, participant chose the strongest healing sample (among 

toys and fabrics) and also the sample which they wanted to keep touching, and wrote the reason 

in the question sheets. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Physical properties for fabrics 

The physical properties were determined and its average values were listed in Table 2. Fur and 

towel samples show the higher mean coefficient of friction (MIU) compared to woven fabrics. 

Higher values of MIU could produce the higher interaction on the finger and may influence on 

tactile perception. Sample No. A, B, C are made of same acrylic fiber and structure but the pile 

length differs. The MIU values increased with the increase of pile length. 

Table2. Physical property of sample 

In the case of No. A, B and C, WC values increased with the increase of pile length. The WC 

value of waffle cloth (No. N) was almost the same value as fur No. A. The value is obviously 

higher than other woven fabrics because of its thickness due to the waffle structure. 

Compressional resilience (RC) of sample No. J showed highest value of 56.4% among samples, 

comparing to other fabrics.  

Average heat flux (qmax) of fur and towel samples was between 0.024 and 0.083 W/cm2. For 

sample woven fabrics, sample No. L (plain weave linen) was highest up to 0.1574 W/cm2. 

Fabric with longer pile contains air showed lower heat flux.  

In Figure 4, the average CoF (the coefficient of friction) measured during fingers move on the 

fabric surface was plotted against the MIU measured by the KES-SE friction tester. The high 

correlation (r=0.81) between the CoF and MIU were found.  

The CoF difference among the 13 fabrics were significant (T-test, p< 0.05). The average values 

of CoF for sample No. B, C, D from the fur fabric group were significantly higher than those 

of the woven fabric group. Values of CoF obtained from No. C and D were also significantly 

higher than those values of towel No. F, G.  

Group Sample 
MIU MMD SMD (μm) WC 

(J /m2) 

RC 

(%) 

LC qmax 

(W/cm2) Warp Weft Warp Weft Warp Weft 

Fur 

fabric 

A 0.21 0.30 0.0024 0.0055 2.99 4.70 1.93 51.5 0.46 0.055 

B 0.27 0.39 0.0025 0.0052 1.88 3.11 4.16 48.8 0.47 0.047 

C 0.35 0.46 0.0029 0.0043 1.37 1.79 7.95 49.8 0.45 0.040 

D 0.49 0.66 0.0033 0.0049 1.60 2.77 7.26 43.5 0.41 0.024 

E 0.39 0.39 0.0061 0.0073 12.36 8.89 0.23 35.5 0.44 0.083 

Towel 

fabric 

F 0.24 0.35 0.0084 0.0069 4.61 4.07 2.93 43.9 0.37 0.039 

G 0.33 0.33 0.0122 0.0109 5.22 5.80 3.01 37.6 0.37 0.038 

H 0.39 0.48 0.0259 0.0256 7.81 9.41 3.83 38.4 0.45 0.028 

Woven 

fabric 

I 0.15 0.39 0.0133 0.0145 1.97 2.02 0.21 42.8 0.28 0.142 

J 0.12 0.28 0.0054 0.0155 9.15 6.89 0.20 56.4 0.49 0.116 

K 0.16 0.16 0.0199 0.0178 6.09 5.68 0.24 41.1 0.47 0.112 

L 0.13 0.15 0.0248 0.0383 13.00 8.90 0.18 46.1 0.22 0.157 

N 0.25 0.28 0.0190 0.0242 6.74 8.05 1.94 41.4 0.48 0.042 
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Figure 4. Relation between CoF and MIU 

Sensory evaluation for “Healing” based on tactile sense for fabric (Experiment 1) 

The normalized ranking values of “healing” and also, it’s significant difference between 

samples are shown in Figure 5. Thirteen samples were grouped into 5 with significant 

difference. Fur fabrics of No. C, D and B were evaluated to generate the strongest “healing”, 

they all had long piles. The next group included No. A and No. F, where No. A was also fur 

with 4mm pile length. The pile yarn of No. F had lowest twist angle among towel samples 

which generated the soft piles. Lowest evaluation of healing was No. H which surface was 

covered with looped piles containing paper material, so the surface was the hardest among 

towel samples. Therefore, fur fabrics with long pile was found to be effective to generate the 

strong healing.  

 

  Figure 5. The normalized ranking of “Healing feel” 

The description words related to “healing” was collected from participants. Five participants 

chose the keyword of “soft”, such as “feel soft”, “soft touch is important”.  Four participants 

considered “fluffy”. Four participants defined “smooth”, or “no roughness or graininess”. The 

keyword “Warm”, “Refreshing”, “Comfortable” appeared twice respectively.  In addition, 

“Healing” was also described by using following expressions; “nature”, “low rebound”, “the 

pile is fine”, “the cloth is firm”, “feels like stroking animals”, “feel calm”, “want to keep 

touching” and “make me relax”. These words were the preliminary thoughts of participants 

who touched samples similar to products which have deep impression in their memory. 

Sensory evaluation of healing toys by different finger manipulations (Experiment 2) 

To find the change of sensation when a fabric was made into toy, sensory evaluation results of 

two experiments were analysed as listed in Table 3. In the adjective pair of “warm-cool”, results 

of fabrics and toys were significantly different. Samples No. E and L felt cooler compared to 
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the fabric sample. Both SMD values of No. L and No. E showed large values and heat flux 

(qmax) for L is relatively high (0.157). It showed that when fingers slid over the surface of the 

fabric, the roughness has a great influence on the warm sense. 

For the following words “healing feeling”, “want to keep touching”, “comfortable”, “soft”, 

“bulky”, thin fabric especially No. I and No. K were softer, bulkier and more comfortable. 

Participant also wanted to keep touching and felt more healed in “Experiment 2”.  

Because of the low WC values of thin fabrics and the low RC values of No. L and No. K, they 

were not considered as soft and good resilience as a fabric, however, making these into toys 

reduced this sense; and low MIU, SMD values of No. L and K showed that their surfaces were 

smooth, this can make them considered to have “feel healing” characteristics.  

The “comfortable”, “want to keep touching”, “feel healing” of No. C had significantly declined 

after being made into toys, but toys made out of No. A and B were the same as those of fabrics. 

The fabric was no longer flat when it is made into a shape, so, the long pile of No. C would 

erect and bring people an uncomfortable experience. 

Table 3. Significant difference between two samples as “Fabric” and “Toy” 

 

Overall evaluation of healing emotion 

Participant chose the most healing sample (fabric and toy) when two experiments were 

finished. For the toys, most participants chose No. D with a rate of 44%, the reason was that it 

felt soft and fluffy, like touching animals. About 20% voted for No. C and B respectively.  The 

hairiness No. C was considered to be very energetic, however, the hair length of No. B was 

considered to be suitable for touch. Comparing the result to Experiment 1, where No. C was 

evaluated “healing” because of “smooth”, this evaluation showed that making fabrics into toys 

changed surface feeling of No. C.  

  

Pairs of adjective 

Sample 

A B C D E F G H I J K L N 

Warm Cool     ✔        ✔   

Smooth Rough           ✔    

Thick Thin   ✔         ✔    

Hairy Less hairy              

Bulky Sleazy         ✔   ✔    

Soft Hard         ✔   ✔    

Slippery Sticky       ✔        

Interesting Boring              

Comfortable Uncomfortable   ✔       ✔   ✔    

Nature Artificial           ✔    

Expensive Cheap              

New Get used to          ✔     

Want to keep 
touch 

Don't want to keep 
touching 

  ✔       ✔  ✔  ✔    

Feel healing Not feel healing         ✔   ✔    

Significant at the 0.05 level       Significant at the 0.1 level 
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Finding the effective parameters related to the healing emotion 

The evaluation values of 22 subjects for 14 pairs of adjectives and 2 different tactile methods 

were used to perform the factor analysis. In sensory evaluation, factors affecting to the touch 

sensory from fabric and toys were listed in Table 4.  

The first factor for fabric and toys were “surface factor” that include “slippery”, “smooth”, 

“want to keep touching”, “comfortable”, “feel healing”, and “soft”; the second factor was the 

“structural factor”, including the “thick”, “hairy”, “warm” and “bulky”. The factor “surface 

factor” including “slippery”, “smooth” etc. was greatly affected by pile directionality of fur, 

hard material (paper contained) in looped pile and woven fabric pattern. 

Next, the “structural factor” which including “hairy”, “warm”, “bulky” etc. was largely 

determined by the pile length of fur, the twist angle of looped pile of towel, and the thickness 

of woven fabric. The third factor were different. For fabrics, it was the “novelty factor” that 

include the “new”, “interesting” and “expensive” which is similar to the fourth factor for toys. 

In case of toys, it was “natural factor” that include the “natural”, “interesting”, “feel healing”, 

and “want to keep touching”.  The factor “novelty factor” was highly related to length of pile, 

and the curve of pile can weaken the alienation; the pattern of fabric also caused the alienation.  

Table 4. Factor loading of sensory evaluation 

F

a

ct

o

r 

Factor loading for Fabrics Factor loading for Toys 

Pairs of adjectives 

Rotation 

Sums of 

Squared 

Loading

s 

Name of 

factor 
Pairs of adjectives 

Rotation 

Sums of 

Squared 

Loading

s 

Name of 

factor 

1 

slippery, smooth, want to 

keep touching, 

comfortable, feel healing, 

soft 

7.00 
Surface 

factor 

slippery, smooth, soft, 

want to keep touching, 

comfortable, feel healing 
5.66 

Surface 

factor 

2 thick, hairy, warm, bulky 6.66 
Structural 

factor 

hairy, thick, warm, bulky 
4.26 

Structural 

factor 

3 
new, interesting, 

expensive 
2.79 

Novelty 

factor 

natural, interesting, feel 

healing, want to keep 

touching 

4.27 
Natural 

factor 

4    
new, interesting, 

expensive 
2.41 

Novelty 

factor 

In Figure 6, the average “Healing” score of toy evaluation (Experiment 2) are plotted against 

that of fabric score.  Linear relationship was observed with R2=087. 

 

Figure 6. Relation between fabric and toy related 

to Healing feeling 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

“Healing (Isyashi)” emotion was evaluated by the sensory evaluation of sample fabrics and 

toys. Results of sensory evaluation using the ranking method of fabrics “healing”, fur fabrics 

were chosen to generate the strongest “healing feeling”, especially the fluffy ones with long 

piles.  “Healing feeling” was considered as the combination of “soft”, “fluffy” and “smooth” 

perceptions. In the case of using healing toys made of same fabrics, the strongest factor of 

“healing emotion” was found to be “surface factor”, including “slippery”, “smooth”, “want to 

keep touching”, “comfortable”, and “soft”. High correlation coefficient between the fabric 

healing feeling and the toy was observed. The findings from this study can contribute to show 

the evaluation methodology and the design for soft toys, and maybe future clothing.  
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ABSTRACT 

Clothing comfort, defined as temperature regulation or a pleasant state of physiological, 

psychological, and physical harmony between skin and environment, has become the 

determining factor of purchase for textile goods. Tactile comfort is one of the most important 

indicators of clothing comfort. It refers to the total sensations experienced when a fabric is 

touched or manipulated in the fingers. 

In textile industry, tactile comfort is known as “handle” or “skin sensational wear comfort” or 

“sensorial comfort”. Skin sensorial comfort is determined by the mechanical sensation a textile 

induces on direct contact with the skin. Sensation of tactile discomfort is the combination of 

perceptions obtained by various receptors located in human skin. The mechanoreceptors 

provide information about fabric roughness and contact forces between skin and fabrics, while 

the pain receptors (nociceptors) are sensitive to the causes of prickle.  

Tactile comfort is related to several fabric properties such as elasticity, resilience, smoothness, 

sleekness, softness, surface friction, stiffness, thickness, weight and dimensional changes at 

small forces like tensile, shear, compression, and bending.  

In this study, the effect of loop length, a fundamental property of knitted fabrics, on some tactile 

comfort characteristics was aimed to be investigated. Since fabric properties are largely 

affected by yarn characteristics (fiber material, yarn production type, yarn count, yarn twist 

etc.), samples were knitted with the same yarn (100% acrylic, yarn count Nm 14, yarn twist 

230 T/m) to focus on the effect of loop length. 

Single jersey and 1x1 rib fabric samples were knitted with 7 fine, Shima Seiki NSSG 122 SV 

V-bed flat knitting machine. The specimens were knitted in three different tightness levels 

(slack, medium and tight) with the same machine settings. Fabric specimens were conditioned 

in standard atmospheric conditions (20 ± 2ºC temperature, 65% ± 2 relative humidity) for at 

least 24 hours prior to tests and measurements. All tests were carried out in standard 

atmosphere. Courses per inch (cpi), wales per inch (wpi), loop length, mass per unit area, fabric 

thickness, coefficient of friction, bending rigidity and recovery after compression values of the 

samples were determined. Test results were evaluated using the software PASW Statistics 18 

with a 95% confidence interval. 

Statistical evaluation present that difference between fabric thickness, loop length, mass per 

unit area, coefficient of friction, and bending rigidity values of the samples are significant. As 

loop length increases, fabric thickness increases, as well. 1x1 rib fabrics have higher fabric 

thickness, mass per unit area, coefficient of friction, and bending rigidity values than single 

jersey samples. Loop length is found as directly proportional to coefficient of friction values. 

Tight samples with lower loop lengths have lower coefficient of friction and, thus, smoother 

surfaces. On the contrary, it was observed that bending rigidity is inversely related to loop 

length. As loop length become shorter, both single jersey and 1x1 rib samples become more 

rigid. For both single jersey and 1x1 rib fabrics, recovery after compression values are observed 

as inversely proportional to loop length.   

Keywords: Loop length, tactile comfort, sensorial comfort, knitted fabric 

mailto:berna.encan@ege.edu.tr
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Clothing comfort, defined as temperature regulation or a pleasant state of physiological, 

psychological, and physical harmony between skin and environment [1], has become the 

determining factor of purchase for textile goods. Tactile comfort is one of the most important 

indicators of clothing comfort. It refers to the total sensations experienced when a fabric is 

touched or manipulated in the fingers [2]. 

In textile industry, tactile comfort is known as “handle” or “skin sensational wear comfort” or 

“sensorial comfort”. Skin sensorial comfort is determined by the mechanical sensation a textile 

induces on direct contact with the skin [3]. As clothing is directly in contact with the human 

body, it interacts with the body continuously and dynamically during wear, which stimulates 

mechanical, thermal, and visual sensations [4]. Sensation of tactile discomfort is the 

combination of perceptions obtained by various receptors located in human skin. The 

mechanoreceptors provide information about fabric roughness and contact forces between skin 

and fabrics, while the pain receptors (nociceptors) are sensitive to the causes of prickle [5].  

Tactile comfort is related to several fabric properties such as elasticity, resilience, smoothness, 

sleekness, softness, surface friction, stiffness, thickness, weight and dimensional changes at 

small forces like tensile, shear, compression, and bending [2, 3, 6].  

Consumers are reported to realize differences in some mechanical characteristics of knitted 

fabrics, such as compression and stiffness, via subjective assessment of fabric touch [7]. Since 

comfort is a significant factor of purchase decision, the effect of loop length on some main 

mechanical and surface characteristics affecting tactile comfort is investigated in this study.  

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 In this study, the effect of loop length, a fundamental property of knitted fabrics, on some 

tactile comfort characteristics was aimed to be investigated. Since fabric properties are largely 

affected by yarn characteristics (fiber material, yarn production type, yarn count, yarn twist 

etc.), samples were knitted with the same yarn to focus on the effect of loop length. 100% 

acrylic yarn (yarn count Nm 14, yarn twist 230 T/m) was fed to the needles as two-ply. Single 

jersey and 1x1 rib fabric samples were knitted with 7 fine, Shima Seiki NSSG 122 SV V-bed 

flat knitting machine. The specimens were knitted in three different tightness levels (slack, 

medium and tight) with the same machine settings. Fabric properties of the samples are given 

in Table 1. 

Fabric specimens were conditioned in standard atmospheric conditions (20 ± 2ºC temperature, 

65% ± 2 relative humidity) for at least 24 hours prior to tests and measurements. All tests were 

carried out in standard atmosphere. Number of courses (cpi) and wales per inch (wpi) (TS EN 

ISO 14971), loop length, fabric mass per unit area (TS EN 12127), fabric thickness (TS 3374 

ISO 1765), coefficient of friction (Frictorq instrument), bending rigidity (ASTM D 4032) and 

recovery after compression values (TS 3378; [8]) of the samples were determined.  

Test results were evaluated using the software PASW Statistics 18 with a 95% confidence 

interval. The statistical method analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied to determine the 

statistical importance of the variations. The probability values or p-values were examined to 

determine whether the parameters were significant or not. If the p-value of a parameter is 

greater than 0.05 (p>0.05), the parameter was accepted as insignificant and was ignored. When 

the p-value was stated as lower than 0.05 (p<0.05), then Student-Newman-Keuls (S-N-K) post-

hoc test was used for homogeneous variance and Tamhane’s T2 post-hoc test was used for 

heterogeneous variance. 
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Table 1. Fabric properties 

Fabric 

structure 

Tightnes

s level 

 

Fabric 

code 

Loop 

length 

(mm) 

Wales 

per 

inch 

(wpi)* 

Course

s per 

inch 

(cpi) 

Mass 

per unit 

area 

(g/m2) 

Fabric 

thickness 

(mm) 

Single 

jersey 

Slack SS 10.9 9 11 234 1.96 

Medium SM 9.2 9 14 272 1.97 

Tight ST 7.5 9 19 346 1.81 

1x1 rib 

Slack RS 11.2 8 9 372 3.39 

Medium RM 9.5 8 12 422 3.04 

Tight RT 8.2 8 15 468 2.84 

  *Wales per inch were counted on technical face sides of the samples. 

 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Test results of the samples are given in Table 2. The mean values are marked with the letters 

a, b, c, d and e. The letters “a” and “e” represent the lowest and highest values, respectively. If 

the mean values are not significantly different, they are marked with the same letter. 

Table 2. Test results of the samples 

Fabric 

structure 

Tightness 

level 

Bending rigidity (N) Coefficient of friction Recovery 

after 

compressio

n (%) 
Mean Std dev Mean Std dev 

Single 

jersey 

Slack 4.98 a 0.67515 0.5183 ab 0.0350457 63.57 

Medium 7.77 b 0.68069 0.5187 ab 0.0202075 66.57 

Tight 9.87 c 0.51316 0.4862 a 0.0014640 68.77 

1x1 rib 

Slack 9.65 c 0.00000 0.6382 d 0.0119976 63.90 

Medium 12.53 d 0.20207 0.5924 c 0.0103732 67.73 

Tight 19.65 e 0.00000 0.5560 b 0.0042099 70.35 

Analysis of variance test shows that there is a significant difference between mass per unit area 

(p=0.000), loop length (p=0.000) and fabric thickness (p=0.000) values of the samples. 

According to the test results, 1x1 rib – tight samples has the highest mass per unit area, whereas 

1x1 rib – slack sample has the highest loop length and fabric thickness values. As seen from 

Table 1, the minimum values belong to single jersey – slack sample for mass per unit area, and 

single jersey – tight sample for loop length and fabric thickness. 

While loop length increases, cpi and mass per unit area decrease, on the contrary, fabric 

thickness increases in both fabric structures. When fabric properties of single jersey and 1x1 

rib samples are compared in the same tightness level, it is observed that 1x1 rib samples have 

higher values in mass per unit are and fabric thickness, on the other hand, lower values in 

number of courses per inch. As seen from Table 1, courses per inch and mass per unit area are 

inversely proportional to loop length, while fabric thickness is directly proportional for both 

fabric structures.  

Bending rigidity 

Fabric stiffness is a major indicator of handle and clothing comfort of the garment [9]. A strong 

positive correlation between fabric stiffness and bending rigidity was determined in former 

research [7]. A fabric’s bending characteristic affects its ability to fit to the body. Higher values 

of bending rigidity results in difficulty in bending [10]. On the contrary, low bending rigidity 

provides a desirable sensorial comfort perception [11].  
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According to statistical evaluation, there is a significant difference between the bending rigidity 

values of the samples (p=0.000). As presented in Figure 1 and Table 2, the highest and lowest 

bending rigidity values belong to the 1x1 rib – tight and single jersey - slack structures, 

respectively. Slack samples with higher loop lengths have lower bending rigidity values. 

Higher loop length leads to a more slack structure with lower fabric mass per unit area. Strong 

negative correlations are found between loop length and bending rigidity for both single jersey 

(p=0.0966) and 1x1 rib (p=0.950) structures. Although loop length and bending rigidity are 

substantially related, single jersey and 1x1 rib samples with similar loop lengths in medium 

tightness level have quite different bending rigidity values. Choi and Ashdown [10] stated that 

fabric construction plays an important role in bending characteristics. They reported that single 

knits had lower bending rigidity values than double knits. Parallel to this result, as seen from 

Table 2, 1x1 rib fabrics have higher bending rigidity values than single jersey specimens. It is 

also observed that mass per unit area is directly and fabric thickness is inversely related to 

bending rigidity for both structures. As expressed by Alimaa et al. [9], bending property largely 

depends on mass per unit area. Compatible with this study, bending rigidity values of the 

samples increase, as mass per unit area increases. Higher fabric weight means more yarn in 

unit area, which results in more resistance to bending. 

 

Figure 1. Bending rigidity test results 

Coefficient of friction  

The friction coefficient of fabric is a parameter that determines the degree of fabric smoothness 

and comfort [12]. As friction between the skin and the fabric is an important element in 

evaluating tactile comfort [13], fabrics are expected to have lower friction coefficients. 

The difference between coefficient of friction values of the samples are found as statistically 

significant (p=0.000). Single jersey – tight  sample has the lowest, and 1x1 rib – slack sample 

has the highest coefficient of friction, respectively. It is observed that coefficient of friction 

values decrease, as the sample gets tighter for both structures. Shorter loop length means 

smaller loops and a smoother surface.  

Strong positive correlation was found between loop length and 1x1 rib structure’s friction 

coefficient (p=0.975). However, the p value was lower for single jersey structure (p=0.537). 

Although single jersey and 1x1 rib samples in medium tightness have similar loop lengths, they 

have statistically different friction coefficients. As Ke et al. [14] stated fabric structure largely 

affects friction behaviour of the sample. Appearance of wales in 1x1 rib structure is more 
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distinctive than in single jersey. This distinctive appearance caused by the overlapping of face 

and reverse wales is considered to be the cause of a more rough surface. 

 

Figure 2. Coefficient of friction test results 

Recovery after compression 

Recovery after compression is the measure of fabric recovery when the applied force is lifted. 

Compression characteristics of a fabric is an important indicator of the fabric’s resilience and 

fullness, which affect comfort and handle [10]. 

Figure 3 shows the changes in fabric thickness of the samples’ while loading and unloading. 

As seen in Table 2, recovery after compression values of the samples increase as fabric 

becomes tighter. For both structures, an inverse relation is observed between loop length and 

recovery ability of the specimens. Slack samples with higher loop lengths have lower recovery 

ability. As reported by Kane et al. [15], fabrics with high loop length have low stitch density, 

resulting in less recovery ability. It may be concluded from Table 2 that fabric tightness level, 

therefore loop length, is more effective on recovery characteristics than fabric structure. Single 

jersey and 1x1 rib samples with similar tightness level also have similar recovery ability. 

When bending rigidity and recovery after compression values are considered together, a direct 

relation is observed. As bending rigidity increases, recovery ability increases correspondingly, 

for both structures. It may be concluded that stiffer samples can gain their original shape better 

than pliant samples. Similar to bending rigidity results, recovery after compression increases 

with increasing mass per unit area, as well. 
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Figure 3. Changes in fabric thickness 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

Tactile comfort consists of various sensations arisen from the cloth entirely or partially 

contacting the skin of the wearer. Sensory receptors located on the skin perceive stimuli caused 

by the garment. Individuals can feel many sensations like smoothness, roughness, prickliness, 

stiffness, softness etc. by touching the cloth [11]. Loop length is one of the most fundamental 

properties of knitted fabrics, and it has a large effect on how a fabric is perceived by the skin 

of the wearer. In this study, some characteristics of fabrics regarding tactile comfort, and their 

relation with loop length are investigated.  

Statistical evaluations present that difference between fabric thickness, loop length, mass per 

unit area, coefficient of friction, and bending rigidity values of the samples are significant. As 

loop length increases, fabric thickness increases, as well. 1x1 rib fabrics have higher fabric 

thickness, mass per unit area, coefficient of friction, and bending rigidity values than single 

jersey samples. Loop length is found as directly proportional to coefficient of friction values. 

Tight samples with lower loop lengths have lower coefficient of friction and, thus, smoother 

surfaces. On the contrary, it is observed that bending rigidity is inversely related to loop length. 

As loop length become shorter, both single jersey and 1x1 rib samples become more rigid. For 

both single jersey and 1x1 rib fabrics, recovery after compression values are observed as 

inversely proportional to loop length.  
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ABSTRACT 

Today, disposable hygienic products, which are classified as technical textile products with 

technological developments, are used intensively in the field of medical textiles. When we look 

at disposable hygienic textile products, the sanitary napkin has a complex structure. In general, 

a sanitary napkin consists of a top layer (top sheet), inner layer which consists of a liquid 

dispersion system (Acquisition Distribution Layer-ADL), and a core (Pulp/Superabsorbent 

mix) consisting of a super absorbent/paper pulp mixture, and a bottom layer (back sheet). The 

nonwovens fabrics are used which are manufactured in different systems in the production of 

these components. Undoubtedly, the most important factor in the design of the new products 

put forward in this field is the rapid absorption of the menstrual fluid, providing comfort and 

at the same time the price that the consumer will demand in terms of cost. In this context, 

although there is a cost restriction on sanitary napkins, it is clear that the use of different new 

raw materials and methods will improve their performance characteristics. Within the scope of 

the study, new design of inner layer of sanitary napkin was developed by eliminating core part. 

For this purpose, airlaid composite nonwoven combined with synthetic fiber and wood pulp 

was used as the inner layer of a sanitary napkin without the core. In addition, four different top 

sheet types were used. In order to compare the performance properties (liquid strike through 

time, rewet and menstrual fluid diffusion) of the samples, sanitary napkins with inner layer 

consisting of ADL+core were also produced by using four different top sheet types as control 

samples. The results were statistically analyzed at a 95% confidence interval. As a result, it 

was determined that the inner layer design has a significant effect on the liquid strike through 

time and menstrual fluid diffusion values. It has been revealed that the menstrual fluid diffusion 

value of airlaid composite nonwoven sanitary napkins is higher than the ADL+core inner layer. 

In addition, it was concluded that the top sheet type did not have a statistically significant effect 

on liquid strike through and rewet properties.  

Keywords: sanitary napkins, acquisition distribution layer, top sheet, core material, airlaid 

composite nonwoven. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Throughout history, people have used textile fabrics containing various materials such as 

cotton, linen, to keep the urine and stool of babies under control. Women, on the other hand, 

tried to absorb the blood coming from their menstrual period with cotton, wool balls, finely 
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chopped moss, corn leaves, animal skin, and pieces of cloth or tree bark. Franklin at the end of 

the 1880s , used to stop excessive bleeding on the battlefield, began to be used by women as 

the first disposable pads . However, the high prices of the pads that started to be produced 

prevented widespread use. In 1930, several textile companies began experimenting with 

bondable materials to evaluate cotton waste. The first commercial production, called 

nonwoven, was carried out in the United States with an effort to produce fabric directly from 

fiber. Parallel to this situation, modern baby diapers and sanitary napkins were introduced 

between 1940-1960 and mass production began. The development of technology has reduced 

mass production costs and the demand for disposable products has increased rapidly [1].  

In order to adapt to today's intense and fast conditions, technology and consumer products offer 

us the fastest and most practical solutions. A large part of fast consumer products, which are a 

part of our lives, are disposable hygienic products. The main hygienic products included in the 

medical products are; surgical gowns, masks, adult diapers, feminine sanitary napkins, baby 

diaper, bed pads etc. Since these products offer a lot of variety to the users in terms of skin 

compatibility, health, hygiene and comfort compared to traditional products, they have 

expanded their usage areas. Especially in feminine sanitary napkins, where comfort is at the 

forefront, pads of different lengths and widths have started to be demanded according to the 

amount of liquid and the usage position. Sanitary napkins have a high consumption rate level 

in the market for hygiene products. Since every woman has menstrual bleeding during her 

fertile periods. Considering that at least half of the world's population is women, the importance 

of this sanitary napkins market is clearly understood. The global sanitary napkins market was 

valued at USD 16400 million in 2020 and is expected to reach USD 22000 million by the end 

of 2027 [2]. Typical sanitary napkin consists of top sheet, inner layer (Acquisition/Distribution 

Layer-ADL and absorbent core (Pulp/Superabsorbent mix)) and a back sheet. Top sheet allows 

absorbing the menstrual fluid quickly; ADL is responsible for spreading the incoming 

menstrual fluid throughout the bottom layer; absorbent layer (core) provides the liquid holding 

and absorption; back sheet is made of liquid-proof layer that allows no leakage [3-4]. ADL and 

absorbent core layers are formed by different nonwoven fabric production methods. The 

requirements for non-woven fabrics in the field of feminine hygiene products have increased 

continuously over the years. In many feminine hygiene applications, the special design 

capabilities of nonwovens have greatly benefited [5]. The basic requirements of sanitary 

napkins are to absorb and retain menstrual fluid, stop leaks, provide an aesthetic appearance, 

prevent odor, stay in place and provide a feeling of comfort [6].  

There are many studies in the literature to improve the properties of different layers that make 

up sanitary napkins. Dhinakaran et. Al designed a comfortable and breathable sanitary napkins 

using lyocell and modal at different blend ratio (100% lyocell, 100% modal and 50%/50% 

lyocell/modal) as absorbent core layer. They found that more co-friendly and sustainable 

regenerated fibers (lyocell and modal) can be used as alternative instead of wood pulp [6]. 

Reshma et.al  developed membranes that can be cost-effective degradable alternative to 

commercial polyacrylate-based nonbiodegradable sanitary products. Eco-friendly biopolymers 

of NaCMC and starch via two commercially viable membrane fabrication techniques were 

developed as superabsorbent core material [7]. Mishra et.al studied to reduce sanitary napkins 

cost by using flax, carding waste fiber as absorbent core. They treated core sheet with 

methenolic extract of Aloevera gel. The alternative absorbent layer was found to meet all 

requirements of sanitary napkin performance [8]. Kumar et.al studied the moisture behaviour 

of sanitary napkin using natural fibers as core absorbent layer. For this purpose, milkweed 

fibers blended with cotton at different ratios were used to develop sanitary napkins. They found 

that increasing milkweed fiber blend ratio enhanced moisture properties [9]. Petchimuthu et.al 

offered cost effective, biodegradable, and eco-friendly sanitary napkin consisting of banana 
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and cotton fiber [10]. Banappagoudar et.al designed 100% organic sanitary napkin including 

banana fiber, cotton fiber, neem powder and oil cloth [11]. Liu et.al  studied an absorbent sheet 

based on flax yarn waste under different synthesis conditions, which is environmentally 

friendly, low cost, and super absorbent [12]. Hassan Shibly et.al designed six models using 

various biopolymers (cotton, viscose, wood pulp, sodium alginate and carboxy methyl 

cellulose (CMC) in different ratios as the core absorbent layer) as an alternative for sanitary 

napkin. They found that the use of sodium alginate and CMC can be replaced with super 

absorbent polymer [13]. Sathiskumar et.al investigated on biodegradable absorbent material 

with cotton waste material and natural extract based anti-bacterial nanocolorants suitable for 

sanitary napkins [14].  

The main purpose of the studies is to offer a cost effective absorbent layer alternative. In 

addition to the natural alternatives offered, we see that there are synthetic alternatives as well. 

However, the commercial feasibility of alternatives presented as absorbent layers is limited. 

This allows the exploration of different alternative sources. This study is about presenting a 

new alternative inner layer design, which is an innovative airlaid composite nonwoven fabric 

under patent examination, consisting of synthetic fiber and wood        pulp. Sanitary napkins 

of airlaid composite nonwoven inner layer were designed at four different top sheets and 

commercial use sanitary napkins (control groups) with these different top sheets were also 

combined in order to compare the liquid strike through, rewet, and menstrual fluid diffusion 

properties statistically.  

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Four different commercially used top sheets were chosen for this study and photographic views 

are represented in Figure 1. The properties of the top sheets are given in Table 1. The ADL 

layer, which helps to disperse the incoming liquid, is formed by bringing the fibers together 

and bonding them with heat. Standard hygienic sanitary napkin products, liquid comes to the 

core layer, which consists of super absorbent particles and wood pulp, and is absorbed and 

trapped in this area. Both ADL and absorbent core are in inner layer of the sanitary napkins. In 

this study, newly designed and developed airlaid composite nonwoven with synthetic fiber and 

wood pulp was used as inner layer of sanitary napkins. Airlaid composite nonwoven used in 

basis weights 208 gr/m² and thickness 1.97 mm. 

Table 1. The properties of top sheets used for sanitary napkins 

Top Sheet Raw Material 
Weight 

(gr/m²) 

Machine Direction 

Strength (N) 

(1) PE Perforated Fabric-1 Polyethylene 21 16.7 

(2) PE Perforated Fabric-2 Polyethylene 16 15.24 

(3) Spunbond PP Nonwoven+Laminated 

PE Film 
Polypropylene+ Polyethylene 20 27.2 

(4) Spunbond PP Nonwoven Polypropylene 18 39.48 
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Figure 1. Top sheets used for sanitary napkins; Top Sheet Type (1) PE Perforated Fabric-1, 

(2) PE Perforated Fabric-2, (3) Spunbond PP Nonwoven+Laminated PE Film, (4) Spunbond 

PP Nonwoven  

Design of experiment is shown in Table 2. Totally 8 different sanitary napkins were combined 

with layers given in Table 2 as inner layer design parameter.  

Table 2. Design of experiment 

Independent Variables Response 

Variables Inner Layer Design Top Sheet Type 

 
ADL+CORE 

 

 
AIRLAID COMPOSITE NONWOVEN 

 

 

(1) PE Perforated Fabric-1 

(2) PE Perforated Fabric-2 

(3) Spunbond PP Nonwoven+ 

Laminated PE Film 

(4) Spunbond PP Nonwoven 

 

 

 

 

Liquid Strike 

Through Time (sec) 

 

Rewet (gr) 

 

Menstrual Fluid 

diffusion (mm) 

The ability of a disposable absorbent pad to keep the wearer's skin dry during use is an 

important performance characteristic. This feature is often referred to as "rewet". To test this 

feature, a certain amount of low-viscosity menstrual fluid is given to the pad and a weight is 

placed on it to measure the dry-keeping ability of the surface [15]. An apparatus with an open 

middle part is placed on the pad and a certain amount of menstrual fluid is poured from it 

(Figure 2). The spilled menstrual fluid is waited until it is completely absorbed on the surface 

and the time it absorbs is noted. After waiting for a while, a pre-calculated special absorbent 

reference paper is placed on it and weight is placed on it. This test clearly simulates the 

condition of a woman sitting on a wet pad. After waiting under the weight for a certain period 

of time, the reference paper is weighed again and the amount of liquid left by the fabric is 

calculated. The same steps are repeated by giving liquid to the same sanitary napkin three times 

in total. In this way, the performance of the pad, which has been flooded several times, is 

checked. At the end of the rewet test diffusion of the menstrual fluid is determined by 

measuring the length at which the menstrual fluid spreads and recording in mm.  
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Figure 2. The execution of the experiment 

To analyse the importance of inner layer design and top sheet type on liquid strike through time 

(sec), rewet (gr) and menstrual fluid diffusion (mm) statistical analysis was carried out at 95% 

confidence interval using MinitabTM 18 package program.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Liquid Strike Through Time and Rewet  

Interaction plots for liquid strike through time for top sheet and inner layer design on sanitary 

napkins are illustrated in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Interaction plots for liquid strike through time; (1) PE Perforated Fabric-1, (2) PE 

Perforated Fabric-2, (3) Spunbond PP Nonwoven Laminated PE Film, (4) Spunbond PP 

Nonwoven 

The most important feature expected from the top sheet is to ensure rapid transfer of the liquid 

to the substrate. The fastest fluid transfer is seen in sanitary napkins with PE Perforated Fabric-

1 (21 g/m2) top sheet with ADL+Core inner layer. It was determined that airlaid composite 

nonwoven sanitary napkins transferred liquid to the substrate in a longer time in all top sheets. 

It is seen that spunbond PP nonwoven top sheet with airlaid composite nonwoven inner layer 

sanitary napkin have the slowest rate of liquid transfer to inner layer. It was determined that 

liquid strike through time of sanitary napkins with ADL+core inner layer was lower than 

sanitary napkins with airlaid composite nonwoven inner layer. As seen in the Table 3, top sheet 

type does not have a statistically significant effect on liquid strike through time (p>0.05). On 

the other hand, the inner layer parameter has a statistically significant effect on liquid strike 
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through. It was found that the top sheet type and inner layer interaction did not have a 

significant effect on the liquid strike through time feature. 

Table 3. Analysis of variance analysis for liquid strike through time, rewet and menstrual 

fluid diffusion 

Independet parameters/ 

Response variables 

Top Sheet Type 

(A) 

Inner Layer Design 

(B) 
A*B 

Liquid Strike Through Time (sec) 0.228 0.005* 0.743 

Rewet (gr) 0.733 0.285 0.691 

Menstrual Fluid Diffusion (mm) 0.000* 0.000* 0.000* 

*Statistically significant at 0.05 significance level. 

A low rewet value indicates that sanitary napkins have a low rewet feature, that is, a good 

performance. The interaction plots for inner layer and top sheet type shows that sanitary napkin 

rewet value with Perforated Fabric-2 top sheet and airlaid composite nonwoven inner layer was 

determined as the lowest among all samples (Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4. Interaction plots for rewet in weight; (1) PE Perforated Fabric-1, (2) PE Perforated 

Fabric-2, (3) Spunbond PP Nonwoven Laminated PE Film, (4) Spunbond PP Nonwoven 

In general, it is seen that the rewet value is lower in sanitary napkins with ADL+Core inner 

layer. This means that the absorbent core layer traps the menstrual fluid well. However, the 

rewet difference between ADL+Core sanitary napkins with airlaid composite nonwoven 

sanitary napkins varies between 0.76 gr and 1.35 gr. This difference is considered to be low. 

As a matter of fact, Table 3 shows that there is no significant difference between top sheet type 

(A), inner layer design (B) and A*B on the rewet feature (p>0.05).  

Menstrual Fluid Diffusion  

The interaction plots for menstrual fluid diffusion properties of sanitary napkin samples are 

shown in Figure 5. A high value means that the menstrual fluid spreads better within the inner 

layer. The highest menstrual fluid diffusion was observed in sanitary napkin with airlaid 

composite nonwoven inner layer and PE Perforated Fabric-2 top sheet (Figure 5). Considering 

the top sheet variable, it was determined that the highest menstrual fluid diffusion was in PE 

Perforated Fabric-2 and the lowest menstrual fluid diffusion was in sanitary napkin samples 

with Perforated Fabric-1 top sheet. It was concluded that sanitary napkins with ADL+Core 

inner layer have low menstrual fluid diffusion property. According to the analysis of variance 
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results given in Table 3, top sheet type and inner layer design and interaction of these 

parameters were found to have statistically significant on menstrual fluid diffusion property 

(p<0.05). 

 

Figure 5. Interaction plots for menstrual fluid diffusion; Top Sheet Type (1) PE Perforated 

Fabric-1, (2) PE Perforated Fabric-2, (3) Spunbond PP Nonwoven Laminated PE Film, (4) 

Spunbond PP Nonwoven 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, newly developed airlaid composite nonwoven was used as inner layer of the 

sanitary napkins. In this way, it was aimed to offer an alternative to commercially used sanitary 

napkins. For this purpose, sanitary napkins samples with ADL+Core and airlaid composite 

nonwoven inner layer were obtained by using four different top sheets. Liquid strike through, 

rewet and menstrual fluid diffusion properties of these samples were determined. The findings 

obtained as a result of the study are listed below; 

 Results show that sanitary napkin with airlaid composite nonwoven inner layer have 

higher liquid strike through time, rewet and menstrual fluid diffusion than sanitary 

napkins with ADL+Core inner layer. On the other hand, there is no statistical difference 

between these two inner layers in terms of rewet. In addition, sanitary napkin with 

airlaid composite nonwoven inner layer indicates higher menstrual fluid diffusion 

properties. In conclusion, airlaid composite nonwoven inner layer can be a good 

alternative to ADL+Core inner layer if the liquid strike through time is reduced. 

However, this study supports new studies to reduce liquid strike through time.  

 It was determined that the top sheet variable did not have a statistically significant effect 

on the liquid strike through and rewet properties. Based on this finding, it was concluded 

that the most suitable top sheet type sanitary napkin can be chosen in terms of price. 
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ABSTRACT 

Today, 3D printers are a preferred option for conceptual modeling, functional testing, 

production auxiliary equipment and small volume productions. It is especially used for dental, 

jewelry, furniture, models, prototypes and R&D purposes. In the textile sector, there are studies 

on the production of accessories and clothing models with different designs. However, within 

the scope of this paper, a study was carried out on textile machine spare parts that can be 

produced using 3D printing technology. For this purpose, textile machinery spare parts exposed 

to external factors such as pressure, friction and temperature were produced by using 3D 

printers. FDM type printer and different polymers were used during production. The 

operational performances of the manufactured parts were examined. Thus, apart from the 

production of accessories and clothes in textile, machine spare parts that are frequently worn 

and need to be changed in the the production site were produced with this technology. 

Keywords: 3D printing, FDM, textile spare parts, additive manufacturing 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

3D printer technology is one of the innovations developed in recent years for fast, high 

precision and low cost production processes. This technology enables the production of 3D 

models by creating layers by adding plastic or metallic materials on top of each other according 

to the design [1]. While traditional production methods cause great financial losses, 3D printing 

is not a loss since it is an additive production method [2].  

In addition, these rapidly developing printers offer opportunities to see the final version of a 

product before high volume production to develop products and to provide easy solutions in 

many sectors. In this method, which is also called additive manufacturing technology, 

production is carried out with different methods [3]. The different methods implemented are 

given in Table 1. 

One of the most widely used techniques in 3D printer technology is the Fused Deposition 

Modeling (FDM) method. This method is carried out using thermoplastic materials such as 

Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) and PolyLactic Acid (PLA). Models produced with 

FDM generally have mechanical resistant structures in addition to high heat and chemical 

resistance [1].  

3D printing technology is developing rapidly and is now widely used in various fields [5]. It is 

mostly used in fashion design and research in textile [2]. Since the materials used in 3D printers 

are limited to plastics, resins and metals, they are plastic-like and inflexible. This is a situation 

that causes a disadvantage for the fashion industry [6]. If the materials and printing methods 

are developed and the studies on various motifs and connection methods continue, the use of 

the 3D printing method in the fashion industry may increase [5]. 3D printing is suitable for 

usage in production as it makes that possible to produce prototypes of almost any product. 3D 
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printing needs improvements to make it a faster and more versatile way to produce flexible 

textile materials [2].  

Table 1. Comparison of some 3D manufacturing methods used [3][4] 
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UV ray 

. High print 

speed 

. High part 

resolution 

. High detail 

. High material 

cost  

DLP Projection 

. High print 

speed 

. Resolution 

limited  

Material 

spraying 
PJ 

Photopolymer, 

Wax 
UV ray 

. Multi-material 

printing 

. High detail 

. High accuracy 

S
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er
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ed

 

Sheet 

lamination 
LOM 

Paper Plastic film, 

Metallic sheet, 

Ceramic tape 

Laser beam 

. Low process 

cost 

. Ability to print 

large size 

materials 

. Low strength in 

the vertical 

direction 
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er
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n
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Powder bed 

melting 

SLS 
Polyamide, 

Polymer 
High Power 

Laser Beam 

. High accuracy 

. High detail  

. High strength   

. No support 

structures 

required 

SLM 
Metal powder, 

Ceramic powder EBM Electron beam 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Seven different machine spare parts were handled within the scope of the project. One of the 

spare parts is warping creel gear, another one is the sealing ring of pressured hot water valve 

of jet machine, and the last 5 items belong to weaving looms. Weaving looms’ spare parts are 

gripper opener and gripper releaser used in rapier looms; Mj electromagnet solenoid valve and 

partition strip used in jacquard machines; and the last one is dust collecting basket of weaving 

loom. Figure 1 shows all spare parts used in this study. 

 

https://tureng.com/tr/turkce-ingilizce/polymerization
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Figure 1. Machines’ spare parts used in trials 

The device model used in the trials is Trivend 3D T1 branded, FDM type printer. In order to 

be suitable for the FDM method, only plastic and up to 30 cm in length parts were used in the 

trials. Because workable dimensions of FDM printers are approximately 30 cm.  

Table 2. Printing parameters (methods) 

  PLA ABS PETG TPU 

G
ri

p
p

er
  

O
p

en
er

 

Occupancy Rate (%) 40 40 40 40 

Nozzle temparature ( C ) 210 240 235 225 

Bed temparature ( C ) 60 95 70 70 

Layer tickness (mm) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Wall tickness (mm) 2 2 2 2 

Extrusion width (mm) 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

W
a

rp
 C

re
el

 

 G
ea

r 

Occupancy Rate (%) 80 - - - 

Nozzle temparature ( C ) 210 - - - 

Bed temparature ( C ) 60 - - - 

Layer tickness (mm) 0.2 - - - 

Wall tickness (mm) 2 - - - 

Extrusion width (mm) 0.4 - - - 

S
ea

li
n

g
  

 R
in

g
s 

Occupancy Rate (%) - 40 - - 

Nozzle temparature ( C ) - 240 - - 

Bed temparature ( C ) - 95 - - 

Layer tickness (mm) - 0.2 - - 

Wall tickness (mm) - 2 - - 

Extrusion width (mm) - 0.4 - - 

D
u

st
 C

o
ll

ec
ti

n
g

 

B
a

sk
et

 

Occupancy Rate (%) 35 - - - 

Nozzle temparature ( C ) 210 - - - 

Bed temparature ( C ) 60 - - - 

Layer tickness (mm) 0.2 - - - 

Wall tickness (mm) 2 - - - 

Extrusion width (mm) 0.4 - - - 

Polylactic acid (PLA), Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS), a Glycol Modified version of 

Polyethylene Terephthalate (PETG) and thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) polymers are used 

to produce spare parts in 3D printers. In order to decide which polymer will be used in the parts 
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to be produced, the place of use and the effect it will be exposed to were taken into 

consideration. Used polymers and printing parameters was shown in Table 2. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

MJ elektromagmetic selenoid valve and Partitation strip (both belong Jacquard loom) were 

decided not to be suitable for FDM technique since they have lots of detailed areas on them.  

One spare part of the weaving loom which is called gripper opener was tried to produce by 

using each of 4 suitable polymers, but none of them gave desired results. Prototypes are broken 

in 1-4 weeks. Sealing rings were produced from ABS which has more resistant to a high 

temperature but it was broken in a short time. It worked only 1 day. Warping creel gear and 

dust collecting basket were produced by using PLA and they have good results. And 

performance tests are still ongoing. 3D printed prototypes can be seen in Figure 2 and Figure 

3. 

 

Figure 2. 3D printed prototypes of textile machine spare parts 

Figure 3. 3D printed prototypes of gripper openers used in rapier loom 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Trials were shown that FDM printing method and the polymers used in this technique are not 

suitable for high pressure, high friction and high temperature. But it can be used for producing 

plastic gears and dust collecting baskets. There are different FDM machines with different 

specifications. These machines can work with high-performance polymers except PLA, ABS, 

PETG and TPU. High-performance polymers can be tried in suitable FDM machines to see 

their performance, but this time it may be not cost effective and feasible to produce them in 3D 

printing technology. 
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ABSTRACT 

Today, the increase in global warming and environmental pollution has made organic, 

environmentally friendly and sustainable fibers gain importance again. Depending on today's 

environmental problems, environmentally friendly approaches are increasing. It is foreseen that 

the use of bast fibers instead of synthetic fibers will provide significant ecological benefits. In 

this context, hemp has started to become widespread again due to its organic, ecological, 

healthy and biodegradable feature. Hemp has a wide range of uses in many different industries 

such as textiles, pharmaceuticals, paper, biofuels, cosmetics and automotive. Hemp fiber is 

considered to exhibit an environmentally friendly approach towards the future in a sustainable 

way, especially for textile and fashion industry. The purpose of this study is to observe the 

effect of hemp fiber on yarn and fabric performance. For this aim, Ne 20/1 yarn samples are 

produced by ring spinning system with the blends of 90% cotton-10% hemp, 80% cotton-20% 

hemp, 70% cotton-30% hemp and 100% cotton fiber. The quality parameters of sample yarns 

are tested. Then, knitted fabric samples are produced by these sample yarns and the produced 

fabric samples were dyed. The performance properties of dyed fabrics namely; air 

permeability, dimensional stability, bursting strength and color fastness were determined. 

Keywords: hemp fiber, cotton fiber, sustainability, fabric performance. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Hemp is a natural fiber and one of the most environmentally friendly and also the oldest fibers. 

Hemp is a plant with superior properties that is an alternative in every field where petroleum 

and petrochemicals are used. In addition, hemp is expected to benefit sustainability due to its 

eco-friendly feature such as requiring less irrigation. In addition to its biodegradable feature, it 

is a value-added raw material for the textile industry because it acts as a UV absorber thanks 

to its pigment and lignin content. It has high strength, high moisture absorption and breathing 

capacity, non-pilling, anti-bacterial properties and good electrostatic power. Research over 

time has shown that hemp fiber is of great importance in terms of sustainability, so hemp fiber 

production has been revived. Thanks to its ecological features, it has also become the working 

area of some fashion brands with high awareness. As an organic textile fiber, hemp fiber also 

supports its life cycle. In organic agriculture, which has become a lifestyle not only in terms of 

health, but also as an example of environmental sensitivity and awareness, hemp fiber ensures 

maximum protection of air, water and soil. 

Hemp fibers vary widely in length, depending upon their ultimate use.  The main fibers in the 

bark are 5-40 mm long and form a fiber bundle with a length of 1-5 meters. Its strength 

increases slightly when wet. It is affected by temperature slightly and withstands high 

mailto:emelcincik@erciyes.edu.tr
mailto:tuluce@gantep.edu.tr
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temperatures. There is no pilling and static electricity problem [1]. Due to its environmentally 

friendly properties and superior fiber properties over other natural fibers, many researchers 

attempted to study on hemp based textile products.  

Birkoçak et al. examined the thermal insulation property of Feretiko, which is a traditional 

hemp and cotton blended woven fabric of the Rize city (Turkey).  Thermal comfort properties 

of Feretiko fabric were evaluated by using air permeability tester and Alambeta tester in fabric 

format and measured via thermal manikin in shirt format. The computer connected thermal 

manikin (PT-Teknik made in Denmark) which had 20 thermally independent sections/senses 

recorded the heat loss data in every minute. The results of the study showed that the air 

permeability of Feretiko fabric was quite high and the clothing insulation of the shirt 

manufactured from Feretiko was close to the value stated in ASHRAE Standard 55–2013. It 

was also concluded that thermal insulation was depended on the garment form as well as the 

using conditions [2]. 

Mustata and Mustata investigated the effect of treatment before spinning (boiling or bleaching) 

and type of spinning (dry or wet) on hygroscopic, mechanical and electrical properties of yarns 

and woven fabrics from flax and hemp fibers. It was concluded that wet spun yarns had more 

compact structure than dry spun yarns for both flax and hemp yarns. Accordingly, flax and 

hemp yarns wet spun from boiled or bleached roving absorbed more water than those obtained 

from raw roving. The low speed of water desorption at room temperature for boiled and 

bleached yarns was also due to the high compactness of these yarns. An increase in tensile 

strength in the wet state in comparison to the dry state was observed for both flax and hemp 

yarns.  The electrical resistance of flax and hemp fibres and yarns decreased by about ten times 

in the wet state after ten minutes wetting [3]. 

Zhang et al. [4] evaluated the relationship between Hemp/Polyester yarn blend ratio and 

performance properties of the yarn. The factors influencing the mechanical property of hemp-

blended yarn as well as its structural characteristics were analyzed and studied, and the 

regression equation between blending ratio and yarn mechanical properties were established. 

It was observed that, the mechanical properties of yarn changed significantly with the 30% 

hemp fiber content and also the yarn strength and breaking elongation decreased with the 

increase in hemp fiber content. Furthermore, the evenness of hemp-blended yarn was 

negatively affected by increasing hemp fiber content.  

Ali et al. performed chemical and enzymatic treatments to improve and assess the spinnability 

of hemp fibres for cotton spinning systems in their study.  Four different chemical and two 

enzyme treatments were used but it was concluded that enzyme treated fibres lost more than 

90% tenacity and these fibres were not suitable for cotton spinning system. Among the 

chemically treated fibres, bleaching treatment was found to be the best method as it removed 

the largest amount of non-cellulosic materials from the fibres and provide suitable strength for 

spinning. Optimization of bleaching parameters showed that the higher temperature and longer 

treatment time removed the largest amount of non-cellulosic materials from the fibres and 

produced the softest fibre to use in yarn spinning [5]. 

Stankovic and Poparic studied on knitted fabrics produced from staple/filament hybrid yarns 

in order to provide effective UV protection properties and fulfill comfort properties as well. 

The hybrid yarns were manufactured by folding staple hemp yarn and filament (viscose and 

polyamide) and rib knitted fabrics were formed. The physical properties of the knitted fabrics 

related to their UV protection properties: bulk density, porosity and air permeability were also 

determined. The pure hemp knitted fabric was placed in the “excellent UV protection category” 

(according to the Australian/New Zealand standard AS/ NZS 4399) due to natural pigments 
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and lignin in hemp fibres which acted as UV absorbers, most of the hemp/filament knitted 

fabrics exhibited even higher UPF [6]. 

Turunen and van der Werf presented a research on the production chain of hemp and flax textile 

yarn from crop production up to the spinning of yarn. They aimed to quantify major impacts 

associated with the production of hemp and flax yarns to generate propositions for 

modifications of the production chain, leading to reduced environmental impacts. It was 

concluded that the Hemp Bio-retting scenario offers a promising potential to develop into a 

method combining a low labour requirement and a satisfactory environmental profile [7]. 

Kozlowski et al. developed a method to easy spinning hemp fibers with cotton by rotor spinning 

technology.  For this aim, they applied suitable enzymatic process to open bunches of hemp 

fibers and cottonization of hemp fibers. The yarns with different blend ratios (30%, 40%, 50%) 

and different yarn linear mass (32, 40, 50, 70, 100 tex) were tried to be produced.  The results 

indicated that as the hemp fiber content in the yarn increased it was possible to produce yarns 

with higher linear mass. It was also concluded that enzyme cottonization process leaded to soft 

touch, less stiffness and more fibrillation in bast fibers. Accordingly, yarns with higher hemp 

content for lower yarn linear mass could be achieved by using enzyme-modified hemp fibers 

[8]. 

Kim and Kim examined the hand and wear comfort properties of knitted fabrics produced by 

Ne 20/1 hemp/tencel blended yarns manufactured by ring, siro spun, and air vortex spinning 

systems. It was found that the compressibility of the knitted fabric made from the air vortex 

yarn was higher than that of the ring and siro-spun yarns. Lower bending rigidity of the air 

vortex knitted fabric compared to those of the ring and siro-spun yarn knitted fabrics was 

obtained and the extensibility of air vortex yarn knitted fabric was higher than those of the ring 

and siro-spun knitted fabrics. It was concluded that high extensibility and low bending rigidity 

made the air vortex knitted fabric softer in the tactile hand property than those of the ring and 

siro-spun yarn fabrics [9]. 

In this study it is aimed to assess the yarn quality parameters of cotton hemp blended yarns and 

the performance properties of knitted fabrics produced thereof.  

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In this study, the effects of hemp fiber on yarn quality and knitted fabric performance are 

observed. For this aim, yarn samples are produced by ring spinning system with the blend ratio 

of 90% cotton- 10% hemp, 80% cotton- 20% hemp, 70% cotton- 30% hemp fiber and 100% 

with Ne 20/1 yarn number.  The number of twists for hemp blended yarn samples were 810 

T/m while for 100% cotton yarn sample it is 630 T/m. The hemp and cotton fiber properties 

used in the study are given in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.  

Table 1. Properties of Hemp Fiber 

Parameter Value 

Fiber fineness, dtex  9,87 

Fiber length, mm 37 

Fiber strength, cN/tex 49,3 

Table 2. Properties of Cotton Fiber 

Parameter Value 

Fiber fineness, mic. 5,02 

Fiber length, mm 26,5 

Fiber strength, cN/tex 32,8 
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In order to determine the yarn quality levels; yarn unevenness, number of thin and thick place, 

neps and hairiness values were determined by the Uster Tester device. Yarn breaking strength 

and breaking elongation were measured by the Uster Tensojet device. The results are given in 

Table 3. 

Table 3. Quality parameters of the sample yarns 

Parameters 100% 

Cotton 

90-10% 

Cotton- 

Hemp 

80-20% 

Cotton- 

Hemp 

70-30% 

Cotton-

Hemp 

U% 8.25 13.45 17.61 21.06 

CVm 10.41 18.05 23.21 27.37 

Thin 50%/km 0.0 6.9 134.4 993.8 

Thick +50%/km 6.0 991 2151 3198 

Neps +200%/km 10.0 1383 3294 5578 

Strength, cN/tex 14.36 19.15 15.94 12.35 

Breaking elongation, % 4.89 6.03 5.37 4.45 

Knitted fabric samples were produced by a 30 inch diameter and 22 fein single jersey circular 

knitting machine, with the yarns produced within the scope of the study. Then, the fabric 

samples were dyed according to the process given in Figure 1.    

 

Figure 1. Dyeing curve for fabric samples 

All fabric samples were conditioned according to TS EN ISO 139 [10] before the tests and the 

tests were performed in the standard atmosphere of 20±2ºC and 65±4% relative humidity. 

Fabric mass, thickness, number of loops and loop length properties of samples were determined 

according to TS EN 12127:1999, TS 7128 EN ISO 5048:1998, TS EN 14971:2006 and TS EN 

14970:2006 [11-14], respectively. The results are given in Table 4. 

Table 4. Structural parameters of sample fabrics 

  

100% 

Cotton 

90-10% 

Cotton-

Hemp 

80-20% 

Cotton-

Hemp 

70-30% 

Cotton-

Hemp 

Fabric mass, g/m² 182 170 160 145 

Number of courses, loops/cm 13 13 12 14 

Number of wales, loops/cm 17 16 17 18 

Loop length, mm 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 

Thickness 0.45 0.49 0.49 0.48 
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Fabric performance tests namely; dimensional stability and skewness after home laundering, 

air permeability, bursting strength, pilling resistance and color fastness tests were applied to 

sample fabrics. Dimensional stability and skewness performance after home laundering were 

determined according to the standards of TS EN ISO 6330 [15] and AATCC 179 [16], 

respectively. Air permeability properties of the samples were determined according to TS 391 

EN ISO 9237:1999 [17] with digital air permeability test device at 100 Pa pressure drop and 

20 cm² test area. Bursting strength test was done with digital pneumatic bursting strength test 

device in accordance with TS EN ISO 13938-2 [18]. The pilling resistance of the samples were 

tested via Martindale test method in accordance with TS EN ISO 12945-2 [19]. The pilling 

resistance assessment of the samples was evaluated by comparing the appearances of the 

samples after 2000 cycles of the Martindale tester with the ASTM standard views. Color 

fastness tests for the samples were carried out in accordance with the standards of TS ISO 105 

E04, TS ISO 105 E01 and ISO 105 X12 [20-22].  

In order to understand the statistical importance of blend type on fabric performance properties 

one-way ANOVA was performed. For this aim the statistical software package SPSS 21.0 was 

used to interpret the experimental data. All test results were assessed in 95% confidence 

interval. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this study, the effects of hemp fiber blend ratio on knitted fabric performance were observed. 

For this purpose, the sample yarns were produced by ring spinning system with 90% cotton-

10% hemp, 80% cotton-20% hemp, 70% cotton-30% hemp fiber and 100% cotton fiber with 

Ne 20/1 yarn number. Additionally, knitted fabrics with same production parameters were 

produced using these yarns and tested for performance features. Also, the results were 

evaluated statistically and explained in following sections. 

3.1. Dimensional Stability 

Dimensional stability and skewness test results of the samples are given in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Dimensional stability property of sample fabrics 

The summarized ANOVA table for dimensional stability and skewness of the sample fabrics 

were demonstrated in Table 5. As seen from ANOVA table and test results, the effects of hemp 

fiber blend ratio on dimensional stability and skewness were found to be insignificant. It can 

be concluded that the influence of other structural properties such as fabric mass, number of 

wales and number of courses on dimensional stability and skewness properties may be more 

effective compared to fiber content.  
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Table 5. ANOVA results for dimensional stability properties 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Widthwise 

Between Groups 74.250 3 24.750 0.549 0.663 

Within Groups 360.667 8 45.083   

Total 434.917 11    

Lengthwise 

Between Groups 16.250 3 5.417 0.929 0.470 

Within Groups 46.667 8 5.833   

Total 62.917 11    

Skewness 

Between Groups 43.333 3 14.444 3.939 0.054 

Within Groups 29.333 8 3.667   

Total 72.667 11    

3.2. Air Permeability 

The air permeability test results of the samples are given in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Air permeability of sample fabrics 

The ANOVA table pertaining to air permeability of the samples is illustrated in Table 6. The 

statistically significant effect of hemp fiber content on air permeability was observed. An 

increase in air permeability was obtained as the hemp ratio increased in fabric. It was attributed 

to the rigid structure of hemp fiber which causes looser adhesion between the fibers in yarn 

structure. The loosely connected fibers resulted in higher amount of air gaps in yarn structure. 

Thus, higher air permeability was obtained.  

Table 6. ANOVA results for air permeability 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 3662180.300 3 1220726.767 723.041 0.000 

Within Groups 60779.600 36 1688.322   

Total 3722959.900 39    

3.3. Bursting Strength  

The bursting strength and bursting height of the samples are given in Figure 4. Variation in 

hemp fiber amount in fabric leaded to significant differences in bursting strength whereas there 

is not a consistent trend for bursting height as illustrated in Figure 4. A decreasing trend in 

bursting strength was obtained by increasing hemp fiber content in spite of high individual 

hemp fiber strength. It was thought that the higher strength of individual hemp fiber had not 

contributed to the bursting strength of fabric due to looser adhesion formed between fibers in 

the yarn structure. The statistical significance of hemp fiber ratio on bursting strength and 
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bursting height of knitted fabric samples were analyzed by ANOVA and given in Table 7. It 

can be inferred from the statistical analyses that the yarn type has a statistically significant 

effect on bursting strength whereas the effect was insignificant on bursting height.  

 

Figure 4. Bursting strength and bursting height of sample fabrics 

Table 7. ANOVA results for bursting strength and height properties 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Bursting strength 

Between Groups 24403.190 3 8134.397 39.100 0.000 

Within Groups 3328.692 16 208.043   

Total 27731.882 19    

Bursting height 

Between Groups 98.246 3 32.749 2.652 0.084 

Within Groups 197.580 16 12.349   

Total 295.826 19    

3.4. Pilling Resistance   

As a result of the pilling resistance test applied to the fabrics, moderate level of pilling was 

observed in 90% cotton-10% hemp samples. With the increase of hemp fiber content, 

significant surface pilling was observed in the fabric which was also attributed to looser 

adhesion of fibers in the yarn structure. It might be easier to move loosely connected fibers to 

form pilling.    

Table 8. Pilling resistance of sample fabrics 

Samples Grade 

%100 Cotton 4 

%90-10 Cotton-Hemp 3/4 

%80-20 Cotton-Hemp 2/3 

%70-30 Cotton-Hemp 2/3 

3.5. Color Fastness 

When the test results were examined, it was seen that there was no effect on the fastness results 

with the increase in the hemp fiber ratio. 

Table 9. Color fastness of sample fabrics 

Samples 

Perspiration 

Fastness 

(Acidic) 

Perspiration 

Fastness 

(Alkaline) 

Water 

Fastness 

Dry 

Rubbing 

Fastness 

Wet 

Rubbing 

Fastness 

%100 Cotton 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 

%90-10 Cotton-Hemp 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 

%80-20 Cotton-Hemp 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 

%70-30 Cotton-Hemp 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 
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4. CONCLUSION 

In the life cycle of hemp, it reduces radiation and contains a significant amount of oxygen. 

Increasing and spreading the production of hemp, is of great importance for our country. As a 

natural, renewable and biodegradable material, hemp has obvious advantages over synthetic 

textile materials. Hemp creates one of the most environmentally friendly fabrics in the world 

and produces oxygen without the need for pesticides or herbicides. In this study, it is aimed to 

investigate the effects of hemp fiber content on cotton-hemp blended yarn quality parameters 

and performance properties of knitted fabrics produced thereof.  

As a result of experimental study it was observed that increasing hemp fiber ratio in fabric 

leaded to higher air permeability, slightly lower bursting strength and slightly worse pilling 

results. On the other hand, insignificant effect of hemp fiber content on dimensional stability, 

skewness and color fastness were also obtained. It was concluded that fabric including 90% 

cotton 10% hemp could be suggested considering both high breathability and durability.  
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ABSTRACT 

A large amount of dye is used in textile dyeing. Alternative environmentally friendly 

applications have been investigated in the field of textile dyeing in recent years. One of the 

remarkable issues is enzymatic coloration using laccase enzymes. When the literature is 

examined, it is seen that different dyes are synthesized with the laccase enzyme using various 

starting materials. However, studies on the use of these dyes in polyamide dyeing are very 

limited. In this study, the color and fastness of the polyamide fabric was investigated by using 

a combination of amine (2,2′-Azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) diammonium 

salt) and catechol (1-hydroxy phenol). Polyamide fabrics were dyed into yellowish-brown 

color by using these precursors. Color yield and fastness values were quite good.  

Keywords: Polyamide, coloration, dye, laccase, fastness 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A large amount of dye is used in textile dyeing. Discharge wastewater has intense color due to 

high COD (chemical oxygen demand), BOD (biological oxygen demand), suspended solids 

and intense dye usage. Such water must be treated before being discharged into the 

environment [1]. The textile industry accounts for two-thirds of the total dyestuff market and 

large volumes of water and chemicals are consumed for the wet treatment of textiles. The 

chemical reagents used are very diverse in terms of chemical composition, from inorganic 

compounds to polymers and organic products [2]. At this point, alternative environmentally 

friendly applications have been investigated in the field of textile dyeing in recent years. One 

of the remarkable issues is enzymatic coloring using laccase enzymes. 

Laccases (p-diphenol: dioxygenoxidoreductase. EC 1.10.3.2) are in a group of enzymes 

containing multiple copper called polyphenoloxidase (PPO). They catalyze the oxidation of 

various substrates such as diphenols, substituted monophenols, aromatic and aliphatic amines 

[3]. Laccases have been the subject of increasing research since their discovery in the 19th 

century due to their high biotechnological applicability [4]. Laccases are copper-containing 

oxidase enzymes found in many plants, fungi and microorganisms [1]. The redox potential of 

laccases has a direct relationship with the energy required to remove an electron from the 

reducing substrate, which is one of the key properties of these enzymes [5]. 

Laccase not only catalyzes the removal of hydrogen atoms from the hydroxyl groups of mono, 

ortho and diphenols, but also converts aromatic amines and non-phenol compounds into free 

radical forms. However, in this case, redox mediators are generally needed [6]. Mediators 

(small electron carrier molecules) play a role as mediator substrates in this type of reaction and 

allow the oxidation of large molecules and even non-phenolic substrates that laccase cannot 

oxidize directly. High redox potential mediators produced by laccase oxidizing mediators 

provide oxidation of non-phenolic compounds. These intermediate compounds are then 
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reduced to their initial form, completing the redox cycle. Therefore, laccase-mediator systems 

significantly increase the range of compounds that laccase can oxidize [3]. 

When the literature is examined,  it is seen that different dyes are synthesized with the laccase 

enzyme using various starting materials. However, studies on the use of these dyes in 

polyamide dyeing are very limited [7-11]. Sun et al. (2013) obtained yellowish brown by using 

gallic acid [7]; Sun et al. (2015) obtained yellow using ferulic acid; pink using benzene + 

naphthalene compounds [8]; Pezzella et al. (2016) obtained brown using resorcinol or 2,5-

diaminobenzenesulfonic acid [10]; Prajapati et al. (2018) obtained pink using 1,4-

dihydroxybenzene, yellow, green and blue using 2,7-dihydroxynaphthalene, pale yellow, 

orange and purple using 2,5-diaminobenzene sulfonic acid [11] on polyamide fabrics. In this 

study, the color and fastness of the polyamide fabric was investigated by using a combination 

of amine (2,2′-Azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) diammonium salt) and 

catechol (1-hydroxy phenol). 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In this study, 100% polyamide interlock (150 denier nylon filament is used on the front and 

back of the fabric, while 70 denier nylon gipe is used in the middle part) fabric (300 g/m2) 

ready to dye was used. All trials were carried out on the Thermal HT dyeing machine using 5 

grams of fabric samples with pure water at a liquor ratio of 1:10. Prima Green Ecofade LT100 

(Dupont) from fungal origin (Cerrena unicolor) with 5700 GLacU/g of activity was used as 

the laccase enzyme. The names, molecular weights and chemical formulas of the precursors 

used in experiments are given in Table 1.  

Table 1. Precursors used in enzymatic dyeings 

Precursor CAS Number Molecular Weight (g/mol) Chemical Formula 

2,2′-Azino-bis(3-

ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic 

acid) diammonium salt 
30931-67-0 548.68 

 
Catechol (1-hydroxy phenol) 

(Acros) 
120-80-9 110.11 

 

The dissolving processes were carried out in the ultrasonic bath in order to prevent the 

precursors from creating a solubility problem. Enzymatic dyeings were performed at various; 

- laccase enzyme concentrations (0.25-0.5-1.0 g/L) 

- temperatures (60-80-100°C) 

- times (1-2-3 hours). 

Table 2. Factors and their levels in experiments according to Taguchi experimental design 

No Laccase Conc. (g/L) Time (h) Temperature (°C) 

1 0,25 1 60 

2 0,25 2 80 

3 0,25 3 100 

4 0,5 1 80 

5 0,5 2 100 

6 0,5 3 60 

7 1 1 100 

8 1 2 60 

9 1 3 80 
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Precursor concentration was 2 mmol/L. All trials were carried out at pH 5 (with acetic acid / 

sodium acetate buffer), where the activity of the laccase enzyme is the highest.  The 

experiments were carried out according to Taguchi experimental design, not full factorial, and 

instead of 33 = 27 experiments, a total of 9 experiments, given in Table 2 were conducted. 

After the process, cold, hot and cold rinsings were applied to the fabric samples respectively. 

Afterwards, samples were dried and color yield (K/S) and CIEL*a*b* values were measured 

by spectrophotometer. Variance analysis was performed for each of the factors affecting 

enzymatic coloration over the color yield values obtained in 3 replicates and boxplot graphics 

were drawn by using Minitab 19. 

Reflectance (R%) values of dyed samples were measured with Gretag Macbeth E700 (D 

65/10°) and color yields (K/S) were calculated by Kubelka Munk equation:  

K/S = (1-R)2/2R 

R=Reflectance value in maximum absorption wave length (nm) 

K=Absorption coefficient  

S=Scattering coefficient 

CIE L*a*b* values of the samples were also measured by spectral photometer. 

L*: Lightness / darkness value (+ lighter, - darker) 

a*: Redness / greenness value (+ redder, - greener) 

b*: Yellowness / blueness value (+ more yellow, - more blue) 

Washing and rubbing (dry and wet) fastness values of dyed samples were assessed according 

to ISO 105 C06 and ISO 105-X12 standards, respectively.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Results Related To The Optimization of Enzymatic Dyeing Conditions 

Color results and variance analysis results obtained for 2,2′-Azino-bis (3-ethylbenzothiazoline-

6-sulfonic acid) diammonium salt + Catechol (1-hydroxy phenol) = AP are given in Figure 1 

and Table 3, respectively. 

 

Figure 1. Color yield values for optimization of enzymatic dyeing conditions for AP 

precursors 
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Table 3. Analysis of variance results for optimization of enzymatic dyeing conditions for AP 

precursors 

Source DF SS MS F P 

Enzyme (g/L) 2 1,67667   0,83833   106,82   0,000 

Temperature(°C) 2 0,30805   0,15403    19,63   0,000 

Time (hour) 2 0,29546   0,14773    18,82   0,000 

When Table 3 is examined, it is seen that the effects of enzyme concentration, temperature and 

time parameters on enzymatic dyeing with AP precursors are statistically significant (p<0.05). 

Tukey test was also performed to see the source of the difference for each parameter and the 

results are given in Table 4-6. 

Table 4. Tukey test results for the effect of enzyme concentration on enzymatic dyeing for 

AP (95% confidence interval for means based on standard deviation) 

Enzyme (g/L) 
Difference of 

Means 

Standard Error 

of Difference  
T-value P-value 

1-2 0,2352      0,04176     5,633     0,0001 

1-3 0,6054      0,04176     14,497     0,0000 

2-3 0,3702      0,04176      8,864     0,0000 

Table 5. Tukey test results for the effect of temperature on enzymatic dyeing for AP (95% 

confidence interval for means based on standard deviation) 

Temperature(°C) 
Difference of 

Means 

Standard Error 

of Difference  
T-value P-value 

1-2 -0,2606       0,04176     -6,239     0,0000 

1-3 -0,1097      0,04176     -2,626     0,0411 

2-3 0,1509      0,04176      3,613     0,0047 

Table 6. Tukey test results on the effect of time on enzymatic dyeing for AP (95% 

confidence interval for means based on standard deviation) 

Time (hour) 
Difference of 

Means 

Standard Error 

of Difference  
T-value P-value 

1-2 0,2490 0,04176     5,962     0,0000 

1-3 0,1770 0,04176     4,238 0,0011 

2-3 -0,07199 0,04176      -1,724     0,2211 

When Table 4 and Table 5 are examined, it is seen that the differences between all levels are 

significant in enzyme concentration and temperature parameters. However, the increase in 

enzyme concentration positively affects the color yield, while the increase in temperature 

affects negatively. Therefore, it can be said that 1 g/L laccase enzyme and 60 °C are optimum. 

When Table 6 is examined, it is seen that the differences between 1-2 and 1-3 are significant, 

while the differences between 2-3 are insignificant. Therefore, it can be said that the 2-hour 

period is optimal. 

 

Figure 2. Photographs of dyed fabrics for optimization of enzymatic dyeing conditions for 

AP precursors 
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All the mentioned findings can be clearly seen from the photographs of the fabric samples 

related to the optimization of the enzymatic dyeing conditions for the AP precursors given in 

Figure 2. 

In the light of all these results, it can be said that 1 g/L laccase concentration, 60 °C and 2 hours 

will give the highest color yield values for the AP precursors. CIE L*a*b* measurement results 

of enzymatic dyeing under optimum conditions using AP precursors and photograph of dyed 

sample are given in Table 7. 

 

Table 7. CIE L*a*b* measurement results of enzymatic dyeing under optimum conditions 

using AP precursors and photograph of dyed sample 

Code 
Sample 

L* a* b* C* h° K/S 

AP 

 

55,57 5,01 7,11 8,70 54,82 
 

1,74 

When Table 7 is examined, it is seen that polyamide fibers can be dyed with an environmentally 

friendly enzymatic coloring process to obtain saturated colors. Fastness values, which are 

critical for dyeing, have also been tested and the results are given in Table 8. 

Table 8. Washing and rubbing fastness values of enzymatic dyed fabrics with AP precursors 

Washing Fastness Rubbing Fastness 

WO PAC PES PA CO CA Dry  Wet 

4/5 4/5 4/5 3/4 4/5 4 4/5 4/5 

When Table 8 is examined, it can be said that the washing and rubbing fastness values are at 

quite good levels.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, polyamide fabrics were dyed into yellowish-brown color by using a combination 

of amine (2,2′-Azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) diammonium salt) and 

catechol (1-hydroxy phenol) as precursor during laccase catalyzed enzymatic dyeing. Color 

yield and fastness values were quite good. All these evaluations reveal that enzymatic coloring 

offers the potential of an environmentally friendly process that consumes less water and less 

energy, allowing for less costly dyeing in a shorter time. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, it is aimed to remove the grease stains that occur after the clothing processes. In 

order to simulate the grease stain after clothing, Sosan oil, which is the most used in the clothing 

industry, was dripped and fixed by drying with ironing and laying methods. 2/1 Z Twill and 

has 100% cotton woven fabric was used to show the grease stain. The grease removal 

performance of five different chemical compounds has been discussed for inclusion in the 

surfactant recipe. With these formulations, washing trials were carried out by using Gyrowash 

and the results were examined. The grease removal performances of wetting agents with 

different structures were evaluated, and Marlox 11009, an alcohol alkoxylate, showed the best 

performance with 65,77%. Then, degreasing agents and Marlox 11009 were applied to hanging 

and hand ironing dried fabrics. Marlipal 3190, a branched alcohol ethoxylate, showed excellent 

grease removal performance in both dryings. 

Keywords: grease stain, stain removal, linear alcohol ethoxylate, branched alcohol ethoxylate, 

alcohol alkoxylate  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

When a substance comes into contact with a fabric, the stain molecules infiltrate between the 

fibers and the pores of the material, forming a stain. The stain reflects light as a result of the 

coating of fibers and pores, allowing it to be seen with the naked eye. Stains can spread quickly 

when they come into contact with a previously contaminated surface and fixed especially 

with pressure and heat. The formation of stains may be observed in many daily experiences as 

well as in industries. Machine oils, which are utilized in machinery, may spill or come into 

touch with the material when it is being sewed or manufactured. Stains are considered a form 

of defect in clothing since they leave an undesirable mark on the garment.  

Many machines used in textile production require the use of machine oil to decrease friction 

and avoid machine elements' corrosion. Stains are formed when machine oil comes into contact 

with cloth. Natural, synthetic, and mineral-based oils are the most common types of machine 

oil used in the textile industry. With the rise of environmental concerns, biodegradability has 

emerged as one of the most significant design characteristics, both in the selection of the base 

fluid and in the entire formulation of the finished lubricant. Natural oils are mostly preferred 

as sewing machine oil due to their environmentally-friendly properties, yet their cost is 

generally expensive. Synthetic oils are petroleum-based chemicals, and makes machines run 

the most effectively. Mineral-based oils are another petroleum-based grease type in the textile 

industry, to achieve this type, natural contaminants and undesirable hydrocarbons are 

eliminated during refinement. While using synthetic and mineral-based oils, it is needed to 

keep their harms on human health in mind, in which causing irritation of the respiratory tract 

after inhaling the vapor.  
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Degreasing agents are effective surfactants that are used in the field of textiles. It is widely 

used in washing processes, pre- and post-processes in the textile sector. Degreasers with many 

different formulations are available in the market and therefore have different degreasing 

performances [1,2]. In addition to its oil removal performance, features such as suitable foam 

value, interaction with the textile material and not harming the textile material and the 

environment are also very important. For this reason, new degreasing agent formulations are 

still being developed today. 

Surfactants are molecules with two opposite solubility tendencies. It typically has a water-

soluble polar group called the "head group" and an oil-soluble hydrocarbon or fluorocarbon 

group called the "tail group". Surfactants remove oil from textiles by forming micelles. The 

grease dissolves in the oil-soluble parts of the structure, forming a sphere around the oil droplet. 

The water-soluble parts of the surfactant molecule then expand outward, dissolving the 

micelles in the water and washing away the oily stain. According to ionic characteristics; 

surfactants mainly divided into four groups, namely anionic, cationic, amphoteric and non-

ionic surfactants.  

In here, the objective is to investigate the performances of potential ingredients in order to 

develop an eco-friendly grease removal recipe with an appropriate formulation of different 

surfactants for the textile industry. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD 

In this study, it is aimed to remove the grease stains that occur during the clothing processes. 

In order to simulate the grease stain after clothing, Sosan oil, which is the most used in the 

clothing machinery, was dripped by 1 drop on each corner. The stains fixed by hand ironing 

and hanging drying methods.  

2/1 Z Twill and has 100% cotton woven fabric, can be seen from Figure 1, was used to apply 

the grease stain. Then, an alternative degreaser formulation was created with five different 

chemical ingredients. With these chemicals using 1,2 g/L, washing trials were carried out by 

using Gyrowash and the results were examined. Chemicals were used at the same dry matter 

content. It should be noted that all the chemicals used throughout the study were 

environmentally friendly chemicals which are mostly nonionic. Washes were carried out at pH 

10 at 40°C for 45 minutes. 

 

Figure 1. Grease stained 2/1 Z Twill and has 100% cotton woven fabric used in this study 

Table 1 contains the list of chemicals used in the study. Tridac-Iso3, Lialet 125-3 and Marlox 

11009 are commercial wetting agents and Marlipal 3190 and Dehypon LS54 are commercial 

degreasing agents. Tridac-Iso3 is a linear alcohol ethoxylate. Lialet 125-3 and Marlipal 3190 

are branched alcohol ethoxylate. Marlox 11009 and Dehypon LS54 are alcohol alkoxylates. 

Both are fatty alcohol-based surfactants composed of ethoxylate (EO)-propoxylates (PO). 
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Table 1. Chemicals used in this study 

Chemical 

No 
Chemical Name  Trade Name 

1 C13-alcohol polyethylene glycol ethers (3 EO) (Linear) Tridac-Iso3 

2 C12–C15-alcohol polyethylene glycol ethers (3 EO) (Branched) Lialet 125-3 

3 C11-alcohol polyalkylene glycol ethers (EO-PO addition) Marlox 11009 

4 C11–C13-alcohol polyethylene glycol ethers (9 EO) (Branched) Marlipal 3190 

5 Alcohols, C12-14 ethoxylated propoxylated (5EO-4PO) Dehypon LS54 

This study consists of two stages to determine the final recipe. First stage determines the 

wetting agent in the final recipe. The chemical with the best grease removal performance 

among the wetting agents was determined. Wetting agent selection was made by applying it 

only to hanging dry fabrics. There are differences in the chemical structures of these wetting 

agents.  

In the first stage, the fabrics were washed with these three chemicals and their degreasing 

performance was evaluated. The wetting agent with the best grease removal performance is 

included in the second stage. 

In the second stage, the degreasing performances of the degreasing agents and the selected 

wetting agent were evaluated. There are differences in the chemical structures of these 

chemicals. In the second stage, the washings were made on the fabrics where the stain was 

fixed by hanging and hand ironing. 

 

Stain removal percentages of the washed fabrics were calculated by the above formula 

according to the IEC60456:2010.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Table 2 represents the results of washing with wetting agents.  

Table 2. Grease removal performances of wetting agents 

Chemical  

No 
Chemical Name Trade Name 

Stain Removal 

(%) avg. 

1 C13-alcohol polyethylene glycol ethers (3 EO) (Linear) Tridac-Iso3 %33.81 

2 
C12–C15-alcohol polyethylene glycol ethers (3 EO) 

(Branched) 
Lialet 125-3 %9,82 

3 C11-alcohol polyalkylene glycol ethers (EO-PO addition) Marlox 11009 %65,77 

Tridac-Iso3 and Lialet 125-3 have close alkyl chain lengths and the same ethylene oxide 

number (3ÊO). Branched structures give better wetting properties than linear structures. Lialet 

125-3 gives better wetting property than Tridac-Iso3. Besides, the grease removal performance 

is 33.81% for Tridac-Iso3 and 9.82% for Lialet 125-3. The branched structure showed worse 

grease removal performance than the linear structure. The grease removal performance of 

linear and branched alcohol ethoxylates, which are widely used as wetting agents is 

insufficient. Marlox 11009 is a mixture of linear and primary monobranched fatty alcohols 

containing ethoxylate (EO)-propoxylate (PO). It has lower wetting performance than Tridac-

Iso3 and Lialet 125-3 due to its high molecular weight, however it is the chemical the best 

grease removal performance with 65,77% among wetting agents. In addition to its wetting 

property, Marlox 11009 shows good grease removal performance. Marlox 11009 containing 
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ethoxylate (EO)-propoxylate (PO) in its structure is a low foaming surfactant. In this grease 

removal process, it is desired to provide high grease removal performance with low foaming.  

Table 3 shows the results from the second stage. Marlipal 3190 showed oil removal 

performance of 99.99% in hand ironing and 96.27% in hanging drying. For Marlipal 3190, 

which is a branched alcohol ethoxylated, the result is close to excellent in both drying types. 

The high degreasing performance of Marlipal 3190 is due to its high ethylene oxide number 

(9EO). Thus, it has a high HLB value and is expected to show good grease removal 

performance. Besides its superior performance, Marlipal 3190 has very high foam, which limits 

its use in industry. Dehypon LS54 showed oil removal performance of 39,73% in hand ironing 

and 51,72% in hanging drying. Dehypon LS54, a low foaming surfactant as an EO-PO 

derivative, had the lowest percentage of oil removal in this study. The performance of Dehypon 

LS54 is higher in hanging drying. It can be said that it will be more difficult to remove more 

fixed stains for Dehypon LS54. The fixation of the stain adversely affected its performance. 

Dehypon LS54, which is widely used as a degreasing agent, showed a lower grease removal 

performance than Marlipal 3190 and Marlox 11009. It can be said that washings carried out at 

pH 10 are not suitable for Dehypon LS54 to show high grease removal performance. There is 

a difference in the performance of Marlox 11009 in two different drying methods. The fixation 

of the stain adversely affected its performance. With their low foaming surfactant properties, 

Marlox 11009 also show foam controller properties in the formulation. 

Table 3. Degreasing performance of chemicals in hand ironing and hanging fabrics. 

Sample ID Fixation  Chemical 

Number 

Trade Name Stain Removal (%) 

avg. 

I1 Hand Ironing 3 Marlox 11009 %54,21 

I2 Hand Ironing 4 Marlipal 3190 %99,99 

I3 Hand Ironing 5 Dehypon LS54 %39,73 

H1 Hanging 3 Marlox 11009 %65,77 

H2 Hanging 4 Marlipal 3190 %96,27 

H3 Hanging 5 Dehypon LS54 %51,72 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Grease stains from sewing machines may split on cotton woven garments during manufacture. 

It is expected that this grease stain will be subjected to several fixing processes. When an oil 

stain is detected, the grease removal technique should be used by degreasing chemicals. Grease 

stains on garments are generally difficult to remove. Some of the degreasers used in industry 

are harmful to the environment. As a result, their applications are limited. As degreasing agents 

in this investigation, ecologically acceptable nonionic surfactants were employed. These 

nonionic surfactants were applied to colored woven fabrics that were exposed to different 

fixation processes throughout the washing process, and their grease removal capabilities were 

examined. In this study, surfactants with wetting, degreasing and emulsifying properties were 

used for grease removal. Among the different wetting agents, the chemical with the highest oil 

removal performance is Marlox 11009, which is a mixture of linear and primary monobranched 

fatty alcohols containing ethoxylate (EO)-propoxylate (PO). The chemical with the greatest 

grease removal rate after a single performance evaluation is "C11–C13-alcohol polyethylene 

glycol ethers (9 EO) (Branched)," commercialized as Marlipal 3190. A combination of 

different surfactants is recommended to achieve high removal performance over a wide 

temperature range and wide pH range.  
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ABSTRACT 

Recently, new bleaching methods are developed and presented as an eco-friendly alternative 

for the traditional bleaching processes. Traditional bleaching chemicals such as sodium 

hypochlorite, potassium persulfate, potassium permanganate, hydrogen peroxide, sodium 

perborate, sodium percarbonate, and benzoyl peroxide is harmful to human health and the 

environment. In this study, new eco-friendly and sustainable denim bleaching processes are 

developed. Textile washing and giving effect process is provided by using only ozone with 

different techniques without using any harmful chemicals. In terms of both technical and visual 

aspects, successful results have been obtained according to the traditional method in ozone 

technology. Technical specifications and visual designs of products between traditional 

bleaching and ozone bleaching were compared. It has been proven that ozone bleaching 

application significantly destroys the amount of potassium permanganate compared to the 

traditional method. Traditional bleaching wastewater have very dark colors while ozone 

bleaching effluents are light colored. The energy requirement for a product in traditional 

bleaching is about 1.11 kW, and the energy requirement for ozone bleaching is 0.8 kW. This 

new method energy consumption is reduced by 27%. The water consumption of a product in 

traditional bleaching is about 60 liters, and the water consumption in ozone bleaching is 28 

liters. Thus, it was observed that water consumption decreased by 53%. 

Keywords: Denim Bleaching, Ozone, Giving Effect 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Denim fabric is a kind of woven fabric, which is mainly made of cotton fiber, and it is also 

produced from fibers such as polyester, elastane, linen, viscose. Denim, which has a wide 

variety of patterns that can be woven with various construction in recent years, is a type of 

fabric whose warp is usually dyed indigo dyestuff [1]. Formerly denim products were only 

desizing and sold with no washing process. Denim products had a stiff hand feeling. The effects 

and coloration on garment occurred by the wear of indigo dyestuffs, in which the warp yarn 

was dyed, over time during the use of the denim product. That is why denim products have 

acquired a special appearance after a long period of using and washing. Over time the demand 

for used appearance denim products has increased. Garment denim products began to undergo 

bleaching processes at washing plants. Denim washing processes are aimed at giving the 

products effects and color. Processes are made on washing plants for making the garment 

denim products more comfortable. The bleaching process is applied to achieve lighter color on 

garment denim product. This process is applied to achieve lighter color that cannot be achieved 

using pumice stones or enzymes. At this step, by various methods and chemicals, the indigo 

fabric acquires the requested color [2]. In addition to the traditional methods, ozone bleaching, 

which is a sustainable method, is very important for denim garment products. Ozone as for 

that, is a compound consisting of three oxygen atoms and has a higher energy than atmospheric 

oxygen. Ozone is an oxidative substance and its redox potential is higher than that of hydrogen 

peroxide [3]. Thanks to this oxidation property of ozone gas indigo molecules of denim fabric 
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are degraded quickly. Achieved effects in traditional denim bleaching can be achieved with 

ozone gas and without any harmful chemicals. While there is excess water consumption for 

traditional denim washing, ozone bleaching system needs far fewer water and reuse of ozone 

bleaching wastewater is possible. With this study, it is aimed to save water and energy by ozone 

bleaching method compared to traditional bleaching method in denim products. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

The Reaction of the Formation of Ozone 

Ozone is formed in the atmosphere when ultraviolet (UV) radiation dissociates molecules of 

oxygen, O2, into separate oxygen atoms. Free oxygen atoms can recombine to form oxygen 

molecules, but if the free oxygen atom collides with an oxygen molecule, it will combine to 

form ozone. Ozone molecules can also be decomposed by ultraviolet radiation into a free atom 

and an oxygen molecule [4]. Formation and disintegration of ozone are given below in Figure 

1.  

 

Figure 1. The Scheme of Formation of Ozone [4]. 

The Use of The Ozone Device and The Reaction of Ozone with The Indigo Molecule 

Firstly the conditions of the ozone generator are adjusted to give effect to the fabric with ozone. 

Then fabrics which will applied put into the washing machine. Indigo carmine molecule 

disintegration of ozone are given below in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Indigo carmine molecule disintegration of ozone [5]. 
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Three different methods for ozone bleaching are given below in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Three different methods for ozone bleaching 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this study, traditional bleaching and ozone bleaching systems are compared. In this scope; 

The Amount of Potassium Permanganate in the Denim Washing Water 

When the potassium permanganate test results on denim fabric samples were examined 

according to the spectrophotometric method; It has been proven that ozone bleaching 

application significantly destroys the amount of potassium permanganate compared to the 

traditional method. The test results are given in table 1 and table 2. 

Table 1. Amount of Potassium Permanganate in Ozone Technology 

 

Table 2. Amount of Potassium Permanganate Conventional Bleach 

 

Amount of Colored Waste Water in Denim Washing 

Traditional bleaching effluents have very dark colors while ozone bleaching effluents are light 

colored. A comparison of the wastewater of the two methods is given in Figure 4 below. 
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Figure 4. The Comparison of Traditional Bleach and Ozone Technology 

The Amount of Water Used in the Denim Process 

The water consumption for a product in traditional bleaching is about 60 liters, while the water 

consumption in ozone bleaching is 28 liters. 

The Amount of Electricity Energy Consumed in the Denim Process 

The energy requirement for a product in traditional bleaching is about 1.11 kW, and the energy 

requirement for ozone bleaching is 0.8 kW. Thus, energy consumption is reduced by 27%. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Technical specifications and visual designs of products between traditional bleaching and 

ozone bleaching were compared. In terms of both technical and visual aspects, successful 

results have been obtained according to the traditional method in ozone technology. It has also 

been observed water consumption has reduced the rate of 53%. The comparison of denim 

fabrics per unit product is given in table 3. 

Table 3. The comparison of traditional bleach and ozone technology 
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ABSTRACT 

To achieve good colour depth and fastness of naturally dyed fabrics is necessary to use 

mordants, usually metallic salts, which are potentially harmful to the environment and human 

health. In this work, the effect of plasma and cationization pre-treatments on cotton fabrics 

dyed with natural dye madder extract was investigated as environmentally sustainable 

alternative processes. Air atmospheric dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma treatment 

showed a slight improvement in fastness to washing and UV light when samples were dyed at 

pH 11. On the other side, cationization with poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA) 

greatly improved the dye uptake onto cotton, but with poor fastness. Meanwhile, the 

simultaneous pre-treatment with metallic mordants improved significantly the fastness 

properties, being the PDDA/Fe pre-treatment, followed by dyeing at pH 5, the process which 

showed the best results regarding colour strength, fastness to UV light, and UV protection.  

Keywords: natural dyes; Rubia tinctorum L.; textile; DBD plasma; cationization; UV 

protection 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Textile dyeing with natural dyes has continuously aroused attention due to environmental and 

safety concerns, as they constitute an alternative to potentially harmful synthetic dyes [1]. In 

addition to the fabric’s colour, dyeing with natural dyes can also contribute to increasing the 

protection from ultraviolet (UV) radiation without the need to add hazardous products [2]. 

However, regarding the cotton dyeing, low colour strength and poor colour fastness of the 

natural dyes, namely washing and UV light, are huge drawbacks. These difficulties are 

overcome to a certain extent by using mordants, such as metallic salts. Metallic mordants are 

traditionally applied in the dyeing process to increase fibre/dye affinity by forming coordinate 

bonding interactions between fibres, metallic ions, and dye molecules. Although, the non-fixed 

metallic complexes which remain in the dyebath can lead to pollution if the wastewater is 

discharged without the appropriate wastewater treatment [3]. Nonetheless, several other 

surface modifications have been exploited to improve the colour quality of natural dyes, 

including plasma treatments [4–6], and cationization using bio or synthetic agents [2,7–10]. 

Plasma, as the fourth state of matter, is a partially ionized gas composed of a high concentration 

of reactive species, such as ions, electrons, neutral, excited molecules, free radicals, and 

photons, which can create new functional sites on fibres by inducing physical and chemical 

changes on the uppermost surface layers (10 nm) [4,11]. Dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) 

plasma is one of the most appellative plasma technology for the treatment of textile substrates 

since is non-thermal, eco-friendly, and simple to process. The creation of oxygen-containing 

groups on the surface of the fibres, such as hydroxyl and carboxyl groups, ensures an effective 

covalent bond of natural precursors to the substrate without altering the intrinsic properties of 

the material [12]. Regarding cationization, it consists of the introduction of positively charged 
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dyeing sites on the surface of the cellulose fibres which reduces the electrostatic repulsion with 

anionic dye, increasing the substantivity [9].  

This work aimed at studying the effects of two different pre-treatments, plasma and 

cationization, on the colour depth, washing, and UV light fastness of cotton fabrics dyed with 

the natural dye madder extract. The pre-treatment with two metallic salts was also performed 

for comparison and to investigate the combined effects of the different treatments. In addition, 

the protection against UV radiation properties offered by the natural dyeing under the pre-

treatments studied was also evaluated. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials 

Bleached plain-woven cotton fabric (100%, 140 g m¯2, 33 warp cm¯1, 30 weft cm¯1) was 

provided by Lameirinho - Indústria Têxtil, S.A. (Guimarães, Portugal); Cationization agent 

poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA) was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, 

Germany) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) by Merck Millipore (Darmstadt, Germany); 

Aluminium-potassium sulfate 12-hydrate (AlK(SO4)2.12H2O) was acquired from Panreac 

Química SLU (Barcelona, Spain) and Iron(II) sulfate heptahydrate (FeSO4.7H2O) from Merck 

Millipore (Darmstadt, Germany); Natural dye madder (Rubia tinctorum L.) extract was offered 

by the Institute of Natural Fibres & Medicinal Plants (Poznan, Poland). 

Methods 

DBD plasma  

Cotton fabric was pre-treated with air DBD plasma using a semi-industrial machine (Softal 

Electronics GmbH/University of Minho patented prototype) at room temperature, atmospheric 

pressure, and with the plasma discharge being produced at high voltage (10 kV) and low 

frequency (40 kHz). The fabric was treated with a dosage of 2000 W min m¯2. The plasma 

dosage is defined by the Eq. (1): 

𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎 𝑑𝑜𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒 =  
𝑁 𝑃

𝑣 𝑙
  

(1) 

where N is the number of passages, P is the power (W), v is the velocity (m min¯1), and l is the 

width (0.5 m). 

Cationization  

Cotton fabric was cationized by the exhaustion method with 5% (on-weight-fabric, owf) of 

PDDA and 2.5% (owf) of NaOH (50%) using a liquid ratio of 1:40, at 60 °C for 1 h. The 

process was carried out in an Ibelus machine equipped with an infrared heating system, with a 

rotation of 50 rpm and 40 cycles, and a gradient of 3 °C min¯1. Afterwards, the samples were 

squeezed and oven-dried (WTC binder oven) at 40 °C, followed by a curing step at 120 °C for 

3 min. Finally, the samples were washed with distilled water and dried. 

Mordanting 

Untreated, plasma and cationized pre-treated cotton samples were mordanted by the exhausting 

method with 5% (owf) of AlK(SO4)2.12H2O or FeSO4.7H2O using a liquid ratio of 1:40, at 90 

°C for 1 h. Then, the samples were washed with distilled water and dried. 
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Dyeing 

Untreated, pre-treated/-mordanted samples were dyed by the exhausting method with 3% (owf) 

of the natural dye madder extract in acid (pH 5) and basic (pH 11) baths, using a liquid ratio of 

1:40, at 90 °C for 1 h. Lastly, the dyed samples were washed with distilled water and dried. 

Characterization 

Colour evaluation  

After the dyeing exhaustion process, the remained dye baths were evaluated using the UV-vis 

spectrophotometer Shimadzu UV 2600 (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). The colour of the dyed 

samples was also determined through UV-vis spectrophotometry analysis using the CIELab 

system. To determine the CIELab coordinates and the colour strength (K/S), three 

measurements were made at three different positions on the fabrics. The colour strength (K/S) 

was calculated from the Kubelka-Munk equation, as in Eq. (2): 

𝐾 𝑆⁄ =  
(1 − 𝑅)2

2𝑅
  

(2) 

where K is the absorption coefficient, S is the scattering coefficient, and R is the decimal 

fraction of the reflectance. 

Washing fastness 

To evaluate the washing fastness of the dyed fabrics, samples were washed according to the 

ISO 105-C06 A1S standard. Then, the colour difference (ΔE) was determined using Eq. (3): 

𝛥𝐸 =  √(∆𝐿∗)2 +  (∆𝑎∗)2 + (∆𝑏∗)2  

 

(3) 

where L* is the lightness, a* red-green (+ red, - green), and b* yellow-blue (+ yellow, - blue). 

UV light fastness 

To evaluate the fastness to UV light, the dyed samples were exposed to UV radiation for 2 and 

4 h at 50 C using the QUV equipment (Q-Lab, Westlake, OH, USA) and the ΔE was 

determined using Eq. (3). 

UV protection factor (UPF)  

The ability of a fabric to block UV light is given by its UV protection factor (UPF) value. The 

UPF measurement was performed using the UV-vis spectrophotometer, in the range of 290-

400 nm. For each fabric sample, three measurements were performed, rotating the sample 90º. 

The UPF value for a flat, tension-free dry fabric is given by Eq. (4) (AS/NZS 4399):  

𝑈𝑃𝐹 =  
∑ 𝐸𝜆

400
290  𝑆𝜆 𝛥𝜆

∑ 𝐸𝜆
400
290  𝑆𝜆 𝑇𝜆 𝛥𝜆

  

 

(4) 

where Eλ is the relative erythemal spectral efficacy (W m¯2 nm¯1), Sλ is the solar spectral 

irradiance (Melbourne), Δλ corresponds to the measured wavelength range (nm) and Tλ is the 

spectral transmittance of the sample (%). 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The UV-vis wavelength ranges of the dye solutions obtained after the dyeing processes at pH 

5 and pH 11 are shown in Figure 1. The curves of the solutions at pH 5 showed maximum 

absorbances at around 420 nm (orange), while at pH 11 were around 510 nm (red). Madder 

dye solutions change colour from yellow to purple when the pH increases due to the ionization 

of the phenolic hydroxyl group of the alizarin, which is its main component [13]. It was also 

found that the exhaustion was higher under acidic conditions (pH 5), as the absorbance is lower. 

Regarding the effect of the pre-treatments, plasma contributed to greater exhaustion, though 

the cationization process was much more effective due to the ionic attraction between the 

protonated amino groups present on the modified cotton fibres with the anionic dye. 

 

Figure 1. UV-vis spectra of the solutions after the dyeing in acidic and basic conditions, (a) 

pH 5, and (b) pH 11. 

 

The data presented in Table 1 outlines the CIELab coordinates of the dyed samples as well 

their photos, and Figure 2 shows the a*-b* colour space position.  

Table 1. CIELab coordinates of the samples dyed in acidic and basic conditions. 

 pH 5 L a* b* pH 11 L a* b* 

Control 
 

80.27 9.98 14.67 
 

77.63 18.10 4.56 

Plasma 
 

78.75 8.13 14.84 
 

77.31 17.05 6.57 

PDDA 
 

62.15 14.19 7.70 
 

56.15 18.11 0.78 

Al 
 

66.86 23.88 8.30 
 

77.57 19.87 6.68 

Al/Plasma 
 

67.98 19.87 7.07 
 

78.40 17.32 5.50 

Al/PDDA 
 

62.89 25.09 9.66 
 

63.30 24.56 7.18 

Fe 
 

62.04 4.52 6.00 
 

68.00 7.74 10.77 

Fe/Plasma 
 

61.45 4.31 4.86 
 

70.39 7.12 7.02 

Fe/PDDA 
 

54.27 6.78 6.61 
 

54.77 8.96 3.39 
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The pH of the dyeing baths led to a slight difference in the colour shades of the samples, being 

overall less yellowish and more reddish at pH 11. Furthermore, darker colours were obtained 

at pH 5 (lower L*) when cotton was pre-treated with metallic salts, whereas without the 

metallic mordanting darker colours were obtained at pH 11.  

About the effect of the pre-treatments is noticeable that the different pre-treatments/mordants 

led to a difference in the colour shade as well in the lightness. As presented in Figure 2, samples 

mordanted with iron salt showed the lower a* values (less reddish) and samples mordanted 

with aluminium salt showed the higher a* values (more reddish).  Moreover, darker colours 

were obtained in the samples pre-treated, indicating an increased fibre/dye interaction.  

 

Figure 2. CIELab colour space position of the cotton dyed samples, (a) pH 5, and (b) pH 11. 

As for the colour strength (K/S), Figure 3 (a), in general, higher values were obtained in the 

samples dyed at pH 5, and in the cationized and mordanted samples, the pH did not influence 

the obtained K/S values. The control sample showed the lowest K/S as the main component of 

madder dye, alizarin, which has a low affinity for cotton fabrics and the interaction is mostly 

via weak van der Waals forces, hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions [14].  

  

Figure 3. (a) colour strength (K/S) of the dyed samples before (NW) and after washing (W), 

(b) and colour difference (ΔE) obtained after the washing fastness test. 

Regarding the plasma treatment, there were no differences in colour depth, while cationization 

led to a significant increase in K/S. After washing with detergent, the colour depth decreased 
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significantly, and the major differences are seen in samples previously cationized. However, 

concerning the colour fastness to washing, Figure 3 (b), in the samples subsequently 

mordanted, either with aluminium (Al) or with iron (Fe) salts, the colour difference (ΔE) was 

much lower. The K/S values obtained after washing for Al/PDDA and Fe/PDDA samples when 

compared to the Al and Fe samples showed that there was a synergistic effect between the 

metallic salts and PDDA. 

Concerning the colour fastness to UV radiation exposure, the pre-treatments did not prevent 

the photofading, however, it is important to note that cationized and mordanted samples 

presented significantly high K/S values. Moreover, contrary to the expectations, overall, the 

mordanted samples showed the highest ΔE in the washed samples, being the difference higher 

in the samples dyed at pH 5. 

  

Figure 4. Colour difference (ΔE) obtained for the samples before (NW) and after washing 

(W) after the exposure to UV light radiation for 2 and 4 h, (a) pH 5, and (b) pH 11. 

The UV protection factor (UPF), a measurement used to classify the UV protection of textile 

materials, obtained for the different dyed samples is presented in Figure 5. The capacity of the 

dyed fabrics to protect against UV radiation depends on many factors including the uniformity 

and depth of shade after the dyeing [2]. The UPF was improved after dyeing. Although, the 

cationization with PDDA and the mordanting processes contributed to obtaining higher UPF, 

which can be ascribed to the much higher colour depth. 

 

Figure 5. UV protection factor (UPF) of the samples before (NW) and after washing (W). 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

The role of plasma and cationization pre-treatments on the fastness and UV protection of cotton 

fabric dyed with the natural dye extract madder has been presented. The results demonstrated 

that treatment with plasma only contributes to a slight improvement in fastness to washing and 

UV light when samples were dyed at pH 11. Cationization with PDDA greatly improved the 

dye uptake onto cotton, thus offering greater UV protection. Nevertheless, the application of 

metallic mordants was found to be necessary due to the poor fastness of those samples.  
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ABSTRACT 

Chenille yarn having advantageous characteristics such as softness, attractive appearance and 

low-cost is one the most widely used fancy yarn in upholstery and tricot fabrics. Silicone 

softeners are commonly applied to polyester chenille yarns. Chemical finishing agents applied 

on textiles may affect fastness properties of dyed textiles. In this study, effects of silicone 

softener type and concentrations on saliva, rubbing and perspiration fastness values of disperse 

dyed polyester chenille yarns were investigated. It was revealed that aminofunctional silicone 

with 3% concentration, hydrophilic silicone and modified silicone has enhancing effect on wet 

rubbing fastness property as compared to the untreated yarns. It was observed that salvia and 

perspiration fastness of the untreaded sample remains unaffected in all the studied samples.       

Keywords: Chenille yarn, Silicone softener, Fastness, Polyester, Finishing agent 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Chenille yarn is one the most widely used fancy yarn in upholstery and tricot fabrics due to its 

softness, attractive appearance and low-cost characteristics [1]. Chenille yarns are produced 

from two yarn components; one is used as chain and the other is used as pile. Polyester fibers, 

which are the most used synthetic fibers, are used commonly in Chenille yarns. Due to the fact 

that soft touch is one of the most required characteristics of upholstery and tricot fabrics, 

softeners are generally applied to dyed polyester chenille yarns to increase their softness after 

disperse dyeing [2].  

Color fastness properties are important quality parameters for dyed textiles. In particularly, 

color fastness to saliva and rubbing have critical importance in polyester chenille baby tricot 

fabrics. On the other hand, chemical finishing agents may affect fastness properties of dyed 

textiles. There are lots of studies about the effect of particle size [3-6] and ionic character [7, 

8] of silicon softeners on fastness properties. However, effect of silicone softeners types on 

fastness properties were investigated in limited studies [9,10].  

In this study, effects of silicone softener type and concentrations on saliva, rubbing and 

perspiration fastness values of disperse dyed polyester chenille yarns were examined. The 

polyester chenille yarns samples were produced under constant production condition. After the 

samples were dyed, they were treated with aminofunctional, hydrophilic and modified silicones 

at 1% and 3% concentrations.  
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The chenille yarns were produced from two types of polyester yarns as chain yarn and pile yarn 

by using Huzur Makine rotary knife chenille machine.  Chenille yarn properties were given in 

Table 1. 

Table 1. Chenille yarn properties 

Yarn Number (Nm) 4.5 

Chain Yarn Count (Ne) 20/1 

Pile Yarn Count (denier) 150/144 FDY 

Pile Length (mm) 1.2 

The yarns are dyed by C.I. disperse red 60 dye by exhaust method in a hank dyeing machine 

according to the recipe given in Table 2. The dyeing program is also given as Figure 1.  

Table 2. The disperse dyeing recipe 

C.I. Disperse Red 60 (%owf) 1 

Carrier (%owf) 2 

Pbs (g/L) 1  

Dispersing agent (g/L) 1  

pH 4.5 

Liquor ratio 1:20 

 

Figure 1. The dyeing program 

Three types of softeners; aminofunctional silicone (AS), hydrophilic silicone (HS) and 

modified silicone (MS) were used as finishing agents. The softeners were applied to chenille 

yarns in hank form by exhaust method with 1:20 of liquor ratio at 40 ℃. Softener type and 

softener concentrations were selected as independent variables (Table 3). Totally seven 

chenille yarns samples were obtained.  

Table 3. The sample properties 

Softener type  Concentration 

(%owf) 

Sample code 

Untreated  - REF 

Aminofunctional silicone  
1 AS-1 

3 AS-3 

Hydrophilic silicone 
1 HS-1 

3 HS-3 

Modified silicone 
1 MS-1 

3 MS-3 
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Knit fabric was produced from polyester chenille yarns on flat knitting machine to determine 

the fastness properties. The knitted fabric properties were given in Table 4. The fabric samples 

were subjected to color fastness to saliva, rubbing and perspiration tests according to ISO 

20701:2017, ISO 105-X12:2016 and ISO 105-E04:2013, respectively. All samples were 

conditioned for 24 hours under standard atmospheric conditions before the fastness tests. The 

gray scale was used for color change and for staining in fastness tests’ evaluation. The degrees 

of fastness are indicated by numerals, 1; representing the lowest and 5; the highest. Multifiber 

strip fabric as an adjacent material was used at perspiration fastness test. 

Table 4. The knitted fabric properties 

Fabric pattern  Single jersey 

Fabric mass, (g/m2) 465 

Course density (course/cm) 6 

Wale density (wale/cm) 5 

Thickness (mm) 2.05 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Saliva Fastness Test Results 

The saliva fastness test results of the fabrics produced from polyester chenille yarns were given 

in Table 5.  

Table 5. The saliva fastness test results 

Sample code Saliva fastness 

REF 5 

AS-1 5 

AS-3 5 

HS-1 5 

HS-3 5 

MS-1 5 

MS-3 5 

According to Table 5, all of the samples showed the highest level of saliva fastness. The saliva 

conditions were not severe for disperse dyed polyester yarns. Hence, untreated yarn showed 

the highest saliva fastness grade. There was no adverse effect of softener type and concentration 

on saliva fastness property of the disperse dyed chenille polyester yarns. This can be explained 

by strong interaction between the disperse dyes and the polyester yarns which remains 

unaffected on the application of the applied softeners for saliva fastness tests. 

3.2. Rubbing Fastness Test Results 

The rubbing fastness test results (dry and wet) of the fabrics produced from polyester chenille 

yarns were given in Table 6.  

Table 6. The rubbing fastness test results 

Sample code Rubbing fastness 

Dry Wet 

REF 3/4 3 

AS-1 3/4 3 

AS-3 3/4 3/4 

HS-1 3/4 3/4 

HS-3 3/4 3/4 

MS-1 3/4 3/4 

MS-3 3/4 3/4 
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According to Table 6, the dry rubbing fastness of the samples before and after finishing 

application were same as 3/4. The wet rubbing fastness of the untreated yarn were enhanced 

after finishing application especially with MS, HS and AS-3. However, the yarn treated with 

AS-1 had no significant effect on wet rubbing fastness result with respect to the untreated yarn. 

There were similar results for polyester/cotton blend fabric [3,11]. However, wet rubbing 

fastness of cotton fabrics decreased after silicone softener application in some studies [12]. 

Silicone softeners applied on textiles provides softness due to their moisture content. Also, the 

treated fabrics can pick up ambient moisture due to hygroscopic substances in silicone 

softeners. However, this moisture content does not cause to swelling of polyester due to the 

polyester fiber structure. Hence, there was no adverse effect of silicone softeners on the rubbing 

fastness of the polyester chenille yarns. 

3.3. Perspiration Fastness Test Results 

The acidic and alkali perspiration fastness test results of the fabrics produced from polyester 

chenille yarns were given in Table 7 and Table 8.  

Table 7. The acidic perspiration fastness test results 

Sample code Color  

change 

Staining 

CA Co PA PET PAN Wo 

REF 4/5 3/4 4 3/4 3/4 4 3/4 

AS-1 4/5 3/4 4 3/4 3/4 4 3/4 

AS-3 4/5 3/4 4 3/4 3/4 4 3/4 

HS-1 4/5 3/4 4 3/4 3/4 4 3/4 

HS-3 4/5 3/4 4 3/4 3/4 4 3/4 

MS-1 4/5 3/4 4 3/4 3/4 4 3/4 

MS-3 4/5 3/4 4 3/4 3/4 4 3/4 

Table 8. The alkali perspiration fastness test results 

Sample code Color  

change 

Staining 

CA Co PA PET PAN Wo 

REF 4/5 3/4 4 3/4 3/4 4 3/4 

AS-1 4/5 3/4 4 3/4 3/4 4 3/4 

AS-3 4/5 3/4 4 3/4 3/4 4 3/4 

HS-1 4/5 3/4 4 3/4 3/4 4 3/4 

HS-3 4/5 3/4 4 3/4 3/4 4 3/4 

MS-1 4/5 3/4 4 3/4 3/4 4 3/4 

MS-3 4/5 3/4 4 3/4 3/4 4 3/4 

According to Table 7 and 8, both acidic and alkali perspiration fastness of the samples before 

and after finishing application were same. The fastness results of untreated polyester yarns 

were moderate (below 4). There was no enhancing effect of softener type and concentration on 

acidic and alkali perspiration fastness property of the disperse dyed chenille polyester yarns.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, effects of silicone softener type and concentrations on saliva, rubbing and 

perspiration fastness performance of disperse dyed polyester chenille yarns were examined. 

After dyeing, the yarns were treated with aminofunctional, hydrophilic and modified silicones 

at 1% and 3% concentrations. All of the samples before and after finishing application showed 

the highest level of saliva fastness. There was no adverse effect of softener type and 

concentration on saliva and perspiration fastness of the disperse dyed chenille polyester yarns. 

the dry rubbing fastness of the samples before and after finishing application were same as 3/4. 
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The wet rubbing fastness of the untreated yarn were enhanced after finishing application 

especially with MS, HS and AS-3.  
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ABSTRACT 

Thanks to the increasing environmental awareness, the use of natural dyes has gained great 

importance for the textile industry. In addition, Lyocell fiber, a sustainable regenerated 

cellulose fiber, includes a more environmentally friendly production technique. In this study, 

Lyocell fabric samples were dyed using plant extracts with different concentrations,  of 

Pomegranate (Punica granatum L.), Walnut (Juglans regia L.) and Oak (Quercus aegilops L.). 

After the washing process, Colorimetric analysis of dyed lyocell fabrics were examined and 

compared with each other. The color fastness values according to the washing, rubbing and 

phenolic yellowing were investigated. It has been determined that if the extract concentrations 

were increased, the colors of the dyed samples got darker and its K/S values increased. Thus, 

dyed fabrics were intended to be brought to the textile industry by creating color charts. This 

dying process is very eco-friendly because of used the natural regenerated fabric and natural 

dyes. 

Keywords; Natural dye, Lyocell, Ecocell®, color analysis, sustainability. 

  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Globally, natural dyestuffs have attracted much attention due to their sustainability, renewable 

and biodegradable nature in recent years. The use of natural dyes for textile coloration has re-

flourished due to their discovered antimicrobial, antifeedant and UV protective properties [1, 

2, 3]. On the other hand, nowadays, natural and sustainable fibers are preferred more than 

synthetic fibers in the textile industry. Lyocell fiber, which is in the sustainable fibers group, 

is more environmentally and friendly in terms of both the production process and the final 

product.  

Özen and İşmal (2021), eco-printing applications were made on Lyocell fabric by using natural 

dyeing and plants as templates. Natural dyestuffs such as onion peel, turmeric, root dye, 

pomegranate peel, pomace were used together with metal mordants. The washing fastness 

values of the dyed samples were determined. With a sustainable and environmentally friendly 

approach, this study, made with natural materials, aims to make an ecological contribution to 

the design [2]. 

Karadağ (2001), used in natural dyeing; direct dyeing, mordanting dyeing (first mordanting 

then dyeing-meta-mordanting-first dyeing and then mordanting) and cube dyeing methods are 

explained. The natural dyeing resources that were used in the past but are not possible to use 

today, and the most commonly used or can be used dyestuffs in natural dyeing today and the 

mordant materials used are given in the tables [4]. 

Benli and Bahtiari (2012) used single jersey 100% viscose knitted fabric in their study. Dried 

orange tree leaves were used as dyestuff. Fabrics with 2 different methods; It was colored by 
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pre-mordanting and meta-mordanting methods. 4 different mordant (Copper (II) sulfate, Iron 

(II) sulfate, Alum and Tin (II) chloride) materials were used and 2 different dyestuff 

concentrations were prepared. It was dyed for 1 hour at 100°C. Washing process; Washing 

processes are defined as hot rinsing-soaping-hot rinsing-warm rinsing. It was then dried at 

room temperature. The CIEL*a*b* and K/S color efficiency of the dyed samples were 

examined [5]. 

In this study, natural dyestuff was obtained by using 3 different plant extracts of pomegranate, 

walnut and oak. Ecocell® fabric was dyed using alum-mordant with the meta-mordanting 

method. It has been tested with phenolic yellowing fastness, washing fastness and rubbing 

fastness to dyed fabrics. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD  

100% Ecocell® single jersey fabric was dyed at 100°C by using 3 different natural dyestuffs 

(Pomegranate (P), Walnut (W), Oak (N), 9 different concentration (1-5-10-15-20-30-40-50-

100 g/L). In this process, meta-mordanting method was preferred for decreasing water 

consumption and Aluminum salts was used as mordant. A total of 27 different samples were 

obtained. Concentrations and dye codes of Natural dyestuff are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Natural Dyestuff Concentration and Codes 

Sample  Dyestuff Sample Dyestuff Sample Dyestuff 

P1 1 g/L Pomegranate W1 1 g/L Walnut N1 1 g/L Oak  

P2 5 g/L Pomegranate W2 5 g/L Walnut N2 5 g/L Oak 

P3 10 g/L Pomegranate W3 10 g/L Walnut N3 10 g/L Oak 

P4 15 g/L Pomegranate W4 15 g/L Walnut N4 15 g/L Oak 

P5 20 g/L Pomegranate W5 20 g/L Walnut N5 20 g/L Oak 

P6 30 g/L Pomegranate W6 30 g/L Walnut N6 30 g/L Oak 

P7 40 g/L Pomegranate W7 40 g/L Walnut N7 40 g/L Oak 

P8 50 g/L Pomegranate W8 50 g/L Walnut N8 50 g/L Oak 

P9 100 g/L Pomegranate W9 100 g/L Walnut N9 100 g/L Oak 

The color fastness values according to the washing, rubbing and phenolic yellowing were 

investigated using the standards ISO 105:C01, ISO 105-X12, TS EN ISO 105-

X18, respectively [6]. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

After the washing process, Colorimetric analysis was examined, CIEL*a*b* values of the dyed 

Ecocell® fabrics were measured and compared with each other. The color measurement 

properties of Ecocell® fabric samples dyed with natural dyestuffs are given in Table 2.  

According to the results of the color measurement test, it was determined that if the extract 

concentrations were increased the colors of the dyed samples become darker. It was observed 

that K/S values also increased proportionally, at the maximum absorption wavelengths for 

Pomegranate, Walnut, Oak extracts are 360 nm (Table 2). 
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Table 2. CIE L*a*b* and K/S values of Dyed Ecocell® Fabrics 

Samples 
Wavelength 

(nm) 
K/S L* a* b* C* h* 

P1 1 g/L 360 0,94 86,0 -1,70 20,6 20,6 94,7 

P2 5 g/L 360 2,40 78,6 -0,08 29,3 29,3 90,1 

P3 10 g/L 360 2,40 80,8 -0,50 29,3 23,3 90,9 

P4 15 g/L 360 2,60 77,2 0,43 28,5 28,5 89,1 

P5 20 g/L 360 2,80 76,4 0,73 29,1 29,1 88,5 

P6 30 g/L 360 3,80 76,4 0,12 31,3 31,3 89,7 

P7 40 g/L 360 4,90 72,8 2,12 33,7 33,8 86,4 

P8 50 g/L 360 7,20 70,3 1,71 35,3 35,4 87,2 

P9 100 g/L 360 9,40 69,1 1,89 36,7 36,8 87,0 

W1 1 g/L 360 0,20 86,0 1,82 4,63 4,98 68,5 

W2 5 g/L 360 0,36 80,7 2,53 6,56 7,03 68,9 

W3 10 g/L 360 0,32 81,1 2,83 5,90 6,54 64,3 

W4 15 g/L 360 0,32 81,3 2,32 6,03 6,46 68,9 

W5 20 g/L 360 0,65 73,5 2,88 7,57 8,09 69,1 

W6 30 g/L 360 0,73 72,8 3,07 8,19 8,75 69,4 

W7 40 g/L 360 0,75 73,3 3,43 9,24 9,85 69,6 

W8 50 g/L 360 1,30 64,7 3,55 8,61 9,32 67,6 

W9 100 g/L 360 1,80 61,4 3,56 8,88 9,56 68,1 

N1 1 g/L 360 0,77 83,2 1,31 12,9 12,9 84,2 

N2 5 g/L 360 1,70 79,6 1,45 17,6 17,7 85,3 

N3 10 g/L 360 3,20 71,3 3,54 20,3 20,6 80,1 

N4 15 g/L 360 3,20 73,3 3,22 20,5 20,8 81,1 

N5 20 g/L 360 4,40 70,2 3,86 22,5 22,8 80,2 

N6 30 g/L 360 5,60 66,3 4,10 22,7 23,1 79,7 

N7 40 g/L 360 6,50 67,1 4,51 24,7 25,1 79,6 

N8 50 g/L 360 6,70 65,9 4,57 24,3 24,7 79,3 

N9 100 g/L 360 7,30 65,8 4,47 28,7 26,1 79,4 
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Table 3. Fastness results of Ecocell® samples dyed 

  Meta-Mordanting ( 2% Alum) 

Samples  Ratio (g/L) Rubbing(dry) Rubbing(wet) Washing 

P1 1 5 5   

P2 5 4/5 4 5 

P3 10 4/5 4 5 

P4 15 4/5 4 5 

P5 20 4/5 4 5 

P6 30 4/5 4 5 

P7 40 4/5 3/4 4/5 

P8 50 4/5 3/4 4/5 

P9 100 4/5 3/4 4/5 

W1 1 5 5 5 

W2 5 5 5 5 

W3 10 5 5 5 

W4 15 5 5 5 

W5 20 4/5 4/5 5 

W6 30 4/5 4 5 

W7 40 4/5 3/4 5 

W8 50 4/5 3/4 4/5 

W9 100 3/4 3 4/5 

N1 1 4/5 4/5 5 

N2 5 4/5 4 5 

N3 10 4 4 5 

N4 15 4 3/4 4/5 

N5 20 4 3/4 4/5 

N6 30 3/4 3 4/5 

N7 40 3/4 3 4/5 

N8 50 3/4 3 4 

N9 100 3/4 3 4 

The results show that the washing and rubbing fastnesses are negatively affected as the dye 

concentration increases (Table 3). 

Table 4. Phenolic yellowing results of Ecocell® samples dyed  

Samples 

Ratio 

(g/L) 

Phenolic 

yellowing  

Pomegranate 50 5 

Walnut 50 5 

Oak  50 5 

It is seen that the phenolic yellowing fastness results are quite good for the 50 g/L concentration 

of the dyed samples (Table 4). 

In this study, color charts of fabric which was dyed with natural dyes were prepared. In the 

Figures 1.2.3, it was seen that the color gets darker as the concentration increases. 
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Figure 1. Pomegranate Color Charts 

 

 

Figure 2. Walnut Color Charts 
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Figure 3. Oak Color Charts 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

In this study, many new steps have been taken in the textile industry, along with the issue of 

sustainability. 

*The vegetable waste dyestuffs, regenerated cellulosic fabric and low mordant ratio used in the 

study has provided in environmentally friendly and ecological approach for  the textile  sector. 

*By creating color charts of the dyed fabrics were presented to the textile industry. 

According to these informations, it can be predicted that in the near future, natural dyeing 

process will have an important place in the textile sector. 
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ABSTRACT 

Pigment printing is one of the most important methods applied in the textile industry. The most 

important disadvantage of pigment printing, which makes up 80% of printed products, is its 

low rubbing fastness values. For this reason, researches in this field have focused on improving 

the fastness properties of fabrics. Studies show that the crosslinker added to the pigment 

printing paste plays an effective role in improving the fastness values of the fabrics. In this 

study, it was aimed to investigate the effect of blocked aliphatic and aromatic polyisocyanate-

based and polyaziridine-based crosslinkers with three different chemical structures on pigment 

printing rubbing fastnesses. After the printing process of the crosslinker applied fabrics, the 

fixation process was carried out in two ways: heat fixation and fixation at room temperature 

for 24 hours. After the pigment printing process, the rubbing fastness and color strength values 

(K/S) of the fabrics were compared and examined. The values obtained as a result of the study 

showed that the fastness values are very close to each other when the same amount of aliphatic 

and aromatic polyisocyanate-based crosslinker is used in the paste, but the aromatic 

polyisocyanate-based crosslinker provides a price advantage. In addition, the results of the 

study show that the fastness values of fabrics are higher than the others, although a small 

amount of polyaziridine-based crosslinker is used in the printing paste. On the other hand, it is 

seen that the rubbing fastness of the fabrics treated with polyaziridine-based crosslinker, which 

is fixed at room temperature for 24 hours, decreases slightly, but these values have the highest 

values among other crosslinkers. Therefore, it is seen that the polyaziridine-based crosslinkers 

applied in the study are more suitable for fixation at room temperature than other crosslinkers. 

In addition, in the study, it was seen that there was no significant difference between the color 

efficiency values of all crosslinked fabrics and that the fabrics were resistant to 1 wash. 

Keywords: Pigment dyestuff, screen printing, crosslinker, rubbing fastness, color strength. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Pigment printing is widely used in the textile industry because it provides ease of use in 

processes, can be applied to all textile fabrics and does not require washing after fixation. It is 

known that pigment printing products, which have an important share in terms of printing 

types, constitute 80% of printed textile products. Since pigment dyestuffs are not water-soluble 

and have no affinity for textile fibers, unlike other dyestuffs, they are attached to the fibers by 

weak physical forces instead of chemical bonds. For this reason, printing processes with 

dyestuffs are carried out with the help of chemical substances called binders, which act as 

binding [1-6]. 

Printing paste for pigment printing generally consists of pigments, emulsifiers, binders, 

thickeners and water. Besides, auxiliaries such as antifoaming agents and crosslinking agents 

can also be added to the printing paste. All these substances and their amounts added to the 

printing paste are very important and are the factors that determine the printing quality [1,6,7]. 
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The biggest disadvantage of pigment printing is that its fastness is worse than other methods. 

In pigment printing; binder, fixation conditions, pH of printing paste and crosslinkers are the 

parameters that directly affect the fastness properties of fabrics. Crosslinkers among these 

parameters are of great importance in improving the fastness. These crosslinking agents are 

generally modified urea and melamine formaldehyde resins containing as little free 

formaldehyde as possible. Other products used as crosslinkers in pigment printing are 

isocyanate and aziridine based [7-8].  

In this study, it was aimed to examine the effect of 3 different crosslinkers on pigment printing. 

For this purpose, 9 different pigment printing recipes were generated by changing the amounts 

of crosslinkers in the printing paste and application was made to 100% cotton fabric by screen 

printing process. After the printing process of the crosslinker applied fabrics, the fixation 

process was carried out in two ways: heat fixation and fixation at room temperature for 24 

hours. After the printing and fixation process, the color strength (K/S) and rubbing fastness of 

the fabrics were examined. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

2.1 Materials 

In this study, pigment printing paste was applied to 100% cotton plain weave fabric. The 

characteristics of the fabric used in the study are given in the Table 1. 

Table 1. Characteristics of woven fabric samples 

Fabric %100 Cotton(Plain weave)  

Yarn Count, Ne (Warp x Weft) 20x20  

Fabric Density, yarn/cm (Warp x Weft) 20x20 

Fabric Weight (g/m2) 120 

Three crosslinkers with different chemical structures were used in the study. The chemical 

properties of these crosslinkers are given below. 

 The first of the crosslinkers examined in the study: It is a non-ionic blocked aliphatic 

polyisocyanate-based crosslinker and does not contain stabilized formaldehyde, PFC, 

PFOA, PFOS, APEO or organotin. 

 The second of the crosslinkers examined in the study: It is a non-ionic blocked aromatic 

polyisocyanate-based crosslinker and does not contain formaldehyde. 

 The third of the crosslinkers examined in the study: It is a polyaziridine-based 

crosslinker (pentaerythritol tris(3- aziridin-1-ylpropionate derived). 

Detailed information about the crosslinkers used in the printing paste, their usage amounts and 

average prices are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Price information on the crosslinkers   

Crosslinkers Average 

Price*(€/kg) 

Amount 

(g/kg) 

Total price on 

recipe (€/kg) 

Blocked aliphatic 

polyisocyanate-based 
7 

6 42 

8 56 

10 70 

Blocked aromatic 

polyisocyanate-based 
5 

6 30 

8 40 

10 50 

Polyaziridine-based 30 

1 30 

1,5 45 

2 60 
* Average 2021 market prices. 
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2.2 Method 

In this study, in order to examine the effect of crosslinkers on pigment printing, 9 different 

pigment printing recipes were created by changing the amount of crosslinker in the printing 

paste, and the printing process was carried out on fabrics containing 100% cotton by screen 

printing method. Before the pigment printing process, the cotton fabric was subjected to the 

singeing process (Osthoff-Senge, Germany) and bleaching process (Babcock, Germany) with 

hydrogen peroxide in operating conditions. 

The pigment printing recipe applied in the study contains binder, thickener, antifoam, 

ammonia, urea, pigment dyestuff (black) and distilled water. The examined pigment printing 

recipes are given in Table 3. 

Table 3. Pigment printing recipe 

Pigment printing paste constituents Amount (g/kg) 

Binder 160 

Thickener 16 

Antifoaming 0,3 

Ammoniac 5 

Urea 10 

Pigment dyestuff (Black) 40 

Crosslinker A* 

Water X** 

* The amount of crosslinker used is listed in Table 2. 

** It is completed to 1000 grams. 

In the study, the printing process was carried out by adding the blocked aliphatic and aromatic 

polyisocyanate-based crosslinkers to the printing paste in three different amounts as 6, 8 and 

10 gr/kg. Polyaziridine-based crosslinker was carried out by adding printing paste in three 

different amounts as 1, 1,5 and 2 gr/kg. After the printing process, the fabrics were subjected 

to drying at 120 °C and heat fixation at 160 °C for 5 minutes.  

 

Figure 1. Flow-chart of applied screen printing method 

In addition all crosslinker used in the study is water-soluble and theoretically, it is stated that 

it can be fixed in 24 hours at room temperature. Considering the amount of energy consumed 

and the associated costs in the heat fixation process, it is clear that it will be an important 

advantage if the fabrics with crosslinker application are cured within 24 hours at room 

temperature without the need for heat fixation. For this reason, the application of all the 

crosslinkers used in this study were carried out with two different applications as those with 

and without fixation process (Figure 1). 
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After the printing processes with the recipes created within the scope of this study, the 

measurement of the 1 wash before and after color strength (K/S) of the fabrics by using 

spectrophotometer (X-Rite, Ci7800, USA) and the rubbing fastness tests were carried out 

according to TS EN ISO 105-X12 (Crockmetre, 255, James H. Heal, United Kingdom). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The rubbing fastness values of the fixed fabrics are given in Table 4. 

Table 4. Rubbing fastness results of fixed fabrics 

Crosslinker Amount (g/kg) Dry Rubbing Wet Rubbing 

Blocked aliphatic 

polyisocyanate-based 

6 3-4 2 

8 4 2-3 

10 4 2-3 

Blocked aromatic 

polyisocyanate-based 

6 3 2 

8 3-4 3 

10 3-4 3 

Polyaziridine-based 

1 3-4 2-3 

1,5 4 3 

2 4 3 

The rubbing fastness test results of the heat-fixed fabrics in Table 4 were first examined for 

aliphatic and aromatic blocked isocyanate-based crosslinkers with the same amount of use in 

the paste. As a result of this examination, Table 4 shows that the rubbing fastness values of the 

fabrics on which aliphatic and aromatic blocked polyisocyanate-based crosslinkers are applied 

are very close to each other and there is no significant difference between the values. When 

Table 4 is examined in general for all crosslinkers, it is seen that the polyaziridine-based 

crosslinker (1, 1,5, 2 gr/kg) with less usage amount in the printing paste has the highest rubbing 

fastness values. 

The rubbing fastness values of the unfixed (fixed for 24 hours at room temperature) fabrics 

with crosslinker applied in the study are given in Table 5. 

Table 5. Rubbing fastness results of unfixed fabrics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the study, the rubbing fastness test results of the heat-fixed fabrics given in Table 4 and the 

fabrics fixed by keeping them at room temperature for 24 hours given in Table 5 were 

examined by comparing them. As a result of this examination, it is seen that the rubbing 

fastness of the fabrics subjected to heat fixation after all crosslinker applications is higher than 

those fixed at room temperature. However, it is seen that the dry rubbing fastnesses of the 

fabrics that are applied polyaziridine-based crosslinker and fixed at room temperature decrease 

a little bit compared to the heat-fixed fabrics, but this is not a significant difference. It is seen 

that the wet rubbing fastnesses of the fabrics applied polyaziridine-based crosslinker and fixed 

at room temperature are lower than those subjected to heat fixation, but they have higher values 

than other crosslinkers. 

Crosslinker Amounts (g/kg) Dry Rubbing Wet Rubbing 

Blocked aliphatic 

polyisocyanate-based 

6 2 1 

8 2 1 

10 2-3 1 

Blocked aromatic 

polyisocyanate-based 

6 2 1 

8 2 1 

10 2-3 1 

Polyaziridine-based 

1  3 1-2 

1,5 3-4 1-2 

2  4 2 
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In addition to these, it is seen that the dry and wet rubbing fastness values of the fabrics increase 

as the amount of crosslinker in the printing paste increases for all the crosslinkers that were 

subjected to heat-fixing process and fixed at room temperature (Table 4 and Table 5). 

The color strength values (K/S) of fixed and unfixed (fixed for 24 hours at room temperature) 

fabrics treated with all crosslinkers in study before and after 1 wash are given in Table 6. 

Table 6. Color strength (K/S) results of fixed and unfixed fabrics before and after 1 wash 

Crosslinker Amount 

(g/kg) 

K/S Value (750 nm) 

 
Before washing After 1 wash 

Blocked aliphatic 

polyisocyanate-based 

(Fixed) 

6 3,703 3,638 

8 3,616 3,68 

10 3,76 3,649 

Blocked aromatic 

polyisocyanate-based 

(Fixed) 

6 3,676 3,431 

8 3,742 3,459 

10 3,733 3,524 

Polyaziridine-based 

(Fixed) 

1 3,682 3,677 

1,5 3,832 3,538 

2 3,935 3,817 

Polyaziridine-based 

(Unfixed) 

1 3,769 3,838 

1,5 3,725 3,735 

2 3,774 3,682 

When the color strength values (K/S) of the heat-fixed and fixed for 24 hours at room 

temperature fabrics in Table 6 are examined, it is seen that all crosslinkers in the study show 

very close values to each other. In addition, it is seen that the fabrics on which all crosslinkers 

are applied have color strength values(K/S) very close to each other before and after 1 wash. 

Therefore, it is seen that the color strength values (K/S) of these fabrics are resistant to 1 wash. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

As a result of the study, it is seen that the dry rubbing fastness of fixed fabrics blocked aliphatic 

polyisocyanate based crosslinker is higher than fixed fabrics with blocked aromatic 

polyisocyanate based crosslinker, but the wet rubbing fastness is slightly lower. It is known 

that the unit prices per kg of the blocked aliphatic and aromatic polyisocyanate-based 

crosslinkers are 7€ and 5€, respectively (Table 2). Therefore, when the amount of use of 

blocked aliphatic and aromatic polyisocyanate-based crosslinkers in the printing paste and cost 

values are calculated according to these usage amounts, it is seen that blocked aromatic 

polyisocyanate-based crosslinkers provide a cost advantage. 

 

Although the polyaziridine-based crosslinker, whose prescription cost is 30€/kg, is used less in 

printing paste, it is seen that its friction fastness values give better values than other 

crosslinkers. In addition, a slight decrease was observed in the rubbing fastness values when 

the polyaziridine crosslinker applied fabrics were fixed at room temperature for 24 hours, but 

these values were seen to have the highest values among the other crosslinkers in the study. 

When polyaziridine applied fabrics are not heat-fixed, the rubbing fastness values of the fabrics 

decrease less compared to other crosslinker applied fabrics, but they are below the acceptable 

values in terms of industrial applicability. Therefore, when 40 gr/kg dyestuff is used, heat 

fixation is required for all crosslinkers. However, when working with a lower dyestuff, it is 
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thought that heat fixation will not be needed and thus energy costs can be saved. For these 

reasons, considering the energy costs, it is seen that the use of polyaziridine-based crosslinker, 

which does not require heat fixation and has a low recipe cost, is advantageous. 

On the other hand, it is seen that the color strength values (K/S) of the fabrics fixed for 24 hours 

at room temperature and heat-fixed for all crosslinked fabrics show very close values. In 

addition, it is seen that there is no significant difference in the color strength values (K/S) of 

the fabrics on which all crosslinkers are applied, before and after 1 wash. Therefore, it is seen 

that the color strength values (K/S) of all crosslinker applied fabrics are resistant to 1 wash. 
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ABSTRACT 

Dyeing is of great importance for the textile industry. Changing and developing fashion sense 

can be highly associated with textile dyeing. Considering the studies in the literature carried 

out in this field in the textile sector, vigoureux printing dyeing has been widespread in the past 

years, but there are not many studies related to this field in our country. Today, if it is desired 

to give a different visual effect to fabrics, it can be achieved by using yarn with different 

properties, colors, and pattern design. For this reason, the colors, patterns and surface 

appearances of the fabrics are constantly changing. One of the methods of producing fabric 

with different surface appearance is to obtain products with mélange appearance by printing 

on tops. In this study, the examination of the parameters of the mélange products obtained from 

vigoureux printing dyeings, which are not common in the textile industry but have high returns 

in many aspects, here the stage of the fixed (steaming) machine is discussed. While there are 

many different methods in textile dyeing, vigoureux printing dyeing is a rare method that 

distinguishes itself from other dyeing methods in terms of fabric effect. Vigoureux printing 

dyeing is carried out by making partial dyeing of the textile product, i.e., the fibers, while they 

are in the form of strips. Fibers dyed with a certain mixture are subjected to sequential processes 

after the vigoureux printing dyeing machine. One of the most important processes which are 

applied sequentially is the fixation (steaming) process. In the steaming process, procedures are 

carried out with a certain temperature and time and they are the most important parameters for 

the fixation process. 

The experimental part of this study is as follows; In order to examine the quality parameters of 

the product obtained by changing the temperature and times during the fixing (steaming) 

process of 100% acrylic (2.75 dtex Relax) fiber, first of all, the temperature was kept constant 

at 85 °C in 4 different periods (40 min, 50 min, 60 min, 70 min), secondly by keeping the time 

constant at 95 °C, in 4 different periods (40 min, 50 min, 60 min, 70 min), thirdly by keeping 

the time constant at 105 °C in 4 different periods (40 min, 50 min, 60 min, 70 min) and finally, 

by keeping the paint constant at 115 °C, in 4 different periods(40 min, 50 min, 60 min, 70 min), 

a total of 16 products were obtained. The aim here is to examine the effects of temperature and 

time parameters on the penetration of the dyestuff into the tops. These products were converted 

into knitted fabrics and analyzed for the evaluation of colour fastness and washing fastness. 

Keywords: Vigourex printing, fixation, acrylic, color fastness, washing fastness. 

 

Figure 1. Flowchart of vigoureux printing processes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Dyeing has a special importance in the textile sector. This sector, which has a high profit 

margin, continues to accelerate the industry. Textile dyeing industries also have many fields 

within themselves and dyeing methods also vary. Dyeing methods include bobbin dyeing, tow 

dyeing, degrade dyeing, hank dyeing, vigoureux dyeing and different dyeing types. One of the 

uncommon methods in textile dyeing methods is vigoureux dyeing. In this method, the fibers 

are fed into the machines as tops and dyed. This method, which is not available in every dyeing 

factory, produces a wide variety of colourful products, generally called melange. These 

melange products have a great importance in the market. 

The products are fed to Vigoureux machines in bands; the number of bands fed varies 

depending on the thickness of the fibers or the type of fiber. Thanks to the balls, the fibers pass 

under the balls at a certain tension and are transferred to the dyeing line and dyeing takes place. 

After the dyeing process, the dyed fibers first go through the pre-drying process, which is 

fixedly mounted on the vigore machine, in order to fix the dye inside the fiber, and then they 

are transferred to the fixing machine. The fixing machine plays a major role in allowing the 

dye to penetrate into the fiber. After the fixing (steaming) process is completed, the fibers are 

dried in the dryer and the fibers are made ready for the next processes. One of the important 

stages among these processes is the fixation (steaming) process. If the fixation (steaming) 

process is not done completely, problems occur in the color of the product due to the flow of 

dye in the fiber and therefore the inability of the dye to penetrate into the fiber, and such 

situations are quite possible. In order to avoid this problem, in this study, optimum parameters 

were obtained by making changes in the time and temperature values of the fixed machines. 

 

Figure 2. Vigoureux Machine Elements [1]. 

Fixing machines are generally horizontal boilers, another name is autoclave. After the 

vigoureux printed fibers are processed in the vigoureux printing machine, they are placed in 

the cages and placed in the fixing machine. The number of baskets or the amount of fiber it 

receives varies according to the size and depth of the fixing machine, and the fixing methods 

may also differ according to the working principles of the factories. While some companies put 

the fibers directly into the baskets, the situation changes in some companies, for example, there 

are companies that weigh the fibers as 3.5-4 kg and bind each one separately with fine tulle 

and fix it. One of the reasons for doing this is for the heat and steam to fully penetrate into the 

fibers and the dye to become more permanent on the fiber. 

2.MATERIAL AND METHOD 

2.1. Material 

There are many steps involved in Vigoureux printing dyeings. First of all, dyeing is applied to 

the fiber in the form of combed strips with the printing method, and the first surface drying of 

the vigoureux printing dyeing takes place with the help of a dry air. Then, the fixation process 
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of the printed fibers is carried out in the fixing machine with the help of tulles (bags), and the 

dried fibers are sent to the textile department after being subjected to the drying process in a 

large drying machine. The process of obtaining melage yarns is completed by being exposed 

to certain processes in the textile department. Figure 3 shows the flow chat of the production 

line of melage yarn. 

 

Figure 3. Flow diagram of production line melage yarn. 

Vigoureux printing (see machine shown in Figure 4) dyeing is commonly applied to wool, 

acrylic and polyamide fibers. Depending on the fiber fineness, not every fiber can be dyed with 

vigoureux printing dyeing, therefore, it must be heat resistant fibers applied in the fixing 

machine. Since high temperatures are reached in the fixing machine, deterioration may occur 

depending on the chemical and physical structure of some of the natural or artificial fibers. For 

this reason, wool, acrylic and polyamide fibers can adapt to the fixing process due to their 

resistance to high temperatures. 

 

Figure 4. Vigoureux Printing Machine [2]. 
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In fixing machines given in Figure5, temperature is a very important parameter for the dye to 

penetrate into the fiber. Generally, the temperature value can go up to 106 C°. The fixing 

machine rises to this temperature value gradually. Since the process in the fixing machine is 

carried out with the help of water vapor, the heating of the water and the blowdown (the process 

of removing the excess air and pressure inside the fixing machine) take place at this stage. 

Together with these stages, the fixation process takes around 1 hour and 30 minutes on average. 

There are also different methods for fixing the printed fibers. In this method, the products enter 

the fixing machine in bags. These tulles (bags) are made of fine tulle and the total weight of 

the dyed fiber is 4 kg. These tulles are obtained and transferred to the fixing machine. This is 

because it helps the heat and steam to penetrate completely into the fiber. For this reason, it is 

a much more preferred method to turn them into tulles and place them in the fixation machine. 

The shape made into tulles (bags) is given in Figure 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Fixing Machine [3].                      Figure 6. The method of fixation of the fiber. 

The temperature time graph of the fixing machine is given in Figure 7. In this standard, after 

the fixation machine takes water into its chamber for the first 3 minutes, it rises to 98° C in the 

next 10 minutes, the next 2 minutes, bluffing (the process of adjusting the pressure by removing 

the excess air inside) takes place, in the next 5 minutes it rises to 106 ° C for 60 minutes. It 

waits at 106°C throughout, followed by the blowdown process and a period of time before the 

lid can be opened. The part we take as basis in the fixation process is the part where it waits 

for 60 minutes at 106 C°. The time and temperatures at this stage were determined as variable, 

and the optimum time was focused on based on different temperatures and times. 

 

Figure 7. Temperature and time graph of fixation machine. 
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2.2 Method 

After the fixation process, the fibers are subjected to drying for a certain period of time in the 

dryer. After these step-by-step processes, sometimes there may be curtaining in the paints. This 

curtaining problem causes color retention in the yarns or abrasion in different ways, and since 

fastness is a very important parameter for yarns, it is necessary to improve the fixation process. 

In order to minimize these problems, certain tests and experiments were carried out by trying 

to obtain optimum fixation values in this study. For this purpose, all of the samples obtained 

were treated with 2.75 dtex acrylic (relax) and the temperature and time applied to this fiber 

during the fixation process were determined as variable. In addition to this, a total of 16 (Table 

1) samples that were fixed at different times and temperatures were obtained. 

Table 1. Test samples data fixed at different temperature and time 
 

TEMPERATURE PERIOD 

2,75 dtex Acrylic (Relax) 85 C° 

40 min 

50 min 

60 min 

70 min 

2,75 dtex Acrylic (Relax) 95 C° 

40 min 

50 min 

60 min 

70 min 

2,75 dtex Acrylic (Relax) 105 C° 

40 min 

50 min 

60 min 

70 min 

2,75 dtex Acrylic (Relax) 115 C° 

40 min 

50 min 

60 min 

70 min 

The products produced at the specified times and temperatures have been subjected to pilling 

test, washing fastness and color fastness tests. During the test, the test was carried out by using 

a washing fastness tester at 40 °C for 30 minutes in 150 cc solution into the washing tube. In 

the procedure in this test, evaluations are made by looking at the dyeing status of the optically 

white acetate, cotton, nylon, pes, acrylic, wool fabrics and the washed fibers. 

The tests were carried out in a laboratory environment in accordance with the standards and in 

accordance with the test standards. During the pilling test, the BS EN ISO 12945-1 standard 

was applied using the PROWHITE PILLING TEST MACHINE. While washing fastness was 

carried out, tests were carried out in accordance with TS EN ISO C06 standard. TS EN ISO 

105 E01 standards have been complied with for water fastness. For rubbing fastness, a test was 

carried out in accordance with the TS EN ISO 105X12 (2016) standard. 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The test results of the products that have been tested are given below. Pilling test results are 

given in Figure 8. As indicated in Table 2, rubbing fastness is observed. In this rubbing fastness 

test, dry rubbing fastness and wet rubbing fastness test values can be observed separately. 
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Figure 8. Pilling test results. 

Table 2. Rubbing fastness test results 

Temperature And Time Wet Rubbing Fastness Dry Rubbing Fastness 

85 C°-40 min 4 2-3 

85 C°-50 min 4 3 

85 C°-60 min 4 3 

85 C°-70 min 4-5 3-4 

95 C°-40 min 4 3 

95 C°-50 min 4 3 

95 C°-60 min 4-5 3-4 

95 C°-70 min 4-5 3-4 

105 C°-40 min 4 3-4 

105 C°-50 min 4-5 3-4 

105 C°-60 min 4-5 4 

105 C°-70 min 4-5 4 

115 C°-40 min 4-5 4 

115 C°-50 min 4-5 4 

115 C°-60 min 4-5 5 

115 C°-70 min 4-5 5 

Washing fastness test details is given in Figure 9. As indicated in the washing fastness, the 

dyeability of acetate, cotton, nylon, polyester, acrylic and wool fabrics with the original dyed 

fabric is checked. Washing fastness test details is given in Figure 10. As indicated in the 

washing fastness, the dyeability of acetate, cotton, nylon, polyester, acrylic and wool fabrics 

with the original dyed fabric is checked.  
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Figure 9. Washing fastness test results. 

 

 

Figure 10. Water fastness test results. 
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Table 1. Cross staining and color change values after washing fastness test and water fastness 

test 
 

After Washing Fastness After Water Fastness 

Temperature And Time Cross Stain Test Color Change Cross Stain Test Color Change 

85 C°-40 Min 2-3 2-3 1-2 3 

85 C°-50 Min 2-3 2-3 2 3 

85 C°-60 Min 2-3 2-3 2 3-4 

85 C°-70 Min 3 3 2 3-4 

95 C°-40 Min 3-4 3-4 2-3 3-4 

95 C°-50 Min 3-4 3-4 3 4 

95 C°-60 Min 4-5 4-5 3-4 4 

95 C°-70 Min 4-5 4-5 4 4 

105 C°-40 Min 3-4 4-5 4 4 

105 C°-50 Min 3-4 4-5 4-5 4-5 

105 C°-60 Min 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

105 C°-70 Min 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

115 C°-40 Min 3-4 4-5 4-5 4-5 

115 C°-50 Min 3-4 4-5 4-5 4-5 

115 C°-60 Min 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

115 C°-70 Min 4-5 5 4-5 4-5 

 

Cross staining and colour change values after washing fastness test and water fastness test are 

given in Table 3. 

4. CONCLUSION  

16 products were obtained that were fixed in the fixing machine at different temperatures and 

at different times. Pilling test, washing fastness test, water fastness test, wet and dry rubbing 

fastness test, cross staining and color change tests were performed on 16 products, respectively. 

In the light of the tests, it was observed that the pilling test gave bad results as the temperature 

increased in the pilling test. It is seen that the rubbing tests give good results in general, but it 

is observed that some results are bad as the temperature decreases. In the washing fastness test, 

the higher the temperature, the better the washing fastness results. As the temperature increases 

in the water fastness test, the water fastness results give better results. It is observed that the 

cross-staining test after the washing fastness test and the water fastness tests gives better results 

as the temperature increases. It is observed that the color change test after the washing fastness 

test and water fastness tests gives better results as the temperature increases. Considering these 

results, it is thought that the temperature-time graph normally applied in terms of temperature 

and time in the fixing machine is close to the optimum level. 
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ABSTRACT 

Natural materials gain importance day by day. Especially dyestuffs are one of the chemicals 

that can be harmful for environment, sensitive human and baby skin. Thus replacing dyestuffs 

with natural options can be very useful and logical. For this purpose, colorful plants, fruits and 

vegetables can be good choice to produce natural dyestuffs. Dyestuff production can be various 

extraction methods but soxhlet extraction is very good among its alternatives.  In this study, 

black carrot which is an abundant and cheap anthocyanin source is used to extract dyestuff, 

and soxhlet method is applied. Also dyestuff extraction solution is aimed to be natural and only 

distilled water, alcohol and their combination are tried to identify the effects of alcohol addition 

into the extraction solution. Extracted dyestuffs are used in dyeing of cotton and wool fabrics. 

Also a tannic acid is applied as post-mordanting to examine the effective usage of the produced 

dyestuff and capability of the dyestuff with a mordant. Treated fabrics are tested for 

spectrophotometric color analysis and fastness for washing and light to observe performances 

of dyestuffs and to select the best recipe for stable dyestuff. Moreover, FTIR analysis is 

performed for extracted dyestuffs to observe their chemistries. When all test results are 

considered it is observed that alcohol addition into extraction solvent increase the performance 

of dyestuff. Mordanting increase the performances and all dyestuffs can be applicable with post 

mordanting.  

Keywords: natural dyestuff, anthocyanin, extraction, black carrot, color fastness 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Natural ingredients are becoming popular in every sector. Natural raw materials, natural main 

and auxiliary chemicals, natural process designs and natural after-treatments have the most 

important roles in this regard. While the raw materials, which is the first step, are procured in 

a way that is respectful to nature, by harvesting or treating with harmless processes, the 

production of natural chemicals are again synthesized from natural materials with harmless 

chemicals. Textile sector has many harmful chemicals and at this point, replacing dyestuffs, 

which is one of the biggest chemical uses for the textile industry, with natural alternatives will 

have serious positive effects. Natural dyestuffs can decrease the environmental pollution 

because most of them are biodegradable and not harmful. Also natural dyestuff can be 

advantageous for sensitive skin for babies, for atopic skins and it will be better to use them in 

under wears that directly touch to human skin. Thus skin irritation and carcinogenic effects will 

be decreased.  

Natural dyestuff can be extracted from different raw materials as plants, mineral, fruits, trees, 

vegetables etc. Each raw material has different characteristics according to its active ingredient. 

These main active ingredients are their pigments and they can be classified as Flavonoids, 
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Carotenoids, Chlorophyll, and Betalains. Flavonoids have a phenylbenzopyran structure. They 

have a wide family with many subtypes and purple-red colored plant sources as grapes, 

mulberry, blackberry, red onion, black carrot etc. The structure of Anthocyanin which is the 

most known class is given in Figure 1.Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı. is a water soluble 

pigment and it has better bonding ability due to having carbonyl and hydroxyl functional 

units[1, 2]. Carotenoids are tetraterpernoids that are aroma molecules of fruits and vegetables 

as carrot, apricot, mango, sweet potato etc. and they can be extracted from them to yield orange, 

yellow and red colors[2]. They are lipid soluble molecules[3]. Chlorophyll is another natural 

colorant that has porphyrin macrocycle structure and it can be extracted from green plants, 

algea and some bacterias. It is famous to be responsible for photosynthesis but it is not stable 

molecule and not soluble in water. Betalain is a water-soluble molecule and it is tyrosine-

derivative. Its color changes from yellow to violet and it can be extracted from plants but it 

needs care for pH [3]. 

 

Figure 1. Chemical formula of Anthocyanin[4] 

Extracting the natural colorants from plants is not an easy method because needed molecules 

are covered in a hard plant cells thus extraction method should be capable of penetrating into 

structure and extracting the target molecules. Also solubility characteristics of selected raw 

materials is important in extraction method selection. Some ingredients are water soluble, some 

of them needs lipid structures while some of them needs extra solvents. There are many 

extraction methods as Soxhlet, aqueous extraction, supercritical liquid extraction, 

ultrasound/sonicator extraction, microwave-assisted extraction method, enzyme assisted 

extraction methods but suitable method must be selected according to target molecule 

chemistry, raw material characteristics, solubilities etc. [5] Among these methods Soxhlet 

method has some advantages as being low cost and simple, limited solvent usage and its 

recovery, compatible with different solvents, multiple extraction cycles and no need for 

filtration. There are two disadvantages as being slow due to mechanism of solvent evaporation 

and possibility of thermal degradation in some target molecules. In soxhlet method solvent is 

evaporated and condensed onto raw material, then colored solvent is evaporated again and 

again as cycles.  

Black carrot which is a root vegetable contains high amounts of water-soluble and stable 

anthocyanin. It can be produced in Anatolia thus it is not expensive. Therefore, it is a good raw 

material to extract anthocyanin dyestuff. There are some studies to extract different dyestuffs 

from various raw materials and apply them on to dyeing procedure in the literature[5–7]. 

In this study, Black carrot is used to extract anthocyanin dyestuff by using soxhlet extraction 

method. Water and alcohol are used as extraction solvents to observe the effect of alcohol in 

extraction. Extracted dyestuffs are used to dye cotton and wool fabrics to observe the dyeability 

of them and extra tannic acid post-mordanting applied to use the capability of dyestuff with the 

mordant and observe the performances of dyestuff with the mordant. Dyestuff characteritics 

and dyeing performances are evaluated. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials 

Black carrot was taken from groceries to extract dyestuff. Water (Grade 3) and alcohol 

(ethanol) was used as main extraction medias. Tannic acid was used as post-mordanting agent 

for checking the ability of extracted dyestuff. Scoured and bleached cotton and wool fabrics 

are selected as main fabrics for coloration. Sodium chloride is used in dyeing stages.  

Methods 

Dyestuff Extraction 

Black carrots are washed and grated. Grated black carrots are placed into filter pocket. Filter 

pocket is placed into soxhlet. The extraction solution (water, alcohol and water: alcohol-1:1 

respectively) was placed in the balloon flask which is placed in the mantle heater, and the 

soxhlet apparatus was positioned on the flask. The condenser is placed on the soxhlet and the 

system is started. The system is given at Figure 2. The solution that evaporates with the effect 

of heat accumulates on the grated carrots in the soxhlet. At the end of this accumulation, when 

the amount of solution reaches the neck of the soxhlet, the colored solution returns to the flask. 

After a few turns, the solution, which turns well colored, is taken into petri dishes and heated 

slowly to allow the solution to evaporate. Due to the use of natural and harmless solvent 

structures such as water and alcohol, this evaporation does not cause any harm. Dried dyestuffs 

are scraped and taken into sample boxes in powder form. Sample details are given at Table 1. 

 

Figure 2. Soxhlet extraction system 

Table 1. Sample details with extraction solutions 

Sample Name Grated Black Carrot Water Water: Alcohol (1:1) Alcohol 

BW ✓ ✓   

BWA ✓  ✓  

BA ✓   ✓ 

Dyeing of Cotton Fabrics 

Cotton fabrics are cut and dye liquor is prepared by using 1:25 liquor ratio. 4g salt is added to 

dyeing liquor. Each dyestuff is added to liquor of their samples respectively as given amounts 

(1-1,5 g) in Table 2Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı.. Fabrics and dyeing liquors are treated 
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in Gyrowash at 60⁰C for 60 minutes. After dyeing, washing is done and fabrics are dried as 

laying.  

Table 2. Dyestuff sample extraction details and their amounts in the dyeing liquor for cotton 

dyeing 

Sample Name Water (%) Alcohol (%) 
Dyestuff 

Amount (g) 

0A1D 100 0 1 

100A1D 0 100 1 

50A1D 50 50 1 

50A15D 50 50 1,5 

Dyeing of Wool Fabrics 

Wool fabrics are cut and dye liquor is prepared by using 1:25 liquor ratio. 4g salt is added to 

dyeing liquor. Each dyestuff is added to liquor of their samples respectively as 1 g in Table 3. 

Fabrics and dyeing liquors are treated in Gyrowash at 45⁰C for 60 minutes. After dyeing, 

washing is done and fabrics are dried as laying. 

Table 3. Dyestuff sample extraction details and their amounts in the dyeing liquor for wool 

dyeing 

Sample Name Water (%) Alcohol (%) 
Dyestuff Amount 

(g) 

W50A1D 50 50 1 

W0A1D 100 0 1 

Post-mordanting 

Post mordant application is done on to cotton samples after dyeing. Dyed fabrics are cut and 

dye liquor is prepared by using 1:20 liquor ratio. %6 (owf) tannic acid is added to distilled 

water. Dyed fabrics and post-mordanting liquors are treated in Gyrowash at 70⁰C for 30 

minutes. After post-mordanting, washing is done and fabrics are dried as laying. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this study, extracted dyestuffs observed with FTIR and dyed fabrics are tested for washing 

fastness, light fastness and spectrophometric color analysis.  

FTIR 

All three extracted dyestuff samples are evaluated with FTIR and their spectra are given at 

Figure 4. Almost all peaks of these three samples are in same wavenumber. Only BA has 2 

extra peaks. To evaluate the common peaks spectra can be divided in to four regions. In first 

region which indicates single bonds between 2500 and 4000cm-1, they have a O-H bond 

stretching vibration peak at 3275 cm−1 and an asymmetric C-H bond vibration at 2956 cm−1. In 

second region which indicates triple bonds between 2000 and 2500cm-1, there is no peak and 

this means that there is no triple bond in the dyestuffs. In third region which indicates double 

bonds between 1500 and 2000cm-1, they have two (C=O) bond of the benzopyran aromatic ring 

vibration peaks at 1651 and1477 cm−1 and a (C=C) bond of an aromatic ring stretching 

vibration peak at 1599 cm−1. In last region which indicates fingerprint part that carries the most 

characteristic peaks between 600-1500cm-1, they have a C-O bond angular deformations 

vibration peak of phenols at 1303 cm-1, a peak of pyran ring stretching vibration which is very 

characteristics to flavonoids at 1230 cm−1, an aromatic ring C-H deformation vibration peak at 

1042 cm−1, an asymmetric stretching vibration of C-H bond in phenol ring at 955 cm−1, a 

symmetric stretching vibration of C-H bond in phenol ring at 868 cm−1 and a deformation 

vibration of C-H bond in phenol ring at 781 cm−1. BA sample has an extra peak at 2869cm-1 
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for symmetric C-H vibration and a C=O stretching vibration peak at 1738cm-1. All dyestuffs 

have almost all characteristic peaks of anthocyanin ingredient (cyanidin 3-O-glucoside) 

especially fingerprint regions between 600 and 980 cm-1 FTIR graphs of the literature[7, 8]. 

All of the samples has very closed transmission values thus all of them can be used according 

to needed performance properties.  

 

Figure 4. FTIR spectra of extracted dyestuff samples 

Washing Fastness 

Washing fastness test applied to all samples of the study according to ISO 105-C06. Grey scale 

evaluation is done by using spectrophotometer at grey scale changes. Color Staining of almost 

all samples for all types of multifiber are 4-5.  

Washing Fastness for Color Change evaluation of the samples are given at Figure 5. In case of 

Color Change, cotton fabrics without post mordanting have poor washing fastness due to being 

natural dyestuff and maximum value among them is 2 for 50A1B sample. It can be said that 

color change values are very closed to each other but alcohol addition into the extraction 

solution increase the washing fastness. If alcohol and dyestuff amount increase washing 

fastness is not effected positively and decreased to 1-2 from 2.  

 

Figure 5. Washing Fastness Grades for Color Change of the samples 

Fabrics that have post-mordanting has better and acceptable values for color change in 

washing. Minimum value is 3 and this value belongs to 50A1BT and maximum value is 

observed at 100A1BT as 4. It is obvious that tannic acid treatment increases the washing 

fastness and the extracted dyestuffs can be applicable with suitable mordant treatment.  
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Wool fabrics has better washing fastness compared to cotton fabrics without mordant and 

alcohol addition increase the washing fastness from 2-3 to 3-4. 

Light Fastness 

Light fastness test applied to all samples of the study according to TS EN ISO 105-B02. Light 

fastness evaluation of the samples are given at Figure 6. Cotton fabrics without post mordanting 

have poor light fastness due to being natural dyestuff and almost all of them has light fastness 

as 2 except 50A1D which has 1-2. It can be said that light fastness values are very closed to 

each other.  

 

Figure 6. Light Fastness Grades of the samples 

Fabrics that have post-mordanting has better and acceptable values for light fastness. Almost 

all mordant applied samples have 4 in light fastness and maximum value is observed at 

50A1DT as 4-5. It is obvious that tannic acid treatment increases the light fastness and the 

extracted dyestuffs can be applicable with suitable mordant treatment.  

Wool fabrics has better light fastness compared to cotton fabrics without mordant and their 

grade is 3-4. 

Spectrophotometric Color Analysis 

All samples are evaluated by using a Spectrophotometer to identify their color objectively and 

colored samples are compared with their original fabrics. Spectrophotometric color analysis 

results are given at Table 4. All colors are pastel lilacish milky brown. L value defines lightness 

degree, 100 means white and 0 means black. If a value is positive, then it means there are red 

content in the color while if a value is negative then it means there are green content. In case 

of b, positivity defines yellow content while negativity defines blue content. C value is chroma 

and h is hue which means color tone. ΔE is color difference between batch and standard 

(original) sample.  

Table 4. Spectrophotometric color analysis results of the cotton samples 

Sample Name L* a* b* C* h ΔE 

Scoured and bleached cotton fabric 97,51 4,94 -18,03 18,698 285,332 - 

0A1D 85 5,36 -9,6 11,184 298,975 13,5 

50A1D 84,72 6,93 -9,9 12,21 305,145 13,76 

50A15D 83,9 5,7 -5,4 7,786 317,754 17,25 

100A1D 84 5,31 -8 8,993 305,515 15,1 

0A1DT 84,1 4,1 -0,4 11,887 291,462 20,79 

50A1DT 83,4 3,97 3,3 11,118 301,932 24,37 

50A15DT 84,2 4,56 -0,2 5,218 302,002 20,8 

100A1DT 84,6 4,85 -1,8 5,088 293,332 19,01 
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Light colors are observed at all samples thus L values are very high. Maximum lightness is 

observed at 0A1D sample as 85 and minimum lightness observed at 50A1DT as 83,4. Tannic 

acid treatment decreases the lightness amount of the colors. Less lightness can be explained as 

more dyeing ability of the dyestuff. All samples have positive a* value and all of them have 

red color content. Maximum redness is observed in 50A1D. All samples accept 50A1DT have 

negative b* values and all of them have blue color content. With tannic acid mordant treatment, 

b* values of all samples moves to positive side which is yellow region, and it can be said that 

tannic acid provides yellowish tone. Maximum yellow content was observed at 50A1DT. Color 

hue of all samples are not very different from each other. Maximum ΔE is observed at 50A1DT 

and it shows that maximum color was observed at this sample compared to others. Also samples 

having alcohol in extraction has higher color ingredient. In addition, tannic acid application 

increases the de values and color difference. When hue values are examined values are closed 

to each other and not a huge difference is observed. Thus all dyestuffs can give light colors and 

with the post mordanting color can be more stable without huge color hue differences.  

In general, tannic acid and alcohol including samples have higher color values but in some 

parameter maximum alcohol amount is not very suitable. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Natural dyestuffs can be very advantageous for human health and environment. To produce 

them different extraction methods can be applied on vegetables, fruits and plants with various 

colors. In this study, soxhlet extraction is used to extract anthocyanin dyestuff from black 

carrot. Harmless extraction solvent alternatives are tried to find the best solvent combination 

of water and alcohol for best performances. Cotton and wool fabrics are used to observe 

dyeability of produced dyestuffs. With the aim of fastness increase a post-mordanting with 

tannic acid is treated and capability is examined for dyestuff-mordant harmony. Firstly, 

dyestuffs are observed under FTIR and all samples have very closed peak values thus all of 

them can be used according to needs of performances. Secondly, washing fastness test is 

applied and the best sample for washing fastness is 100A1DT. It shows that alcohol addition 

in extraction solvent increases the washing fastness performance of dyestuffs. Thirdly, light 

fastness test is performed and the best sample is 50A1DT. This result indicates that alcohol 

addition increase the light fastness and 50% alcohol is enough for the best result. Finally, color 

analysis is done by using spectrophotometer and the best color values belongs to 50A1DT. 

Alcohol addition results with better color values in almost all color parameters and optimum 

addition is 50% alcohol. According to results of all tests in this study, post mordanting and 

alcohol ingredient increase the performances. All dyestuffs can be applicable with acceptable 

performances by using tannic acid post mordanting but the best sample is 50A1DT. The best 

recipe for dyestuff extraction solution is 1:1 alcohol:water mixture and dyeing recipe should 

have 1 g of dyestuff. 
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ABSTRACT 

Lean manufacturing is simplicity of production with maximum efficiency and minimum 

wastages. All processes have some step and these steps also have sub steps as cleaning, 

changing and preparing needed devices and production area for the next steps. Most of these 

substeps need stopping of machines and they must be performed as quickly as possible. This 

downtime causes decreasing of efficiency while increasing of costs and production time. Single 

Minute Exchange Dies (SMED) which is a lean manufacturing strategy is applied successfully 

on many sector to minimize excessive downtime. In this study SMED technique is applied on 

a textile screen printing company in case of changing of screens in between each design. Steps 

are evaluated and divided as external which are done without downtime and internal which are 

done within downtime. Externals are increased and internals are decreased. Also the production 

time decreased with %54 and 32% increase was achieved in efficiency of sample t-shirt screen 

printing production. 

Keywords: lean manufacturing, single minute exchange die (SMED), efficiency, changeover 

time, screen printing  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Textile processes have fundamental steps that are needed to produce selected textile materials. 

These processes also have changing and maintenance time that cause downtime in the whole 

production line. This downtime decreases the overall efficiency of the factory and to minimize 

it, all changing, fixing, maintaining times must be done as quickly as possible. Each downtown 

or extra operation increases the costs and decreases the production thus the customers have to 

pay these extras and they do not want to pay them. Therefore, a term which is lean 

manufacturing was developed to minimize all wastages and focus on only production that has 

maximum production rate with simple processes[1]. Because lean manufacturing aim to have 

a profitable and sustainable production. This goal can be achieved by increasing efficiency and 

quality while reducing waste and costs. As a result of lean manufacturing customer satisfaction 

increases. There are many lean manufacturing techniques to make a full process line simple as 

Just in time, Single Minute Exchange Dies (SMED), Total Productive Maintenance (TPM), 

Poka-Yoke, Kanban, Kaizen, 5S, Value stream mapping (VSM), FMEA, Heijunka, Yamazumi 
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and Milk Run, DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, Control), and Lean Six Sigma. 

Simple descriptions of this techniques are given at Table [1, 2]. These different techniques can 

be applied on all factories of any sector as combined or alone. 

Table 1. Lean Manufacturing techniques[1, 2] 

Name Short Definition 

Just in time Producing when order reach, no warehouse cost. 

Kanban Tracking production and ordering new shipments of parts or 

materials as they run out, using when customer need, min inventory 

Kaizen Continuous improvement, getting lesson from the mistakes and 

improve  

Value stream mapping 

(VSM) 

Mapping current state of the company and eliminating non-value 

sides of processes 

5S Sorting, setting in order, shining, standardizing and sustaining 

Single Minute Exchange 

Dies (SMED) 

Minimizing the changing times 

FMEA Identifying possible failures with reasons and details, numbering risk 

and minimizing 

Poka-Yoke Preventing mistakes before it is happened 

Total Productive 

Maintenance (TPM) 

Preventing breakdown with total maintenance, minimize work 

accident 

Heijunka Leveling type and amount of production within a fixed time, 

minimizing model chance frequency 

Lean Six Sigma A data-driven approach to find cause of problems, a management 

strategy to drive lean projects towards financial goals, and methods 

used to streamline business processes (identify, measure, analyze, 

improve, maintain) 

Yamazumi and Milk 

Run 

Yamazumi: Balancing of the workload per  employees. 

Milk run: system to feed materials, raw materials, semi-finished 

products or products to the production and/or assembly lines 

according to the 7R rule 

DMAIC (Define, 

Measure, Analyze, 

Improve, Control) 

Improving process with data-driven quality technique 

SMED is one of the lean manufacturing techniques and it is used to minimize the production 

time by focusing on downtimes of the factory during changes of each design, product or raw 

material. This method is very useful for time management and increasing efficiency. Winatie 

at al. used SMED on pharmaceutical industry in wet granulation and they decreased changing 

time of all product maximum from 164 to 120minute[3]. Junior et al. applied the technique in 

oil and gas company. As a result, 44,6% efficiency increase and 91,6%enhancement of setup 

time were achieved[4]. Bukhsh et al combined SMED and 5S techniques in textile printing 

processes and change time was decreased from 142 to 117 minutes[5]. Malindzakova et al. 

yielded %30 change time reduction in hygiene product industry with SMED study[6]. Otur et 

al. studied on plastic bottle production line for color change with SMED and they observed 
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60% decrease in time[7]. Suki et al achieved 29,15% at labelling printing company[8]. All 

these studies show that SMED is applicable with many sector to save time.  

In case of screen printing, it has seven different steps such as design creation, screen 

preparation, emulsion exposure, stencil creation via washing the emulsion, screen placement, 

print paste preparation, print paste application and drying as shown in Figure . In between these 

steps there are some sub steps which are operated for maintaining new steps. Each design has 

different screens for each color itself and at the end of the production of each design present 

screens are removed, the printing stage is cleaned, a new die is placed and adjusted properly 

etc. These sub steps are time-consuming and cost-increasing reasons and they must be 

minimized. In this study, SMED steps are applied to a textile screen printing company in case 

of die change between each design for decreasing downtime and time changes for total 

production is investigated. 

 

Figure 1. Screen preparation steps 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Materials 

In this study, screens and their die components of a selected design are used. Also a stopwatch 

is used to investigate the timing of each changing step.  Sample fabrics and dye pastes are used 

to make a sample production during the study. 

2.2. Methods 

SMED method is used at the study to analyze each step, categorize them and try to minimize 

changing time of dies. Firstly, all steps of the screen change process were observed as showed 

in Figure 2. Then each step is evaluated as value and not value to eliminate if there is any 

unnecessary step. Necessary steps are examined if they can be performed without downtime or 

not. Steps that can be done without a downtime which can be done while machine is running 

are called External Steps. Steps that cannot be done without a downtime which can be done 

when machine is stopped are called Internal Steps. External steps are tried to be increased and 

internal steps are tried to be decreased as much as possible. For example, preparing the die 

barriers for the next model while working on the previous model in the machine. Figure 3shows 

turning of an internal activity into an external activity. Also time of the steps (internal and 

external) are tried to be minimized. The external elements are improved by improving the 

operator's activities such as searching, finding, moving, adjusting and checking tools, dies 

while internal elements are improved by avoiding manual clamping and fixing by making 

multiple installations in one device. SMED steps are given at Figure 4. 
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Figure 2. Steps of screen changing between designs 
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Figure 3. An improvement made in the 3rd step - Taking the paste remaining on the die to 

the external setup 

 

Figure 4. SMED steps 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As can be seen in Table 2, all operations are performed as an internal setup at the time of 

machine shutdown. In the 2nd step, the steps of "Bringing the new dies to the machine", 

"Bringing the new print-to-be products" and "Taking the old dies to the washing" are taken to 

the external setup. In this way, machine downtime was reduced from 202,3 seconds to 186,3 

seconds.  

In the 3rd step, 8.6 seconds of the "Cleaning the paste left on the die" step was taken to the 

external setup, while only 2 seconds of the work were carried out in the internal setup by 

stopping the machines. The step of “Attaching the die flanks (no outflow of paste)” was taken 

to the external setup, reducing a serious time of 27,5 seconds from machine downtime, and the 

internal setup time was reduced from 186,3 seconds to 150,3 seconds.  

In the last step, internal setup improvements were made. The “Die setting” step was reduced 

from 30 seconds to 10 seconds and the “Trial production” step was decreased from 37,5 

seconds to 15 seconds. Thanks to all these, machine downtime was reduced from 202,3 seconds 

to 93.3 seconds, 109 seconds were gained per design change and an improvement of 54% was 

recorded. In addition to the machine downtime, the total changeover time was reduced from 

202,3 seconds to 145,3 seconds and the total time was improved as given in Figure 5. By using 

the SMED method, the number of daily production increased from 2026 to 2680, resulting in 

a significant efficiency increase of 32%. 
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Table 2. SMED Steps of the study 

 

Figure 5. Time changes of each step in the study 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Time management is very important for production companies to meet the order deadline. 

Steps of each production or product are unique and certain time is needed for fundamental steps 

but also there are some sub steps for preparation of next steps or next order type. To minimize 

the production time there are some lean manufacturing techniques to apply according to 

suitable conditions. In this study, Single Minute Exchange Dies (SMED) which is a lean 

manufacturing strategy that minimize the changing time of production is applied on textile 

screen production company. Steps of the screen printing process was observed and categorized 

as internal and external, whether there is a need to stop the machine to perform. Internal steps 

are tried to be external as much as possible and total time for all steps are tried to be decreased. 

As a result, 5 steps are taken to external category, 54% decrease is achieved from total change 

time and production efficiency enhancement is 32%. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, bio-based UV-curable oligomers were synthesized by the reaction of epoxidized 

soybean oil (ESBO) and acrylic acid (AA) via ring opening reaction. The obtained acrylated 

epoxidized soybean oil (AESBO) oligomer was characterized by Fourier transform infrared 

(FTIR) spectroscopy. In order to give the water repellency property to the cotton fabrics, fabrics 

were treated by a water repellent finishing (WRF) agent. UV-curable coating formulations were 

prepared by using the AESBO oligomer, reactive diluent, and photo-initiator, and were applied 

on cotton fabrics with WRF. The coating layer was cured on fabrics via UV-light exposure. 

Several domestic laundering steps were applied on cotton fabrics to investigate the washing 

fastness of the WRF agent. The water repellency property of the fabrics was investigated after 

each washing step by using spray test and absorbency test, respectively. Results showed that 

soybean oil based UV-curable coatings can be used to protect the water repellent property and 

to improve the washing fastness of WRF up to 10 washings. 

Keywords: Acrylation; Cotton Fabric; Hydrophobicity; Soybean Oil; UV-Curing; Washing 

Fastness. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, researchers focused on sustainable and environmentally friendly starting materials 

such as vegetable oils, clays, starch, plant waste, etc. in order to be an alternative for the 

utilization of petroleum based, non-renewable, and high cost products. Vegetable oils (VOs) 

are important biodegradable resources because of being non-volatile, non-toxic, domestically 

abundant, and being cheap. Due to having fatty acids/triglyceride molecules on its structure, 

VOs can be accepted as starting monomers and can be modified by some chemically active 

species such as acids, amines, etc. The industrial usage area of VOs are as follows; adhesives, 

lubricants, printing inks, biomedical applications, polymeric coatings, packaging materials, etc. 

The physical and chemical properties of the VO can be determined by the composition of fatty 

acids. Among VOs, soybean oil is one of the cheapest and most abundant VO having low 

toxicity [1]. 

UV-curing formulations are so popular due to its excellent properties such as being a solvent-

free, eco-friendly process, and instant drying. UV-curable formulations consist of three 

components; reactive oligomer, reactive diluent, and photo initiator. Reactive diluents are 

being used to lower the viscosity of the formulation. Reactive oligomers are macromolecules 

that can be polymerized by photolysis of photo initiators via the exposure of UV-light [2]. 

Hydrophobic textile surfaces are favoured due to the superior properties such as self-cleaning, 

antifouling, antistatic, antibacterial etc. [3, 4]. In literature, various studies have been made 
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regarding to enhance the durability of the water repellency property. For instance, silane 

crosslinkers have been used together with the silane based hydrophobes for cotton fabric 

coatings in order to increase the robustness of the hydrophobic property against water [5]. In 

another study, silver nanoparticles along with trisodium citrate treatment by changing the ratio 

of silver ion to citrate anion has been employed to enhance the hydrophobicity of wool fabrics 

[6]. 

In this study, in order to protect the hydrophobic finishing agent on the surface against washing 

steps, a bio-based UV-curable coating formulation was prepared. At first, the epoxide groups 

of ESBO were reacted with AA in order to form the UV-functional acrylate groups on the 

polymer chain. Than the synthesized AESBO oligomer was used as coating layer on cotton 

fabrics and cured by UV-light. Water repellency tests were employed to investigate the 

hydrophobicity of fabrics after each ECE washings.   

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The ESBO (epoxide content 232 g/eq.) was supplied by Akkim Co. AA, triphenyl phosphine 

(TPP) (catalyst), hydroquinone (HQ) (inhibitor), potassium hydroxide (KOH), phenol 

phthalein, tetraethyl ammonium bromide, acetic acid, perchloric acid, hexane diol diacrylate 

(HDDA) (reactive diluent), ethanol, crystal violet were all purchased from Merck and were all 

used as received. 1-Hydroxycyclohexyl phenyl ketone (Irgacure 184, photo initiator) was 

purchased from Ciba Specialty Chemicals. Desized, bleached, undyed cotton fabrics (170 

g/m2, 50 warp/cm, 30 weft/cm) were obtained from Tavsanli Textile Co. Oleophobol ZSR 

fabric protector was supplied from Huntsman as water repellent finishing agent on cotton 

fabrics. 

2.1.Synthesis of AESBO Oligomer 

The acrylation reaction was performed in a round-bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stirrer 

and a nitrogen gas inlet. The ESBO:AA molar ratio was set as 1:5 according to the yield value 

of previous studies. First, the ESBO and HDDA (30% out of the ESBO+AA amount) were 

loaded to the flask. Then 1000 ppm TPP and 300 ppm HQ were dissolved in AA in an ultrasonic 

bath and were all loaded to the main flask dropwise. The reaction was proceeded in 100 oC for 

2h, and in 120 oC for 4h. The reaction was ended by checking the disappearance of epoxide 

and acid groups with titration methods according to ASTM standards [7, 8]. The synthesis 

scheme of the AESBO oligomer was given in Figure 1. FTIR spectra of the synthesized 

AESBO oligomer was taken in Perkin Elmer Spectrum 100 FTIR equipped with an ATR 

sampling accessory. 

 

Figure 1. Synthesis of the AESBO oligomer.   
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2.2. Preparation of the Cotton Fabrics 

Cotton fabrics were embedded in water repellent finishing agent solution (60g/L) for 10 

minutes and then the excess of the solution was dissipated via padding technique. Then fabrics 

were dried in an oven at 110 oC. UV-curable coating formulation was prepared by using certain 

amount of methanol for diluting the resin and wetting the fabric. Fabrics with water repellent 

finish were embedded in coating formulation and then the excess of the resin was dissipated 

by using a 500 g roller. Fabrics were dried in an oven at 70 oC for 15 min for evaporation of 

methanol. Fabric samples were put into a transparent ziplock polyethylene bag in order to 

prevent the oxygen inhibition during UV-curing process. Fabrics were exposed to UV light for 

2 min from both sides of the fabric in Cole-Parmer UVP Longwave UV Crosslinker (115 VAC 

model) cabinet. Light microscopy (Olympus Bx51) was used to observe the single fiber 

thickness before and after the AESBO coating process. 

2.3. Water Repellency Tests 

In order to evaluate the washing fastness of water repellency property, fabrics were washed 

several times with a domestic laundering process, which was performed at 40 oC for 30 min 

using 4 g/L of ECE reference detergent according to the ISO 105 C06 [9]. The water repellent 

behaviour of raw fabric, fabric with water repellent finish (WRF), and fabric with both WRF 

and AESBO layer were all investigated by using the spray test [10] and absorbency test [11].  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The acid value and epoxy content of the oligomer were determined by using titration methods 

according to the ASTM standards. Accordingly, at the end of the reaction the acid value and 

epoxide content were recorded as 8.36 mgKOH/g and 1055.81 g/eq., respectively. These results 

indicate that almost all the epoxide groups in polymer chain were reacted by AA. The 

completion of the reaction was also followed by the FTIR spectroscopy. Figure 2 shows the 

FTIR spectra of the ESBO and AESBO oligomers. Accordingly, the characteristic ester 

stretching vibration peak (C=O) of triglycerides in soybean oil was observed at 1744 cm-1 in 

both spectra. The oxirane peaks of the epoxide group at 823 and 1155 cm-1 were both 

disappeared in AESBO oligomer after the reaction with AA. Additionally, the C-H bending 

vibration peak at 809 cm-1. In AESBO spectra also supports the ring opening reaction. Due to 

the acrylation reaction, newly formed acrylate peaks (CH=CH2) at 1619 and 1636 cm-1 were 

both observed [12-14]. 

 

Figure 2. FTIR spectra of the ESBO and AESBO oligomers.  
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Table 1 shows the light microscopy images and fiber thickness values of raw fiber, fiber with 

only WRF, and fiber with both WRF and AESBO coating, respectively. Accordingly, the raw 

fiber has a diameter of 171 µ. After the application of WRF, the thickness value increased to 

182 µ due to the increased hairiness on the fiber surface. The fiber having both WRF and 

AESBO coating has the thickness value of 196 µ but the hairy look disappeared due to the 

presence of AESBO layer. 

Table 1. The light microscopy images and thickness values of the fibers. (WRF: Water 

repellent finish) 

 Raw Fiber Fiber with WRF 
Fiber with WRF and 

AESBO Coating 

Light Microscopy 

Images 

   

Fiber Thickness (µ) 171 182 196 

The water repellency property of the fabrics was evaluated by means of absorbency (Table 2) 

and spray (Figure 3) tests, respectively. The absorbency test values were recorded with the help 

of a chronometer by measuring the disappearance of a water droplet on the fabric surface. The 

spray test measures the resistance of fabrics to wetting by water. A taut surface of the specimen 

with a 45o slope was wetted by water under controlled conditions. Then the evaluation is 

performed by comparing the wetted specimen surface with the images on a standard chart. 

Results of the spray test are given in the range of 0-100. Zero means that the specimen is 

completely wetted whereas 100 means no wetting on the specimen. According to the water 

repellency test results of raw fabric, the absorbency and spray test results were recorded as 1 s 

and zero, respectively. These results can be explained by the hydrophilic nature of the raw 

cotton fabric. After the application of water repellent finish, the absorbency and spray test 

results were found as >1h and 100, which means that no sticking or wetting of the specimen. 

After 10 ECE washings, the water repellency test results were decreased gradually, and 

recorded as 9 min as the absorbency duration and 60 for the spray test, which means that a 

partial wetting of the specimen was observed. In other words, the washing fastness of the water 

repellent finish by itself is partially limited up to 10 ECE washings.  

In order to observe the effect of AESBO coating on the water repellency property, fabrics were 

coated by only AESBO layer without any WRF agent. Accordingly, after 10 ECE washings, 

fabrics having only AESBO coating showed the absorbency test result of 2 s, and spray test 

result of zero. That means AESBO coating showed almost no contribution on the water 

repellency property.  

After the application of the WRF, fabrics were coated by AESBO layer in order to see the effect 

of AESBO on keeping the WRF on the fabric surface. Results showed that after 10 ECE 

washings fabrics still showed a high water repellency property with the absorbency and spray 

test results of > 1h and 90, respectively. 
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Table 2. The absorbency test results after each ECE washing. (WRF: Water repellent finish) 

ECE 

washings 
WRF AESBO WRF+AESBO  

-- >1h 2 min >1h 

A
b

so
rb

en
cy

 T
e
st R

esu
lt 

(tim
e) 

1 >1h 1 min >1h 

2 >1h 51 s >1h 

3 >1h 15 s >1h 

4 >1h 3 s >1h 

5 >1h 3 s >1h 

6 48 min 3 s >1h 

7 36 min 2 s >1h 

8 22 min 2 s >1h 

9 13 min 2 s >1h 

10 9 min 2 s >1h 

Considering the light microscopy images of fibers, the thickness increment after WRF is 

stemming from the increased hairiness on fiber surface with the effect of perfluorinated 

finishing agent. After the application of AESBO coating, the fiber thickness increased again 

due to the presence of UV-cured coating layer on fiber surface, but the hairy look was partially 

disappeared with AESBO coating.  

The WRF on cotton fabrics supplies a water repellent property temporarily. In order to enhance 

the durability of the WRF on fabrics, UV-curable AESBO coating was employed. Several ECE 

washings showed that the WRF by itself is not durable against water whereas fabrics with both 

WRF and AESBO coating, no remarkable change in water repellency was observed. The 

overall results proved that the AESBO coating helps to protect the WRF agent on fabric surface 

by improving the washing fastness of the fabrics up to 10 ECE washings. Thus the durability 

of the water repellent property was enhanced by a bio-based UV-coating process. 

 

Figure 3. Spray test results after each ECE washing.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, soybean oil based UV-curable oligomers were synthesized by the ring opening 

reaction between the ESBO and AA. The oligomers were characterized by FTIR spectroscopy. 

Then the synthesized oligomers were included in coating formulations and applied on cotton 

fabrics having WRF agent. The effects of the AESBO coating on the enhancement of the 

durability of the WRF against washing were investigated. Spray and absorbency tests proved 

that the WRF on the fabric by itself is not durable enough against several washings. So the 
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hydrophobic character of the fabrics with only WRF gradually decreases after 10 ECE 

washings. Whereas the fabrics with both WRF and AESBO coating layer still show 

hydrophobic character even after 10 ECE washings. In conclusion, a bio-based UV-curable 

coating layer can be employed to improve the washing fastness of textile finishing agents.    
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ABSTRACT 

In this work, the application of a pigment of coffee extract to cotton was studied. Different 

dyeing processes were performed to define the best application conditions in terms of colour 

shade and intensity. The application of plasma treatment pre and post dyeing was tested to 

improve wet fastness properties. The dyed cotton exhibited good wash fastness, water fastness, 

acid perspiration fastness, alkaline perspiration fastness, and saliva fastness. It also showed 

grade 5 and 4/5 for dry and wet friction fastness, respectively. However, lightfastness is poor. 

This research expands the application of natural pigments and provides a new, eco-friendly 

approach to dyeing cotton materials. 

Keywords: Natural Dyes, Dyeing, Cotton, Plasma treatment 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Natural dyes have reappeared in the textile industry recently after being completely replaced 

by synthetic dyes. In a more environmentally aware society, consumers not only look for 

natural fibres but also start to acknowledge the manufacture processing and repercussions of 

conventional dyes. Not only because of that but also because of the raise in legal restrictions 

due to the allergenic, mutagenic, and cancerous character of synthetic dyes, natural dyes seem 

to be more viable overtime [1]. 

Caffe Inc. created a natural dye from coffee waste that gives the possibility to create dark 

colours in cotton that were believed to be only achievable with synthetic dyes. The natural 

extract is eco-friendly and circular, does not contain petro-chemicals, saves on CO₂ emissions, 

and has no polluting process streams. 

The main goal of this research was to find a sustainable way to dye cotton while obtaining 

intense colours and good fastness properties. Thus, the behaviour of melanoidin, a brown 

pigment present in the coffee extract, was studied in this research. Different concentrations and 

different conditions were applied in the dyeing process to obtain the most sustainable and 

efficient application [2]. 

 

Figure 1. Structure of melanoidin [3] 
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Plasma is an ionized gas that contains positively and negatively charged particles, resulting in 

a high energy conduction, in a short period of time, to gaseous state system. This technique, 

used for many ends, can be applied in textile dyeing with the goal to improve dye absortion 

and fastening [4]. 

This is an interesting technique for textile treatment beacuase it dismisses the use of water or 

other organic solvent, it works on low energy and it reduces the efluents. It works by changing 

the structure of the material on a surface level, while also being able to change the chemical 

properties [5]. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A 100% cotton twill fabric (400g/m2) was purchased from Acatel (Portugal). AquiNAT PLUS, 

AquiNAT SET and AquiNAT DISPERSE were purchased from Aquitex (Portugal). Perfixan 

FDP and PERIPRET PW NEW were supplied from Dr. Petry (Germany). Other reagents, like 

Ferrous sulphate and Soda ash were provided by RNN (Portugal). Melanoidin was obtained 

from Caffe Inc. (Netherlands).  

To obtain different shades while studying the consequences from changing the concentration 

of dye, three concentrations were used in these processes (5%, 10% and 15% (W/W)). It was 

believed that above 15% of this extract it wouldn’t be possible to dissolve it, making the process 

less effective.  

The application started by a selection of products specially developed to be used in natural 

dyeing from two different brands. Four processes were carried in total on a cotton twill fabric. 

The process with the best results was selected in the end and a plasma treatment was applied 

pre and post dyeing with the goal to improve dye fastness. 

Treatment 1: AquiNAT PLUS (3% o.w.f) and AquiNAT SET (3% o.w.f) were applied as a 

pre-treatment to the fabric. AquiNAT PLUS is a glycose polymer and AquiNAT SET is a beta-

carotene emulsion, meaning they are both natural based products. The first one acts as a 

mordent and the second one acts as a catalyser in the reaction. Both are applied in a single bath 

by exhaustion with a liquor ratio of 1:20 at 25ºC for 45 minutes. After that, the fabric was 

washed twice and then dyed in a bath with 3% o.w.f AquiNAT DISPERSE and 1% owf of soda 

ash for 45 min at 95ºC, as indicated by the manufacturer. AquiNAT DISPERSE is an 

acetylglucosamine based product that helps disperse the natural dye.  

Treatment 2: Perfixan FDP (6% o.w.f) and soda ash (1g/L) were used to treat the fabric by 

exhaustion with a liquor ratio of 1:20 for 20 minutes at 60ºC, followed by one wash. The first 

product acts as a pre-cationising agent, usually needed for anionic dyes and pigments. The 

second phase of the process is the dyeing, which consists of the dye bath with no additional 

products. This was carried at 95ºC for 45 minutes followed by the addition of PERIPRET PW 

NEW (6% o.w.f), a binder usually needed for pigments.  

Treatment 3: This process was similar to the second one, but the binder was not applied. This 

change was meant to show if the coffee extract would behave similarly to a pigment and 

whether the binder was necessary or not.  

Treatment 4: The last processed tested was the one suggested by the manufacturer. In this 

process iron (II) sulfate (2% o.w.f) was added to the dyeing bath. PERFIXAN FDP was chosen 

as the mordent in this process being applied in the same conditions as processes 2 and 3. The 

dyeing was carried out with a liquor ratio of 1:20 at 95ºC for 45 minutes. 
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Plasma treatment: DBD Plasma was applied as pre-dyeing and post-dyeing treatment. The 

chosen method was atmospheric plasma with a potency of 1kW per passage. It was done 5 

times on each side of the fabric at a speed of 4m/min.  

Fastness properties were evaluated according to standard tests ISO 105-C06, ISO 105-E01, 

ISO 105-E04, ISO 105-X12, ISO 105-B02 and GB/T 18886: 2019. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The application started with a selection of products specially developed to be used in natural 

dyes, from two different brand. Four treatments, described above, were developed, and 

performed on a cotton twill fabric. In Figure 2 the samples dyed by the different processes but 

with the same dye concentration are presented side-by-side. 

 

Figure 2. Samples obtained from a) Process 1; b) Process 2; c) Process 3; d) Process 4; e) Process 3 

using 10% of dye and f) Process 3 using 15% of dye 

The process in which the best results were obtained was then selected to process the cotton 

samples to be subjected to a plasma treatment. This treatment was applied pre and post dyeing 

in order to improve the fastness properties of the dyed materials.  

Each process was able to provide a unique shade of brown with exception of treatment 4, which 

uses Iron mordent. This colour change and the analysis of the fastness results (Table 1 to 4) led 

us to conclude that this was the least satisfactory application method.  Comparing with the 

samples obtained by the other treatments, they present the lowest level of acid and alkaline 

perspiration, as well as saliva and friction fastness. The colour change of natural dyes with the 

use of mordants has been described by other researchers. Among the metallic mordanting, those 

with Iron II are the least toxic, which is why it has been frequently tested in the mordanting 

processes of natural dyes. This was the case of Nam et al. (2019) who noticed a similar 

behaviour to the mentioned here when they applied this mordant to different fibres dyed also 

with coffee extracts[2].  
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Table 1- Fastness results from process 1 (using 5% of coffee extract dye) 

 

 

 

Table 2 – Fastness results from process 2 (using 5% of coffee extract dye) 
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Table 4 - Fastness results from process 4 (using 5% of coffee extract dye) 

 

Treatment 3 was able to provide the best overall results with less consumption of chemicals. 

Therefore, the study of the influence of the dye concentration (10% and 15% o.w.f.) was carried 

out using this application method. The fastness results of the samples obtained in these 

conditions are shown in Figure 3 and Tables 5 and 6. The shade obtained with the different 

concentrations of dye was very similar with a slight difference in colour strength. The washing 

and wet rubbing fastness slightly decreased with the increase of dye concentration, showing 

that the higher the dye concentration in the fibre, the lower the level of fastness of the resulting 

dyed material.  

  

Table 3 - Fastness results from process 3 (using 5% of coffee extract dye) 
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Figure 3. Samples obtained from Process 3 using 10 % of dye 

 

 

Table 5 – Fastness results from process 1 (using 10% of coffee extract dye) 

Table 6 – Fastness results from process 1 (using 15% of coffee extract dye) 
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Plasma treatment was applied pre and post dyeing in order to improve the fastness properties 

of the dyed materials obtained in the best dyeing conditions (treatment 3). Same procedure was 

carried out on undyed cotton. The fastness results in terms of colour change and staining are 

shown in Tables 7 and 8, confirming that a plasma treatment provided better fastness levels, 

namely in terms of rubbing. However, the light fastness remains poor.  

Table 7 - Fastness results from process 3 followed by plasma treatment (using 5% of coffee 

extract dye) 

 

 

Table 8 - Fastness results from plasma treatment followed by process 3 (using 5% of coffee 

extract dye) 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The application of coffee natural extract can be made by different dyeing strategies. By 

changing the process, unique shades were obtained as well as different fastness properties 

results.  
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The use of Iron (II) sulphate as mordent in process 4 resulted in a very distinctive grey shade 

which unfortunately was not able to persist on the substrate after the washing process. 

The best results were obtained by applying a plasma treatment followed by cationization and 

dyeing. A level 5 was obtained in washing, water, acid and alkaline perspiration, saliva and 

rubbing dry fastness tests. A level 4/5 was reached in rubbing wet fastness. However, level 2 

was obtained in light fastness. Based on these results, future research should pay attention to 

improve light fastness properties.  
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ABSTRACT 

The high demand for novel antimicrobial textiles by the medical, health care, hygiene, 

sportswear, personal protective equipment, and filtration sectors promoted the growth of 

functional textiles. However, the efficacy of antimicrobial agents against different pathogens 

is a considerable challenge due to the distinctive mechanisms of action and resistance. The 

development of novel synergistic antimicrobial agents may offer numerous opportunities to 

enhance antimicrobial effectiveness, namely boost the activity of individual agents, reduce 

dosages, minimize toxicity, and amplify the activity spectrum. On the one hand, azo dyes 

containing a heterocycle present good tinctorial strength and brightness of shades. In particular, 

the imidazole ring also has interesting antimicrobial, analgesic, and anti-inflammatory 

properties. On the other hand, silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are renowned antimicrobial agents 

against a wide range of microorganisms, but their application is limited by the toxicity observed 

for effective concentrations. In this work, a novel class of azoimidazoles (AzoIz) and 

corresponding precursors (AmIz) were conjugated with polyvinylpyrrolidone-coated AgNPs, 

and their synergistic effect was assessed against Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, and 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The results showed interesting antimicrobial properties of the novel 

AzoIz molecules when combined with a very small concentration of AgNPs. Thus, the 

application of these conjugates in textiles may lead to highly colored materials with remarkable 

antimicrobial properties, which worth to be further explored. 

Keywords: synergism, nanoparticles, amidrazones, azo compound, imidazole, antibacterial, 

textiles 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Antimicrobial textiles are functional materials, which can kill the microorganisms or inhibit 

their growth, and are extremely useful to prevent the degradation of the materials, avoid cross-

contamination, or even treat microbial infections 1,2. Antimicrobial agents applied in textile 

materials should present low toxicity to consumers, be effective against a large spectrum of 

pathogens and be selective only to unwanted microorganisms 2. The high demand for novel 

antimicrobial textiles by the medical, health care, hygiene, sportswear, personal protective, and 

filtration sectors increased the interest in functional textiles 3. 

The antimicrobial compounds and their safety have been a subject of constant research. 

Different types of antimicrobial textiles have been developed containing organo-metallics, 

phenols, triclosan, quaternary ammonium compounds, inorganic nanoparticles, and antibiotics 
4-6. Moreover, functional dyes, which can have an antimicrobial character, have been a strategy 

to combine both functional finishes and conventional textile dyeing into one process 7. 

However, the efficacy against different pathogens is a considerable challenge due to the 

distinctive mechanisms of action and resistance. The development of novel synergistic 

antimicrobial agents may offer numerous opportunities to enhance antimicrobial effectiveness, 

such as boosting the activity of individual agents, reducing dosages, minimizing toxicity, and 

amplifying the activity spectrum 8. Synergistic approaches combine at least two substances that 

result in a superior efficacy when compared to that of the individual agents 9,10. 

Azobenzene molecules are the most used scaffold for the development of colored materials and 

the ones containing a heterocycle present good tinctorial strength and brightness of shades 11,12. 

Furthermore, non-commercial azobenzenes holding heteroaromatic moieties can also lead to 

interesting antimicrobial properties 13. In particular, the imidazole ring showed to have 

antimicrobial, analgesic, and anti-inflammatory properties 14.  

Nanomaterials may offer innovative routes to address the development of advanced products 

by improving some materials’ properties or implementing new ones. Inorganic nanoparticles 

have been widely studied due to their unique characteristics: the small size and high surface-

volume ratio, ability to act at the cellular level, improved solubility, surface adaptability, and 

multifunctionality 8,15. Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are renowned antimicrobial agents against 

a wide range of microorganisms including bacteria, fungi, and viruses with multiple 

mechanisms of action 16,17. However, their application is limited due to concerns about their 

potential hazards to the environment and health. Their properties and corresponding toxicity 

profile are complex and may undergo numerous dose-, size- and time-dependent mechanisms. 

For these reasons, the safe-by-design concept gains exponential importance once it foresees the 

risk assessment in the early stages of development 18,19. 

In this work, a novel class of azoimidazole (AzoIz) dyes and corresponding precursors 

(amidrazone-derivatives containing an imidazole ring (AmIz)) were conjugated with 

polyvinylpyrrolidone-coated AgNPs. The AmIz and AzoIz were characterized by proton 

nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). 

The color of the compounds in an aqueous solution was evaluated by ultraviolet-visible (UV-

Vis) spectrophotometry. The synergistic effect of the conjugates was assessed against 

Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The application of the 

AzoIz in textiles may lead to colored materials and their conjugation with AgNps may produce 

remarkable antimicrobial properties, which worth to be further explored in future research 

works. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

a.  Materials 

Commercial polyvinylpyrrolidone-coated AgNPs (20-30 nm) were obtained from SkySpring 

Nanomaterials Inc. All the other reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich without any 

purification. The reactions were followed by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) using 

Macherey-Nagel™ aluminum sheets UV254. The compounds were characterized by 1H NMR 

and FTIR. The NMR spectra were performed at room temperature on a Bruker Avance 3400 

(1H: 400 MHz). The data were reported by chemical shifts (ppm), multiplicity (s -singlet, brs - 

broad singlet d - doublet, t - triplet, dd - doublet of doublets, or m - multiplet), and integration. 

The IR spectra were obtained using KBr cells on a Shimadzu IR-Affinity 1 FTIR 

spectrophotometer with an attenuated total reflectance accessory (ATR-Dia/KRS-5). UV-Vis 

spectrophotometry (Shimadzu, UV-1800) was used to measure the absorbance spectra of the 

compounds in water with a standard quartz cuvette. 

b.  Synthesis of the AmIz compounds 

5-amino-4-(cyanoformimidoyl)-1H-imidazoles were the initial compounds used in this work 

and were obtained from commercial reagents including diaminomaleonitrile (DAMN), triethyl 

orthoformate (TEOF), and p-anisidine or methylamine according to a previous method 

developed by Alves et al 20. Then, the corresponding amidrazones were prepared according to 

a previous method developed by the research group with slight differences described above 21.  

2.2.1. (Z)-5-amino-1-(4-methoxyphenyl)-N'-phenyl-1H-imidazole-4-carbohydrazonamide 

(AmIz-a) 

To a 25 mL flask containing 2.0 g of 5-amino-1-(4-methoxyphenyl)-1H-imidazole-4-

carbimidoyl cyanide (8.3 mmol) and 10 L of acetic acid in ethanol (8 mL) was added 1.25 

mL of phenylhydrazine (12.5 mmol), under nitrogen atmosphere. The suspension was placed 

under magnetic stirring at 8 °C for 17 hours. The compound was obtained in 94% yield (2.5 g; 

7.8 mmol). 

2.2.2. (Z)-5-amino-1-methyl-N'-phenyl-1H-imidazole-4-carbohydrazonamide (AmIz-b) 

To a 25 mL flask containing 5-amino-1-methyl-1H-imidazole-4-carbimidoyl cyanide (1.1 g, 

7.0 mmol) and 10 L of acetic acid in ethanol (3 ml) was added 1.25 mL phenylhydrazine (10.5 

mmol), under nitrogen atmosphere. The suspension was placed under magnetic stirring at 8°C 

for 3h. The compound was obtained pure by filtration in 96% (1.6 g, 6.8 mmol) 

c.  Synthesis of the AzoIz compounds 

The 5-amino-N'-phenyl-1H-imidazole-4-carbohydrazonamides were used to prepare 

azoimidazoles. Briefly, silver nitrate (3.0 molar equiv) was dissolved in acetonitrile (2.5 mL) 

in a 50 mL flask. Then, the amidrazones were suspended in an acetonitrile/ethanol mixture 

(80:20) (10 mL), and the suspension was added to the silver nitrate solution under magnetic 

stirring at room temperature. A dark red suspension was formed immediately and, after 15 

minutes, the solid was filtered and washed with acetonitrile and ethyl ether. The metallic silver 

formed during the synthesis was removed by centrifugation. 

d.  AgNPs redispersion, and preparation of the solutions containing the AgNPs and the 

AmIz or AzoIz compounds 

First, AgNPs were redispersed in water with a concentration of 10 g.mL-1 using an ultrasonic 

bath for 30 minutes and an ultrasound tip for more than 30 minutes. Then, water solutions 

containing 256 g.mL-1 of each organic compound were prepared. To the solutions containing 
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AmIz compounds, nitric acid (2.0 molar equiv) was added to obtain the solubility in water. The 

AgNPs dispersion and organic compound solutions were mixed (1:1) (1.5 mL) and the 

dispersion was kept in an ultrasound bath for 15 minutes. 

e.  Antimicrobial evaluation 

The antimicrobial properties were assessed by determining the minimal inhibitory 

concentration (MIC) based on the methodology described by Wiegand et al. 22. The evaluated 

microorganisms were S. aureus American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) 6538, E. coli 

ATCC 25922, and P. aeruginosa ATCC 27853. Briefly, a pre-inoculum of each bacterium was 

prepared using tryptic soy broth (TSB) for S. aureus and E. coli or in nutrient broth (NB) for 

P. aeruginosa. All pre-inocula were incubated overnight at 37 °C with a shaking speed of 120 

rpm. Each one of the synthesized compounds was subjected to a serial dilution in water (Table 

1).  Subsequently, each dilution was diluted 50 % (v/v) of inoculated with 1x107 CFU.mL-1 of 

each bacterium in its corresponding fresh culture medium in flat-bottom 96-well plates. In the 

positive control samples, the bacteria suspensions were diluted in water without any 

compounds. The optical density (OD, wavelength: 600 nm) of each bacterium suspension was 

immediately measured using a microplate reader 96-well plates. Afterward, the 96-well plates 

were incubated for approximately 20 hours at a shaking speed of 120 rpm and 37 °C. The OD 

was determined, and the MIC was defined visually using a magnifying glass. The MIC was 

attributed to the lower dilution without turbidity. Furthermore, the MIC was confirmed using 

equation 1. Each dilution was replicated twice. 

OD = ODf − ODi    Equation 1 

Where OD corresponds to the optical density (OD) of each sample, ODi to the initial OD, and 

ODf to the OD measured after 20 hours of incubation. 

Table 1. Concentrations of the initial solution (IS) and corresponding dilutions (D1-6) (g.mL-

1) of the azoimidazoles (AzoIz), corresponding amidrazone precursors (AmIz) and silver 

nanoparticles (AgNPs) that were used for synergistic studies and minimal inhibitory 

concentration calculation. 

 IS D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 

AgNPs 10 5 2.5 1.3 0.6 0.3 0.2 

AmIz or AzoIz 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5-amino-N'-phenyl-1H-imidazole-4-carbohydrazonamides (AmIz) was previously synthesized 

by our research group using a mild and simple method. The synthesis started from the 

accessible 5-amino-4-cyanoformimidoyl imidazoles. The obtained AmIz showed interesting 

antimicrobial activity against Candida krusei, Candida albicans, and Cryptococcus 

neoformans, and also against biofilm formation. However, their activities against filamentous 

fungi (Trichophyton rubrum, Trichophyton mentagrophytes, Microsporum gypseum) and 

bacteria (S. aureus, E. coli, and P. aeruginosa) were very weak when compared to the activity 

on yeasts 21,23,24. Moreover, it was noticed that these compounds readily oxidized when exposed 

to the air by the emergence of colored solids and solutions. Thus, the reactivity of these 

compounds using silver nitrate as an oxidizing agent was tested. This reaction immediately 

occurs giving the azo molecules a strong red color (Figure 1). Considering the above-

mentioned properties, in this work, the conjugation of these compounds (AmIz and AzoIz) with 

AgNPs was studied to obtain dyes with high coloration strength and improved antimicrobial 

properties. The AmIz or AzoIz compounds were conjugated in concentrations above their MIC 

found for the agents individually against S. aureus, E. coli, and P. aeruginosa. The MIC for 
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AgNPs alone was found to be from 1250 to 4000 μg.mL-1 and for organic compounds from 32 

to >256 μg.mL-1.25 The conjugates were obtained by ultrasound mixing a dispersion of AgNPs 

(10 μg.mL-1) and organic compounds solutions (256 μg.mL-1) (Figure 1). 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The methodology adopted to obtain the organic compounds (amidrazones (AmIz) 

and azoimidazoles (AzoIz)) conjugated with silver nanoparticles (AgNPs). 

The AmIz and AzoIz compounds were characterized by UV-Vis, FTIR and 1H RMN 

spectroscopies to verify the occurrence of the oxidation reaction. The FTIR spectra showed the 

evident appearance of two bands in the region of C=N bonds (at 1678 and 1639 cm-1 for AzoIz-

a; at 1670 and 1639 cm-1 for AzoIz-b) that supports the conversion of the hydrazone to azo 

group (Figure 2). Moreover, in the 1H RMN, it was possible to detect the shift of the proton 

signal at δ 7.10 - 7.13 ppm from the imidazole 2-H proton in AmIz structure to δ 7.88 - 8.02 

ppm in the AzoIz. All the other proton signals also shifted to higher chemical shifts due to the 

withdrawing effects of the positive charge on the imidazole ring (Figure 3-a). Supporting the 

emergence of the red color, the UV-Vis spectra showed the appearance of an intense 

absorbance band around 493 nm in the AzoIz structures. The solution of compounds varied 

from uncolored (AmIz) to red (AzoIz) (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 2. FTIR spectra of the compounds. 
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Figure 3. 1H RMN spectra of the amidrazones (AmIz) and azoimidazoles (AzoIz) molecules 

and the emergence of red color in the AzoIz water solutions (a) UV-Vis spectra of the AmIz 

and AzoIz molecules (b). 

The synergistic studies using AmIz and AzoIz molecules were assessed by MIC calculation 

(Table 2). Combining AgNPs with AmIz structures was not possible to obtain any additional 

antimicrobial effect against S. aureus, E. coli, and P. aeruginosa in the tested concentrations. 

On the opposite, interesting synergistic effects were observed using the AzoIz molecules, 

especially in Gram-negative bacteria (E. coli and P. aeruginosa). In compound AzoIz-a, the 

effective concentration decreased from >128 g.mL-1 to 16 to 32 g.mL-1 by the addition of a 

small concentration of AgNPs (0.6 - 1.3 g.mL-1). In the compound AzoIz-b, the concentration 

decreased from >128 g.mL-1 to 4.0 - 32 g.mL-1 by the addition of AgNPs (0.2 - 1.3 g.mL-

1) (Table 2). The inferior antibacterial action against S. aureus can be justified by the 

differences in the structure of the cell walls of the two types of bacteria. S. aureus presents a 

thicker peptidoglycan layer (30 nm thickness) comparing to the thinner structure of the E. coli 

cell wall (~3–4 nm thickness). The positively charged AgNPs and AzoIz compounds may be 

easily retained in the negative and thicker peptidoglycan layer of S. aureus bacteria.  

Table 2. Synergistic antibacterial activity of the amidrazones (AmIz) and azoimidazoles 

(AzoIz) alone and respective conjugates with silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) (minimal inhibitory 

concentration (MIC, g.mL-1)). 

 
AgNPs AmIz-a 

AmIz-a 

+AgNPs 
AmIz-b 

AmIz-b 

+AgNPs 

S. aureus > 5.0  128+5 128 32  128+5 

E. coli > 5.0  128+5 128 32  128+5 

P. aeruginosa > 5.0  128+5 128 32  128+5 

 
AgNPs AzoIz-a 

AzoIz-a 

+AgNPs 
AzoIz-b 

AzoIz-b 

+AgNPs 

S. aureus > 5.0 64 64+2.5 >128 64+2.5 

E. coli > 5.0 >128 32+1.3 >128 32+1.3 

P. aeruginosa > 5.0 >128 16+0.6 >128 4+0.2 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

This study reported the potential of the novel AzoIz molecules to be used both as an 

antimicrobial agent and as a dye for textile applications. Considering these results, synergistic 

effect between the AzoIz or AmIz molecules with AgNPs will be subsequently optimized by 

varying the concentrations. An interesting structure-activity relationship might result once the 

compound AzoIz-b, which contains a methoxyphenyl group, showed improved results. The 

antimicrobial mechanism of action, the antimicrobial action against other pathogens (e.g. 

fungi), the cytotoxicity tests, and the textile dyeability process will be also an object of analysis. 
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ABSTRACT 

Subject is viewing preparation machine, yarn first goes into dye material and taken up to 

oxidation chambers, to engage with air to create indigo color, placed above the dye boxes. This 

study is about the oxidation chamber. Project was introduced as INTERNATIONAL 

INNOVATION, a new system design first time in sector to solve quality problems in finer 

yarns for slasher denim production and increase viewing quality. System design is aimed to 

place the rollers two different positions in the oxidation zone. The goal is smooth process of 

40 NeB and finer warp threads processed in Slasher machines. Research Project No is SMH 

008 of PROSMH R&D Center.  

Keywords: Slasher dye, oxidation, cotton, denim, jeans, textile, viewing, innovation, yarn, 

blue.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Oxidation zone at outlet of oxidation chamber is 31 meters for conventional trough which is 

suitable for 30 NeB and thicker yarns. Current trends are use of 40 NeB and finer yarns in the 

denim market. 31 meters is too long for finer yarns and causes tension problems. The main 

reason for shortening the passageway is water observation capability. As processed threads are 

thinner, there will be less water on threads and using long passageway at outlet will cause extra 

drying and pressure on yarn. This is the main reason why elongation and tension problems are 

accrued. Considering working on more sensitive goods, minor adjustments matter more on 

process. Proper and even tension control is key to high quality in continuous viewing 

preparation. The newly invented and introduced system will provide better, flexible, trouble-

free, user-friendly process options. Less dependent on operator will provide better comfort. 

Being able to adapt to new demands and requests of the end user and the market in general will 

create commercial advantages. We also need to mention, new system is more environment 

friendly. As we process naturally grown material as cotton, there is not much room to change 

process. So, big achievement like these matters genuinely. All developments are industry 4.0 

compatible. We can process analogue and digital signals on same operation software. 

Monitoring the process is a very important part of the production. More data we can process, 

more we can know about details of processed goods, and we will be able to manage all 

production details. We can also store complete production recipes, fault history, machine 

maintenance periods. Recipe limitation can be entered to system to insure, operator can not 

enter any input like tension out of tolerance. Machine also designed with a strong diagnostics 

system. Any possible trouble in machine like short cable circuit or any electronic failure will 

be reported on main HMI in real time. All data is accessible remotely via internet connection. 

All operation software is running on Microsoft windows. Graphic and animated user interface 

is easy to use. Data entry can be done on touch screen or by physical hardware like k-board 

and mouse.  
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2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

2.1.1 Material 

2.1.2 Chassis Design 

The chassis was designed and manufactured for assembly of the elevator system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Chassis 

2.1.3 Gear System 

2.1.4 Cogwheel 

Cogwheel is used on rail gear. Circular motion is converted to linear motion or linear motion 

to circular motion.  Worm drive is used with reciprocating gears and cogwheel to reach 

maximum moment power with minimum power requirement.  

 

Figure 2. Cogwheel and rail gear 

2.1.4.1 Gear chain system 

Motor powered chain drive system.  

 

Figure 3. Geared chain system 
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2.1.5 Roller 

Two types of rollers are used. Type 1, roller is fixed with its shaft, rotates on bearings, Type 2, 

the shaft is fixed, roller can rotate on shaft to match movable system. 

 

 

Figure 4. Roller 

2.1.6 CPU (Central Processing Unit) 

All analog and digital incoming signals detected, processed, converted to into output signals, 

all math and logical processes are performed in CPU. Central processing unit is brain of the 

PLC. 

  

 

Figure 5. Siemens S7-300 

Siemens S7-300 317-2 PN/DP is used in machines. Device is equipped with two profinet and 

one profibus communication ports. Internal memory storage is 1MB, process speed is per 0.025 

µs per 1 bit and 0.03 µs per 1 word. 

2.1.7 Remote I/O 

Device processes profinet communication protocol between CPU (CENTRAL PROCESSING 

UNIT) and PLC modules. (Digital input, digital output, analog input, analog output etc.)  
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Figure 6. REMOTE I/O 

Remote ı/o has three different capacity options. Basic, standard ve high feature. Basic plc 

module capacity is 12 ı/o, standard plc module capacity is 32 ı/o and high feature plc module 

capacity is 64 ı/o.  

2.1.8 Analogue Input Module 

Input module for analogue signals sent by equipment attached on machine like encoders and 

potentiometers. All data (signal) is transferred to CPU via remote ı/o and processed. Capacity 

value of analogue signal are 4-20 mA, 0-10 V word. 

 

Figure 7. Analogue input moduleSIMATIC ET 200SP 4AI RTD/TC, SIMATIC ET 200SP 

8AI RTD/TC ve SIMATIC ET 200SP 4AI U/I-2 are used in machine. Analogue input models 

have 8-byte memory. 

2.1.9 Digital Input Module 

Input module for digital signals from machine. Digital signals are logic 1 and 0. Logic 1 signal 

indicates 24V dc. Logic 0 is 0V dc. If 24V dc is on, signal is processed. If 0V dc is processed, 

means there is no incoming signal. All data is processed via remote ı/o. there are two capacity 

types of modules as 8 and 16 bits. 8 bits module has 1 byte memory, and 16 bits module has 2-

byte memory. 8 bits can process 8 signals and 16 bits can process 16 signals.  

 

Figure 8. Digital input module 
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2.1.10 Digital Output Module  

All signals processed in CPU, sent back to digital output module via remote ı/o. module sends 

back the processed signal to equipment on machine. Signals are sent as Logic 1 or Logic 0. 

there are two capacity types of output modules as 8 and 16 bits. 8 bits module has 1 byte 

memory, and 16 bits module has 2-byte memory. 8 bits can process 8 signals and 16 bits can 

process 16 signals. SIMATIC ET 200SP 4AQ 4 U/I analog output is used in machine with 

capacity of 8-bytes memory. 

 

Figure 9. Digital output module 

2.1.11 Plc Module Socket 

Plc module sockets are the units, analogue and digital signal cables are inserted. Plc sockets 

are placed and integrated under plc modules for easy communications.  

  

 

Figure 10. PLC module sockets 

Plc module sockets have black and white colors A0-A1 and short and long types. 24V dc is 

inserted to white socket. Black module and sockets are placed under white sockets and 

powered. A0 plc module socket can be used for both analogue and digital signals. A1 module 

socket can be only used for analogue. Long or short sockets are used according to fitting place.  

2.1.12 Memory Card  

2 Mbyte capacity memory card can be inserted to CPU. The card is EPROM (Erasable 

Programmable Read Only Memory) type.  

 

Figure 11. Memory card 
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2.1.13 HMI Panel 

HMI (Human Machine Interface) is the main control unit for all functions. Control unit 

communication is done via profinet. Siemens KTP900 series basic and Siemens TP1500 series 

comfort screen units are used in machine. 

 

Figure 12. HMI touch screen 

2.1.14 Electric Motor 

Lenze electric motor is used in project.  

 

Figure 13. Lenze electric motor 

Motor in chosen is equipment with high range reducer to ensure low rpm with high torque. 

Lenze brand motor is 3Kw 1500 rpm i=29.77. Please see full specs of motor below; 

Gearbox g500-B600 

Motor m550-P100/L4 (GENERATION A) 

Rated power 3 kW 

Rated frequency 50 Hz 

Ratio 29.744 

Output speed 48.7 r/min 

Output torque 559 Nm 

Load capacity 1.07 

Moment of inertia 111.72 kgcm2 

Motor mounting to gearbox Direct mounting (integr. mot.) 

Enclosure IP54 

Surface/corrosion protection OKS-S (Small; C1) 

Color RAL 7012 = Basalt grey 

Gearbox code G50BB160MHAR3C00 
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2.2 METHOD 

2.2.1 Software   

Drawing of electrical project 

Electrical diagram is given below. The setting is done to control motors working direction. 

Motor control is used for tension control at any position of rollers and general synchronization 

with rest of the machine. Creating an extra tension control zone is always give more efficiency 

on quality of the final product.  

 

 

Figure 14. Direction Control Diagram of 3 Phase Motor 

Writing the PLC Program and Designing HMI interface Motor is controlled by main software 

system at desired speed. We have used reducer on motor instead of external drive. We have 

used a high range reducer to ensure low rpm with high torque. A PLC software patch is written 

as per project to control the electric motor centrally. The connection unit on motor mentioned 

in drawing is for direction control. A bit is assigned for each direction. There are two sensors 

at minimum and maximum points of roller’s motion area. Motion will automatically stop when 

reached to desired point. Limit sensors readings are inserted to PLC. The fault massages are 

created about motor when reach to min or max point. Motor thermal is also reported. Fault 

massages are displayed in main HMI. Interface on HMI in designed to control oxidation path 

motions. All motion and setting are done via main HMI. User will display when roller positions 

are reached to minimum and maximum points. Motor thermal status is also displayed on screen. 

A fault message is displayed in case of an overheat. Chosen motor must work in low rpm. Fast 

motion can create extra tension fluctuation. Sensitive control on set values will not be possible. 

Motor motions are controlled by software. Motor must also have mechanical brake system. 

Motor may move because of weight and tension from the goods produced. Brakes will hold the 

motor position at stops. All brake system is controlled by software insure perfect tension 

control. Motion process is activated at speed 2. Speed. Speed 1 is created only for preparation 

period. Operator can select which units to work by HMI screen (please see the Figure no 15). 
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Figure 15. Position Selection Screen 

Troughs’ oxidation outlet rollers will take selected position at speed 2. Desired oxidation length 

adjustable via HMI screen. Desired oxidation length will be entered to HMI and software will 

calculate roller positions and move rollers accordingly. This calculation software is written and 

adapted to main operation software. There is a timer in operation software. Process will be 

stopped according to timer. All motions and process are shown to operator on main HMI as 

animation. (Figure 16) Set tension values must be kept during all operation. Motion will 

automatically stop if tension is out of set values. Oxidation process will re-start after set tension 

values are achieved again. Machine will automatically stop when set batch length is completed. 

Machine will return to position at start of the batch. There is a protection software for user 

mistakes such as incorrect value set entries. 

 

Figure 16. working positions.  

AUTOCAD and SOLIDWORKS programs are used for design. EPLAN is used for electrical 

diagrams. Material procurement is done after design.  
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Table 1. Procured equipment 

Connection Wedge 

Connection Plate 

Chassis 

Connection sheet 

Motor Plate 

Connection Wedge 

Transmission Shaft 

Cogwheel 

Rail gear 

Roller  

Cover Flange 

Roller flange 

Slat 

Pipe 

Shaft 

Trunnion 

Trunnion 

Hatch 

Top plate 

Extra support 

Bottom plate 

Chassis (H profile) 

Chassis (U profile) 

Chassis plate 

Bracket  

Bearing  

Motor 

Motor transmission shaft 

Chain gear 

2.2.2 Mechanics  

There is a new design in existing system to change oxidation direction. Design is planned as 

18 meters as short and 31 meters as long. All work in progress is simulated via Autocad. It is 

also design in 3D on Solidworks. Newly design system is produced, test run, and trial period 

is completed. There were no contractions or enforcement on equipment or produced goods.  

Technical drawings; 

  

Figure 17. Movable oxidation thread pass and movable oxidation 
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Manufacturing drawings; 

 

Figure 18. Manufacturing drawings 
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Figure 18 (continuing). Manufacturing drawings 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The output of the project is a system in oxidation zone of the slasher machine with position 

adjustable rollers.  

We manage to create a length adjustable oxidation zone. We have created a new tension control 

point and minimize tension problems. This gives flexibility on various of different goods to be 

processed. There were no adjustments on existing system, it was not possible to process certain 

kinds of goods. Limitation on machine is eliminated. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Applied tension is less on finer yarns and water observation is also less on yarn. Existing system 

was simply not suitable for sensitive production and was not flexible for up to date demands 

and trends of the day. Wastage on production at beginning and of the batch is avoided. It is 

possible to save 150 meters of product on each batch. Elongation problem on yarn is solved. 

Every 1% performance increase viewing improvement is 1000 € extra earning per machine. 

When we consider 5% saving including saved wastage at beginning and end of the batch. This 

means 500,000.00- € extra benefit per year for a company with 100 viewing machines.  
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ABSTRACT 

The paper will present an experiment of vat dyeing of specific fabrics with protective, fire 

retardant properties that have a high content of aramid fibres in their composition. The research 

was performed on fabric samples that differ in raw material composition and aramid content. 

Also, the samples were dyed in raw from (group 1) as well as after pre-treatment with alkaline 

scouring (group 2). Based on the values obtained by measuring the LOI index, it was shown 

that the selected fabrics meet the properties of inherently FR fabrics. Dyeing was performed 

with Indanthren® Olive Green HB Colloisol (manufactured by DyStar) vat dye, in exhaustion 

process, with a bath ratio of 1:30. The dye concentration was 3%, and Na-hydrosulphite 

(Na2S2O4) was used as a reducing agent. The colouristic analyses were performed based on 

spectrophotometric measurement and results interpretation according to CIELAB system. The 

evaluation of primary tactile properties was performed which shown the increase of 

smoothness and softness after scouring and dyeing.  Also, wash fastness as well as light fastness 

tests shown satisfactory fastness properties.  

Keywords: Inherently flame retardant fabric, vat dyeing, colour characterization, K/S, wash 

fastness, light fastness, primary tactile properties.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are two main directions in current research in the field of non-flammability of textiles: 

research of flame-retardants of innovative structure and pre-treatment methodologies, and 

research into inherently non-flammable compositions. While the first method of finishing 

treatment aimed in achieving the fire resistance properties of fabric, has been developed early 

as in 1735, the development of inherently fire-retardant fabrics started some 60 years ago. 

Inherently flame-retardant fabrics do not need any of external finish or treatment to achieve the 

optimal level of flame retardancy [1]. In general, there are three types of inherently fire 

retardant fabrics: one involves fibres pre-treatment and modification during production, the 

other refers to fibres that modify the structure to achieve fire retardancy without the need for 

further processing and treatments, and the third group includes inorganic and ceramic fibres 

[2-4]. Composition of inherently fire retardant fabrics is often characterized by high content of 

aramid fibres, which is why the processes of applying dyes by dyeing or printing to such fabrics 

are highly demanding. Difficulties in the processes of aramid fibres dyeing arise from their 

chemical structure, which implies a high degree of order of macromolecules in the polymer 

chain, high crystallinity and density of the structure, as well as from their pronounced base 

colour [5]. Given the problematic nature of the application of traditional dyeing techniques, the 

literature finds research on the application of some treatments or process modifications [5-9]. 

Holsten and Smith patented the cationic dying of aramid fibres using the N,N-diethyl m-

toluamide as a carrier [10]. Tajul et al. researched the possibility of applying basic dyes by 

using N-methylformanilide as the swelling agent, achieving satisfactory washing and rubbing 

fastness properties [11]. Han and Jaung applied acid dyes on m-aramid fibres pre-treated with 

mailto:corresponding%20author@xxx.xx
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PEO45-MeDMA and achieved some positive effect of the pre-treatment on obtained colour 

strength (K/S) in compare to untreated samples, although K/S value they reported was still 

rather low [12]. As for the vat dyes, E. R. Kim et al. have dyed m-aramid fibres, achieving 

satisfactory washing fastness properties, but rubbing and light fastness were rather low as well 

as the colour yield on m-aramid fibres [13]. Vat dyes are one of the oldest dye class used in 

textile and one of the major dye classes for cellulose fibres and cellulose fibre regenerates. 

They are characterized by high fastness properties and are therefore more applicable to 

functional textiles such as textiles with different protective properties. Vat dyes are insoluble, 

so during the process they must be converted from keto-substituted colorant by reduction to 

soluble form – enolate leuco form which has substantivity. The reduction is most often carried 

out with sodium dithionite (Na2S2O4), and through the dyeing process the dye is in soluble 

form, while at the end of the process it is again converted into an insoluble form by the 

oxidation process. Oxidation is most often carried out using oxidizing agents (e.g., hydrogen 

peroxide) [14, 15]. Inherently fire retardant textiles often contain cellulosic components, such 

as cotton and FR viscose, which makes vat dyes a suitable dye class for this type of fabric [16]. 

In this paper, the possibility of applying vat dyes on inherently fire retardant fabrics which, in 

addition to the content of aramid fibres, also contain cellulose components of FR viscose, was 

researched. The analyses were performed on non-commercial, inherent FR fabrics of the 

targeted composition developed at the University of Zagreb, Faculty of Textile Technology as 

part of the activities within the project Development of multifunctional non-flammable fabric 

for dual use, supported by the European Union from the European Regional Development 

Fund. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The analysis was performed on two groups of three non-commercial fabrics characterized by 

the constant weave (Plain 1/1) but varied in weft composition. The content of warp and weft 

of the tested fabrics is shown in Table 1.  

Table 1. Composition of analyzed fabrics 

 Fabric 1 

(B1) 

Fabric 2 

(B2) 

Fabric 3 

(B3) 

Warp 22% PA 6.6 

38% FR Viscose 

40% M-Aramid 

22% PA 6.6 

38% FR Viscose 

40% M-Aramid 

22% PA 6.6 

38% FR Viscose 

40% M-Aramid 

Weft 22% PA 6.6  

38% FR Viscose  

40% M-Aramid 

30% PA 6.6  

35% FR Viscose  

35% M-Aramid 

2% PA NoShock  

20% PA 6.6  

38% FR Viscose  

40% M-Aramid 

The samples were dyed in raw form without any pre-treatment (group 1) as well as pre-treated 

in the process of alkaline scouring (group 2). The recipe and conditions of alkaline scouring 

are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Recipe and conditions of alkaline scouring 

Samples Chemicals Conditions 

Fabric 1 
Kemonecer WET: 2 g/l 

(wetting agent) 

Alkali Na2CO3: 2 g/l 

T = 45 min 

T = 100 °C 

 

Fabric 2 

Fabric 3 

2.1 LOI (Limiting Oxygen Index) 

LOI-Limiting Oxygen Index was measured using Limiting Oxygen Index Apparatus (Concept 

Equipment Ltd.) according to EN ISO 4589-2: 2017 Plastics - Determination of burning 
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behavior by oxygen index - Part 2: Ambient - temperature test. Samples were conditioned (RH 

65%, 24 h) according to standard ISO 139:2008/A1 Textiles - Standard Atmospheres for 

Conditioning and Testing. LOI values were measured prior to dyeing. 

2.2 Dyeing 

Untreated samples (group 1) and samples treated with alkaline washing (group 2) were vat 

dyed by the exhaustion dyeing process, in a laboratory apparatus for wet and dyeing processes 

Polycolor, Mathis, at 90 °C for 60 min (heating gradient 3°/min). The bath ratio (BR) was 1:40 

and the dye concentration was 3% (over weight of the fabric). The dye used was 

Indanthren®Olive Green HB (DyeStar). According to the diagram prescribed for vat dyeing 

the content of sodium dithionite Na2S2O4 (2 g/L) and sodium hydroxide NaOH (11 ml/L) 

were determined, with the addition of the wetting agent Kemonecer WET (2 g/L). After dyeing, 

the samples were rinsed, oxidized in hydrogen peroxide H2O2 (4 ml/L) wit addition of Oxidol 

KR (Sodium-m-nitrobenzene sulphonate, 5 g/L), again rinsed and air-dried. 

2.3 Color fastness and tactile properties testing 

Dyed samples were tested for wash and light fastness properties. The wash fastness was tested 

by washing the samples in a laboratory apparatus for wet and dyeing processes Polycolor, 

Mathis, according to standard ISO 105-C06:2010 (A2S) Textiles — Tests for color fastness — 

Part C06: Colour fastness to domestic and commercial laundering, using 5 g/l standard 

detergent (ECE Non phosphate detergent without optical brightener agent), with bath ratio 1:8, 

temperature 40 ± 2 °C, time 30 minutes, through 5 cycles. Lightfastness testing were performed 

on Xenotest 440 (SDL Atlas), according to the modified ISO 105-B02 and 13 B04 test methods 

using Xenotest 440. The primary tactile properties were also measured on the Fabric Touch 

Tester M293 (SDL Atlas) in the form of ratings before and after the dyeing process. 

2.4 Spectrophotometric measurement 

The spectrophotometric measurement was performed by remission spectrophotometer 

DataColor 850, with constant instrument aperture, standard light D65 and d/8°geometry. The 

results of colouristic analysis of dyed samples are shown in terms of colour coordinates (a*/b*), 

basic colour parameters L*, C*, h°, and colour strength (K/S), expressed according to CIELAB 

system. The results of wash fastness are given as numerical values of total colour difference 

(dE) calculated according to CMC (l:c) equation accepted by ISO 105-J03:2009, for colour 

fastness and colour changes evaluation in the field of textiles [17]. The lightfastness properties 

were also expressed as total colour differences (dE), as well as in blue scale grades, obtained 

by comparing samples before and after exposure. 

2.5 Microscopic imaging 

The microscopic examination of dyed samples was performed using DinoLite AM7013. The 

imaging was performed before and after the 5th cycle of washing. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The aim of the research, part of which is presented in this paper, is the development of 

inherently non-flammable fabric, which, in addition to fire retardant properties, will have added 

aesthetic and comfort properties. Therefore, the part is dedicated to researching the possibility 

of applying dyes in dyeing or printing processes, in general, for the purpose of obtaining 

patterning or colouration. The problem lies in the fact that due to the composition and high 

content of aramid fibres that cannot be dyed in conventional dyeing processes, it is difficult to 

achieve optimal dye binding and satisfactory colour strength, as well as in the fact that aramid 

fibres have their basic colour of pronounced yellowish hue, which makes it difficult to achieve 
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the target shade in the dyeing processes. In the first step of experimental work, since the 

primary goal is to achieve fire retardant properties of the fabrics, the measurement of LOI index 

was performed, and the results are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. LOI of fabrics 

 Fabric 1 Fabric 2 Fabric 3 

LOI [%] 27,21 27,27 27,77 

The results show that all of the samples meet the criteria specified for the inherently flame 

resistant fabrics that LOI> 26%. This is followed by dyeing of the samples, the first (Fabric 1 

to 3 - untreated) and the second group (Fabric 1 to 3 - treated by alkaline scouring). After 

dyeing, and before testing the washing and light fastness properties, the analysis of primary 

tactile properties was performed as well as the analysis of coloristic parameters based on 

spectrophotometric measurement and their numerical, objective evaluation, according to 

CIELAB system (L *, a *, b *, C *, h). Table 4 shows the results of testing the primary tactile 

properties using the Fabric Touch Tester laboratory instrument. Smoothness, softness and 

warmth were evaluated and the values of the overall grade were given. 

Table 4. Primary tactile properties of dyed fabrics 

Group 1 (untreated fabrics) Smoothness Softness Warmth Total grade 

 BD AD BD AD BD AD BD AD 

Fabric 1 2 3 1 2 4 4 2 3 

Fabric 2 2 3 1 2 4 4 1 3 

Fabric 3 2 3 1 2 4 4 2 3 

Group 1 (fabrics treated with 

alkaline scouring) 
Smoothness Softness Warmth Total grade 

 BD AD BD AD BD AD BD AD 

Fabric 1 2 3 1 3 4 4 2 3 

Fabric 2 2 2 1 1 4 4 1 2 

Fabric 3 2 3 1 2 4 4 2 3 

*BD – before dyeing; AD – after dyeing 

The results show that the pre-treatment of fabrics by alkaline scouring did not contribute to the 

change of primary tactile properties, while after the dyeing process there is an increase in values 

for smoothness and softness, which indicates an increase in these tactile properties - greater 

softness and smoothness after dyeing, to which the addition of wetting agent in the dyeing bath 

certainly contributes. 

 

 

 

 

 

  L* C* h° 

Fabric 1 (untreated) 39,52 13,43 122,68 

Fabric 2 (untreated) 39,28 13,47 123,2 

Fabric 3 (untreated) 35,8 10,91 129,51 

  L* C* h° 

Fabric 1 (treated) 43,66 13,82 116,77 

Fabric 2 (treated) 39,83 13,43 123,33 

Fabric 3 (treated) 37,32 10,94 128,75 

Figure 1. Fabrics colours placing in a*/b* colour space, with table of L*, C* and h° values. 
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Figure 1 shows the placement of colour of the samples in the a*/b* colour space. According to 

coordinate values of a* and b* there is no significant influence of pre-treatment of the fabrics 

on colour placement in colour space. Also, uniform values are obtained for colour parameters 

of lightness (L*), chroma (C*) and hue (h°). However, a certain influence of the composition 

and content of different yarns in the examined fabrics on the value of the colour hue (h°) can 

be seen, and a shift of hue from yellow-green with a more pronounced yellow shade to yellow-

green hue with a more pronounced green shade is observed.  

Due to the lower value of chrome and brightness, the overall appearance of the colour of the 

samples is dark grey-green, which can be seen in Figure 2, where a scanned and microscopic 

images of the fabrics surfaces are given. 

Untreated Fabrics 

Fabric 1 Fabric 2 Fabric 3 

   
Scanned images of Fabrics tested  

   
Microscopic images of tested fabric surfaces 

Treated samples 

Fabric 1 Fabric 2 Fabric 3 

   
Scanned images of Fabrics tested 

   
Microscopic images of tested fabric surfaces 

Figure 2. Scanned and microscopic images of tested fabrics surfaces 

Given the content of fibre components that can bind the vat dye (cellulose and cellulose 

regenerates), the images show a satisfactory characteristic of the colour appearance. 

Microscopic images show that binding of dye occurred only with FR viscose and possibly PA 

6.6 fibres, and the proportion of aramid fibres that remained undyed is clearly visible. Such a 

relationship will certainly affect the final appearance of the colour and the visual, but also the 

objective characteristics of the strength and intensity of colouration. In Table 5 the objective 

values of colour strength expressed in K/S values are shown, and also graphically presented on 

Figure 3.  
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Table 5. K/S values of dyed samples 

Untreated Fabrics λ (nm) K/S Treated Fabrics λ (nm) K/S 

Fabrics 1 
470 5,3551 

Fabrics 1 
470 4,1907 

630 4,4851 630 3,2647 

Fabrics 2 
470 5,4475 

Fabrics 2 
470 5,1994 

630 4,6219 630 4,4602 

Fabrics 3 
470 6,2288 

Fabrics 3 
470 5,3057 

630 5,9268 630 5,3057 

Although visually, given the composition of the fabrics, a satisfactory colour depth has been 

achieved, the K/S values, objectively, are still relatively low. This can also be attributed to the 

nature of the olive-green colour itself, which is characterized by a grey component that places 

it in the marginal achromatic-chromatic area. Precisely because of this characteristic, 

objectively, a higher value of K/S cannot be achieved. The obtained characteristic of colour 

strength is confirmed by the shape of curves from which the chromatic-achromatic character 

of the colour can be seen. Also, a certain specificity of this colour can be seen in the K/S values. 

Namely, the K/S value is calculated, ie determined at the point of maximum absorption. For 

the olive-green colour, which spectrally belongs to the yellow-green area, the absorption takes 

place in the red-purple colour (magenta) which is not contained in the spectrum. Therefore, 

which corresponds to the nature of the magenta, the absorption takes place in two spectra that 

characterize the magenta, namely red (630 nm) and blue-violet (400 nm). 

  

Untreated fabrics Treated fabrics 

Figure 3. K/S curves of untreated and treated dyed fabrics 

After the colouristic analysis of the dyed samples, the fastness tests were performed and the 

wash fastness and light fastness were tested. The results are expressed by the values of colour 

differences calculated according to the CMC (1: c) system (Figure 4), as the difference in 

individual colour parameters (dL*, dC*, dh), as well as the total colour differences (dE). The 

differences were calculated comparing the samples before washing with samples after the 5th 

cycles of washing. 

The results of light fastness are shown on Figure 5, as the values of blue scale grades, as well 

as through the objective evaluation of colour differences between samples before and after light 

exposure (Figure 5). The results showed highly satisfactory colour fastness, which is confirmed 

by the values of differences in individual colour parameters, as well as in the values of the total 

colour difference, which do not exceed the numerical value of 0.5 for wash fastness and 0.9 for 

light fastness, which is definitely within the allowed tolerance limits. These are the expected 

results for vat dyes which, precisely because of the mechanism of transition from insoluble to 
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soluble form during dyeing, and then return to insoluble form, are characterized by highly 

satisfactory fastness. 

  

Untreated fabrics Treated fabrics 

Figure 4. Wash fastness results expressed in colour difference values 

  

Blue scale grades Colour differences 

Figure 5. Light fastness results expressed in Blue scale grade and in colour difference values 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the obtained results, it can be concluded that further research into the possibility of 

applying dyes on fabrics with a high content of aramid fibres is justified if they contain a 

component that can bind the dye in conventional dyeing procedures. It has been shown that 

satisfactory colouring of the target colour properties can be obtained. It is characteristic of vat 

dyes, and what was obtained in the research, that precisely because of their specific chemical 

constitution and the mechanism of returning to insoluble form after the dyeing, highly 

satisfactory fastness can be achieved. 
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ABSTRACT 

In parallel to the rapidly increasing population, fast fashion trends, the requirement for products 

with several characteristics increase the consumption of textile products and result in that 

natural fibers cannot fulfil the demand. Synthetic fibers have accommodated the natural fibers 

in the industry and have a growing market share. Filament yarns, made from synthetic fibers, 

are consisting of with being each and endless continuous filaments obtained by feeding molten 

polymers through the nozzles. In multifilament yarns, the number of filaments is a parameter 

that significantly affects the yarn and fabric properties.  In the production of multifilament yarn, 

deviations in the filament numbers are observed especially due to the clogging of the nozzles 

during fiber spinning or fiber breaks caused by tension. In order to determine this, in addition 

to the standard physical tests such as unevenness, friction, breaking strength, and elongation 

after the yarn production, the number of filament determination test is also performed. In most 

cases, the numbers of filaments are manually counted by an operator, and no device or 

automation has been used yet. The aim of this study is to develop a novel method based on 

image processing for counting filament numbers. Within the scope of the recommended 

method, first of all, the filament yarns were charged with static electricity to ensure the 

separation of the fibers from each other. Then, the separated fibers were exposed to laser beam 

and each fiber and laser beam intersection were photographed. In the resulting photographs, 

each intersection point is assumed to represent single filaments and the total number of 

intersections represents the number of filaments in the yarn. The validation of the new method 

was provided by cross-sectional images of the filament yarns. With the proposed method, it is 

believed that errors caused by the operator will be reduced in the determination of the filament 

number and it will help automation in the future. 

Keywords: Filament, Multifilament Yarn, Filament Counting, Number of Filaments, Image 

Processing Method / Image Analysis Method, Object Detection and Object Tracking   

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

In recent years, there has been a dramatic increase in filament yarn marketing, and just in 2019, 

the total market share of filament yarns increased by 6% and reached 55 million tones and 

cover 57% of the total yarn market. It is foreseen to grow market share even more in the near 

future [1]. The polyester filament yarn market, which is estimated to be 106 billion USD in 

2022, is expected to reach 174.7 billion USD by 2032, considering the increasing population 

and consumption needs [2]. Chemical fibers can be produced in staple form similar to natural 

fibers and filament form in infinite length. In general, chemical fibers and filament yarns 

produced from these fibers are used in a wide range of areas such as home textiles, protective 

clothing, miner's clothing, filler, automotive industry, upholstery fabric, health sector (bandage, 

blanket, uniform, surgical threads, etc.) [2-3]. In the filament production line, the molecular 

chains of filament inner structures are arranged randomly after the drafting system and fiber 
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orientation is ensured by the stretching-drawing process applied in the last stage. According to 

the applied winding speed, drafting condition, and orientation, the fibers get different names. 

The POY, which stands for partially or pre-orientated yarn, is in the raw, and uncooked form, 

and texture processes are made on these yarns. Fully drafted yarn (FDY) or fully oriented yarn 

(FOY) is obtained by fully drawing POY yarns at high winding speeds [4]. 

In parallel with the increasing usage area, there has been an outbreak of studies related to 

filament yarns. It is seen that most of the studies generally investigate the effects of the fiber 

cross-section shape, the structural properties of the yarns, the texturing process, and the 

production parameters on the yarn quality [5-13]. In addition, effects of characteristics of 

filament fineness and filament numbers on yarn properties are also studied in the literature [14-

20]. 

For multifilament yarns, the number of filaments is an important parameter as it affects the 

yarn structure, hence the fabric structure and properties. During the production of multifilament 

yarn, clogging of nozzles or fibers breaking due to greater tension may cause deviations in the 

number of fibers.  For this reason, in addition to the standard test on filament yarns such as 

unevenness, breaking strength, breaking elongation, and friction, counting the number of 

filaments should also be applied. In this study, an image analysis-based method will be 

proposed to determine the number of filaments and compared it with the traditional method in 

terms of speed, cost, labor, and accuracy. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In the scope of the study, ecru multifilament polyester POY yarn with 83/36 dtex linear density 

and black multifilament polypropylene POY yarn with 140/48 dtex linear density were used.  

In the literature, any standard or method has not been described for the determination of the 

number of filaments in the filament yarn structure. Figure 1 illustrates the classical method that 

consists of visually counting filaments on the contrast-colored velvet board after separating 

each filament with the help of a static electric charge [21-23]. In this method, after the fibers 

are separated from each other, filament counting varies from 1 to 4 minutes depending on the 

number of filaments. 

 

Figure 1. Conventional filament counting method 

Time consuming process is also prone to operator-based error. In this proposed method, a linear 

laser light will be applied in the vertical direction to the filaments separated by static electricity. 

It is expected that the laser light will reflect clearly at the intersection points of the laser and 
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the filaments (Figure 2). Within the scope of the method, the points will be counted by the 

image analysis method based on the light reflected at the intersection points. Image analyses 

will be performed on the MATLAB software.   

 

Figure 2. Basic principle of the laser beam-based method 

After the multifilament yarn is placed in the test setup, it is loaded with static electricity with 

the help of chalk and the filaments are separated. The laser is placed to make a vertical 

intersection with the yarn and each intersection of filaments and laser light is visible as 

distinctly red dots. A digital camera is used for image acquisition and these images are 

processed and counted by Matlab Image Process Toolbox. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Two different methods were applied to validate the accuracy of the developed method. First, 

the fibers were counted manually on the velvet-covered sheet by manual method (Figure 1). 

Considering the disadvantages of this method, the validation process was carried out for the 

second time with the cross-sectioning method, which is thought to give more accurate results. 

Matlab Image Process Toolbox was used to process acquired images. RGB images were saved 

in Portable Network Graphic (PNG) format to minimize data loss on the image. Acquired 

images are first converted to gray level and then converted into binary images according to the 

appropriate threshold value determined by the Otsu method (Figure 3) [24-26]. The numbers 

of filaments are counted on the binary images with the developed codes. 

   

Figure 3. Processing the images by image analysis method (a. RGB b. Gray level c. Binary) 

Table 1 gives the information about the number of filaments obtained in four different ways as 

the product information, the manual counting, the sectioning and the image process methods. 

The table shows that results obtained by newly developed image processes-based method are 

in accordance with the validated results. 

a b c 
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Table 1. Filament counts obtained by different methods 

 

 

Yarn Type 

 

 

Yarn 

Number 

 

No. of Filaments  

(from 

manufacturer) 

 

No. of 

Filaments 

(by 

conventional 

method) 

 

No. of 

Filaments 

(by sectioning) 

 

No. of 

Filaments  

(by newly 

developed 

image process 

method) 

 

Polyester 83/36 dtex 

Ecru Semi-Matte 

 

 

 

83 dtex 

 

 

36 

 

 

36 

 

 

36 

 

 

36 

 

Polypropylene 140/48 

dtex Black Matte 

 

 

 

140 dtex 

 

 

48 

 

 

48 

 

 

48 

 

 

48 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The number of filaments, which has a direct influence on the structure and properties of yarns 

and fabrics, is an important quality parameter for multifilament synthetic yarns. This study 

proposes a novel method that counts filaments on acquired yarn images with image processes. 

With this method, counting the number of filaments will be more accurate, and fast and prevent 

human-based errors as compared to the conventional method. Comparing validation results 

proves that newly proposed method is promising and could be counted as a valid method. 

Future studies will focus on different raw materials, different linear densities of filament yarns 

with finer filaments and different colors. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, it was investigated whether various samples in different colors were adversely 

affected UV-C lights during tumble drying. Color measurements of textiles dried for 10 cycles 

were made in programs that were exposed to UV-C rays or not. Samples were compared both 

with each other and original samples statistically and visually. Considering all the statistical 

results and visual assesments, it is not found a major color distinction between UV-C exposed 

and not exposed specimens and it can be stated that UV-C lights has no adverse effect on textile 

fading during tumble drying.  

Keywords: fading, tumble dryer , UV-C , color change , cotton t-shirt 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The need for hygiene has gained great importance on daily life as an impact of the COVID19 

pandemic. With the increasing need for hygiene, companies have focused on the development 

of commercial products that provide disinfection, especially the disinfection of textiles.While 

disinfection is provided, it is aimed to reduce the use of chemicals in order to decrese the 

negative effects of sterilization process on the human health and the environment. In this 

direction, the most environmentally friendly disinfection method in the literature has been 

determined as the use of UV-C lamps [1-3]. 

In this study, the physical effects of textile disinfection with UV-C lamp on textile products 

were investigated. A UV-C lamp was adapted to the conventional tumble dryer and a novel 

algorithm was developed for decontaminating textiles. Damage that UV-C and new developed 

algorithm caused on textiles were inspected.  

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Materials 

100% cotton printed t-shirt, 100% cotton shirt, 70% cotton 26% polyester %4 elastane jeans 

and 97%cotton 3% elastane trousers were used as a sample to examine the color fading in this 

experimental (see Figure 1). 
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Specimens and the content of their compositions were selected from the products that people 

use frequently in daily life. The colors of the specimens are chosen in red, blue and black tones 

so fading of samples can be clearly noticed. 

As a ballast, %100 white woven shirts were used. 

 

Figure 1. Samples of the study 

A UV-C adapted tumble dryer which is manufactured by Arçelik was used for the experimental 

(see Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. UV-C Adapted Tumble Dryer 

Datacolor500UV Spectrophotometer was used to measure the color change of the specimens. 

 

 

Figure 3. Datacolor 500UV Spectrophotometer 
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2.2  Methods 

In this experiment, tests were carried out with 2 different programs and comparison of those 

results were made.  

Program 1 is a novel algorithm developed for the disinfection of dry laundries in which UV-C 

is actively used during the cycle. Program 2 is same as the Program 1 but UV-C is not active 

during the cycle. By testing these two programs, it was aimed to observe only the fading effect 

of UV-C on the samples dried under the same conditions. 

Both programs capacity is determined by manufacturer as 1.5 kgs. By adding ballasts on the 

test samples, a weight of 1.5 kgs was achieved. Since the programs were developed for 

disinfection of dry textiles, samples were not washed before tumble drying. Color 

measurements of the original samples were determined by Datacolor500UV at the beginning 

of the experimental work. Test loads were dried for 10 cycles in Program 1 and Program 2. 

After 10 cycles, samples were measured by Datacolor500UV which can be seen in Figure 3 for 

determining color change. Measurements were performed by following the ISO 105 J03:2009 

standard (10° observer; light source D65 ; 0% UV Filter ; specular:included ; aperture:30mm 

settings were used). Specimens were folded three times and placed into the aperture. Six 

separate points apart from each other were selected as measurement points.4 measurements 

were taken by rotating the specimen 90°and their averages were reported. Same procedure was 

applied to each specimen.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

All of the test results were analyzed with using Minitab®18 Statistical Package Program. 

According to the Figure 4, Grey Scale for Color Change values of the samples exposed to UV-

C lights for 10 cycles are seen compared to the original samples. 

 

Figure 4. Boxplot of fading after 10 cycles of UV-C exposure 

It is known that, color changes can be noticed easily on sharp colored textiles like black. Due 

to that, UV and without UV comparisons were made by using the results of black jeans. 
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Figure 5. Interval Plot of Black Jean UV/without UV 

For black jeans as it can be seen on Figure 5, P-value of the P1 versus P2 was calculated 0, F-

value was calculated 94,45 at α=0,05 significance level. According to statistical values of black 

jean, there is no statistically significant difference between black jeans exposed to UV-C and 

not exposed to UV-C.  

Also all samples were visually examined. A color difference that can be distinguished with 

bare eyes was not determined. 

Considering all the statistical results and visual assesments, it can be said that, there is no major 

color distinction between UV-C exposed and not exposed specimens and UV-C lights has no 

adverse effect on textile fading during tumble drying. There is an acceptable level of damage 

as a result of the measurements made according to the ISO 105 J03 standard in all products 

exposed to UV-C. 

4. CONCLUSION  

With the increase in sensitivity to hygiene due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the technology 

companies has started to design products that will serve this need and home appliances which 

containing UV-C lamps were entered to the markets. It was investigated whether UV-C rays 

have negative effects on color fading during tumble drying. It was determined that there was 

no visible difference between the color values obtained at the end of 10 cycles and the originals. 

In addition, there was no statistically significant difference found between the samples exposed 

to UV-C and not exposed to UV-C. Color fading behaviour of UV-C adapted tumble dryer and 

the conventional tumble dryer is similar and UV-C lights has no negative effect on color fading 

during tumble drying. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the fabric production industry, defects on the surface of the product cause time, energy, and 

money loss. Tears, scratches, and stains on the products reduce the product quality and even 

cause the production line to stop. Monitoring the product quality and detecting defects on the 

fabric surface is almost impossible for a human inspector due to the fast-moving and mundane 

nature of the production line. However, recently developed deep learning models can improve 

defect detection performance up to almost 100%. Having this in mind, we applied a Deep 

Learning Computer Vision model (a lightweight ResNet) to detect defects on a fast-moving 

fabric production line. The prediction accuracy of the model is almost 100% in real-time. The 

results have provided an opportunity to improve the product quality significantly, and timely 

alerts have enabled the customer to respond to the failure before causing more loss. 

Keywords: Fabric defect detection, deep learning, computer vision, lightweight ResNet, 

controlling blurriness  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Producing good quality defect-free products is crucial for any production line. Fabric 

production is also one of those. Because this task is mundane and prone to eye fatigue, using 

human inspectors for fast-moving production lines is neither practical nor affordable. However, 

a computer vision system could be a suitable replacement for human inspectors. To this end, 

we applied a Deep Learning Computer Vision model to detect defects on a fast-moving fabric 

production line. The primary purpose of such a model is to trigger an alert when there is a 

predefined defect on fabric, such as stains, scratches, tears, or a total break of the product. 

Figure 1 shows some examples of the defects that need to be detected. Each defect has its 

characteristics and different effects on the final product: Whereas some reduce the quality, the 

others run the machine without any production; thus, costing money, time, and energy. 

The subject production environment of this study has some limitations for an ideal computer 

vision project. Batchelor [1] states that “Machine Vision requires the harmonious integration 

of elements of the following areas of study: Lightning, optics, sensors(cameras), image 

processing, software …”. All these elements are of importance to detect defects using computer 

vision models. In our case, however, the production environment allows only limited changes, 

thus, not providing a completely new system design. We were only allowed to make some 

illumination and camera adjustments. With this constraint, changing steam and foam around 

the product makes this specific computer vision problem even harder. 
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Figure 1. Defect samples 

Automatic defect detection on the fabric surface received the attention of researchers for a long 

time [2], and they applied many different techniques to solve the problem. In their 

comprehensive review, Aqsa et al. [3] listed more than a dozen of techniques, including 

Histogram-Based, Colour-Based, Segment-Based, and Texture-Based approaches, Frequency 

Domain Operations, Gray-level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) Based Approach, Morphology 

Based Approaches, Deep Learning-Based Approaches. 

Of these techniques, Deep Learning Models have recently received much attention from 

researchers. The authors [4, 5, 6, 7] have applied Deep Learning Models and achieved 

promising results in defect detection problems, which are not only limited to fabric defect 

detection problems, but also in agriculture [8], steel production [9], and glass [10] production 

lines. 

This study aims to detect the defects on the product’s surface using Deep Learning without 

making any radical changes to the production environment. We demonstrated how we could 

deploy a deep learning model and improve the model’s performance by using Computer Vision 

techniques to handle the problems caused by the production environment.  

To this end: 

We used ResNet architecture combined with Depthwise Separable Convolutional Layers. 

We masked the input image before feeding it into the model so that only the region of interest 

goes into the model. 

We measured the blurriness of the environment dynamically to determine if the received image 

meets specific criteria. 

We tracked the extent parameter of the masked area dynamically to see if the masked area 

meets specific criteria.  

If the image does not meet the blurriness and extent criteria, we either do not feed it into the 

model or crop a predefined area instead of masking it to feed into the model.  

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

We introduce the production environment, the training dataset, and the details of the detection 

model in this section.  

Production Environment 

The production environment is a glass cabinet with an average temperature of 90oC and some 

irregular steam around the cabinet. Besides, there is also a randomly changing amount of foam 

around the lines, preventing clear vision and limiting the region we can use for the computer 

vision task. An ideal computer vision environment should be with more illumination and a 

camera, let us say, one camera per line. However, this was not possible in our production 

environment. 
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Our computer vision system consists of an industrial camera, a led illumination source in the 

production line, and a notebook computer in the control room. The camera sends data to the 

computer, performing image processing, prediction, and user interface tasks. 

Another challenge with the production line is the fabric itself. There are four lines of fabric 

running down on the bench; however, the fabric lines slightly move up and down, not allowing 

to take exact location out of the camera frames. 

In this production environment the overall task of this computer vision setup is to classify 

defected and non-defected fabrics and alert inspectors almost in real-time if a defect continues 

for at least 3 seconds. 

Model Development 

Deep Learning models in image classification have an extensive range, such as Inception [11], 

Efficient [12], and ResNet [13]. We choose the ResNet structure from this wide variety of 

model collections since it has better performance with respect to model size, accuracy, and 

speed [14]. Along with the ResNet architecture, we used Depthwise Separable Convolutional 

Layers since they have less computational cost compared to Convolutional Networks [4]. We 

tested many small-scale network architectures to improve the performance, but this comparison 

is not the focus of this study. 

The backbone of the model is composed of ResNet architecture with Separable Convolution 

Layers. The layer that follows the Input Layer is a Keras built-in augmentation layer which 

randomly changes the contrast. There is a need for this augmentation since the light condition 

in the production line changes randomly. We explain other applied augmentations in the data 

preparation section. There are two consecutive ResNet blocks both having two Separable 

Convolution Layers with 128, 256 filters after the augmentation layer. We use Relu as the 

activation function and apply Batch Normalization after each Convolutional Layer. Just before 

the final Dense Layer, we apply a Dropout Layer with the rate of 0.5 to avoid overfitting. The 

total number of trainable parameters is only 459,841, which is relatively low compared to pre-

trained models in the literature [11, 12, 13].  

Data Preparation 

We will explain data preparation for both positive and negative samples in this section. 

Positive samples 

One of the tricky parts of this study is creating the training and validation sets. Taking 

consecutive frames does not increase the sample size but only duplicates similar images in the 

sample set, causing bias for similar defects and resulting in an unbalanced dataset. To tackle 

this problem, we take samples from different defect occurrences or select the frames that have 

a time gap between each other and are not too similar.  

The issue above also avoids dividing sample sets randomly into training and validation sets. 

Once again, similar images in training and validation sets would cause a considerable error in 

training and validation set accuracies because consecutive frames are almost the same. That is 

why we pick the training and validation samples from different defect occurrences. 

We took 234 cuts for the train set and 54 cuts for the validation set out of around 6000 frames 

from the defect occurrences at different timeframes. Then, we cropped random pieces 

(260x280 pixels) out of these cuts, as shown in Figure 2. We also cropped the images with a 

random rotation between (-3, 3) degrees to increase the sample size and make augmentation. 

The rotation angle is limited to (-3,3) since the actual defects are predominantly horizontal. In 

the end, we created 4888 positive samples for training and 1114 positive samples for validation.  
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Figure 2. Random and rotation cuts from a sample frame. The entire image represents a 

single cut from a frame and dashed lines show a cropped region for sample sets. 

Negative samples 

Since the negative samples are almost the same in appearance, the only condition causing the 

difference between the samples is light.  Therefore, we picked negative samples from different 

days and light conditions. Based on the positive training and validation sample size, we took 

cuts of 260x280 pixels from negative samples applying the same crop and rotation rules as 

positive samples. We created 4856 negative samples for training and 1193 samples for 

validation, avoiding the imbalance between positive and negative samples. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

We discuss model training, deployment, control mechanisms and results in this section.   

Model Training and Evaluation 

We used TensorFlow, Keras Deep Learning Libraries for model development, OpenCV and 

PIL libraries for image processing tasks. The input size of the model is (64,64,3). We trained 

the model for 20 epochs using the early stopping criteria by monitoring the validation accuracy 

with the patience parameter 3. The accuracy stabilizes around epoch 8, and the maximum 

validation accuracy is at epoch 10. Therefore, we used the weights at epoch 10. 

Model Deployment and Production 

As mentioned before, one of the constraints in the production environment is that the fabric 

line is slightly moving up and down, not allowing us to crop the exact same location from 

different frames to feed into the model for prediction. We used a dynamic contour masking for 

the fabric to just crop the region of interest to avoid this issue. Figure 3 poses the steps of this 

process. 

In the production phase, however, environmental factors such as steam, illumination, and foam 

affect the contour masking quality and cause the model to produce wrongly masked images. 

We employed the two-level control mechanism in Figure 4 to overcome this problem. In the 

first level, we measure blurriness and produce no prediction if the blur level is higher than a 

certain threshold. The second control mechanism is to measure the extent of the contour-

masked region. If the extent value is beyond the determined thresholds, we take a centric crop 

from the original image and feed it into the model. We give the details for both mechanisms in 

the succeeding subsections.  
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Figure 3. Image preparation for model Figure 4. Image elimination before model 

feeding into model 

Blurriness 

The production environment (glass cabinet) has irregular steam all over the production line, 

making it hard to get a clear image of the region of interest or reduce the image quality. The 

images produced under these conditions do not correctly represent the product surface, raise 

false alarms, and reduce the model performance. Therefore, to avoid feeding these images into 

the model, we dynamically measure the blurriness of the image, using a variant of the Laplacian 

Kernel Convolution [15]. If the blurriness metric is lower than the threshold, we do not produce 

a prediction. We determined the threshold value using 1600 images produced under ideal 

conditions and set the threshold at 225. Figure 5 shows the examples of two images below and 

above the threshold. 

Blurriness for this image: 138 Blurriness threshold: 225 

                 

Figure 5. Blurriness effect on sample images 

Extent  

In addition to the blurriness, we also used the extent metric to see whether the contour masking 

method crops the correct area or not. The extent metric is the ratio of the contour area to the 

bounding rectangle as defined in the OpenCV library [16]. By controlling this metric, we avoid 

the undesired effects on the model performance of the conditions such as irregular light, foam, 

and steam in the production environment. We calculated the average extent value of 4000 

images obtained under ideal visual conditions as mean = 0.857, standard deviation = 0.035. 

Accordingly, we set the upper and lower thresholds for the extent metric as 0.80 and 0.90, 

respectively. Suppose the extent value of an image is beyond the determined thresholds; in this 
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case, we accept it as a wrong masked image and apply a centric crop instead of contour masking 

to get the region of interest to feed into the model.  

A sample out of the extent thresholds:  0.720 A sample within extent thresholds:  

0.800 – 0.900 

Masked Central crop used Masked Used as masked 

      

Figure 6. Extent effect for images. Central crop for not masked images 

 

Figure 6 shows two samples regarding applying the extent metric. The first pair has an extent 

value of 0.720, beyond the thresholds. In this case, we use a centric crop (dashed line) of the 

original image instead of the masked area. On the other hand, in the second pair, the extent 

value is within the thresholds, so we use the masked area of the original image.   

Results 

The model (weights with the best validation accuracy) produces an accuracy of %98.54 on the 

training samples and %95.88 on the validation samples. We tested the model on the production 

environment and collected the results for a week. We set the alarm period for the model to one-

third of a second, meaning a possible 259,200 alerts each day and in total 2,073,600 alerts for 

the given eight-day period. The model raised 55844 alerts, 55,808 are true positives, and 36 

are false positives. The model missed no defect. So, the model’s overall accuracy is 

36/2,073,600 = 99.99%, recall is 100%, and precision is 99.93%. 

Having higher test scores in the production than in model development has proven that contour 

masking, blurriness, and extent filtering pre-processes have improved the model accuracy. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In the industry, computer vision models can carry out almost any inspection made by human 

inspectors. This study presents a Deep Learning Computer Vision model to detect defects on 

fast-moving fabric production lines. The primary purpose of this model is to detect predefined 

defects on fabric, such as stains, scratches, tears, or a total break of the product. The production 

environment does not allow us to make a complete system design and we make do only with 

minimal changes. To overcome the problems posed by the production environment,  

We filtered the images before feeding them into the model by applying blurriness and extent 

metrics. We determined thresholds for these metrics by making statistical inferences over large 

data samples.  

We applied contour masking to get the region of interest. 

We used a lightweight Deep Learning Model architecture to avoid overfitting and make the 

generalization possible. 

Our study has shown that using deep learning models in conjunction with traditional Computer 

Vision techniques can alleviate the undesired environmental effects and may give almost 100% 
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accuracy in defect detection problems, as we have shown in this study. Even though high-value 

industrial production facilities do not allow radical physical changes in the production 

environment, basic computer vision techniques can improve the model’s prediction accuracy 

by alleviating the adverse environmental effects.  

There is an increasing trend to prefer pre-trained deep learning models in computer vision tasks. 

However, another point our study shows is that it is crucial to use proper model size and 

architecture, which fits the nature of the problem.  

The study has also shown an essential fact about video classification tasks. Creating a single 

sample set from consecutive frames and randomly dividing this sample set into train and 

validation sets causes a considerable error in train and validation set accuracies because 

consecutive frames are almost the same and produce no variety in the sample. 

A future study may address the convenience of human operators. Researchers may classify the 

defects either to determine how much a specific defect affects the quality of the product or to 

make the model predict the suitable corrective action when a specific type of defect occurs.  
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ABSTRACT 

Cotton fabrics are highly flammable and when people wearing clothes made of these fabrics 

are exposed to fire, the flame spreads quickly. As a result, it can cause severe skin burns and 

even death in the person. Denim fabrics are a type of fabric that is produced and used quite a 

lot in the garm ent industry. For this reason, the fact that denim fabrics are resistant to burning 

provides protection for the wearer when exposed to fire. 

Recently, halogen-free flame retardants containing phosphorus, nitrogen and silicon 

compounds have been studied to increase the fire resistance of cotton fabrics. These retarders 

also increase the thermal resistance. Nitrogen-based flame retardants are environmentally 

friendly, recyclable and non-toxic. It is a flame retardant with synergistic effect when nitrogen-

phosphorus is used together. Compared to phosphorous flame retardants, phosphorus-nitrogen 

mixture flame retardants show higher thermal resistance. 

Keywords: Flame retardant, denim fabric, thermogravimetri, phosphorus, finishes. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Cotton fabrics are an important fiber type for users with their features such as environmentally 

friendly, biodegradable, soft, moisture absorbing and breathable. However, it is a type of fiber 

that is prone to burning [1, 2]. The biggest reason why people are harmed by fire is the ignition 

of the clothes they wear and the rapid spread of flames. For this reason, fire safety has gained 

increasing importance in the textile industry, as in many different industries [3]. 

Finishing processes are applied to increase the flame retardancy of textile products. Commonly 

used flame retardants include halogen, phosphorus, nitrogen and methane hydrate. It is also 

widely used in flame retardant chemicals that swell with the use of different compounds. Flame 

retardants can act in one and/or more of the heating, thermal decomposition, ignition, 

combustion and combustion progression stages of the materials [4, 5]. 

Halogen-containing retarders like chlorine and bromine and their derivatives have been widely 

covered to cotton textiles and them delayed the spread of fire by suppressing oxygen and heat 

transfer. However, due to the toxic and corrosive effects of the gases released during 

combustion, their use has been limited. Due to environmental concerns, there is a trend towards 

R&D studies involving phosphorous flame retardants [6,7]. Flame retardants containing 

phosphorus can be effective in the solid phase of the burning material. When phosphorus is 

exposed to heat, it reacts and turns into the polymeric form of phosphoric acid. This acid causes 

the formation of a layer that cuts off the oxygen from the material and prevents the formation 

of flammable gases [8]. 
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Flame retardants, which can pose a risk to the environment and human health, are subject to 

different levels of restrictions in different countries and are prohibited in some countries. In the 

researches, excellent flame resistance and environmentally friendly properties of flame 

retardants containing boron, phosphorus, nitrogen and silicon elements were mentioned [9,10]. 

Branched and linear macromolecules containing triazine ring structures have received attention 

due to loud thermal stability, carbonization, and flame retardant activity derived from the 

structural character of the triazine ring [11]. Triazine compounds have been proven to have 

effect on the thermal stability, char formation and flame retardancy of textles [12]. 

In this research, flame retardant chemical that contains phosphorus and dichlorotriazine 

element and does not contain formaldehyde was synthesized. This synthesized flame retardant 

chemical was applied to cotton denim fabrics and its flame retardant effects were investigated. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Materials 

Dyed denim (jeans) fabric made of 100% cotton yarn was supplied by Edirne Kilim Mensucat 

company. The fabric is woven in 3/1 twill weave construction, dyed blue and its square meter 

weight is 450 g/m2. Warp and weft densities at 1 cm² on the fabric were counted with loops 

and the values are as follows: weft density: 16, warp density: 28. 

Phosphoric acid, sulfuric acid, ethanol amine, acetone and sodium carbonate were used in the 

production of phosphorus and dichlorotriazine compound. Acrylic binder resin was used to 

coat the triazine and phosphorus compound synthesized on the fabric samples. This binder is 

an emulsion with soft and elastic properties that can be self-crosslinked at low temperatures, 

developed for coating and textile printing applications. 

Methods 

Synthesis of 2- aminoethyl phosphite 

A dropping funnel is placed on one tap ofa three-neckreflux balloon containing 20 g, 0.5 mol 

phosphoric acid, and a thermometer is placed on the other tap. Ethanol amine (15 g, 0.5 mol) 

and sufficient concentrated sulfuric acid were taken into the dropping funnel. Then phosphoric 

acid was added dropwise and mixed with a magnetic stirrer. The solution was stirred under 

nitrogen atmosphere at 160 oC for 6 hours and yellowish crystals were obtained [13]. 

Synthesis of 2-(2-aminoethyl hydrogen phosphite)-4,6-dichloro-1, 3,5-triazine 

Solution of cyanuric chloride dissolved in acetone (9 g, 0.1 mol) was added onto 2-aminoethyl 

phosphite obtained in the previous synthesis into a three-taps reflux balloon with a thermometer 

on one tap and a dropping funnel on the other. The mixture was cooled (at 0-5 ºC). Then (7g, 

0.1 mol) sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) solution was added dropwise slowly. It was mixed with 

a mechanical stirrer for seven hours and the pH was kept around 7-8 with 10% Na2CO3 solution 

during the reaction. The resulting mixture was solid part separated, dried at 60 °C. As a result 

of the reaction, white colored triazine and phosphorus compound was obtained as a powder 

[13]. 

Application Method 

The produced powdered triazine phosphite compound (300 g) was added to the binder resin (1 

liter) and the solution was mixed at 30 °C at 800 rpm in a magnetic stirrer until a homogeneous 

mixture was obtained. The prepared solution was applied to denim fabrics by the Pad-Dry-

Cure method. The solution was impregnated into the fabrics in Ataç® brand impregnation and 

wringing machine (70% pick up), then dried at 100°C and fixed at 120°C. 
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Measurements 

The surface morphology of untreated and treated fabrics were made with Zeiss EVO LS 10 

(TÜTAGEM, Edirne) SEM-EDX microscope-X-ray spectroscopy. 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) analyzes were applied to determine the mass losses, 

residue formation and degradation temperatures of denim fabrics. Measurements were made 

with the TGA TA-SDTQ600 model device within BUTEKOM, Bursa. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

SEM-EDX Analyzes 

SEM-EDX images of treated and untreated fabrics are given in Figure 1. When the SEM images 

were examined, it was observed that the spaces between the fibers of the treated fabric were 

significantly filled. When the EDX figures were examined, only carbon (C) and oxygen (O) 

elements were observed on the untreated cotton fabric, while the presence of Carbon (C), 

Oxygen (O), nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) elements was observed on the treated fabric. As 

a result of this analysis, the presence of triazine and phosphorus on the treated fabric can be 

expressed. 

    

Figure 1. SEM-EDX analysis of samples, [a] Untreated denim fabric (Left), [b] Treated 

denim fabric (Right). 

Thermogravimetric Analysis Results 

The char residues test have been investigated by TGA, TGA analysis results of treated and 

untreated denim fabrics are given in Table 1 and Figure 3. This test was performed to evaluate 

the thermal property  of treated and untreated cotton textiles. When the TGA thermodiagrams 

of untreated denim fabrics were examined (Figure 3, [a]), there was no residue in the fabric at 

the end of the test period, and it was almost completely burned. The deterioration due to 
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temperature increase occurred in three stages. The temperature range in the first stage is 

between 23.08 - 129.85°C and the weight loss at this stage was 5.35%. In the second stage, the 

temperature range was 220.62 - 597.16 °C, and the weight loss was 80.01%. The temperature 

value in the third step was about 700 °C and the residual amount was 0.36% (0.09 mg). Based 

on this, it can be said that uncoated 100% cotton denim fabrics are completely burned. 

When the treated samples were examined (Figure 3, [b]), the deterioration due to temperature 

increase occurred in four stages. The temperature range in the first step was 23.06 -132.54 °C 

and the weight loss was 4.92%. The second temperature range was 132.54 -229.36 °C and the 

weight loss in this range was 5.03%. The third temperature range was 229.36-605.9°C and the 

weight loss in this range was 46.02%. And finally, the fourth step was about 900 °C and the 

weight loss was 33.22%. The remaining amount of residue was 3.19 mg. When Table 1 is 

examined, the numerical data of the results can be observed more clearly. 

The fact that the combustion cycle of coated fabrics consists of four stages and some residue 

remains, leads to the conclusion that these fabrics are more resistant to flame than uncoated 

fabrics [13,14]. 

Table 1. Thermal data of uncoated and coated samples. 

Parameters Untreated Cotton Treated Cotton 

Decomposition start temperature (Tonset/°C) 221 229 

Decomposition end temperature (Tmax/°C) 597 606 

Organic material (water/%) 5 5 

Organic material (other/%) - 5 

Polimer material (%) 80 46 

Pyrolysis (%) 15 33 

İnorganic material (%) - 11 

 

Figure 3. TGA Analysis of untreated and treated fabrics, [a] untreated fabrics, [b] treated 

fabrics, [c] TGA thermogram of samples together [15] 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

In the study, the chemical synthesis of flame retardant containing phosphorus and 

dichlorotriazine was successfully carried out. The synthesized flame retardant was applied to 

the 100% cotton denim fabric and the phosphorus and dichlorotriazine contents were 

determined on the fabric as a result of SEM-EDX analysis. As a result of TGA analysis, the 

fact that the synthesized flame retardant compound applied cotton fabric burns more difficult 

(in 4 stages) and leaves more residue is an indication that these fabrics gain flame retardant 

properties. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the literature, image processing and machine learning algorithms were frequently utilized to 

detect defects in various textile processes, and an approach to determining elastane missing on 

core-spun yarns was missing. The deep learning image processing system was designed to 

detect and eliminate visual defects in yarn bobbins in a predictable and accurate manner 

(elastane defect on core-spun yarn, barre areas on the bobbin, and color variances between 

bobbins). The created system is made up of two major parts: imaging and artificial intelligence 

data processing. Five types of bobbins with varied fiber contents were evaluated to discover 

elastane defect in the bobbin, barre areas, color variation between bobbins, and bobbin diameter 

(mm). Each sample's diagnostic and analysis software processing time were also recorded. The 

results reveal that the system outperforms expectations by offering more than 90% accuracy 

regardless of the criterion used. 

Keywords: machine vision, deep learning, yarn defects, core-spun yarns, barre, bobbin 

analysis 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Core spun yarns consist of two components in its structure, that are wrapping staple fibers as 

sheath and a central core filament or staple spun yarn. Besides technical textile applications, 

core spun yarns are generally produced for improving strength and durability properties of the 

product, in which elastane of polyester used as core filaments covered with cotton fiber. In 

apparel industry, cotton-elastane core spun yarns mostly preferred for their superior stretch 

properties, while cotton sheath providing soft handle and comfort, elastane core filament 

improve the garments durability and stretch features [1]. Ring spinning, friction spinning, wrap 

spinning and self-twist spinning techniques can be used to manufacture core spun yarns [2].  

During production of elastic core spun yarns, there are some defects can be occurred; grin 

through (incomplete covering of the core fiber due to the improper positioning of the core with 

respect to roving), short core voids (yarn with no stretches in short sections due to broken core), 

long core voids (yarn with no stretches in long sections due to broken core), sheath voids (due 

to the breaking in roving during drafting), holes in the fabric (due to the low twist multiplier of 

the yarn), elastane miss (due to the broken elastane by surface damage), cloudy fabric 

appearance (due to the yarn count variations of the bobbin), and so on. Any kind of breakage 

in the core elastane fiber cause a defect on the yarn and effect final product properties 

adversely. This kind of yarns result in uneven fabric appearance and properties. Core-spun 
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yarns are mostly preferred due to their super stretchy features and if the producer utilized the 

problematic core-spun bobbins in the production, it is ended with unusable product and 

unsatisfactory of the customers. Therefore, lots of raw material and time for the manufacturing 

are wasted. In order to avoid waste production, the elastane breakage should be identified 

during production, so the manufacturer can take an action before causing post-problems. 

However, it is not easy to observe the elastane breakage during the yarn production with naked 

eye and it is not logical to observe each bobbin production continuously. 

For this aim, imaging systems and machine learning are utilized for an objective determination 

to increase the reliability and the accuracy rather than subjective human eye [3]. Addition to 

determination of the elastane breakage, imaging system can catch many different defects during 

production like barre, yarn diameter differences and color differences. Automatic defect 

detection systems provide an effective inspection to enhance the quality and it has been 

published numerous papers related with image processing and deep learning for the textile 

industry applications in recently [4]. Fabijanska and Jackowska-Strumiłło developed an image-

processing method to extract the protruding fibers by determining yarn hairiness [5]. In another 

study, researchers presented an automatic determination of yarn diameter by utilizing image 

processing and defects on the yarn due to uneven linear density was analyzed [6]. Tunak et al. 

studied on examining chenille yarns to observe different types of defects, for this aim the height 

of the hair yarn was measured by image processing technique and the quality features were 

monitored [7]. On a recent study conducted by Xu et al, a knowledge augmented contour 

detection method with deep learning was proposed to extract pure backbone boundaries of the 

yarn during production and the quality inspection error was reduced from 1.5% to 0.534% 

which was acceptable for the production [8]. Automatic inspection techniques were also 

applicable for determining fabric quality. In a computer-assisted system using deep learning 

for detection of some fabric defects, namely missing yarn, dirt, foreign fiber, hole, defective 

pattern and slub, were inspected and an average accuracy of 96.5% with 98.5% precision was 

obtained [9].  

In order to improve the yarn quality and reduce cost/waste of faulty yarns, a robust detection 

method of missing elastane in the core-spun yarns, barre regions and color difference 

observation for yarn production system was developed by utilizing image processing and deep 

learning methods.  

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The developed system comprises two key components: imaging and artificial intelligence data 

processing. The bobbin hangers rotate 90 degrees on a straight line and pass in front of the 

camera systems in the imaging section. Meanwhile, when the bobbin travels, LED groups 

positioned at various angles and carefully built lighting systems briefly illuminate the surface, 

allowing prospective elastane missed defects to be revealed and effective visuals to be made 

by managing light motions in a single system. Each defect has been shown to provide better 

images in different lighting conditions, and camera resolutions and lenses have been chosen 

properly. 

The background of the system, which is mainly composed of high-level control systems, can 

adjust to the production environment by communicating with other machines on the line. This 

property allows for quality control without the need of humans, making it a proper Industry 4.0 

application. Because of its advantages over traditional approaches, transfer learning-based 

artificial intelligence is selected for the second component of the system, artificial intelligence. 

The CognexVidi deep learning library was used to pre-learn the first four layers, which 

represent transfer learning, and the deep learning model was created by forming the last two 
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layers using data from the project for barré, yarn diameter measurement, elastane missing area 

determination at bobbin front and back, and bobbin color analysis. 

A second artificial intelligence and image processing module capable of defining an analysis 

result via coordinate, angle, defining level of fault with score between 0-1, area with pixel unit 

for exit of faults products at the end of the deep learning model was developed in order to 

facilitate human decision-making mechanisms. The True positive (faulty in model when 

genuinely faulty) rate was increased, while the False positive (faulty in model when actually 

not faulty) rate was decreased, thanks to this module. The creation of a PROFINTET-based 

software and hardware solution enabled communication between the bobbin machine and the 

system, as well as date transfer. The system's user interface was built on the C# platform to 

support the Industry 4.0 idea. 

Trials were made by using 5 different bobbins to identify if the system work provides expected 

performance criteria (at least 85% success rate). Table  shows the properties of used bobbins.  

In here, it is aimed to observe the efficiency of the system with different yarn compositions 

including cotton, polyester and elastane with different ratios. On the other hand, twist amount 

in unit length and linear densities of the yarns were kept same to achieve the most accurate 

results.  

Table 1. Properties of bobbins used in the study  

Yarn 

Code 

Fiber Content 

(%) 

Twist 

(T/m) 

Yarn Count 

(Ne) 

A 50% Cotton, 25% Elastane, 25% Polyester 752 18/1 

B 50% Cotton, 25% Elastane, 25% Polyester 752 18/1 

C 75% Cotton, 25% Elastane 752 18/1 

D 75% Cotton, 25% Polyester 752 18/1 

E 100% Cotton 752 18/1 

The suggested deep learning image processing system was aimed to totally automatically detect 

and remove the visual defects that occur in yarn bobbins in a dependable and accurate manner.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Expected performance criteria and respective success rates of the system for 5 different bobbins 

were given in Table 2. Five different yarn bobbins were examined to determine elastane faults 

in bobbin, barre regions, the color difference between bobbins, and bobbin diameter (mm). 

Diagnostic and analysis software processing time for each sample was reported as well.  

Table 2. Expected performance criteria and respective success rates of the system 

Expected Performance of System Expected 

Value  

A B C D E Pass/Fail 

Determining elastane faults in 

bobbin  

85% 90% 91% 91% - - Pass 

Determining barre regions  85% 92% 92% 95% 94% 94% Pass 

Bobbin color comparison  85% 96% 96% 96% 97% 97% Pass 

Bobbin diameter measurement 

(mm) 

300 ± 30 310 308 302 299 316 Pass 

Diagnostic and analysis software 

processing time for each sample 

(ms) 

< 1000 748 745 732 728 710 Pass 

Yarns with the codes A, B, and C contain elastane fiber in the core and were checked for 

elastane defects in their bobbins. The sample accuracy rate, which was projected to be greater 

than 85 %, was 90 %, 91%, and 91% for A, B, and C yarns, respectively. The results 
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demonstrated the validity of the novel approach created using image processing and deep 

learning. 

Barre is a defect observed on both woven and knitted fabrics that can be caused by yarn 

production; thus, detecting a barre fault during the yarn production process might avoid the 

creation of defective fabrics and save money/raw materials. Five yarn bobbins with varied 

components were investigated to uncover barre areas, and accuracy levels of 92 % (A), 92% 

(B), 95% (C), 94% (D), and 94% (E) were attained, which is much greater than the expected 

85% success rate. 

Bobbin color comparison is required to generate a cloth with an even color appearance. So, 

five yarn bobbins with different compositions were evaluated to detect bobbin color 

differences, and the findings revealed that the accuracy rate of the A, B, C, D, E samples was 

96%, 96%, 96%, 97%, and 97%, respectively.  

In addition to evaluating potential bobbin defects, diameter measurements were done using the 

offered system, and correct judgments were obtained. For the A, B, C, D, and E yarn bobbins, 

the diagnostic and analytical software processing times were 748, 745, 732, 728, and 710 ms, 

respectively. 

Results shows that the system provides expected performance with over 90% regardless of 

selected criteria. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of this study was to develop a system by utilizing image processing and deep 

learning technologies to determine the defects on the yarn bobbins with accuracy rate of 85% 

at least. The main difference of the system among the technologies in the literature was to 

determine the elastane defects on the core-spun yarns. The developed system comprises two 

key components: imaging and artificial intelligence data processing. After analyzing the 

images, the system gave the information about the elastane defect, the barre problem, the color 

differences between the bobbins and bobbins’ diameters. Diagnostic and analysis software 

processing time for each sample was reported, as well. Determining elastane defects for each 

bobbin was examined with the accuracy rate of 90% and higher. Determining barre regions on 

the bobbin was investigated and the success rate was 92% and greater for test specimens. The 

accuracy rate was 96% and higher for the determination of the color differences between 

bobbins. As a result, regardless of the selected criteria, the system offered an accuracy 

performance higher than 90%.  
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ABSTRACT 

Studies on digitalization in the manufacturing industry are becoming more common as Industry 

4.0 technologies advance. All phases of manufacturing are monitored in real time, and 

production data is continuously analysed. As a result, the goal is to improve both production 

efficiency and product quality. Despite technological advancements, many process and quality 

inspections are still done by human observation. The fabric quality control stage is one of the 

most critical processes for detecting and evaluating manufacturing faults. Following the fabric 

surface with the human eye in a separate section after the weaving or knitting process is carried 

out in many businesses. The goal of the proposed research is to develop a machine vision 

system that can be used on a weaving loom to provide real-time fabric inspection throughout 

the weaving process. An image processing algorithm has been developed to perform fabric 

defect inspection in real time. Three different defect types are analysed in the study. The 

success statistics of the machine vision system were calculated separately for each defect type. 

All defects and defect-free areas were inspected with an average 97% accuracy.  

Keywords: Machine vision, image processing, fabric defect, wavelet transform, reel-time 

inspection 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Fabric defects that may occur during the weaving process must be inspected in the early stages 

of the process. In current technology, the fabric defects are still detected by the human 

observation in the traditional quality control process. The fabric is passes through lightened 

surface and a quality control employee scans the fabric surface for defect inspection. The 

success ratio of the quality control system changes according to the physical condition, 

psychological state, and motivation of the quality control worker. This process is very difficult 

and takes a long time. The machine vision technology allows texture and pattern recognition 

with high accuracy and precision. Many attempts have been made for fabric inspection with 

machine vision systems and image processing software [1-5]. The systems that are developed 

for nonwoven fabric reached high success and so used widespread. However, the same success 

was not obtained for knitted and woven fabrics, so they are not become widespread. The most 

important factor for this situation is that many colour and pattern combinations can be derived 

in woven and knitted fabrics. Especially, in woven fabrics patterns with very different texture 

and pattern can be produced. It is very difficult to develop a control system that can be valid 

for all texture types and yarn types.  

In the textile industry, image processing algorithms have been used to identify fabric defects. 

In the literature, it is apparent that several types of image processing approaches have been 

used to detect fabric defects. Wavelet Analysis, Gabor Filters, Fourier Transform, and Artificial 

Intelligence are examples of these image processing techniques. In a previous study that has 

been performed to inspect the denim fabric defects, Çelik et all. developed an algorithm by 

using Gabor filter, noise removing filters and morphological operations. Thirty images from 
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six categories that was comprising five different defect types and defect-free fabric images 

were utilized in the study. The algorithm was applied over 180 database images. The defective 

and non-defective images were detected with an overall detection of 100% accuracy [1]. In 

another study, Arivazhagan et al. have proposed a new approach for defect segmentation in 

fabric images. The proposed method was based on the Gabor wavelet transform. It was stated 

that the applied method is applicable for structures with regular periodic textures [2]. A novel 

approach was presented by the Hua H.G. for the automated defect detection in textured surfaces 

based on the optimized elliptical Gabor filters. In this research, Gabor filter was tuned by a 

Genetic Algorithm (GA). Defect detection algorithm was prepared as a semi-supervised 

inspection. It means that, non-defective images were used as a template image. The proposed 

method was applied to different defect type, size, shape, and texture background images. The 

results show that the proposed method was effective and robust for texture inspection [3]. 

Sudha K.K. et all.  have proposed a method for fabric defect detection using Convolutional 

Neural Networks (CNN) such as GoogleNet and AlexNet. This study was comparative research 

between AlexNet and GoogleNet to determine the better deep learning method for the fabric 

defect detection. Cotton incorporated database was used for this research work. According to 

the results of this research, GoogleNet training on fabric defects was faster than that of 

AlexNet. GoogleNet performance was the best outgoing than AlexNet for various parameters 

such as time, accuracy, dropout, and initial learning [4]. Safitri R. et all. have proposed an 

automated fabric inspection system using Gray Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) and 

Fuzzy Logic model. In this study, GLCM was used for feature extraction and Fuzzy Logic was 

used for optimizing the process time. 120 training data, 80 real time and 80 offline test data 

were used for fabric defect inspection. The accuracy percentage of the training data was 93.75 

% for offline test data, and 97.5 % for real-time test data. In addition, the processing time was 

found to be 1.15 second [5]. Jing J. et all. have developed a supervised defect detection method 

based on Gabor filter and GA for patterned fabric. This study consists of two parts: training 

part and defect detection part. Firstly, Gabor filter was optimized using GA to match with the 

information of non-defective fabric image. Secondly, adjusted Gabor filter was applied for 

detect segmentation on the defective fabric images. It was stated that the proposed method 

provided accurate defect detection on the patterned fabric [6]. In the research work that was 

conducted by Archana M. et all., various fabric sample with different texture and yarn counts 

were analysed. The defects were found using crossed area detection. The structure 

characteristics and texture features were obtained using GLCM. Clustering was done by using 

Fuzz Clustering Method. The crossed areas were detected using a spatial domain integral 

projection. Defected area in the images have been zero-pixel value. The array with indicated 

value zero cannot be plotted as graph, and thus row (horizontal) and column (vertical) was 

stopped where the defect was found [7].  

The presented research focuses on developing a machine vision system to inspect patterned 

fabrics on loom in real time. For real-time image acquisition, a machine vision system was 

designed, and system elements were introduced. Unlike previous research, the study aims to 

identify defects by monitoring patterned textiles during the weaving process. For all this, an 

image acquisition system configuration was designed and constructed, an image processing 

algorithm has also been developed. Three different types of defects were inspected on real-

time images using the developed system. The detected defects were evaluated by experts as 

correct and incorrect and counted. The detection success of the system were reported in table 

for each defect types and defect-free images.  

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The proposed study was conducted to develop a machine vision system that can be adapted on 

weaving loom and achieve a real-time fabric inspection during weaving process. In this study, 
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a prototype machine vision system set-up was designed and constructed (Figure 1). The system 

was built on a shuttle weaving machine. The proposed experimental machine vision system 

set-up consists of a camera system, a camera hanger frame, lightening unit, a hanger frame for 

lighting unit and a host computer. The camera system includes CMOS line-scan camera, lens 

and Gige connecting cable. The camera settings and image analysis processes were carried out 

by using the computer. While the fabric was wound, line-scan camera captures the images. The 

digital images frames were transmitted to the computer through the frame grabber. A camera 

attachment equipment system and lighting system was set up in front of the weaving loom. 

Both the camera hanger and lightening unit hanger frames were specially designed to adjust 

the position of the units in x, y and z axes. Thus, the developed frames can be easily adapted 

to different types of weaving looms. The frames can also be rotated to any required angle. This 

structure makes the proposed framework very flexible for use in industrial conditions. The 

shuttle loom has a width of 2.1 meter. In order to detect the full width of the loom, at least 4 

camera system was required. In order to achieve a prototype with a single camera system for a 

start, a narrower width with 35 cm was preferred. 

 

Figure 1. Machine vision system setup on weaving loom 

Defect Detection Using Wavelet Transform-GLCM Algorithm 

Image processing algorithm was generated for fabric defect inspection with MATLAB 

program. The algorithm was developed by using Wavelet Transform and Gray Level Co-

Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) methods. Weft lacking, oil stain and fly type defects were 

determined for detection (Figure 2). The algorithm was tested over totally 200 image frames 

by acquiring 50 defect sample image frames for every defect type and 50 defect-free image 

frames. In order to evaluate the system success for coloured fabrics, the sample fabric with 

coloured plain pattern was woven during inspection.  

In the developed algorithm, defect-free fabric samples were used in the first step. The image 

was improved by applying histogram equalization and noise reduction processes on the sample 

image. Wavelet transform was applied to the improved sample images. Then, the surface 

features of the images were obtained using the GLCM method, and the threshold values were 

determined using these surface properties. In the second part, the same processing steps were 

applied on the faulty image and a binary image was obtained according to the threshold values 

determined from GLCM method. According to the threshold values determined in the binary 

image, the image was converted to black and white form. In the last stage, the boundaries of 
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the error was clarified by using the morphological opening and closing processes. The flow 

chart of the developed algorithm was given in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 2. Fabric defect types 

 

Figure 3. Flow chart of the image processing algorithm 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Wavelet-Transform-GLCM Algorithm Results 

The wavelet transform produced a highly effective outcome as a result of the developed 

algorithm, as shown in Figure 4. The homogeneous distribution of light intensity on the fabric 

surface has been effective in the success of the algorithm. The fabric defect types are 

appropriately detected since the images were processed more precisely with the waveform 

transform approach. Since the wavelet transform method has a high sensitivity to the pixel 
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value changes in the image, some different colour warp threads were also segmented on the 

binary image during the weft lacking fault inspection.  

 

Figure 4. The results of the algorithm prepared with the wavelet transform 

Table 1 summarizes the findings of the wavelet transform-GLCM method evaluation. The 

detection of all defective and defect-free images has been completed successfully. The 

detection accuracy of each defect categories was obtained as; 94% weft lacking, 98%oil stain, 

and 96%fly defect.  

Table 1. Success statistics of machine vision system 

Wavelet Transform-GLCM 

Method  
Defect-Free 

Weft 

Lacking 

Defect 

Oil-Stain 

Defect 
Fly Defect 

Number of Sample 50 50 50 50 

Correct Detection 50 47 49 48 

False Detection  0 3 1 2 

Success Rate 100 % 94% 98% 96% 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The developed algorithms were applied on the images taken on the weaving loom in real time. 

The success rate of the algorithm was determined by the visual evaluation according to the 

detection status of the defects marked on the binary image and the defect visibility on the real-

time images. The results obtained from the developed algorithm is classified as “correct 

detection” and “false detection”.  In today's textile industry, fabric defect analysis is still done 

manually. With the machine vision system developed within the scope of the study, defect 

detection and analysis can be carried out automatically for patterned and coloured fabrics. 

Since the proposed machine vision system has been successfully tested on the loom, it has the 

potential to be adapted to the weaving machines. It was revealed that the developed system and 

image processing algorithm can be applied on an industrial weaving loom. Thus, it can also be 

claimed that quality control units which is the stage after fabric production can be eliminated. 
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ABSTRACT 

Within the scope of this study, some physical properties of terry fabrics are provided. Artificial 

Neural Network structures were developed to predict the fastness to washing and absorbency 

performance properties, which are very important for terry fabrics. The input parameters were 

selected as the weft sett, weight, pile height, pile yarn number, pile yarn type finishing/dyeing 

treatment properties. In this context, the MATLAB Neural Network toolbox was used. While 

70% of the sample data was used to train the network, 15% was used to validation and 15% 

was used to test the network. Experiments were made with different network architectures 

created with different hidden layers and neuron numbers using the MATLAB. The most 

successful network structure was obtained by comparing them in terms of R-value. The 

performance values of the samples allocated for the test were estimated with the developed 

network structure. To determine the difference between the forecasted and actual values, the 

MSE (Mean Squared Errors) calculation was made and the success of the created network was 

determined. The absorbency of the terry fabric samples were predicted with a high success 

value of R=0.94. Furthermore, the higher success ratio of R=0.99 was obtained for prediction 

of fastness to washing performance.   

Keywords: terry fabric, artificial neural network, absorbency, fastness to washing, 

performance.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Terry fabrics are mostly used as home textiles and also used as bath and sauna products. Terry 

fabrics can be produced by both weaving and knitting, but woven terry fabric still has a large 

share. Generally, woven terry fabric is composed of three different yarn components named 

weft, ground, and pile warp yarns. Fabrics in contact with the skin should have better 

mechanical comfort including high compressibility and softness properties. Water absorbency 

is important in terry fabrics used for surface drying or quick water transfer from a wet surface. 

If the wet surface is human skin, the fabrics used for water transfer should provide mechanical 

comfort and have the capacity to absorb water. The functionality of terry fabric is chiefly 

determined by its absorbency [1]. The absorbency of terry cloth primarily depends on the raw 

material properties of pile yarns, yarn structure and height [2]. In addition to terry fabrics' 

absorbency, fastness to light, fastness to washing, durability, dimensional stability, etc. 

characteristics are also important to evaluate the performance of the terry fabrics. Habib 

investigated bamboo terry fabric performances [3]. Cruz et al. studied about the moisture 

absorption characteristics of cotton terry fabrics. They concluded that fabric weight, thickness 

and pile yarn twist parameters have significant effect on moisture absorption behaviour of terry 
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fabrics [4]. Sabır and Ünal evaluated the performance of terry fabrics with yarn composed of 

nettle fiber blended with cotton used as weft yarn. Authors found that yarns produced with 

nettle fiber can be used for terry fabric and nettle fiber did not affect hydrophilicity property, 

negatively [5]. Yılönü and Ünal, studied about the terry fabrics drying, strength and stiffness 

properties when using polyester core spun yarns as weft. Five different sheath fibers (cotton, 

viscose, bamboo, modal and polyester) were used to produced core spun yarns with two 

different core filament linear density (83 dtex and 61 dtex). To compare properties of terry 

fabrics 100% cotton, 100% viscose, 100 % bamboo, 100% modal and 100% polyester 

conventional yarns were also produced. They concluded that core-spun yarns contributed 

strength properties of terry fabrics, did not affect hydrophilicity negatively, and improved quick 

drying ability [6]. Karahan and Eren investigated static water absorption properties of terry 

fabrics with six different warp densities, four weft densities, three pile height and three yarn 

types. The warp density, weft density, and pile length of terry fabrics were found to have some 

effect on the water absorption properties and types of yarn were found to have the most 

significant effect on static water absorption properties [7]. Uyanık et al. investigated that pile 

yarn twist types (zero twist, low twist and standard twist) influence on terry fabric properties. 

It was concluded that low twist towels show the best performance in use when the 

hydrophilicity, softness, and strength performance properties of the terry fabrics were taken 

into consideration [8]. Ünal and Özdemir compare the results of the three different water 

absorption test methods (water flow test, drop test, and sinking test) in terms of terry fabric. 

They stated that hydrophilicty degree improved with increasing weight of terry fabrics for all 

test methods. Pile yarn height affected the hydrophilicty properties directly according to drop 

and water flow test methods [9]. Apart from these, there are other studies examining the 

performance properties of terry fabrics [10-12].  

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) can be used in textile technology since most of the textile 

processes are not linear and complex. ANN applications have been tried in many areas of textile 

technology. In literature, many studies focused on independent input parameters' effect on 

different fabrics characteristics (output). ANN algorithms have also been used by many 

researchers to predict different types of fabric properties. Taieb et al. predicted the fabric 

drapability by using Neural Networks [13]. Mitra et al. and Bhattacharjee & Kothari predicted 

thermal resistance of cotton fabrics by artificial neural network [14-15]. Gültekin et al. 

developed an ANN model to predict the air permeability and porosity of nonwovens [16]. 

Yildiz et al. studied the prediction of seam strength and elongation at break using ANN [17]. 

Unlike the literature, in this study, an attempt was made to establish a model using ANN 

technique to predict terry fabric absorbency (immersion time) and fastness to washing from the 

independent parameters; weft sett, weight, pile height, pile yarn number, pile yarn type, 

dyeing/finishing procedure.  

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Experimental Materials 

In this study, terry fabrics with different properties were produced in Hateks Hatay Textile 

Company. The terry fabric samples that are produced by the company were evaluated in terms 

of their physical (weft sett, weight, pile height, pile yarn number, pile yarn type) and 

finishing/dyeing treatment properties. In total, 39 different 100% cotton terry fabric samples 

were selected. Details of terry fabric samples are illustrated in Table 1.  

The TS EN 14697 standard was used to measure the soaking time of terry fabrics. Within the 

scope of the standard, terry fabrics of 100mm*100mm dimensions were cut and left in pure 

water in a container, and the water absorption times of the terry fabric were recorded. In total, 

five samples were tested for each terry cloth and the arithmetic average of the absorbency times 
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was calculated. Color fastness to washing test was performed in accordance with ISO 105-A06 

standard. The staining of the multifiber fabric was assessed using the Gray Scale (Grade 1-

highest staining to Grade 5-no staining) and an average staining grade was taken for each 

sample.  

Table 1. Details of terry fabric samples 

Weft sett (picks/cm) 16-21 

Weight (gr/m2) 280-900 

Pile height (mm) 24-81 

Pile yarn number (Ne) 6-12 

Pile yarn type Carded, Combed and Open End 

Finishing/Dyeing procedure Scouring, Light Shade, Medium Shade and Dark Shade 

ANN Architecture Development 

The physical and treatment properties of the cotton terry fabric samples were determined as 

input. The test results of absorbency and fastness to washing were taken as output matrix. The 

ANN architectures were built in MATLAB environment. The Neural Fitting Toolbox of 

MATLAB was used for this aim. The Neural Net Fitting provides the visualization and training 

of two-layer feed-forward network to solve data fitting problems. This toolbox makes this by 

combining several neurons arranged in at least three layers (input layer, hidden layer and output 

layer). The user interface of the program allows trying different number of neurons in the 

hidden layer. The networks are trained by adjusting the weight of the connection between 

neurons in each layer. The network uses a supervised learning technique called 

Backpropagation which is done on feed forward (the propagation of the input signals layer by 

layer on the network layer and eventually producing a response at the output of the network) 

for training the neural networks. The output of the network is compared with the target response 

and error signals are generated. These error signals propagate backwards over the network [18].  

The ANN models were constructed for both absorbency and fastness to washing, separately. 

To partition cases based on relative number of cases, 70% of data were randomly assigned to 

training and 15% of data were assigned to testing, 15% of data were assigned to validation. To 

find the weights and build the model training data were used. To find errors and prevent 

overtraining during training mode testing data were used. There were a total of 6 neurons (weft 

sett, weight, pile height, pile yarn count, pile yarn type, finishing/dyeing procedure) in input 

layer, while the single neuron in the output layer showed absorbency and fastness to washing, 

separately.  

The number of neurons in the hidden layer was decided after many trials. The most successful 

network structure was obtained by comparing them in terms of Mean Squared Error (MSE) 

and overall R-value. The neural fitting toolbox offers three training algorithms; Levenberg-

Marquardt, Bayesian Regularization and Scaled Conjugate Gradient. These three training 

algorithms were tried with different neuron numbers. The highest success values in terms of 

ovelall R-value were obtained with Scaled Conjugate Gradient. The higher success of Scaled 

Conjugate Gradient is likely related to its property of not performing a line search at each 

iteration. Scaled conjugate gradient substitutes the line search by a scaling of the step that 

depends on success in error reduction and goodness of the quadratic approximation to the error 

[19].  
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

ANN Model for Absorbency  

Firstly, data normalizing was performed in such a way that they have zero mean and unit 

standard deviation. For prediction of absorbency output, 29 of data were taken as training, 5 of 

randomly selected data were used as testing, 5 of randomly selected data were used as 

validation (Table 2). After many trials the lowest testing MSE value of 0.2493 was obtained 

with 9 neurons in hidden layer (Figure 1). The testing R-value that designates the difference 

between the predicted and actual absorbency results is given in Figure 2.  

Table 2. ANN model summary for absorbency 

 Samples MSE R-value 

Training 29 0.2205 0.8615 

Validation 5 1.1026 0.8091 

Testing 5 0.2493 0.9348 

 

Figure 1. Network diagram for absorbency 

 

Figure 2. Predicted by actual chart for absorbency 

It is clearly seen from Figure 2 that, the prediction accuracy of the model is pretty high. So the 

absorbency of the terry fabrics with different property can be estimated by using the developed 

model.  

ANN Model for Fastness to Washing 

The normalized data set were inserted to the network for model developing. Similar to the 

absorbency model development, 29 of data were taken as training, 5 of randomly selected data 

were used as testing, 5 of randomly selected data were used as validation for the fastness 

prediction model (Table 3). Different neural networks were built by applying different number 

of neurons in the hidden layer. The lowest testing MSE value of 0.0229 was obtained with 17 

neurons in hidden layer (Figure 3). The network were tested with the 5 samples that were 

randomly selected from the data set and the R-value between the predicted and actual results 

were obtained as 0.99 (Figure 4).  
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Table 3. ANN model summary for fastness to washing 

 Samples MSE R-value 

Training 29 0.1122 0.8918 

Validation 5 0.2596 0.9635 

Testing 5 0.0229 0.9900 

 

 

Figure 3. Network diagram for fastness to washing 

 

Figure 4. Predicted by actual chart for fastness to washing 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

ANN models were generated for the prediction of absorbency and fastness to washing 

properties of terry fabrics. The proposed models and findings of the study are novel among the 

studies on terry fabric performance prediction. The absorbency of the terry fabric samples were 

predicted with a high success value of R=0.94. Furthermore, the higher success ratio of R=0.99 

was obtained for fastness to washing performance. According to all the prediction results, it 

can be concluded that the ANN models generated in this study can be improved and adapted 

for industrial application. For the further study, we are planning to extend the data set with new 

variables including different fibre type in pile yarn. This study also revealed that the robust 

ANN models provide significant energy, time and raw material savings in R&D studies. The 

performance properties of new terry fabric designs can be simulated by means of ANN models 

without producing the samples and testing.       
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, the parameters affecting the shrinkage of textiles with 100% cotton composition 

were investigated. Also a mathematical modeling study by using R programming language was 

performed for prediction of cotton shrinkage values.Result of the experimental study indicates 

that, drum speed, average and maximum door temperature parameters are the most important 

machine-based parameters have effects on cotton shrinkage. It is also seen that the shrinkage 

ratio can be predicted with high accuracy by using dryer inputs. However, it was determined 

that the estimation study should be verified and the number of data entering the model should 

be increased. 

Keywords: cotton, shrinkage, R programming language , mathematical modelling, 

experimental design  

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Due to the changing living conditions brought by city life, the use of technological products in 

daily life is increasing day by day.The time and space required for drying clothes could be 

saved by using a tumble dryer. The biggest obstacle to the widespread use of tumble dryers is 

the perception that dryers will cause damage to textile products.Before starting the study, a 

literature review was conducted to determine the parameters that are thought to affect the 

shrinkage. [1-3]. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Materials 

100% cotton standard sample EMPA 320 fabric, 100% cotton plain woven fabric (80 cm x 80 

cm) and 100% single jersey knitted fabric (70 cm x 70 cm) were used as samples in this 

experimental study (see Figure 1). 

The reason for choosing those samples is to simulate the products that customers wear,wash 

and dry most frequently in their daily lives. Jersey fabric was represent t-shirts; on the other 

hand woven fabric was symbolize shirts. EMPA 320 sample was also added to the experimental 

sample set as a standard control specimen. 

In order to obtain the load weight suitable for the tested condition, 100% cotton standard 

huckaback towels were used as ballasts (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 1. a) EMPA320 , b) Plain Woven, c) Single Jersey Knitted 

 

Figure 2. Huckaback towel 

A+++ and 11 kg capacity washing machine produced by Arçelik was used in the washing 

process. An A++ and hybrid tumble dryer with a capacity of 9 kg which is also manufactured 

by Arçelik was used for drying tests.  

 

Figure 3. Washing machine and Tumble Dryer  

In order to adjust the parameters which were selected on experiment design more precisely, 

some modifications were made on the tumble dryer and the machine was turned into an 

experimental setup. 
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Motor of the dryer rotates the drum and the fan with the same system. For this reason, drum 

and fan speeds are equal to each other. In this study, fan was separated from the motor and 

connected to a separate motor. Due to that, fan and drum were driven at different speeds. 

2.2 Methods 

Parameters; drum speed (2200, 2800, 3400 rpm),temperature (low, medium, high), air flow 

(50, 60, 70 liter/second) and load amount (full, half, quarter capacity),were selected based on 

the technical features of the tumble dryer, and an experimental design was created using the 

Minitab 18 program. 

For efficient use of resources (i.e. energy, work load) a ½ Fractional Factorial experimental 

design was constructed as presented in Table 1 and applied throughout the study. 

Table 1. ½ Fraction DOE of four Tumble Dryer Parameters 

 

Loads were prepared according to the capacities which specified in DOE. For each conditions, 

3 pieces of EMPA320, plain woven and single jersey fabrics were added and remainder was 

completed with ballast load. Standard marking procedure with template was applied to each 

samples and their original width and length were measured before tests. Test loads were washed 

in the washing machine shown in Figure 3 in the Daily program at 30°C and 800 RPM without 

using detergent. All DOE conditions were tested by uploading algorithms with the parameters 

specified in the DOE onto the drying machine. When the drying cycle was completed, samples 

were conditioned for at least 6 hours, and their width and length were measured. Modeling part 

was carried out using R programming language and Rstudio Program. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As a result of the experimental design tests which is detailed in Table 1, a data set was collected 

as seen in Table 2. Delta area shrinkage value was used as main data. Delta area shrinkage is 

difference between the are shrinkage value measured after the drying cycle and the area 

shrinkage value measured after washing. By calculating this, it is aimed to see only the 

shrinkage caused by the dryer, eliminating the shrinkage caused by the washing machine. 

A mathematical model that can predict the final shrinkage ratio was created by using R 

programming language and the RStudio Program based on those data set. 80% of the data were 

used as learning data, 20% of the data were used as training data. Considering delta area 

shrinkage (%), according to this model, the real data of the 100% cotton single jersey fabric 

sample used in the creation of this model (presented in red color) and the data obtained as a 

result of the estimation using this model (presented in blue color) are given together in Figure 

4. 

Run Order Drum Speed Temperature Air Flow Load Amount

1 -1 1 1 -1

2 0 0 0 0

3 -1 1 -1 1

4 1 1 1 1

5 1 1 -1 -1

6 1 -1 -1 1

7 -1 -1 1 1

8 -1 -1 -1 -1

9 0 0 0 0

10 1 -1 1 -1
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Table 2.Delta Area Shrinkage values – measured and predicted 

 

 

Figure 4. Comparison of Prediction and Real Dimensional Change Test Results of 100% 

Cotton Single Jersey Specimens 

 

It is seen that the percent area shrinkage estimation power of the model established in Figure 4 

is very accurate with a calculated R-squared value of 0.975. 

In addition, when analyzing data set, effect direction and severity of the selected parameters 

affecting the shrinkage were determined. 

Measured Value Predicted Value %Error

8,83 9,11 3,19

8,83 9,11 3,19

10,80 10,52 2,55

11,50 11,69 1,68

8,43 7,92 6,01

8,43 7,92 6,01

9,02 9,14 1,34

9,03 8,83 2,13

13,22 13,21 0,10

4,56 4,88 6,98

6,16 6,20 0,55

11,91 12,11 1,65

13,43 13,43 0,04

4,43 5,13 15,87

9,25 8,84 4,46

11,24 11,38 1,26

11,24 11,38 1,26

12,12 12,56 3,59

8,63 8,56 0,75

10,59 10,57 0,14

13,00 12,90 0,79

Area Shrinkage Δ
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Figure 5.Importance table of parameters for Delta Area Shrinkage 

 

According to the study, among the machine-based parameters (speed of drum and air flow, 

duration of program as well as drum and door temperatures) which affects cotton shrinkage; 

drum speed, average and maximum door temperatures were found to be more important as can 

be seen on Figure 5. 

In correlation matrices, the inputs take values between 1 and -1 and approach 1 or -1 according 

to the importance of the parameters. If effect value of a factor is closer to -1, it has higher 

positive effect on output.The exact opposite, if effect value of a factor is closer to 1, it has 

higher negatife effect on output. In this experimental work, effect value of drum speed was 

determined as -0,67 which is close to -1. Therefore, it can be expressed that, increase of drum 

speed causes a decrease on area shrinkage of cotton textiles. Also -0,45 effect value was 

calculated for Average Door Temperature, and -0,38 was obtained for Maximum Door 

Temperature parameters.It can be said that, those temperature values were slightly positive 

effect on shrinkage. It is predicted that when the door and maximum temperature values 

increase, area shrinkage of cotton textiles will decrease. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Washing and drying of clothes is one of the routines that has an important place in daily lives. 

Based on the increasing number of dryers in recent years, feedbacks from users indicate that 

shrinkage is the main problem on cotton textiles. In this study, the shrinkage behavior and 

parameters which affect shrinkage of samples containing 100% cotton and simulating daily use 

was examined and it was investigated whether shrinkage could be predicted by modelling 

tumble dryer parameters. As a result of the experimental work, machine-based parameters that 

affect the shrinkage of the samples the most were obtained: drum speed and door temperatures. 

In addition, it is seen that by entering the operating parameters of the machine, the shrinkage 

can be estimated with 97.5% accuracy.To further improve the accuracy, validation studies 

should be carried out by increasing the number of data in the model. 
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ABSTRACT 

In addition to lightweighting approaches in the automotive industry, where interest in electric 

and hybrid vehicles is increasing, customers' expectation of an equivalent comfort in terms of 

noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) increases the need for insulation materials with improved 

acoustic performance. In order to meet the requirements, part designs and material selections 

need to be reconsidered. Vehicle noise generally consists of engine, tire, road and structure-

borne noises. While engine noise is dominant at low speeds, road and tire noise becomes 

dominant at high speeds. In particular, the wheel arch liner part has an important role in 

preventing the noise arising from the tire-road interaction from reaching the cabin. In the 

production of the wheel arch liner parts, plastic and glass fiber reinforced materials are 

preferred that meet the lightweighting and acoustic expectations. In this study, the polyester-

polypropylene (PET-PP) nonwoven samples produced by needle punch method in Formfleks 

plant, were taken to examine as an alternative material to glass fiber reinforced polypropylene 

(PP-GF) nonwoven. Sound absorption coefficient (SAC) of the produced parts was measured 

by using small reverberation cabin. Besides, transmission loss (TL) and sound absorption 

coefficients measurement were carried out by impedance tube. Test results of the PP-GF and 

PET-PP samples were compared. Consequently, an alternative material for the wheel arch liner 

part, which plays an important role in providing acoustic comfort in the cabin, was examined 

in terms of acoustic performance and cost effectiveness. 

Keywords: Wheel arch liner, PET-PP, PP-GF, acoustic performance, small reverberation 

cabin, impedance tube. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The recent changes in NVH approach for electric vehicle (EV) bring new challenges. The lack 

of internal combustion engine (ICE) that masks a lot of noise source and the increasing acoustic 

comfort expectation of the customers have necessitated new approaches in terms of material 

and design. As shown in Figure 1, an electric vehicle is on average 10 dB(A) quieter than an 

internal combustion engine vehicle at low and medium vehicle speed levels. At higher speeds, 

the noise level in the cabin increases as wind noise and wheel noise increase [1,2]. While engine 

noise is dominant at low speeds, road and tire noise becomes dominant at high speeds [3]. In 

terms of acoustics, there are two main methods to prevent the sound from reaching the cabin 

[4]. One of them is reducing the noise at the source. This method is the most effective and 

economical way to tackle with noise problems. The alternative method is to reduce to noise by 

using acoustic materials on the path from the source to the receiver. In particular, the wheel 

arch liner part has an important role in preventing the noise arising from the tire-road 

interaction from reaching the cabin. Besides that, it also prevents dirt and water that come from 

road surface to the engine side [5]. To meet these requirements plastics and textiles are used in 

the production of wheel arch liner parts in the automobiles.  These materials contribute to sound 

insulation and protection of inner parts from the water, stone, and mud [6].  
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Figure 1. Vehicle Interior Noise – (ICE and EV) [1] 

In this study an alternative material was examined for wheel arch liner part. PET-PP nonwoven 

samples produced by needle punch method in Formfleks plant, were taken to examine as an 

alternative material to PP-GF nonwoven. This paper also presents the analysis of the wheel 

arch liner produced using these materials in terms of acoustics performance. Acoustic tests 

were conducted the formed parts by using small reverberation cabin and impedance tube. After 

the tests TL and SAC measurement results were obtained and compared [7]. In addition, wheel 

arch liner parts were evaluated in terms of cost. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

PET-PP material was selected as an alternative material for wheel arch liner parts. PET-PP 

material includes polyester-polypropylene and was produced by needle punch method. The 

nonwoven structure, which is produced from synthetic fibers, has advantages such as not 

containing glass fiber that may affect human health, and being a green product because of 50% 

recycled material usage for its production. This environment-friendly material produced in 

Formfleks Plant as a result of various trials, is offered to OEM customers as an alternative 

material to wheel arch liner and under engine part.  Dimensions of flat rectangular shaped 

sample were determined considering the mold size of wheel arch liner and the shrinkage that 

occurs in the heating process. The other material used in our study is glass fiber reinforced 

polypropylene that is one of the conventional materials for wheel arch liner part, was supplied 

from the supplier.  

The process flow for production of wheel arch liner samples can be summarized as pre-heating, 

cold forming and waterjet cutting respectively. In order to be used in forming process, the 

cutting process was done in plate sizes convenient for the mold dimensions. Before the forming 

process, pre-heating treatment was applied to the plate samples at 200 °C for 400 seconds.  

During the heating process, shrinkage of PP-GF material is less than PET-PP material. In order 

to obtain formed parts, the cold forming process was applied under 150 bar pressure for 150 

seconds. During cold forming process, the sample was stretched from all sides to avoid folding 

problems on finished parts.  Holes and edge cutting was done by waterjet with using cutting 

fixture.  

SAC and TL are main values of acoustic materials. There are some methods that can be used 

to measure these values under normal and random incidence sound waves [8–10].  Small 
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reverberation cabin, one-third of large reverberation cabin, named as alpha cabin is commonly 

used for measurement of SAC for materials that act as sound insulation in the vehicles. The 

volume of the alpha cabin (manufactured by Autoneum) is 6,44 m³ and it has non-parallel 

walls. Alpha cabin test device has 3 loudspeakers for acoustic excitations and 5 microphones 

to increase measurement efficiency. It enables to measure flat sample and formed parts 

effectively. The measurement frequencies range lie between 400 Hz and 10,000 Hz that 

corresponds requirement of OEMs.  SAC measurement of wheel arch liner was conducted 

using alpha cabin that complies with requirement of ISO 354 standard in Formfleks R&D 

Laboratory as shown Figure 2 [10].  

 

Figure 2. Alpha cabin in Formfleks R&D Lab.  

Measurement methodology of alpha cabin can be summarized as reference measurement when 

the room is empty and measurement by placing the sample respectively. In these two cases, 

reverberation time is measured, and SAC value of formed part is reached using Sabine formula. 

It is important to position the sample in the centre of the room for getting accurate results as 

shown Figure 3. Alpha cabin test was performed on three samples for each material and the 

test results were evaluated by taking the averages. 

a)     b)  

Figure 3. Sample orientation in alpha cabin test device a) PET-PP b) PP-GF 

Impedance tube method is the one-dimensional measurement method used to determine SAC 

and TL of materials using normal incident sound wave. Impedance tube developed by Brüel & 

Kjær Company complies with regulation of ISO 10534-2 for measurement of SAC and ASTM 

E2611 for TL measurement [8,9]. These procedures enable to ensure repeatability and accuracy 

of measurements [11]. Figure 4 shows the impedance tube in Formfleks R&D laboratory has 
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frequency range between 50 Hz and 6400 Hz. For each material, samples with a diameter of 

100 mm for the range of 50 Hz - 1600 Hz and a diameter of 29 mm for the range of 200 Hz -

6400 Hz are used. Then, obtained test results are combined using Bias TestSens software by 

interpolation method. 

 

Figure 4. Impedance tube test device in Formfleks R&D Laboratory 

Production of impedance tube samples can be summarized as pre-heating process and cold 

pressing using flat mold. Samples with the diameter of 29 mm and 100 mm were prepared 

using hydraulic press as shown Figure 5.  For TL measurements, the gaps were closed by 

applying sealing materials to avoid resonance in the edge regions. To obtain more accurate test 

results, three samples were measured using impedance tube for each material. The comparison 

of the measurement results was made by taking the averages. 

a)   b)  

Figure 5. a) Impedance tube samples (29 mm and 100 mm) b) Sample mounting in 

impedance tube by applying sealing material. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Especially for wheel arch liner part to make an accurate comparison of acoustic performances, 

SAC and TL values should be considered together. Figure 6 shows the comparison of SAC 

values of wheel arch liner parts carried out alpha cabin measurement. Especially in the 

frequency range between 400 Hz – 1600 Hz average of deviation of the results is %2,7. In the 

medium and high frequency range deviation of the test results is %11,1.  Considering the alpha 

cabin test results it can be said that sound absorption performance of PP-GF material better 

than PET-PP material. 
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Figure 6. SAC test results of wheel arch liner made of PET-PP and PP-GF materials 

The comparison of SAC values of PET-PP and PP-GF materials applied impedance tube test 

are shown in Figure 7. Especially at above 2000 Hz, PP-GF material shows better absorption 

performance than PET-PP material.  

 

Figure 7. SAC test results of wheel arch liner made of PET-PP and PP-GF materials 

(impedance tube) 

Evaluation of TL performance of PET-PP and PP-GF material can be seen in Figure 8. It is 

observed that TL value of PP-GF materials is better than PET-PP materials at low frequencies. 

Between the range of 400 Hz – 4000 Hz, tire-road noise is radiated as airborne sound. In this 

frequency range PET-PP material shows better transmission loss performance than PP-GF 

material. 

 

Figure 8. TL test results of PET-PP and PP-GF materials (impedance tube) 

Cost analysis has been made by considering the parts that are expected to be flame-retardant, 

water-repellent and oil-repellent. Besides that, process parameters were also included in the 

cost analysis. When cost analysis was made for PET-PP and PP-GF materials meet the 
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requirements of given above, it is reached that the cost of PET-PP structure %8 lower than PP-

GF structure. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In the automotive industry, legal obligations and increasing customer expectations make it 

necessary for vehicles to be environmental-friendly, low cost and having cabin comfort. In 

addition, part and vehicle manufacturers are responsible for protecting the human health from 

production of parts to end user. Therefore, meeting these expectations and requirements should 

be considered in both material selection and part design. In this study, the alternative material 

to PP-GF for wheel arch liner part was investigated in terms of the acoustic performance and 

cost analysis. In the evaluation process of acoustic performance of PET-PP and PP-GF 

material, SAC and TL values of the parts were considered. When acoustic test results, cost 

analysis and expectations from automotive industry are taken into account, it is concluded that 

PET-PP structure can be used as alternative material to PP-GF structure. 
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ABSTRACT 

Pollution resulting from increasing population density and rapid urbanization has brought along 

many environmental problems. The objective of this study is to develop roller blinds that 

absorb sound to diminish the noise coming from outside environments such as homes, schools, 

and hotels. In this paper, roller blinds that absorb sound by simultaneously improving 3 

different parameters (fiber cross-section type, fabric construction weaving design type, 

finishing with nanocomposite materials) on the fabric were designed. For fabric construction, 

patterns that can be applied to fabric have been developed, inspired by large-scale designs 

found in nature and the environment, using the biomimicry method. As a result, a roller blind 

that absorbs the noise significantly has been developed. 

Keywords: Noise, sound absorption, roller blind, biomimicry 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Researches show that approximately 80% of the noise arising in urban areas is caused by traffic. 

Today, solutions are sought to cope with noise. Noise pollution in daily life is among the 

important negative factors affecting the comfort of life, especially in big cities. 

Currently, sound insulation materials and soundproof panels are used in the sector to reduce 

the negative effects of noise pollution on human life. These structures are heavy, costly, and 

generally used as construction materials. There is no light, portable textile product that can be 

used easily at home. In this context, textile surfaces with sound absorption properties were 

examined. 

Kaya et al. (2017) have studied the acoustic properties of natural fibers in terms of sound 

insulation. Petroleum-based materials are widely used to prevent noise. Considering the harm 

caused by petroleum and mineral-based materials to the environment and human health, it has 

become a necessity to find and develop new materials as an alternative to these chemical 

materials. When natural fibers are evaluated in terms of sound insulation, they provide a great 

advantage because they are renewable, cheap, domestic, abundant, and environmentally 

friendly. As a result of the measurements made with natural fibers, it has been stated that porous 

materials have a good sound insulation property, similar to their performance in sound 

insulation. As the thickness of the fibers increases, the sound insulation value in the low-

frequency range increases. Increasing environmental awareness, human health factors, and 

sustainability with technological developments will make the use of traditional and natural 

fibers widespread [1]. 

Dias et al. have studied the acoustic properties of textile fabrics. In this study, in which spacer 

knitted fabrics were used, the fabrics forming the front and back surfaces are in a single jersey 
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structure. Elastane yarn was used because it causes the spaces formed by the loops in the jersey 

fabric to shrink. It has been observed that the sound performance increases with the increase of 

the air gap between the front and rear fabrics and the thickness of the front fabric [2]. 

Nowadays, acoustic insulation has become very important. In literature studies, two methods, 

the impedance tube method (ISO 10543-2) and the reverberation chamber method, were used 

to measure fabric acoustic properties. The impedance tube method is used for testing small-

sized (10 cm diameter) samples. The reverberation chamber method is used to test large 

samples [3]. 

In this study, sound-absorbing roller blinds have been developed to reduce the noise coming 

from outside environments such as homes, schools, and hotels. 

Trials were made on 3 different parameters for the developed roller blind fabric. 

These parameters: 

1. Different fiber cross-sections 

2. Macro-micro construction design 

3. Finishing studies with nanocomposite materials 

In the project, the trials to be made using yarns with different fiber cross-sections were 

produced on the sample weaving machine. In order to increase the sound absorption properties 

of the fabric, nanocomposite structures of different sizes were used to create various patterns. 

Nanocomposite materials were applied to the fabric surface by the finishing method. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The experimental plan of the project was created on 3 different parameters. 

a. Raw material/fiber cross-section trial 

By using 9 different fiber cross-sections, raw material/fiber cross-section trials were carried 

out to increase the sound absorption property of the fabric. The experimental plan of the raw 

material fiber cross-section experiment is given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Fiber Cross-Section Experiment Details 

Experiment Name/Number Code 
Parameters 

Construction 

Warp Thread Weft Thread 

Fiber Cross-

Section Type 

Raw material/fiber section trial 

1-a Hemp(100%) Hemp(100%) A 

2/2 Rib 

1-b Polyester(100%) Hemp(100%) B 

1-c 

Polyester(100%) Polyester(100%) 

C 

1-d D 

1-e E 

1-f F  

1-g G 

1-h H 

1-ı I 

 A woven fabric was produced in 2/2 weft rib knit with 9 different yarns determined. The 

produced samples were tested using the double impedance tube method, and 2 different yarns 

with the best performance were selected. The double impedance tube method is very useful in 

terms of small sample sizes and short test times. Sound absorption coefficient and sound 

transmission loss measurements are made with precision using the impedance tube 
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measurement method. The sound absorption coefficient is calculated according to the surface 

impedance obtained by measuring the sound waves coming into and reflecting from the sample. 

In the measurement setup, a speaker is producing white noise with it is amplifier at one month 

of the tube and a sample piece at the other mouth. Although it varies according to pipe 

diameters, results can be obtained with a single measurement at all frequencies in the range of 

50-6300 Hz with the help of the transfer function method. By measuring the sound pressures 

produced by the two microphones connected to the tube, the transfer function is calculated, and 

the sound absorption coefficient is calculated [4]. 

 

b.  Fabric Construction Trial 

With the biomimicry method, micro-constructions to be applied to the fabric have been 

developed, inspired by the macro structures and design (honeycomb, theater halls, conference 

halls, acoustic rooms, etc.) found in nature and the environment. The fabric construction 

weaving design development experiment is given in Table 2. 

Table 2. The fabric construction development experiment details 

Experiment Name/Number Code Raw Material Lattice Structure 

Construction Development 

U-6558 

2 Selected 

Raw Material 

Fiber 

Sections 

Construction 1 

U-6559 Construction 3 

U-6560 Construction 6 

U-6561 Construction 4 

U-6562 Construction 5 

U-6563 Construction 1 

U-6564 Construction 3 

U-6565 Construction 6 

U-6566 Construction 4 

U-6567 Construction 5 

U-6577 Construction 2 

U-6578 Construction 2 

U-6579 Construction 2 

U-6580 Construction 2 

It was produced on 6 construction jacquard weaving machines developed in the EAT design 

program. The technical information of the jacquard weaving machine is given table 3. 

Table 3. The technical information of the jacquard weaving machine 

Machine No. Jakar 49-60 

Brand Somet Alpha 

Max. Size 331,4 cm 

Min. Size 270 cm  

1 Report Width 40 cm 

Warp Density 60 W/cm 

The sound absorption properties of the 14 different fabric constructions were tested in the 

double impedance tube method. In addition, performance tests were carried out on 14 fabric 

constructions developed. Sound absorption coefficient measurements on 14 fabric 

constructions were made according to ISO 105 34-2 standard. When the results of the tests 

were evaluated, 2 fabric constructions that gave the best results were selected accordingly. 
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c. Finishing Trials 

Laboratory experiments were carried out with 2 selected fabric constructions and standard plain 

fabric. Laboratory experiments were carried out with different proportional combinations of 3 

different nanocomposite structures. Laboratory flow chart is given Figure 1. 

Laboratory experiments were carried out with a total of 9 process recipes. After the laboratory 

trials, performance tests, and sound absorption coefficient measurements were carried out. 

According to the obtained data, the process recipe with the best performance was determined. 

Pilot production trials were conducted with the best recipe determined as a result of laboratory 

trials. Performance tests were carried out on the roller blind fabrics on which the pilot trials 

were made.  

Figure 1. Laboratory Flow Chart 

Sound absorption coefficient determination 

In addition, sound absorption coefficient measurements were made on these fabrics in the 

reverberation room. Sound absorption coefficient measurements were carried out in the 

TUBITAK UME reverberation room by the requirements of the ISO 354:2003 standard, 

according to the instruction ‘Determination of Acoustic Properties of Materials’ (TLM-05-

G2AK-04-16). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As a result of the performance tests and sound absorption coefficient measurements on 14 

fabric constructions, 2 fabric constructions with the best properties were determined. The air 

permeability and thickness test results on 14 fabric constructions are given in Table 4. 

Table 4. Air Permeability and Thickness Test Results 

It has been observed that air permeability is low in fabric constructions Ü-6567, Ü-6578, Ü-

6579, and Ü-6580. 

The fabric weight measurements are given in Table 5. 

Fabric Code Thick(mm)

Ü-6558 0,4

Ü-6559 0,5

Ü-6560 0,5

Ü-6561 0,4

Ü-6562 0,4

Ü-6563 0,4

Ü-6564 0,4

Ü-6565 0,4

Ü-6566 0,4

Ü-6567 0,4

Ü-6577 0,5

Ü-6578 0,4

Ü-6579 0,4

Ü-6580 0,4254

316

452

208

320

261

280

Air Permeability(ISO EN 9237)

587

347

323

465

369

521

320
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Table 5. The Fabric Weight Measurements (TS EN ISO 3801) 

 

For all fabric constructions developed, it was observed that the minimum weight was 196 g/m2 

and the maximum was 232 g/m2. The averaged sound absorption coefficient for the samples is 

shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 at narrowband and 1/3 octave band center frequencies. 

 

Figure 2. Average Sound Absorption Coefficients: Narrowband 
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Figure 3. Average Sound Absorption Coefficients: 1/3 Octave Band 

 

As a result of these tests, it was concluded that the sound absorption coefficient of the fabric 

with the least air permeability was higher. It was observed that the fabric with more weight 

displayed a higher sound absorption coefficient. Sound Absorption coefficient tests were 

carried out in the reverberation room on fabrics with two different constructions with the best 

properties in all test results. Reverberation chamber test results are given in Table 6. 

Table 6. Reverberation Chamber Test Results 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, sound-absorbing roller blind design was carried out by simultaneously improving 

3 different parameters (fiber cross-section type, fabric construction weaving design type, 

finishing with nanocomposite material) on the fabric. As a result of the tests, it was proved that 

the sound absorption properties of the roller blinds produced with the nanocomposite structures 

used were higher than the standard plain fabric. Air permeability and fabric sound absorption 

coefficients were opposite of each other. Fabric weight affects sound absorption coefficient in 

parallel proportion. As a result of this study, a roller blind that absorbs noise significantly has 

been developed. 
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ABSTRACT 

Within the scope of this study, vanize single jersey fabrics were produced. Core-spun Ne 30/1 

cotton yarn containing 70 denier monofilament steel was used on the front side of the fabrics. 

On the back side, 100% cotton Ne 30/1 threads were used. Then, the thickness, weight, air 

permeability, water vapor permeability and electromagnetic shielding efficiency of the fabrics 

were measured. In addition, the handle of the fabrics was evaluated with the subjective 

method. 

Keywords: Electromagnetic shielding, cotton, handle, air permeability 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Depending on the technological developments, the place and importance of electrical and 

electronic devices in our daily life is constantly increasing. Electronic communication 

networks, radio and television transmitters, computers etc. emit electromagnetic (EM) 

radiation to the environment. The use of these devices, which have entered every stage of our 

lives, makes our lives easier, but can cause negative effects on human health. With the 

intensity of electromagnetic waves present in our environment in daily life, the problem of 

electromagnetic environmental pollution called "electrosmog" has emerged [1]. 

Shielding is a widely used method to ensure electromagnetic compatibility. Thanks to 

shielding; people, electronic devices and systems can be protected against the damaging effects 

of electromagnetic radiation [2].  

The primary mechanism for shielding electromagnetic waves is reflection. In order for the 

radiation to be reflected by the shield, the shield must have mobile charge carriers that can 

interact with the electromagnetic field of the radiation. As a result, the shield must be 

electrically prone to conductivity. The second mechanism for shielding electromagnetic waves 

is absorption. For radiation to be significantly absorbed by the shield, the shield must have 

electric and/or magnetic dipoles that can interact with the electromagnetic field of the radiation 

[3].  

The electric field is strongest when close to a charge or a charged conductor and decreases 

rapidly as it moves away from the source. Conductors such as metal shield these areas very 

effectively. Other materials, such as building materials and trees, provide less shielding [4]. 

Shielding effectiveness (SE) can be defined as the ratio of the magnitude of the electric (or 

magnetic) field (E0 or H0) that hits a screen to the magnitude (E1 or H1) of the electric (or 

magnetic) field that passes through the screen and reappears behind the screen. The formula of 

SE is given below [5]; 

SE = 20 log(E1/E2) = 10 log(P1/P2) (dB) 

E1=  field strength measured without display (watt) 

E2 = field strength measured in the presence of the screen (watt) 

P1 = power received without display (volt/m) 
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P2 = power received in the presence of the display (volt/m) 

SE value is a logarithmic value showing shielding efficiency. % reduction is used to show how 

much the electric field weakens as a percentage. The % reduction can be calculated as follows 

[5];  

%Reduction=(E1-E2)/E1 X 100 

The shielding efficiency of 30 dB is generally accepted as the average value. In practice, 40 dB 

shielding efficiency can solve most problems. 100-120 dB shielding efficiency can be 

requested in military systems. The desired values in the specifications for telephone cables are 

around 80-90 dB [5]. 

Table 1. Classification of electromagnetic shielding effectiveness (SE) values based on 

professional and general use [6] 

Grade Excellent Very good Good Moderate Fair 

Professional 

use 
SE > 60 dB 

60 dB≥ SE >50 

dB 

50 dB ≥ SE ≥ 

40 dB 

40 dB ≥ SE >30 

dB 

 

30 dB ≥ SE >20 

dB 

General use SE > 30 dB 
30 dB ≥ SE >20 

dB 

20dB ≥ SE >10 

dB 

10 dB ≥ SE >7 

dB 

 

7 dB ≥ SE >5 

dB 

Electromagnetic shielding has become a feature that is both more interesting and needed for 

people living in the age of communication and technology. Therefore, in addition to the 

scientific studies on this subject, as sectoral studies have increased, the usage areas have 

expanded and many new applications have been developed [7]. There are many studies on the 

electromagnetic shielding effectiveness of textile materials [6-10]. The development of textile 

materials with shielding properties against electromagnetic waves emerged mainly from 

studies for military applications and later spread to civilian applications. Electromagnetic 

shielding materials made from textile products offer various advantages such as low weight, 

elastic deformability, porosity, air permeability, corrosion resistance, easy cleaning and 

significantly lower cost compared to traditional products such as metal sheets and grids [12]. 

Within the scope of this study, single jersey fabrics were produced. Core-spun Ne 30/1 cotton 

yarn containing 70 denier monofilament steel was used on the front side of the fabrics. On 

the back side, 100% cotton Ne 30/1 threads were used. Then, the thickness, weight, air 

permeability, water permeability and electromagnetic shielding efficiency of the fabrics were 

measured. In addition, the handle of the fabrics was evaluated with the subjective method. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Core-spun Ne 30/1 cotton yarn containing 70 denier monofilament steel was used on the front 

side of the fabrics. On the back side, 100% cotton Ne 30/1 threads were used. Then, the 

thickness, weight, air permeability and electromagnetic shielding efficiency of the fabric were 

measured. In addition, the handle of the fabrics was evaluated with the subjective method. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The weight, row density, bursting strength, air permeability, water permeability and handle 

values of the two types of fabric produced in the study are given in Table 2. 
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Table 2. The weight, row density, bursting strength, air permeability, water permeability and 

handle values of two types of fabric produced in the study 

Fabric Type 
Weight 

(g/m2) 

Course Density 

(loop/cm) 

Bursting 

Strength 

Air 

Permability 

Water 

Permability 

(g/m²/day) 

Handle 

Conventional Fabric 270 15 312,33 173,33 
 

33,05 

 

6,7 

EM Shielding Fabric 269 12,5 340,00 635,67 
 

35,35 

 

3,9 

The results of the analysis of variance regarding the bursting strength values of the two types 

of fabric produced in the study are given in Table 3. 

Table 3. Bursting strength values of the two types of fabric produced in this study 

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 

Fabric Type 1 1148,2 1148,17 16,97 0,015 

Error 4 270,7 67,67     

Total 5 1418,8       

As it can be seen from Table 2 and 3, since EM shielding fabric contains steel wire, the fabric 

is stronger and the difference between the bursting strength of conventional fabric and EM 

shielding fabric is statistically significant (p<0.05). 

The results of the analysis of variance regarding the air permeability values of the two types of 

fabric produced in the study are given in Table 4. 

Table 4. Air permeability values of the two types of fabric produced in this study 

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 

Fabric Type 1 320628 320628 1608,50 0,000 

Error 4 797 199     

Total 5 321425       

When Table 2 and 4 is examined, the EM shielding fabric has a significantly higher air 

permeability value and the difference between it and the conventional fabric is statistically 

significant (p<0.05). 

When the water vapor permeability of the fabrics given in Table 2 is compared, it can be said 

that there is no significant difference between them, but the fabric with EM shielding has a 

slightly higher water vapor permeability value. 

The handle of the fabric samples was evaluated subjectively by 10 people by giving points 

between 1-10. Analysis of variance results are given in Table 5. 

Table 5. Handle values of the two types of fabric produced in this study 

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 

Fabric Type 1 39,20 39,2000 47,04 0,000 

Error 18 15,00 0,8333     

Total 19 54,20       

When Table 2 and 5 is examined, the EM shielding fabric has a significantly harsher handle 

value and the difference between it and the conventional fabric is statistically significant 

(p<0.05). However, it can be said that the handle value for EM shielding fabric is not too bad. 

Graphs of the electromagnetic shielding effectiveness SE [dB] versus frequency, f [Hz] (15-

3.000 MHz) for conventional and EM shielding fabrics are given in Figure 1. 
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Figure 2. Graphs of the electromagnetic shielding effectiveness SE [dB] versus frequency, f 

[Hz] 

 

As can be seen from Figure 2, conventional fabric has no electromagnetic shielding 

effectiveness. However, the fabric produced from core-spun Ne 30/1 cotton yarn containing 70 

denier monofilament steel on the front side and 100% cotton Ne 30/1 threads on the back side, 

has SE values from Fair to Very Good grade in the case of general use, but it is important to 

note that this is unsatisfactory for professional use.  

4. CONCLUSION 

While electromagnetic shielding is obtained in fabrics containing steel wire, important 

problems arise in terms of wearing comfort and handle. As a result of the studies carried out in 

this study to determine the appropriate knitting construction, the use of steel wire as core yarn 

on the front, which is desired to shield against electromagnetic waves, and the use of cotton 

yarn on the back that will contact human, a more suitable functional fabric could be developed 

in terms of handle and comfort. SE values from Fair to Very Good grade in the case of general 

use were obtained. However, it is important to note that this is unsatisfactory for professional 

use.  
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ABSTRACT 

In the recent years, there has been a huge demand for using microsatellites because of 

their very low transmission cost, small weight, and easy access to technology 

upgradation. 

The weight of a microsatellite has a great effect on the launching fuel and power 

consumption. In the present study, an attempt was made in order to reduce the weight 

of the microsatellite by replacing steel antenna with a conductive textile. The antenna 

being a very important part for communication was taken into consideration. Using 

CST® STUDIO SUITE® 2018, different antennas were modelled to predict their 

performance in terms of bandwidth, reflection coefficient and realized gain and the tests 

were performed on a conductive fabric to see the actual performance. 

It also pioneers a whole new research field as there has been no research earlier that 

uses a textile material to make an antenna for a microsatellite. 

Keywords: Microsatellites, Microsatellite Antenna, Conductive Textiles, Textile 

Applications, Lightweight Textiles 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since Sputnik 1 in 1957, thousands of satellites have been launched and are nowadays 

used in our everyday life. With time, some of them have become increasingly large, 

massive, powerful, and sophisticated. However, with the increase of these 

characteristics, the cost of a whole project (design, launch, and orbital operations) 

increased. Therefore, small satellites meet some success for lower-cost spatial missions, 

mainly for research purposes. 

CubeSats are a type of miniaturized satellites for space research that usually has a 

volume of one liter (10x10x10 cm), weigh no more than one kilogram and typically use 

commercial off- the shelf electronics components. 

When an object is in orbit around the Earth it will be subjected to forces that will tear 

apart weaker structures. During launch a satellite is exposed to high levels of acoustic 

noise, vibration, and transitory G forces, potentially causing stress corrosion in 

susceptible alloys or composites. Pyrotechnic shocks are also triggered as secured 

satellite elements such as antennas are deployed once in orbit. The material must 

maintain its integrity and not break or deform under extreme forces or the satellite will 

not function once it reaches space. 

When selecting appropriate materials for a microsatellite structure, there are various 

specifications that the material must meet. A simple selection based on strength/density 

is not sufficient. It is important to consider many other properties such as stiffness, 
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stress corrosion resistance, fracture toughness, fatigue resistance (minor issue for all 

short-life spacecraft), thermal properties, electrical and magnetic properties, and ease 

of manufacture, availability, and cost. [1] 

For the communication between the satellite and the earth station, the antenna is 

necessary. Until now metallic antennas are used. The aim of this research work is the 

investigation of the replacement of the metallic antenna by a textile based one. The 

suitability of the conductive fabrics-based antenna will reduce the weight of the 

microsatellite. 

 

Figure  1. A typical microsatellite with tape antenna [2] 

2. MATERIALS AND METHOS 

The textile antenna was designed and developed using conductive textile fabrics, 

characterized by their very low ohmic resistance and their high mechanical 

deformability. The textile antenna of the present study, has been realized using the 

following materials:  

Shieldex® Nora Dell-CR fabric, Plastic sheet (Thickness ~70mm), Non-conductive 

glue, Conductive glue (Permatex Electrically Conductive Tab Adhesive), Steel wires, 

Scissors, Wire cutters, Ruler. 

Shieldex® Nora Dell-CR is the conductive fabric used to make the antenna in this 

study. The fabric was ordered online from the website of Shieldex [3] and the 

properties listed in website were as follows: 

Purpose: Very high conductive fabric for general use 

Description: Nickel, Copper, Silver (Ni/Cu/Ag) plated Nylon fabric. 

Raw material: Nylon ripstop fabric 

Surface Resistivity: < 0.009 Ohms / □ 

Abrasion Resistance: 1,000,000 Cycles 

Total Thickness: 0.005” (0.125mm)  ±

15% 

Weight: 100 g/m2 ± 10% 

Modeling and Simulations on CST Microwave Studio 

About CST Microwave Studio 
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CST MWS specializes in providing fast and accurate 3D electromagnetic simulation of high 

frequency problems. It offers users shorter development cycles through virtual prototyping 

before physical trials and optimization instead of experimentation. It is based on the finite 

integration technique (FIT), a very general approach, which describes Maxwell's equations on 

a grid space and can be written in time domain as well as in frequency domain and is not 

restricted to a certain grid type. A large step forward in the area of meshing was introduced by 

a method called "perfect boundary approximation (PBA)" and it allowed a technique to 

represent curves and inclines very accurately within a coarse discretization. 

One main advantage of the time domain solver of CST MWS is that the resource requirement 

only scales linear with the numbers of mesh nodes and therefore the problem size. Thus, it is 

possible to handle large radiating structures and even complete arrays with more than some 

hundreds of radiating elements. The ability to extract a high resolution of broadband antenna 

data is a result of the time domain solver's ability to define and calculate a large number of 

farfield monitors in one single simulation run. This represents a significant performance 

advantage compared to non-time domain methods which entail the simulation of a large 

number of discrete frequencies for the broadband data extraction. [4] 

Modeling of PEC Tape Antenna 

 

Figure  2. A sample Flat Tape Antenna Model on CST Microwave Studio 

 

Figure  3. A sample graph between the frequency and S1,1 
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Figure  4. Realized Gain in a Farfield with the frequency corresponding to the 

minimum value of S1,1 as obtained from Figure  2.2 

The following equation was used to calculate the Conductivity of different materials for 

simulation purposes: 

 

Figure  5. A sample Bent Tape Antenna Model on CST Microwave Studio 

[1] 

Experimental Part 

The samples were made by sticking the pieces of conductive fabric Nora Dell-CR on a 

plastic sheet with the help of a non-conductive glue such that they would have 

negligible effect on the performance of the fabric. On the gap points, two steel wires 

were glued with the help of a conductive glue in order to connect to antenna to the 

Vector Network Analyzer. 
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Figure  6. Antenna Samples 

Vector Network Analyzer 

Vector Network Analyzers are used to test component specifications and verify design 

simulations to make sure systems and their components work properly together. It 

contains both a source, used to generate a known stimulus signal, and a set of receivers, 

used to determine changes to this stimulus caused by the device-under-test or DUT. 

The stimulus signal is injected into the DUT and the Vector Network Analyzer 

measures both the signal that's reflected from the input side, as well as the signal that 

passes through to the output side of the DUT. The Vector Network Analyzer receivers 

measure the resulting signals and compare them to the known stimulus signal. The 

measured results are then processed by either an internal or external PC and sent to a 

display. 

Vector Network Analyzers perform two types of measurements – transmission and 

reflection. Transmission measurements pass the Vector Network Analyzer stimulus 

signal through the device under test, which is then measured by the Vector Network 

Analyzer receivers on the other side. The most common transmission S-parameter 

measurements are S21 and S12 (Sxy for greater than 2-ports). [5] 

Scattering parameters or S-parameters (the elements of a scattering matrix or S-matrix) 

describe the electrical behavior of linear electrical networks when undergoing various 

steady state stimuli by electrical signals. 

Figure  7. Vector Network Analyzer 
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Fig, 8. Antenna connected to the VNA 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1.  Simulation Results 

3.1.1. For PEC 

For the PEC material, according to the CST Studio Suite, the dimensions of the antenna 

in order to communicate in the frequency range 433±5 MHz are as follows: 

Length = 153.4 mm Width = 8 mm Thickness = 1 

mm 

1. For Nora-RS 

For the Nora-RS material, according to the CST Studio Suite, the dimensions of the 

antenna in order to communicate in the frequency range 433±5 MHz are as follows: 

Length = 146.2 mm Width = 8 mm Thickness = 1 

mm 

for a realized gain of 2.132 dB and S1,1 of -24.118564 

dB. 

2. For Nora Dell-CR 

For the Nora Dell-CR material, according to the CST Studio Suite, the dimensions of 

the antenna in order to communicate in the frequency range 433±5 MHz are as follows: 

Length = 147 mm Width = 8 mm Thickness = 1 

mm 

for a realized gain of 2.121 dB and S1,1 of -23.693803 

dB. 

 3. Experimental Results 

According to the results obtained from the simulations, Nora Dell-CR had the best 

performance for length, width, and thickness of the antenna to be 147mm, 8mm and 

1mm respectively. So, five samples were made with varying lengths of 167mm, 

157mm, 147mm, 137mm and 127mm. 

Table 1. Experimental Results 

Length of the antenna 

(mm) 

Minimimum S1,1 

(dB) 

Frequency at minimum 

S1,1(MHz) 

127 -22.3 399 

137 -11.9 414 

147 -13.8 475 

157 -16.5 357 

167 -17.7 504 
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                                        Fig 9 (a)                                           Fig 9 (b) 

Figure  9. Experimental results obtained by varying the length of the antenna (mm) (a) 

Minimum S1,1 (dB) and (b) Frequency at the minimum S1,1 (MHz) 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

From the present study, it can be concluded that there is not much difference in the gain 

if a conductive textile material is used and the weight is reduced. The bent sample also 

shows results as good as the flat one. The flexibility of the textile will only be a benefit 

as it will be easier to fit it into a microsatellite by folding. 

The CST Studio Suite 2018 considers the fabric as a conductor solid. It does not take 

into consideration the fabric structure. The difference in the results from the simulations 

and the experiments can be explained by this. 

The experiments performed in this study can be repeated for other fabrics as well to 

see the gain and compatibility and stability of the fabric in the space. Using other 

modeling softwares such as TexGen that perform simulations taking into consideration 

the fabric structure, more accurate results can be obtained. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the project, roller blinds with alarm sensors working with solar energy were developed. It is 

aimed to develop the alarm system, which is a security system product that has become the 

need of every house, on the curtain surface by designing flexible sensor structures. Lightweight 

fabric design, sensor design, system design and mobile application studies were carried out. 

User tests of the product with optimum values were carried out. As a result of the evaluations, 

it was seen that the lightweight fabric rate was 34% and the capacitive sensing distance of the 

selected pattern was 15 cm. 

Keywords: flexible sensor, conductive yarn selection, solar energy, roller bling, alarm feature 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Smart home systems is a term used for homes that enable remote monitoring and management 

of various appliances and systems such as lighting and heating. Smart home systems provide 

users with comfort, security, energy efficiency (low operating cost) and convenience [1]. For 

this reason, the demand for motorized roller blinds is increasing with the developing 

technology and the need for comfort. The electrical energy required for the operation of the 

motors of these curtains is generally obtained from non-renewable energy sources. Today, the 

use of renewable energy sources in the production of electrical energy is increasing rapidly. 

One of the most striking among renewable and clean energy technologies is photovoltaic 

technology, which enables the production of electrical energy by using unlimited solar energy. 

The word ‘photovoltaic’ is formed by the combination of the words ‘photo’ meaning light and 

‘voltaic’ meaning electricity [2]. 

In addition to smart home systems, smart textiles have entered our lives with the developments 

in textile technologies and raw materials used (fibers and polymers). Electronic/smart textiles 

are electronic components that form systems that can sense, illuminate or transmit data [3]. 

Fabrics with sensing features, called (Smart Fabric Sensor- SFS), are sensitive to multiple 

physical and chemical stimuli such as temperature, pressure, force and changes in electrical 

current [4]. The word sensor refers to the detection of something with a specific target stimulus. 

A device that detects a signal (stimulus) and converts this stimulus into a signal that can be 

measured electronically is called a sensor [5]. 

As well parameters such as temperature, pressure, and force, sensors also detect the approach. 

The proximity sensor is a contactless sensor that detects the presence of an object. This object 

can be a conductive or non-conductive surface, depending on the sending mechanism of the 

proximity sensor. Proximity sensors can be optical, ultrasonic, inductive, capacitive, etc. 

implemented using different mechanisms. Capacitive sensors are proximity sensors that detect 

both metals and non-metals. Therefore, it is suitable for detecting people and objects [6]. 
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Wijiesiriwardana et al. (2005), using capacitive sensing techniques, developed electronic/smart 

textiles with weaving and approximation features. Using the knitting technique, electrodes with 

different patterns and symbols were designed with conductive fibers and metallic fibers. In 

their study, they developed electrodes faster than piezoresistive materials with good washing 

resistance and thermal properties [7]. 

On the other hand, Ojuroye et al. (2019) developed approach and weaving sensitive flexible 

circuit systems using NXP semiconductor and commercial capacitive sensing chip 

(PCF8883US). As a result of the study, it was seen that a square-shaped electrode provides a 

58.3% increase in approach detection distance compared to multiple electrodes in the same 

area [8]. 

The purpose of this project, flexible sensor structures with alarm features have been developed 

on the surface of the motorized roller blind, which provides its movement with the energy it 

receives from the sun. These sensor structures offers a practical solution to protect against 

possible theft from windows and balcony/terrace doors.  

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In this study, conductive yarns used for sensor design Bekinox VN 12.1.2.100Z and Bekinox 

VN 12.3.2.175S conductive yarns supplied from Bekinox company were used. Shiledex 235/36 

dtex 4-ply HC+B and Shieldex 235/36 dtex 2-ply HC+B conductive yarns supplied from 

Shieldex company were used. AM 25 curtain motor and AC601-01 photovoltaic panels 

supplied from A-OK company were used. 

In this project, studies on construction studies, conductor yarn selection, pattern studies, sensor 

studies, photovoltaic panels and battery charging time were carried out. The experiment plan 

is given in Table 1. First of all, the weight of the fabric has been reduced in order not to 

experience any decrease in the running speed of the engine to be used. For the sensor, a raw 

material and pattern with suitable conductivity and/or data acquisition will be selected. Then 

system design and mobile application were developed. 

Table 1. Experiment plan 

Experiment No and Name Code Raw Material Target Value Number 

1. Lightweight 

Fabric Design 

1. Weaving 

a 

%100 PES yarn 

%20 lighten 4x5=20 

b 

c 

d 

2. Coating Work 

e 

Water-based 

coating chemicals 

f 

g 

h 

i 

2. Sensor 

Design 

1. Appropriate raw 

material and 

pattern selection 

a 

Conductive yarn 

Statistically significant change 

in capacitance value when 

approach distance exceeds 10 

cm 

4 
b 

c 

d 

e 
Brode pattern 

design 
3 f 

g 

h 

Pattern  3 ı 

j 

3. System 

Design and 

Mobile 

Application 

 

1. Fotovoltaic panel  

 
Selection of the most efficient 

system design 
1 

 

2. Circular motor and battery 
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User tests given in Table 2 will be performed for the final product to be produced. Curtain/up 

motion numbers, battery charge time of the photovoltaic panel and alarm system tests will be 

conducted for a month. 

Table 2. User test experiment plan 

Experimental 

Number 
Facade Selection Floor Numbers 

1 East 2 

2 West 2 

3 North 2 

4 South 2 

5 South-West 2 

6 South-East 2 

7 North-West 2 

8 North-East 2 

9 East 2 

10 East 4 

Lightweight Fabric Design 

In order to lighten the fabric weight, firstly, weft density values and weft yarn count were 

changed. The construction features to be developed were given in Table 3. 

Table 3. Developed construction features 

SampleNumber Pattern 

Warp yarn 

count 

(D)  

Warp frequency 

(tel/cm) 

Weft yarn 

count (D) 

Weft density 

(adet/cm) 

1  

2/2 weft 

rib 
150/48f 

60 a 12 

2  60 a 15 

3  60 a 18 

4  60 b 17 

Additionally to the lightening studies in the weaving department, coating recipe studies were 

carried out. Studies were carried out to lighten the fabric weight by changing the chemicals 

used in the recipe to be applied and the ratios of the chemicals. The chemicals used and their 

ratios were given in Table 4. A total of 20 different trials were conducted for 2 different recipes, 

5 different chemical mixing ratios and 4 different fabric construction fabrics. 

Table 4. Recipe A and B 

A Recipe B Recipe 

  0 2 3 1a 2a 3a 

Binder 325 275 250 250 250 150 

Thickener 30 30 30 75 50 25 

Fixator 17 17 17 15 15 15 

Defoamer 1 1 1 20 20 20 

Weight value of reference 

fabric (g/m2) 
202 190 183 192 190 185 
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Sensor Design 

In the sensor design, 4 conductive threads with different resistance values and different yarn 

numbers were used. Yarns have two different properties: stainless steel and silver/nylon coated 

conductive thread. Yarn properties were shared in Table 5. 

Table 5. Conductive yarn properties 

Conductive yarn 

number 
Thread Number (dtex) Composition 

1 2350 
%100 Stainless Steel 

Thread 

2 7600 
%100 Stainless Steel 

Thread 

3 
235/36 dtex 

2-ply HC 

%100 Polyamide/silver 

coated yarn 

4 
235/36 dtex 

4-ply 

%100 Polyamide/silver 

coated yarn 

System Design and Mobile Application 

The equipment used in the system design and mobile application was shared in Table 6. 

Table 6. System design and mobile application 

Equipment Property 

Solar Panel 18 V - 0.095A  

Engine 7.4 V -900 mA  

Mobile Application Arduino  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Using the 4 different constructions developed, the woven fabric was produced on the air jet 

weaving machine. Developed fabric construction images were shared in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1. Developed construction images 

In the coating process, coating trials were carried out to reduce the fabric weight. In order to 

choose the most suitable construction among the constructions developed, quality control was 

carried out on the samples brought in the form of roller blinds and it was checked whether there 

was any fluctuation in the fabric. There were cracks on the surface of the fabrics coated with 

recipe B. For this reason, a selection has been made among fabric constructions coated with 

recipe A. Before deciding on the fabric construction, the fabrics were brought into the form of 

blinds and fabric faults were examined. While making the selection, the coated roller blind 

fabric produced in the standard was taken as a reference. It was expected to have similar 

properties with the reference roller blind fabric in terms of tough and performance. In this 

direction, 2. constructions treated with recipe no A were selected. 

Pattern studies were carried out using conductive yarns with different properties. While 

developing the patterns, it was aimed to observe the capacitive changes by creating conductive 

and insulating areas. Vertical embroidery machine Epoca 7 is used. The sensor structure was 

observed by changing the parameters of the distance, shape, frequency, and length of the yarns. 
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28 sensor surfaces were developed with the brode embroidery method using 4 different 

conductive threads. Pattern studies were shared in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. 7 different pattern work 

Capacitive change and resistance values were measured by using the developed 28 approach 

sensor surface Ardunio Circuit. The measurement results obtained was shared in Table 7. 

Table 7. Test results of the developed alarm sensor designs 

Pattern Number 

Conductor 

Yarn Count 

Used 

Sensing 

Distance (cm) 

Pattern 

Number 

 

Conductor 

Yarn Count 

Used 

 

Sensing 

Distance 

(cm) 

1 

1 14 

5 

1 14 

2 20 2 13 

3 10 3 2 

4 10 4 13 

2 

1 5 

6 

1 14 

2 15 2 13 

3 10 3 16 

4 15 4 15 

3 

1 13 

7 

1 15 

2 15 2 15 

3 15 3 12 

4 12 4 15 

4 

1 10 

2 12 

3 15 

4 15 

The measurement approach was adjusted so that the length of the sensor surface was 120 cm. 

In this context, capacitive and resistance values of the approach sensor surface were measured 

throughout (120 cm pattern length). The resistance values of the developed patterns in different 

lengths (30 cm, 60, and 90 cm) were also measured, and the proportional change in the 

resistance values was observed. The measurement of the resistance values was made to create 

a location map on the curtain. 

Figure 3 shows the capacitive changes of 4 different conductive threads depending on 7 

different patterns. 

As a result of the measurements, the capacitive values of the 1 and 2 conductive threads for 7 

different patterns were shown below 4 microfarads (μF). It has been observed that the lowe 
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index of these values, the better the detection of the capacitive proximity sensor. In addition, 

values of capacitive changes were expected to be below 20 microfarads (μF). In this context, 

the conductive threads no. 3 and 4 had values above 20 microfarads (μF) in different patterns. 

It is expected that this conductive property will vary with the production conditions and 

conductor values of the yarns. In this direction, the yarn no. 1 and 2 are steel, and the yarn no. 

3 and 4 are obtained by metallizing silver. It was seen that the conductive yarn values provided 

in the metallization process are less than the steel yarn production. The main reason for this is 

that there is a conductivity difference between the self-conducting yarn and the yarn obtained 

by the coating process. In an evaluation on the basis of patterns, it was observed that the 

capacitive values were better in more frequent and dense patterns. As a well, it has been 

observed that the capacitive values are better regardless of the conductivity values of the yarn 

in patterns 6 and 7. As a capacitive perception, it was decided to use pattern number 7, which 

is the most efficient and most appealing to the eye. 

 

 

Figure 3. Capacitive change analysis of textile-based sensor 

 Users Test Results 

Usage tests will be carried out for 1 month to analyze the user experiences of 10 prototype solar 

curtains with the same features, dimensions, and weights. Usage test parameters: The number 

of up and down movements of the curtain in a day, the battery charging time of the photovoltaic 

panels, the operability of the alarm system in line with the movements determined as a result 

of the modelling. 

 

Figure 4. The results of the number of days the motor battery charge Works and the charging 

time of the photovoltaic panels 

In the Figure 4, it seen that the curtain in the south-facing position gives the best results and 

that the motor battery can withstand 10 repetitions downward and 10 repetitions upward 
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movements for 30 days. It was observed that the engine battery of the curtain on the north 

façade was the least durable. The results based on 10 repetitions and 10 repetitions for 14 days 

are shared in Table 3. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

It has been observed that the number of up/down movements of the developed alarm feature 

curtain can meet the desired 10 cycle operation. It has been tested that the battery charging time 

of the photovoltaic panels is tested as about 24. The optimum rate of fabric lightweight 

achieved 34% success. As a result of the reference values obtained for the alarm modelling, it 

has been tested that the alarm system is sensitive to the approach distance of 15 cm in cases 

where the thief tries to enter through the window. It has been seen that the mobile application 

works as desired. 
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ABSTRACT 

With changes in observed lifestyles, the interest in technical textile products that offer comfort, 

functionality, and a long service life increase. Day by day, new technical textile products are 

produced and presented to the market. People want their clothes to have functional features so 

they can adapt to rapidly changing daily living conditions and find answers to their quest for 

comfort. 

High performance yarns are used in the production of products that are resistant to wear, 

friction, breaking, tearing and impact. In this study, cordura yarn socks were used to provide 

performance features. 

Colour fastness to artificial light for the suitability of Cordura yarn for hosiery use, Xenon arc 

fading lamp test, colour fastness to sweat, colour fastness to friction, colour fastness to 

washing, colour fastness to water, wear resistance shoes were evaluated in accordance with the 

tests and standards. It has been concluded that socks with performance features are suitable for 

production with the appropriate values obtained in the test results of colour fastness against 

sweat, friction, washing, against water and wear resistance shoe test. 

Keywords: Outdoor clothes, socks, cordura yarn, 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Today, socks play a significant role in clothing owing to their qualities such as resistance, 

comfort and conformity to lifestyle.  

While socks maintain their main role which is protection from cold, they also serve as an 

important accessory as a complementary part of outer clothing. Socks are among the elements 

of clothing which can be produced with lower costs compared to other textile products, are 

owned in great numbers throughout one’s life based on fashion and needs, and have the shortest 

economic life among other clothing. Although socks have short life, there are so many qualities 

required from them. Today, buyers seek consciously for quality products in line with the focus 

on the phenomena of customer satisfaction. Therefore, there has been a constant rise in the 

expectations from socks. They should be designed to meet customer expectations in line with 

fashion and needs, ensure high performance of use without losing properties in the post-

production process and, in particular, should not adversely affect human health due to the 

qualities of fibres used [1]. 

Quality may change in socks based on various determinants. From the type and properties of 

threads to knitting and colouring conditions and methods of shaping, there are so many factors 

which may influence the performance of use and, therefore, the quality of socks without losing 

their properties in the post-production period [2]. 
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Thermophysiological comfort is a complex concept which includes the senses of perception of 

cloth comfort on one’s skin as well as its warmth, coldness, wetness and perceptibility. In 

addition to the environment, level of movement, fibres, fabric and clothing design, clothing 

comfort is also determined by one’s physiological and psychological states. Therefore, 

thermophysiological comfort depends on heat and humidity transmission qualities of clothes, 

their feeling they cause on skin and the mechanical interaction between clothing and skin [3]. 

Socks with 51% Polyamide, 45.5% Polyester and 3.5% Elastane exhibit lower bursting strength 

values. However, the bursting strength of socks with 51% Cordura, 45.5% Polyester and 3.5% 

Elastane (Sample 4) has been found higher than the bursting strengths of socks with 100% 

polyamide or polyester socks and socks with 51% Polyamide, 45.5% Polyester and 3.5% 

Elastane. As the rate of composition increase in socks, the values of fastness also increase. In 

this sense, Cordura socks offer the best results in all the fastness categories. Cordura socks have 

met the required strength and fastness values. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

2.1. Materials Used 

This study tests 100% Polyamide; 100% Polyester; 51% Polyamide, 45.5% Polyester and 3.5% 

Elastane; and 51% Cordura, 45.5% Polyester and 3.5% Elastane socks. The physical properties 

of the socks are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Physical properties of the socks 

Raw Material 

Linear 

Density 

(Ne) 

Course 

per cm 

Wales 

per cm 

Loop 

Length 

in mm 

Density 

(g/m2) 

100% Polyamide (S-Twist) -S1 CODE 30 8 7.4 7 70 

100% Polyester (S-Twist) -S2 CODE 30 9.5 8 6.5 94 

51% Polyamide, 45.5% Polyester and 3.5% 

Elastane (S-Twist) - S3 CODE 
30 9 8 6.7 101.2 

51% Cordura, 45.5% Polyester and 3.5% Elastane 

(S-Twist) - S4 CODE 
30 9 8 7 105.5 

Single knit socks were produced with socks knitted machine (14-gauge, 168-needle and 3¾” 

diameter) by ROTA TEKSTIL BILGISAYAR SISTEMLERI SAN. VE TIC.LTD.STI. The 

results of the performance tests of the socks are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. The performance analyses and standards of produced socks 

Analyses  Standards 

Density ( g/m2) TS 251 1991 

Abrasion Resistance    [EN 13770 Method 1:2002]* 

Colour Fastness to Water  [ISO 105E01:2013] 

Colour Fastness to Washing  [ISO 105C06:2010] 

 Colour Fastness to Perspiration  [ISO 105E04:2013] 

 Colour Fastness to Artificial Light : Xenon Arc Fading Lamp Test  [ISO 105B02:2014] 

Colour Fastness to Rubbing [ISO 105X12:2016 

Burst Strength (kPa)  TS EN ISO 13938-2 2003 

Air permeability   TS 391 EN ISO 9237:1999 

3. RESULTS  

 The performance qualities of socks with varying compositions were evaluated in terms of 

bursting strength, air permeability and fastness. 

Bursting strength is significant for knit surfaces of textile materials because it represents 

resistance against the colouring and finishing impacts or other impacts which may come into 
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question based on area of use. Therefore, bursting test plays a notable role. Bursting strength 

is also important for knit socks based on method of use. 

 

Figure 1.  Bursting strength results of the sock samples 

According to Figure 1, the bursting strength of polyamide socks is lower than that of other 

compositions. On the other hand, polyester socks produce better results compared to polyamide 

socks. However, socks with 51% Polyamide, 45.5% Polyester and 3.5% Elastane exhibit lower 

bursting strength values. However, the bursting strength of socks with 51% Cordura, 45.5% 

Polyester and 3.5% Elastane (Sample 4) has been found higher than the bursting strengths of 

socks with 100% polyamide or polyester socks and socks with 51% Polyamide, 45.5% 

Polyester and 3.5% Elastane. Cordura socks have met the required strength values. [4] 

 

Figure 2.  Air permeability results of the sock samples 

Air permeability of a textile material is closely related to covering material, density and 

thickness. Air permeability also plays a great role on the improvement of comfort qualities on 

textile surfaces. Owing to porosity, air molecules ensure better comfort in knit surfaces 

compared to woven surfaces. The knots in knit surfaces influence the air permeability of thread 

density. Although the knot structure of the socks in sample 4 is the same, the socks composed 

of various materials offer higher air permeability [5]. 
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According to Table 3, the fastness values of the sock samples are acceptable in general. As the 

rate of composition increase in socks, the values of fastness also increase. In this sense, Cordura 

socks offer the best results in all the fastness categories.  

 

Table 3. Washing, Rubbing and Light Fastness of the sock samples 

Samples  

Washing  
Rubbing 
Fastness 

 
Light 
Fastness 

Colour 
Change 

Staining 

 CA CO PA PET PAN WO Dry Wet  

S1 4 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4 4 4 

S2 4 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 

S3 5 4 4 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 

S4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

The bursting strength, air permeability and fastness qualities of the analysis show that:  

 Socks composed of different materials have higher bursting strength, 

 Socks composed of different materials offer higher air permeability values, 

 Socks composed of different materials offer more conformable fastness values.  

However, it has also been concluded that Cordura-based compositions are more conformable 

for users in terms of comfortability. 
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ABSTRACT 

Poly (ethylene terephthalate), PET, represents a good candidate for the manufacture of 

synthetic grafts such as sutures, vascular grafts and stents or hernia meshes, due to its excellent 

bulk properties. In this particular application, heart valve replacement, the reaction to a foreign 

body, once the textile is implanted in vivo, becomes a critical point. This reaction results in the 

development of fibrous cellular tissue (fibrosis) and the formation of calcifications that 

eventually stiffen the porous material, thus impeding the movement of the valve. This 

phenomenon seems to be considerably affected by the surface properties of the implanted 

material (hydrophilicity, roughness, bending stiffness...). 

This work investigates the design of a composite fibrous construct combining a polyethylene 

terephthalate (PET) weave and a non-woven PET mat, which are expected to provide, 

respectively, strength and appropriate topography to limit fibrosis. To this end, specific 

equipment was operated to perform the assembly between these two textile layers to obtain 

hybrid fibrous constructions. The physical and mechanical properties of the obtained materials 

were evaluated. 

Keywords: hybrid valve, PET textile valve, Forced Wettability 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Over the last decade, transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) has become an accepted 

alternative technique to surgical valve replacement for more than 150,000 patients worldwide 

[1]. The success of this procedure is driving the search for synthetic valve materials as an 

alternative to biological tissues, whose durability remains unknown. In this context, the textile 

material has been successfully used in various medical applications, such as sutures, braided 

stents and in particular vascular grafts. As a medical implant, the textile is characterized by 

exceptional mechanical strength combined with unique flexibility due to the discontinuous 

configuration of the fibrous construction. However, the long-term success of these implants 

depends on their ability to interact with the surrounding biological tissues. In particular, fibrotic 

tissue ingrowth should be limited in order to keep the leaflet material flexible. However, one 

of the limits of textile materials is their roughness due to the yarn crossing and surface 

discontinuity. The standard foreign body reaction (FBR), which is characterized by the 

encapsulation of the synthetic leaflets in fibrotic tissue, is largely influenced by the topography 

of the leaflet surface. [2] Recently, fibrous constructs have proven their durability in vivo over 

a period of 6 months in sheep animal models. However, the exaggerated formation of fibrotic 

tissue remains a critical issue to be addressed. [3] 

mailto:Maleke.zidi01@gmail.com
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This work investigates the design of a composite fibrous construct combining a polyethylene 

terephthalate (PET) weave and a non-woven PET mat, which are expected to provide, 

respectively, strength and appropriate topography to limit fibrosis.  To this end, specific 

equipment was operated to perform the assembly between these two textile layers to obtain 

hybrid fibrous constructions. The physical and mechanical properties of the obtained materials 

were evaluated. 

2. Material and methods  

Non-woven PET characteristics 

The nonwovens used in our study are commercialized PET nonwovens (for medical use) that 

were obtained with an extrusion system (fusion process). This technology was preferred over 

electrospinning, which is traditionally used to produce small diameter nonwoven fibrous mats 

(at the nanometric scale). Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the nonwovens used. 

Table 1. Characteristics of non-woven 

 Type 1 Type 2 

Surface mass (g/cm²) 16 22 

Thickness (mm) 0.10 0.17 

roughness (µm) 4.24 5.02 

Fabric PET characteristics 

The material used in this work was PET fabrics, manufactured by a DORNIER gripper 

machine, with a different context using relatively fine yarns for medical applications. The 

fabric was based on two different densities of plain weave weft yarns: 34 yarns/cm and 28 

yarns/cm. In particular, the objective was to analyze the performance of a looser structure (weft 

density 28 threads/cm) versus a tighter structure (weft density 34 threads/cm) in the field of 

heart valves. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of the two fabrics produced.  

Table 2. Characteristics of fabrics 

Fabric 
Plain with weft density 34 

yarns/cm (P34) 

Plain with weft density 28 

yarns/cm (P28) 

Thickness(mm) 0,17 0,18 

Roughness (µm) 3,04 2,58 

Bending stiffness *10-² (g.f.cm²/cm) 15,84 12,76 

Surface density (g/m²) 97.25 94.25 

Warp density (yarn/cm) 88 88 

Weft density (yarn/cm) 34 28 

Fiber diameter (µm) 107 107 

Composite assembly  

In order to achieve a hybrid assembly and to create an adhesion between the two layers, we 

operated with the CERA ultrasonic welding machine. Thus, two different fusion patterns were 

made by the wheel, figure 3, (which is a changeable wheel depending on the size and shape of 

the pattern chosen), and the part responsible for creating the pattern to be welded.  The welding 

was done by passing the two textile layers between the sonotrode and the anvil, creating 

welding zones under the effect of heat (at a temperature of 80°C in our case), local fusion 

zones, (the ultrasonic fusion was applied according to the scheme detailed in figure 1).  
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Figure 1. Assembly patterns: (a): pattern type 1 and (b): pattern type 2 

Fusion principle of the ultrasonic machine  

Local melting was achieved by passing a high frequency vibration between 20 kHz and 70 

kHz. Once the thermoplastic material (PET in our case) passes between the sonotrode and the 

anvil, these vibrations create a rapid heating. This heat melts the thermoplastic material, which 

is then welded. The wheel is the mechanism for pattern creation (the wheel is changeable 

depending on the size and shape of the pattern chosen)  

 

Figure 2. Wedded mechanism of the ultrasonic machine 

3. Results and Discussion  

Physical and mechanical characteristics  

Characterization tests were realized in order to evaluate the influence of the added layer and 

the assembly process on some physical and mechanical parameters, which are important for 

the heart valve and the material performance (thickness, roughness, and bending stiffness) 

using standard test equipment. In addition, to approximate the physiological conditions of the 

blood pressure and cell environment and before starting the biological tests, forced wettability 

tests were performed. 
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Thickness  

The thickness of the textile was measured using the Kawabata evaluation system (KES-FB3, 

Kato Tech Co. Ltd., Kyoto, Japan). The force applied during the measurement was 0.5 gf/cm2, 

which is within the sensitivity of the device use. 

For the thickness profile (figure 3), as expected, the addition of a nonwoven layer resulted in 

an increase in thickness regardless of the type of fabric, type of nonwoven and bonding pattern. 

The Heat treatment of the locally applied pattern (b) resulted in a local reduction in thickness 

compared to a pattern (a) due to a large number of melting points. 

Roughness  

The surface roughness was assessed in order to investigate the surface topography 

modifications induced by the assembling. Roughness given as a standard mean deviation 

(SMD) value in (μm) was measured using a Kawabata’s Evaluation System instrument (KES-

FB4, Kato Tech Co. Ltd., Kyoto, Japan). 

Regarding the roughness, the results show that whatever the type of nonwoven and pattern 

used, it tends to modify the surface topography. Comparing the two bonding patterns, it is 

observed that pattern (b) tends to increase the surface roughness compared to pattern (a) and 

this is due to a large number of melting points involving more peaks and irregularities on the 

nonwoven surface. 

Bending Stiffness  

The bending stiffness of the fabric was measured using Kawabata's Evaluation System (KES-

FB2, Kato Tech Co. Ltd., Kyoto, Japan). The goal was to ensure that the added non-woven 

layer keeps the leaflet sufficiently flexible 

For bending stiffness, it was observed that the added nonwoven layer generates an overall 

increase in stiffness, independent of the bonding pattern. In fact, both patterns generate a 

discontinuous bonding pattern, characterized by bonding points evenly distributed over the 

textile surface. These points tend to stiffen the material locally. Comparing the two patterns, it 

is clear that pattern (b) is more rigid since it contains more fusion points.  

 

Figure 3. Physical characteristics of the assembled samples :( left motif (a) and right motif 

(b)) 

Wettability characteristics 

The contact angle was measured at the macroscopic level by observing the behavior of a drop 

deposited on the textile surface. With respect to the behavior of the cells, they also interact with 

the surface topography at the microscopic level. The topographical characteristics of the textile 
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surface thus modify both the wettability and the behavior of the cells at both scales. For this 

reason, wettability can be considered an indicator of how cells interact with a textile surface 

[4]. In this work, a specific test apparatus was used which allows measuring the wetting contact 

angle of textile under the effect of pressure. The objective was to reproduce the physiological 

conditions of blood pressure, which are expected to alter the fibrous arrangement and 

wettability of the surface. The wetting device consists of a sample holder (the sample was 

positioned on a glass slide), a movable plunger covered with a PTFE film, and a camera placed 

to observe the profile of the drop. The load under the plunger (2 cm²) varies from 0 to 2 N.  [5] 

The latter value is equivalent to the diastolic pressure of the heart (80 mmHg). In our case, the 

contact angle with pressure decreased from 45 to 55%, which confirms that when the drop was 

crushed, the fibrous structure is itself subjected to stress and its response probably has an impact 

on the behavior of the liquid. 

5. CONCLUSION  

In this study, the physical and mechanical characteristics and wettability performance, while 

approximating real conditions, of a novel hybrid fibrous construct for application in heart 

valves were investigated. In vivo testing of the samples will be considered in order to 

understand their adhesion and proliferation of cells on the textile. 
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ABSTRACT 

The use of textile materials and structures to build textile-based TEGs is of particular interest 

as they can also offer unique textile properties. In this work, the initial goal is to present a 

prototype TEG measuring device and its experimental results for comparing the open circuit 

voltages coming from various pairs of knitted samples which may constitute part of a textile 

TEG. We focus on representing realistic testing conditions as on a wearable garment, by 

introducing a friction stage between the contact and separation stages which is applied under a 

lightweight load. Α second goal is to explore the possibilities of some environmentally friendly 

textile materials to provide electric energy, again under realistic conditions. From the carried 

tests, it was seen that even conventional natural knitted textiles structures like single jersey, 

without expensive and complex nano-treatments, can provide considerable voltages if they are 

part of a wearable garment. Moreover, it was found that even low friction under a weight load 

of 20grf is adequate to give the above results. The hereby presented measuring TEG device can 

be used in the comparison or improvement of textile or even non-textile based TEGs, in order 

to find optimal combinations of materials and designs to be used on clothing TEGs. 

Keywords: Textile, fabric, triboelectricity, triboelectric generator 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One decade ago, the introduction of the first triboelectric generators (TEGs) made the first 

steps to harvest energy which exists in the environment thanks to various forms of motion and 

which is lost without utilization [1]. This would be used for low power consumption 

electronics. Perhaps no one imagined that so soon, today in 2022, the issue of energy crisis [2] 

would overwhelm the whole world. Now, the search for methods to use sustainable energy 

sources (green energy, blue energy) are urgent more than ever at a worldwide level [3,4]. By 

definition, triboelectric generators are structures whose function is based on the natural 

phenomenon of triboelectricity. In their simplest form, they consist of two separate surfaces 

which come in contact, being attached to two separate electrodes, driving the outcoming 

electric power to storage or consumption. 

Among them are the textile-based TEGs, which use textile materials and structures (eg core 

filaments, yarns, woven, knitted and non-woven fabrics) and are embedded in clothes, shoes 

etc as part of them, in order to supply small wearable electronics with electric power [5–7]. 

Textile based TEGs are of great interest because they can combine the unique textile properties 

of flexibility [8], washability [9,10], long-lasting [11], breathability [12,13], bacterial 

resistance [14], elasticity [15], softness and comfort [16], as part of clothing with the benefits 

of a TEG, making them ideal for wearable electronics [14,17]. Moreover, textile-based TEGs 

may have the advantage of being eco-friendly when using natural or recycled fiber materials 

like Cotton, Tencel or Chitosan fibers, giving considerable voltage outputs [14,18,19]. 
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An example of such a TEG application can be seen in Figure 11, where a TEG is embedded in 

a garment’s inner side of the sleeve (red color) and aside from the body part (blue color). This 

can harvest energy which otherwise would be lost and left unused like e.g. through the motion 

of arms when walking [20,21]. 

 

Figure 11. Example of the contact, friction and separation motion executed by two 

triboelectric surfaces in the inner side of the sleeve (red color) and aside of the body (blue 

color) while walking. 

The motion of the two triboelectric surfaces of a TEG can be based on four operational modes: 

contact separation mode, single-electrode mode, linear sliding mode and free-standing mode 

[3,14]. Most of the TEGs reported in the literature apply the contact separation mode, which is 

the simplest [14]. However, from a practical point of view, we must mention that most TEGs 

(i) apply big weight loads contrary to the real conditions of wearing a garment, (ii) they do not 

introduce friction between contact and separation of the TEGs surfaces, and (iii) they are not 

designed to hold and compare various material structures. 

In this work, the initial goal is to present a prototype TEG which we have built and used as a 

measuring device to compare knitted samples in terms of their ability to provide electricity 

through triboelectricity under realistic conditions on a wearable garment. Its special features 

are that (i) it does not apply big weight loads, (ii) it takes into account friction by adding it 

between the contact and separation stages and (iii) it is more versatile as for the attachment of 

various structures samples to test their triboelectric performance. 

This is achieved by making the two triboelectric surfaces to move by combining the contact-

separation mode and the sliding mode. As presented in Figure 12, the upper triboelectric 

surface (red color) moves towards the lower surface (blue color) following an elliptical orbit 

(steps i-ii). At step (iii) the upper surface touches the lower surface, and it continues moving. 

From that point, between steps (iii) and (v), we have a sliding of the upper surface on the lower 

surface under a weight load. Finally, at step (v) the two surfaces begin to separate again till 

they reach a final position at step (vii). 

 

Figure 12. The relative motion of the upper triboelectric surface (red color) over the lower 

triboelectric surface (blue color). 
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In addition, a second goal is to explore the possibilities of some environmentally friendly textile 

materials (Cotton, Modal and Wool) to provide electric energy, under  conditions simulating 

the physiological motions of the human body. 

The hereby thoroughly presented testing device was firstly used for proof of concept  to 

compare the different triboelectric outcomes of three cotton woven patterns (twill, plain and 

honeycomb) in combination with a PE film [22]. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

To compare textile materials in terms of their ability to provide electric power through 

triboelectricity under realistic loading conditions, a device has been designed, built and used to 

measure the triboelectric properties of the textile fabrics (Figure 13). 

  

Figure 13. (i) View of the measuring device and its peripherals (ii) View of the white 3D 

printed arms moving the upper sample, the 3D printed grey motion actuator, the upper sample 

and the lower sample. 

Its particular feature is that through a specially designed and 3D-printed mechanism, it receives 

and moves the upper sample over the lower sample performing an elliptical orbit motion, which 

translates to a contact, a sliding and a separation stage (Figure 12). The sliding stage is done 

under the low load of 20gr . Proposing this new approach of a contact-sliding-separation 

motion, the present device simulates more realistically a textile-based TEG which is embedded 

in the moving parts of a wearable garment [18,23–25], than most experimental TEGs which 

rely solely on the contact-separation motion of the two triboelectric surfaces and in fact under 

less realistic and considerable  load of several Newtons. 

Significant advantages of the measuring device are its ability: (i) to accept samples regardless 

of thickness or structure, (ii) to accept minor adjustments to the applied  load, (iii) to accept 

fine adjustments for precise contact of the specimens on the X-Y-Z axes, and (iv) to accept 

settings for the number, duration or frequency of contact-sliding-separation cycles of the 

samples. 

The samples which were produced and used in the experiments were knitted textiles, made on 

the same knitting machine, with the same settings and a single jersey knitting pattern. The used 

yarns had the same linear density (Ne30/2), made of six different materials: Cotton, Modal, 

PES, Wool, Acrylic and Para-Aramide. Five different specimens were cut from each textile 

sample (S1-S5). These were measured on different days so that it was ensured that there is 

repeatability in the coming results. 
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Each measurement test examined a pair of knitted fabrics samples, which consisted of one 

permanent reference specimen (Para-Aramide) combined with any of the rest of five specimens 

(Cotton, Modal, PES, Wool, Acrylic). The knitted fabrics specimens were cut and positioned 

on the sample holders following a rule of keeping steady the orientation of the knitting pattern. 

The applied load from the upper to the lower sample was 20grf, while the exposed surface of 

the textile samples was 25cm2 (dimensions 5x5cm). Before starting any type of measurement 

the textile samples were grounded so that they do not have significant accumulated electric 

loads. The laboratory’s temperature was 23±1oC and relative humidity 40±2%. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

During the tests, the open-circuit voltage which is produced by a single contact-sliding-

separation motion cycle was measured. An oscilloscope was used for this, by connecting its 

probes to the electrodes which hold each of the two triboelectric surfaces. Upon the execution 

of a test, the oscilloscope’s display (Figure 14) shows that at the moment of contact we get a 

voltage peak which is the Vmax (positive value), then follows the friction of the samples, and 

finally, at the moment of separation, we get the second voltage peak which is the Vmin (negative 

value). 

 

Figure 14. The Vmax and Vmin voltage peaks as seen on the oscilloscope’s display at the 

moment of the contact and separation respectively. Between these two exists the sliding 

phase. 

Table 1. Average values and CV of open circuit Vmax, Vmin and Vpp for each 

material/specimen in combination with Para-Aramide after they were cut and tested with our 

TEG device (one cycle of contact-sliding-separation, load 20grf). 

 
Cotton &  

Para-Aramide 

Modal &  

Para-Aramide 

PES &  

Para-Aramide 

Wool &  

Para-Aramide 

Acrylic &  

Para-Aramide 

 Vmax Vmin Vpp Vmax Vmin Vpp Vmax Vmin Vpp Vmax Vmin Vpp Vmax Vmin Vpp 

S1 8,9 -34,1 43,0 14,0 -63,5 77,5 6,0 -16,2 22,2 11,6 -67,5 79,1 11,5 -41,4 53,0 

S2 9,8 -36,3 46,1 11,8 -54,8 66,6 7,2 -10,8 18,0 11,0 -74,6 85,6 9,8 -44,7 54,6 

S3 9,1 -34,0 43,1 14,1 -59,0 73,1 6,0 -13,0 15,9 16,5 -64,6 81,1 12,6 -44,4 57,1 

S4 6,0 -36,8 42,7 9,6 -45,2 54,8 7,1 -13,7 17,3 12,2 -71,8 84,0 11,0 -37,5 48,5 

S5 6,0 -39,9 45,9 5,4 -49,2 54,8 4,9 -11,9 16,8 11,7 -79,2 90,9 7,9 -36,7 44,7 

AVE 7,9 -36,2 44,1 11,0 -54,3 65,4 6,3 -13,1 18,0 12,6 -71,5 84,1 10,6 -41,0 51,6 

From the applied measurements it was found that the combination of Para-Aramide with Cotton 

gave average Vmax=7.9mV, with Modal Vmax=11.0mV, with PES Vmax=6.3mV, with Wool 

Vmax=12.6mV, and with Acrylic Vmax=10.6mV (Table 1). Moreover, it was found that the 
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combinations of Para-Aramide with Cotton gave average Vmin= -36.2mV, with Modal Vmin= -

54.3mV, with PES Vmin= -13.1mV, with Wool Vmin= -71.5mV, and with Acrylic Vmin=-41mV. 

The average Vpp values of Para-Aramide with Cotton was Vpp=44.1 mV, with Modal 

Vpp=65.4mV, with PES Vpp=18.0mV, with Wool Vpp=84.1mV and with Acrylic Vpp=51.6mV. 

To better display and compare the three different voltage measures, we present Vmin in the 

following graph (Figure 15) as an absolute value.  

 

Figure 15. Graphical representation of the average open circuit Vmax, average Vmin (absolute 

value) and average Vpp for each material in combination with Para-Aramide, after they were 

cut and tested with our TEG device (one cycle of contact-sliding-separation, weight load 

20grf). 

At the  beginning the test, when the two samples’ surfaces come in contact, the value of the 

coming voltage (Vmax) is similar for all the samples regardless of their combinations, and it has 

relatively low values in the area of 6-13mV (Figure 15). That means that all samples enter the 

phase of the measurement tests from almost the same initial state of  a very low electric charge.  

The surfaces of all the samples were initially left grounded for 24h before they were used in 

the tests. 

On the other hand, at the moment of the separation of the two samples (after the sliding phase), 

the coming voltage peak (Vmin) is within a range of -13 to -72mV depending on the materials 

combination (Figure 15). As an absolute value, Vmin is much higher than the initial Vmax, a clear 

phenomenon of triboelectricity causing an increase in electrical charge, which is hereby 

measured as an increase in voltage. 

Thus the five selected textile samples, when paired with the Para-Aramide reference sample, 

even under a low load of 20grf, provided considerably different voltage outputs. Wool with 

Para-Aramide was the most efficient pair of materials when rubbed. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In the current work, a prototype TEG testing device has been presented. It applies a friction 

stage between the contact and separation stages and it does not apply big weight loads. Thus it 

simulates more realistically the movement of the two triboelectric surfaces of a textile-based 

TEG on a cloth’s moving parts. This is technically achieved by moving one textile sample over 

the other in an elliptical orbit. 
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From the carried tests, it was seen that even conventional natural knitted textiles structures like 

single jersey, without expensive and complex nano-treatments, can provide considerable 

voltages if they are part of a TEG on the movable parts of a wearable garment. 

Moreover, it was found that even low friction under a load of 20grf is adequate to give the 

above results. The chosen load corresponds to the realistic loads applied on clothing items 

during walking. 

The hereby presented testing TEG device can be considered very useful to be used in the 

comparison or improvement of textile or even non-textile based TEGs, in order to find optimal 

combinations of materials and textile designs to be used on clothing TEGs. 
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ABSTRACT 

This work investigates the flexural and morphological properties of polyurethane (PU) core 

materials reinforced with waste Kevlar® fibres using different weight ratios (2-10%) and paper 

cardboards with different unit cells. The 12- and 20-mm unit cell cardboards were filled with 

PU/short Kevlar® fibres mixtures and moulded to create 10 mm and 20 mm thick foam core 

structures. Morphological evaluations showed that the cell size of the foams was decreased by 

increasing of Kevlar® content. Core densities increased gradually by the increase in fibre ratio 

up to 10%. Flexural tests indicated that the addition of Kevlar® fibres decreased the strength 

and modulus with increasing of Kevlar® ratio due to agglomerations and distorting cardboard 

cells.  

Keywords: Sandwich cores, Light-weight, Polyurethane foam, Kevlar® fibre, Flexural 

strength 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Sandwich composites are preferred in applications that require high specific strength due to 

their high strength and lightweight components [1]. The structural reliability of sandwich 

composites crucially depends on their core parts [2, 3]. Sandwich composites are generally 

produced with high-cost commercial honeycomb or foam-based core materials while some of 

the sandwich composites have their special core architectures by braiding or 3D weaving. The 

demand for multifunctional, low-cost and sustainable products encourages the redesign of 

cores used in sandwich composites. Flexural load causes face wrinkling on sandwich 

composites when the cores are weak [4]. The unit-cell density of core affects the ductility and 

energy absorption of sandwich composites [5]. More recent attention has focused on enhancing 

of flexural properties of sandwich composites by modifying the core parts using different 

materials. Saha et al. [6] modified the foam core part of the sandwich composites using TiO2, 

nanoclay, carbon nanofibers (CNFs), and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs). Selver 

and Kaya [7] indicated that using Z-pins through the core part increased the flexural strength 

of sandwich composites. Bharath et al. [8] used glass microballoon (GMB) to reinforce HDPE 

syntactic foam cores and observed that addition of GMB increased flexural strength and 

modulus of sandwich composites. Caglayan et al. [9] suggested that using carbon nanotubes 

inside the PU foam core increased both core shear and face ultimate strength of sandwich 

composites. Stewart et al. [10] reinforced polyurethane foam core with SiC nanoparticles to 

improve mechanical properties of sandwich composites. They observed that addition of SiC 

increased flexural properties although fracture toughness decreased. Mahfuz et al. [11] 

introduced SiC and TiO2 nanoparticles into polyurethane core part of the sandwich composites. 

They observed significant increase in the flexural strength compared to neat composites.  

Mehmet Emin [12] found out that the inclusion of MWCNT on in to polyurethane foam core 

increased bending and flat-wise tensile resistance. Such approaches, however, have failed to 
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address the effect of short fibre reinforcement in to the core part of sandwich composites. 

Therefore, this study set out to investigate the effect of waste para-aramid (Kevlar®) fibres on 

flexural properties of polyurethane foam cores using different fibre ratios (2-10 % wt.).  

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Four types of cardboard were used (12 and 20 mm cell dimension with 10-20 mm thicknesses) 

for the skeletal structure of core materials. These cardboards were filled with 0% (neat), 2%, 

5% and 10% wt. of Kevlar® fibre reinforced PU rigid foam. Those waste Kevlar® fibres are in 

average length of 9.2 mm and in average diameter of 12 µm. PU rigid foams are produced by 

mixing polyol (Plusol PD-327, Pluskim, Turkey) and isocyanate Plusnate 200, Pluskim, 

Turkey) compounds at 100/120 weight ratio. First, Kevlar® fibres were mixed with polyol by 

a mechanical stirrer (Isolab, Germany) at room temperature. Pre-mixing was provided for 5 

min. at a mixing speed of 500 rpm, then the mixing speed was gradually increased to 2000 rpm 

and the mixing process was continued for another 15 min. at this speed. The mixing process 

was continued in an ultrasonic bath (Isolab, Germany) at 23±2°C for 5 min. Then, isocyanate 

compound was added and manually mixed with Kevlar® fibres/polyol. The mixture was 

moulded at a press at room temperature as illustrated in Fig 1.  

 

Figure 1. Mixture and moulding of PU foams. 

Morphological analyses of PU foams was made using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 

views. The cell-size of PU foams was measured by an image-analysis software (BAB 

Bs200Doc, Turkey). The cell-density of PU foams was calculated by equation (1) which 

indicates the number of cells per unit volume [13]. 
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                                     (1) 

where Nf is cell-density, n is cell-number, A is SEM view-area and M is magnification-factor. 

The densites of PU foams was measured according to ASTM D792-13 by a density-meter 

(Precisa®, XP205) at room temperature. Flexural tests of PU foams were conducted with 

ASTM C393-16 (2016) standard using 3-point bending method by a Hounsfield, H5KS testing 

device at the constant speed of 6 mm/min (Figure  2). The dimension of the sample is 200 mm 

x 40 mm with 150 mm span length. The flexural strength of PU foams were calculated by 

ASTM D790-90 formulations. 
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Figure 2. Flexural testing of PU foams. At test start (a), at the end of the test (b). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Morphological analysis of PU foams was performed by using SEM images (Figure  3). In Table 

1, the results of morphological analysis are given.  

Table 1. The morphological analysis results. 

Label 
Kevlar® fiber content 

(%) 

Cell size  

(µm) 

Cell density 

 (cells cm-3) 

PU0 0 (neat) 145.42 (±93.18) 1.31 × 1010 

PU2 2 123.93 (±67.70) 2.01 × 1010 

PU5 5 107.47 (±69.90) 2.71 × 1010 

PU10 10 100.95 (±70.59) 5.87 × 1010 

Kevlar® fibre reinforced PU rigid foams had high cell-density and small cell-size in which the 

fibre acted as a heterogeneous-nucleation site during the cell formation [14]. The cell-size of 

foams decreased, and cell-density increased by the increase in Kevlar® fibre ratios. Also, the 

structures and shapes of foam cells become non-uniform by the filling of fibres. Fibres and 

cardboard prevented the continuity of foam cells forming. The reduction in cell sizes of PU 

foam and clustering these small cells close to the cardboard were illustrated in Fig 4.  

 

Figure 3. SEM views of PU foams.  

 

Figure 4. SEM images of the cell formation of PU foam close to cardboard. 

The density results of core materials are presented in Table 2. The densities of both Kevlar® 

fibre reinforced (2%, 5% and 10%) and neat (0%) core materials decreased as the core thickness 

increased. The increase in core cell dimensions caused to decrease in core material densities. 

Core densities generally increased gradually by the increase in fibre ratio up to 10%. The fillers 
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(fiber, powder, etc.) and additives caused an increase in viscosity and a decrease in volumetric 

expansion of PU foam mixture which resulted to rise in foam density [15]. In addition, the 

higher density of Kevlar® fibre than PU foam is other reason that cause an increase in density 

of PU core materials.  

Table 2. The density results of core materials. 

Label 
Foam density 

(g/cm3) 
Label 

Foam density 

(g/cm3) 

12-10-PU0 0,100 (±0,010) 20-10-PU0 0,087 (±0,012) 

12-10-PU2 0,117 (±0,015) 20-10-PU2 0,100 (±0,010) 

12-10-PU5 0,137 (±0,006) 20-10-PU5 0,100 (±0,010) 

12-10-PU10 0,133 (±0,015) 20-10-PU10 0,100 (±0,010) 

12-20-PU0 0,096 (±0,005) 20-20-PU0 0,070 (±0,004) 

12-20-PU2 0,100 (±0,026) 20-20-PU2 0,067 (±0,006) 

12-20-PU5 0,097 (±0,006) 20-20-PU5 0,067 (±0,012) 

12-20-PU10 0,130 (±0,000) 20-20-PU10 0,080 (±0,006) 

The 3-point flexural test results of PU foams are summarised in Figure  5 and Fig 6. It is 

illustrated in Figure  5 and Figure  6 that the flexural strengths and modulus of core materials 

decreased by the increase in fibre ratios since the uneven distribution of fibres in the foam 

mixture caused agglomerations and higher fibre content caused many open-cells [15, 16].  

 

 

Figure 5. Flexural strengths of core materials in 0%-10% wt. fibre reinforcement. 12 mm cell 

dimension- 10 mm thickness (a), 12 mm cell dimension- 20 mm thickness (b), 20 mm cell 

dimension- 10 mm thickness (c), 20 mm cell dimension- 20 mm thickness.  

The structural properties as the cell dimension and thickness of the cardboard crucially affected 

the flexural responses of core materials. The increase in core thickness and core cell dimensions 

caused to have more ductile core materials with decreased flexural strengths and modulus 

(Figure 7). 
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Figure 6. Flexural modulus of core materials in 0%-10% wt. fibre reinforcement. 12 mm cell 

dimension- 10 mm thickness (a), 12 mm cell dimension- 20 mm thickness (b), 20 mm cell 

dimension- 10 mm thickness (c), 20 mm cell dimension- 20 mm thickness.  

  

  

Figure 7. Flexural stress-strain curves of core materials in 0%-10% wt. fibre reinforcement. 

12 mm cell dimension- 10 mm thickness (a), 12 mm cell dimension- 20 mm thickness (b), 20 

mm cell dimension- 10 mm thickness (c), 20 mm cell dimension- 20 mm thickness.  
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 The 12 mm unit-cell cardboard core materials showed more stiffness than 20 mm unit-cell 

cardboard core materials.  It was also observed that the core materials in 10 mm thickness 

showed stiffer flexural stress-strain behavior than the core materials in 20 mm thickness.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, the flexural and morphological properties of PU core materials reinforced with 

waste Kevlar® fibres using different weight ratios (2-10%) and paper cardboards with different 

unit cells were investigated. The conclusions are: 

- The cell-size of foams decreased, and cell-density increased by the increase in Kevlar 

fibre ratios. Also, the structures and shapes of foam cells become non-uniform by the 

filling of fibres. 

- Core densities generally increased gradually by the increase in fibre ratio up to 10%. 

In addition, the higher density of Kevlar® fibre than PU foam is among the factors that 

cause an increase in density of PU core materials. 

- The flexural strengths and modulus of core materials decreased by the increase in fibre 

ratios since the uneven distribution of fibres in the foam mixture caused agglomerations 

and higher fibre content caused many open-cells [15, 16].  

- The increase in core thickness and core cell dimensions caused to have more ductile 

core materials with decreased flexural strengths and modulus. 
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ABSTRACT 

 Foreign Body Reaction (FBR) is a critical issue to be addressed when polyethylene 

terephthalate (PET) textile implants are considered in the medical field to treat pathologies 

involving hernia repair, revascularization strategies in arterial disease, and aneurysm or heart 

valve replacement. The natural porosity of textile materials tends to induce exaggerated tissue 

ingrowth which may prevent the implants from remaining flexible. One hypothesized way to 

limit the FBR process is to increase the material surface roughness at the yarn level. 

Supercritical N2 (ScN2) jet particle projection is a technique that provides enough velocity to 

particles in order to induce plastic deformation on the impacted surface. The aim of this study 

is to investigate the influence of micro particles laden supercritical N2 jet projection parameters 

like jet static pressure, standoff distance and particle size on the roughness of PET fabric 

surfaces. Results bring out that particles projected by the jet N2 SC generate craters on the 

surface of monofilament as well as multifilament fabric, allowing topographical modifications 

at the yarn scale. We found that larger particles induce larger crater diameters. Moreover, 

increasing the static jet pressure from 300 to 1000 bars further allows increase in the crater 

diameter. For a pressure of 500 bar, the standoff distance must be greater than 300 mm in order 

to obtain significant roughness values without breaking the PET monofilament fabrics. Thus, 

this treatment increased the roughness of the monofilament fabric from 0.78 μm to 1.22 μm. 

Regarding the strength of the textile material, it is only slightly modified with the treatment 

process, as the tenacity of the yarns decreases by only 10%. In this work, it is revealed that the 

obtained structures tend to limit the adhesion and slow down the proliferation of human 

fibroblasts. The results obtained in this work show that it is possible to create a roughness on a 

PET fabric using the N2 jet technology. 

Keywords: Biomedical textile- polyester monofilament - surface treatment - supercritical N2 

jet 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The essential requirement of a material to be used as biomaterials is its ability to receive an 

appropriate host response. This response depends on how similar the implant behaves as 

compared to the real organ. Such requirement is commonly termed as biocompatibility. 

Biomaterials with a low level of biocompatibility readily induce different infections within the 

patients. Control of the degree of biocompatibility is still a challenge to overcome within the 

health care industry as these polymers very often do not possess the surface properties needed 

for various applications [1].  

Consequently, their surface needs to be refined to the microstructure level to obtain better 

performance in biomedical applications in terms of biocompatibility [2-3]. Various chemical 
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and physical methods for modification of the polymer surfaces have been developed and are 

currently being studied, including chemical and plasma treatment, ion implantation, and UV-

irradiation. Yet no surface modification technique is unanimously accepted since these 

methods are often associated with undesirable side effects. One of them is the degradation of 

the internal bulk of the material. Biomaterials have very precise requirements that derive from 

the mechanical performance of the bulk properties. These provisions can be categorized 

informally into three main groups including mechanical performance, mechanical durability, 

and physical properties. In total hip replacement surgeries for example, the biomaterial used 

for constructing a prosthetic implant must be mechanically strong and rigid. 

In case of valve replacement, the leaflet of valve must be flexible and tough; otherwise it will 

cause hindrance in blood flow. Textile synthetic vascular graft material requires very specific 

modulus properties in order to behave like real vascular soft tissue when implanted within the 

body such that the walls of the artery or vein pulsate in a similar manner to real tissue [4]. In 

that latter application fibrous constructions would provide a good combination of strength and 

flexibility. However, textiles are characterized by specific roughness features due to the yarn 

crossing in their construction. It has been shown in the literature that fibroblast tissue in-growth 

depends on the characteristics of the textile pores of a surface and on the topography of the 

yarns involved in the textile construction. Vaesken et al. [5] studied the interaction between 

various textiles in vivo in heart valve position and concluded that pore size and yarn diameter 

are the most critical parameters, which control the tissue ingrowth. 

In this work, the potential of a novel mechanical surface treatment is investigated, which could 

be particularly suited for textile biomaterials. It consists in spraying on the surface to be treated 

a cold and dry flow of solid particles embedded within a high-speed nitrogen jet (N2), which 

itself does not interact with the material surface. The main goal is to provide experimental data 

about the behavior of PET textile material with respect to the N2 processing conditions. We 

investigate how the mechanical properties are modified through the process and if they remain 

compatible with expected performances. Moreover, the interaction pattern of a ScN2 jet treated 

woven surface with fibroblasts is also studied in vitro. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS  

The textile samples used in this study are PET monofilament fabric. This fabric (surface density 

70 g/m2 and thickness150 µm) is woven (plain weave) from threads made from continuous 

PET monofilaments (10.8 tex) and is supplied by Sefar Fyltis (Lyon, FRANCE).  

The surface treatment technology used in this work consists of spraying onto the surface to be 

treated solid particles embedded within a dense High-Speed Supercritical Nitrogen Jet HSNJ 

[6]. The surface modification tests were carried out on Monofilament fabric textile. Samples 

were treated with a Supercritical nitrogen jet charged with glass particles (with a size range 

from 45-53 μm). Two parameters were varied in the study: (1) the pressure (300 and 500 bar), 

(2) the stand-off distance (700, 600, 500, 400, 300 mm…until the breaking). Samples were 

treated with a supercritical nitrogen jet and characterized for material modification assessment. 

Different types of analysis were carried out on the samples: SEM analysis, mechanical tests, 

roughness measurement and biological analysis 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

From the fabric surface SEM images analysis, significant visual difference could be observed 

between the initial state and after surface modification using a Supercritical nitrogen jet 

charged with glass particles. These images clearly showed a difference in their local surface 

morphology of filaments. It can be clearly observed that the surfaces of the untreated filament 

are relatively smooth with a cylindrical shape. However, the surfaces of the monofilament 
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treated appeared rough with impact craters or with a presence of fibrils on the surface of 

filament. For several configurations at a pressure 500 bar (SoD < 400 mm), the filament 

surfaces are shredded with certainly a loss for material. 

 

Figure 1. SEM Photographs of Monofilament PET fabric samples, 100μm at P: 500 Bar; A: 

vierge, B: SoD 500mm, C: SoD 400mm 

The surface analysis by optical profilometer confirmed for both materials the modifications 

related to the fabric surfaces topography already observed at SEM level. The results show that 

the mean surface roughness increases with the pressure and the standoff distance regardless of 

the fabric. It is observed that the treatment increased the roughness of the monofilament fabric 

from 0.78 μm to 1.22 μm 

 

Figure 2. Surface roughness topography of fabric samples untreated and treated at P: 500 

bar  

The tensile strength properties were studied for treated and untreated fabrics. The results show 

a slight reduction in ultimate strength and ultimate strain of the fabric after treatment. Maximal 

reductions of 15% of strain at P=300 bar and 14% of strain at P=500 were obtained respectively 

in samples with SoD= 300mm and SoD= 400mm. This quantitative result confirms the 

observations made at a macroscopic level, which showed accentuated fibrils for the 

configuration P=500 bar and SoD 400.  

Finally, the biological assessment confirms that the roughness induced on the fabric yarn 

surface tends to effectively slow down the growth of human fibroblasts, which is in accordance 

with what was expected. 
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Figure 3. Strength evolution of textile fabric. 

 

Figure 4. Fibroblast morphology P500 SoD 400 (A, D), P500 SoD 500 (B, E) and untreated 

(C, F) fabrics. A–C: SEM views after 15 days of culture (scale bar 100 μm). D–F: Laser 

scanning confocal microscopy views of cytoskeleton labeled fibroblasts after 15 days of culture 

(scale bar 50 μm). G–I: Before seeding. 
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In the frame of this study an average 4 μm crater depth was obtained on the 100 μm diameter 

fiber woven textile construction. This value allowed to limit the cell adhesion as can be 

observed from Figure 4.  

As part of this work, an average 4 μm crater depth was obtained on the 100 μm diameter fiber 

woven textile construction. This value allowed to limit the cell adhesion. Actually, the 

roughness value obtained here is in the range of what is expected on a polymer surface in order 

to limit the proliferation of fibroblasts according to literature [7].  

4. CONCLUSION  

In this study, the potential of a novel treatment surface is investigated. The research focused 

on the influence of microparticles laden supercritical N2 jet projection parameters on the 

roughness of PET fabric surfaces. Results bring out that particles projected by the jet N2 SC 

generate craters on the surface of monofilament fabric, allowing topographical modifications 

at the yarn scale. The obtained roughness helps slow down fibroblasts proliferation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Recently, the demand of the sensors which is enable falling detection of aged people and infant 

and toddler are raised increasingly. In the conventional sensor of falling detection, acceleration 

sensor was the main type. However, this sensor has the issue that the sensor misrecognized 

because the possibility of operation at slide movement. Hence, we suggested the novel sensor 

using triboelectric nanogenerator (TENGs) as the sensor of falling. In this study, we expected 

this sensor to detect more efficiently because this sensor utilizes the impact pressure when 

people fell down. 

TENGs which reported by Wang et al. as novel power generation method in 2012 and they are 

the sustainable nano- or micro-generator converted various mechanical energy such as human 

movement, wind flow, and water flow to electronic energy. The conventional TENGs were 

mainly utilized the polymer films as friction materials. In the friction generation, however, 

there was the issue that the power generation was occurred only the vertical direction due to 

the contact between two-dimension films. Here, we focused on the brush textile which 

constructed in the three dimensions. By using the brush, it is possible to contact various 

direction between the fibers of the brush. Thus, this brush sensor expects to detect the impact 

pressure from any 360-degree direction. 

In this work, we investigated the novel falling sensor that based on brush TENGs (B-TENGs) 

using nylon fiber brush and fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) fiber brush as friction 

materials. 

In the fabricated B-TENGs, open circuit voltage (about 8 V) was confirmed under 98N of 

contact force via the vertical direction. In addition, the maximum open circuit voltage which 

harvested under the contact force via horizontal direction was 20.88 V. This result was 11.6-

time bigger than the result of film based (two dimension) TENGs (1.80 V). Therefore, we found 

that B-TENGs were possible to harvest much bigger power output due to three-dimension 

structure in brush textile. Thus, B-TENGs are expected of application to the sensor of falling 

detection from any 360-degree direction. 

Keywords: Falling detection, Triboelectric nanogenerator, Textile brush, Three-dimension 

structure, friction materials 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the recent years, the falling accident by people is becoming a social problem due to an aging 

society. Especially in Japan, the ratio of over 65-year-old population was over 7% of total 
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population which called aged society in 1970’s. It is confirmed that the falling accident 

increased as the age increased, and the incidence of fracture increased. From 1990’s, the aged 

society was progressing quickly. Because of this aged society, medical expenses and medical 

care treatment expenses were spent a large amount of cost. Then, our quality of life was getting 

degraded. 

In a nursing institute, tenants or users were often under the physical restraint for prevention of 

the falling accident. This “physical restraint” was another social problem because it made 

people who needed medical care treatment to control their liberty of behavior. In 2000’s, the 

new system, called “long-term care insurance system”, was introduced in Japan. This system 

recommended the abolition of “physical restraint” as a matter of principle to improve the 

quality of life for aged people. On the other hand, it is obvious that the falling accident was 

also increased due to this system. Here, it is required that not only the nurses cured aged people 

but also the instruments that detect to the falling by people were developed. 

As the method of falling detection, the observation sensors were utilized ordinarily. These 

sensors divided direct and indirect one. The direct sensors detected the behavior of the aged 

people using the camera or the infrared camera. The indirect sensors detected or observed 

lifestyle of the aged people such as the usage status of lifeline. There are advantage and 

disadvantage with both of them. In the direct sensor, although the accuracy of falling detection 

is high, there is the issue of people’s privacy. Indirect sensor is considered about privacy of 

people. However, the accuracy of detection is lower than direct sensor. In addition, the use area 

by both of them is limited because they are not set up to people [1]. 

The wearable sensors are effective as the technology which observed behavior of aged people 

directly. For recent years, the falling detection was developed using the accelerate sensor as 

wearable sensor [2]. This method was that the accelerate sensor was set up to specific position 

of people such as arms. Then the threshold level of falling detection was established and 

classified [1]. However, this wearable sensor has problems that sensor operated easily by slight 

behavior such as waving hands. Thus, the misrecognition of sensor was possible to be taken 

place. Hence, we suggested the novel sensor using triboelectric nanogenerator (TENGs) as the 

sensor of falling. In this study, we expected this sensor to detect more efficiently because this 

sensor utilizes the impact pressure when people fell down. 

TENGs were firstly reported by U.S group in 2012 [3]. The principle of TENGs based on 

frictional electrification [4]and electrostatic induction [5]. Frictional electrification is one of 

phenomenon by static electricity. This principle of phenomenon is that electric charge moves 

from substance to the other substance by rubbing deferent ones. For instance, the sparks flied 

when people took off the nylon sweater under dry condition. Electrostatic induction is the 

phenomenon that positive or negative polarity was attracted when charged substance which has 

opposite polarity was closed. TENGs is nano- or micro- power source which converted various 

mechanical energy such as movement of human, wind flow, and water flow to electric energy. 

The mechanism of TENGs is as follows. Firstly, frictional electrification was occurred and then 

the electric charge was come up when two friction materials were contacted. Secondly, electric 

potential difference was occurred between electrodes when friction materials were separated. 

Current was flowed via conducting wire to counteract this electric potential difference. Under 

separated condition of friction materials, the inter-electrode become electrostatic equilibrium 

state. Finally, current was flowed via conducting wire because electric potential difference 

become bigger when friction materials were contacted again [6].  

Development of self-powered and self-function type socks have reported [7]. These socks can 

be harvested the output signal by walking as energy source. As a result, 196 V of open circuit 
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voltage and 2.3 μA of short circuit current were harvested by one jumping at 1 Hz. From this 

study, it is possible to wear TENGs and to apply them to socks. In addition, there are advantages 

of light, selectivity of material, and various structural design in TENGs. Using these advantages 

to textile or shoes, electric energy was harvested by converting mechanical energy of human 

movement.  

The conventional TENGs were mainly utilized the polymer films as friction materials [8]. In the 

friction generation, however, there was the issue that the power generation was occurred only 

the vertical direction due to the contact between two-dimension films. Here, we focused on the 

brush textile which constructed in the three dimensions. By using the brush, contact area 

become bigger than that of polymer film TENGs because three-dimension structure of brush 

intertwined. Thus, this brush based TENGs (B-TENGs) were harvested more output and 

detected power pressure from 360 degree. The study of three dimension to improve contact 

area using films have reported [9]. In this study, three-dimension films which consisted of many 

cylinders type film were compared with two-dimension films in contact area. The results show 

that three-dimension films had a 2.5% bigger contact area than two-dimension films. Therefore, 

we considered that the fiber brush which has three-dimension structure expected to obtain more 

contact area. 

As mentioned above, the factors of output in B-TENGs were specific surface area and chemical 

composition of frictional interface. Thus, B-TENGs have big specific surface area by 

interlocking three-dimension structure of brush fiber and expect to harvest high output by 

friction. Furthermore, the specific surface area related closely to length and density of brush 

fiber. It is necessary that friction materials were chose positive charged one and negative 

charged one, respectively [10]. This means that output signal is confirmed easily because of 

harvesting high output by making electric charge in material surface.  

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) and Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) that used to fabricate 

PVDF film as friction material were purchased from Wako (Osaka, Japan) and Aldrich 

(U.S.A), respectively. Formic acid and Nylon 6 that used to fabricate Nylon film as friction 

material were purchased from Wako (Osaka, Japan) and Aldrich (U.S.A), respectively. In 

addition, nylon fiber brush, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) fiber brush, and fluorinated 

ethylene/propylene (FEP) fiber brush were provided from Tsuchiya TSCO Co., Ltd. (Aichi, 

Japan) for B-TENGs. Aluminum tape as electrode in TENGs was purchased from AS ONE 

CORPORATION (Osaka, Japan). All experiments to measure output of TENGs were 

performed using oscilloscope (Original, Fukui, Japan). 

Preparation for PVDF solutions 

20% PVDF solutions were prepared for stirring 4.0 g of DMF and 1 g of PVDF for 3 hours 

under 80 °C and 60 rpm. 

Preparation for nylon solutions 

30% nylon 6 solutions were prepared for dissolving overnight (over 12 hours) after adding 3 g 

of nylon 6 to 7 g of formic acid. 

Fabrication of film by spin coater 

PVDF film and nylon film were fabricated by spin-coating. 200 µL of prepared PVDF solutions 

or one-drop of nylon solutions were dropped on the glass base (22 mm2). Then, spin-coat was 

performed for 20 seconds under 2,000 rpm. After spin-coated, glass base which dropped PVDF 

or nylon solutions was put on the heating plate (120 °C). Then, thermoforming was performed. 

Fabricated films were measured about thickness by micrometer. 
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Construction of Brush or film TENGs 

To construct B-TENG electrodes, aluminum tape was attached to each brush as the electrode. 

Then, an aluminum wire was attached to the aluminum tape using adhesive tape. The electrodes 

were cut to 15 mm × 15 mm size. To construct film TENGs, each film electrode was prepared 

in the same manner as that of B-TENGs. 

Electric power measurements of TENGs 

In this study, all electric power measurements were performed by original-developed 

piezoelectric device. The measurement platform which used in this study was consisted of 

voltage-current tester, driving force generation device, and data reader. In the drive division of 

force, driving force was obtained from the air pomp. Then, voltage and current value were 

measured by oscilloscope of 30 MHz bandwidth.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Evaluation of output power in brush-film TENGs 

For nylon brush-PVDF film TENGs, the density of nylon brush was 3,300, 4,000, 6,700, and 

8,000 filaments/cm2, respectively. In addition, evaluation of output in TENGs using each 

density of nylon brush and PVDF film was performed under 0.98 and 19.6 N of contact force 

(Table 1, 2). As Table 1, maximum and minimum potential (2.43 V and -2.70 V) were harvested 

using 4,000 filaments/cm2 of nylon brush under 0.98 N. Furthermore, Table 2 shows that 43.30 

V of maximum potential and -8.17 V of minimum potential were harvested using 6,700 

filaments/cm2 of nylon brush under 19.6 N. In these results, it was revealed that harvested 

output was related to not only difference of contact forces but also deference of brush fiber 

densities. There are two factors that were area of friction and distance between electrodes in 

output deference by fiber density. In area of friction, the filaments of brush were increased 

when fiber density become bigger. Then, it is considered that high output was harvested 

because friction was happened easily. In distance between electrodes, it is possible to review 

from the formula of electrostatic capacity that shown below 

                (1) 

ε, S, and d are defined as dielectric constant, area of electrode, and distance between electrodes, 

respectively. Electrostatic capacity is bigger when distance between electrodes is close from 

formula (1). Here, electrostatic capacity is correlated with output potential. Therefore, high 

output was harvested when distance between electrodes was closer. In conclusion, bigger area 

of friction and bigger triboelectrification which obtained by closer distance between electrodes 

were important for B-TENGs. 

When contact force was 0.98 N, in addition, B-TENGs using 8,000 or 6,700 filaments/cm2 

brush had higher absolute value of maximum potential than that of minimum potential. On the 

contrary, absolute value of minimum potential was higher than that of maximum potential using 

4,000 or 3,300 filaments/cm2 of B-TENGs. The reason of this phenomenon was that the 

repulsion performance of brush at contact-separation is influenced. Maximum potential 

expressed the potential of separation between friction materials, and minimum potential 

expressed the potential of contact between friction materials. Thus, it is suggested that 

maximum potential was bigger than minimum potential because the force which brushes 

returned their original shape was worked greatly when the brushes which had high filament 

density were used. On the other hand, minimum potential was bigger than maximum potential 

because repulsive force of brushes which had low filament density was weak. 
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Table 1 Output evaluation at a force of 0.98 N with a nylon brush 

Brush density 

[Filaments/cm2] 
8 000 6 700 4 000 3 300 

Maximum voltage 

(Vmax) [V] 
1.04 1.96 2.43 1.99 

Minimum voltage 

(Vmin) [V] 
-0.94 -1.58 -2.70 -2.29 

Table 2 Output evaluation at a force of 19.6 N with a nylon brush 

Brush density 

[Filaments/cm2] 
8 000 6 700 4 000 3 300 

Maximum voltage 

(Vmax) [V] 
37.95 43.30 26.28 24.39 

Minimum voltage 

(Vmin) [V] 
-7.67 -8.17 -6.51 -4.73 

Finally, Table 3 and 4 show that evaluation of output in TENGs using fluorine fiber brush and 

nylon film was performed under 0.98 and 19.6 N of contact force. As materials of fluorine fiber 

brush, PTFE, FEP, and absorbent FEP were utilized, respectively. When the contact force was 

0.98 N, TENG using absorbent FEP brush which presented 3.72 V of maximum potential and 

-6.55 V of minimum potential had the highest output. TENG using absorbent FEP also had the 

highest output under the 19.6 N contact force (14.07 V of maximum potential and -69.11 V of 

minimum potential). In these results, it was suggested that absorbent FEP was suitable for 

negative charged friction material. 

Table 3 Output evaluation at a force of 0.98 N with fluorine fiber 

Sample brush PTFE FEP Absorbent FEP 

Maximum voltage 

(Vmax) [V] 
1.03 1.26 3.72 

Minimum voltage 

(Vmin) [V] 
-1.19 -2.67 -6.55 

Table 4 Output evaluation at a force of 19.6 N with fluorine fiber 

Sample brush PTFE FEP Absorbent FEP 

Maximum voltage 

(Vmax) [V] 
6.02 1.26 14.07 

Minimum voltage 

(Vmin) [V] 
-12.75 -4.63 -69.11 

Evaluation of output power in B-TENGs 

As shown in Figure  1, it was confirmed that output potential was harvested from B-TENGs 

which used nylon brush (6,700 filaments/cm2 of fiber density) and absorbent FEP brush. In 

addition, output signal was also confirmed from negative and positive peak. Negative peak 

shows that positive charges were appeared on surface of negative friction material and current 

flowed from negative friction material (absorbent FEP brush) to positive one (nylon brush) by 

contacting. When positive peak was happened, current flow was proceeded from positive 

friction material to negative one by separating. In this B-TENG, 3.42 V of open circuit potential 

was harvested under 98 N of contact force under contact-separation mode. Therefore, it was 

successful to construct B-TENGs. 

Secondary, output potential by varying magnitude of contact force was shown as Figure  2. in 

the result, it was confirmed that output potential was higher when the contact force was bigger. 

This phenomenon was happened because area of friction was bigger by smashing brush fiber. 

Then, higher output was harvested under this situation. 
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In addition, we evaluated about this B-TENGs differed from filaments density of nylon brush. 

There were output potential in B-TENGs which were different filament density of nylon fiber. 

In this study, nylon filament density was divided in 5,000, 6,700, 8,000, and 10,000 

filaments/cm2, respectively. As the results, B-TENGs using 8,000 and 10,000 filaments/cm2 of 

nylon brush harvested higher output than 5,000 and 6,700 filaments/cm2 of nylon brush. 

Amount of brush filaments were gained by increasing filament density. Then, it was easy to 

rub due to bigger area of friction. 

Subsequently, the relation between contact force and output potential by deference of filament 

density was evaluated. B-TENGs using high filament density brush (10,000 and 8,000 

filaments/cm2) was harvested a remarkable high output below 98 N of contact force. Then, 

under 98 to 245 N, output was saturated with about 10 V. Below 98 N of contact force, in these 

results, output was increased dramatically because electrostatic friction was higher by 

increasing contact area of brush three-dimensionally. Furthermore, output was saturated 

because efficient of area was lost by pressing heavily of fiber brush under 98 to 245 N. On the 

other hand, output was increased proportionally with contact force in B-TENGs which utilized 

low filament density brush (6,700 and 5,000 filaments/cm2). 

 

Figure  1 Output voltage of B-TENGs with nylon and absorbent FEP brushes under 98 N of 

contact force 

Figure  2 Output voltages of B-TENGs under various contact forces 

 

Evaluation of output power in B-TENGs by various direction of contact force 
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In Figure  3, output potential of B-TENGs using nylon brush (6,700 filaments/cm2) and 

absorbent FEP brush was showed when horizontal contact force was added. As comparison of 

B-TENGs, film-TENGs which utilized nylon 6 film and PVDF film was selected. Although 

film-TENGs harvested 1.80 V of maximum potential as output, B-TENGs harvested 20.88 V 

of that. It was 11.6-fold higher maximum potential than film-TENGs. Therefore, it was possible 

for B-TENGs to detect horizontal contact force because fiber brush had three-dimensional 

friction. 

Figure  3 Output voltage when force is applied in the horizontal direction 

In addition, we evaluated B-TENGs adding various angle (θ) contact force. Then, output 

potential of B-TENGs with 30°, 45°, and 60° were evaluated, respectively. In these results, it 

was confirmed that output potential was gradually bigger when the angle (θ) was also bigger. 

Here, the resolution of gravity to the force of running direction and the vertical force of running 

direction was expressed. If friction was not happened, component of running direction force 

was stood for mgsinθ and component of vertical force on running direction was stood for 

mgcosθ, where m and g are the mass and gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s2), respectively. 

In this evaluation, high output potential was harvested because the value of sinθ was bigger by 

the bigger running direction force. Finally, we confirmed that B-TENGs was detected the 

contact force from various direction. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we focused on fiber brushes as novel friction material of TENG and aimed to 

develop the pressure detection sensor of contact from various directions. Then, the evaluations 

of output potential in this brush-based TENGs (B-TENGs). As a results, maximum output 

potential harvested under 19.6 N of contact force in nylon brush-PVDF film TENG was 43.3 

V. When absorbent FEP brush-nylon film TENG was evaluated, in addition, 69.1 V of 

maximum output potential was harvested under same conditions. Therefore, it was confirmed 

that fiber brushes were functioned as friction materials. 

As further investigation, performance of B-TENGs was evaluated and they were harvested 

output potential. When various magnitude of contact forces was used in evaluation, output 

potential of B-TENGs was gradually bigger with magnitude of contact force. In addition, we 

confirmed that output potential of B-TENGs were also harvested by various direction of contact 

forces such as horizontal and some angle. 
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In conclusion, it was confirmed that our B-TENGs was efficient to falling detection sensor 

because it was detected contact force from various direction and distinguished between 

differences of output potential. 

In the future work, it is necessary for B-TENGs to improve output potential such as practical 

use. 
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ABSTRACT 

This project aims to develop textile-based surfaces for the treatment of Seborrheic Dermatitis 

(SD), a chronic and inflammatory skin disease that occurs in various parts of the body such as 

the scalp, face and chest. This disease is seen in infants in the first 3 months and can affect 3% 

of the population. In the study, coconut and rosehip oil as core substance; ethyl cellulose was 

used as shell material. 3% chitosan solution was used as the carrier gel. Three different 

shell:core ratios (10:1, 4:1 and 2:1) were used in the study. The chitosan hydrogel is used as a 

carrier for microcapsules. Therefore, chitosan solution (%3 w/v) is crosslinking with 

polyethylene glycol diglycidyl ether (PEGDGE) 600. According to the results obtained, the 

optimum ratio was selected as 10:1 for both oils. The mean particle sizes of microcapsules 

containing coconut oil and rosehip oil are 1.06 µm and 0.88 µm, respectively. 

Keywords: medical textiles, coconut oil, rosehip oil, chitosan, hydrogel 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Infant Seborrheic Dermatitis or generally known as cradle cap is defined as oily, yellow scaly 

areas on the scalp [1, 2]. The main purpose of SD treatment is to suppress lesions and fungal 

colonization and to take precautions against secondary infections [3].  

Coaservation is a term used in colloidal chemistry to refer to the process of separating the 

unifying phase induced by modification of the ambient environment (pH, ionic force, 

temperature, resolution) under controlled conditions. In this process, the colloid-rich phase is 

known as the coaservate phase, while the phase containing a very small amount of colloids is 

known as the equilibrium phase [4]. Coaservation or phase separation is divided into simple 

and complex coaservation. The reaction between dissolved polymer and low molecular weight 

substance leads to simple coaservation. In complex coaservation, two polymers with opposite 

loads interact to form the microcapsule shell [5].  

Hydrogels are high-water content materials prepared from cross-linked polymers that are able 

to provide sustained, local delivery of a variety of therapeutic agents. Chitosan is derived from 

chitin, a natural abundant substance found in the exoskeletons of insects, shells of crustaceans, 

and fungal cell walls. Chitosan has been studied as biomedical materials due to its wound 

healing effect, hemostasis, biocompatibility, biodegradability, antimicrobial activity [6, 7]. 

In this study, the textile surfaces will be developed for SD using natural oils and polymers. The 

developed textile surface is primarily intended to be used as a baby cap for the treatment of 

infants. Natural oils, coconut oil and rosehip oil are encapsulated and applied to the different 

textile surfaces in a chitosan carrier gel. The scalp (SD surface) was kept moist by taking 

advantage of the water retention feature of the gels. 
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2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In the study, coconut and rosehip oil (Naturalya Kimya, Turkey) core substance; ethyl cellulose 

(Sigma Aldrich,Germany) was used as shell material. 3% chitosan (Sigma Aldrich, Germany) 

was used as the carrier gel. The capsules were developed by the simple coacervation method 

with an ethyl cellulose (EC) shell.  

Morphological analysis by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), particle size distribution 

analysis, bond properties (FT-IR) thermal properties (DSC) were determined for the 

characterization of microcapsules. Three different shell:core ratios (10:1, 4:1 and 2:1) were 

used in the study. The chitosan hydrogel is used as a carrier for microcapsules. Therefore, 

chitosan solution (%3 w/v) is crosslinking with polyethylene glycol diglycidyl ether 

(PEGDGE) 600. Three different cross-linker ratios (5:1, 1:1 and 1:5) were studied. The 

optimum ratio was selected as 1:5 for 24 h in a 37 °C incubator. The chitosan hydrogels 

including both coconut oil and rosehip oil capsules were applied to the cellulosic knitted textile 

surface by the casting method. The fabrics were evaluated by air permeability test was 

performed at TEXTEST FX 3300 Air Permeability Tester III in accordance with WSP 

070.1.R3 and water vapor permeability test was performed at SDL ATLAS M261 according to 

BS 7209: 1990. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

According to the results obtained, the optimum ratio was selected as 10:1 for both oils. SEM 

photomicrogrographs (Figure 1) have shown that the selected capsules were characterized by 

their well-rounded shape and smooth surface.10.000X images revealed that rosehip oil capsules 

are smaller compare to coconut oil capsules and showed relatively narrower particle size 

distribution. 

  

Rosehip oil capsules Coconut oil capsules 

Figure 1. SEM photomicrographs of optimum rosehip oil and coconut oil capsules 

In Figure 2 and Figure 3, particle size distribution results of the selected capsules are revealed. 

Coconut oil capsules appear to have a wider particle range, which supports the SEM images. 

The mean particle sizes of microcapsules containing coconut oil and rosehip oil are 1.06 µm 

and 0.88 µm, respectively.  
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Figure 2. Particle size distribution of rosehip oil capsules 

 

Figure 3. Particle size distribution of coconut oil capsules 

When the FT-IR spectra were examined (Figure 4), it was observed that coconut oil and rosehip 

oil showed five important peaks explaining the absorption due to aldehyde (C = O) and esters 

(CO), bending absorption (methylene (CH2) and methyl (CH3) groups) and double bond 

absorption (C = O) [8]. The IR spectrum of EC revealed the characteristic vibrations of the 

band –C–O–C– at 1053 cm-1, C-H band at 2870 cm-1 and 2973 cm-1 are observed. C-H bending 

is located in 1374 cm-1 [9]. The depth of peaks at 2930 cm-1 and 1350 cm-1 has increased due 

to the presence of oils in the microcapsules. 

 

Figure 4. FT-IR spectra of rosehip oil (left) and coconut oil (right) samples 

*EC: ethyl celulose; RH-M: rosehip capsule, RH Oil: rosehip oil; CO-M: coconut oil 

capsules, CO Oil: coconut oil 
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At the same time, studies on hydrogel synthesis were carried out. The optimum hydrogels were 

determined according to physical apperance and characterized using texture profile analysis 

(data not shown). FT-IR analysis was performed to estimate chemical changes occurring in 

formulations with a polymer:crosslinking ratio of 1:5. When the spectrums of chitosan samples 

are examined (Figure 5), the transmission bands detected at 1648 cm−1 and 1374 cm−1 belong 

to the vibrations of the carbonyl bonds (C=O) of the amid I group and the bending vibrations 

belong to the amid I group. N–H group (amid II) and C–N stretching of amid III, respectively. 

The peak at 1374 cm−1 is caused by CH3 bending vibrations of methyl groups. The 

characteristic peak of the secondary hydroxyl group (-CH-OH cyclic alcohols) in chitosan, 

usually observed at 1080 cm−1, was observed at a wavelength of 1080-1082 cm−1 [10]. 

Formulations are cross-linked with thermal fixation. 

 

Figure 5. IR spectrum of cross-linked hydrogels 

The selected microcapsules were added to the synthesized hydrogel and applied to the knitted 

fabric according to casting method. This product was then characterized. Morphological 

analyses of microcapsule and hydrogel applied fabrics were examined. When the images are 

examined, they are located on the capsules and hydrogel on fabric surface (Figure 6). 

   

Figure 6. Untreated fabric and textile based hydrogels including rosehip and coconut oil 

microcapsules 
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Air permeability test was performed at TEXTEST FX 3300 Air Permeability Tester III in 

accordance with WSP 070.1.R3 and water vapor permeability test was performed at SDL 

ATLAS M261 according to BS 7209: 1990. 

                              

Figure 7. Water vapour and air permeability results of carrier system containing rosehip and 

coconut oil microcapsules  

When the graphs were examined, it was observed that air permeability and water vapor 

permeability decreased as expected. Although the air permeability of the resulting carrier 

surface is low, it is thought to be of a micro-porous structure that allows water vapor to pass 

through. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, microcapsules with natural oil content and cross-linked carrier gel system were 

successfully developed. The surface which is easy to use, cost-friendly and containing natural 

materials can be used as a baby bonnet against secondary infections of Infant Seborrheic 

Dermatitis. 
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ABSTRACT 

Chronic wounds (CW) are a worldwide concern, which limits and strongly impacts the health 

and quality of life of patients. The tetrapeptide Ala-Ala-Pro-Val (AAPV) has the ability to 

inhibit the activity of the enzyme human neutrophil elastase (HNE), which levels remain 

abnormally high in the case of inflammatory processes. Nevertheless, as peptides can present 

low stability in physiological media, their incorporation within polymeric structures (e.g., co-

axial fibers) is very attractive, not only to protect the payload from the surrounding 

environment, but also to allow its controlled release for a sustained action. To this end, co-axial 

wet-spun fibrous structures loaded with the AAPV peptide were proposed. This system aims 

to work as a new delivery platform capable of a controlled and stepwise release of its content 

following pH-trigger to fight infections and restore local enzymatic activity to normal levels. 

The outer layer (shell) of the microfibers was made from blends of sodium alginate (SA) and 

N-carboxymethyl chitosan (NCMC), a chemically modified version of chitosan, soluble at 

neutral to basic pH (characteristic of CW) and endowed with antimicrobial activity. The inner 

layer (core) was composed of polycaprolactone (PCL) and AAPV. To the authors knowledge, 

this is the first report on coaxial wet-spun systems loaded with AAPV and NCMC for CW care. 

Keywords: chronic wound care; drug delivery; therapeutic tetrapeptides; biodegradable 

polymers; pH-sensitivity  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

CW are characterized by prolonged inflammatory responses, along with high microbial counts 

and moisture imbalance. Studies have shown that 1 to 2% of the developed countries’ 

population will experience CW at least once, during their lifetime. This type of wounds has 

serious impacts on the health and quality of life of patients, causing chronic pain, loss of 

function and mobility, anxiety and increased financial burden and mortality rates. Therefore, 

CW prevalence and its inherent effects should not be underestimated [1,2]. Wound dressings 

represent a common option in the treatment of this type of wounds, constituting protective 

physical barriers, that absorb wound exudates and provide the necessary moisture to promote 

and facilitate re-epithelialization [3]. Fiber-based dressings, which are produced by spinning 

techniques, display good tenability, high surface area and regulable porosity and pore size, 

which limit the penetration of external pathogens [4,5]. Electrospinning has been one of the 

techniques of choice to produce dressings with such features. However, the high fiber packing 

density and small porosity of the mats impose significant restrictions for cell infiltration 

throughout the innermost regions of the scaffold and for the maintenance of micro-

environments that resemble in vivo natural interstitial fluid conditions [6]. The wet-spinning 

technique has arisen as an alternative, by generating hybrid structures with different levels of 
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organization, dimensions, and arrays of chemical and physical properties that facilitate cell 

infiltration and maturation and approximate the dressing scaffolding environment to actual 

physiological conditions [7,8].  

The wet-spinning technique is based on the non-solvent-induced phase inversion process, in 

which a polymeric solution is extruded into a coagulation bath of a poor solvent or a non-

solvent of the processed polymer, precipitating the continuous polymer filament that solidifies 

into a fiber. As a result, fibrous constructs with a wide range of diameters are produced [9,10]. 

More complex systems, based on core-sheath structures, highly desirable for drug delivery, can 

also be attained via wet-spinning. For instance, by employing co-axial spinnerets, two 

polymeric solutions can be injected concomitantly giving rise to multi-layer structures [10–

13]. 

In this research, the production of co-axial wet-spun fibers is proposed. The goal is to produce 

a porous, interconnected structure, modified with specialized biomolecules, to assist in the 

treatment of CW. The inner layer (core) will be formed of PCL, which consists of a synthetic 

polymer endowed with excellent mechanical properties, intended to maintain fibers’ structural 

integrity, combined with AAPV, a tetrapeptide that inhibits the action of human neutrophil 

elastase (HNE), an enzyme that increases its presence by 10-40 times its normal range during 

skin chronic inflammatory events (usually triggered by microbial infections) [1,14]. The outer 

layer (shell) will be composed of blends of SA, a biopolymer with excellent swelling 

properties, with the main purpose of maintaining a moist environment at the wound site, and 

NCMC, a modified version of chitosan, soluble at neutral to basic pH, also possessing 

antibacterial activity.  

This way, co-axial wet-spun fibers can be achieved, working as controlled release platforms 

for AAPV and NCMC. With this investigation a step further can be taken in establishing wet-

spun constructs for drug delivery in CW care. 

2. WET-SPINNING 

The wet-spinning technique consists of a method developed to produce natural and synthetic 

fibers. The process consists in the injection of a polymeric solution through a spinneret directly 

into a coagulation bath (Figure 1). The polymeric solution can be extruded towards a 

coagulation bath containing a non-solvent or a poor solvent of the polymer, but miscible with 

the solvent of the polymeric solution. Thus, as the solvent is removed from the polymer blend, 

while it contacts with the bath, the fiber quickly solidifies as precipitation takes place [10,11]. 

  

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the wet-spinning process (adapted from [11], with 

permission from Creative Common CC BY license). 
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This method is divided in three phases – phase separation, gel separation and liquid crystal 

spinning. During phase separation, after the polymer fluid is injected into a non-solvent 

coagulation bath, solvent extraction occurs, resulting in a semi-solid fiber. Afterwards, during 

gel separation, polymer precipitation occurs, caused by intermolecular bonds, like ionic 

crosslinking by a salt or reacting agents. Finally, in liquid crystal spinning, sufficient alignment 

and cohesiveness is provided by the formed lyotropic crystalline solution, giving rise to a solid 

crystalline phase along the wet-spun fibers [10,15]. 

According to Miranda et al. and Mirabedini et al., the resulting fibers present large diameters 

and high porosity and can generated scaffolds with an interconnected open pore structure, 

desirable for cell penetration, adhesion and proliferation [10,11,16]. Moreover, this technique 

can lead to the production of fibers with unique properties and a wide variety of cross-section 

shapes and sizes, depending on the type of spinneret employed, the composition of the 

coagulation bath, drying temperature and the concentration of the polymeric solution [10].  

The co-axial wet-spinning method is frequently employed to produce fibers with a core-shell 

structure. Here, two polymer solutions can be injected concomitantly using a co-axial spinneret 

and co-extruded into a coagulation bath. More specifically, the setup for this method includes 

two injection syringes and pumps, connected to two ports, a coagulation bath and a stretching 

collector [10,11]. Co-axial wet-spun fibers have been applied for several purposes, including 

not only in the biomedical field, for controlled release and tissue engineering applications, but 

also for electronic textiles, sensors and actuators [11]. 

3. BIODEGRADABLE POLYMERS 

Many biodegradable polymers have been used in fiber-based wound dressing formulations. For 

applications in wound healing, the polymers chosen to be part of the scaffold must present 

certain features, including biocompatibility, an acceptable shelf life, a degradation rate that 

matches the regeneration process, mechanical properties that allow a healthy support of the 

affected area, a good permeability, and easy processing [17]. 

a.  Sodium Alginate 

SA is a natural anionic polysaccharide and a derivative of alginic acid, which contains blocks 

of (1–4)-linked β-D-mannuronic acid (M) and α-L-guluronic acid (G) monomers [18]. SA can 

be extracted from the cell wall of brown algae, being composed of 30 to 60% of alginic acid. 

It is the conversion of alginic acid into SA that improves its water solubility [19]. Commercially 

available SAs usually display molecular weights between 32,000 and 400,000 g/mol. 

Increasing the molecular weight of alginate improves the physical properties of the resultant 

gels. Yet, the alginate solution formed from a high molecular weight polymer becomes very 

viscous, limiting processing [20]. 

SA has been gaining considerable attention for biomedical applications, including as 

supporting matrix or delivery system for tissue repair and regeneration, due to its unique 

properties, such as biocompatibility, biodegradability, non-antigenicity and its fast ionic 

gelation when in contact with divalent cations (e.g., calcium chloride) [21].  

Alginate possesses features desirable in a wound dressing, namely its water absorption, 

conformability, water vapor transmission rate, antiseptic properties, and non-toxicity. Alginate 

dressings in dry form can absorb wound exudates, generating gels that endow a dry wound 

with a moist environment, promoting healing and preventing the wound bed from drying 

[16,18]. For instance, studies have reported the use of SA as additive to produce biocomposites 

with silk fibroin fibers. Their combination is capable of giving rise to scaffolds with great 

potential to be applied as wound dressings due to their non-toxic nature towards cells, 

resistance to tear and good flexibility [22].  
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b. Chitosan and N-carboxymethyl chitosan 

CS is a cationic polysaccharide, composed of glucosamine and N-acetyl glucosamine units 

linked by (1-4) glycosidic bonds [23]. CS is formed by the deacetylation of chitin, usually 

present in the shells of crustaceans. In the deacetylation of chitin, acetyl bounds are broken, 

and glucosamine is formed, containing a free amino group [19]. 

The antimicrobial abilities of CS depend on several physical properties, including its molecular 

weight and degree of deacetylation (DD) [24]. According to Acharya et al., CS with high DD 

displays enhanced antimicrobial activity [25]. The DD of CS is a relevant structural parameter 

that influences its physicochemical properties, including solubility, overall charge, reactivity 

and other mechanical features, such as elongation, breaking and tensile strength, and biological 

properties, like biocompatibility and biodegradability [14,16].  

CS has gained considerable attention in wound care [23]. For instance, formic acid was used 

in a study as a modifier of CS to prepare wet-spun fibers. The resultant wet-spun fibers 

presented high ductility and elongation at break, showing the potential of CS fibers to be 

applied as wound dressings and bandages [26]. CS dressings have been reported to cause 

minimal adverse reactions and to provide protection against bacterial infections [27]. 

Moreover, reports have proven that CS promotes surface-induced thrombosis and blood 

coagulation, acting as a hemostat and contributing to natural blood clotting [27]. Other studies 

have shown that CS-based dressings accelerate tissue repair, regulate the secretion of 

inflammatory mediators and promote tissue granulation, leading to an appropriate 

inflammatory response [28]. CS has also been applied for controlled release of drugs [29,30].  

One main limitation to the use of CS is related to its low solubility at pH’s superior to 6.5, 

causing the polymer to be soluble only in acidic solutions. One approach to improve the affinity 

of CS to water at neutral and basic pH’s consists in the carboxymethylation of CS, for instance, 

the synthesis of NCMC, which has been gaining considerate attention [31]. NCMC is 

considered a non-toxic, biodegradable and renewable derivative of CS, soluble at neutral to 

basic pH’s (characteristic of CW) [32,33]. In a study conducted by Song et al., NCMC was 

produced by reacting CS with chloroacetic acid in a neutral aqueous solution and sodium 

carbonate (Na2CO3) was applied as a binding acid agent. The reactive activity of NH2 is higher 

than OH, in neutral pH’s, showing that the carboxymethylation process has to take place in the 

NH2 to give rise to NCMC [31]. NCMC can be considered an optimal biomaterial for wound 

healing due to its enhanced biocompatibility, biodegradability, low toxicity and improved 

antimicrobial activity. NCMC has been reported in applications for controlled release of drugs, 

production of orthopedic devices, and repair of connective tissues [34–36].  

c.  Polycaprolactone 

PCL consists of a synthetic biodegradable polyester, usually produced from crude oil. It can be 

prepared by ring-opening polymerization of the monomer ɛ-caprolactone using several 

catalysts or by free radical ring-opening polymerization of 2-methylene-1-3-dioxepane. PCL 

presents hydrophobic properties, being a semi-crystalline polymer with a glass transition 

temperature of -60 ºC and melting point in the range of 59-64 ºC and with molecular weights 

between 3000 and 90,000 g/mol [37].  

PCL has gained considerate attention for biomedical applications, mainly due to its good 

solubility and low melting point, in addition to excellent blend-compatibility, biocompatibility, 

flexibility and thermoplasticity [38,39]. PCL also presents excellent mechanical properties. In 

fact, in a report by Eshraghi et al., PCL scaffolds have been produced and their mechanical 

behavior was evaluated, in which the scaffolds presented high tensile yield strength values [40]. 

One common application of PCL is related to drug delivery, since PCL is highly permeable to 
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several drugs and presents the capacity to be fully excreted from the body after being 

bioresorbed [41]. Moreover, it displays slow biodegradation, which represents an attractive 

feature for long-term delivery [42]. For instance, paclitaxel loaded microspheres of 

PCL/poly(lactide-co-glycolide (PLGA) and oxalate-connected oligocaprolactone (OX-PCL) 

have been proposed as an alternative for cancer treatment [43]. Additionally, chitin-lignin (CL) 

gels were encapsulated in PCL, constituting a controlled drug release wound dressing 

applications [44].   

PCL has also been employed in scaffolds for tissue engineering, more particularly for bone, 

blood vessel, tendon and ligament engineering [45]. For exampe, hybrid scaffolds of PCL and 

silicate-containing hydroxyapatite (SiHA) microparticles were produced for bone tissue 

regeneration [46]. Moreover, electrospun scaffolds of PCL with europium hydroxide nanorods 

(EHNs) have been developed, with the purpose of enhancing vascularization and cell 

proliferation [47]. 

4. ANTIMICROBIAL PEPTIDES 

Antibiotics have been commonly applied for the treatment of several infections. However, 

nowadays, this treatment option has been facing many problematics due to the increased 

resistance of pathogens [48,49]. Therefore, it is crucial to pursue other options, such as 

antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) [49,50]. 

AMPs consist of host-defense molecules expressed by multicellular organisms intended to 

control microbial proliferation and modulate the immune response [51]. AMPs are usually low 

molecular weight molecules, composed of up to 100 amino acid residues, with an overall 

positive charge. AMPs display a distribution of basic amino acids and hydrophobic residues, 

aligned in three dimensional formations on opposing faces, resulting in water soluble structures 

with positive charges and hydrophobic nature [52,53].   

These peptides can be synthesized in tissues that interface with the environment, making the 

skin one of the major sites of production and being often found in high concentrations in sweat 

and skin secretions [54]. AMPs can also be produced by plants, animals, fungi, protozoa and 

bacteria and have been applied as a first line of defense after exposure of humans to potentially 

harmful pathogens [55]. Because AMPs are formed of amino acids, modifications can be 

implemented in their structures to produce fully synthetic peptides with the use of recombinant 

expression systems or by chemical synthesis. Those modifications have the potential to change 

the targets of AMPs and improve their stability against proteases [56].  

Typically, AMPs are only effective towards one major class of microorganisms, for example 

bacteria or fungi [57]. Nonetheless, some AMPs can display action against several types of 

microorganisms and have different modes of action. One example is indolicidin that kills 

bacteria, fungi and the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) [58]. The main target of AMPs 

is the lipopolysaccharide layer of the cell membranes. The binding of AMPs to bacterial 

membranes causes non-enzymatic disruptions and the selectivity of the binding is dependent 

on the microbes and their membrane composition. Some AMPs disrupt the bacterial 

membranes by enzymatic digestion. In addition, some peptides have been reported to being 

able to cross the lipid bilayer without causing damage, despite killing the bacteria and inhibiting 

intracellular functions. Moreover, AMPs can also inhibit biofilm formation and disrupt existing 

biofilms. Furthermore, AMPs display a fast killing effect; in some cases, cell death occurs 

seconds after the initial contact with the cell membrane [52]. However, AMPs still face some 

challenges, including a potential toxicity to humans, sensitivity to adverse environmental 

conditions, no selectivity against some strains, production costs, low activity when used for 

surface coating, and even, in some cases, bacterial resistance [56,59].  
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In wound healing, some AMPs (i.e., LL37) promote re-epithelization and the formation of 

granulation tissue. In addition, they promote the contraction capacity of fibroblasts, inducing 

the differentiation of fibroblast-to-myofibroblasts and enhance the smooth muscle actin 

expression that, consequently, facilitates wound healing [60]. Other AMPs, like Tiger 17 and 

Epinecidin-1 have been reported to contribute as well to an enhanced synthesis of the ECM. 

For the treatment of CW, it is crucial to regulate the local enzymatic activity, and AMPs can 

intervene in this task [50,52]. 

a.  Ala-Ala-Pro-Val 

AMPs rarely show ideal features to formulate drugs because of their low bioavailability, short 

half-life caused by a rapid degradation by proteolytic enzymes, a quick elimination from the 

systemic circulation and a low ability to cross physiological barriers. The latter is caused by 

their hydrophilicity and high conformational flexibility that result in lower selectivity for the 

target to interact with other receptors and immunogenic threats [50]. Strategies to chemically 

optimize therapeutic peptides have been reported by Vlieghe et al., being based on structure-

activity relationship studies to decrease degradation and increase the bioavailability and the 

selectivity for the corresponding receptor [61]. 

The tetrapeptide Ala-Ala-Pro-Val (AAPV) (Figure 2) has been proven effective in inhibiting 

the action of human neutrophil elastase (HNE), which is a relevant enzyme involved in immune 

processes and ECM remodeling during wound healing. In normal conditions, the proteolytic 

activity of HNE is controlled effectively by endogenous inhibitors. However, in the case of 

inflammatory processes related to CW, the levels of HNE are abnormally high, reaching 10-40 

times the amount registered in acute wounds, being thus responsible for an abnormal 

degradation of endogenous and supplemental growth hormones [1]. Therefore, AAPV has been 

considered a competitive inhibitor of HNE for the treatment of chronic skin inflammatory 

diseases, such as psoriasis. Even though the antimicrobial potential of AAPV has not been 

disclosed, it is still considered an AMP for its proven host-defense mechanisms associated with 

enzymatic overexpression inhibition [50]. 

 

Figure 2. Chemical structure of AAPV. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

Wet-spinning technique constitutes a promising alternative for tissue engineering and drug 

delivery applications, mainly due to its simplicity, in addition to the ability of producing fibers 

with interconnected pore structures and a wide range of diameters. The envisioned coaxial wet-

spun fibers containing NCMC and AAPV has potential to work as controlled release platforms 

for both compounds. If successful, this research can result in an advance in the establishment 

of wet-spun fibrous structures for wound care.  
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Nevertheless, several solution and processing parameters must be optimized, tuning the 

mechanical and chemical properties of the intended co-axial fibers. In addition, the effect of 

such structures on the cells’ viability and metabolic activity must be evaluated. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, a colorimetric pH indicator was developed using nanofibrous mats of polylactide 

(PLA) including turmeric, a natural dye. Primarily, PLA was dissolved at different 

concentrations in chloroform (CHL)/dimethylformamide (DMF) at various volume ratios, and 

morphological analysis was performed. Subsequently, turmeric was added at a concentration 

of 2% wt. to the polymer solution having a PLA concentration of 10% in 75/25 CHL/DMF. 

Nanofibrous mats containing turmeric were immersed into pH buffer solutions (pH 1, 4, 7 and 

10), and color variations were measured using a spectrophotometer. It was foreseen that the 

produced pH indicators have the potential to be used in intelligent food packaging applications.  

Keywords: PLA, turmeric, nanofiber, electrospinning, pH indicator 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The need of using sustainable and biobased polymers increases globally due to environmental 

concerns. PLA is a biobased, biodegradable and biocompatible aliphatic polyester, which is 

derived from renewable resources, i.e., corn starch and sugar cane. Due to its good mechanical 

and thermal properties, PLA is used in various engineering applications instead of petroleum-

based polymers i.e., polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and polystyrene (PS) [1, 2]. PLA is a 

suitable polymer to be processed in different production methods such as single and twin screw 

extrusion, blown film extrusion, solution casting, and electrospinning.  

Electrospinning is a practical technique to fabricate ultrafine polymer fibers in different 

diameters ranging from nanometers to micrometers by applying an electric field on the polymer 

solution. This technique is also convenient to incorporate various compounds i.e., dyestuff, 

nanoparticles, antioxidants, antimicrobials and drugs, into the polymer solution to develop 

nanofibrous mats with improved properties. In addition, electrospun nanofibers have 

outstanding properties such as high porosity, small pore size, and a very high surface area to 

volume ratio [3]. Accordingly, electrospun PLA nanofibers show great potential in tissue 

engineering [4], drug delivery [5], filtration [6], sensor application [7], and food packaging [8].  

Intelligent food packaging has emerged due to growing consumer concerns about food quality. 

In these packaging systems, gas sensors, time-temperature indicators and pH indicators are 

used [9]. During the deterioration of food, pH of the medium changes. A pH indicator is able 

to sense changes in the pH and warns the consumers visually by changing its color. These 

indicators include a pH-sensitive dye and a matrix that immobilizes the dye [10]. For this 

purpose synthetic dyes such as bromocresol purple, bromothymol blue, and methyl red can be 

used [11, 12]. However, pH-sensitive synthetic dyes have harmful effects on the human health 

since they are toxic and allergenic [13]. For this reason, dyes from natural resources have 

become remarkable in recent years. On the other hand, since nanofibrous mats respond to 

functionalization faster than polymer films due to their high surface area [14], they are 

appropriate materials to be used as a matrix in the development of a pH indicator.  
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The main goal of this study was to investigate the electrospinning behavior of PLA and develop 

PLA-based nanofibrous mats. Subsequently, the polymer solution, resulting in good fiber 

morphology, was chosen and a natural dye, turmeric, was added, and an environmentally 

friendly nanofibrous colorimetric pH indicator was developed for potential use in intelligent 

food packaging applications.  

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Materials 

Commercial grade of PLA (4060D), which is amorphous with D-lactide content of 12 mol% 

and has a molecular weight of 190 kg/mol, was supplied from NatureWorks LLC (USA). CHL 

(99% purity, Sigma-Aldrich) and DMF (99% purity, Sigma-Aldrich) and were used as solvents. 

Turmeric, a natural dye, was supplied from GemmaNatural (Turkey). pH buffer solutions (pH 

1, 4, 7 and 10) were supplied from ISOLAB Chemicals (Turkey).  

2.2 Sample preparation 

The polymer solutions were prepared by dissolving PLA, with three different polymer 

concentrations (5, 7.5, and 10 %wt.), in CHL/DMF (C%-D%) solvent blend at different volume 

ratios 100-0, 75-25, 50-50, 25-75, 0-100 v/v %) for 4h at 50°C. Turmeric (2% wt.) was added 

to the PLA polymer solution, having a concentration of 10% in 75/25 CHL/DMF, and the final 

solution was magnetically stirred for 20h at room temperature.  

An electrospinning device of Inovenso Nanospinner24 (Turkey) was used to produce 

electrospun nanofibrous mats. The applied voltage was in the range of 10-15 kV and tip-to-

collector distance and feed rate were fixed at 15-17 cm and 1-1.5 ml/h, respectively. 

2.3 Methods 

The morphology of electrospun mats was investigated by a Tescan Vega3 scanning electron 

microscope (SEM). Before imaging, samples were cut into a size of 1cm x 1cm and mounted 

on a stub and placed into a Quorum Sputter Coater to be coated with a thin layer of Au/Pd for 

165 seconds.  To measure the diameter of the nanofibers, SEM images at high magnification 

(5kX) were analyzed with ImageJ software. 100 measurements were taken on each sample, and 

average nanofiber diameters were calculated. 

The nanofibrous indicators were cut in a size of 20 × 20 mm and immersed in each pH buffer 

solutions. The colors of the pH indicators were determined using a Datacolor 3890 

spectrophotometer. The values of L* (brightness), a* (red/green) and b* (yellow/blue) were 

measured, and the mean values of L*, a* and b* were used to calculate the total color difference 

(ΔE) with Equation (2) [10].  

∆𝐿∗ = 𝐿 − 𝐿0;  ∆𝑎∗ = 𝑎 − 𝑎0;  ∆𝑏∗ = 𝑏 − 𝑏0                                        (1) 

∆𝐸 = [(∆𝐿∗)2 + (∆𝑎∗)2 + (∆𝑏∗)2]1/2                                              (2) 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Morphological analysis 

It was observed that none of the solutions with 5 wt% PLA concentration produced fibers since 

the number of entanglements in the polymer solutions was inadequate.  

When the polymer concentration increased to 7.5 wt %, beads were observed in SEM images 

(Figure 1) almost at each solvent ratio. It was concluded that bead formation was unavoidable 

due to inherent amorphous structure and low polymer concentration. On the other hand, since 

the dielectric constant of DMF is higher than that of CHL, the polymer jet carries more free 
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charge and stretches more under an electric field [15]. In addition, DMF has a high boiling 

point, which increases the solvent evaporation time and provides the polymer jet with sufficient 

time for stretching [16]. Thus, when the DMF content increased, the fiber diameter noticeably 

decreased. 

When the polymer concentration increased from 7.5 to 10 wt%, less beaded fibers were 

observed (Figure 2). In 100% CHL, microfibers, having an average fiber diameter of 8.4 ± 2 

μm, were produced due to the low dielectric constant of CHL. Moreover, the use of 100% CHL 

was not efficient since the high volatility of CHL caused needle-clogging. With the addition of 

25% v/v DMF, the mean fiber diameter decreased from micro-scale to nano-scale, 378 ± 61 

nm, and the problem of needle-clogging was eliminated [17]. Accordingly, the polymer 

solution having a concentration of 10 wt% in 75/25% CHL/DMF was chosen to add turmeric 

for the purpose of developing PLA based nanofibrous colorimetric pH indicator.  

The SEM image of the nanofibrous pH indicator (Figure 3) showed that turmeric was dispersed 

in the polymer solution successfully since no beads were observed. The average fiber diameter 

was measured as 765±78 nm, which was larger compared to the nanofibers without turmeric 

as a result of the increased concentration of the polymer solution.  

 

Figure 1. SEM images and fiber diameter distribution of 7.5 wt% PLA at various solvent 

concentrations. (a) C100-D0, (b) C75-D25, (c) C50-D50, (d) C25-D75, (e) C0-D100. 
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Figure 2. SEM images and fiber diameter distribution of 10 wt% PLA at various solvent 

concentrations. (a) C100-D0, (b) C75-D25, (c) C50-D50, (d) C25-D75, (e) C0-D100. 

 
 

Figure 3. SEM image and fiber diameter distribution of nanofibrous pH indicator including 10 

wt% PLA and 2% wt. turmeric at a solvent concentration of C75-D25. 

Color analysis 

The color change of nanofibrous indicators in different pH buffer solutions was shown in 

Figure 3. ΔE values were calculated from L*, a*and b* values obtained for pH indicators (Table 

1). It was previously reported that a ΔE higher than 5 indicates a change in color that is 

perceptible by the human eye, and a ΔE higher than 12 indicates an absolute difference in color 

[18, 19]. Accordingly, the nanofibrous pH indicators developed in the present study are 

promising for the visual evaluation of pH change with ΔE values higher than 5. On the other 

hand, a major color variation was observed at pH 10, similar to previous studies [20, 21]. 
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Figure 3.  Color change of nanofibrous pH indicators in different pH buffer solutions. 

Table 1. ΔE values at pH 1, 4, 7 and 10 for pH indicator with 2% wt. turmeric. 

pH 4 7 10 

1 8.38±0.42 6.63±0.35 19.18±0.28 

4  6.38±0.31 12.13±0.57 

7   13.42±0.68 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this study, colorimetric pH indicators were developed using PLA based nanofibrous mats 

including turmeric. First of all, morphological analysis was performed on nanofibrous mats 

produced at different polymer concentrations and solvent ratios. When the polymer 

concentration increased from 7.5 to 10 wt%, less beaded fibers were observed. In 100% CHL, 

microfibers were produced due to the low dielectric constant of CHL. In addition, the high 

volatility of CHL caused needle-clogging. With the addition of 25% v/v DMF, the mean fiber 

diameter decreased to nano-scale, and the problem of needle-clogging was solved. ΔE of the 

nanofibrous indicators in pH buffer solutions were higher than 5, and a major color variation 

(ΔE>12) was observed at pH 10. Therefore, the proposed indicators, showing reliable 

responses to pH variations, can be applied in intelligent food packaging and contribute to 

improving food safety. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, MCT-β-cyclodextrin was applied to the fabrics used in the production of polo t-

shirts, according to the exhaustion method before and after reactive dyeing process in industrial 

scale production. Then, these fabrics were sewn end to end and were subjected to lavender 

essence application in the foulard. The variation of the fragrance intensity of the lavender-

applied fabrics was subjectively tested at 1-week intervals. According to the experimental 

results it was found that odor intensity of the fabric sample which is cyclodextrin applied before 

dyeing was the highest. Studies have shown that by using MCT-β-cyclodextrins in industrial 

scale production, controlled odor release property can be given to the fabrics and thus textile 

products with aromatherapy feature can be produced. 

Keywords: Cyclodextrin, cotton, dyeing, odor, aromatherapy, essential oil  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, there has been a new trend in the textile world. Textile products, which were 

used only for protection from the cold and for covering, have come to the fore day by day in 

terms of beautifying people, determining status and providing functionality. One of the product 

groups in the field of functional textiles is fabrics with aromatherapy properties. In the stressful 

global world, we all live in, aromatherapy (therapy that benefits from the positive effects of 

odors) has entered the lives of many consumers. Aromatherapy utilizes the controlled release 

of an aroma or fragrance to create comfort and a "well-being" effect for consumers. 

In many applications of aromatherapy, odorants such as chamomile, lavender, lemon, mint, 

jasmine and rose provide a wide range of advantages when applied to performance clothing. 

Encapsulation can be defined as the covering of solid, liquid or gaseous food components, 

enzymes, cells and other substances, microorganisms with a protein or carbohydrate-based 

coating material. In this sense, encapsulation has many application areas such as food, 

chemistry, agriculture, feed, medicine, pharmacy, veterinary medicine, biotechnology. Highly 

resistant odor application, phase change substances, drug delivery systems, antimicrobial 

substances are the innovations that have recently increased the interest in encapsulation 

technology in the textile industry [1]. Encapsulation technology can be divided in two different 

groups as microencapsulation and molecular encapsulation [2]. The molecular encapsulation 

method, which is the subject of this study, is the process of entrapping a guest molecule in the 

cavity of the supramolecular host molecule. With this method, capsules of molecular size are 

obtained, and this compound is called inclusion complex [3]. 

Here, non-covalent physical interactions such as hydrogen bridges, van der Waals forces, and 

hydrophobic interactions occur between molecules, ions, and radicals, and these interactions 

are not permanent [4]. Supramolecules are complex and ordered molecular aggregates 

associated with two or more molecules, ions or coordination compounds through 

intermolecular interaction, which have particular functions. Examples of host molecules in 
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supramolecular chemistry include crown ethers, crypates, calixarenes, cyclodextrins (CDs), 

etc. [5]. Cyclodextrins are produced industrially as a result of the degradation of starch by the 

transglycosylase enzyme produced by many micro-organisms (e.g., Bacillus Macerans) [1]. 

The chemical structure of the three main types of cyclodextrin is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figıre 1. Chemical structure of the three main types of cyclodextrins [6] 

The hydroxyl groups of CD stretching outside of the ring are responsible for the water solubility 

of this compound. The cavity inside the cyclodextrin is hydrophobic. Depending on the 

diameters of the cavitations in their interior, cyclodextrins can form inclusion complexes, 

especially with aromatic compounds [7]. General properties of α, β and γ cyclodextrins are 

given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Characteristics of α, β and γ-CDs [8] 

Property α β γ 

Number of glucose units 6 7 8 

Molecular weight 972 1135 1297 

Solubility in water (g/100 ml) 14,5 1,85 23,2 

Cavity diameter Å 4,7-5,3 6,0-6,5 7,5-8,3 

Height of torus Å 7,9±0,1 7,9±0,1 7,9±0,1 

Diameter of outer periphery Å 14,6±0,4 15,4±0,4 17,5±0,4 

All toxicity studies on cyclodextrins and their derivatives have shown that cyclodextrins are 

practically non-toxic. Monochlorotriazine (MCT) type β-cyclodextrin, which has frequently 

been the subject of researches and whose use becomes widespread recently, contains 

chemically reactive halogen atoms. This substance doesn’t show skin irritation, skin 

sensitization and mutagenic effects. Another important factor regarding the use of cyclodextrin 

in the textile area is that cyclodextrins do not cause any problems in waste water. Because 

cyclodextrins are biodegradable [9]. Cyclodextrins are bound to cellulose macromolecules and 

protein fibers via hydroxyl groups. The bond between the fiber and the cyclodextrin must be 

resistant to compelling factors that may occur during use, such as washing. Cyclodextrins can 

be bound on the fiber in three ways. These three methods can be listed as by modifying the 

textile surface, by modifying the cyclodextrin, and by using a crosslinker. Application by 

modifying cyclodextrin occurs via binding of hydroxyl groups of cyclodextrin and reactive 

groups that can react with the hydroxyl groups of cellulose. Monochlorotriazine-β-

cyclodextrin, which is also commercially available (4-chloro-6-hydroxy-S-triazin-2-yl-β-

cyclodextrin), can be given as an example of this group. Monochlorotriazine β-cyclodextrin 

forms a bond with cellulose as a result of the displacement of halogens, which bond with the 

high electron affinity group in its structure, with Sel-O- groups in cellulose macromolecules 

according to the nucleophilic addition-elimination (heteroaromatic) substitution mechanism 

[4]. 
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Figure 2. a) Positioning of MCT-β-CD on cellulosic fiber b) Host-guest inclusion complex 

placed on the textile surface [4] 

Studies on the use of cyclodextrins in textile applications began in the late 1980s. This situation 

has become widespread with the application of the inclusion complexes that cyclodextrins can 

form to the recently popular deodorant, aroma and antimicrobial finishing processes, and also 

to be used in the treatment of waste materials. Since the intensive research and development 

studies on cyclodextrin applications have been carried out, the possibilities of using 

cyclodextrin in the textile finishing processes of the textile industry have been investigated 

recently. They enable the textile surface to gain one or more functional properties with the 

chemical substances they form complex. Among these properties, antibacterial, antimicrobial, 

UV protective, wrinkle-free, fragrance release, etc. can be counted [9]. Fragrant essential oils 

entrapped in the cyclodextrin cavity are released with moisture. The complexes of 

cyclodextrins with perfumes and fragrances maintain their stability for a long time, and due to 

this feature, they can also be used in washing agents and care products [4]. 

The term aromatherapy was coined by the French biochemist R.M. It was used by Gattefosse 

in the late 1920s. Gattefosse has demonstrated that essential oils have excellent antiseptic 

properties and are easily absorbed by the skin. A renowned modern aromatherapist, Dr. G. 

Bauchbauer defines aromatherapy as: “It is a treatment method that reduces or completely 

eliminates infections and ailments by inhalation”. These effects are realized through 

connections extending to the limbic system and hypothalamus via the tractus olfactorius, which 

is the main olfactory pathway [10]. Although it is stated in the literature that MCT-β-CD isn’t 

suitable for application according to the exhaustion method due to its low affinity for cellulose 

[11], there is also some studies in which cyclodextrins were applied according to the exhaustion 

method. For example, Gawish et al. applied MCT-β-cyclodextrin to the fabric according to the 

exhaustion method in their study to impart antibacterial properties to the polyamide fabric [12]. 

Akcakoca et. al. investigated the binding possibilities of MCT-β-CD to cellulose according to 

the exhaust method. For this purpose, cotton woven and knitted fabrics were treated with 3% 

NaOH and 22 g/l MCT-β-CD in a liquor ratio of 1:100 at 80ºC for 1 hour. These processes 

were carried out in two different ways using 100% water and 50/50% DMF/Water mixture. 

Furthermore, in that study, pomegranate flower essence diluted 1:100 was applicated by 

impregnation method (AF 85%) on cyclodextrin-applied (with padding method) fabric 

samples. Odour test was applied to the samples at 1-week intervals [13]. 

Therefore, within the scope of this study, MCT-β-cyclodextrin was applied to the fabrics used 

in the production of polo t-shirts, according to the exhaust method before and after dyeing. 

Then, essential oil (lavender) was applied to the untreated and cyclodextrin applied fabrics. 

Afterwards, the aromatherapy properties of the fabrics produced were subjectively evaluated. 
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2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In this study, 44/2 combed pique cotton fabric was used. Experiments were performed with 

Monochlorotriazine β-Cyclodextrin (MCT-β-CD, CycloChemBio). Within the scope of this 

study, MCT-β-cyclodextrin was applied to the fabrics used in the production of polo t-shirts, 

according to the exhaust method before and after dyeing in industrial scale production. For this 

aim, first of all, cyclodextrin application was made on 15 kg cotton fabric in a HT Jet dyeing 

machine (Brazzoli) with a capacity of 50 kg according to the exhaust method. The application 

of MCT-β-CD to cellulose was carried out using liquors containing 3% NaOH and 20% MCT-

β-CD at a 1:20 liquor ratio in a jet dyeing machine at 80°C for 1 hour. Then, 2 pieces of 15 kg 

untreated cotton fabric ready for dyeing were sewn to this fabric and all of them were dyed 

with reactive dye in the same bath in HT Jet dyeing machine according to the dyeing recipe 

given in Table 2, using the dyeing diagram given in Figure 3.   

Table 2. The dyeing recipe used in the study 

Dyes Amount (%) 

Colorsol Yellow SP 0.007 

Colorsol Red MF-2BL 0.2957 

Colorsol Blue SPL 0.1762 

 

Figure 3. 45-60 °C cold dyeing diagram performed in the study 

After dyeing, cyclodextrin application was made on one of the fabrics that were not applied 

cyclodextrin. Accordingly following reactive dyed fabrics were obtained; 

a) fabric without cyclodextrin application 

b) cyclodextrin applied fabric before dyeing 

c) cyclodextrin applied fabric after dyeing 

Afterwards, these fabrics were sewn end to end and were subjected to lavender essence 

application in the foulard. The variation of the fragrance intensity of the lavender-applied 

fabrics was subjectively tested at 1-week intervals. The odor test was carried out according to 

SNV 195651. According to this; for each test, 7 people were asked to smell the fabric sample 

and then to give a grade between 1 and 5 depending on the intensity of the odor. Then, the 

average of the values given by 7 people was calculated. Results were evaluated statistically by 

using Minitab 19 programme. As a scale, 1-5 ratings (1: Odorless, 2: Slightly odored, 3: 

Moderately odored, 4: Highly odored, 5: Strongly odored) were used.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The odor densities of cyclodextrin-applied fabrics before and after dyeing and untreated fabrics 

were subjectively tested during a period of 4 weeks. Analysis of variance was performed 

regarding the results obtained, and the effect of both the type of treatment and the duration on 

the odor was found to be statistically significant (p<0.05). Main effects plot for odor is given 

in Figure 4. 
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When Figure 4 is examined, the first thing that draws attention is that the highest odor value 

belongs to the fabric with MCT-β-cyclodextrin application before dyeing, followed by the 

fabric without cyclodextrin application and fabric with MCT-β-cyclodextrin application after 

dyeing. As is known, MCT-β-cyclodextrin has the ability to form covalent bonds with 

cellulosic fibers over the functional -OH groups of the fibers, just like reactive dyes. Therefore, 

since the functional groups in the fibers are used when reactive dyeing is done first, the chance 

of binding of cyclodextrin to cellulose decreases in the next step, which explains the inability 

to obtain successful results with the fabric treated with cyclodextrin after dyeing. When results 

are evaluated in terms of duration, odor was quite intense in the 1st week from the moment of 

application, however it started to decrease rapidly from the 2nd week. As it is known, moisture 

is an important factor in the release of aromatic odor molecules in the cyclodextrin cavity, and 

this allows the cyclodextrin in the clothing to release the odor due to the moisture formed as a 

result of the person's sweat. Based on this idea, the tests carried out in the 4th week repeated 

after the fabrics were moistened. According to analysis of variance results it was found that the 

effect of both the type of treatment and the moisture on the odor was found to be statistically 

significant (p<0.05). Main effects plot for odor is given in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 4. Main effects plot for odor 

 

Figure 5. Main effects plot for odor 
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When Figure 5 is examined, it is seen that the fabric with cyclodextrin application before 

dyeing has an odor close to the one obtained at the end of the first week, even after 4 weeks. 

Beyond that, it can be said that there is a significant increase in odor density after fabrics were 

moistened compared to their dry state. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this study, MCT-β-cyclodextrin was applied to the fabrics used in the production of polo t-

shirts, according to the exhaustion method before and after reactive dyeing process in industrial 

scale production. Then, these fabrics were sewn end to end and were subjected to lavender 

essence application in the foulard. The variation of the fragrance intensity of the lavender-

applied fabrics was subjectively tested at 1-week intervals. According to the experimental 

results it was found that odor intensity of the fabric sample which is cyclodextrin applied before 

dyeing was the highest. Studies have shown that by using MCT-β-cyclodextrins in industrial 

scale production, controlled odor release property can be given to the fabrics and thus textile 

products with aromatherapy feature can be produced. 
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ABSTRACT 

Textiles are among the best ideal materials for fabricating low-cost flexible pressure sensors 

due to their outstanding air permeability, flexibility, and micro/nanorough structure. The aim 

of this study is to develop textile-based conductive polymeric sensor structures. Conducting 

polymers (CPs) have attracted considerable attention in both fundamental and practical studies 

because they have electrical and electrochemical properties similar to those of both traditional 

semiconductors and metals. CPs have essential characteristics such as mild synthesis and 

processing conditions, chemical and structural diversity, tunable conductivity, and structural 

flexibility. Conductive polymeric fabrics coated with Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) 

(PEDOT) were produced by in situ chemical polymerization of 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene 

(EDOT) in the presence of polyester (PES) fabrics. Morphological and electrical properties of 

PES-PEDOT fabrics were characterized. 

Keywords: PEDOT, Smart textiles, Electrical conductivity, Polyester,    

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Conductive polymers (CPs) have attracted significant interest over the past few decades 

because they synergize the advantageous features of conventional polymeric materials and 

organic conductors. With rationally designed nanostructures, conductive polymers can further 

exhibit exceptional mechanical, electrical, and optical properties because of their confined 

dimensions at the nanoscale level [1]. In general, CPs possess alternating single (σ) and double 

(π) bonds, and these π-conjugated systems lend the CPs their inherent optical, electrochemical, 

and electrical/electronic properties (Figure 1). CPs have been modified or hybridized with other 

heterogeneous material components to overcome their inherent limitations in terms of 

solubility, conductivity, and long-term stability [2]. 

 

Figure 1. The chemical structure of polyacetylene [2] 

PEDOT is a CP based on 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene monomer. Advantages of PEDOT are 

optical transparency in thin, oxidized films, very high stability and reasonable band gap and 

low redox potential [4]. In this study, electroconductive PES-PEDOT fabrics were produced 

by in situ chemical polymerization of edot in the presence of polyester (PES) fabric. The effect 
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of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) on the conductivity of PES-PEDOT PEDOT fabrics was 

investigated.  

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Edot, dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and iron(III) chloride (FeCl3) were all Aldrich reagents and 

were used as received. A scoured and undyed 100% polyester woven fabrics with 102 gr/m2 

were used as a substrate. The fabrics were washed in methanol, ethanol and distilled water 

before coating.   

PEDOT-coated conductive polyester fabrics (PES-PEDOT) were produced by in situ chemical 

oxidative polymerization of edot. The fabric was dipped in 50 mL of aqueous solution 

containing the oxidant and stirred with magnetic stirrer. When the fabric was well wetted, the 

calculated amounts of pyrrole were added drop-wise to the stirred bath. Then stirring of the 

solution was continued for 2 hours. The temperature of the reaction mixture was maintained at 

25oC. At the end of the polymerization, the fabrics were rinsed in distilled water, dried at room 

temperature and stored in a dark conditioned room at 25oC [5]. Then, different ratios of DMSO 

was also dropped on the PEDOT-coated polyester fabrics and were dried at 125 oC. 

The images of PES-PEDOT fabrics after coating by in situ chemical polymerization method 

for different Pedot amounts are shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Surface image of PES-PEDOT conductive fabrics after coating (a. Pristine fabric,     

b. %0.1 Pedot, c. %0.2 Pedot, d. %0.3 Pedot, e. %0.4 Pedot) 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Surface Morphology 

SEM images of conductive PES-PEDOT conductive polymeric fabrics synthesized with FeCl3 

and containing 0.4% (v/v) Pedot are given in Figure 2. 

It was observed that the polyester fabric had an extremely smooth surface structure before 

coating. The surface of the filament yarns was covered with PEDOT conductive film layers 

which was synthesized with FeCl3. PEDOT formations were observed on the filament yarn 

surface and in the interfiber spaces. The surface of the filament yarns, which were synthesized 

with the FeCl3+DMSO initiator-dopant system was covered with homogeneous PEDOT 

conductive film layers. It was determined by SEM images that the coating homogeneity was 

improved with the presence of DMSO in the polymerization solution (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Surface morphology of PES-PEDOT conductive polymeric fabrics ((a,b) uncoated 

PES, (c,d) FeCl3, (e,f) FeCl3+DMSO) 

Electrical Properties  

Table 1 shows the surface resistivity of PES-PEDOT fabrics in the presence of FeCl3+DMSO 

initiator-dopant system. 

Table 1. Surface resistivity of PES-PEDOT:PSS fabrics 

PEDOT (%) 
Surface Resistivity (kΩ/sq) 

FeCl3 FeCl3 + DMSO 

0.1 804,55 715,93 

0.2 500,20 411,01 

0.3 275,51 220,49 

0.4 185,05 167,50 
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According to the results of Table 1, conductivity values of PES-PEDOT conductive polymeric 

fabrics increased as the ratio of PEDOT. The highest conductivity values were observed in 

fabrics synthesized with 0.4% (v/v) PEDOT. The increase in conductivity was followed by 

fabrics coated with FeCl3 + DMSO and FeCl3, respectively. According to these results, one of 

the most important parameters in the increase of conductivity is the use of dopant in the coating 

solution under appropriate prescription conditions. Relatively higher conductivity values were 

obtained in fabrics with DMSO, which is used as a conductive enhancer in the polymerization 

process (Table 1). 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we reported a simple method for the preparation of PEDOT and PEDOT:DMSO-

based electro-conductive polyester fabrics. The surface of the filament yarns, which were 

synthesized with the FeCl3 and FeCl3+DMSO initiator-dopant system was covered with 

homogeneous PEDOT conductive film layers. It was determined by SEM images that the 

coating homogeneity was improved with the presence of DMSO in the polymerization solution. 

Electrical conductivity of PES-PEDOT conductive polymeric fabrics increased as the ratio of 

PEDOT. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, it was aimed to obtain cabin air filter showing high filter efficiency performance. 

To reach this purpose, Polyamide 6.6. and Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) polymers were transferred 

onto commercial filter surface by using solution blowing method. After that, air permeability, 

porosity and filter tester test were employed both commercial filter surface and the obtained 

new filter surfaces. The results showed that, the filter surfaces containing polyamide 6.6 and 

PAN nanofibers had low air permeability, low porosity, and high filter efficiency. It is possible 

to say that obtained new cabin air filters could be used for hindering big particles release in the 

air. 

Keywords: Solution blowing spinning, polyamide 6.6, PAN, filter efficiency, filter tester 

 

1.INTRODUCTION 

The demand of the functional products is on the raise. Especially in pandemic conditions, this 

interest has been becoming more crucial for the consumers day by day. This situation has 

started to be of great importance in vehicle cabin air filters as well. With this approach, it was 

aimed to obtain cabin air filter showing high filter efficiency. To reach the desired filter, 

solution blowing spinning method were used. 

Solution blowing spinning is a spinning method that inspired from both meltblown and electro 

spinning method, generate micro and nanofiber surfaces [1]. There are much more studies on 

nanofiber spinning via solution blowing spinning in literature, nevertheless there are a few 

studies on liquid and air filtration[2–6].  

In the study, it was tried to get cabin air filter showing high filtration efficiency. To get this 

functionality, polyamide 6.6 and PAN polymer solution were used to generate cabin air filter 

showing high filter efficiency.  After transferring of the nanofiber onto commercial filter 

surface, a set of tests were employed the filter surfaces. The obtained data showed that the filter 

containing polyamide 6.6 and PAN nanofibers onto surfaces had capable of high filter 

efficiency compared to the commercial filter surface. 

2.MATERIAL 

2.1. Material 

In the scope of this study, Polyamide 6.6 and PAN polymers were used for fiber spinning. 

Formic acid and N, N, Dimethyl formamide (DMF) were used as solvent for the polyamide 6.6 

and PAN polymer respectively. 

2.2. Method 

To obtain nanofiber containing surfaces, solution blowing spinning method was used. In this 

method, polyamide 6.6 and PAN polymer solutions having %10 polymer concentration were 
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prepared. After that, these polymer solutions were fed on the system at 10ml/h. ratio then 

nanofibers were transferred onto commercial PES Spunbond surfaces by using solution 

blowing spinning method. 

2.3. Test and Analyses 

As for the developed cabin air filters, SEM, air permeability (Unıon Tech, Air Permeability 

Tester, Model: UAP-300), porosity (Unıon Tech, Pore Size Tester, Model: UPS-100), and filter 

tester TSI 8130ª were used for examining the developed filter. 

The air permeability test is performed to measure the resistance to flow offered by the filter. 

The porosity test, on the other hand, is carried out in order to obtain information about how 

large the pollutant particles will be filtration. And these tests are performed using the Gurley 

method according to TS 3124 - ISO 2758, ISO 536, JIS P 8117 standards. By recording the 

time required for ~300 cc air to pass through a certain filter area, the air permeability value is 

found in lt/m2.s by making a graphical calculation.  

As for the porosity test, filter paper with a diameter of 25 mm is placed on the test stand and 

methanol is filled into the liquid chamber. Air is supplied to the system at certain increments. 

As soon as the first air bubble is seen from the paper, the pressure value in the manometer is 

recorded and found in µ by graphical calculation. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

SEM figures of the filter surfaces showed (Figure 1) that Polyamide nanofiber onto filter 

surface had curly shape because of the amorphous polymer structure. On the other hand, PAN 

nanofiber onto filter surface had straight shape due to the crystalline polymer structure. 

Moreover, Polyamide 6.6 nanofiber had some beads formation while PAN nanofiber hardly 

had beads formation onto filter surfaces.  

Upon examining the air permeability and porosity values of the filter media (Table 1), it was 

seen that both air permeability and the porosity values sharply decreased after transferring 

nanofiber onto commercial filter medias.  

Table 1. Air permeability and porosity values of the filter medias 

Sample No 
Air permeability 

(lt/m²s) 

Porosity 

diameter 

(µ) 

Max. Porosity 

diameter 

(µ) 

Multi Porosity 

diameter 

(µ) 

Commercial filter 

media 
2146 129 175 163 

Polyamide 

nanofiber loaded 

filter media 

204,5 52 114 108 

PAN nanofiber 

loaded filter media 
152 22,4 73,7 69,2 

As for filter test assessment of the filter medias, the particle filtration efficiency (PFE) of the 

commercial filter media was 9% while PFE of the polyamide 6.6 nanofiber loaded filter media 

was 33.2 % and PFE of the PAN nanofiber loaded filter media was 89.2%. According to these 

data, it can be concluded that filter media loaded nanofiber has higher %PFE value that of 

commercial filter media thanks to the nanofiber. The reason why nanofiber loaded filter media 

has higher %PFE is due to having more fibre at the same surface area comparing to the 

conventional filter media. Moreover, due to the having not controlled fibre spinning process, 

the movement of the air consistently changed and so air permeability of the nanofiber loaded 

filter media was decreased. 
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Commercial filter media (100x) 

 
Commercial filter media (500x) 

 
Commercial filter media (1.000x) 

 
Polyamide 6.6 loaded filter media 

(1.000 x) 

 
Polyamide 6.6 loaded filter media 

(5.000 x) 

 
Polyamide 6.6 loaded filter media 

(10.000 x) 

 
PAN loaded filter media 

 
PAN loaded filter media 

 
PAN loaded filter media 

Figure 1. SEM figures from nanofiber transferred filter media 

4.CONCLUSION 

In the scope of this study, PA 6.6 and PAN polymers solution were prepared for generating 

nanofiber surface showing high filtration efficiency. To obtain nanofiber surface, solution 

blowing spinning technique was use at certain operating condition. After forming of the 

nanofiber surface, SEM images were taken for observation fibre morphology. The images 

showed that PAN nanofiber had rigid and plain fibre formation while PA 6.6 had curly and 

amorphous formation due to the differences of the polymer structure. The nanofiber surface 

was tested for examining filtration efficiency and compared to the commercial cabin air filter 

in terms of filtration performance. The data showed that transferring nanofiber surface reduced 

the air permeability and porosity of the cabin air filter. Moreover, having crystallite, PAN 

nanofiber showed most efficient filtration performance. It is possible to say that the cabin air 

filter showing high filter efficiency could be obtained by transferring nanofiber onto by using 

solution blowing spinning system. 
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ABSTRACT 

Fabrics with heating function generally have conductive yarns to be placed at certain intervals 

according to the fabric construction. Some of these advanced applications are in heating 

devices such as automobile seats, clothes, upholstery, gloves and covers. This work aims to 

analyze heating function of woven fabrics by using electrically conductive metal (stainless-

steel) wires. For this purpose, the fabrics were woven on conventional weaving machine with 

a specific design of conductive wires within the fabric so that they form a parallel circuit to 

obtain heating function when a power supply was applied. Effect of fabric parameters and 

power supply were then analysed. 

Keywords: Heating fabric, stainless-steel wire, conductive yarn, thermal comfort. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Textiles have faced a new challenge with advancement of electronics and internet and they are 

now expected to exhibit additional functionalities besides their main use of clothing purpose. 

In this respect, the need for clothing that support vital activities such as movement, 

communication, adaptation to environmental conditions as well as increasing demand of 

consumers led to development of smart textiles. E-textiles, which involves integration of 

electronics on textiles has been an important part of smart textiles [1, 2, 3, 4]. On the other 

hand, electrically conductive yarns have been widely used in e-textiles for electromagnetic 

shielding and heating purposes as well as for sensors, power transmission, providing warning 

signals for micro-processors [5, 6, 7]. Conductive textile materials can also be used in 

applications where antistatic and electromagnetic shielding properties are required. Some of 

these advanced applications are in heating devices such as automobile seats and covers, gloves 

and covers [8]. Fabrics with heating function generally have conductive yarns to be placed at 

certain intervals according to the fabric construction. In such fabrics, care should be taken for 

not damaging other fibers and yarns by released heat from conductive yarns as well as not 

affecting comfort of the wearer during performing their functions.  

Many methods are used for the production of metal wire reinforced core spun yarn. These are 

productions of core spun yarn in modificated ring spinning machine, Open-End rotor spinning 

machine, air-jet texturing machine, hollow spindle spinning machine and twisting machine. 

Bedeloglu et al. produced composite yarns by using roving’s with different counts and different 

metal wires (stainless steel and copper wires) and measured yarn count, hairiness, and tensile 

properties. They focused on the easier yarn manufacturing technique by adding a small 

apparatus to the existing spinning machines in spinning mills. Effect of roving counts and types 

and thickness of metal wires were investigated in yarn structure [9]. Ramachandran et. al. 

produced copper reinforced composite yarns using copper wire as core and cotton fiber as 

sheath material in Dref-3 friction spinning system [10]. Ortlek et. al. investigated production 
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of metal wire reinforced composite yarns using different ring spinning methods. Ring, siro and 

compact spinning methods are used for production of yarns containing stainless steel as core 

[11]. 

In the literature, several studies related to production of metal wire reinforced yarns were 

investigated and copper, steel, aluminum were mostly used. In this study, differently, the 

stainless steel wire is used in the core of yarn used as sheath yarn due to having a higher heat 

transmission coefficient than other textile fibers. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This work aims to analyze heating function of woven fabrics by using electrically conductive 

metal (stainless-steel) wires. The fabrics were woven on conventional weaving machine with 

a specific design of conductive wires within the fabric so that they form a parallel circuit to 

obtain heating function when a power supply was applied. In this study, two different woven 

fabrics were produced by using two different conductive stainless steel wires in bare form 

having diameter of 35 micron and 50 micron. Woven fabrics were produced by using these 

conductive wires in both warp and weft direction in a way that they are situated in continuous 

form within the fabric so that they lead to a parallel circuit. For production of the fabric by 

these yarns, conventional weaving machine (Optimax GC) was used. During weaving process, 

conductive wires at weft direction were situated at every interval of 15mm while conductive 

wires in warp direction were situated 40cm apart along the fabric width to maintain a paralel 

circuit along the fabric. The main parameters for woven fabrics were given by Table 1. 

Table 1. Main parameters of fabric produced by using electrically conductive metal (stainless-

steel) wires 

Following weaving process, heating function of fabrics was analyzed by using 9V lithium 

battery and 24V power supply, respectively. During analysis, two different lengths of 

conductive wires were chosen as 3 and 8 intervals of electrically conductive metal wires at weft 

direction for both Fabrics 1 and 2. Thermal camera images were taken parallel to the fabric 

surface from a distance of 30 cm and heating function on fabric surface was observed and 

recorded with the Flir E6 model thermal camera as shown by Figure 1. The heating levels were 

recorded at intervals of 1 min., 2 min. and 5 min., respectively. Before measurements, fabrics 

No Weft Yarns Warp Yarns Stainless-

steel wire 

diameter 

Weft 

density 

(thread/cm) 

Warp 

density 

(thread/cm) 

Weaving 

construction  

Unit 

weight 

(g/m2) 

1 

 

 

conventional 

yarns 

(65-35% 

polyester-

viscose) 

+ 

stainless-steel 

wires in bare 

form at every 

15 mm 

intervals along 

the warp 

direction 

conventional 

yarns (65-

35% polyester 

– viscose) 

+ 

stainless-steel 

wires in bare 

form situated 

at 40 cm apart 

from each 

other towards 

two edges of 

the fabric 

35 

micron 
19 20 2/2 Twill 210 

2 
50 

micron 
19 20 2/2 Twill 210 
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were conditioned at standard atmospheric conditions (20oC; 65% R.H.). Similarly, 

measurements were carried out at standard atmospheric conditions as well.  

 

Figure 1. Analysis of heating function of fabrics by thermal camera 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Typical thermal camera images of heating fabrics are given by Table 2. When the images are 

visually analyzed, it is observed that conductive wires exhibit different amount of heating 

especially in the fabrics with 3-wire set. This may be caused by uneven contact between warp 

and weft wire yarns. On the other hand, the heat spreads through the fabric and gets 

homogenous by the time, in all cases.  

Table 2. Images of heating fabrics produced with conductive metal wires 

Fabric 1.  

 

 

Voltag

e   (V) 

Numbe

r of 

Wires 

Surface temperature        

(1 min.) 

Surface temperature        

(3 min.) 

Surface temperature                                                                   

(5 min.) 

9 V  

 

3 wires 
   

24V 

   
Voltag

e   (V) 

Numbe

r of 

Wires 

Surface temperature        

(1 min.) 

Surface temperature        

(3 min.) 

Surface temperature                                                                   

(5 min.) 

9 V  

 

 

8 wires 

   
24V 
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Fabric 2. 

 

 

Voltag

e   (V) 

Numbe

r of 

Wires 

Surface temperature        

(1 min.) 

Surface temperature        

(3 min.) 

Surface temperature                                                                   

(5 min.) 

9 V  

3 wires 

   
24V 

   
Voltag

e   (V) 

Numbe

r of 

Wires 

Surface temperature        

(1 min.) 

Surface temperature        

(3 min.) 

Surface temperature                                                                   

(5 min.) 

9 V  

 

 

8 wires 

   
24V 

   

The graphs in which the results for the all fabric are compared according to the number of 

strands are shown in figure 2 and figure 3. 

Figure 2. Comparison of surface temperature changes between fabrics using 3-wire bare 

stainless steel wire and 8-wire bare stainless steel wire connecting a 9V lithium-ion battery 
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Figure 3. Comparison of surface temperature changes between fabrics using 3-wire bare 

stainless steel wire and 8-wire bare stainless steel wire connecting a 24V power supply 

The results of the measurements made along the 3-wire set in the warp direction with Fabric-1 

show that the maximum temperature of 37.7 ⁰C is reached with 24V voltage, while 36 ⁰C when 

8-wire set is used (Table 2). On the other hand, the measurements made with Fabric-2 along 

the 3-wire set in the warp direction show that the maximum temperature is 38.1 ⁰C with 24V 

voltage, while it is 45 ⁰C when 8 wire set is used in the measurement. The results also show 

that as the observation time increases, the surface temperature values decrease due to the 

homogeneous spread of the heat to the fabric. 

As a result of the experimental work, effect of conductive wire, heating time, power supply 

and heated area can be summarised as follows:  

Higher temperature values were obtained as the wire thickness increased,. Meanwhile, during 

use of the fabric with 30 micron stainless steel filament problems such as breakage were 

observed.  The measured temperature decreased by the time due to heat transfer to the fabric 

and air, 24 V power supply gave higher temperature compare to 9 V battery as expected. 

However, the 9 V battery provided sufficient power to be used in practice.  It was observed 

that the measured temperature was increased as the heated area increased, in general. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This study showed that the woven fabrics contain stainless steel filaments can provide effective 

and comfortable heating function. Fabric parameters and conductive filament diameter need to 

be optimised to obtain best result from the point of end user. Also, it is suggested to take into 

account the fabric properties such as bending and drape in design of the fabrics with heating 

function.  
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ABSTRACT 

Interactive coloured textiles can be developed by means of reversible chromic materials that 

exhibit different colours depending on the presence or absence of a specific external stimuli. 

Furthermore, the ability to retain colour and colour change behaviour can also be affected 

permanently by conditions related to use and care. 

The objective of this work was to study how UV light exposure, washing and rubbing can 

influence colour and dynamic qualities of chromic textiles, and to explore how the results 

attained can be applied by designers for the development of colour changing palettes. 

The experimental work was conducted with 74% polyamide and 26% elastane elastics screen 

printed with thermo, photo and hydrochromic pigments in diverse colours. Initially, 

colourfastness properties of each pigment type vs. colour were assessed. Although washing 

and rubbing can interfere in samples’ colours by becoming lighter at different degrees, the 

results attained highlight the poor stability to lighting of thermo and photochromic pigments, 

which also present changes between hues along exposure time. For conventional textile 

applications, poor colour fastness commonly represents a limitation. This work proposes that 

the way textile colours and behaviour may permanently be affected by the studied conditions 

can be interpreted as a creative variable in the design process. Research samples with pigments’ 

combination were developed and tested, considering one washing cycle for every 4 hours of 

UV light exposure, totalling 48 hours and 12 washing cycles. Results demonstrate the 

possibility of creating interactive surfaces capable of displaying a wide range of colours that 

evolve to static within different hues, over stimuli conditions. 

Keywords: Smart textiles; thermochromic; photochromic; hydrochromic; textile design 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This work presents ongoing research that seeks to broaden our knowledge of textile colorants 

and to explore the design potential of dynamic pigmentary colouration for the development of 

interactive and sustainable textiles. 

Interactive coloured textiles can be developed by means of Chromic Materials, a class of smart 

materials that exhibit chromatic variation in response to a stimulus that each colourant type 

reacts to. This dynamic and interactive behaviour is usually reversible and it is based on the 

variation of the substances’ microstructure or electronic state [1]. 

Previous research was conducted with stimulus-sensitive colourants that react to temperature, 

Ultraviolet (UV) light and water - thermochromic (TC), photochromic (PC) and hydrochromic 

(HC) pigments, respectively. The main aims included the development of instrumental 

processes of paste recipe formulation with TC to create textiles that change colour according 
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to a predefined colour ratio, also encompassing a more reliable pigment use [2-3]; chromic 

materials’ properties evaluation and the study of variables that can influence their expressions 

and behaviour [4-5]. 

Considering external conditions that textile applications are commonly exposed to, variables 

affecting chromic colours and behaviour encompass the stimulus type that each pigment reacts 

to reversibly, as well as factors that can produce a permanent effect, namely UV radiation, 

washing, high temperature. The effect depends on the colourants’ fastness properties, meaning 

its ability to remain stable under specific conditions. 

Periyasamy and Viková [6] analysed main factors influencing colour fastness and fatigue 

resistance of chromic materials, describing the later as the loss of reversibility property. In 

respect to PC pigments, the authors highlight that fatigue behaviour occurs depending on the 

compound photodegradation, photobleaching, photooxidation, among other reactions. 

Little and Christie [7] studied the incorporation of UV absorbers and hindered amine light 

stabilisers to improve PC pigment photostability. With UV absorbers, a photocoloration 

decrease was reported, whereas hindered amine light stabilisers improved light fastness results. 

Stability to washing was also researched resulting in reasonable resistance for 5 washing 

cycles, being referred possible optimization according to binder selection. 

Cabral et al. [2] studied TC pigments fastness properties comparatively to conventional 

pigments, screen printed in a 50% cotton and 50% polyester substrate. TC pigments presented 

similar or greater stability to rub and wash in relation to the conventional ones, with staining 

grades ranging between 4-5 and 5 for one washing cycle. Light fastness results were low: after 

8 hours of UV light exposure, TC samples obtained CIELAB differences from 7,2 to 12,6, in 

relation to samples’ colours before light exposure. 

TC poor light fastness and stability to high-temperature was also reported by Friškovec et al. 

[8], having concluded that these properties depend on the TC microcapsules polymeric shell 

and active core, as well as the binder used in the TC paste. 

Ibrahim [9] has researched the possibility to improve TC leuco dyes light fastness through the 

use of UV absorbers, hindered amine light stabilizers and antioxidants. Non-phenolic UV 

absorbers attained enhanced light stability, although TC daylight exposure for long periods of 

time continued to demonstrate limitation. 

Gauche et al. [4] studied the resistance of a HC paste screen printed on a 100% cotton fabric. 

Washing fastness was tested for 1, 5 and 10 cycles, attaining excellent colour changing grades 

between 4-5 and 5. Good rub resistance was verified with colour changing grades 4 and 3-4 for 

wet and dry rubbing, respectively.  

Colourfastness properties of chromic materials are commonly studied with a focus on the 

quantitative results attained for individual use of pigment type vs. colour and tested for one 

condition at a time. This work sought to study colour fastness properties of TC, PC and HC 

textiles, considering quantitative and qualitative analysis of samples colour and dynamic colour 

change behaviour. After assessment of each pigment stability to washing, rubbing and lighting, 

individually, research samples with pigments’ combination were developed and tested, 

considering one washing cycle for every 4 hours of UV light exposure, totalling 48 hours and 

12 washing cycles. The objective was to explore how the results attained can be applied by 

designers for the development of colour changing palettes. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The experimental work was conducted with 74% polyamide and 26% elastane elastics of 20 

mm width, supplied by NASTROTEX, screen printed with chromic pigments. The pigments 
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used were SFXC water based TC dispersion yellow (TCy), magenta (TCm), blue (TCb) and 

black (TCk), with 31ºC activation temperature; PC ready formulated ink yellow (PCy), 

magenta (PCm) and blue (PCb); HC ready formulated ink white. Conventional pigments were 

ATUSMIC Magnaprint yellow HG (CPy), pink H5B (CPm) and blue HG (CPb). Printing 

pastes were formulated with Gilaba vinyl acrylic binder. 

Screen printing processes were conducted on a Zimmer Mini MDF R541 table, with a 107 TPI 

screen mesh and 6 mm rod-squeegee. The table’s magnetic field levels range from 1 to 6, low 

to high pressure and the selection was 3 for TC and HC samples and 6 for PC. After being 

screen printed, each sample completed a process of drying and thermo setting in a laboratory 

oven during 3 minutes at 150ºC for TC and CP and at 130ºC for PC and HC. 

Colour fastness properties of chromic textiles were assessed in regards to their resistance to 

washing, rubbing and lighting. Wash fastness tests were conducted in Washtec-P equipment, 

according NP EN ISO 105-C06 standard - C1S test (60 ºC temperature, 50 ml liquor volume, 

30 minutes and 25 steel balls). A crockmeter was used to conduct dry and wet rub fastness test, 

according to NP EN ISO 105-X12 test method. The equipment Accelerated Weathering Tester 

QUV was used for a comparative analysis of colour stability to lighting, according to AATCC 

Test Method 186-2009. Samples with individual pigment use were subjected to cycles of 4h of 

condensation at 50°C followed by 4h of exposure to UV light at 60°C, with 0.76 W.m-2 of 

irradiation applied, while samples with pigments’ combination were tested with just 4h cycle 

of UV light exposure at 60°C. 

The qualitative analysis of the samples was performed through direct observation and 

photographic record. Colour measurement was carried out in a Datacolor International SF600 

Plus – CT spectrophotometer with Datacolor TOOLS software. Since PC colour cannot be 

measured in a conventional reflectance spectrophotometer, quantitative results are presented 

just for TC and HC, expressed in a 1 to 5 grade, poor to excellent fastness properties, 

respectively.  

Initial work focused on the colour fastness qualities of each pigment type vs. colour. Pigment 

concentration of TC samples was 5% and HC and PC samples were screen printed with ready 

formulated inks. As HC pigment is white, HC samples were developed with the elastics 

previously screen printed with 0.5% CPb. Screen printing process consisted of one layer 

applied on top of a previously printed and dried layer for HC (1 + 1L) and two layers of two 

consecutive passages each (2 + 2L) for TC and PC, considering previous results [5]. 

In the following tests, fastness properties were assessed with samples screen printed with 

different pigment type and colours combined. Considering potential wearable applications, 

colour fastness was assessed in regards to one washing cycle for every 4 hours of UV light 

exposure, totalling 48 exposure hours and 12 washing cycles. Samples with pigment 

combination were screen printed with two consecutive passages (2L). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Colour fastness properties of each pigment type vs. colour 

Wash fastness results obtained with TC and HC samples present excellent staining grade 

evaluation with 4-5 and 5 values and colour was not visually detected in the multifibre fabrics 

used in these pigments tests neither with PC. Regarding colour change results (Table 1), TC 

samples showed evident colour differences, being lighter than non-washed samples, 

particularly TC blue and yellow samples that attained grade 1. HC and PC samples showed 

high wash fastness properties. 
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Table 1. TC and HC samples results in wash and rub fastness tests 

 Wash fastness Rub fastness 

Sample Colour Change 
Staining grade Colour Change 

dry wet dry wet 

TCb 1 5 4-5 2-3 1-2 

TCm 4 5 4 4 3 

TCy 1 5 5 3 2 

TCk 2 5 4 4 2 

HC 4-5 5 4-5 2-3 1-2 

For rub fastness tests, all samples showed greater stability in dry than in wet conditions, as 

observed in Table 1 and Figure 1. HC sample staining grade attained excellent results. 

Although, since the HC pigment is white, the result to consider should be colour change value, 

which highlights a low rub fastness property. Taking into account that previous work attained 

good stability to rubbing of the same HC ink screen printed in a cotton fabric [4], rub fastness 

of the HC paste suggests dependence on the substrate used. 

TC samples attained similar or better grades than HC, with superior result being obtained with 

TC magenta, compared to the other colours. Regarding PC pigments, staining and colour 

change can be observed in the rubbing cloth and samples applied in the wet rubbing tests, when 

exposed to the sun. PC blue sample appeared to present a slightly greater rub fastness property 

than the other colours. 

Figure 1.  Rubbing cloth of dry and wet rub fastness test conducted with PC samples 

Table 3 presents light fastness results for TC and HC samples. Colour degradation of TC 

samples is very relevant, being noticeable and having obtained grades 3 and 2 in the first 2 

hours of UV light exposure. All TC samples presented grade 1 after 12 hours, denoting their 

poor stability to light. For HC sample, good fastness to light was verified, since colour change 

results do not show a degradation with increase of UV light exposure. Although HC results 

vary between 4-5 and 3, they are not orderly attained over exposure time, which can be due to 

the low uniformity of the HC screen printed layer. 

2 Colour change results of TC and HC samples in light fastness test 

Sample 2h 4h 8h 12h 24h 48h 

TCb 2 1-2 1 1 1 1 

TCm 3 2 1 1 1 1 

TCy 2-3 2-3 1-2 1 1 1 

TCk 2-3 2 1 1 1 1 

HC 3 4-5 3-4 4-5 4 4 

For a comparative analysis of lighting fastness results between pigment types, Figure 2 presents 

photos of PCm and TCm samples, both in colourized state. After 2 hours exposure to UV 

radiation, colour change is observed in TC samples, while in PC samples the changes became 

perceptible after 4 hours. After 24 hours of light exposure, PCm fades and attains a light-yellow 

tonality, also observed with PCy and PCb. With TC samples, colour observed along UV 

exposure time depends on the pigment colour. There is a discolouration of the initial pigment 
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hue combined with an increase of a yellow tone. TCm varies from magenta to orange and 

yellow, while TCy displays yellow tones, TCb blue to light blue greenish and yellow and from 

grey to light brown to TCk. 

Figure 2. Colour change results of TCm and PCm samples in light fastness test 

The results also demonstrated that PC and TC dynamic behaviour suffers degradation. UV light 

affects the colour that the pigments attain in the colourized state, as well as in colourless, 

presenting a decrease or even loss of the PC and TC reversibility property.  

For conventional textile applications, poor colour fastness commonly represents a limitation 

and the permanent change of chromic colours and behaviour is also a concern to overcome. 

Nevertheless, although the results presented low colour fastness properties in particular TC and 

PC pigments resistance to lighting, remaining tones are observed, which allows textile prints 

to reach diverse colours in their life cycle. In this sense, textiles may be designed to present 

evolving colours along reversible cycles that will turn to static through use and care.  

Colour change behaviour of samples with pigment combination 

With the objective to study how the evolving colours can be explored in the design of colour 

changing palettes, research samples with pigments’ combination were developed and assessed, 

considering one washing cycle for every 4 hours of UV light exposure, totalling 48 hours and 

12 washing cycles. HC pigment was not included in this analysis, given that colour change due 

to UV radiation or washing was not visually perceived. 

For a comparison between individual and combined conditions effect on colour, samples were 

also exposed just to UV lighting. Figure 3 presents a sample that combines 5% TCk with 0,1% 

CPm in colouration state, where colour change differences among the two tests are obviously 

perceived, namely greater degradation after 12 hours UV light and 3 washing cycles. Moreover, 

when the sample is just exposed to light, colour change appears to be based on the TC pigment 

discolouration with a residual colour, while during washing, pigment removal is apparent. This 

effect should be further researched through scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis and 

tested according binder selection. 

In the following analysis, test results with 24 hour exposure and 6 washing cycles were 

considered as with further washing, some samples’ colour became blurred. Future work may 

test washing fastness test with 30ºC instead 60ºC and, in combination with UV light, a slower 

pace of irreversible colour change is expected. 
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Figure 3. Colour change results of sample screen printed with 5% TCk and 0,1% CPm after 

fastness tests  

Textile colour change based on the chromic pigments intrinsic dynamic behaviour and colour 

fastness properties was studied with a set of samples. Figure 4 shows three samples at different 

stimuli conditions, previous to colourfastness tests (0h|0w) and after 24 hour exposure and 6 

washing cycle. 1st and 2nd raw sample pastes applied the same TC pigment in combination with 

different PC colours, while the 2nd and 3rd raw samples have different TC colour and the same 

PC. Each line presents the sample description and an image at a specific stimuli condition, as 

identified at the framework. 

 

Figure 4. Samples screen printed with TC and PC at different stimuli conditions 

The colours that pigment combinations attain can be predicted approximately with basis on 

chromic pigments intrinsic behaviour and the residual hue analysed in the preliminary study of 

colour fastness properties of each pigment type and colour. Incomplete colourless behaviour 

of the TC previous to the tests can be observed through the colour of samples TCm + PCy and 

TCk + PCy, when temperature is above 31ºC, as the PC colour is the same, but the samples 

exposed to UV show distinct shades. The effect of the same TC, and thus the same residual 

colour, over different PC colours, is more noticeable when combined with PCy, as the magenta 

tone is observed at 24h | 6w at temperature below 31ºC.  

Nevertheless, colours observed will also depend on the pigments’ concentration applied. Figure 

5 presents samples that combine the same TCm and CPb at varied concentrations. The residual 

colour effect on the subtractive mixture depends on the colours combined, both the chromic 

and the conventional pigments, as well as the concentrations used. Lighter colour and lower 

concentration of the CP results in an enhanced effect of colour differences along the textile 

lifecycle. 
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Figure 5. Samples screen printed with TC, and CP at different stimuli conditions 

When combining different chromic materials, colour change effect of each pigment type will 

influence textile behaviour. Figure 6 presents samples with TC, PC and CP at variable 

temperature and exposure to UV light conditions. Previous to the colourfastness tests (0h|0w), 

wide colour variation is attained through the colourized state of TC and/or PC combined with 

the CP colour. After 24h | 6 washing cycles, colours rely on the CP hue, with slight variation 

through different stimuli conditions, due to the light TC and PC residual colour, e.g. in TC and 

PC colourless state (>31ºC | No UV), sample in the 2nd line displays the CP magenta previous 

to the tests, while after the tests, has a magenta yellowish shade.   

 

Figure 6. Samples screen printed with TC, PC and CP at different stimuli conditions 

Interactive colouration can be explored by designers, creating colour change palettes and 

patterns that combine pigment typologies. The overlap of different variables’ influence on 

textile behaviour encompass UV light, temperature, washing, rubbing, among others that were 

not included in this work, such as sea and pool water. The changes can vary between reversible 

and permanent providing textiles with unique and exclusive characteristics, since the print 

changes over time, but remains attractive.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This work studied how the pattern of use and care can influence chromic textiles’ colours and 

dynamic behaviour and how designers can explore the effect(s) in the design process defining 

colours and colour change palettes of interactive textiles. 
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Through UV light exposure, TC displays a residual colour depending on the pigment hue, PC 

acquires a yellow tone, while HC shows good lightfastness without noticeable changes. 

Washing cycles demonstrate to play also a significant effect on TC and PC, particularly in 

consecutive cycles and in combination with UV light. PC presented better stability to rubbing 

than TC and HC. 

Whereas efforts on colour fastness improvement of chromic materials will potentiate emergent 

applications, the behaviour of current available pigments is also of interest to create interactive 

collections that besides changing colour, the dynamics of their behaviour also change.  

The study conducted analysed that the colour change effect of pigment combination can be 

estimated and has demonstrated the possibility of creating interactive surfaces capable of 

displaying a wide range of colours overtime and according to stimuli conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 

Today, people demand multifunctional smart products in their clothes depending on their living 

conditions. One class of smart textiles is chromic textiles. Multichromism is the process of 

applying two or more chemicals or dyes with chromic properties to a surface. In the literature 

research on multichromism, it has been seen that the studies on textile application are quite 

limited. In this study, the garment-based multichromic smart sensor, which was already 

produced in previous extensive laboratory studies, was produced by industrial scale 

applications and its color changing properties with pH, temperature and light were tested. Using 

the triple combination of thermochromic, halochromic and photochromic dyes, a multichromic 

fabric was also obtained in industrial scale production. 

Keywords: Multichromic, cotton, halochromic, thermochromic, photochromic 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Today, people prefer multifunctional products in their clothes depending on their living 

conditions. The production of multi-functional smart textile products, which can offer other 

services to users, especially in the fields of health, safety and information, in addition to 

covering and embellishing and expressing themselves, is limited today, and some of them are 

at the prototype stage [1]. The need for smart textiles is increasing day by day. More than one 

third of the textile products consumed in the world by weight are technical textile products [ 

2]. One class of smart textiles is textiles made from chromic materials [3]. 

Chromism is a reversible change in color with certain factors (temperature, solvent, pH, etc.). 

Many substances are chromic, including inorganic and organic compounds, conductive 

polymers, and properties resulting from different mechanisms [4]. There are many mechanisms 

of chromism depending on the effect of different factors including temperature 

(thermochromic), light (photochromic), electricity (electrochromic), polarity of solvents 

(solvatochromism), pH (halochromism), etc. [5]. In Figure 1, the number of publications 

according to the type of chromism applied directly to the textile field and fields other than 

textile between the years 2001-2020 is given. 

When Figure 1 is examined, it is seen that there has been an increase in the studies conducted 

in the field of chromic dyes in recent years. This increase is a proof of the increasing interest 

in functional/smart textiles [6]. 

Multichromism, on the other hand, is the process of applying two or more chromic chemicals 

or dyes to a surface. In the literature research on multichromism, it has been seen that the 

studies on textile application are quite limited. In this study, the garment-based multichromic 

smart sensor, which was already produced in our previous extensive laboratory studies [6], was 
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produced on an industrial scale in Özen Mensucat Inc. and its color changing properties with 

pH, temperature and light were tested. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Number of publications by type of chromism applied directly to the textile field 

(left) and fields other than textile (right) between 2001-2020 

(Source: web of science, Keywords: halochromic , thermochromic , photochromic) 

 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In this study, 100% cotton (Ne 30/1 combed yarn) knitted single jersey fabric (150 g/m2) was 

used. In the study, it was aimed to develop multichromic fabrics by making triple combinations 

of thermochromic, halochromic and photochromic dyes. Since the most suitable application 

method for all three chromic dyes was determined as impregnation, dyeing was done according 

to the impregnation method. 1 g/L halochromic, 25 g/L thermochromic and 75 g/L 

photochromic dyes were used. After the application in the presence of 20 g/L binder on the 

padding mangle, the fabrics were dried and then subjected to fixation in a stenter at 150 ˚ C for 

5 minutes. Then color changing properties with pH, temperature and light were tested. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Color changing properties of multichromic fabrics with pH 

In Table 1, the CIE L*a*b* and K/S values of the sample in which the halochromic dye was 

used in a triple mixture with thermochromic and photochromic dyes are given. Furthermore, 

the total color difference (ΔE) values compared to the initial state after each acid - alkali cycle 

are displayed. 

When Table 1 is examined, it can be said that the multichromic fabric shows almost the same 

color change ability in the test performed 20 times successively after exposure to acid vapor.  
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Table 1. Color measurement values of the multichromic fabric after each acid-alkali cycle 

Material Colour L*  a*  b* C*  h° ∆E K/S 

No action 

 

70.31 1.37 49.64 49.66 88.42 0.00 4.18 

Acid – 1st cycle 

 

55.49 38.61 1.64 38.78 5.39 63.22 11.34 

Alkaline – 1st cycle 

 

44.35 40.34 -19.04 44.60 334.73 106.29 8.95 

Acid – 5th cycle 

 

56.51 39.28 1.05 39.29 358.47 63.45 10.87 

Alkaline – 5th cycle 

 

44.60 39.14 -13.76 41.49 340.63 107.56 8.41 

Acid – 10th cycle 

 

57.10 40.65 1.96 40.70 2.76 63.36 9.82 

Alkaline – 10th cycle 

 

45.84 36.13 -9.75 37.43 344.91 103.92 7.23 

Acid – 20th cycle 

 

57.38 39.90 1.97 40.01 4.26 64.40 9.17 

Alkaline – 20th cycle 

 

45.91 36.64 -6.40 37.19 350.09 109.32 7.07 

 

3.2 Color changing feature of multichromic fabric with temperature 

After the fabric was placed in the color change observation cabinet, color changes were 

observed by applying heat. The results are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Color change of multichromic fabric with the effect of temperature (°C) 

 

In Table 2, it is seen that the color of the fabric dyed with a triple chromic dye mixture 

containing "Halochromic Red + Thermochromic Blue + Photochromic Red" lightens and turns 

yellow with the increase in temperature. Especially after 35.5 °C, this color change is evident. 

As can be seen from these results, the use of thermochromic blue dye for a smart garment that 

will change color in case of temperature change gives positive results also in industrial scale 

production conditions. 

In Table 3, the CIE L*a*b* and K/S values of the sample, in which halochromic, 

thermochromic and photochromic dyes are used as a triple mixture, are given after each cycle, 

and the total color difference values (ΔE) compared to the initial state after each acid-alkali 

cycle is shown. 
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Table 3. Color measurement values of the multichromic fabric after each heating–cooling 

cycle 

Material Colour L*  a*  b* C*  h° ΔE K/S 

No action 

 

69.65 3.15 52.6 52.69 86.57 23.63 4.85 

40 °C 1st cycle 

 

80.15 11.29 69.81 70.72 80.82 2.37 4.74 

25 °C 1st cycle 

 

70.22 3.49 53.23 53.35 86.24 23.13 4.79 

40 °C 5th cycle 

 

80.18 11.03 69.64 70.5 81 1.63 4.71 

25 °C 5th cycle 

 

70.02 3.5 53.15 53.26 86.23 23.58 4.84 

40 °C 10th cycle 

 

80 11.25 70.33 71.22 80.91 2.74 5.02 

25 °C 10th cycle 

 

70.9 3.92 54.34 54.48 85.88 23.34 4.76 

40 °C 20th cycle 

 

79.9 10.95 69.82 70.67 81.08 2.16 4.95 

25 °C 20th cycle 

 

70.95 3.81 53.83 53.97 85.95 23.63 4.66 

When Table 3 is examined, it can be said that the multichromic fabric shows almost the same 

color change ability in the test performed 20 times successively after being exposed to heating.  

3.3 Color changing feature of multichromic fabric with UV light 

After the fabric was placed in the color change observation cabinet, the color changes were 

observed under UV light. The results are given in Table 4. 

Table 4. Color change of multichromic fabric under the influence of UV light (second) 

 

In Table 4, it is seen that the color of the fabric dyed with a triple chromic dye mixture 

containing “Halochromic Red + Thermochromic Blue + Photochromic Red” becomes darker 

and turns orange, with the increase in duration of exposure to UV light. Especially after 60 

seconds, this color change is evident. The fabric, which was yellow at the beginning, turned 

into a yellow color with red nuances after 120 seconds. 

In Table 5, the CIE L*a*b* and K/S values of the sample dyed as a triple mixture with 

halochromic, thermochromic and photochromic dyes are given after each cycle, and the total 

color difference values (ΔE) compared to the initial state after each UV light cycle are shown. 
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Table 5. Color measurement values of multichromic fabric after each UV light cycle 

Material Colour L*  a*  b* C*  h° %R ∆E K/S 

No action 

 

70.29 1.06 49.19 49.20 88.77 9.90 0.00 4.10 

UV light 1st cycle 

 

64.28 8.65 45.91 46.71 79.32 8.24 20.80 5.11 

Room light 1st cycle 

 

70.34 1.33 50.11 50.13 88.48 9.59 8.42 4.26 

UV light 5th cycle 

 

64.03 8.92 44.80 45.68 78.73 8.44 21.46 4.97 

Room light 5th cycle 

 

69.33 3.13 50.86 50.95 86.62 9.05 7.91 4.57 

UV light 10th cycle 

 

63.89 9.13 44.71 45.64 78.45 8.40 23.28 4.99 

Room light 10th cycle 

 

69.40 2.19 50.23 50.27 87.51 9.16 7.95 4.50 

UV light 20th cycle 

 

64.10 8.48 45.66 46.44 79.48 8.15 23.78 5.18 

Room light 20th cycle 

 

69.0 3.42 50.26 50.37 86.25 8.44 8.8 4.97 

 

When Table 5 is examined, it can be said that the multichromic fabric shows almost the same 

color change ability in the test performed 20 times succesively after UV light exposure.  

3.4. Color changing feature of multichromic fabric with different effects 

Within the scope of the study, the color changes of the multichromic fabric dyed in the 

industrial scale conditions against the triple effect (pH, temperature and light) were observed 

in the color change observation cabin and their photographs were taken. The results are given 

in Table 6. 

Table 6. Color change chart of multichromic fabric under different effects 

Initial 

pH  

(alkaline

) 

pH 

(acid) 
Heat Light 

pH 

(alkaline

) / Heat 

pH 

(acid) / 

Heat 

pH 

(alkaline

) / light 

pH 

(acid) 

/ light 

Heat / 

light 

pH 

(alkal

ine) /  

heat / 

light 

pH 

(acid) 

/ heat 

/ light 

            

When Table 6 is examined, while the color of the fabric dyed with triple mixtures was initially 

light green, the color of the fabric changed as given below; 
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 Under the effect of single factor 

 dark red under the effect of alkali vapor, 

 deep orange (tile color) under the effect of acid vapor 

 light yellow under the effect of heat and 

 Yellow with red nuance under the effect of UV light  

 Under the effect of two factors 

 red under the simultaneous effect of alkaline + heat (the color is lighter than under the 

effect of alkali alone), 

 orange under the simultaneous effect of acid + heat (the color is lighter than under the 

effect of acid alone), 

 red under the simultaneous effect of alkali + UV light (the color is lighter than under 

the effect of alkali alone), 

 orange under the simultaneous effect of acid + UV light (the color is lighter than under 

the effect of acid alone), 

 dark yellow under the simultaneous effect of heat + light  

 Under the effect of three factors 

 red under the simultaneous effect of alkali + heat + UV light and 

 orange under the simultaneous effect of acid + heat + UV light  

4. CONCLUSION 

As a result of the studies, it was seen that the fabric dyed multichromically gave successful 

results in the color change tests prepared by simulating the real environment. The successful 

results obtained have been tested in sample scale production in the enterprise. It has been 

determined that the produced multichromic fabric can react to both pH, temperature and light 

changes, and it has been found that its ability to react remains intact for long periods such as 

20 cycles. 
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ABSTRACT 

Passive daytime radiative cooling materials have attracted increasing attention due to their 

great potential for energy saving and the possibility to meet the need for smart clothes. 

However, the practical application of passive daytime cooling material in the textile industry 

is greatly affected by comfort components and also physical/mechanical properties that require 

optimization. Herein, it was aimed to develop a thermoregulating fabric using zinc oxide 

nanoparticles (ZnO), which provide dynamic and passive control of the infrared transmission, 

by adapting to the ambient temperature. For this aim, the cotton fabric was coated with a 

nanocomposite treatment composed of ZnO nanoparticles and temperature-responsive shape 

memory polyurethane (SMPU) matrix, obtaining strong scattering effects to control the 

wideband transmission of thermal radiation and also adaptive comfort features based on shape 

memory function. By reflecting sunlight of SMPU-ZnO nanocomposite coating, the cotton 

fabric can reach an average temperature drop of ∼ 2.2°C and 0.4°C compared to the raw ones 

under direct sunlight and also indoor at 40°C, respectively. Also, SMPU and SMPU-ZnO 

nanocomposite coated cotton fabric exhibited dynamic air and water vapour permeability hence 

adaptive comfort features. Owing to passive cooling and also adaptive comfort features besides 

the simple production process, this smart fabric is promising to be widely used in sports or 

protective clothing areas.  

Keywords: Passive daytime radiative cooling, zinc oxide, shape memory polyurethane, 

dynamic breathability. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With global warming, the increasing trend in outdoor temperatures and energy requirements 

for indoor insulation/cooling systems have forced the design of personal cooling systems by 

managing natural sources (solar and body radiation) without extra energy consumption. 

Therefore, developing advanced materials with body thermal radiation control for 

thermoregulation has been widely reported in recent years. Recently, passive daytime radiative 

cooling, one of the reported methods that can achieve the cooling effect by reflecting the 

sunlight (wavelengths ∼ 0.3-2.5 μm) and radiating the heat to the cold outer space through the 

atmosphere’s window (wavelengths ∼ 8-13 μm) without consuming any energy has attracted 

considerable attention [1]. These cooling textile materials could be developed with new 

materials and structures, such as controlling the reflectance [2-4] and emissivity [5-10] 

including photonic structures [11-14], nanoparticle-doped materials [15-17], and metamaterials 

[18, 19]. Among these methods and materials, a common method to achieve daytime cooling 

fabrics is using reflective materials in micro/nanoporous films, filaments, finishing treatment 

for fabrics, and nanofiber [20]. Although the nanoporous composite films including 

nanoparticles with spectral selectivity such as titanium dioxide, zinc oxide, FeO3, and silicon 

dioxide [21, 22] and filaments [23] had a cooling effect of 1.6°C-13°C compared to normal 

cotton fabrics, the detailed mechanical and also wearability tests were not carried out in these 

studies and the comfort test results did not give sufficient results due to the rigid polymer 
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structure. Besides these nanoporous films and filaments, passive daytime cooling fabrics have 

been developed by coating textile materials with spectral selective nano/microparticles-

polymer. According to this principle, Zhong et al. [24] fabricated a multifunctional cotton 

fabric for outdoor personal radiative cooling by coating fabric with spectral selective 

aluminium phosphate particles and superhydrophobic polydimethylsiloxane polymer. This 

radiative cooling textile enables simulated skin to avoid overheating by more than 4.4°C, 

compared to conventional textile like cotton under the same outdoor environment. Similarly, 

Wei et al. [25] coated cellulose acetate knitted and polyester organza woven fabric with 

aluminium oxide nanoparticles dispersed-cellulose acetate. These modified textiles reduced the 

temperature of simulated skin by 2.3°C-8°C in the sunshine and also could avoid the 

overheating of actual human skin by 0.6°C-1.0°C in a real-life test procedure. In these studies, 

the requirement for nanoparticle-containing coating/laminating thicknesses causing great 

decreases in permeability properties, especially in stiffness and also the necessity of having a 

high pore volume to reflect the sun's rays, and the inability to control the pore sizes, have 

attracted attention. Alternatively, the passive cooling textile materials have been fabricated by 

finishing treatment process which could reduce the disadvantages of coating/laminating 

applications in fabric properties and the chemicals used in passive cooling structures. Huang et 

al. [26] constructed a passive cooling and multifunctional cotton fabric with high sunlight 

reflectivity of 83%, infrared emissivity of nearly 90%, reducing the human body surface 3.1°C-

4.7°C under direct sunlight, superhydrophobic, UV-resistant and self-cleaning features by 

depositing potassium titanate whiskers-polydimethylsiloxane on cotton fibers. Also, Shams-

Nateri et al. [27] developed passive cooling cotton fabric by applying titanium dioxide 

nanopigments with different diameters and concentrations on cotton fabric with a crosslinker. 

In another study [28] in which titanium-silica particles called Janus particles, were applied to 

cotton fabric without using polymers and a reflectance performance of 79% with a better 

cooling performance was obtained than reference cotton fabric as a result of near-infrared 

radiation reflection and heat dissipation/storage. Another similar study used different 

crystalline titanium dioxide particles on cotton fabric by reflecting method, and they found that 

oxidized titanium dioxide gave a limited cooling effect of a maximum 3.9°C. Recently, 

electrospinning technology was used to prepare fibers with micro-nano pores to realize daytime 

passive radiative cooling [29-33]. Compared with other technologies, it has obvious advantages 

of low production cost and the ability of adjusting fiber diameter by changing the process 

parameters. In addition, the secondary structure (such as porous, hollow or core-shell) and 

disordered arrangement of these fibers can effectively scatter visible light and emit infrared 

light. On the other hand, this method is not suitable for ordinary fabrics such as cotton, and the 

preparation process is complicated. 

Despite the fact that the transfer of these cooling technologies in all the studies and methods 

summarized above to textile materials in the wearable form while preserving other 

physical/mechanical and also adaptive thermal/moisture management remains a great 

challenge and requires optimization. Alternatively, this study was focused to develop 

thermoregulating cotton fabrics through the combined use of passive daytime radiative cooling 

material and temperature-responsive polymer. The cotton fabric was coated by spraying 

nanocomposite treatment composed of ZnO nanoparticles and SMPU matrix. This 

nanocomposite treatment design provides strong scattering effects of ZnO nanoparticles having 

high solar reflectivity and refractive index ≈ 2 [1, 21, 34] to control the wideband transmission 

of thermal radiation also adaptive comfort features based on the shape memory function of the 

SMPU matrix. In this way, it will be possible to control the reflectivity of conventional cotton 

fabrics without spending any energy, and also provide comfort in all weather conditions with 

this process, which is promising to be widely used in sports or protective clothing areas, and 

so forth  
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2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In this study, 100% cotton fabric (areal density of 134 g/m2, yarn densities of 40 warp/cm and 

38 weft/cm) was treated with ZnO reinforced SMPU nanocomposite. ZnO nanoparticles (30-

50 nm particle size, Nanografi, Turkey) were used as passive cooling material due to their high 

solar reflectivity (nearly 80%) and high refractive index ≈2 as well as little absorption from 

visible (400 nm) up to mid-infrared wavelengths (16 μm) [21]. SMPU (pellet-type MM-3520, 

SMP Technologies Inc., Japan), having a suitable transition temperature~32°C for body 

applications, was used as a temperature-responsive polymer leading to adaptive comfort 

features. Cotton fabric was treated with SMPU-ZnO nanocomposites by spraying method. For 

preparing nanocomposite solution, SMPU solution was prepared in N, N-dimethylformamide 

(DMF) (Sigma Aldrich, USA) with 5 wt% polymer concentration by mixing at 60°C for 6 h. 

Then, this solution was reinforced by dispersing 3 wt% of ZnO nanoparticles via ultrasonic 

stirring (Sonopuls HD 2200, Bandelin Sonopuls Corp.) for 1 h at room temperature. Finally, 

the prepared SMPU-ZnO nanocomposite solution was applied to the cotton fabric 

homogeneously with a spraying system (Alfajet W-77S, Turkey) at a pressure of about 0.3 

MPa and a distance of 60 cm. The amount of solution sprayed was 0.1 mL/cm2. The SMPU 

and nanocomposite treated cotton fabrics were dried at 85°C for 3 min and cured at 120°C for 

2 min. 

The areal density and bending rigidity of the fabrics were assessed according to TS 251:2008 

and ASTM D 1388-92:2002, respectively. To observe the breathability and changes in pore 

structures of the treated fabrics with temperature, dynamic air permeability was determined 

according to ASTM D737-04:2012 by FX Textest 3300 under 100 Pa pressure (James Heal 

Corp., UK) at different fabric temperatures (20ºC, 40ºC, and 60ºC) obtained by a heated plate 

and controlled by a thermal camera (Fluke Ti100 Thermal Imager). Water vapour permeability 

of the fabrics was also measured under different environmental temperatures (20ºC, 40ºC, and 

60ºC). Passive radiative cooling performances of the treated fabrics were determined for indoor 

and outdoor/daylight environments. The indoor cooling performance was tested by a hot plate 

with surface temperatures of 25°C and 40°C under an ambient temperature of ≈21°C and 59 

RH%. Measurements were conducted from the outer faces of the fabrics on a hotplate by a data 

logger system (MA25903S, Ahlborn) including two K-type thermocouples, and a probe for 

ambient temperature and humidity. The samples were placed on the hot plate and the upper 

surface temperature of the fabrics was recorded by the thermocouples after stabilizing the outer 

surface temperature for 25 min. The outdoor cooling performances were determined for a real 

outdoor scenario (Isparta, Turkey) during a clear and sunny autumn day with a temperature 

between 26-28°C with a relative humidity of 13-14% by decreasing the convective effect as 

much as possible. After the outer surface temperature was stabilized, the bottom surface 

temperature of the samples placed on a black surface was detected and recorded by the 

thermocouples. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The areal density and bending rigidity of raw and treated fabrics were compiled in Table 1 with 

their statistical analysis results. According to the results, significantly minimum areal density 

values belonged to the raw cotton fabric as expected. SMPU and SMPU-ZnO nanocomposite 

treatments created statistically identical areal density values, which are significantly higher 

than the value of raw fabric. On the other hand, bending rigidity values increased significantly 

for SMPU and SMPU-ZnO nanocomposite treated fabrics. Increased bending rigidity can be 

attributed to the polymer/nanocomposite coating on fiber surface and deposition among the 

fibers causing more difficult chain movements and preventing their relative motion during 

bending [35]. 
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Table 1. Areal density and bending rigidity of the fabrics 

Samples 

Areal density 

(g/m2) 

[SD] 

Bending rigidity 

(mg.cm) 

[SD] 

Raw cotton fabric 

134a 

[1.69] 

108.29a 

[12.06] 

CO-SMPU 

152b 

[2.64] 

477.53b 

[48.07] 

CO-SMPU-ZnO 

155b 

[1.35] 

577.45c 

[37.05] 

Note: Letters show statistical differences among the results (p<0.05). 

Air permeability, which gives an idea about porous structure, hence both heat and sweat 

transfer within the fabric, was dynamically measured at different fabric temperatures. The 

effect of SMPU/SMPU-ZnO nanocomposite treatment and temperature on air permeability was 

evaluated by Univariate ANOVA analysis. According to the results, SMPU/SMPU-ZnO 

nanocomposite treatment, temperature, and two-way interactions of treatment-temperature all 

have statistically significant effects (p<0.05) on the air permeability, meaning dynamic pore 

structure change based on temperature-responsive shape memory function. Results of air 

permeability measurements and differences among results at different temperatures are given 

in Figure 1(a) and (b), respectively. At temperatures (20°C) below Tg of SMPU (32°C), the air 

permeability results of the treated fabrics were lower than the raw ones as expected due to the 

polymer covering spaces among yarns. The temperature-responsive performance of the SMPU 

and SMPU-ZnO treatments was apparent for the temperatures above Tg of SMPU (40°C and 

65°C) and there are increase trends for both applications, SMPU-ZnO being lower (Figure 1 

(b)). The dynamic air permeability feature based on temperature-sensitive free volume [36] and 

micro-Brownian motion [37-39] change of SMPU matrix, enables to adjust insulation and cool 

down the body by air convection in extreme weather and during high activity levels. As known, 

air-permeable materials allow water vapour to pass through and therefore water vapour 

permeability, a crucial parameter affecting the comfort properties of clothing systems is closely 

related to the air passing ability of the material. Similarly, water vapour permeability of the 

fabrics changed significantly (p<0.05) with SMPU/SMPU-ZnO nanocomposite treatment, 

temperature, and two-way interactions of them. As in the air permeability, SMPU and SMPU-

ZnO treated cotton fabrics had dynamic and higher permeability at temperatures above Tg of 

SMPU (40°C and 65°C), based on the shape memory performance of the SMPU matrix, 

SMPU-ZnO being lower (Figure 2). The dynamic change of both air and water vapour 

permeability values with body/environment temperature shows that the adaptive comfort 

properties could be obtained with SMPU and SMPU-ZnO nanocomposite treatment.  
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Figure 1. Adaptive air permeability values (a) and differences according to temperature (b) 

                                

Figure 2. Adaptive water vapour permeability values at different temperatures 

Passive radiative cooling performances of the treated fabrics were carried out under indoor and 

outdoor/daylight environments and results were given in Figure 3 and 4, respectively. 

According to cooling performance results (Figure 3); the indoor surface temperatures of both 

treated fabrics decreased more at 40°C (0.6°C lower than the raw ones) as a result of increased 

pore ratio within the nanocomposite polymer with temperature based on shape memory 

function. The increased pores including still air within the structure are thought to decrease 

thermal conductivity, hence lower outer surface temperature. The difference between the 

cooling performances of CO-SMPU and CO-SMPU-ZnO can be attributed to the higher 

conductivity and existence of ZnO within the pores of the nanocomposite. The outdoor results 

(Figure 4) are in harmony with 40°C indoor results for porosity enhancement above Tg of 

SMPU. Besides, the solar reflection effect of ZnO is apparent that while SMPU treatment 

created an increase in the inner surface of the sample, SMPU-ZnO created a temperature 

decrease of 2.2°C, 0.5°C lower than the raw fabric. Moreover, as the particle volume fraction 

increases with ZnO within SMPU matrix, conductivity of the nanocomposite increases, leading 

to a cooling effect by dissipating body radiative heat to the environment. With SMPU-ZnO 

treatment, the cotton fabric shares a part of the heat dissipation assignment of the human body, 

and the conventional fabric changes into a passive radiative cooling textile, enhancing comfort 

under hot environments. 
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Figure 3. Indoor cooling performance measurement 

 

Figure 4. Outdoor cooling performance measurements 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, a passive dynamic thermoregulation fabric was successfully designed and 

fabricated through the combined use of passive daytime radiative cooling material and 

temperature-responsive shape memory polymer. The passive cooling fabrics made of 

temperature-responsive SMPU-ZnO are worth investigating for both indoor and outdoor 

conditions besides their dynamic breathability function. The mentioned breathability and 

cooling performances enable improvements for two basic criteria of thermal comfort under 

high activity conditions of sports or protective clothing areas. The cooling performance is 

thought to be more apparent for daylight conditions under higher temperatures of summer days. 
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ABSTRACT 

Two different reducing agent were compared to obtaining electrically conductive yarns by in 

situ polymerization of AgNP. A composite PA yarn with carboxy methyl starch (CMS) and 

sodium borohydride (NaBH4) including silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) has been synthesized. 

The effect of reducing agents on the morphological, electrical and spectrophometeric properties 

was investigated. Electrical conductivity of composite yarns was measured by four point probe 

technique and was changed from 3.407x10-4 to 6.219x10-2 S/cm. The modified polyamide 

yarns are potentially useful; as antistatic in a wide variety of textile and protective textile 

applications. 

Keywords: Silver Nanoparticles, Reducing Agent, Conductive Textile, PA multifilament yarn 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are increasingly used in various fields; such as medical, food, 

health care, consumer, textiles and industrial purposes, due to their unique physical and 

chemical properties. These include optical, electrical, thermal, high electrical conductivity, and 

biological properties [1]. 

Electrically conductive textiles make it possible to produce interactive electronic textiles. They 

can be used for communication, entertainment, health care, safety, homeland security, 

computation, thermal purposes, protective clothing, wearable electronics and fashion [2]. 

In order to obtain electrically conductive textiles, there are various approaches such as surface 

metallization, coating of AgNP materials, coating of conductive polymers [3]. Among them, 

coating of AgNP materials is a unique method which can provide multifunctional properties 

such as electrical conductivity, anti-static and anti-bacterial properties. 

Generally, the synthesis of nanoparticles has been carried out using three different approaches, 

including physical,chemical,and biological methods. Chemical methods use water or organic 

solvents to prepare the silver nanoparticles. The biological method, which is represented as an 

alternative to chemical and physical methods, provides an environmentally friendly way of 

synthesizing nanoparticles. 

In this study, AgNP was synthesized with two different reducing agents (CMS and NaBH4) by 

using biological and chemical method. The effect of reducing agents on the morphological, 

electrical and spectrophometric properties of PA multifilament yarns was investigated. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Preparation of conductive yarn 

Initially, PA multifilament yarn was treated with AgNO3 solution at room temperature. 

Subsequently, PA multifilament yarn was treated with reducing agent solutions (CMS and 
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NaBH4, separately). The polyamide yarns were rinsed with distilled water and dried in an oven 

at 90 oC. The duration of reduction treatment was determined based on change in color of PA 

yarn. The amount of CMS and NaBH4 was determined based on the amount of silver nitrate 

(AgNO3). Figure 1 presents images of coated PA yarns in the presence of different reducing 

agents. 

 

Figure 1. Images of pristine yarn (a) and coated PA yarn in the presence of CMS(b) and 

NaBH4(c) 

Characterization of silver nanoparticles 

The morphological characteristics of conductive fabric were determined by a Carl Zeiss Evo 

LS10 high resolution scanning electron microscope (SEM). The electrical conductivity of 

conductive fabric was measured by four point probe technique. A UV/visible spectrometer 

(Lambda 750, Perkin Elmer) was also used to investigate the mono dispersity of the nanosilver 

particles. The three coordinates (L*, a* and b*) of CIELAB color system as a common method 

for color measurement of textile were obtained using Ultra scan Pro Hunter Lab. Also, The 

antimicrobial activity of AgNPs coated PA yarns was determined by evaluating of inhibition 

zones after 24 h of incubation at 37 oC via disc diffusion method. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Surface Morphology  

The smooth surface of PA multifilament yarns was observed before the coating process (Figure 

2). As expected, the surface of the untreated yarn is smooth.  

  

Figure 2. SEM images of uncoated PA yarn (a:1.00 KX , b:5.00 KX) 

Figure 3 shows the SEM images of silver coated PA yarns that were processed at different 

reducing agents. The treated polyamide yarns (Figure 3) were areal uniformly covered by Ag 

nanoparticles. However, The PA yarns including NaBH4 were showed uncontrolled dispersed 

nanoparticles on their surfaces. 

 

a b 
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Figure 3. SEM images of composite yarns with reducing agents CMS(a,b) and NaBH4 (c,d) 

[Mag a,c :500X b,d :1.00KX] 

SEM confirmed that the Ag coating was formed by the continuos deposition of Ag 

nanoparticles on the surface of polyamide yarns. SEM images clearly depicted the formation 

of a nanolayer around fibers and approved the importance of reducing agent on the electrical 

conductivity of the yarn. Also, non-homogeneous coating regions were observed on the coated 

PA yarn surface due to coating process. In order to generate a conductive surface, both 

distribution and dispersion of particles are the key factors [4].  

Electrical Properties 

These yarns were studied in terms of DC electrical conductivity. The test was repeated five 

times for each samples at room temperature and an average value was calculated by four point 

probe technique [5].  

Table 1. DC conductivity of silver coated PA yarns depending on reducing agents 

          Sample Thickness  

(µm) 

DC Conductivity 

(S/cm) 

Pristine yarn 590 - 

CMS  601 3.407x10-4 

NaBH4 602 6.219x10-2 

The thickness and DC electrical conductivity of silver coated multifilament PA yarns were 

increased with the effect of reducing agent. Electrical conductivity of composite PA yarns was 

changed from 3.407x10-4 to 6.219x10-2 S/cm. The method and reducing agent types in the 

coating solution are the key factors in controlling its electrical conductivity. The best electrical 

conductivity was achieved with composite yarn including NaBH4.  

UV–Vis Spectroscopy 

The end of coating process with time, the composite PA yarn were removed and the absorbance 

of supernatant solutions was measured (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. UV–Visible spectra of solution prepared with different reducing agent (a:CMS b: 

NaBH4) 
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Figure 4 presents UV–visible spectra of the nanosilver particles, which were obtained in the 

wavelength range 350–600 nm. These particles exhibited peak absorption at a wavelength of 

400 nm. This study shows that the absorption intensity increases depending on the type of 

reducing agent, which reflects in the formation of more Ag nanoparticles[6,7]. 

A clear increase in the intensity of maximum absorption peak as well as a slight shift in the 

peak wavelength was noticed with effect of reducing agent. The immediately formed silver 

nanoparticles have exhibited surface plasmon resonance peaks at 410, and 400 nm with CMS 

and NaBH4.This result agrees with the previous studies [8]. 

Antibacterial test 

The antimicrobial activity of nanosilver coated polyamide yarns were tested by using 

qualitative method (inhibition zone technique). The qualitative method was carried out by using 

a modified Kirby-Bauer disk diffusion technique [9]. The assessment of antibacterial activity 

was based on the observation of the presence of bacterial growth in the contact zone between 

agar and specimen (inhibition zone), on the appearance and size of the inhibition zone formed 

around the specimens and on the evaluation of bacterial growth under the yarns. 

 

Figure 5. The antibacterial activity of pristine PA yarns(1), coated PA yarn in the presence of 

NaBH4(2) and CMS(3) against escherichia coli 

Figure 5 shows that the pristine PA yarns, which were used as control, did not Show any 

antibacterial activity. Table 3 presents antibacterial activity of coated PA yarns in the presence 

of different reducing agents. Both CMS and NaBH4 treated yarns demonstrated “Good” 

susceptibility against E Coli. However, inhibition zone measurement showed variation. The 

inhibition zone of silver coated polyamide yarn including CMS and NaBH4 was measured as 

9,2 mm and 12.4, respectively. The best antibacterial activity was achieved with composite 

yarn including NaBH4. In summary, the results also showed that chemical method was more 

sensitive to the presence of silver coated on polyamide yarn compared to biological. 

Table 3. Antibacterial activity of AgNPs coated PA composite yarns including different 

reducing agents 

Yarns E.Coli (zone mm) 

Pristine yarn - 

CMS 9,2 

NaBH4 12,4 

This result for chemical method could be due to the smaller nanoparticles uniformly distributed 

on yarn, which gave rise to larger surface area for antimicrobial activity. These results were 

compatible with the literatüre[10-12]. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

In the presence of different reducing agents, PA yarns were coated with silver nanoparticles. 

Silver nitrate was reduced on the surface of the polyamide yarn which allowed formation of 

silver nanoparticles. All these results indicated that the silver particles are quite strongly 

attached to the polyamide textile surface. In summary, this method is an effective way for the 

preparation of conductive yarns. 
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ABSTRACT 

A skin wound if not properly treated can result in a chronic wound susceptible to widespread 

infections, which can result in the patient's death. Currently, tissue engineering is described as 

an interdisciplinary field that combines principles of engineering, chemistry and biology to 

generate solutions that allow to repair, restore and/or improve the functions of injured tissues. 

In the same sense, the textile area addresses solutions based on polymeric fibers, produced from 

a wide range of polymers, which allow the generation of structures with a large surface area, 

porosity and mechanical resistance that can be used as bioactive dressings that promote a 

healing and efficient antimicrobial activity. 

This research work focused on the synthesis of Tiger 17, through microwave-assisted solid-

phase synthesis (MW-SPPS) methodologies, and Tiger 17 commercially obtained (Tiger 17C), 

respective structural characterization and evaluation of the antimicrobial capacity. 

Simultaneously, nanofibrous polymer matrices were produced using the electrospinning 

technique with the aim of immobilizing the developed biomolecule and thus creating potential 

vehicles for a local and sustainable antimicrobial action (controlled release). In order to verify 

its physical and chemical properties, advanced characterization techniques were used: proton 

nuclear magnetic resonance (1H RMN), high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), 

optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), fourier transform infrared 

spectroscopy–attenuated total reflectance (ATR-FTIR), thermogravimetry (TGA), differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC), contact angle and surface energy and determination of porosity 

and hydration. 

Keywords: Antimicrobial peptides; Electrospun nanofibers; Microwave assisted solid-phase 

peptide synthesis; Polymeric mats 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

During the healing process of a skin wound, dressings are used to protect the integrity of the 

dermis and epidermal tissues. Currently, the manufacture of dressings has reached a high level 

of quality in order to create a suitable environment for a healing process and skin regeneration 

to occur under optimal conditions in order to accelerate the process and avoid microbial 

colonization. In recent years, bioactive dressings have become systems with a relevant 

importance as they combine the physical and biochemical properties of natural and synthetic 

polymers, with active compounds that have beneficial properties for the healing and 

regeneration of skin wounds.[1][2] AMPs are the most recent acquisition of these systems, 

where controlling the proliferation and microbial colonization of bacteria, promoting the 

synthesis of proteins essential for wound healing, enhancing cell migration and proliferation 

and modulating the host's immune response are the main objectives. 
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These AMPs are biomolecules involved in a variety of biochemical processes and 

physiological functions because they are, for the most part, selective for a given target, act at 

low concentrations, have a high degree of efficacy, specificity, activity, and low toxicity, 

avoiding undesirable side effects. by being biologically accepted by human metabolism.[3][4] 

Tiger17 is a peptide based on tigerinins with a great ability to heal deep skin wounds, ensuring 

the re-epithelialization of the affected site and accelerating the healing process. In some studies, 

it has been shown to exert significant effects on the three most crucial stages of the wound 

healing process. These steps include (1) inducing the recruitment of macrophages to the wound 

site upon the inflammatory reaction; (2) promotion of migration and proliferation of 

keratinocytes and fibroblasts, leading to re-epithelialization and formation of new tissue; and 

(3) tissue remodeling phase, returning its structure and functionality.[5] However, there were 

no records about its potential application as an antimicrobial peptide and its effectiveness in 

preventing microbial colonization in chronic wounds. 

The polymer of natural origin, cellulose acetate (CA) is widely used for the production of 

nanofibers because it has excellent moisture retention properties, which in chronic wounds is 

seen as a positive factor for inducing faster healing due to the adequate supply of growth factors 

and other molecules essential for healing tissues.[6] At the same time, it helps in the absorption 

of exudates, is a low-cost material, resistant to heat and has a porous structure, mimicking the 

extracellular matrix of the skin.[7] Combined with polycaprolactone (PCL), a polymer of 

synthetic origin, it allows the production of nanofibers using the electrospinning 

technique.[8][9] This simple and effective method, which uses electrostatic force to produce 

nanoscale fibers[10][11], allows to obtain mats with good mechanical, thermal, hydrophobic 

and viscoelastic properties, making them very promising to be applied as dressings in chronic 

skin wounds. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

1. Tiger 17 peptide synthesis c[Trp-Cys-(Lys-Pro)3 -Arg-Cys-His-NH2] 

The MW-SPPS peptide synthesis method was used for its convenience, speed and greater 

probability of obtaining higher values of mass and yield, taking into account that it is a peptide 

consisting of 11 amino acid residues. The deprotection reactions of the Fmoc group took place 

under microwave irradiation at a power of 50 W at 75°C, in two cycles, one for 30 seconds and 

the other for 3 minutes with a 20% solution of piperidine in DMF. Coupling reactions were 

also carried out under microwave irradiation for 5 minutes at a power of 25 W at 75°C using a 

coupling mixture consisting of Fmoc-amino acid, DIC and Oxime in dry DMF with 6; 7.5 and 

10 eq. excess (depending on amino acid), relative to resin loading. The resin was Fmoc-Rink-

Amide with a degree of functionalization of 0.53 mmol/g. The choice of this resin is based on 

the fact that it already has the Rink linker, which allows obtaining peptides in the C-terminal 

amide form. Amino acids were coupled sequentially as follows: Fmoc-His(Trt)-OH, Fmoc-

Cys(Trt)-OH, Fmoc-Arg(Pbf)-OH, 3x(Fmoc-Pro-OH, Fmoc-Lys(Boc) -OH), Fmoc-Cys(Trt)-

OH and finally, Fmoc-Trp(Boc)-OH. 

2. Tiger 17 Peptide Characterization: HPLC 

To confirm the purity of Tiger 17 peptide, various eluent solutions were prepared: ACN/H2O 

(1:9), ACN/H2O (1:3), ACN/H2O (1:2), ACN/H2O (1:1), ACN/H2O (2:1), ACN/H2O (3:1), 

ACN/H2O (5:1) and 100% ACN to which 0.1% TFA was added. All solutions were placed in 

an ultrasound bath for 10 minutes for degassing. The equipment conditions tested were: flow 

of 1 mL/h, 0.8 mL/h, 0.4 mL/h, wavelength of 215 and 280 nm, and range of 0.32 and 0.64. 
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3. Tiger 17C Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) 

Tiger 17C MIC was determined using the broth microdilution method[12]. The 4 mg/mL 

working solution for the commercial Tiger 17 was prepared using the most suitable solvent and 

50 µL of the bacteria suspensions prepared at 2×107 colony forming units (CFUs)/mL in MHB 

was used. 

4. Preparation of PCL and PCL/CA Polymeric Mixtures and Production of Polymeric Mats by 

Electrospinning 

PCL (Mw: 78,000, 88% hydrolyzed, Polysciences Europe GmbH) and CA (Mw: 30,000 with 

39.8% wt of acetyl content, Sigma). CA was dissolved in 10% (w/v) acetic acid, while PCL 

was dissolved in an CDCl3/DMF mixture at 300 rpm and 90°C for 1 h. In the electrospinning 

equipment, PCL/CA was processed at 14%:10%wt (3:1) with 24,7 kV, 3,2 mL/h and 21 cm, 

and PCL 14%wt with 12 kV, 0,7 mL/h and 17 cm distance. 

5. Fiber Characterization 

SEM images were taken from PCL and PCL/CA films (NOVA 200 Nano SEM FEI Company) 

with an acceleration voltage of 10 kV. The fiber diameter distribution was determined using 

images used were 10,000x magnitude, processed with ImageJ software. 

6. Chemical Composition: ATR-FTIR 

ATR-FTIR. ATR-FTIR spectra were collected using an IRAffinity-1S spectrophotometer, 

SHIMADZU (Kyoto, Japan), with a diamond crystal. Here, a spectral resolution of 8 cm-1 was 

applied, for 45 scans, in a range of 4000-400 cm-1. 

7. Thermal Stability: TGA and DSC analysis 

Thermal properties, including thermal degradation of PCL and PCL/CA films, were analyzed 

by TGA and DSC. The TGA evaluated weight loss variations with temperature increase in the 

range of 25-600°C, at a heating rate of 10°C/min and a flow rate of 200 mL/min (inert nitrogen 

atmosphere) in a STA 7200 Hitachi® (Fukuoka, Japan), using aluminum pan. DSC was also 

used to evaluate the thermal stability of the films. Here, a DSC 822 Mettler Toledo (Columbus, 

USA) was used. The films were subjected to a single heating step from 0-250°C at a heating 

rate of 10°C/min, under a nitrogen atmosphere and a flow rate of 20 mL/min (inert 

environment).  

8. Contact Angle and Surface Energy Measurement 

The contact angle and surface energy of PCL and PCL/CA films for dH2O (polar liquid), 

benzene (nonpolar liquid) and polyethylene glycol (nonpolar and polar) were evaluated using 

an OCA 200 equipment together with Software OCA15 plus (version 1.2), following the sessile 

drop method. Volume was set at 5 µL. Angle values were retrieved 8 sec after contact with the 

surface. The surface energy values were obtained by the mathematical model Owens-Wendt-

Rabel & Kaelble, and using the polar and dispersive components. 

9. Fiber Functionalization with Tiger 17C 

PCL and PCL/CA films were functionalized with Tiger 17C-NH2 through physical adsorption. 

6 mm diameter samples were immersed in a 2xMIC peptide solution, prepared in dH2O, for 24 

h at 37°C and 100 rpm. Loosely bound peptide molecules were removed by washing in dH2O. 

9. Microbial Growth Kinetics Test with Fibers Functionalized with Tiger 17C 

6 mm diameter film samples functionalized with the peptide at 2xMIC were tested against S. 

aureus at 1x105 CFU/mL in TSB, following the guidelines of ASTM-E2149-01. After 0 (before 
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the action of the agent), 1, 2, 4, 6 and 24 h of incubation, the bacteria were serially diluted (101 

to 104 in PBS), cultured on TSA plates and the number of colonies counted after 24 h of 

incubation at 37°C.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

AMP Tiger 17 has reappeared in recent years thanks to its potential as a healing promoter. Due 

to its recent investigation, there are no records of its synthesis in an academic laboratory 

environment, which means that the entire process of peptide synthesis and characterization 

required optimization. Two syntheses of Tiger 17 were carried out under the same conditions, 

with only the process of cleavage of the peptide from the resin varying. According to some 

literature[13], cleavage of the peptide would be more effective using a scavenger in the 

cleavage mixture (TFA:H2O (95:5)). That said, cleavage was tested using a scavenger, 

triisopropyl silane (TIPS), and without using it. Different exposure periods, 2h and 4h were 

also investigated.  

It was concluded that increasing the exposure period did not benefit the cleavage of the peptide 

from the resin, where with only 2h a reaction yield of approximately 40% was obtained and 

with 4h of exposure, the yield was only 11%. 

In the synthesis using a scavenger, the amount of solid obtained was higher compared to the 

same synthesis without the aid of a scavenger, allowing a better yield to be obtained. 

The 1H NMR spectrum of both syntheses proved to be quite complex, due to peptide 

composition of 11 amino acids and, possibly, to the presence of impurities. However, there are 

some signals that theoretically correspond to elements present in the peptide (aromatic zone 

and aliphatic zone). HPLC results with the ACN/H2O (1:1) +0.1% TFA eluent confirmed the 

result, the peptide was impure.  

In view of this result, the peptide was not subjected to microbiological tests to assess its 

antimicrobial activity. Alternatively, the antimicrobial activity of Tiger 17C peptide was 

evaluated, in order to establish the basic characteristics of the peptide in the fight against 

microorganisms, never before verified. 

The Tiger 17C MIC was established against S. aureus bacteria, one of the most prevalent and 

difficult to eliminate in skin infections. After 24 h of incubation, the MIC was determined to 

be 250 µg/mL. Considering that its most important effect is recorded in the induction of tissue 

regeneration and healing of chronic wounds, the addition of antimicrobial resources to its 

action is extremely promising in tissue engineering and biomedical applications, particularly 

in wound healing. 

Considering the above data, only Tiger 17C peptide was considered for fiber immobilization. 

However, until reaching this stage, an extensive optimization of both the polymer solution and 

the processing parameters required for the production of nanofibers by the electrospinning 

technique was necessary. A range of polymer solutions with different ratios of PCL and CA in 

different solvents were studied. With the PCL solution at 14%wt in CDCl3/DMF, nanofibers 

were obtained through eletrospinning and that as the percentage of PCL in the PCL/CA mixture 

was increased, more regular fibers were obtained, having reached the conclusion that PCL/CA 

14%:10%wt (3:1) in acetone/DMF (for CA) and CDCl3/DMF (for PCL) was the best option. It 

was decided to produce films using both solutions so that PCL 14%wt fibers served as a control. 

CA only fibers were not processable due to the instability of the electrical beam and the 

inability to produce fibers continuously and without defects. 

In an initial phase, the polymeric mats were analyzed by OM, to confirm the existence of fibers. 

Only the mats where it was possible to detect the presence of fibers went on to capture SEM 
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images. By analyzing the images (Figure 1), the isolated PCL formed fibers with larger 

diameters, with an average of 1085±333 nm. However, it was expected that the diameter 

distribution would be as uniform as possible. This did not happen since the standard deviation 

obtained represents a very high value. This event can be explained by several factors of the 

chemical nature of the polymer, such as the possible occurrence of chemical and electrostatic 

interactions with the solvent. 

Analyzing the results obtained in (b), taken from the polymeric combination of PCL/CA, the 

SEM image shows the presence of fibers with high diameters and others with much smaller 

diameters. The average of diameters was 728±341 nm. The interaction between CA and PCL 

through hydrogen bonds is established between the hydroxyl group of CA and the carbonyl 

group of PCL. However, as the standard deviation has a high value this suggests that there is 

only partial miscibility between the CA and the PCL. 

 

 

 

The chemical composition of the fibers formed by the PCL polymer and the PCL/CA mixture 

was evaluated by ATR-FTIR spectra (Figure 2). In the literature, the structure of PCL is 

characterized by typical absorption bands at 2948 and 2868 cm-1 corresponding to the chemical 

group CH2, at 1725 cm-1 of the group C= O and at 1246 and 1166 cm-1 of the C–O–C group. 

By comparison, the two spectra obtained appear to be the same only with a % transmittance 

more intense in some characteristic peaks. These peaks are at 1369 cm-1 and 1236 cm-1 of the 

CH3 group, 1167 cm-1 corresponding to the symmetrical vibrations of C–O–C stretching 

(higher presence in the PCL) and at 1048 cm-1 of the C–O functional group. –C (greater 

presence in the CA). The peak 1728 cm-1 characteristic of the C=O group (present in both 

polymers) does not show any difference in intensity. This may be due to the establishment of 

bonds between the polymers by the carbonyl group of PCL and the hydroxyl group of CA. 

By analyzing the thermal stability of the polymeric films by the TGA technique (Figure 3), as 

already verified with previous techniques, the results obtained for the polymeric mixture 

approached the results obtained for the PCL control, being this in a higher % in the mixture. 

However, the presence of CA was confirmed, and it is clear that the sample has a greater level 

of degradation and that it starts at lower temperatures (290ºC) than when we have only PCL. 

This is explained by the properties of PCL, which have a higher thermal resistance compared 

to CA and in the presence of a mixture of the two polymers, this characteristic disappears. 

 

Figure 1 - SEM images at 10,000x ampliation. In a) PCL 14%wt in CDCl3/DMF under 

conditions of 12 kV, 0.7 mL/h and 17 cm and b) PCL/CA 14%:10%wt (3:1) under conditions of 

24.7 kV, 3.2 mL/h and 21 cm. 
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Figure 2 - ATR-FTIR spectrum obtained for the two polymeric mats of PCL and PCL/CA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hydration and porosity tests were performed to evaluate the absorbent and mechanical 

potential of polymeric mats for application in chronic wounds. The degree of hydration of the 

mats was determined by measuring the weight variations after 7 days of immersion in simulated 

body fluid (SBF) at 37ºC. It was found that in the presence of CA, the degree of hydration is 

reduced compared to the PCL control. This was not expected, as this polymer should have a 

greater fluid retention effect as it makes polymeric mats less hydrophobic. However, as noted, 

it is likely that many of its hydroxyl groups were conditioned in combinations with PCL or 

protected by such a polymer. In this way, PCL and CA groups were lost, reducing the possible 

bonds with the water molecules in the medium. With regard to porosity, the determination of 

this value was carried out indirectly through the immersion of the mats in ethanol. It was 

concluded that the addition of CA compromised the mechanical and structural strength of the 

film, making it less compact and more susceptible to rupture, with a higher percentage of 

porosity. 

To evaluate the wettability of the polymeric films, contact angles measurements were made 

and subsequent determination of the value of surface free energy, for the solvents water, 

benzene and polyethylene glycol.  

Figure 3 – TG graph of % loss of mass and temperature (ºC) of the two polymeric mats PCL and PCL/CA.  
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The PCL polymeric mat, in contact with water, generated high contact angles (150º), 

characteristic of its hydrophobic nature. At the same time, the PCL/CA mat in the same solvent 

also produced even higher contact angles (165º), confirming that despite the presence of CA, 

the polymeric mat maintained its hydrophobic characteristics. 

The contact angle values in PCL/CA for the nonpolar solvents showed that the surface presents 

a hydrophobic behavior, so the addition of CA did not contribute to a better hydrophilicity of 

the polymeric surface. A total surface free energy of 53.0 mN/m was obtained for the PCL mat 

and 31.4 mN/m for the PCL/CA. Contrary to the literature, the surface with the highest surface 

energy value (PCL) was the one with the highest contact angles, except in the presence of 

water. The addition of CA caused the surface energy value to decrease, which should mean 

that the contact angles would be larger as the chemical interactions would be weaker. This was 

not proved, considering that even with the benzene solvent (nonpolar), the contact angles were 

the lowest (21º). With this perspective, it is concluded that there will be a lack of uniformity of 

the PCL and CA polymer in the polymeric mat, where sometimes we can find the PCL more 

on the surface, making the film much more hydrophobic and at another time, the CA may be 

more on the surface, only slightly increasing the hydrophilicity of the polymeric mat. 

The immobilization of the peptide on the surface of the polymeric films was evaluated using 

an antimicrobial microbial growth kinetics test. This test was performed on immobilized and 

non-immobilized films with the peptide and evaluated by the number of viable bacteria at 

specific incubation periods, 1, 2, 4, 6 and 24 h, as well as the associated log reduction (Figure 

4). The data reported an improved antimicrobial action on films immobilized with the peptide 

only in the first hour of culture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Films were modified with Tiger 17C peptide, at 2xMIC value, for 72 h. However, due to the 

highly hydrophobic nature of PCL-based mats, repulsion of the peptide was expected even after 

such a long contact period (the films remained in the peptide incubation bath). These results 

demonstrate that the amount of peptide bound was small and that it was released very quickly. 

It is likely that the surface-bound peptide interacted with the polymers via weak bonds. Of the 

two polymer mats, PCL/CA appeared to have the preferable bond to Tiger 17C. This is a very 

interesting result, considering that the hydrophobicity of PCL/CA films was even more 

important than that of PCL. It is likely that due to the prolonged exposure of the mats to the 

peptide, some molecules have moved towards the free hydroxyl groups of the CA, forming 

more interactions. After 2h of incubation, a continuous reduction in cell number is observed 

for all surfaces. This is promoted by nanostructured polymeric mats, which retain many 

Figure 4 - a) Evolution of the number of S. aureus bacteria over time (up to 24h of incubation), in contact with 

Tiger 17C (T17C). The positive control for this bacterium reached ≈ 8.1x105 colony forming unit (CFU)/mL. b) 

Reduction of the S. aureus log in relation to time 0h. 
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bacterial cells. Also, between 6h and 24h of culture, the importance of the film structure is 

nullified by the continuous growth of the bacteria. Without the antimicrobial peptide to inhibit 

their growth, the bacteria continued to evolve, overcoming the initial reduction introduced by 

either the peptide or the polymeric mat. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The antimicrobial activity of the synthesized Tiger 17 peptide is a small explored area, and it 

was of interest to test whether this peptide could have antimicrobial activity against the most 

prevalent bacteria in skin wounds, namely S. aureus, since previous studies had already 

demonstrated its high healing capacity in injured tissues. As it is a peptide never before 

synthesized in an academic laboratory context, several optimization processes were carried out, 

and it was concluded that the synthesized peptide was impure and without conditions for 

microbial tests to be carried out. 

As a way of establishing its characteristic antimicrobial activity, the commercially obtained 

Tiger 17 peptide was subjected to MIC microbial tests and microbial growth kinetics where it 

was shown that this peptide has antimicrobial activity that combined with its ability to 

regenerate tissues and heal chronic wounds, it becomes an extremely promising alternative in 

tissue engineering and biomedical applications. 

With a polymeric mixture of PCL/CA and a control solution of PCL, nanofibrous polymeric 

mats were obtained. Both PCL and PCL/CA films are considered to be hydrophobic and 

temperature resistant and the addition of CA did not allow an effective increase in advantageous 

characteristics for the use of these fibers in bioactive dressings. It is possible that the degree of 

miscibility between the two polymers was not sufficient, which justifies that the peptide has 

poor immobilization on the polymeric surface and it is necessary to achieve better solutions so 

that the peptides have a more controlled action and release when applied on the nanofibrous 

mats. 
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ABSTRACT 

The development of complex and advanced wound care represents one of the biggest 

challenges to health care systems worldwide, microencapsulation with an appropriate carrier is 

an alternative technology for enhancing the storage and enviromental stability of bioactives 

Recently, dressings that contain and release antimicrobial agents at the wound surface have 

entered the marketplace, Teucrium Polium L. has been used since time immemorial as a 

medicinal plant with beneficial wound healing effects, this study aims to investigate the wound 

healing propriety of this plant. Two principal bioactive compounds were investigated in the 

hydroalcoholic extract of the aerial part of Teucrium Polium L., tannin and flavonoids. The 

results shown the antioxidant activity with inhibition percentage more than 90% at a 

concentration of about 1 mg/mL, The ability of Teucrium Polium L. extracts to inhibit the 

growth of bacteria which is an indication of its broad-spectrum antimicrobial potential which 

can be used in the management of microbial infections in the wound area. the hydroalcoholic 

extract of the aerial part of the plant has been encapsulated by double emulsion (w/o/w)/ solvent 

evaporation technique, The obtained microparticles exhibited a spherical shape with size range 

of 5–30 um as observed by the optical Microscopy, and the Teucrium Polium.L hydroalcoholic 

extract was successfully encapsulated as confirmed by FT-IR characterization, the 

encapsulation efficiency (EE) was about 53 % when the initial ratio extract/polymer was 

70/800 (w/w).  

Keywords: Teucrium Polium L., wound healing, medicinal plant, microencapsulation 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The development of complex and advanced wound care represents one of the biggest challenges to 

health care systems worldwide. Textile materials are widely used as protection on skin wounds, to 

isolate and protect it from external contamination and friction or shock. The fibers used in wound 

care can be divided into natural and human-made fibers. The most important natural fibers are cotton, 

silk, and linen. Conventional human-made fibers, such as polyester, polyamide, polypropylene, 

polyurethane, polytetrafluoroethylene, etc., are used for wound-healing management as well [1]. 

Recently, dressings that contain and release antimicrobial agents at the wound surface have entered 

the marketplace. These dressings usually provide a continuous or sustained release of the antiseptic 

agent at the wound surface to provide a long-lasting antimicrobial action in combination with 

maintenance of physiologically moist environment for healing. These agents are usually extracted 

from medicinal plants; it can be essential oil, vegetable oil, hydraulic extract or alcoholic extract.  

Teucrium Polium L. is used in folk medicine to treat wounds, it known as Gattabet Al-Ajrah or Jaada 

is a perennial and prostrate species with white to bright pink flowers, crenate leaves, and ramified 

indumentum [2]. 

Microencapsulation of the bioactive compound using biopolymer protects them against physical and 

chemical stress [3]. The active agent can be released by many actions, such as by mechanical, 

temperature, diffusion, pH, biodegradation, and dissolution means. 
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Present study attempts to investigate phyto-pharmacological and microbiological aspect of the 

hydroalcoholic extract of the aerial part of Teucrium Polium L and to encapsulate it into 

polycaprolactone microcapsules. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Extraction method: 

The aerial part of Teucrium Polium L. was collected in the city of Zaghouan, Tunisia, then identified 

by the botanist of the Faculty of Pharmacy of Monastir. The aerial parts of T. Polium.L (200 g) 

were air-dried in the shade and made into powder. Ethanol extract was provided using maceration 

method in 80% ethanol for 24 h, followed by evaporation by rotatory evaporator at 50° C and then 

lyophilized in a freeze dryer [4]. 

Phytochemical screening of the hydroalcohol extract of Teucrium Polium 

Qualitative screening 

Test for tannins: 1g of extract was diluted with 10 mL of water and tested with the following 

reagents: 

FeCl3 Reaction: 1mL of ether, methanol or water extract was mixed with 10 mL of distilled water 

and filtered. Ferric chloride (FeCl3) reagent (3 drops) was added to the filtrate. A blue-black or 

green precipitate confirmed the presence of Gallic tannins or catechol tannins, respectively [5]. 

Stiasny reaction: 2 mL of aqueous solution add a few drops of Stiasny reagent and heat on a water-

bath to boiling for 15 min. The appearance of a light brown precipitate indicates the presence of 

catechetical tannins. 

Bate-Smith: In a test tube, to 1 mL of aqueous solution add a few drops of hydrochloric butanol 

reagent and bring to a water bath at 90 ° C for 15 min. The formation of a red color indicates the 

presence of catechin tannins [6]. 

Test for flavonoïde (Shinoda reaction: Cyanidine): About 0.2 g of the extract was dissolved in 2 

mL of methanol and heated. 2 mg of magnesium metal was added to the mixture followed by the 

addition of a few drops of concentrated HCl. The occurrence of a red or orange colouration was the 

indicative of the flavonoids which were further confirmed by thin layer chromatography [7]. 

Quantitative Analysis: Antioxidant activity 

Trapping free radical DPPH assay was conducted to evaluate the antioxidant activity. This test 

measures the ability of eliminating free radicals in Methanolic extract. DPPH is a molecule 

containing a stable free radical. In the presence of an antioxidant that can donate an electron to the 

DPPH, the purple color, typical free radical DPPH to disintegrate, the mixture was kept in the dark 

for 30 minutes and (OD) was recorded at 517 nm against a control sample (Brand-Williams et al. 

1995). Different concentrations 1 ; 1/2 ; 1/4  ; 1/8 ; 1/16 ; 1/24 (mg/mL) were taken in separate test 

tubes. One millilitre of DPPH (2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl) solution was dissolved in 80% 

ethanol and added each to test tube and shaken vigorously. After the addition of DPPH solution, all 

of the test tubes were shaken gently and allowed to stand at 27 °C in a dark place for 45 min. The 

absorbance of the prepared samples was measured using UV spectroscopy at a wavelength of 517 

nm.. Radical scavenging activity of the tested crude extract samples was estimated as an inhibition 

percentage and was calculated by using the formula (1), [8]. 

Measurement of radical scavenging activity (%): 

                                % inhibition =
𝐴 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙−𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡

𝐴 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙
 100                     (1) 
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Where A control is the absorbance of  DPPH +  methanol; A extract is the absorbance of DPPH 

radical + sample. 

Determination of antimicrobial activity 

Qualitative screening 

Four bacterial species were used in this study, the gram-positive were staphylococus aureus 

(S.aureus), Staphylococus epidermidis (S.epidermidis) and Gram negative species bacteria were 

Escherichia coli (E.coli), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa) these species were obtained 

from the Laboratory of Microbiology of the University hospital of Monastir-Tunisia, These strains 

were obtained from bacteriological samples in hospitalized patients and/or consultants at the 

University Hospital of Monastir-Tunisia. Bacterial identification was performed using Gram 

staining, catalase test, tube coagulase, DNase agar, mannitol salt agar and API ID 20 STAPH 

galleries (bio-Mer-ieux, France) [9]. 

Microdilution Method for the Determination of the MIC and MBC: 

The minimal inhibition concentration (MIC) and the minimal bactericidal concentration (MBC) 

values were determined for all bacteria tested in this study using the microdilution assay (Snoussi 

et al 2008). The inoculums of the bacterial strains were prepared from an overnight culture and 

suspensions were adjusted to 108 cells/mL (DOλ = 600 nm). Ethanolic extraxt of Teucrium Polium 

was dissolved in 10% dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO 10%). The highest concentration was 250 mg/mL, 

and then serial dilutions were prepared in concentrations ranging from 250 to 0.97 mg/mL. the tubes 

were incubated at 37°C for 24 hrs. After incubation for 24 h at 37 °C, bacterial growth was evaluated 

by the presence of turbidity and a pellet on the well bottom. MIC was defined as the concentration 

that completely inhibited visible cell growth during a 24 h incubation period at 37 °C. To determine 

the minimum bactericidal concentration (MBC) values, 10 μL of each well medium with no visible 

growth was removed and pour plated with MHA. After 24 h of incubation at 37 °C, the number of 

surviving organisms was determined as cfu/mL. MBC was defined as the lowest concentration at 

which 99% of the bacteria were killed. Each experiment was repeated at least twice [10]. 

Preparation of the PCL microcapsule 

The Polycaprolactone microcapsule (TPE-PCL-MCs) were prepared by double 

emulsion/evaporation technique, following the general procedure adapted from [11]. In the first step, 

the internal aqueous phase (W1) was prepared by dissolving 70 mg of the lyophilized extract in 4 

mL of distilled water under stirring, the oil phase (O) was prepared by dissolving 800 mg of PCL in 

20 mL of DMC, The ratio extract/polymer was 70/800 (w/w), which is a value in accordance with 

the ones typically used in literature for microencapsulation purposes and the external aqueous phase 

(w2) was prepared by dissolving 2g of PVA in 200 ml of distilled water in a water bath under 

continuous stirring at 60°C, PVA was used as a surfactant with a high HLB for the stabilization of 

the secondary O/W2 (oil-in-water) emulsion. The formed particles were collected by centrifugation 

at 9000×g for 30 min, and subsequently washed several times with deionized water 

Characterization of the PCL microcapsule: 

Encapsulation efficiency (EE %): 

The encapsulation efficiency (EE %) of PCL-TPE-Mcs, was determined using the 

spectrophotometric method at 589 nm. 

The encapsulation efficiency E is expressed by the following relation: 

E (%) = 
𝐶𝑖−𝐶𝑠𝑢𝑟

𝐶𝑖
∗ 10                      (2) 

Ci (mg/l): is the initial concentration of the active ingredient introduced at the start. 
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Csup (mg/l) : is the concentration of the active ingredient in the supernatant at the end of the 

process. 

Optical Microscopy (OM): 

The aspects of the microcapsules solution was observed using an optical microscope (Leica 

DM 500, Leica Microsystems, Heerbrugg, Switzerland) connected to a Colorview camera and 

controlled by analysis software. The microscope is equipped with different objectives, allowing 

imaging with different magnifications. Photographs were taken in transmission mode 

under×100 magnification. 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM): 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was used to determine the morphology of the samples. 

The analyses were performed in a FEI, Quanta 200 FEG electron microscope in SEM mode 

coupled to an Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) system. Before the analyses, all solids 

were gold sputtered to have a good contrast. 

ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy: 

An attenuated Total Reflectance-Fourier Transformed Infrared (ATR-FTIR, Perkin Elmer, Waltham, 

MA, USA) was was performed to investigate the functional groups present in PCL-TPE-MCs. The 

spectra were obtained via Spectrum Two FTIR (Perkin Elmer) and recorded with a spectral resolution 

of 4 cm−1 in the range 4000–400 cm−1 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The dry and fresh powder samples of Teucrium Polium L. were extracted with 80% ethanol solvent 

the maceration method. After the complete extraction, the ethanol solvent was evaporated using a 

rotary evaporator lyophilized in a freeze dryer producing solid mass crude extracts. The extract yield 

was 16% w/w. 

Phytochemical screening of the hydroalcohol extract of Teucrium Polium: 

Qualitative screening: 

The phytochemical screening of the hydroalcoholic extract of the aerial part of Teucrium Polium.L 

showed the presence of  showed the presence of flavonoids and tannins. 

Table 1. Results of the phytochemical screening of hydroalcoholic extract of Teucrium 

Polium.L. 

+++, High concentration; ++, moderate concentration; +, low concentration; -, absence. 

Radical scavenging (antioxidant) activity: 

The results show that the percentage of inhibition of hydroalcoholic extracts of teucrium polium is 

greater than 90% at a concentration of the order of 1 mg / ml. 

Tannins and flavonoids are phenolic compounds known to support bioactive activities in medicinal 

plants, these phytochemical compounds are likely to be responsible for the free radical scavenging 

effects observed. 

Phytochemical tests Teucrium Polium L. 

Tannins FeCl3 Reaction +++ 

Stiasny Reaction +++ 

Bate-Smith Reaction + 

Flavonoid Shinoda Reaction ++ 
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Figure 1. DPPH radical scavenging activity of the hydroalcoholic extract of Teucrium 

Polium.L 

Phenolic compounds are a major group of compounds that act as primary antioxidants or free radical 

scavengers. Flavonoids have been shown to exhibit their actions through effects on membrane 

permeability, and by inhibition of membrane-bound enzymes such as the ATPase and phospholipase 

A2 [12]. Tannins and their derivatives are phenolic compounds considered to be primary antioxidants 

or free radical scavengers [13]. 

Determination of antimicrobial activity: 

Table 2. The CMI and CMB of the extract tested on the four selected microbial strains. 

 E.c P.a S.a S.e 

CMI (mg/ml) 7.81  7.81 0.48 0.48 

CMB 15.62 15.62 0.97 0.97 

The results of present study showed antibacterial potential against S.aureus, S.epidermidis, E. coli 

and P. Aeruginosa, Ethanolic extract of Teucrium Polium aerial parts are effective against both gram-

positive and gram-negative bacteria. In this work, we could verify that Gram-positive bacteria is 

susceptible to low extract concentration, On the other hand, the Gram-negative bacteria growth was 

only inhibited in higher extract concentrations. The phytoconstituents detected in the plant materials 

could be responsible for the antimicrobial activity of Teucrium Polium L. ethanolic extract. 

Flavonoids have also been reported to possess anti-bacterial activity, which could be attributed to 

their ability to form complex with extracellular, soluble proteins and bacterial cell walls. 

Characterization of the PCL microcapsule: 

Encapsulation Efficiency (EE%) 

Encapsulation Efficiency (EE%) of PCL-TPE-MCs, was determined by centrifugation of 

microspheres formulations with 18,100 rpm at 4 °C for 15 min. The pellet was separated from 

the supernatant. Methanol was added to the supernatant, vortexed and further centrifuged for 

10 min, The Encapsulation efficiency (%EE) was found to be 53%. In our study, % EE were 

found to be low. Numerous factors could explain such finding. Some of them are related to the 

biopolymer properties (Molecular weight, microstructure, concentration in the dispersed phase, 

etc.). Drug to polymer ratio (w/w) is, also, of great importance. In our study, essential oil to 

sodium alginate ratio was low (7/80; w/w). An optimization is, generally, needed to reach 

higher values of % entrapment efficiency and drug loading. For example, Wan LSC et al. [14] 

increased, successfully, the efficiency of theophylline encapsulation into alginate microspheres 

from 1.67% up to 87.17% by varying some process and formulation parameters. 

Morphology and surface characteristics: 

The encapsulation process was monitored by OM analysis by cheeking several key points of 

the process. Figure  2A shows the prepared w/o emulsion evidencing the individualized 

spherical aqueous droplets with an estimated size of 5 micrometre dispersed in the organic 

medium (DCM containing PCL). Figure  2B and Figure  2C show the final w/o/w emulsion 

right after preparation and after 10 min under stirring at 400 rpm, respectively. The obtained 

embryonic microspheres are spherical in shape and it can be noticed the presence of droplets 
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in its interior (water droplets containing the extract). Additionally, as expected, a size reduction 

was observed as a consequence of stirring, being the final size of the embryonic microspheres 

estimated to be comprised between 5 and 30 micrometre. 

 

Figure 2. Optical microscopy analysis of: the w/o emulsion (A), w/o/w emulsion immediately 

after its preparation (B) and after 10 minutes under stirring at 400 rpm (C). 

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to determine the size and the shape of PCL 

microcapsules. It can be inferred from Figure 3 that the PCL microcapsules have a spherical 

shape of the core/shell and a smooth surface with size ranged from 5 μm to 30 μm, where the 

polymeric shell of PCL surround the core with PVA as a stabilizer.  

 

Figure  3. SEM images of  PCL-TPE-MSs 

FTIR analysis of PCL: 

FTIR spectroscopic analysis was performed to investigate the chemical structure of PCL-TPE-

MCs and potential interactions between the extract and the polymer that forms the 

microcapsules. The FTIR peaks (Figure  5) indicates that the particles are O-H functionalized 

due to the stretching and bending vibrations that characterize the functional groups  

The PCL spectrum showed a strong peak feature of 1723.25 cm-1 due to the expansion and 

contraction mode of C- O carbonyl. Two vibrating bands were observed at 2943.02 cm1 and 

2866.49 cm-1. These are due to the asymmetric and symmetric expansion and contraction of 

CH2, respectively. In addition, the 1294 cm1 peak was attributed to C-C and C-O stretching 

vibrations of the PCL crystal phase, and the 1178 cm1 and 1163.8 cm1 peaks were due to C-

O-C symmetric stretching and C-O, C-C stretching in amorphous phase [15]. 

  The spectrum of the free TPE showed a characteristic -OH stretching frequency band of 3200-

3600 cm-1. This is due to the presence of several -OH groups in the CIR . Silciliol (CIR; 5,3', 

4'trihydroxy 6,7 dimethoxyflavones) is an abundant bioactive plant flavonoid. As expected, the 

spectrum of the microspheres is governed by the presence of PCL extraction ratio (70/800 (mg 

/ mg) , TPE/ PCL). Nevertheless, with regard to the PCL spectrum in the microspheres, this 

means that the OH and C = O deformation band relative to the CH strain area signifies a 

concentrated OH and C = O compound group. It can be explained by the effective installation 

of the extract.  
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Figure  5. FTIR spectra of (a) PCL-TPE-MSs, (b) raw PCL, (c) raw TP extract, (d) TP extract 

and PCL physical mixture 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Two phenolic compounds, tannin and flavonoid, were identified in the hydroalcoholic extract of the 

aerial part of Teucrium Polium L., the extract presented a high antioxidant and antibacterial activity. 

This study examined the successful preparation of the aerial part Teucrium Polium L.-based 

polycaprolactone microcapsule using the double emulsion/evaporation microencapsulation 

technique which opens new avenues for the exploitation of these phenolic extracts as a bioactive 

agent to incorporate within the structure of a dressing material to improve its biocompatibility and 

biological properties, ensuring a better healing process. 
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ABSTRACT 

Nanofibers fabricated by electrospinning have been applied in a wide range of fields. 

Nanofibers made from EVOH/PU are environmentally friendly materials consisting of 

water/alcohol mixed solvents. It is used for masks and filters. Silk nanofibers have excellent 

biocompatibility and not have harmful to human body. Silk nanofibers are expected to be used 

as a Vero cell culture scaffold to develop coronavirus vaccines. 

To reduce skin irritation and allergic symptoms caused by long-term mask use, we produced a 

mask with a filter effect by laminating nanofibers on habutae silk fabric, a specialty of Japan’s 

Fukui Prefecture, using the electrospinning method. We investigated the filter characteristics 

of silk fabrics with different weave structures (habutae, flat crepe, and twill). We found that 

woven fabrics alone could not sufficiently block particles finer than 1 μm, even when the fabric 

layers were overlapped. Therefore, we had a nanofiber filter layer fabricated on the surface of 

habutae fabric by the electrospinning method at a weight of 1 g/m2. The nanofibers removed 

more than 94% of 0.3 μm-particles, which are similar to the size of virus particles. However, 

the nanofiber layer was so dense that it caused an increase in pressure drop, so we made the 

nanofiber layer thinner and fabricated the filter on the surface of the habutae fabric at 0.5 g/m2. 

A three-dimensional mask consisting of two woven fabrics, one with a nanofiber layer on the 

inside and the other with a normal woven fabric without a nanofiber layer on the outside, was 

fabricated and tested on 95 subjects. The subjects reported that the nanofiber habutae masks 

were more comfortable than nonwoven masks. Moreover, the silk woven masks did not cause 

allergic symptoms such as skin irritation. 

For spinning large quantities of nanofibers, it is better to use wires or coils instead of nozzles. 

For filter applications, a spinning speed of more than 1 meter per minute is required. 

Silk nanofibers were obtained by dissolving cocoons in HFIP and electrospinning. The 

thickness of the fibers was 150 nm. Urethane nanofibers were used for comparison. The 

diameter of the fiber was 400 nm. When Vero cells were cultured on these fibers, the growth 

rate of silk nanofibers was larger than that of urethane nanofibers. When the prepared cells 

were infected with SARS-CoV-2, a large amount of virus could be propagated. By inactivating 

the virus produced in this way, it is expected to be used in research for vaccines and drug 

discovery. 

Keywords: nanofiber, electrospinning, silk 
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ABSTRACT 

Severe acute respiratory coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) is the virus that causes COVID-19 and has 

been responsible for more than 246 million cases and 5 million deaths as of November 2021. The 

virus is transmitted through infected respiratory droplets and aerosols generated by a diseased 

person. Respiratory droplets and aerosols can be generated when a person sneezes, coughs, or 

breathes [1]. 

In this study, denim and non-denim garments having microbial and viral reducing functional 

properties and their production method developed by spray application of using zinc pyriton 

derivatives were investigated. The antimicrobial activity determination of the products after the 

application was determined according to the ASTM E2149 - 20 standard, and the antiviral activity 

was determined according to the ISO 18184:2019 standard. Antimicrobial and antiviral activities 

were determined both after application and after 5 domestic laundering. Antiviral activity of the 

treated garments was investigated against feline coronaviruses. 

When the test results were examined, both the antiviral and antimicrobial activity of the garments 

was measured as more than 98% even after 5 domestic laundering. 

Keywords: coronavirus, antimicrobial, denim, antiviral, non-denim 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Increasing public awareness about effects of pathogens on health creates a growing demand about 

antibacterial materials in various fields such as textile materials, medical devices, and hygienic 

applications [2]. Textile material particularly made of natural fibers supply an outstanding 

medium for microbial growth due to their large surface area and ability to retain moisture. 

Moreover, the problem of degeneration of natural products such as cotton, or wool by 

microorganisms or insects has been faced by human beings since they were first started to be used 

[3]. Therefore, to prevent undesirable effects such as degradation, unpleasant odors, and potential 

health risks, textiles are treated with antimicrobial agent [4]. 

Outbreaks of microorganisms such as viruses and bacteria have left deep shocking effects in 

human history, causing the death of millions of people. Humanity is becoming more and more 

successful in its fight against viruses, thanks to advances in medical science and technology. 

However, the COVID-19 pandemic that emerged in China in December 2019 has shown that 

viruses evolve very quickly to become stronger and can reach scales that threaten the whole world 

[5]. The World Health Organization (WHO) declared SARS-CoV-2 a pandemic on 11th March 

2020 and as at the November 2021, there have been over 246 million confirmed cases and 5 

million deaths reported from SARS-CoV-2 [1].  

The possibility of infection via solid surfaces has also been considered. In this scenario, a droplet 

that contains a virus land on and contaminates an inanimate object. Infection can occur if the 

person touches a contaminated object and then touches their nose, mouth, eyes, or ears [1]. One 

article shows that the SARS-CoV-2 virus remains viable on a cloth for up to 72 hours [6]. 
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In this study, denim and non-denim garments having microbial and viral reducing functional 

properties and their production method developed by spray application of using zinc pyriton 

derivatives and dimethyl octadecyl [3- (trimethoxy silyl) propyl] ammonium chloride were 

investigated. Fabrics were purchased from Fera Textile, Turkey. The composition of fabric 

includes %98/2 Cotton/elastane. The solution was prepared in a liquor ratio of 1-0.5 - 1:3. With 

the help of 0.1-4 mm narrow nozzles of the spraying system and the pressure of 1-5 bar from the 

compressor, the solution is divided into very small pieces and a cloud environment is formed in 

the wet treatment drum and applied to the product in a homogeneous manner. The antimicrobial 

activity determination of the products after the application was determined according to the ASTM 

E2149 - 20 standard, and the antiviral activity was determined according to the ISO 18184:2019 

standard. Antimicrobial and antiviral activities were determined both after application and after 5 

household washes. Antiviral activity of the treated garments was investigated against feline 

coronaviruses. 

2.MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Indigo dyed denim fabric was purchased from Fera Tekstil AŞ., Turkey. Non-denim fabric was 

purchased from R Group AŞ., Turkey. Weight of both fabrics are 10,9 oz/yd2. They have 3/1 Z 

twill weave structure and 98/2% - CO/EL composition with 25-30% elasticity. The amylase 

enzyme and dispersing agent for the desizing process were supplied from Dystar, Singapore. 

Cellulase enzyme obtained from Fourkim San. Tic. A.Ş., Turkey. It was used to provide chemical 

stone washing effect to denim garments. Zinc pyriton derivatives were supplied from Near 

Chimica, Italy. Drum-type washing machines (Tolkar’s 3700 model) were used for pre-washing 

and stone washing processes. Spray system (Method Makine. Turkey) was used for the antiviral 

and antimicrobial finishing process. The solution is sprayed on the products with 0.1-4 mm narrow 

nozzles of the spraying system and 1-5 bar pressure coming from the compressor in a tumbler 

machine. Table 1 shows the experiment plan.  

Table 1. Experimental plan 

Process Code  Fabric Type Liquor 

Ratio  

Application Process Drying  Post Processing 

ARG17-DN5 Denim 1:1 2 g/l Zinc pyrithione 

Sprayed at 800 g/min 

130°C, 5 min 

fixation + 

70°C, 30 min 

tumbler 

drying 

Domestic 

laundering (5 

times) 

ARG17-DN6 Denim  

ARG17-NN5 Non-denim Domestic 

laundering (5 

times) 

ARG17-NN6 Non-denim  

ARG17-DD1 Denim 1:1 10 g/l dimethyl octadecyl [3- 

(trimethoxy silyl) propyl] 

ammonium chloride 

5 g/l dispersion reactive 

polymers 

Sprayed at 800 g/min 

130°C, 5 min 

fixation + 

70°C, 30 min 

tumbler 

drying 

Domestic 

laundering (5 

times) 

ARG17-DD2 Denim  

ARG17-ND1 Non-denim Domestic 

laundering (5 

times) 

ARG17-ND2 Non-denim  

The clothes in the form of trousers produced from denim fabrics were subjected to pre-washing 

and stone washing processes to give them an aged look. Non-denim samples were dyed khaki with 

reactive dyestuffs. After these processes, the finishing process was applied as indicated in Table 

1. Domestic laundering process was applied for investigating the durability of the finishing 

process. 
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The antimicrobial activity determination of the products after the application was determined 

according to the ASTM E2149 – 20 (Standard Test method for Determining the Antimicrobial 

Activity of Immobilized Antimicrobial Agents Under Dynamic Contact Conditions) standards, and 

the antiviral activity was determined according to the ISO 18184:2019 (Textiles — Determination 

of antiviral activity of textile products) standard. Antiviral activity of the treated garments was 

investigated against feline coronaviruses. Antiviral activity determination was performed at MSL 

Laboratories, UK. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The antimicrobial analysis results of the finished samples are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Antimicrobial analysis results 

Process Code Microbial Analysis Bacterial (% reduction) Pass / Fail 

1 hr  24 hr  

ARG17-DD2 <60 64.06 Fail 

ARG17-DD1 <60 <60 Fail 

ARG17-DN6 99.99 99.99 Pass 

ARG17-DN5 94.79 99.99 Pass 

When the results were examined, it was seen that the samples treated with zync pyritone showed 

antimicrobial activity, but the other experiment did not have antimicrobial activity. Accordingly, 

only samples treated with zync pyritone were sent for antiviral analysis. 

Antiviral activity was carried out against feline coronaviruses according to the ISO 18184:2019 

standard. Analysis results are given in Table 3. 

Table 3. Antiviral activity results 

Process Code Incubation Time Antiviral analysis (% reduction) 

ARG17-DN5 2 hours 99.70 

ARG17-DN6 2 hours 98.22 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, two different finishing processes were applied to denim and non-denim garments to 

provide antimicrobial and antiviral properties. Due to the high ratio of liquor used in conventional 

impregnation and exhaustion methods, the application was carried out according to the spraying 

method. 

When the antimicrobial results were examined, it was seen that the samples treated with zync 

pyritone showed antimicrobial activity, but the other experiment did not have antimicrobial 

activity. Zinc pyriton is a +2 charged cationic compound. Denim clothes, on the other hand, are 

cellulosic because they contain 98% or more cotton. Due to their cellulosic nature, they have an 

anionic structure. Therefore, it is predicted that zinc pyrithone is bonded to the fabric by an 

electrostatic attraction and by drying process after application. 

When the antiviral test results were examined, it was observed that the antiviral application had 

lower antiviral properties than the 5 domestic laundering versions of the same sample. The reason 

for this situation is explained as follows; The variation between the two samples is less than 1%. 

It was determined that this deviation was a minimal value and that the domestic laundering process 

did not have a serious effect on the property of the product, so that the two samples had statistically 

similar antiviral properties. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the study, it is aimed to produce core shell nanofibres by the emulsion electrospinning 

method and effect of spinning duration on drug release behaviour. The polymer solution was 

first prepared as an emulsion. The nanofibres were then produced by electrospinning for 1 hour, 

2 hours, and 4 hours under the same process parameters. Nanofibres were characterized for 

physical properties and chemical characterizations such as scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) and Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR). Lastly, drug release profiles 

were investigated via Ultraviolet–Visible Spectroscopy (UV-vis). According to the results, 

nanofibres were quite fine (224 nm), uniform (1.036), smooth and homogeneous distribution. 

Nanowebs were of high quality, with both a slight stickiness for transdermal and biomedical 

application, a thin cross section, and no roughness on the surface. FT-IR spectroscopy was 

verified polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), gelatine (GEL) and azithromycin (AZI) in the chemical 

structure of the nanofibres. The drug release results revealed that the nanofibre spinning 

duration has a significant impact on the release profile. 

Keywords: Polyvinylpyrrolidone, gelatine, azithromycin, emulsion electrospinning, drug 

delivery 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Emulsion electrospinning is a new type of electrospinning that produces core sheath nanofibres. 

In this method, the electrospun solution is composed of two liquid phases, such as the 

continuous phase, which is formed into a shell of fibres, and the droplet phase, which is 

responsible for creating fibre cores. The most important key factor is the solution preparation 

method for emulsion electrospinning. Emulsion electrospinning is a more straightforward and 

efficient technique of core sheath electrospinning than other core sheath electrospinning 

techniques, such as coaxial electrospinning. Because there is no need to use extra apparatus 

and optimization [1-2]. A schematic representation of emulsion electrospinning is given in 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of emulsion electrospinning [3] 
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AZI is a low water-solubility macrolide antibiotic derived from erythromycin. Due to the broad 

antibacterial activity and low toxicity of the drug, it is an attractive candidate for particle size 

reduction with the aim of expanding antimicrobial activity while decreasing toxicity [4]. That's 

why biocompatible nanofibres are combined with AZI. Nanofibres have unique properties such 

as small fibre diameter (nm), small and open pores, high porosity, large specific surface area 

(m2/g), and high loading capacity. Nanofibres are attractive in terms of functionality and 

application areas since they can be loaded with drugs, proteins, antibacterial agents, enzymes, 

and essential oils. Drug loaded nanofibres are predominantly reported in drug delivery systems, 

tissue engineering, and wound dressings in the biomedical applications [5-7]. 

PVP and GEL were used as polymers to produce core sheath emulsion electrospun nanofibres. 

Water-soluble PVP is a synthetic polymer that is nontoxic, highly biocompatible, and 

hydrophilic; whereas GEL is a natural protein-based polymer that is nonimmunogenic, 

biodegradable, and biocompatible, and that promotes cell adhesion [8-9]. All of these 

characteristics are vital in biomedical applications, which is why these raw materials were 

chosen for this study. 

The aim of this study is to produce core sheath nanofibres by combining a water-insoluble drug 

with water-soluble polymers with emulsion electrospinning and to analyse the differences 

between the release behaviours of emulsion electrospun nanofibres produced at different times. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

PVP and GEL polymers were used as the shell materials, and AZI was used as the core material. 

For prepare emulsion, ultra-pure water and acetic acid were used as solvents for shell layer, 

and chloroform was used as a solvent for core layer. In order to create stable emulsion, 

surfactant, Cremophor RH 40, was used as an emulsifier. Glutaraldehyde (GTA) was used as 

a crosslinker agent to the GEL polymer and Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS, pH 7.4) was used 

as a dissolution medium for drug release studies. PVP, GEL, AZI, acetic acid, chloroform, 

GTA, and PBS were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Corporation (St. Louis, MO, USA), and 

surfactant was supplied by Ersa Chemistry (İzmir, Turkey). Ultra-pure water was obtained 

from a Millipore Milli-Q System with conductivity of 18.0MΩ.cm. 

Emulsion basically consists of water and oil phase. The polymer solution was prepared in this 

study so that PVP and GEL polymers were 12 wt % and 0.72 wt % in the water phase, 

respectively, and 0.7 percent AZI in the oil phase. Surfactant was added at a concentration of 

1 wt %. Emulsion polymer solution was stirred at room temperature, at 275 rpm and during 

overnight (12h). Then, solution properties such as viscosity (Lamy Rheology, B-One Touch 

Screen) under a shear rate of 5 s−1, conductivity (SelectaCD2005), surface tension with Du 

Noüy Ring method (Biolin Scintific Sigma 702) and pH (Adwa 1110) were measured.  

Nanofibre productions were carried out via electrospinning method with different durations 

such as 1 hour, 2 hours, and 4 hours under the optimum process parameters. Process parameters 

of electrospinning are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Process parameters of electrospinning 

Voltage 

(kV) 

Distance 

between 

electrodes 

(cm) 

Feed Rate 

(mL/h) 

Humidity 

(%) 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Needle 

Diameter 

(mm) 

26.4 17.0 0.3 33±2 23.5±1 0.8 
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For morphological characterization of nanofibres, SEM (FEI Quanta 250 FEG) images were 

taken with different magnifications. Then, fibre diameters were measured with ImageJ software 

on 100 fibres from different part of the nanofibrous surface and fibre diameter histogram graph 

was obtain by SPSS statistical program. Average fibre diameter uniformity coefficient was 

calculated formulas below: 

(number average) (1) 

(weight average) (2) 

di: fibre diameter 

ni: fibre number 

The Aw/An ratio gives the fibre diameter uniformity coefficient. The closer the average fibre 

uniformity coefficient value is to 1, the more uniform fibres are [3].  

To determine the chemical composition, FT-IR spectroscopy was performed. The 

spectroscopic experiments were run on a KBr disc using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum BX 

instrument. IR spectra with a resolution of 2 cm-1 were acquired in the 400–4000 cm-1 range. 

The thickness of the samples before the release study was measured with a micrometre. Then, 

emulsion electrospun nanofibres were crosslinked at two steps [10]. Briefly, nanofibrous 

surfaces kept in a vacuum oven at 180°C for 4 hours for crosslinking of PVP and exposed to 

GTA vapor at 24°C for 24 hours for crosslinking of GEL.  

Release studies were performed in the shaking incubator in PBS buffer solution (pH 7.4) at 

37°C and at 50 rpm. Measurements were performed via UV-vis at 202 nm wavelength [11]. 1 

mL aliquots were taken from the dissolution media at the specific intervals and replaced in the 

dissolution media after UV-vis measurements. The amount of AZI released was determined by 

calculating the measured absorbance values against the calibration curve. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

From the results it was determined that solution properties effected significantly spinnability 

and morphology of nanofibres. Solution properties results were given in Table 2.  

Table 2. Solution properties results 

pH 
Conductivity*±STD** 

(µS/cm) 

Viscosity±STD** 

(Pa.s) 

Density 

(kg/L) 

Surface 

Tension±STD** 

(mN/m) 

3.06 799±4.18 1.09 1.0643 36.84±0.02 

*Conductivity value at 24±0,5 ºC temperature 

**STD= Standard Deviation 

Figure 2 shows SEM images of nanofibrous surfaces produced which were achieved using 

PVP/GEL polymer blend and 0.7 wt % drug additive of AZI. 

According to the SEM images, the nanofibres are quite fine, smooth, and uniform. The average 

fibre diameter is 224 nm and standard deviation is 43 nm, and average fibre diameter coefficient 

is 1.03643. It is seen clearly from histogram that fibre diameter distribution is homogeneous 

and normal distribution curve is single peaked. In addition, nanofibrous surfaces are high 

quality, smooth and there are no undesirable bead defects. 
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(a) (b) 

 

(c)  

Figure 2. SEM images of PVP/GEL nanofibres with 0.7 wt % AZI a) 1000x b)10000x c) 

histogram 

FT-IR spectroscopies verified that the presence of AZI, PVP, and GEL in the chemical 

structure of nanofibres. Moreover, it was determined that no undesirable reactions occurred 

during the preparation of the polymer solution between the polymers, solvents, drug, and 

surfactant. FT-IR spectra of PVP, GEL, AZI and DL NF (drug loaded nanofibre) are given in 

Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. FT-IR spectroscopies of PVP, GEL, AZI and DL NF 
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In details of FT-IR spectrums, there is a sharp peak at 3434 cm-1 in the spectra of PVP. The O-

H peak can attribute to the presence of water. The peak determined at 3403 cm-1 in the DL NF 

spectra with a decrease of intensity. Another strong peak at 1654 cm-1 identified the existence 

of heteroatomic molecules and carbonyl groups in the pyrrolidone ring of PVP as a sign of 

C=O stretching. The peak arises at 1651 cm-1 in the spectra of DL NF [12-14]. Characteristic 

amide-I (C=O stretching), amide-II (NH bending and CH stretching), and amide-III (CN 

stretching) are seen prominently in the GEL spectrum at wavelengths of 1456 cm-1, 1516 cm-

1, and 1232 cm-1, respectively, and the peaks are seen around these wavelengths in a way that 

has lost their intensity in nanofibre spectra. It is assumed that the explanation for their loss of 

intensity is that they are used in low concentrations during nanofibre production [8, 15-16]. 

Furthermore, OH group peaks bend in the AZI spectrum about 1458 cm-1 wavelength and the 

peak is seen at 1461 cm-1 in the spectra of DL NF. The symmetrical aliphatic ether peak 

detected at 1051 cm-1 in the AZI spectrum and this peak is moved to 1103 cm-1 wavelength in 

the DL NF spectrum. In the literature, it has been explained that the reason for the flour is the 

Van der Waals forces formed between the AZI and the polymers [4, 17-18]. 

Cross-section thicknesses of nanowebs produced at various durations such as 1 hour, 2 hours, 

and 4 hours were measured using a micrometre in order to understand its effect on drug release 

behaviour. The thickness of nanowebs is given in Table 3. 

Table 3. Nanowebs thickness of produced various durations 

Duration Time (h) Thickness (µm) 

1 Hour 344.1 

2 Hours 969.3 

4 Hours 1476.1 

Lastly, drug release behaviours of AZI loaded PVP/GEL nanofibres produced different 

durations were investigated. Figure 4 shows the dug release behaviours of nanofibrous 

surfaces. 

 

Figure 4. Cumulative drug release profiles of AZI loaded emulsion electrospun PVP/GEL 

nanofibres 

Burst release were observed for 1 hour produced PVP/GEL nanofibres. The amount of % 75.48 

AZI was released in 8 hours. However, when the production time was increased to 2 hours and 

4 hours, only 32.13% and 24.44 % of AZI were released in the first 8 hours, respectively. In 

general, the drug release time increased from 2 days to 9 days when the production time 

increased from 1 hour to 2 hours. However, when the production time was increased to 4 hours, 
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the release time was only 1 day longer compared to the 2 hour production. From the findings, 

it can be said that the release behaviour and release time of the 2-hour and 4-hour production 

durations are similar to each other and that burst release does not occur. In drug delivery 

systems, the buffer solution is absorbed by the polymer matrix, and the drug then diffuses 

through the polymer matrix [19-20]. In relation to the increasing surface thickness, the 

nanofibrous structure has become tighter, the swelling of the surface has slowed in unit time, 

and the distance that the drug attached to the nanofibres will move to diffuse into the dissolution 

media has also increased [21]. These factors, it is believed, contribute to the drug's slow-release 

rate. It should also be emphasized that the most important properties of nanofibres are that they 

have a very small fibre diameter (nm) and a high specific surface area (m2/g). The specific 

surface area and porosity of the nanowebs increased as the diameters of the nanofibres used in 

the study were quite fine (Figure 2). It is considered that the high porosity, very small fibre 

diameter, and high specific surface area have created a favourable condition for enhancing the 

drug's diffusion rate. Finally, as a result of the release studies, it was found that the release time 

increased considerably as the spinning time of emulsion electrospun nanofibre surfaces 

increased. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, AZI loaded PVP/GEL based emulsion electrospun nanofibres with drug release 

features were produced. The present study contributes to the literature concerning the 

electrospinning of aqueous polymer solutions and highly lipophilic drug as a core sheath 

structure via emulsion electrospinning approach and present drug release profiles of nanofibres 

produced various duration. A highly stable emulsion polymer solution was successfully 

prepared. Emulsion electrospun nanofibers and nanowebs have good quality. FT-IR analysis 

verified AZI and polymers were existed in the nanofibre structure chemically and there are no 

undesirable reactions in the polymer solution between components. Lastly, it is determined that 

spinning duration of emulsion electrospun nanofibres are affected drug release profiles and 

drug release times significantly. It is thought that this drug loaded, biocompatible, and 

nanofibrous medical textile surface can be used in a biomedical application such as drug 

delivery system as a transdermal patch. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study presents to firstly produce and characterize thymoquinone (TMQ) loaded 

microcapsules with a emulsion/solvent evaporation method and, secondly, microcapsule 

loaded polyvinylpyrrolidone/ polyethylene oxide (PVP/PEO) based nanofibres via 

electrospinning. In the fabrication of microcapsules, TMQ was used as the core material, with 

polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and Eudragit RS 100 being utilized as the shell materials. Then, 

various concentrations of microcapsules such as 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5 wt % were applied to 

the PVP/PEO polymer solutions. PVP and PEO concentrations and ratio were kept constant as 

a 16 wt %, 0.1 wt % and 9:1, respectively. Polymer solution properties such as viscosity, 

conductivity, surface tension and pH were determined. Microcapsule loaded nanofibre 

production was achieved under the optimum process parameters. According to the results, 

conductivity increased, surface tension and pH decreased with microcapsule concentration 

increasement. However, viscosity was not affected from microcapsule concentrations 

significantly. Generally, nanofibres were quite fine, smooth and uniform. Average fibre 

diameter was measured as a 289 nm and average fibre diameter uniformity coefficient was 

calculated as a 1.043. It was observed that as the microcapsule concentration in the polymer 

solution increased, there were more microcapsules in the nanoweb structure. Fourier-

Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR) spectrums were verified polymers and core material 

in the chemical structure of microcapsules and nanofibres. This microcapsule loaded 

biocompatible nanofibrous surfaces became new perspective to prepare intelligent nanofibrous 

biomedical textiles.  

Keywords: Thymoquinone, microcapsule, nanofibre, emulsion/solvent evaporation, 

electrospinning, medical textile. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Microcapsules have been highly popular in recent years, especially in the textile sector for the 

production of functional materials. Controlled/delayed release, taste, odour, and color masking, 

protection against UV, heat, oxidation, acids and bases, stabilization of volatile compounds, 

antibacterial, antimicrobial, long-term flaming, retardant, insect repellent, and thermal 

insulation properties can all be achieved on textile surfaces using the microencapsulation 

technique. Volatile, drug-active substances, taste, odour, and other substances can be 

microencapsulated as the core material [1]. TMQ, core material, the main component of black 

seed oil, has anti-inflammatory, hepatoprotective, anti-cancer, anti-microbial, anti-histaminic, 

anti-diabetic, antioxidant, and hypolipidemic properties that have long been used for 

pharmaceutical purposes [2-3]. Due to these properties, the potential for use as a medical textile 

to be combined with TMQ biocompatible polymers has been investigated. In extended-release 

microcapsules, Eudragit RS 100 is a biocompatible, low-cost, high-strength, and water-

insoluble polymer that is often used as a wall material. Additionally, Eudragit RS 100 is a 

versatile polymer that may be used in a variety of forms, including aqueous dispersions, 
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granules, organic solutions, powders, and ready-to-use powders [4-5]. The emulsion/solvent 

evaporation process is the most often used method for microencapsulating water-insoluble 

compounds. Furthermore, the fact that oil-loaded microcapsules do not leak or crack after 

production benefits to this method. There is no need for an addition to the system because that 

solvent can evaporate quickly by itself, by heat, or by mixing during production, making 

fabrication easier and faster [6-7].  

Nanofibres can be employed in a wide range of applications, including medical applications, 

drug delivery systems, energy storage, battery separators, aerospace, and information 

technology. Due to its unrivaled mechanical strength, flexibility, very small fibre diameter, 

small adjustable pore size, high porosity, very high specific surface area (m2/g), high load 

capacity, and ease of production, nanofibres have recently attracted a slew of potential 

biological applications [8]. 

In this study, it was aimed at producing TMQ oil loaded microcapsules via the emulsion/solvent 

evaporation method and then, production of microcapsule based PVP/PEO nanofibres by the 

electrospinning method. It may also be concluded that this study will make a significant 

contribution to the literature because of the limited number of studies on nanofibres containing 

microcapsules currently available in the literature. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In order to produce microcapsule, Eudragit ® RS 100 (Evonik Röhm GmbH) and PVA 

material. Chloroform (Sigma-Aldrich Corporation (St. Louis, MO, USA)) and deionized water 

were used as solvents and Span20 (Sigma-Aldrich Corporation (St. Louis, MO, USA)) was 

used as a surfactant. For nanofibre production, PVP (Mw 360.000 g/mol) (Sigma–Aldrich (St. 

Louis, MO, USA)) was used as a main polymer, PEO (Mw 5.000.000 g/mol) was used as a co-

polymer, and deionized water was used as solvent.  

Microcapsule production was carried out via emulsion solvent/evaporation technique. Firstly, 

to create an emulsion, the oil and water phases were prepared separately. To obtain an oil phase, 

the Eudragit RS 100 polymer was dissolved in chloroform. TMQ was then added as the core 

material to the Eudragit RS 100 solution. Meanwhile, the water phase was formed by 

combining PVA and the surfactant in a high-speed mixer with deionized water. After that, the 

oil phase was then added to the water phase drop by drop and stirred in a high-speed mixer. 

Lastly, the processes of washing, filtration, and drying were completed. After microcapsule 

production, characterization studies were achieved. In order to analyse of microcapsules 

morphology, Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images were taken with different 

magnifications. Then, chemical analyse was carried out via FT-IR.  

Various concentrations of microcapsule loaded PVP/PEO polymer solutions were prepared 

(Table 1).  

Table 1. Sample codes and composition of microcapsule loaded PVP/PEO polymer solutions 

Sample Codes PVP 

Concentration 

(%) 

PEO 

Concentration 

(%) 

PVP/PEO 

Ratio 

Microcapsule 

Concentration (%) 

TMQ-0 16 0.1 9:1 0 

TMQ-0.5 16 0.1 9:1 0.5 

TMQ-1 16 0.1 9:1 1 

TMQ-1.5 16 0.1 9:1 1.5 

TMQ-2 16 0.1 9:1 2 

TMQ-2.5 16 0.1 9:1 2.5 
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Viscosity, conductivity, surface tension, and pH of polymer solutions were measured. Then, 

nanofibre production was achieved via electrospinning method under the optimum process 

parameters (Table 2). 

Table 2. Process parameters of electrospinning 

Voltage 

(kV) 

Distance 

between 

electrodes 

(cm) 

Feed Rate 

(mL/h) 

Humidity 

(%) 

Temperature 

(°C) 

24.6 19.5 0.6 28±2 24.2±1 

The morphology was analysed via SEM images with different magnifications. Then, fibre 

diameters were measured with ImageJ software. Fibre diameter histogram curves obtained with 

statistical program. Then, average fibre diameter uniformity coefficients were calculated with 

formulas below: 

 (number average) (1) 

 (weight average) (2) 

di: fibre diameter 

ni: fibre number 

The Aw/An ratio gives the fibre diameter uniformity coefficient. The more uniform the fibres 

are, the closer the average fibre uniformity coefficient value is to 1 [9]. 

FT-IR spectrums were carried out with Thermo Scientific using Attenuated Total Reflection 

(ATR) technique between 4000 and 400 cm-1 wavelengths.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

TMQ loaded Eudragit RS 100/ PVA microcapsules SEM images were given in Figure 1. 

  

Figure 1. SEM images of microcapsules (500x and 1000x) 

TMQ loaded microcapsules have spherical shape, homogenous distribution and smooth 

surface. Average microcapsule size is 52 µm. Solution properties results such as viscosity, 

conductivity and surface tension of PVP/PEO polymer solutions with various concentrations 

of microcapsules are given in Figure 2. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Solutions properties of PVP/PEO polymer solutions with different concentrations of 

TMQ microcapsules a) Viscosity and conductivity b) Surface tension and pH 

According to the Figure 2, surface tension and pH decreased and conductivity increased with 

microcapsule concentration increasement. However, viscosity was not affected from 

microcapsule concentrations significantly. Morphology of various concentrations of 

microcapsule loaded PVP/PEO nanofibres were investigated with SEM images (Figure 3). 
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TMQ-2.5 

Figure 3. SEM images of PVP/PEO nanofibres with various concentrations of TMQ loaded 

microcapsules 

 

From SEM images, it is clearly seen that TMQ loaded microcapsules were successfully 

incorporated into the nanofibrous structure. Moreover, it is possible to say that the number of 

microcapsules in the nanoweb increased as the microcapsule concentration increased. On 

closer inspection to TMQ-0 sample, nanofibres are fine and smooth.  

The average fibre diameter and fibre diameter distribution curve data calculated as a result of 

measuring the diameter of 100 different nanofibres from different regions of the nanoweb are 

given in the histogram (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4. Histogram of PVP/PEO nanofibers (TMQ-0) 

Histogram of PVP/PEO nanofibres are single peak and unimodal curve. PVP/PEO nanofibres 

have uniform and homogeneous distribution. Average fibre diameter is 289 nm, standard 

deviation is 60 nm and average fibre diameter uniformity coefficient is 1.043.  

FT-IR spectrums of PVP, TMQ, TMQ loaded microcapsules, PVP/PEO nanofibres, and TMQ 

microcapsule loaded PVP/PEO nanofibres are given in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5. FT-IR spectra of a) PVP; b) PVA; c) Eudragit RS 100; d) TMQ; e) TMQ loaded 

microcapsules, f) PVP/PEO nanofibers (TMQ-0), and g) Microcapsule loaded PVP/PEO 

nanofibers (TMQ-2.5) 

FT-IR spectrums showed that all polymers and additive agent in the chemical structure of 

microcapsule and microcapsule loaded nanofibres. Additionally, there is no unwanted chemical 

reactions between polymers, solvents, additive agent and microcapsules in the polymer 

solution. In details, FT-IR spectra of PVP polymer demonstrates the primary peaks linked with 

PVP/PEO nanofibres and microcapsule loaded PVP/PEO nanofibres quite clearly. Similarly, 

there is an OH stretching peak that was attributed to the presence of water at 3434 cm-1 in the 

PVP spectra. This characteristic peak appeared PVP/PEO nanofibres at 3436 cm-1 and 

microcapsule loaded PVP/PEO nanofibres at 3441 cm-1. There is another peak that occurred 

related to C=O at 1654 cm-1 in the spectra of PVP. This peak arises from the spectra of 

PVP/PEO nanofibres and microcapsule loaded nanofibres at 1661cm-1 and 1659 cm-1, 

respectively [10]. PVA and Eudragit RS 100 spectrums indicated strong links between TMQ 

loaded microcapsule and microcapsule loaded nanofibres. For instance, the typical strong 

hydrogen bonded band occurred at approximately 3400-3200 cm-1 wavelength in the spectra 

of PVA polymer, microcapsules and microcapsules loaded nanofibres. Because of the high 

hydrophilic forces, intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bonding is expected to occur 

among PVA chains. Another important absorption peak was confirmed at 1141 cm-1. This peak 

arises at 1239 cm-1 and 1244 cm-1 in the spectra of microcapsules and microcapsule loaded 

nanofibres, respectively. The crystallinity of PVA is primarily responsible for this vibrational 

band, which is related to the carboxyl stretching band (C–O) [11]. The carbonyl stretching 

vibration of the ester group is responsible for the stretching bands of Eudragit RS 100 at 1143 

cm-1 and 1237 cm-1. These stretching bands are attributed to 1157 cm-1 and 1249 cm-1 for 

microcapsules spectra and to 1154 cm-1 and 1241 cm-1 for microcapsule loaded spectra [12]. 

TMQ characteristic peaks appeared in the spectrum of microcapsule and microcapsule loaded 

nanofibres with their intensities lost. Because TMQ was used as a microcapsule core material 

in low concentration. Similarly, since PEO is used in low concentration, characteristic PEO 

peaks are masked by PVP characteristic peaks in nanofibres spectrums. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, TMQ loaded microcapsules were produced by the emulsion/solvent evaporation 

method. Then, nanofibre surfaces were obtained from PVP/PEO polymer solutions with 

various microcapsule concentrations. Microcapsules were produced small, smooth, and 

spherical shape. Solution properties of PVP/PEO with various concentrations of microcapsules 
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were measured. From the results, it was determined that conductivity increased, surface tension 

and pH decreased while viscosity was not affected from microcapsule concentration 

prominently. Microcapsules were incorporated with nanofibrous structure and this result was 

verified chemically by SEM and FT-IR analysis. In this study, in which micro and 

nanotechnology are used together, TMQ is protected from adverse environmental conditions 

by microencapsulation, and then the nanofibre textile surface is obtained by combining with 

microcapsules. It is thought that the developed this nano textile surfaces have a high potential 

for use in the medical field. 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this study is to produce essential oil loaded nanofiber wound dressings from PVA, 

which is a biodegradable and biocompatible polymer, by emulsion electrospinning method. 

Hypericum Perforatum oil, known for its antibacterial, antioxidant and anti-inflammatory 

properties on skin disorders, was used and Kolliphor RH40 surfactant was added to emulsify 

oil in polymer solution. In order to examine the effect of surfactant amount on nanofiber 

morphology, surfactant was used at 2%, 4% and 6% (w/w) ratios. The effect of surfactant 

concentration on solution viscosity and fibre morphology were investigated by viscosity 

measurements and SEM analysis. To confirm the presence of Hypericum Perforatum oil in 

nanofibers structure FT-IR spectroscopy analysis were carried out. According to the results, 

the solution viscosity increased as the amount of surfactant increased. Additionally, it was 

observed that the average diameters of nanofibers, containing 2%, 4%, and 6% surfactant 

(w/w), increased compared to the pristine PVA nanofiber. In conclusion, the fiber morphology 

of Hypericum Perforatum oil-containing PVA nanofibers has been changed with the effect of 

surfactant. 

Keywords: emulsion electrospinning, essential oil, wound dressing, nanofiber 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Essential oils and natural plant extracts can be alternatives to synthetic drugs due to their 

antibacterial, antioxidant, and anti-inflammatory properties [1]. Hypericum Perforatum oil is 

widely used in the treatment of skin and infectious diseases, which has anti-inflammatory, 

antimicrobial, and antioxidant features [2]. Nanofibers with drugs, essential oil or extracts can 

provide controlled release due to their large surface areas and maintain the moisture balance 

on the skin surface. Therefore, nanofibers which contain drugs and essential oils are widely 

used in wound dressing applications. In the emulsion electrospinning method, which is 

frequently used in the production of nanofibers containing essential oils, the stable emulsion is 

formed with the help of suitable surfactants.  

There are several studies about electrospun wound dressings with H. Perforatum oil content. 

In one of these studies, PCL/Gelatin electrospun wound dressings with H.Perforatum oil 

content were formed and in vivo tests were done. Consistent with the literature, it has been 

stated that H.Perforatum oil has significant effects on wound healing [2]. In another one, 

H.Perforatum oil encapsulated in PEG fibers showed a controlled release for 14 days upon 

contact with the wound and it was stated that electrospun structures containing H.Perforatum 

showed activity against gram positive and gram negative bacteria [3]. 
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In electrospun wound dressing studies synthetic polymers such as polylactic acid (PLA), 

polyglycolic acid (PGA), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), polycaprolactone (PCL), 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), poly lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA) is used due to their 

biocompatibility [4]. In the literature, there are various studies in which electrospun nanofibers 

were obtained by doping PVA nanofibers with essential oils such as cinnamon oil, thyme oil 

and Zataria Multiflora oil [5-7]. In this study, with a different approach, emulsion 

electrospinning was chosen as the nanofiber production method by adding H. Perforatum oil 

to the PVA polymer with the aim of developing wound dressings that could provide controlled 

release by forming encapsulated oil in the nanofiber structure. Since there is no other study 

conducted with PVA and H.Perforatum oil in the literature, we focused on investigation of the 

fiber formation by using the surfactant at different ratios. It is aimed to observe the nanofiber 

diameter and uniformity depending on different surfactant ratios, and thus to determine suitable 

formulations for electrospun wound dressing. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In this study, PVA was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and distilled water was used as the 

solvent. H.Perforatum oil was obtained from Zade Vital and Kolliphor® RH 40 (BASF) was 

used as the non-ionic surfactant. Before the electrospinning process, emulsions containing 

PVA, H.Perforatum oil and Kolliphor® RH 40 were prepared. PVA was dissolved in distilled 

water at a rate of 12% (w/w) for 2 hours at 70 °C and solution containing 12% (w/w) PVA was 

used in all samples. Amount of H.Perforatum oil added was 2% (v/v).  Kolliphor® RH 40 

(BASF) was used as the surfactant and in order to observe the effect of surfactant ratio on 

nanofiber structure, Kolliphor® RH 40 was added at 2%, 4%, and 6% (w/w) ratios to PVA-

H.Perforatum oil emulsion. Viscosity measurements of the emulsions were carried out prior to 

spinning and  Brookfield DV-E Viscometer was used for viscosity measurements. 

NanoSpinner NE300 model electrospinning device was used and the feed rate was set as 0.3 

mL/hour. The system voltage was fixed at 25 kV, the distance was 15 cm and the roller speed 

was determined as 200 rpm. TESCAN - VEGA4 - W source, EDX Scanning Electron 

Microscope (SEM) was used for image analysis of nanofiber surfaces. Fibre diameters were 

measured with the ImageJ software by selecting 100 different fibres from SEM images. Fourier 

Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR) measurements of the samples were made using 

PerkinElmer Spectrum100. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 1 shows the content of the pristine PVA nanofiber and oil loaded PVA electrospun fibers 

(HP-C2, HP-C4, and HP-C6) and the measured viscosities of polymer solutions for each 

sample.  

Table 1. The content and the viscosity values of polymer solutions for each sample group. 

 PVA/solvent 

(w/w) 

The amount of 

surfactant (w/w) 

The amount of oil 

(v/v) 

Viscosity (cP) 

Pristine PVA 12% - - 91.5 

HP-C2 12% 2% 2% 184.5 

HP-C4 12% 4% 2% 270.8 

HP-C6 12% 6% 2% 328.0 

Since the aim of the study is to examine the effect of the amount of surfactant on the nanofiber 

morphology, the amount of surfactant was increased by keeping the amount of oil constant at 

2% (v/v). The addition of surfactant to polymer solution can affect the viscosity of solutions 

by modulating the polymer/solvent and polymer/surfactant interactions via electrostatic, 

hydrophobic, and hydrogen bonding interactions [8]. The results (Table 1) showed that the 
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viscosity of the solution increased as the amount of surfactant increased in the polymer 

solution. 

The SEM images at 20,000 magnification and fibre diameter distributions of electrospun fibres 

are shown in Figure 1. The viscosity of the solution is a parameter that has an effect on the 

morphological structure and average diameter of the nanofibers [9]. As shown in the SEM 

images and fibre diameter distribution graphs (Figure  1), the diameters of the fibers have 

thickened due to the increased viscosity (Table 1) caused by the addition of surfactant at 2%, 

4%, and 6% (w/w) ratios. According to the results, the average diameter size of electrospun 

fibres were calculated as 82 ± 17 nm, 131 ± 47 nm, 176 ± 59 nm, and 208 ± 105 nm for the 

pristine, HP-C2, HP-C4, HP-C6 samples, respectively.  
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(c) 

 
(d)  

Figure 1. SEM images (at x20.000 magnifications) and fibre diameter distribution graphs of 

pristine PVA nanofiber (a), HP-C2 (b), HP-C4 (c), HP-C6 (d) samples, respectively. 

In the literature, the increase in the diameter of the fibers has been accepted as an indicator of 

the encapsulation of more oil in the fiber [10]. In addition to the increase in fiber diameters, 

the fibers tended to coalesce and lose their fiber morphology in some parts (Figure 2). The 

reason for these morphological changes can be attributed to the amount of surfactant and 

viscosity. 
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(a)  (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 2. SEM images of pristine PVA nanofibers (a), HP-C2 (b), HP-C4 (c), HP-C6 (d) 

samples at x5.000 magnifications. 

In the FT-IR analysis, peaks similar to those of H.Perforatum oil were observed for  the PVA 

nanofibers with oil content. Peaks due to C-H stretching are observed in the region of 2850-

3000 cm-1 in both H.Perforatum oil and PVA nanofiber doped with oil (Figure 3). This is 

promising since it indicates that PVA nanofibers contain H.Perforatum oil in their structure. 
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Figure 3. FT-IR Spectrum of  nanofibers, Kolliphor RH40, and Hypericum Perforatum Oil. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this study, nanofibrous structures containing Hypericum Perforatum oil which has 

antibacterial, antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties were produced from PVA polymer 

by emulsion electrospinning method. In order to create an emulsion between the oil phase and 

the water phase in the polymer solution, Kolliphor RH40 was used at increasing rates as a 

surfactant. Viscosity measurements and SEM images were done to examine the effects of 

surfactant concentration on both solution viscosity and fiber morphology. As the amount of 

surfactant increased, fiber diameters and diameter distribution increased. On the other hand, in 

the FTIR measurements C-H stretching peaks in the 2850 - 3000 region of the graph of the 

Hypericum Perforatum oil were also observed in the PVA - HPO fibers. FTIR results indicate 

that Hypericum Perforatum oil was successfully incorporated into the fibre structure. The effect 

of the surfactant on fiber morphology was investigated for studies aiming to provide controlled 

release of essential oils trapped in the fiber by emulsion electrospinning method, especially 

during the treatment of skin disorders. In the future, the amount of oil in the solution will be 

increased and studies will be carried out on the maximum amount of oil that the fibers can carry 

without deteriorating their structure. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, a UV sensor was designed by photochromic nanofibrous surfaces. Photochromic 

nanofibers were obtained using thermoplastic polyurethane and a spirooxazine based 

photochromic dye by electrospinning method. The colors of photochromic nanofibrous 

surfaces according to different intensities of UV irradiation were evaluated with gray scale. 

Thus, it has been demonstrated that photochromic nanofibrous surfaces can be used as UV 

sensors. 

Keywords: Electrospinning, thermoplastic polyurethane, UV-sensitive, photochromic textile 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Exposure to ultraviolet (UV) rays causes many diseases such as erythema, sunburn, skin cancer 

and cataracts [1]. In order to be protected from UV rays, it is recommended to stay away from 

the light source (sun, artificial light source, etc.), and to use protective creams and protective 

clothing [2]. Which of these protective measures should be used and at what level they should 

be applied may vary depending on the UV light intensity exposed. In this context, it would be 

beneficial to use a simple and easily understandable UV light sensor, where people can measure 

the UV light intensity value they are instantly exposed to.  

Various UV light sensor designs have been made in the literature such as PULS card [3], 

printable and multicomponent UV indicator [4], paper based sensor with TiO2 and food dye 

[5], epidermal sensor with integrated electronics [6], wearable colorimetric [7] and skin color 

specific, spectrally selective naked eye [8] dosimeters. In this study, a UV sensor was designed 

by photochromic nanofibrous surfaces. 

Nanofibrous surfaces have the potential to be used in a wide variety of application areas such 

as filtration, sensors, composite materials, medical textiles, due to their large surface area, high 

porosity rate, and the possibility of using different polymer types. Functional nanofibrous 

surfaces can be obtained by adding substances with different properties such as drugs, cosmetic 

materials and dyes into the polymer matrix. In this context, photochromic nanofibrous surfaces 

can be obtained as a result of adding photochromic dyes into the nanofiber matrix.  

Photochromic dyes can reversibly change their chemical structure and color with the effect of 

UV rays. The change in the chemical structure of the photochromic dye occurs in the molecule 

as cis-trans isomer or ring opening/closing reaction (Figure 1) [9]. There are organic 

photochromic compounds, which are more interesting commercially, such as spiropyran, 

spiroxazine, naphtopyran, etc. while there are also inorganic photochromic compounds such as 

polyoxometalate, metal oxides (tungstenoxide, titanium oxide, etc.).  
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Figure 1. Reversible structure change of photochromic dye with UV light effect [9]. 

Photochromic dyes are divided into different classes according to their reaction mechanisms, 

and the most widely used group among these classes is the dyes showing photochromism based 

on pericyclic reactions. These dyes, which show photochromism effect as a result of ring 

opening/closing reaction, are divided into 5 groups as spiropyrans, spiroxazines, naphtopyrans, 

diarylethenes and fulgides. In this study, spirooxazine based photochromic dye was used to 

produce photochromic nanofibers.  

Photochromic nanofibers have the potential to be used as sensors or data storage materials in 

smart textiles [10, 11] In this study, the use of photochromic nanofibrous surfaces in UV sensor 

production were investigated. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) and spirooxazine dye were obtained from IMCD and TMC 

Hallcrest, respectively. Dichloromethane and N, N dimethylformamide were purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich.   

Photochromic nanofibers were obtained using thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) and a 

spirooxazine based photochromic dye by electrospinning method. Detailed information on the 

electrospinning process and parameters was given in the previous study [12]. Briefly, TPU 

stock solutions was first prepared by dissolving TPU granules in N, N dimethylformamide to 

obtain the fiber spinning solution. Then, photochromic dye was dissolved in dichloromethane 

and added to the polymer solution. After that, the solution was taken to the electrospinning 

process.  

Morphology of the nanofibrous surfaces were observed by scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) analyses. 

Color measurements were carried out by a portable spectrophotometer (ColorLite Sph 870) 

with solar simulator (ABET Sunlite Solar Simulator). The photochromic nanofibrous surfaces 

were placed on the plate kept at constant temperature (20oC) by a peltier system and then the 

nanofibers were irradiated by solar simulator for 3 minutes. After that, the solar light was 

switched off and the color measurements were carried out immediately. The color value of 

unirradiated sample was regarded as the standard. Color build-up on irradiation of the samples 

was discussed by the difference between the standard and UV irradiated colored samples by 

using ∆E* (color difference) values. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The surface morphology of the photochromic nanofibers was investigated by SEM imaging. 

Bead free and uniform photochromic nanofibers were produced (Figure 2). Mean fiber 

diameters of the nanofibers were approximately 500-600 nm. 
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Figure 2. SEM image of the photochromic nanofibers 

The color change behaviour of the photochromic nanofibers by different intensities of UV 

irradiation is showed in Figure 3. It was observed that the visible color depth and therefore the 

measured ∆E* values of the photochromic nanofibrous surfaces decreased as the UV light 

intensity decreased. After this evaluation, creating of a standard color scale was studied.  

The colors of the photochromic nanofibrous surfaces were evaluated with the staining scale of 

the gray scale and 1-2-3 values of gray scale/staining were matched with light intensity as low, 

medium and high, respectively (Figure 4). Thus, in the sensor design, the color of the 

photochromic nanofibrous surface can be compared with the gray scale and the UV light 

intensity can be understood (Figure 4). 

UV light intensity 150 W/m2 300 W/m2 1000 W/m2 

Image of the photochromic 

nanofibrous surfaces 

   

∆E* values 27.03 36.30 58.12 

Figure 3. The images and ∆E* values of the photochromic nanofibrous surfaces under 

different intensities of UV irradiation 

A 

 

 

B 

 

 

C 

 

 

Figure 4. The images of photochromic nanofiber based UV sensor before (A) and after 

different intensities of UV irradiation (B: 150 W/m2, C: 1000 W/m2) 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, photochromic nanofibers were produced by electrospinning method for UV 

sensor design. Based on the SEM analyses, it was evaluated that bead free and uniform 

photochromic TPU nanofibers were obtained. The colors of photochromic nanofibrous 

surfaces according to different intensities of UV irradiation were evaluated with gray scale. It 

was observed that color values of the photochromic nanofibrous surfaces increased as the UV 

light intensity increased. Thus, it has been demonstrated that photochromic nanofibrous 

surfaces can be used as UV sensor. 
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ABSTRACT 

With the increasing awareness of the toxic effects of synthetic materials on humans and nature, 

research on the use of plant material and its processing for biomedical applications has gained 

more importance in recent years. Olive leaf is a most important herbal species that grows 

frequently in Turkey and is widely used in the field of health due to its various benefits. In this 

study, nanofiber structure was produced by using the electrospinning method with the ready 

olive leaf extract and polymer solution containing 100% pure PVA (polyvinyl alcohol). Tensile 

strength and elongation at break measurements and mechanical properties of the produced 

nanofiber structure and structural characterization with FTIR (Fouirer Transform Infrared) 

measurements were investigated. In the analysis, it was concluded that the olive leaf extract 

was compatible with PVA and formed a regular, smooth, high-strength nanofiber structure. 

This work is aimed that is to ensure the use of ready-made olive leaf extract as a nanofiber 

structure that can be used in the biomedical field and to inspire future research in uses of herbal 

extract in electrospinning process. 

Keywords: Nanofiber, Herbal Extract, Olive Leaf, Electrospinning, PVA 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the use of plants obtained from natural sources as active agents and wound 

healing properties has become quite common. The olive leaf is the most preferred plant species 

in terms of its features, both in historical development and today. 

Known as the symbol of the Mediterranean regions, the olive (botanically named Olea 

europaea) has attracted more attention in recent years due to its positive effects on human 

health. The Mediterranean diet is protective against heart diseases and cancer, as it consumes 

less saturated fat and contains antioxidants that prevent LDL-cholesterol oxidation [1]. The 

fact that olive, which is the most important part of the Mediterranean diet, does not increase 

blood lipids [1], prevents hypolipidemic activity, and destroys inflammatory enzymes such as 

lipoxygenase [2], its use as an active agent has become widespread. The olive tree is a tree 

species grown especially in Mediterranean countries. Olive trees, which produce a total of 13 

million tons annually in the world, are respectively Spain (52.2%), Italy (27.9%), Greece 

(17.3%), Tunisia (5.9%), Syria (4%, 8), Turkey (4.6%), Morocco (3.2%), Portugal (2.1%) and 

Algeria (1.2%) [3]. Olive trees range from eastern Turkey to Europe. For this reason, it has 

been widely used in the treatment of diseases such as fever and malaria on Turkish soil since 

ancient times [4]. 

Nanofiber structures are produced with thermoplastic polymers due to the ease of the process, 

superior mechanical abilities, flexible structures, and low densities [5]. The studies on the 
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production of nanofiber membrane structures from herbal extracts are limited compared to 

thermoplastic polymers. Electrospinning is the most preferred and simplest method among all 

applications made at the fiber scale. The electrospinning method is carried out by filling the 

polymer solution into a syringe and transferring it from the tip of the syringe to the collector 

by applying voltage [6]. 

In this study, nanofiber structure was produced by using the electrospinning method with the 

ready olive leaf extract and polymer solution containing 100% pure PVA (polyvinyl alcohol). 

Viscosities and conductivity of polymer solutions were measured the production of nanofiber 

structure was realized. Tensile strength and elongation at break measurements and mechanical 

properties of the produced nanofiber structure and structural characterization with FTIR 

(Fouirer Transform Infrared) measurements were investigated. The presence of the olive leaf 

in the produced nanofiber structure was determined at the wavelengths encountered in the FTIR 

measurements. As a result of the analyzes, it was concluded that the production of nanofibers 

containing olive leaves was successful and would create opportunities for use in biomedical 

fields such as drug release, tissue engineering, and wound dressing applications. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In scope of the study, PVA (polyvinyl alcohol) (Mw ~ 70000) Merck (Darmstadt, Germany) 

with product code 843869 has used as polymer Material in solid form produced following the 

Turkish food codex İmmunat brand olive leaf extract was purchased.  PVA (C₄H₆O₂) n polymer 

was used in plastic boxes and all of the materials were stored under room conditions. The PVA 

polymer was dissolved with double-purified distilled water using a heated stirrer. Within the 

scope of the study, the concentration of olive leaf extract in the polymer was determined as 

15% (v / v) by volume, and the mixture was mixed until it became homogeneous in the stirrer. 

     

Figure 1. PVA,  Heated Stirrer and Olive Leaf Extract  

Viscosities of polymer solutions containing olive leaf were measured using a viscometer device 

(Brookfield DV-E Viscometer, USA). Viscosity measurement was made using S21 spindle 

type at 100 rpm. Viscosity values of all prepared solutions are given in cP (centipoise) 

according to shear rate. The conductivity values of the polymer solutions were measured with 

a portable electrical conductivity-measuring device (WTW Cond 3110, Germany). The 

conductivity measurement probe was immersed in the prepared solution and values were 

measured in mS/cm. All measurements were made at room temperature. In the preparation of 

the nanofiber structure, Kern brand precision balance, isolab brand heated stirrer, 50 ml 

capacity beakers, Nüve ND 8 distilled water device, 10 ml capacity syringes, magnetic stirrer 

fish and Inovenso NE300 electrospinning device were used.  

Foruier Transformed Infrared Spectrum (FTIR) examination of the obtained nanofiber 

structures, Nicolet is10, Thermo Scientific brand device was used. For measurements, samples 

of 10x10 mm were taken. Thickness and strength measurements were made in order to measure 
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the effect of olive leaf matter on strength in the herbal-based nanofiber structures produced. 

Thickness measurements were made with Mitutoyo Digital Thickness Comparator device in 

'mm' from 10 different points in vertical, and horizontal directions. These values were used to 

measure strength measurements in megapascals (MPa). The strengths of the samples taken 

from 50 x 10mm (length x width) dimensions were measured in the Instron 4411 Universal test 

device. 

                                                                                          

            

Figure 2. Electrospinning instrument (Inovenso NE300), FTIR Nicolet is10, Thermo 

Scientific instrument and Strength Measurement Instruments (Instron 4411)  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the study, firstly, the viscosity and conductivity values of the polymer solution containing 

the ready olive leaf extract were measured. Solution characterization was carried out in order 

to predict the production conditions and nanofiber structures to be obtained in the 

electrospinning process. Then, the breaking strength and elongation at break measurements 

were made in the material direction and machine width directions of the nanofiber structures 

produced by the electrospinning method. With this measurement, it was aimed to determine 

the mechanical effects of adding the ready olive leaf extract to the nanofiber structure. Finally, 

the presence and activity of olive leaf extract and polymer material were analyzed by FTIR 

spectrum measurements. 

Viscosity is the most important parameter that determines the flow rate of the solution. A higher 

flow rate is provided in electrospinning process with low viscosity [7]. Looking at the results 

of the study (Table 1.), it was seen that the XOE nanofiber structure was at lower viscosity and 

higher flow rate. In the conductivity measurements made in the study, it is seen that the addition 

of ready olive leaf extract increases the conductivity of the solution. This occurs when the 

phenolic compounds in the olive leaf extract form ions such as hydroxide and acetate ions in 

the polymer solution [8] 

Table 1. The viscosity and conductivity of solutions 

Coding Conductivitiy 

(μS/cm) 
 

Viscosity (cP) Torque rating (%) 

X 854 150 90 

XOE 1322 110 22 
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The production parameters of the nanofiber structure of the PVA polymer produced within the 

scope of the study, which contains the ready-made olive leaf extract, are given in Table 2. The 

nanofiber structure obtained is transparent, white appearance, non-beaded fiber-free, smooth, 

and continuous fiber-containing structures. For the nanofiber structures to be stable, the feed 

rate and electric field value are optimized at the most regular and continuous level. It was 

observed that the addition of ready-made olive leaf extract resulted in an increase in feed rate 

and applied voltage capacity. 

Table 2. Production Parameters of the Electrospinning Process 

Coding Feeding 

Rate 

(mL/h) 

Applied 

Voltage 

(kV) 

Distance 

between 

syringe 

needle 

and 

collector 

(cm) 

Temperature 

of 

production 

(°C) 

Time of 

production(h) 

X 0,5 27 20 24 4 

XOE 0,7 28,5 20 25 4 

FTIR analysis was applied to define the internal bonds of the molecular structures of the 

nanofiber structure containing the ready olive leaf and the 100% PVA nanofiber structure. The 

method is based on the absorption of infrared rays falling on the bonds with vibration and 

rotational motion in correlation. The measurements made are shown in Figure 3. The FTIR 

spectrum measurement of the nanofiber surfaces obtained as a result of the study was made in 

the wavelength range of 450-4000 cm-1. In the measurements made, the effects of characteristic 

bands on the obtained nanofiber structures were investigated. For the X polymer containing 

100% PVA, the peak of 3326 cm-1 wavelength seen in the spectrum shows the presence of O 

– H stretching vibration of the hydroxyl group in the nanofiber structure [9-10]. Bands at 

wavelengths of 2910 and 2940 cm-1 originated from CH stretching bands at wavelengths of 

1327–1180 cm-1 originated from C–O stretching of phenols [11]. 

            

Figure 3. FTIR spectra of the X and XOE 

Vertical (machine direction) and horizontal (material width) breaking strength values were 

measured in order to measure and evaluate the effect of ready-made olive leaf extract on 

strength in nanofiber structure containing ready olive leaves (Figure 4.). With the addition of 

ready-made olive leaf to the X nanofiber containing 100% PVA, the strength of the XOE 

nanofiber structure increased approximately twice in the machine direction and material width 
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directions. This direct effect of plant extracts on strength is due to the compatibility of the 

polymer tissue used with its mechanical properties [12]. 

 

Figure 4. Tensile strength in the machine direction and material width direction of X and 

XOE 

Elongation at break tests, like tensile strength tests, were performed in two different positions, 

which were prepared considering the machine direction and the material width direction 

(Figure 5.). In the measurements carried out, it was observed whether there was a direct 

relationship between the addition of ready-made olive leaf extract and the flexibility of the 

nanofiber structure. With the addition of ready-made olive leaf extract, the elongation at break 

increased similarly to the breaking strength. It is thought that the type of solvent used for 

nanofiber structures and the phenol content of the plant extract affect the elongation at break 

(%) of the polymer chains formed [6]. 

 

Figure 5. Elongation in the machine direction and material width direction of X and XOE 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The fact that many of the health problems are associated with synthetic polymers has increased 

the use of herbal extracts in recent years. Nanofiber structures containing herbal extracts have 

great potential in biomedical applications such as wound dressing, drug delivery, and tissue 

engineering. Olive leaf extract, which has phenolic content, is an advantageous candidate for 

antimicrobial and antioxidant applications. As a result of the analyzes, it was concluded that 

the production of nanofibers by producing electrospinning method containing ready olive 

leaves extract was successful. The presence of herbal extract was determined in the nanofiber 

structure, an increase was observed in values such as elongation at break, and breaking strength. 

The nanofiber structure produced has mechanically and functionally usable in biomedical 
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applications. Thus, the use of specific bioactive compounds toxic for the microorganisms can 

be achieved. 

This study may be useful in raising awareness in the production of biodegradable, economical, 

environmentally friendly new generation nanofiber structures containing ready olive leaf 

extract and their use in the field of biomedical area applications. 
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ABSTRACT 

The skin is the largest organ of the human body. In case of injury to the skin tissue, these layers 

are severely damaged, especially in burn injuries. A wide variety of dressings are developed 

according to the type of wound. The most popular of these are functional polymeric dressings. 

These dressings accelerate the wound healing process. The use of plant-derived extracts as well 

as biomolecules of biological origin in wound dressing materials is quite common. In this 

study, it was aimed to load the active ingredients obtained by extracting the plant Echium 

italicum (Italian viper's bugloss), which is known to be effective in the healing of burn wounds, 

into poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) in order to develop an electrospun nanofiber wound dressing 

for wound healing. Morphological characterization and structural analysis of nanofiber 

membrane wound dressings to be produced by electrospinning were performed by Scanning 

Electron Microscopy (SEM), Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), tensile test, in 

vitro degradation and in vitro cytotoxicity tests. 

Keywords: Polymeric wound dressing, Echium italicum, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid), 

electrospinning, wound healing. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

When the skin tissue is damaged, the repair of these damages is a very difficult process in terms 

of both health and aesthetics. Especially in injuries caused by burns, the healing process may 

be prolonged depending on the degree of burn. The polymeric wound dressings used to 

accelerate these wound healings consist of one or more components [1]. Nanofiber membranes 

with high antibacterial activity and biocompatible are used to heal wound infections due to 

their significant moisture and oxygen permeability [2]. Root preparations obtained from 

Echium italicum plant are red in color. It is known that the active ingredients obtained from the 

root of this plant play an active role in burn wounds, reduce the risk of infection, reduce scars 

in burn areas, promote cell regeneration and heal burn wounds in a short time [3]. In this study, 

nanofiber membranes were prepared from biodegradable poly(lactide-co-glycolide)/Echium 

italicum extract (PLGA/EIE) mixtures by using electrospinning method. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Materials 

PLGA was purchased from Corbion N.V. (PURASORB PLG 8523, L-lactide/Glycolide 85/15 

molar ratio, 2.3 dl/g). E. italicum was collected from Yalova. Chloroform and 

dimethylformamide (DMF) were bought from Sigma Aldrich (USA). All other materials and 

solvents used were analytical grade unless otherwise stated.  
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2.2. Extraction of Active Ingredients from E. italicum (EI) Plant 

The active ingredients were obtained from the root part of the plant. The plant was collected in 

Yalova in September. The root part of this plant was cut and dried. After this process, the active 

ingredients were extracted from root by some solvents.  

2.3. Production of Polymeric Nanofiber Membranes  

PLGA polymer, chloroform and dimethylformamide (DMF) were used as solvents in the 

production of nanofiber membranes. The PLGA/EIE solutions with 4:1 chloroform/DMF were 

prepared %10, %12, %15 and %20, respectively. To increase the electroconductivity, DMF 

was added to the solution. In addition, PLGA solution was prepared with 4:1 chloroform/DMF 

as control. The PLGA/EIE solutions were spun onto a stainless-steel plate collector covered 

with an aluminium foil to form a nanofiber wound dressing membrane.  

2.4. Characterization of Membranes  

Morphological Evaluation 

To analyse the surface properties, the samples were sputter coated with a thin layer of gold and 

visualized under a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM, FEI Inc., Inspect S50, EDAX Inc., 

Octane Prime) at an accelerating voltage 15 kV.  

in vitro Degradation Studies 

To determine the in vitro degradation rate of the nanofiber membranes, the samples were cut 

into 5x5 cm and pre-weighed, then placed into sterile falcon tubes containing PBS (pH=7.4) 

and incubated at 37°C. The samples removed from the solution at regular intervals (7, 14, 30, 

60, 90 days) were then washed thoroughly with ultra-pure water and dried at 37°C before 

weighing again. The percentage of weight loss were calculated based on the initial and the last 

weight of each individual sample. 

FTIR Analysis 

The presence of EI inside the membrane was chemically observed by FTIR.  

Mechanical Tests 

The tensile strength and % elongation of the membranes (10 × 50 mm in dimension) were 

measured using an universal test machine (Zwick/Roell, Germany). The entire testing process 

was conducted at 23°C with 50% relative humidity atmosphere using 10kN force with a 

constant drawing speed of 200 mm/min. Average values and standard deviations of five 

replicates of each specimen were reported.   

Indirect Cytotoxicity Evaluation 

Indirect cytotoxicity testing is a rapid and inexpensive method for determining whether 

produced membranes release extracts that may be biologically harmful. At this stage of the 

study, cytotoxicity index of the produced membranes was determined using MEM-extraction 

test according to ISO 10993/EN 30993 [4].  The latex rubber and polystyrene (PS) were used 

as positive and negative control, respectively. For the test, each membrane was prepared as to 

have an extraction ratio of 6cm2/ml and sterilized under UV-light for 20 minutes. The sterilized 

samples were immersed into DMEM (Dulbecco's Modification of Eagle's Medium) containing 

10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and 1% Penicillin/streptomycin solution. They were then 

incubated at 37°C for 24 hours under constant agitation. After 24 h, the extraction liquids were 

filtered by sterile filtration using syringe filters (pore size 0.20 m). Before assay, L929 mouse 

fibroblast cells (ATCC®, CCL-1™) was incubated at 37°C under 5 % CO2, > 90 % humidity) 

to form a half-confluent monolayer. After 24 h incubation, culture medium was aspirated, and 
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the sample extracts were added to each well. The cells were cultured with extraction liquid for 

24, 48 and 72 h. After 24 and 48h, the confluency of the monolayer, percentage of floating 

cells and change of cellular morphology were evaluated under an optical microscope and the 

scores were recorded.  

After 72h of incubation, the reduction in growth rates were determined by MTS assay kit 

(CellTiter 96® AQueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay, Promega). This assay is based 

on the bioreduction of the MTS tetrazolium compound by metabolically active cells cells into 

a colored formazan product. Assay was performed by adding of DMEM without FBS and MTS 

reagent (5:1 ratio) into each well and incubating at 37°C in 5% CO2 incubator for 3 h. Then, 

the absorbances at 490nm were recorded using a microplate reader (Biochrom EZ Read 400, 

UK).  

The scores from microscopic evaluation were corrected for the negative control and average. 

The percentage of growth inhibition was determined by MTS and scored after correction for 

the value of the negative control. The final cytotoxic response was calculated by addition of 

these two scores and the samples were evaluated according to Table 1. 

Table 1. Cytotoxic response index 

Cytotoxıcıty Index Reactivity Pass/Fail 

0-1 None Pass 

1-3 Slightly Toxic Pass 

3-5 Mildly Toxic Retest 

5-7 Moderately Toxic Fail 

7-8 Severely Toxic Fail 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Regarding SEM analysis, membranes with different concentration of EIE present very similar 

morphology (Figure 1). The average of diameter of nanofibers was given in Table 2. The 

diameter of nanofibers increased with the amount of extraction of EIE.  

 

Figure 1. SEM images of a) PLGA, b) 10% PLGA/EIE, c) 12% PLGA/EIE, d) 15% 

PLGA/EIE, e) 20% PLGA/EIE membrane (5000x) 
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Table 2. The average of diameter of nanofibers of the produced membranes 

Sample PLGA PLGA/EIE-10 PLGA/EIE-12 PLGA/EIE-15 PLGA/EIE-20 

Av. nanofiber 

diameter (nm) 
910 1023 1178 1240 1878 

After 30 days of immersion in PBS, no weight loss was observed for all types of samples. These 

results indicated that either PLGA did not degrade by means of weight lost and there was no 

EIE release from the composite membranes within 30 days.   

According to FTIR spectrum presented in Figure 2, the strong characteristic absorption bands 

at about 1752 cm−1 attributes to the stretching vibration of C=O bond, and the bands at 1090 

cm−1 for C–O–C stretching bond of PLGA [5]. Since EIE has fatty acids, such as alpha-

linolenic acid (ALA), stearidonic acid (SDA), linoleic acid (LA), gamma linolenic acid (GLA), 

the bands observed between 2800 and 3000 cm−1 in the spectrum of extract can be attributes to 

fatty acids [6]. Therefore, an increasing of intensity of these bands can be seen by increasing 

amount of EIE. Also, EIE has shikonin and alkanin as seconder metabolites which have the 

characteristic bands at the same range of wave lengths [7].   

 

Figure 2. FTIR spectra of the membranes 

To evaluate the effect of EIE addition on the mechanical properties of the membranes, tensile 

tests were conducted, and results were presented in Table 3. Nevertheless, EIE addition on the 

nanofiber mats resulted decreases in both the tensile strength and elongation values, but they 

were still sufficient for the application. 

Table 3. Mechanical properties of the produced membranes 

Sample 
Tensile strength 

(MPa) 
Strain % 

PLGA 0.23 207 

PLGA/EIE-10 0.11 142 

PLGA/EIE-12 0.07 88 

PLGA/EIE-15 0.10 163 

PLGA/EIE-20 0.08 112 

in vitro MEM extraction test was conducted to assess the cytotoxicity of the produced nanofiber 

membranes.  After 48 h of culture, the cells maintained their characteristic spindle-shaped 

morphology and were able to spread through the entire surface-reaching near-full confluency. 

T
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Figure 3 presents the results from MTS assay which was performed to quantitate cell 

proliferation after 72 h.  The extracts of membranes with 10% and 15% EIE inhibited the cell 

growth least than others, including PLGA. The highest inhibition was measured in the cells 

incubated with PLGA/EIE-20, which reveals that there was a limitation for EIE amount. 

 

Figure 3. Cell viability of L929 cells after incubation with control and sample extracts over a 

period of 72h. 

After combining the results from both microscopic evaluation and cell viability test, it can be 

clearly stated that the leachable components from membranes can be considered as 

noncytotoxic, with a cytotoxic index of between 1.70-2.77.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, electrospun nanofiber structured polymeric dressing containing plant extract of 

Echium italicum was obtained. The results obtained from the present work indicate that 

developed fibrous mats possess favorable properties to serve as a wound dressing material for 

the treatment of severe burn wounds. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, recycled polyester/graphene nanoplatelets (rPET/GNP) composite nanofibers 

were prepared via electrospinning. The rPET/GNP nanofibers were morphologically, 

spectrally and thermally characterized. According to scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

images, GNP incorporation caused a broader diameter distribution and rougher surface. 

Thermal properties of the nanofibers were evaluated by differential scanning calorimetry 

(DSC) and it was observed that the crystallization temperature of rPET/GNP nanofibers was 

higher than rPET nanofibers. 

Keywords: Recycled polyester, graphene nanoplatelets, nanofiber, nanocomposite, thermal 

properties 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Polymers and polymer composites have been used in various applications including textiles, 

due to their outstanding properties such as functionality, light weight, low cost, and high 

chemical stability.[1] However, the low thermal conductivity of bulk polymers, which is 

around 0.1-0.5 Wm−1K−1 can limit their applications in some fields.[2] The thermal 

conductivities of conventional textile fabrics vary in general between 0.033 to 0.10 W m-1 K-1, 

as well.[3] 

The morphology of polymers affect their thermal conductivity along with chain structure and 

inter-chain coupling. One of the most important ways for enhancing the thermal conductivity 

is to improve the order of chain alignment. A semi-crystalline polymer consists of crystalline 

domains of aligned chains, and amorphous domains of randomly entangled chains, which 

sharply localizes the vibrational modes and restrain the thermal conductivity.[1] Therefore, 

efforts have been made to increase the chain alignment of polymers in order to improve the 

thermal conductivity. 

Among several methods to enhance the chain alignment such as mechanical stretching and 

nanoscale templating, electrospinning is a widely used nanofiber fabrication technique based 

on the use of electrostatic forces.[4] Nanofibers are one-dimensional nanomaterials in fiber 

shape with diameters between tens to hundreds of nanometers. They possess unique properties 

such as high surface area–to–volume ratio, interconnected nanoporosity, and high mass 

transport properties. Electrospinning supports nanofiber production from a wide range of 

natural, synthetic, and hybrid polymers with a variety of physical, chemical, and mechanical 

properties. Due to these remarkable properties, nanofibers have been explored for a wide range 

of applications including filtration membranes, catalytic supports, energy 

harvesting/conversion/storage components, drug delivery, sensors, photonic and electronic 

devices, biomedical scaffolds.[5] 

Adding conductive fillers is another method to improve the thermal conductivity of polymers. 

Although composites including macro and micro-fillers have been widely investigated, 
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composites with nanofillers still draw attention because their high specific surface area 

contributes to the interfacial thermal resistance in a nanocomposite more compared to macro 

or micro fillers. The fillers used in nanocomposites can be briefly summarized in three groups, 

namely metallic, ceramic and carbon fillers. One drawback of metallic fillers is that they also 

increase the electrical conductivity, limiting their use. Ceramic and carbon nanofillers provide 

electrical insulation while increasing the thermal conductivity. Graphene is a 2D carbon 

backboned based honey-comb like lattice structure, with a thermal conductivity up to 5300 

Wm−1K−1.[1] Carbon nanotubes also possess high mechanical strength, chemical stability and 

high thermal conductivity up to 3000 Wm−1K−1. Boron nitride nanosheets and nanotubes are 

electrically insulating analogues of graphene and carbon nanotubes, respectively.[6-7] 

In this study, we aim to increase the thermal conductivity of recycled-polyester (rPET)-based 

nanofiber surfaces by adding carbon-based nanofillers in order to yield rPET/nanofiller 

nanofibrous composites. At first, we prepared an electrospinning solution using rPET and 

dispersed graphene nanoplatelets in the solution through ultrasonication and stirring. We 

produced rPET/nanofiller composite nanofibers and examined them via morphological, 

spectral and thermal analyses. In the end, the target is to add value to a waste material which 

will contribute both to environment and economy, and to produce textile reinforcement layers 

with improved thermal properties. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Recycled polyester (rPET) pellets were kindly gifted by Kaptan Geri Donusum, Corlu. 

Dichloromethane and trifluoroacetic acid were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as 

received. Graphene nanoplatelets (size: 3 nm, dia: 1.5 µm, GNP) were purchased from 

Nanografi. 

For electrospinning, a polymer solution with a concentration of 15 wt% was prepared using 

chloroform/trifluoroacetic acid (1/1, v/v) solvent pair. The solution was then transferred in a 

syringe with a needed and placed on a pump with a feed rate of 1 ml/h. A grounded collector 

was placed 20 cm away from the needle and a voltage of 20kV was applied to the solution. The 

nanofibers were collected on an aluminium foil. For GNP-containing nanofibers, 10 % of the 

polymer amount of GNP was added to the solution and dispersed via magnetic stirring and 

ultrasonication. 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM, Tescan Vega3) was used to investigate morphologies of 

the fibers. Prior to analysis, samples were sputter-coated with 4 nm–thick gold/palladium layer. 

Fourier transform infrared-attenuated total reflectance spectroscopy (FTIR-ATR) using Perkin 

Elmer UATR Two) for which 32 scans were recorded for each sample in the range of 500–

4000 cm−1. Raman spectroscopy was performed for structure analysis of GNP-containing 

nanofibers using a Renishaw inVia Raman spectrometer with a 532 nm laser. Differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed on a Perkin Elmer DSC 4000.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to obtain consistent, bead-free rPET nanofibers, electrospinning parameters and 

solution formulation were optimized. A series of preliminary experiments were performed to 

study the effect of flow rate, applied voltage, and tip-to-collector distance on fiber formation. 

Finally, bead-free rPET nanofibers were obtained after achieving optimal conditions for the 

electrospinning process which were found as a polymer concentration of 15 wt%, an applied 

voltage of 20 kV, a flow rate of 1 ml/h and a tip-to-collector distance of 20 cm. The average 

diameters were calculated using ImageJ and found as 271 ± 127 nm (Figure 1A). 
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The optimal conditions found for electrospinning of rPET were used for the electrospinning of 

rPET/GNP composite nanofibers. A 15 wt% rPET solution was prepared containing 10% of 

GNP with respect to polymer amount. GNP was dispersed in the polymer solution via stirring 

with a magnetic stirring bar and ultrasonication. The rPET/GNP solution was electrospun with 

an applied voltage of 20 kV, tip-to-collector distance of 20 cm and feed rate of 1 ml/h. The 

average diameter increased to 518 ± 326 nm for rPET/GNP nanofibers. The high conductivity 

of the polymer solution can lead to instability under strong electric fields causing a broad 

diameter distribution. The surface morphology of the GNP-loaded fibers was also different 

from that of the neat rPET fibers, the surface of the rPET/GNP nanofibers were rougher 

compared to rPET nanofibers (Figure 1B). 

 

Figure 1. SEM images of A) rPET, B) rPET/GNP nanofibers (scale bar: 5 µm) 

The FTIR spectra of rPET and rPET/GNP are given in Figure 2. There are no visible changes 

in the FT-IR spectra of rPET and rPET/GNP because GNPs do not display an obvious 

absorption in the infrared range. The band at 1718 cm-1 corresponds to C=O stretching 

vibration. The bands at 1408 cm-1 and 1247 cm-1 are due to C-C stretching of the aromatic ring 

and (C=O)-C stretching of the ester unit, respectively. The side by side bands near 1091 and 

1017 cm-1 were attributed to the presence of C–O stretching of ester. The peak near 866 cm-1 

corresponded to the para-disubstituted benzene stretching, while the bands near 790 and 728 

cm-1 were assigned to the C–H aromatic bending vibration and CH2 rocking vibration, 

respectively.[8] 

The spectral characterization of the rPET and rPET/GNP nanofibers was also performed using 

Raman spectroscopy.  Graphene shows characteristic D, G and 2D bands around 1340, 1580 

and 2692 cm-1, respectively. The G band is a result of in-plane vibrations of sp2 bonded carbon 

atoms whereas the D band is due to out of plane vibrations attributed to the presence of 

structural defects. In Figure 3B, the rPET/GNP nanofibers display D band at 1348 cm-1 and G 

band at 1574 cm-1.[9] A monolayer graphene generally does not exhibit a D band and shows 

a 2D band having a higher intensity than the G band. So, as the 2D band at 2696 cm-1 had a 

much lower intensity than G band, it can be considered that the GNP possessed multi-layered 

flakes. 
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Figure 2. FTIR spectra of A) rPET B) rPET/GNP nanofibers 

 

Figure 3. Raman spectra of A) rPET B) rPET/GNP nanofibers 
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The thermal properties of rPET and rPET/GNP nanofibers were investigated using DSC. The 

samples were heated to 300 °C with a heating rate of 10 °C/min, cooled to 0 °C with a heating 

rate of 30 °C/min and reheated to 300 °C with a heating rate of 10 °C/min. The melting point 

of rPET nanofibers was 243.55 °C. The incorporation of GNP did not affect the melting point, 

as the rPET/GNP nanofibers showed a melting point of 243.13 °C. The crystallization increased 

to 225.57 °C with the addition of GNP, while that of rPET nanofibers was 186.44 °C (Figure 

4).  

 

 

Figure 4. DSC thermograms of A) rPET B) rPET/GNP nanofibers 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

rPET/GNP composite nanofibers were successfully prepared via electrospinning process. The 

structure and morphology of the nanofibers were characterized by optical and SEM analysis. 

While there was no significant change in the melting temperature of rPET and rPET/GNP 

nanofibers according to DSC analysis, the crystallization temperature of rPET/GNP nanofibers 

was found to be higher than rPET nanofibers. In future works, thermal conductivity, 

mechanical, washing and breathability tests will be performed on rPET/GNP nanofibers. 
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ABSTRACT 

The increase in the world population and the improvement in living standards have led to a 

significant increase in both textile consumption and production in recent years. Despite limited 

resources, the rapid increase in demand has contributed to sustainable development in all 

sectors, especially in the textile sector. Due to the that, sustainability has become one of the 

main concerns for all sectors, especially the textile sector. Proper use of natural resources is of 

great importance and resource use and consumption rates should also be compatible with 

sustainability policies. 

In order to survive in an increasingly competitive environment towards designs, innovative and 

sustainable products are increasing day by day for all companies in the textile sector. For this 

purpose, it is beneficial to closely follow the technological developments in the textile sector 

and to use new methods in production in terms of meeting consumer expectations. The use of 

sustainable materials and production methods gains importance in order to solve the increasing 

resource problem in the textile and ready-made clothing industry, which is one of the industries 

that pollute the world the most. For this, brands should adopt a circular material flow and turn 

to the use of recycled fibers. The number of fashion designers and brands that design and 

produce with awareness of responsibility towards nature is increasing day by day. 

For a sustainable life cycle of the designed products, waste management as good as recycling 

and recyclable designs and productions to support this are required. 

Thus, the use of recycled materials in the design will be allowed faster. In order to contribute 

to sustainability, the objectives of the textile industry should include the fact that companies 

take care of their own waste, provide the necessary recycling and become the most important 

circle of the industrial cycle. 

In this study, the garment wastes of the products produced for the summer and winter seasons 

and the low quantity stock fabrics that cannot be reused in production were collected from the 

manufacturers to be re-evaluated in the recycling facility turned into fibers, and then re-spun 

as yarn. 

By knitting knitwear panels with recycled yarns, physical properties such as bursting strength, 

fastness values, pilling were evaluated. The recycled knitted textiles were redesigned with a 

sustainable design approach, enabling them to meet with consumers. 

Keywords; waste management, recycle yarn, recycled knitted textiles, sustainable design 

product 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The textile industry is the oldest branch of consumer goods manufacturing in the world with 

its heterogeneous structure that includes ready-made clothing, home textiles and industrial 

textiles. 
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In terms of concentration of trade, the textile and clothing industry is the world's second largest 

economic activity. At the same time, the textile industry is heavily intertwined with 

environmental, social and management issues. 

Fashion is a powerful and motivating phenomenon adopted by most people in society by 

integrating with thought, habit and lifestyle. The fashion industry has recently been mentioned 

with the theme of sustainability, which is one of the important issues. It has initiated studies to 

become one of the pioneers of change on a global scale based on this concept. While the fashion 

industry prepares itself for new trends every year, it constantly accelerates its consumption 

habits[1,2]. The continuous consumption of the "new" and the disposal of the "old", which is a 

linear cycle in the "fast fashion" business model, will change with sustainability. 

In order to change consumption habits and increase consumption in 2000 years; Clothing 

products offered by brands at lower quality and affordable prices have created faster trend 

cycles, creating fast fashion and leading to a planned increase in sales volumes[3-5]. The waste 

of the clothing industry worldwide has become an important problem to be solved. The "eco-

fashion" or "sustainable fashion" movement has started with the recycling of textile wastes 

instead of leaving them in the landfills and reintroducing them to the textile industry[6] 

The clothing industry generates an increasing amount of waste every year due to the fast 

fashion [7]. 92 million tons of global fashion waste generated in 2020 is expected to approach 

148 million tons in 2030. The fashion industry's worldwide percentage of recycled products is 

lower than the percentage of products left in the landfill [8]. For this reason, the application of 

a circular integrated waste management system (CIWMS) in the fashion industry has become 

essential for ecological life [9]. 

According to their origin, textile wastes are evaluated in two main categories as pre-consumer 

and post-consumer. In addition to the increase in environmental awareness today, this 

responsibility, reinforced by legislation, has led to the creation of more efficient waste 

management practices. Following the European Parliament's decision on the recycling of 

textile waste, the interest in recycling was taken up by the manufacturers and the activities 

related to reducing the environmental waste load, reuse and conscious consumption increased 

[10-11]. 

Compared to other wastes of the textile industry, cutting waste, called pre-consumer waste, 

does not require washing before recycling, so recycling costs are less. With this advantage, 

collecting existing waste and sorting by color and/or distinguishing according to fiber content 

creates a workload. Considering all the advantages and disadvantages, the finding of value in 

the market for recycled wastes has led to an increase in the awareness of manufacturers to bring 

sustainable products to consumers[12]. 

In the textile industry, it should not be forgotten that time is required to develop waste 

cooperation, legislation, access to adequate resources, energy efficiency and cost-effective 

recycling technologies[13].  

In this study, the garment wastes of the products produced for the summer and winter seasons 

and the low quantity stock fabrics that cannot be reused in production were collected from the 

manufacturers to be re-evaluated in the recycling facility  turned into fibers, and then re-spun 

as yarn. By knitting knitwear panels with recycled yarns, physical properties such as bursting 

strength, fastness values, pilling were evaluated. The recycled knitted textiles were redesigned 

with a sustainable design approach, enabling them to meet with consumers. 
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2.1. Material 

In the study, the garment wastes of the products produced for the summer and winter seasons 

of Beymen Club were used. Fires were classified according to their colors as ecru, gray and 

black. Wastes obtained according to their colors were obtained as yarn with open-end 

technology in 3 different colors with the pre-consumer recycling technique. The yarns obtained 

contain 80% recycled cotton/polyester blended surfaces and 20% polyester. The properties of 

the yarns used in the study are given in Table 1. The production properties of knitted surfaces 

are given in Table 2. Performance analysis standards of the knitwear produced is given in Table 

3. Knitwear panels are produced on a Mayer CIE single-plate machine. The panels are produced 

in single jersey technique with a thickness of 28 fine. Patterns used in the study; it has been 

colored with digital printing method in accordance with ISO 20690:2018 standard and 

transferred to knitted surfaces.  

Table 1. Yarn properties 

The standards of the tests applied to the produced knitting panels are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Performance analysis of the knitwear produced 

Surfaces Knit Type Knitting 

settings 

Stiches per inch (pcs/inch) 

Ecru Single jersey Tigth 31 

Grey Single jersey Mid 30 

Black Single jersey Loose 28 

   

Table 3. Performance analysis standards of the knitwear produced 

Test methods  Standartlar 

Density ( g/m2) TS 251 1991 

Burst Strength (kPa) TS 393 EN ISO 13938-1  

Yarn Tensile  EN ISO 2062    

Colour Fastness to Rubbing ISO 105-X12:2016 

2.2. Methods 

In this study, recycle yarns and sustainable techniques were investigated. While designing the 

knitwear textile products, care has been taken to ensure that both the selected materials and the 

production processes are environmentally friendly, minimizing carbon and water footprints. 

Marine graphic designs researches to be used in the study were performed using the trend web 

sites, books, magazines and photographic images, and themes, moodboards, artistic and 

Composition (%) Spinning 

type 

Yarn count (Ne) Twist (T/m) Strength (cN) % Extesion 

r-Cotton/ Polyester 

80/20  Ekru 

Open-end 20 648 1538 12.55 

r-Cotton/ Polyester 

80/20 Gri 

Open-end 20 600 824 12.47 

r-Cotton/ Polyester 

80/20 Siyah 

Open-end 20 350 745 12.07 
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technical drawings were made. Then, the preparation of the pattern of the product, the 

production of the products, the creation of prototype models were carried out. 

 

                                  Figure 1. Images that determine the methods 

2.2.1. Theme 

The principle of leaving a clean planet to future generations is aimed at creating an 

environmentally friendly and sustainable supply and value chain in the textile industry, starting 

from the design stage, in order to raise awareness in the fields of raw material selection and 

processing, production decisions, transportation, retailing and waste management [14]. From a 

sustainability point of view, it is becoming increasingly important to make the textile industry 

greener, to raise awareness among producers and consumers, and to include recycled materials 

in existing processes. 

The study aims to draw attention to the pollution of the seas and seas, with the basis of 

sustainability and being responsible for nature. Marine theme was used as a source of 

inspiration. The images that built the theme are given in Figure 2. Based on the use of less 

chemicals, colors and pigments, the three main colors blue, red and yellow were used in the 

design. The rope motif used in the design expresses the bond between nature and human beings, 

while giving back to nature what we have taken from nature in order to re-establish the lost 

balance. The artwork design studies are given in Figure 3. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Images that determine the theme[15-19] 
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Figure 3. The artwork design studies 

2.2.2. Moodboard  

The story and color board are an important visual element in the creation of clothing designs. 

Creating moods suitable for the theme in the design process is important for integrity. In moods 

where creativity comes to the fore in designs, it is very important to reflect the aesthetics in the 

material and color texture to the drawings in a balanced way, depending on the product to be 

created. In this study, the story and color board created according to the theme are given as a 

single board. In Figure 2, the mood boards of the capsule collection and in Figure 4; artistic, 

technical drawings and photo shoots of the prepared board are shown. In the study, the knitwear 

cardigan design, in which print designs about the sustainability of the oceans and their 

resources, are included with inspiration from nature. 

 

 

Figure 4. Moodboard  
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2.2.3. Technical Drawings  

Technical drawings are used in the creation of designs. Technical drawing; are in real human 

body proportions and are described as still drawings. Technical drawings are prepared by the 

designer during model creation, in a way that includes detailed information about the model. 

In this study, technical drawings were made after the drawings selected from the sketches. It 

was decided to use regular pattern in the knitwear cardigan to be designed. The technical 

drawing examples of the design that make up the project are in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Technical drawings of the designed product  

2.2.4. Preparation of the Pattern and Production of the Products 

In the study, ecru recycled yarns obtained by sorting and recycling only the light-colored wastes 

of garments and unusable stock fabrics were used. In the first stage, the front, back and arms 

of the knitwear cardigan were knitted separately as panels. Then, the sewing process was done 

by combining the parts for prototype production. Tests in accordance with the standards given 

in Table 3 were applied to the panels. Performance test results of knitted panels are given in 

Table 4. According to the evaluation of the test results, sewing was done by combining the 

parts for prototype production. The errors detected in the prototype sewing were eliminated 

and the actual production of the selected models of prototype products was carried out. After 

this stage, the knitted cardigan were put on the mannequin and feedback was given for errors, 

if any. Fitting images are shown as Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6.  Fitting images 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

In the study, single jersey knitted surfaces were produced from the garment wastes of the 

knitted products produced for the summer and winter seasons of Beymen Club. Bursting 
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strength results of recycled knitted surfaces in ecru, gray and black colors by sorting are given 

in Figure 7 and fastness properties test results are given in Table 4. 

 

Figure 7.  Bursting strength results of recycled knitted surfaces 

Bursting strength test results were evaluated according to knitting frequencies. The burst 

strength values of knitted surfaces can be affected by yarn properties and knitting type [20]. 

The blast strength of the ecru single jersey knitted surfaces used in the study is high. The high 

yarn twist values and strength values on the ecru surface and its production with a tight knit 

structure had a positive effect on the bursting strength. 

The rubbing fastness properties and pilling and pilling test results of knitted surfaces classified 

with different colors are given. Increasing the twist coefficient, preferring less hairy yarns, 

using ply yarn, increasing the density and preferring double-ply structures are the necessary 

methods to minimize the pilling problem [21]. 

Table 4. Performance test results of knitted panels 

Samples Rubbing Fastnesss Pilling 

Dry Wet 

Ecru 4/5 4/5 3 

Grey 4/5 4 2 

Black 4/5 3/4 2 

Considering the values, the tight knit structure of the ecru knitted surfaces and the high twist 

factor are among the expected values for rubbing and pilling properties. The reason for the low 

pilling values in general can be explained as the hairiness that occurs at the fiber ends of the 

open-end yarn yarns. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In the study, it has been seen that preconsumer wastes can be included in the product life cycle 

as re-knitted textiles with a sustainable design approach, and when their physical properties are 

evaluated with rubbing fastness, bursting strength and pilling tests, they meet the quality 

expectation to a significant extent. With this study, the reusability of pre-consumer textile 

wastes in the textile industry has been proven. 
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ABSTRACT 

For a more eco-friendly consumption, the collaborative efforts with different stakeholders 

including apparel retail companies and institutions of higher education, play a prominent role 

in implementing sustainable practices such as upcycling. Regardless of the popularity of the 

upcycling as an individual creative activity, the scope of the present research has been narrowed 

to the concept of manufacturing basic goods, such that it focuses on developing an upcycling 

design strategy for converting the cut-out denim test samples obtained from textile quality 

control processes in an apparel retail company, into shopping bags which can be used in place 

of plastic ones at apparel retail stores. It was a three-fold reason for selecting such an item : 

plastic packaging pollutes the environment as much as textiles, and many authorities, including 

the Turkish ones, have passed laws to control and reduce packaging waste and raise recycling 

for a sustainable environment. A commonly used   packing, i.e. shopping bag, may evoke 

environmentally conscious purchasing decisions among society at large. And finally, such 

studies may inculcate sustainable design related educational practices in the field of textile and 

fashion technologies. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Fashion industry contributes to approximately 20% of global waste and 10% of global carbon 

emissions, making it the biggest polluters in the world only next to oil industry [1]. Fast fashion, 

which rose to prominence at the turn of the twenty-first century, had added to the industry’s 

enormous greenhouse gas emissions and devastating environmental impact [2]. With 

increasing production levels, it is predicted that the water consumption by the industry will 

grow by 50 percent (31.17 trillion gallons), the carbon footprint by 2791 million tons, and the 

waste generation by 148 million tons [3]. Fast fashion referred to as disposable or throwaway 

fashion is linked with clothing brands such as Zara or H&M. Although this transition indicates 

“democratization” of fashion, making it available for wide range of customers, the 

environmental and sociological risks [4] associated with production of inexpensive clothing, 

cannot be neglected. The risks are hidden throughout the life cycle of the garment [5-6]. 

Denim is one of the most prevalent fabrics worldwide, and therefore the environmental 

degradation associated with denim jean production is highly dangerous as the volume of jeans 

produced and used by consumers today is humongous. It is estimated that producing a pair of 

jeans consumes around 2900 liters of water and large amounts of chemicals and energy. If this 

is multiplied by the number of jeans produced globally, one can get an idea of the enormous 

contribution of wastewater and harmful gases by denim industry to the environment [7-8], let 

alone being a mainspring for cotton consumption [9-11]. Due to these facts, upcycling denim 

can be one of the ways to reduce negative environmental impacts [12-13], but also to prevent 

waste of potentially useful materials [6]. 

Regardless of the popularity of the upcycling practice as an individual creative activity, the 

scope of the present research has been narrowed to the concept of upcycling as a practice to 

manufacture goods for enhancing the perception of sustainable consumption. This paper, 

accordingly, focuses on developing an upcycling design strategy for converting the denim 
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wastes discarded as a result of areal density testing process into denim shopping bag which can 

be used in place of plastic shopping bags. The reason for selecting such an item was that plastic 

packaging pollutes the environment as much as textiles, and many authorities, including the 

Turkish ones, have passed laws to control and reduce packaging waste and raise recycling for 

a sustainable environment [14]. Also, commonly used packings, i.e. shopping bag, may evoke 

environmentally conscious purchasing decisions among society at large. And finally, such an 

upcycling design practice may inculcate higher education students in generating new ideas in 

the field of sustainable textile and fashion technologies. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

The study under discussion was a capstone design project for textile engineering students, in 

which it was collaborated with one of the largest apparel retail companies operating in Turkey.  

DeLong et al.  [15] suggest that the upcycling process can be performed during the creative 

exploration stage listed by LaBat and Sokolowski [16]; this is a stage that includes idea 

generation, conceptual design development, prototype development, evaluation, and 

refinement of designs and decisions for making the final product. Unlike typical design 

processes starting with a combination of ideation and sketching, the starting point for the 

upcycling process starts out with the material [6]. So, the material selected for the study was 

the cut-out cotton and cotton blend denim samples wasted at the end of the areal density 

measurements in accordance with ISO 3801:2015 - Determination of mass per unit length and 

mass per unit area, held at the company’s physical testing laboratory premises. The areal 

densities of the samples varied from 250.95 g/m2 to 349.08 g/m2 in average. The testing 

laboratory reports of the company revealed that about 460 areal density test pieces were wasted 

every month.  Also, the sales reports from the ten big stores of the company at the shopping 

malls in big cities of Turkey were studied in order to determine the minimum and maximum 

number as well as types of items (garments, shoes, belts, etc.) purchased at one time, so that 

the durability expectation of the upcycled bag can be defined. The reports presented that the 

bag should carry the load within the range of 175 g and 1842 g. Also, the breaking strength, 

abrasion resistance and color fastness to rubbing test results of the collected materials were 

taken into account and it was observed that nearly 70% of denim fabrics tested did pass the 

aforementioned tests, which suggested that the cut-out denim materials can be used for the 

study. 

The process of upcycling design model can be divided into four generic steps: (a) material 

collection, (b) extraction/conceptualization, (c) CAD for virtual prototyping, and (d) design 

and creation of the final prototype. Designing process have constraints based on the materials 

collected in terms of their properties and sizes; this framework highlights a creative designing 

process that integrates CAD to solve these constraints and develop unique garments with added 

values. Once materials for designing were collected, they were sorted to maximize value that 

can be extracted out of the waste. The authors were challenged to properly collecting the waste 

from the quality control laboratory of the company supported the Project, and recommended 

the use of seperate mid-sized boxes for stacking such type of discarded denim test samples in 

accordance with size, weight, and fibre composition. For the concept stage, the overall 

transformation of the collected materials into a new product needed to be determined through 

careful analysis of the properties of materials to ensure cohesion of the design properties and 

aesthetics. For the CAD stage, CLO3 was employed for virtual prototyping whereas Gerber 

was utilized for pattern digitizing.  

Finally, an eight-question satisfaction survey was applied to randomly selected 380 customers 

(70 % female, 30% male) visiting the stores of the company to evaluate if the research 

objectives were covered.  
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The framework of the suggested upcycling design model is given in Figure 1. As may be seen 

from the figure, the women cooperatives promoting job opportunities for housewives is aimed 

to get involved in the manufacturing of the bags to enhance the upcycling design practice with 

the social coorporate responsibility activities of the company. 

 

Figure 1.The framework of the upcycling design model  

Establishing cooperatives and earning a living through artisanship is a viable option for the 

women of economically emerging countries, such as Turkey. Acting with solidarity within 

cooperatives gives them the opportunity of directing their own mode of production. 

Cooperatives provide job opportunities and help women challenge patriarchal structures 

embedded in the society. In cooperatives all around Turkey, women need support to produce 

functional artefacts. And therefore, the “crafting the waste” design strategy [17-18] was 

adopted, such that all technical and aesthetical details of a design are required to be submitted 

to the relevant party, i.e. women cooperatives [19].  

For increased efficiency in the design solutions, CLO3 software was employed and the virtual 

protytping demonstrated that 48 pieces were required for manufacturing one bag shown in 

Figure 2, that means 12 upcycled shopping bags can be made monthly. The final specifications 

of the denim bag were also defined as follows: thickness (5mm - 8mm), sewing thread yarn 

count 56-167 dtex, stitch density 3 - 5 stitches/cm, stitch type 401 chainstitch (the most 

common type used on denim garments), weight of the bag 110g - 140g.   

 

Figure 2. The virtual prototyping using CLO 3D 

For the production of a pair of jeans of 600 grams,  it was reported in the literature that the 

energy consumption is 400MJ, water consumption is 3482.57 L, and the amount of released 

CO2 is 32 kg [20]. The upcycling design model enabled 1636 grams denim waste per month 

(the total amount of fabric for 12 bags) to be saved. With reference to the consumption data 

given for production of a pair of jeans above, this very result implied almost tripled energy, 

water, and CO2 emission saving, which is a promising finding for further studies on upcyling 

design models for such denim wastes.  
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The results of the satisfaction survey- 82 % of the particapants were female within the age 

range of 25-55- did also support the findings of the upcycling design practice in such a way 

that 85% of the participants think that upcycled/recycled denim bags are more environmentally 

friendly than plastic bags, and 50% of them stated that they could use the denim bags not only 

in their further shopping, but also in their daily lives. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

According to research published in the Global Warming White Paper, each person uses more 

than 300 plastic bags per year. Environmental consciousness about the use of plastic bags, 

social pressure, a positive attitude toward banning plastic bags, and a decrease in the use of 

plastic bags were reported as determinants for using less plastic bags in our daily lives. 

Individuals who are mindful of the environmental effects of plastic bags and who are under 

societal pressure to reduce their use of plastic bags are more likely to do so [21]. Bearing that 

into mind, as an attempt for providing platforms in education to explore sustainable design 

projects, the project discussed in this paper was set out by students in collaboration with one 

of the largest apparel retail companies in Turkey, addressing the plastic packaging problems 

faced by the apparel retail industry. It is hoped that this project contributes to the generation of 

more innovative upcycling ideas and discussion among the educational practitioners involved 

in inculcating design educational practices in the field of fashion design.  
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ABSTRACT 

This study suggests to design a bio-based, lightweight coated fabric by using a cleaner 

manufacturing method, photocuring, in order to be used as tarpaulin. For this purpose, 

epoxidized soybean oil (ESBO) was reacted by a phosphorus containing specialty monomer 

(Sipomer PAM 200) then the obtained Sipomer PAM 200 modified ESBO oligomer, denoted 

as Sip-ESBO, was included in coating formulations. Cotton fabric and Sip-ESBO oligomer 

were used as reinforcing layer and matrix layer, respectively. Platanus orientalis (PO) leaf 

powder, a lignocellulosic material, was employed as reinforcing agent to enhance the 

mechanical properties of the composite. In order to enhance the bonding of PO powder inside 

the composite, two environmentally friendly surface modification techniques, UV-light 

exposure and enzymatic washing, were used to clean and modify the PO powder surfaces. The 

Sip-ESBO oligomer was characterized by FTIR and 1H NMR spectroscopies. Coating 

formulations were applied on cotton fabrics and then cured by UV-light. Absorbency test was 

used to evaluate the wettability character of the coated UV-cured fabrics. The abrasion and 

tensile properties of the coated UV-cured fabrics were investigated. Results showed that an 

enhancement in tensile properties of coated UV-cured fabrics was achieved by the inclusion of 

PO leaf powder into the coating formulation. Considering the surface modification techniques, 

the sample, having the enzyme threated PO powder, presented a less weight loss with abrasion 

due to the better bonding property.   

Keywords: Platanus orientalis; Cotton Fabric; Tarpaulin; Soybean Oil; UV-Curing. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Laminated/coated fabrics are being used as tarpaulin, raincoats, bags, mats, truck covers, tent 

fabrics etc. and should represent a remarkable resistance to some harsh conditions such as 

flame, chemicals, moisture, fungi, UV-light etc. In a conventional laminated fabric, the 

reinforcing layer is commonly a cotton fabric, whereas the matrix layer is generally a 

petrochemical based, non-degradable polymer such as high density polyethylene (HDPE), 

ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), acrylic, and polyurethane (PU) [1, 2]. 

The manufacturing processes of laminated/coated fabrics involve the usage of heat, solvent, or 

access water which are all serious threats to the environment, human health, and sustainable 

production methodology. Considering the mentioned disadvantages in conventional 

laminating/coating processes, new methods suggesting a cleaner, non-toxic, requiring 

less/none solvent/water processes are needed. Vegetable oils (VOs) are promising starting 

materials in polymer synthesis and they can be accepted as alternative to the petrochemical 

based monomers. Besides, VOs are important biodegradable resources due to being cheap, 

non-volatile, domestically abundant, and non-toxic. Among VOs, soybean oil is favoured 

because of having low toxicity, being cheap and most abundant [3].  

Photocuring technology can be suggested as an alternative to the conventional 

lamination/coating processes due to its excellent properties such as high curing efficiencies, 

mailto:zehra.yildiz@marmara.edu.tr
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rapid drying, curing at ambient temperatures, having non-volatile, and non-toxic. In a typical 

photocurable formulation there are three components exist; photoinitiator, reactive diluent, and 

reactive oligomer. Designing the reactive oligomer with the desired functionalities is the key 

to determine the overall properties of the formulation [4]. 

Platanus orientalis (PO) is a lignocellulosic material which is the Latin word of Chinar tree. In 

literature, the PO leaf powder and its biochar have been used as waste water treatment systems 

through the adsorption of dyes or purification of the effluents [5, 6]. In order to enhance the 

bonding of PO powder inside the composite, two environmentally friendly surface 

modification techniques, UV-light exposure and enzymatic washing, were used to clean and 

modify the PO powder surfaces. Enzymes in surface treatments are being used for various 

purposes such as bleaching, scouring, desizing, denim abrading, polishing etc. due to being 

environmentally friendly compared to the other surface modification techniques (i.e. alkali 

treatment). Besides this, enzymes give less deformation to the textile substrates [7, 8]. UV light 

exposure creates reactive sites on polymer backbone which are furtherly acts as a functional 

group. In literature, UV light has been employed to add carboxylic acid functionality to the 

polymethyl methacrylate surface and to activate the polystyrene substrates [9-11].  

In this study, epoxidized soybean oil (ESBO) was reacted with Sipomer PAM 200, which is a 

specialty phosphorus containing reactive oligomer, then the obtained photocurable oligomer 

that is denoted as Sip-ESBO, was included in coating formulations. The Sip-ESBO oligomer 

was characterized by FTIR and 1H NMR spectroscopies. PO leaf powder was used as 

reinforcing agent after surface modification techniques (enzymatic and UV exposure). Cotton 

fabrics were dip-coated by the formulations and cured by UV-light. The abrasion resistance 

and tensile properties of the coated UV-cured fabrics were investigated.      

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

ESBO (MW=952 g/mole, EEW=232 g/equiv.), tetraethylammonium bromide, phenolphthalein 

(indicator), acetic acid, perchloric acid (HClO4), crystal violet (indicator), potassium hydroxide 

(KOH), 1.6-hexanediol diacrylate (HDDA, reactive diluent), dibutyltin dilaurate (T12, 

catalyst), hydroquinone (HQ, inhibitor), methanol, and ethanol were all purchased from Merck 

and used without any purification. Phenylbis (2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl) phosphine oxide 

(Omnirad® 380, photo initiator) was purchased from IGM Resins. The specialty phosphorus 

containing reactive oligomer, penta polypropylene glycol (PPG) monomethacrylate phosphate 

(Sipomer PAM-200), was obtained from Solvay. Pectinase enzyme (Scourzyme L Novozymes) 

and non-ionic wetting agent (Uniwett HGA) were obtained from Alfa Chemistry. Bleached, 

desized, ready to dye cotton fabrics (135 g/m2, 42 warp/cm, 30 weft/cm, plain weaved) were 

supplied from a local manufacturer. 

Synthesis of the Sip-ESBO oligomer was performed in a round-bottom glass flask three-

necked, equipped with a magnetic stirrer, a condenser, and a nitrogen gas inlet. Considering 

the epoxy content of ESBO, the molar ratio between the ESBO and Sipomer PAM-200 was set 

as 1:0.5. The synthesis scheme of the Sip-ESBO oligomer was illustrated in Figure 1. First, 

ESBO and Sipomer PAM-200 were together loaded into the flask. Then 30 % reactive diluent 

(HDDA) out of the total ESBO and Sipomer PAM-200 amount, 3 drops of T12 catalyst, 300 

ppm HQ inhibitor were all introduced to the flask. The reaction mixture was stirred at room 

temperature at 200 rpm, for 30 min and at 50 oC for 1.5 h. The reaction was ended when a 

constant acid value (AV) and epoxy equivalent weight (EEW) were obtained by titration 

method according to the ASTM standards [12, 13]. The epoxide groups of ESBO were reacted 

by the -OH groups of Sipomer PAM-200 which that is initiated by the nucleophilic attack of 

the T12 (catalyst) resulting with the formation of phosphonium betaine. A proton of Sipomer 
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PAM-200 was attached to the betaine then an ester bonding was formed by the effect of 

carboxylate anion on the electrophilic carbon of the phosphorus [14]. 

The surface modification of PO leaf powders was done by UV light and pectinase enzyme. 

Pectinase enzyme was selected to decompose the pectinic impurities on PO structure. The PO 

leaf powder was exposed to UV light for 2 h in a Cole-Parmer UV chamber, in order to form 

reactive sites on the backbone. The pectinase enzyme treatment was performed based on the 

manufacturer’s commercial formula; 0.2 mL/L wetting agent, 1.8 wt.% pectinase enzyme, at 

55 oC, for ½ h, at pH 8.2-8.5, rinsing with distilled water at 80 oC.   

 

Figure 1. Synthesis scheme of the Sip-ESBO oligomer. 

Photocurable coating formulations were prepared by using Sip-ESBO oligomer, photo initiator, 

and certain amount of ethanol (for diluting the resin and wetting the fabric). Raw, UV-treated, 

and enzyme treated PO leaf powders, 10% out of the Sip-ESBO amount, was added to the 

formulations. Cotton fabrics were embedded in coating formulation and then the excess of the 

formulation was dissipated by using a roller in 500 g weight. The ethanol was evaporated by 

putting the fabrics in an oven at 70 oC for 10 min. Then fabrics were put into a transparent 

polyethylene ziplock bag to prevent the oxygen inhibition during photocuring process, and 

exposed to UV light in Cole Parmer UV chamber for 2 min from both sides of the fabric. On 

average 15% weight increment was recorded in all samples after coating and UV curing 

processes.  

The synthesized Sip-ESBO oligomer was chemically characterized by Fourier transform 

infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (Perkin Elmer Spectrum-100 ATR FTIR) equipped with an ATR 

sampling holder and proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) spectroscopy (Bruker AMX 

500 MHz NMR), respectively. After the application of the coating formulations, coated UV-

cured cotton fabrics were tested in terms of tensile strength and elongation in an Instron 4411 

tensile testing device [15] and abrasion resistance in Martindale pilling and abrasion instrument 

[16], respectively. In order to perform the abrasion resistance test of coated fabrics, fabrics 

were cut in 5 cm diameter and allowed to be abraded by a sandpaper. The weight loss after 100 

cycle abrasion was recorded in abrasion resistance test of coated fabrics and results were 

evaluated by means of weight loss percentage.      

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

During the reaction, the Sip-ESBO oligomer was characterized by titration methods 

periodically by means of AV and EEW. AV shows the KOH amount (mg) that is needed to 

neutralize a 1 g of Sip-ESBO oligomer. EEW gives the amount of Sip-ESBO oligomer (g) that 

contains a 1 gram equivalent of epoxide group. Before the reaction, the AV and EEW values 
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were measured as 30.7 mgKOH/g and 232 g/Eq., respectively. During the reaction, due to the 

depletion of oxirane rings in ESBO, the AV and EEW values were both decreased gradually. 

Finally, a constant AV and EEW values were recorded as 7.53 mgKOH/g and 380 g/Eq., 

respectively.  

Figure 2 belongs to the FTIR spectra of the ESBO and Sip-ESBO oligomers. Accordingly, the 

characteristic ester peaks of triglyceride structure were recorded at 1740 cm-1 for both 

oligomers. The aliphatic –CH2- groups of ESBO was observed at 2840-2980 cm-1 region. The 

epoxide peaks of ESBO were appeared at 825 cm-1 and 905 cm-1. These peaks were disappeared 

in the Sip-ESBO spectra due to the oxirane ring opening reaction. Furthermore, a newly formed 

C-H bending vibration peak at 809 cm-1 in Sip-ESBO spectra also supported the ring opening 

reaction. In the spectra of Sip-ESBO, the peaks at 996 cm-1 (P-O), 1243 cm-1 (P=O), and 1100 

cm-1 (phosphate ester vibration) were all proved the inclusion of phosphorus containing 

monomer (Sipomer PAM 200) to the chemical structure of Sip-ESBO oligomer. The acrylate 

peaks (CH=CH2) at 1619 cm-1 and 1636 cm-1 were also formed in the spectra of Sip-ESBO 

oligomer after the reaction [17-19].  

 

Figure 2. FTIR spectra of the ESBO and Sip-ESBO oligomers.   

Figure 3 shows the 1H NMR spectra of the Sip-ESBO oligomer in CDCl3. The methacrylate 

group of Sipomer PAM-200 oligomer can be showed at 5.59-5.60 ppm (C(CH3)=CH2 trans) 

and 6.10-6.18 ppm (C(CH3)=CH2 cis), respectively. Methyl protons were all observed at 0.82-

1.45 ppm region. The characteristic methine and methylene protons of triglyceride was 

observed at 4.1-4.3 ppm and 5.1-5.3 ppm regions. The allylic protons were observed at 2.4 

ppm. The methylene protons of the ESBO backbone were recorded at 1.45-1.7 ppm region. 

The peaks at 2.8-3.2 ppm region were attributed to the aliphatic –OH protons of phosphorus 

functionality. Due to the oxirane ring opening reaction, the methine peak at 4.35 ppm and the 

hydroxyl proton peak at 3.3-3.6 ppm region were all recorded [20, 21]. 

Table 1 summarizes the tensile and abrasion test results of raw fabric and coated UV-cured 

fabrics. Accordingly, the tensile strength of the cotton fabric increased after Sip-ESBO coating 

process. This is due to the formation of bonding mechanism between the –OH groups of 

cellulosic fabric and carbonyl groups of triglycerides, carbonyl and phosphate ester groups of 

Sipomer PAM-200, and hydroxyl groups formed by the oxirane ring opening reaction. The 

inclusion of PO leaf powders to the formulation increased the tensile strength and the highest 

tensile strength value of 1088 N was recorded in the sample having enzyme-treated PO leaf 

powders. The enzyme treatment seems more efficient than UV-treatment in terms of surface 

modification/cleaning/etching purposes. A well bonded structure was achieved between the 
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enzyme treated PO leaf powder, cotton fabric, and Sip-ESBO oligomer. The bonding 

mechanism was illustrated as in Figure 4. The hydroxyl groups of lignocellulosic PO leaf 

powder are able to bond with the carbonyl groups of triglycerides, carbonyl and phosphate ester 

groups of Sipomer PAM-200, and hydroxyl groups formed by the oxirane ring opening 

reaction. Additionally, the –OH groups of cotton fabric are also active sites that are able to 

bond with the-OH groups of PO. Thus, the PO leaf powders can be act as a crosslinking agent 

or adhesion promoter in the formulation. The elongation values were all decreased after the 

application of coating layer. This result can be explained by the brittle nature of the coating 

layer compared to the ductile raw cotton fabric.   

 

Figure 3. 1H NMR spectra of the Sip-ESBO oligomer.  

Considering the weight loss values with abrasion, a consistent result with tensile testing was 

observed. Thus the least weight loss value of 1.8 % was recorded in the sample having enzyme-

treated PO leaf powders. These overall results support the idea of the usage of PO leaf powders 

as reinforcing agent in fabric coatings.      

Table 1. Tensile and abrasion test results of the raw fabric and coated UV-cured fabrics. 

Sample Compositions 

Tensile 

Strength 

(N) 

Elongation at 

Break (%) 

Abrasion Resistance 

Weight Loss (%) 

Raw Fabric 893 12.9 -- 

Coated Fabric without PO 932 11.8 2.9 

Coated Fabric with raw PO 950 10.9 2.7 

Coated Fabric with UV-treated PO 1005 11.6 2.3 

Coated Fabric with enzyme-treated PO 1088 11.2 1.8 
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Figure 4. Possible bonding mechanism between the PO leaf powder, Sip-ESBO 

oligomer, and cotton fabric. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

An environmentally friendly technique, photocuring, was proposed for the manufacturing of 

lightweight tarpaulin fabric as an alternative to solvent/thermal based conventional coating 

techniques. For this purpose, the oxirane ring of ESBO was reacted with the Sipomer PAM-

200 oligomer, then the obtained photocurable Sip-ESBO oligomer was included in coating 

formulations. PO leaf powders were employed to enhance the tensile strength and abrasion 

resistance of the coated fabrics. In order to obtain the compatibility between the resin and PO 

leaf powders, UV- and enzyme-treatments were used to clean/etch/modify the PO surface. 

FTIR and 1H NMR spectroscopies confirmed the oxirane ring opening reaction and the 

formation of photocurable acrylate functionality in Sip-ESBO oligomer. Tensile strength value 

of the coated UV-cured fabrics increased, and the weight loss value with abrasion decreased 

after the inclusion of the PO leaf powders. Considering the surface treatments, enzyme 

treatment was found more efficient than UV-treatment in surface modification. A conventional 

tarpaulin fabric is around 500-850 g/m2 in weight with a tensile strength value of 900-1600 N 

[22]. In the proposed research, the coated UV-cured fabrics were found as around 155 g/m2 in 

weight with a tensile strength value of 932-1088 N. Thus, in this study, manufacturing of a 

lightweight coated fabric, that supposed to be used as tarpaulin, was achieved.    
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ABSTRACT 

Conventional drying processes are inefficient systems that directly expel the open cycle drying 

air. Dehumidification technology, in which drying beds filled with desiccant material are used, 

is a technology that provides many advantages due to its ability to dry with closed-cycle air 

and is not widespread enough in practice [1-4]. Commonly used desiccant materials are 

synthetic Zeolites. The usage areas of natural zeolites are quite wide and widespread [5]. 

Drum dryers are used in denim garments. The drying process in tumble dryers is an open cycle. 

This way of working causes the drying air temperature to be kept high and the drying time to 

be prolonged. High temperature and long drying time deteriorate dimensional stability, 

strength, and mechanical properties of elastane fiber. In this study; In order to reduce the 

aforementioned negative outputs, a closed system drying cycle design has been designed. For 

this purpose, Zeolit 13X drying beds were used in a tumble dryer and it was modified to operate 

with a closed drying cycle. In the drying studies with zeolite beds, 25% gain was obtained in 

the drying time. In the drying studies performed with zeolite beds, the average drying 

temperatures were 37.5% lower. 

Keywords: Zeolite, desiccant, denim garment, tumble drying, closed dry cylcle 

* This study was produced from the results of the project numbered 3191404, which was 

completed with the support of Tubitak under the direction of Baykan Denim. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Conventional drying processes are inefficient systems that directly expel the open cycle drying 

air. 

Dehumidification technology, in which drying beds filled with desiccant material are used, is 

a technology that provides many advantages due to its ability to dry with closed cycle air and 

is not widespread enough in practice. One of the widely used desiccant materials is synthetic 

zeolites. In addition, the usage areas of natural zeolites found in nature are quite wide and 

widespread. Usage areas of natural zeolites, which have become an important industrial raw 

material in recent years; pollution control, energy, agriculture-livestock, mining-metallurgy 

and other areas can be grouped in 5 main sections [1-4]. In the literature, there are few studies 

in which drying of synthetic zeolites is done by closing the drying cycle. These studies are 

mainly related to the drying of textile materials [6-9]. 

Denim garment production is similar to a classic ready-to-wear production with its garment 

stages. However, the reason why denim clothes are popular and added value is the effecting 

processes they are exposed to after garments. Some of these processes consist of wet processes, 

while others include mechanical processes. Drying is needed at the end of wet processes or in 

between. Drum dryers are used for this purpose in denim apparel. These machines use energy 

sources such as natural gas, steam and electricity. In tumble dryers, the air taken from outside 
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is heated and when it reaches the determined relative humidity, it is ejected through a chimney. 

This way of working causes the drying air temperature to be kept high and the drying time to 

be prolonged. High temperature and long drying time deteriorate dimensional stability, strength 

and mechanical properties of elastane fiber. 

There are three main qualitative and measurable objectives aimed within the scope of the study. 

The first of these is to improve the dimensional stability, strength values and elastane fiber 

mechanical properties of denim compared to conventional drying by performing the drying 

process at low temperature and in shorter times. The second goal is to save energy by 25% by 

turning the drying cycle off and using the wet steam generated by bed regeneration in wet and 

hot processes. The third goal is to increase the daily working capacity of the unit machine by 

reducing the drying time, to reduce the shrinkage as a result of improving the mechanical 

properties of denim, and to reduce the deterioration of the touching on the denim surface after 

drying. 

The drying process in tumble dryers is open cycle. This way of working causes the drying air 

temperature to be kept high and the drying time to be prolonged. High temperature and long 

drying time deteriorate dimensional stability, strength and mechanical properties of elastane 

fiber. In this study; In order to reduce the mentioned negative outputs, a closed system drying 

cycle design has been designed. Drying experiments were carried out with the obtained drying 

system and the differences of this new system from conventional systems were revealed. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A drying drum was revised to operate both with the classical drying process and with the closed 

cycle drying process, and zeolite drying beds were added at the same time. For this purpose, it 

has been modified to operate with a closed drying cycle by using drying beds filled with Zeolite 

13X in a tumble dryer. The schematic view of this revision and the zeolite bed drying system 

used in the study are given below. 

 

Figure 1.  Working principle diagram of zeolite bed closed drying cycle system. 

In the drying tests carried out in the study, drying tests of different denim products were carried 

out according to the current production range, and a total of 256 denim products were used in 

16 drying tests. For each test, 2 x 10 products with identical characteristics were dried in a 

closed-cycle drying system and in the existing drying system, and the differences between 

drying performances were examined. As a result of drying studies; identical denim products 
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dried both in the current and in the experimental drying system; tensile test, length tensile test, 

tear strength test, pothole test, Martindale pilling test, drying time tests were performed and the 

test results were compared. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The drying system has been tested both with different designed process conditions and with 

classical process conditions, each time using identical wet denim products. The air in the drum 

was preheated at various temperatures (60, 70, 80oC). Due to the moisture formed in the drum 

and reaching the zeolite beds at the second and third preheating temperatures, the bearings 

became active quickly, causing the internal temperature of the drum to go out of control and 

exceed the conventional drying temperature of 80oC. The preheating process at 70 and 80oC 

was eliminated due to temperature control difficulties. In the case where the preheating 

temperature was set to 60oC, the moisture-related bed activity was kept under control and this 

value was determined as the preheating process temperature. 

In the drying studies with zeolite beds, this process was completed in 45 minutes. Drying time 

in existing dryers is around 60 minutes. 25% gain was obtained in the drying time. In the drying 

studies performed with zeolite beds, the average drying temperatures were 37.5% lower. The 

difference between the drying air relative humidity inlets and outlets was maximum 13%, and 

the relative humidity minimum outlet value was 10%. The average drying air temperature value 

coming out of the zeolite bed by heating and entering the drum was approximately 58 oC. This 

value is approximately 27% lower than the conventional drying temperature (80oC). Thus, it 

has been seen that drying can be done at lower temperatures. As a result of the drying studies, 

identical denim products dried both in the existing drying system and in the closed-cycle drying 

system were subjected to the tests listed below and the test results were compared. In the tests, 

it was observed that there was no significant change on the types of fabric dried as a result of 

both drying processes (Table 1).  

Table1. Current drying process and fabric quality test results after closed cycle drying 

 CURRENT DRYING 

SYSTEM 

ZEOLIT DRYING 

SYSTEM 

WEFT SHRINKAGE TEST RESULT -15,74% -15,88% 

WARP SHRINKAGE TEST RESULT -9,29% -9,15% 

TEAR STRENGTH TEST RESULT 3699,96 (cN) 3572,71 (cN) 

ELASTICITY TEST RESULT 45% 45% 

GROWTH TEST RESULT 5% 9% 

MARTINDALE PILLING TEST RESULT  4/5  4/5 

The average drying air temperature value coming out of the zeolite bed by heating and entering 

the drum was approximately 58oC. This value is approximately 27% lower than the 

conventional drying temperature (80oC) (Figure 2a). The difference between the drying air 

relative humidity inlets and outlets was 13% maximum and the minimum output relative 

humidity was 10% (Figure 2b). 

Two identical zeolite deposits were used for the desorption tests of the zeolite deposits used. 

These beds were placed in a drying oven on the weight sensors and desorption tests were carried 

out at 200 oC, which is the most preferred in practice and in the literature. Desorption % values 

were obtained depending on the beds and time, and 92% of the desorption was completed in 

approximately 70 minutes. When the closed-loop drying technique, in which zeolite beds are 

used, condenses the wet steam emerging during desorption and uses it as a hot water source, it 
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has been calculated that up to 22% energy saving is achieved in the most ideal conditions 

compared to conventional drying, using test data and theoretical approaches. 

  

(a)       (b) 

Figure 2. Variation of drying air temperature and relative values over time in closed cycle 

drying 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Existing processes are inefficient systems that expel open-cycle drying air directly. The drying 

process examined in the study is a closed cycle, and desiccant material provides many 

advantages due to its drying ability, and according to the current literature review, it is a unique 

technology in the field of the project. With this process, 25% reduction in drying time was 

achieved and average drying temperatures were 37.5% lower. The average drying air 

temperature value coming out of the zeolite bed by heating and entering the drum was 

approximately 58oC. This value is approximately 27% lower than the conventional drying 

temperature (80oC). Thus, it has been seen that drying can be done at lower temperatures. The 

25% reduction in drying time showed that if the existing systems were converted, 25% 

additional capacity gain would be achieved with the same number of tumble dryers in the same 

physical volume. In the study, no significant difference was obtained for both drying processes 

in the fabric quality test results after drying. It is possible to develop the study in different test 

parameters and with different fabrics. 
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ABSTRACT 

Bleaching is a washing process applied to fade the color of dyeing made with indigo dye in 

denim fabrics. Although the most effective method for bleaching denim products is bleaching 

with hypochlorite, this method has some drawbacks such as the risk of fiber damage and 

environmental hazards. For this reason, in this study, the possibility of using potassium 

persulfate as an alternative to hypochlorite in the bleaching process of denim pants were 

investigated. For this purpose, denim fabrics were treated with potassium persulfate at different 

concentrations, temperatures and times, and the color fading (%) values were calculated and 

compared with the value obtained in conventional hypochlorite bleaching. In addition, tensile 

and tear strength values of products were tested. It can be said that the effect of treatment time 

and temperature on the color fading (%) value obtained in potassium persulfate bleaching was 

statistically significant, while the effect of concentration is statistically insignificant. The best 

color fading result was obtained with 5 g/L potassium persulfate at 80 °C for 30 minutes. 

Furthermore, it was observed that there was no significant difference between the a* values of 

the color obtained in potassium persulfate and hypochlorite bleaching, but the b* values are 

larger, that is, the color is less blue (more yellow). On the other hand, tensile and tear strength 

values obtained after bleaching with both hypochlorite and potassium persulfate were quite 

close. 

Keywords: Denim, bleaching, hypochlorite, potassium persulfate, color 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Bleaching is a washing process applied to lighten the shade of dyeing made with indigo dye in 

denim fabrics. The purpose of the bleaching process is to give the denim products the effect of 

being worn frequently, used a lot, and therefore faded. In the bleaching process, the basic 

principle is to destroy the dyes that adhere to the fabric or to remove them from the fabric by 

converting them into a water-soluble form, thus lightening the color shade of the denim fabric 

to the desired level [1].  

Conventional bleaching chemicals used in bleaching are sodium hypochlorite, potassium 

permanganate, and hydrogen peroxide. Among them, sodium hypochlorite is used extensively. 

It decomposes very easily if storage conditions are not controlled. Chlorine gas and water are 

produced after decomposition. As decomposed sodium hypochlorite turns into water, it loses 

its bleaching property. Its usage area is quite wide [2]. Since sodium hypochlorite penetrates 

the fibers, bleaching should be done under control. Since cotton fiber is resistant to bases, it is 

not immediately damaged by sodium hypochlorite bleaching. However, strength losses are 

inevitable in long-term applications. As a result of the reaction of sodium hypochlorite with 

indigo dye, the color fading begins [3]. The disadvantages of bleaching with sodium 

hypochlorite can be listed as follows; 

- In long-term processes, it can damage cellulose fibers and cause ruptures and bursts in areas 

where the seam is hard such as hems, pockets, belts. 
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- Sodium hypochlorite damages the elastane fibers and therefore there are problems in terms 

of dimensional stability in the bleaching processes of elastane/cotton blended denim products. 

- As it releases absorbable organic halogens as a result of the process, it increases the 

wastewater load and poses a problem for the environment and human health. 

- It can cause corrosion inside the machine [4]. 

In addition, as a result of the bleaching process with sodium hypochlorite, the remaining 

chlorine in the environment must be effectively removed. Otherwise, the chlorine residue 

remaining on the product causes the yellowing problem of the product. For this purpose, rinsing 

with sodium metabisulfite is applied after the bleaching process [5]. The companies that make 

the finishing of the products in garment form rarely receive information about the dyes used in 

the product. For this reason, the optimum bleaching recipe can be determined after a few trials 

[6]. 

Although the most effective method for bleaching denim products is bleaching with 

hypochlorite, this method has some drawbacks such as the risk of fiber damage. Bleaching with 

glucose, bleaching with laccase enzyme, and bleaching with sulfinic acid derivatives can be 

counted as methods that are ecological and less harmful to the product. However, with these 

methods, the results obtained as a result of bleaching with hypochlorite cannot be fully 

achieved [5]. Alternative bleaching methods and chemicals to hypochlorite are available in the 

literature today. These include the use of more environmentally friendly chemicals such as 

potassium persulfate, sodium perborate, sodium percarbonate, enzymatic bleaching, and ozone 

bleaching. Although all of these methods are known, no study has been found in the literature 

on the use of these methods in a way that can replace hypochlorite concerning the performances 

provided by hypochlorite. From this point of view, it is thought that the study will contribute 

to the literature. Beyond that, the studies carried out so far are mostly laboratory scale. 

However, within the scope of this study, the results obtained by making industrial scale trials 

were tested in real production conditions. 

In this study, the possibility of using potassium persulfate as an alternative to hypochlorite in 

the bleaching process of denim pants were investigated. For this purpose, denim fabrics were 

treated with potassium persulfate at different concentrations, temperatures and times, and the 

color fading (%) values were calculated and compared with the value obtained in conventional 

hypochlorite bleaching. In addition, tensile and tear strength values of products were tested. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In this study, 14.5 ons 3/1 Z twill 100% organic cotton denim fabric, which are frequently used 

in the production of denim trousers was used.  

Fabrics were bleached with potassium persulfate at different conditions and results were 

compared with conventional hypochlorite bleaching in terms of the degree of color fading (%), 

the color fading direction/nuance (blue, gray, yellow, etc.), the mechanical properties of the 

fabric (tensile and tearing strength) were compared. 

Potassium persulfate bleaching (at pH 10-11 with caustic) was carried out at; 

- different concentrations (2.5-5-7.5 g/L) 

- different durations (10-20-30 min.) and 

- different temperatures (60-70-80 °C) 
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Table 1. Factors and levels used in experiments 

No Concentration (g/L) Duration (min.) Temperature (°C) 

1 5 20 70 

2 2.5 20 70 

3 7.5 20 70 

4 5 10 70 

5 5 30 70 

6 5 20 60 

7 5 20 80 

In the experiments, the bleaching process performed with 5 g/L hypochlorite (for 10-15 

minutes at 50-60°C) was taken as a reference. 

- Color yield and CIE L*a*b* values: In order to determine the color efficiency (K/S) values, 

%R (remission) values of the fabric samples were measured in the spectral region of 400-700 

nm at the maximum absorption wavelength by using the spectrophotometer (D 65/10°). Then 

K/S values were calculated according to the Kubelka-Munk formula; 

𝐾/𝑆  = (1 − 𝑅)2/ 2𝑅  

R: Reflection value at maximum absorption wavelength 

K: Absorption coefficient 

S: Diffusion coefficient 

The CIE L*a*b* values of the samples were also measured with the spectrophotometer. 

L*: The lightness-darkness value (0: ideal black, 100: ideal white) 

a*: Redness-greenness value (+ more red, - more green) 

b*: Yellowness-blueness value (+ more yellow, - more blue) 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The results of the analysis of variance based on the color fading (%) values of the products 

after bleaching processes at different concentrations, temperatures and times using potassium 

persulfate are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Analysis of variance results regarding the factors affecting the result in bleaching 

with potassium persulfate 

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 

Concentration 2 15,85 7,924 4,48 0,056 

Time 2 70,42 35,208 19,90 0,001 

Temperature 2 123,22 61,610 34,83 0,000 

Error 7 12,38 1,769     

Total 13 211,01       

When Table 2 is examined, it can be said that the effect of treatment time and temperature on 

the color fading (%) value obtained in potassium persulfate bleaching is statistically significant 

(p<0.05), while the effect of concentration is statistically insignificant (p>0.05). Tukey tests 

were also performed to determine the source of the difference, and the results are given in Table 

3. 
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Table 3. Tukey test results regarding the time and temperature of bleaching with potassium 

persulfate 

Time N Mean Grouping 

30 2 18,2328 A   

10 2 12,1169   B 

20 10 10,1990   B 

 

When Table 3 is examined, it is understood that 10 and 20 minutes are in a group, that is, the 

difference between them is insignificant, and 30 minutes are significantly different from them. 

Since the highest color fading value is obtained in 30 minutes, it can be said that the most 

suitable time is 30 minutes. Considering the temperature, it can be said that all three 

temperatures are in a different group, that is, there is a significant difference between them. 

Since the highest color fading value was obtained in the process at 80 °C, it can be said that 

this condition is optimum. These results can be seen clearly from main effects plot for color 

fading given in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Main effects plot for color fading (%) 

In the light of the results obtained so far, it can be said that the best result in color fading with 

potassium persulfate is treatment with 5 g/L potassium persulfate at 80 °C for 30 minutes. 

When working under these conditions, it can be said that a color fading value of 15.32%, 

obtained in bleaching with conventional hypochlorite, can be reached. 

In addition to the color fading (%) in the bleaching processes, the direction in which the nuance 

of the color shifts is of great importance. Therefore, the nuance of the color as well as the 

degree of fading was measured and compared with conventional hypochlorite bleaching. The 

results are given in Table 4. 

When Table 4 is examined, it can be said that there is no significant difference between the a* 

values of the color obtained in potassium persulfate and hypochlorite bleaching, but the b* 

values are larger, that is, the color is less blue (more yellow). 

  

Temperature N Mean Grouping 

80 2 19,4654 A     

60 2 12,6058   B   

70 10 8,4776     C 
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Table 4. The nuance of the color in potassium persulfate bleaching (U: Untreated, P: 

Persulphate, H: Hypochlorite) 

Treatment a* b* 

U 0,35 -11,45 

P1 0,25 -11,79 

P2 0,21 -11,44 

P3 0,11 -12,34 

P4 0,20 -11,70 

P5 -0,16 -12,49 

P6 0,13 -11,89 

P7 -0,20 -12,50 

H 0,10 -14,89 

The tensile and tear strength values of fabrics that have undergone potassium persulfate and 

hypochlorite bleaching have also been tested, and the results are presented in Table 5. 

Table 5. Tensile and tear strength values of fabrics 

Sample Tensile strength Tear strength 

Weft Warp Weft Warp 

Before bleaching 64.81 84.88 5871 - 

After bleaching with potassium persulfate 63.69 73.45 5250 5145 

After bleaching with hypochlorite 61.36 75.88 5871 - 

When Table 5 is examined, it can be said that the tensile and tear strength values obtained after 

bleaching with both hypochlorite and potassium persulfate are quite close. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Bleaching is a washing process applied to fade the color of dyeing made with indigo dye in 

denim fabrics. Although the most effective method for bleaching denim products is bleaching 

with hypochlorite, this method has some drawbacks such as the risk of fiber damage and 

environmental hazards. For this reason, in this study, the possibility of using potassium 

persulfate as an alternative to hypochlorite in the bleaching process of denim pants were 

investigated.  

It can be said that the effect of treatment time and temperature on the color fading (%) value 

obtained in potassium persulfate bleaching was statistically significant, while the effect of 

concentration is statistically insignificant. The best color fading result was obtained with 5 g/L 

potassium persulfate at 80 °C for 30 minutes. Furthermore, it was observed that there was no 

significant difference between the a* values of the color obtained in potassium persulfate and 

hypochlorite bleaching, but the b* values are larger, that is, the color is less blue (more yellow). 

On the other hand, tensile and tear strength values obtained after bleaching with both 

hypochlorite and potassium persulfate were quite close. 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this study is to investigate the performance properties of cotton yarns and fabrics 

after repeated recycling processes. 3-thread knitted fabrics were produced with Ne 10/1 open-

end and Ne 30/1 combed yarns from 100% raw cotton fibres. The fabrics were recycled 1 and 

2 times with the opening process. After each recycling cycle, 3-thread knitted fabrics were 

produced with 100% virgin cotton combed yarns and 65/35% virgin/recycled cotton open-end 

yarns. Then, finishing processes were applied to these fabrics with the same parameters. The 

performance properties of the virgin and recycled yarns and fabrics were investigated. 

According to the results of the study, repeated recycling processes negatively affected the yarn 

quality by increasing the unevenness, thin places, thick places, neps, hairiness and decreasing 

breaking strength values of the yarns. Especially, there was a significant decrease in yarn 

quality values after the second recycling process. In terms of fabric performance properties, 

recycling processes decreased bursting strength, abrasion strength and relative water vapor 

permeability values of fabrics. A slight increase was observed on thermal resistance values of 

fabrics after recycling processes. 

Keywords: Sustainability, recycling, yarn, knitted fabric, performance. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The demand for textile products increases day by day due to the increase in the global 

population and rising living standards. The textile production industry has become a sector that 

produces continuously and excessively with the effect of the fast fashion concept in order to 

meet the increasing needs. Sustainability is extremely important in the textile industry, which 

is among the most polluting industries [1]. Cotton is a natural fibre that meets most of the fibre 

needs for years. While cotton fibre constitutes approximately 33% of global fibre production, 

it meets 25% of fibre consumption according to 2018 data [2,3]. Toxic chemical pesticides, 

chemical fertilizer and high amounts of water are used in cotton cultivation [4]. The increase 

in cotton fibre production causes the use of limited natural resources and significant 

environmental impacts [2]. It seems possible to reduce the environmental impacts in textile 

industry with recycling processes. There are different studies on the production of yarn and 

knitted fabrics from recycled cotton fibres in the literature. The effects of yarn mixing ratio, 

blending technique, roller and rotor speeds on cotton/waste blended open-end yarn properties 

were estimated by the using Taguchi experimental design by Khan et al. (2015) [5]. Wanassi 

et al. (2015), investigated effects of different rotor speeds (65000, 70000 and 80000 rpm), 

opening roller speed (7700, 8200 and 8700 rpm) and twist factor (137, 165 and 183) on quality 

parameters of 100% recycled cotton open-end yarns [6]. Yuksekkaya et al. (2016), produced 

open-end yarns and knitted fabrics from these yarns by using virgin and recycled cotton and 

polyester fibres at certain fibre ratios (100% and 50-50%). Some performance properties of 

these yarns and fabrics were analyzed [7]. Telli and Babaarslan (2017), evaluated the 

performance properties of open-end yarns produced from cotton, r-PET, recycle cotton fibres 
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and their blends at different ratios [8]. In another study, the effect of blending ratios of recycled 

cotton fibres and virgin cotton fibres on yarn quality parameters was investigated and the yarn 

quality of recycled cotton fibre blends was estimated with a mathematical model [9]. Kilic et 

al. (2019), examined performance characteristics of open-end yarn and knitted fabrics produced 

with virgin and recycled cotton fibres and blends (100%, 75%-25%, 50%-50% and 25%-75%) 

[10]. Ute et al. (2019), produced single-jersey knitted fabrics with 20/1 open-end yarns in 

different blending ratios (10/90, 30/70, 50/50) from different cotton waste types (card waste, 

blowroom waste, and fabric waste) and examined their quality characteristics [11]. When the 

studies in the literature are examined, the wastes were generally subjected to a single recycling 

cycle. However, at this point, sustainability can be achieved by increasing the number of 

recycling processes without reducing optimum product quality. The purpose of this study is to 

investigate the performance properties of cotton yarns and fabrics after repeated recycling 

processes. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In this study, 3-thread knitted fabrics were produced with Ne 10/1 open-end and Ne 30/1 

combed yarns from 100% cotton (CO) fibres. The fibre properties used in open-end and ring 

yarn production were shown in Table 1. The fabrics were recycled with the opening process. 

Ne 10/1 open-end yarns were produced from recycled cotton fibres after 1st recycling cycle, at 

the 65/35% (virgin cotton/recycled cotton) mixing ratio. 3-thread knitted fabrics were produced 

using these once recycled yarns and Ne 30/1 combed yarns. Then, these fabrics were recycled 

with the 2nd recycling cycle and fibre form was obtained. After the 2nd recycling cycle, Ne 

10/1 open-end yarns and 3- thread knitted fabrics were produced from these fibers in the same 

mixing ratio. The yarns and fabrics produced in the study were given in the Table 2. Open-end 

yarns were produced on Autocoro 9 open-end spinning machine using 40 mm rotor diameter, 

T rotor type and 80,000 rpm rotor speed. Combed yarns were produced on Zinser RM351 ring 

spinning machine using 38 mm ring diameter, 17000 d/dk speed and 35 mm cop diameter. Pai 

Lung (2012) circular knitting machines with E=20 machine gauge, 2016 needle count, 32" 

machine diameter and 96 system were used in the production of 3-thread knitted fabrics. 

Bleaching, dyeing and drying finishing processes were applied to all fabrics before recycling 

processes. 

Table 1. Fibre properties 

%100 Cotton Fiber 

Fibre Properties 
Fiber properties used in open-

end yarn production 

Fiber properties used in ring 

yarn production 

Upper Half Mean Length -

UHML (mm) 
27,856 31,878 

Fineness (micronaire) 3,454 4,510 

Fibre strength (g/tex) 22,940 36,020 

Elongation  (%) 7,060 6,660 

Breaking strength values of ring and open-end yarns were measured on Uster Tensojet 4 

according to TS 245 EN ISO 2062. Yarn quality values (unevenness, thin places, thick places, 

neps and hairiness) of yarns were determined on Uster Tester 4 according to TS 628. Bursting 

strength (TS 393 EN ISO 13938-2:1999), abrasion strength and pilling (ISO 12947/2:1999 and 

12945/2), relative water vapor permeability and thermal resistance (ISO 11092) of the 3-thread 

knitted fabric samples were determined in accordance with the relevant standards.  
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Table 2. Yarns and 3-thread knitted fabrics 

 Face yarn Fleecy yarn Binding yarn 

Fabrics Type 
Fiber 

content 
Type Fiber content Type 

Fiber 

content 

Virgin 

fabric 

Ne 30/1 

combed 

yarn 

%100 CO 

Ne 10/1 

open-end 

yarn 

%100 CO 

Ne 30/1 

combed 

yarn 

%100 CO 

Once 

recycled 

fabric 

Ne 30/1 

combed 

yarn 

%100 CO 
10/1 open-

end yarn 

%65/35 

CO/once 

recycled CO 

Ne 30/1 

combed 

yarn 

%100 CO 

Twice 

recycled 

fabric 

Ne 30/1 

combed 

yarn 

%100 CO 
10/1 open-

end yarn 

%65/35 

CO/twice 

recycled CO 

Ne 30/1 

combed 

yarn 

%100 CO 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The values of the combed yarn properties used in 3-thread fabric production were given in the 

Table 3. 

Table 3. Ring yarn properties 

Yarn properties Ne 30/1 Ring yarn 

Unevenness (%U) 9,18 

Thin places (-50%/km) 0 

Thick places (+50%/km) 36 

Neps  (+200%/km) 84 

Hairiness (H) 4,61 

Breaking strength (Rkm) 17,43 

Breaking elongation (%) 5,54 

Table 4. ANOVA test results 

Properties Anova test p value 

Unevenness (%U) 0,000 

Thin places (-50%/km) 0,000 

Thick places (+50%/km) 0,000 

Neps (+200%/km) 0,000 

Hairiness (H) 0,000 

Breaking Strength (Rkm) 0,000 

Bursting strength (kPa) 0,000 

Relative water vapor permeability (%) 0,001 

Thermal resistance (m2K/W) 0,044 

The effect of recycling processes on yarn quality values was found to be statistically significant 

according to ANOVA test results (Table 4).  The Duncan results of yarn quality parameters 

were presented in Table 5. As the unevenness, thin places, thick places, neps and hairiness 

values increase and breaking strength values decrease, the yarn quality deteriorates. While 

virgin yarns had the highest yarn quality values, yarn quality values decreased with the increase 

in the number of recycling processes. A significant decrease was found in yarn quality values 

after the 1st recycling process except thin and thick places values of yarns. The yarns produced 

after 2nd recycling process has the lowest yarn quality values. It was observed a significant 

decrease in yarn quality values after 2nd recycling process.  
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Table 5. Open-end yarn quality properties Duncan test results 

 Duncan test 

 Unevenness 
Thin 

places 

Thick 

places 
Neps Hairiness 

Breaking 

Strength 

Virgin 

yarn 
10,200 c 2,500 b 24,000 b 54,500 c 6,140 c 12,200 a 

Once 

recycled 

yarn 

10,664 b 3,500 b 33,500 b 147,000 b 6,954 b 9,800 b 

Twice 

recycled 

yarn 

11,538 a 10,500 a 62,000 a 216,500 a 7,276 a 9,342 b 

The effect of recycling processes on bursting strength, relative water vapor permeability and 

thermal resistance values was found to be statistically significant according to ANOVA test 

results (Table 4). Duncan test results of fabrics were given in Table 6. While the bursting 

strength and relative water vapor permeability values of virgin fabrics were the highest, it was 

determined that the values decreased with recycling processes. This decrease was found to be 

significant after the second recycling process, similar to the yarn results. In the thermal 

resistance results, the highest values were obtained in once recycled fabric, followed by twice 

recycled fabric and virgin fabric, respectively. 

Table 6. Fabric properties Duncan test results 

 Duncan test 

 Bursting strength 
Relative water vapor 

permeability 
Thermal resistance 

Virgin 

fabric 
201,200 a 47,040 a 0,017 b 

Once 

recycled 

fabric 

197,000 a 44,987 a 0,021 a 

Twice 

recycled 

fabric 

171,000 b 41,203 b 0,018 ab 

According to the abrasion strength results (Table 7), the abrasion was observed at 950 cycles 

for the virgin fabric, 870 cycles for the once recycled fabric and 838 cycles for the twice 

recycled fabric. As the recycling process increased, the abrasion strength of the fabrics 

decreased. Pilling was found to be higher in once and twice recycled compared to virgin fabric. 

Table 7. Abrasion strength and pilling grade values of fabrics 

Parameters Abrasion strength (cycle) Pilling grade 

Virgin fabric 950 2/3 

Once recycled fabric 870 1/2 

Twice recycled fabric 838 1/2 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

As a conclusion of this study, the effects of repeated recycling processes on yarn and fabric 

performance properties were listed below; 

- While the lowest values were observed in unevenness, thin places, thick places, neps and 

hairiness results of virgin open-end yarn, the highest values were found in breaking strength of 

yarns, bursting strength, abrasion strength and relative water vapor permeability results of  

virgin fabrics. Performance properties of yarns and fabrics decreased after recycling processes. 
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The decrease in performance values was found to be statistically significant especially after the 

second recycling process.  

- The highest thermal resistance values were obtained in once recycled fabric, followed by 

twice recycled fabric and virgin fabric, respectively. 

- While the lowest pilling was observed in the virgin fabrics, it was determined that the pilling 

increased with recycling processes. 
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ABSTRACT 

The importance of the concept of sustainability has come to the fore as the intense production 

that increases in order to keep up with the speed of fashion trends affects the environment, 

social life, and economy. In this study, the sustainability concept and consumer behaviour 

towards sustainable products were reviewed and the factors affecting the consumer tendency 

to purchase sustainable products were determined and a survey was prepared based on these 

factors. The participants were asked to provide information about their socio-demographic 

characteristics, their fear of Covid-19, their thoughts about the uncertainty of Covid-19, their 

concerns about the environment, to what extent they are knowledgeable about the environment, 

and finally their purchase intention of sustainable clothing. The results revealed that the 

participants were most interested in environmental factors. The fear of Covid-19 also affected 

consumers significantly in the relevant period. Environmental knowledge is still not at a 

sufficient level and needs improvement. Finally, the participants stated that they were relatively 

undecided about purchasing sustainable clothing products. 

Keywords: sustainable fashion, consumer, Covid-19, clothing, environment. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Covid-19 pandemic caused a global crisis affecting the economy, the lifestyles, and the 

behaviors of consumers all around the globe. A healthy lifestyle became the top priority for the 

consumers and the awareness of sustainability and environmental concerns improved 

considerably [1, 2]. Besides, the consumers changed their shopping habits by decreasing the 

level of contact both because of the fear of the Covid-19 and the uncertainty about possible 

crises in the economy [3]. Thus, the apparel retailers serving the market should arrange their 

activities to better respond to the renewed requirements. Nonetheless, they should clearly 

understand if the changes in consumer behavior arise from the impact of a pandemic or the 

environmental concern exactly.  

The pandemic has greatly affected the entire apparel and fashion industry, including 

manufacturers, buyers, and retailers [4]. The global apparel value chain in high-income 

countries has been severely disrupted due to the direct effects of the disease on workers of 

manufacturers, the reduction of materials used in clothing production (fabric, yarn, etc.), and 

the decline in demand for apparel. Developing countries, on the other hand, have faced great 

difficulties in matters such as profit, wages, and labor safety [5]. With the weakening of the 

global economy, people had to overcome the new normal to survive the crisis. Companies faced 

many challenges in terms of inventory and supply chain for maintaining their facilities in a safe 

environment. Although textile products are seen as non-vital stuff, together with the pandemic, 

the clothing industry has started to produce masks to prevent the spread of the virus. In the 

coming years, the apparel industries are under serious risk factors financially to manage the 

global economies. Therefore, companies in the fashion industry have to develop new strategies 
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for a new normal, in order to adapt to the production process, inventory, retailing, brands, 

supply chain, and the new customer behaviour [4]. 

Fashion consumers around the world were afraid to visit stores to buy a product after the Covid-

19 epidemic. The biggest reason for this situation is believed to be more likely to spread the 

virus through cash shopping. Thus, consumers are gradually reducing cash-based transactions. 

There are certain types of products that are routinely needed, such as grocery products, and 

certain textiles, and in this period, there has been a huge transition from offline shopping to 

online shopping. With the Covid-19 outbreak, there has been an increase in internet 

penetration, the number of smartphone users, the acceptability of digital payments, and foreign 

investor interest in e-commerce, adding more value to e-commerce trends. In addition, the e-

commerce system provided flexible options with offers and discounts by providing consumers 

with ease of purchase and payment. In this case, a group of users increasingly interested in e-

commerce has emerged. With the increasing density of digital customers, fashion brands must 

be active in the field of e-commerce in order to survive and survive [6]. 

The Covid-19 outbreak has affected environmental sustainability and social responsibility 

around the world. During the period of quarantine, because of the social isolation and health 

crisis, it has been observed that people's environmental awareness, sustainable consumption, 

and social actions change. According to the study conducted by Severo et al [7] the Covid-19 

pandemic has created great awareness of environmental issues and social responsibility and 

influenced sustainable consumption positively. The pandemic has been more than a public 

health problem; it has become a social, environmental, and economic impact factor that will 

change the way people relate to each other and society, and their relationship with natural 

resources. During the Covid-19 period, as problems were encountered in issues such as food, 

clothing, personal protective equipment, and drug distribution, people's behaviour and social 

awareness changed. Consumption and production volumes and environmental impacts are 

closely related, and these volumes may need to be modified in order to maintain social 

responsibility. Changes such as making more sustainable projects compared to the new normal 

that occurred after the pandemic and facilitating transformations in supply and production are 

required. Concern about the environment is one of the most important factors that increase the 

consumption of sustainable products. Anxiety causes the consumer to exhibit sustainable 

product consumer behaviour such as recycling and purchasing green products. In addition to 

concern, consumers with environmental awareness and knowledge are another important factor 

in sustainable consumption. Conscious consumers are more likely to prefer sustainable 

products. In addition, consumers need information about the sustainability of the product in 

order to make decisions while purchasing a product, and if this information is not provided, 

sustainable product consumption will be adversely affected. Customers are increasingly aware 

of the negative effects of shopping on the planet [8].  

The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on sustainable 

clothing consumption. Understanding consumer behavior will ensure the retailers develop the 

most effective marketing strategies both for now and for the probable crises in the near future. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A variety of people from different social classes, ages, and segments of society participated in 

the survey to get the exact results analysed. The questionnaire consists of 44 questions and 3 

parts, created on a 5-point Likert scale. In the first part, demographic and socio-economic 

information about the consumer has been collected. In the second part, there are questions 

about the consumer's fear of Covid-19, their environmental concerns, environmental 

knowledge, and their intention to buy sustainable clothing products. The survey was conducted 

with 742 respondents. The age range of these participants varied between 18-55 and upper 
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years old. Participants from different areas such as universities and workplaces were reached 

via an online application. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results revealed that 64.95% of the participants were male and 34.78% of the participants 

were female. 27.24% of the participants were between the ages of 18-and 25. The participants 

between the ages of 45 and 55 were 21.54% of the participants. The participants within the age 

range of 35-45 occupied 18.97% of the participants. 18.56% of the participants were between 

the ages of 25-and 35 and the least percentage of the participants belonged to 55 and over with 

a ratio of 13,69%. 

 

        

Figure 1. Gender of the participants.                Figure 2. Age of the participants. 

 

        

Figure 3. Education of the participants.            Figure 4. Income level of the participants.  

In terms of education level, the findings showed that 9.19% of attendants had a master’s degree. 

5.54% were still continuing their master’s studies. 53.65% of the participants graduated from 

university. 19.46% of them were still continuing university. 12.16% of participants only 

graduated from high school. So, it can be said that 87,84% of the participants were well-

educated people. 

The low-income level had a percentage of 5.54% of the total among the participants. The low-

medium income level had 11.35%. 54.05% of the participants had a medium-income level. 

25,68% percentage belonged to medium-high income level. Finally, the percentage of people 
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who had the highest income level was 3.38%. 47.84% of the participants were spending 0-10% 

of their incomes on garments 32,47% of attendants were buying textile products with 10-20% 

of their income. 14,59% of people invest 20-30% of their income on clothing. 57% of 

respondents were spending 30-40% of their incomes on ready-to-wear. Finally, 1.35% of those 

involved were spending 40% and over of their income on clothing. 

 

 

Figure 5. Share of clothing expenses in the total income of the participants. 

 

Table 1. Average values of the factors affecting sustainable clothing consumption behavior 

of the participants. 

Factors Average 

Fear of Covid-19 4.11 

I am afraid of the Covid-19 pandemic. 4.03 

I feel scared upon facing the Covid-19 pandemic. 3.99 

It makes me uncomfortable to think about the Covid-19 pandemic. 4.21 

I am afraid of losing my life because of the Covid-19 pandemic. 3.76 

When watching news and stories about the Covid-19 pandemic on social media, I become 

nervous or anxious. 

4.59 

I am afraid of passing Covid-19 to others.  4.06 

Environmental concern 4.50 

Major social changes are necessary to protect the natural environment. 4.70 

Major political change is necessary to protect the natural environment. 4.72 

I am willing to reduce my consumption to help protect the environment. 4.22 

I am very concerned about the state of the world’s environment. 4.38 

Environmental knowledge 3.68 

I want to have a deeper insight into the inputs, processes, and impacts of products before 

purchase. 

3.82 

I would prefer to gain substantial information on green products before purchase. 3.90 

I prefer to check the eco-labels and certifications on green products before purchase. 3.32 

Purchase intention for sustainable apparel 3.47 

There is a strong likelihood that I will buy sustainable fashion products. 3,64 

I will purchase sustainable fashion products. 3,39 

I would consider buying sustainable fashion products.  3.37 

After the demographic characteristics of the participants were analyzed, the responses of the 

participants to the factors affecting sustainable purchase intention behavior in Covid-19 period 

were investigated. Table 1 shows the average values of the factors (fear of Covid-19, 

environmental concern, environmental knowledge, purchase intention) affecting the 

sustainable clothing consumption behavior of the participants. The findings revealed that the 
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participants were most interested in environmental factors. It can be mentioned that the fear of 

Covid-19 also affected consumers significantly in the relevant period. The fact that these two 

factors are the most important factors for the participants is because they are related to each 

other. The fear of Covid-19 reminds the consumers about the requirement to pay attention to 

environmental issues. It was seen that environmental knowledge is still not at a sufficient level 

and needs improvement. Finally, the answers received as a result of the survey showed that 

although the participants stated that they were afraid of Covid-19 and concerned with 

environmental issues to a great extent, they stated that they were relatively undecided about 

purchasing sustainable clothing products. 

        

Figure 6. Gender difference in fear of               Figure 7. Gender difference in  

Covid-19.                                                            environmental concern.                         

       

Figure 8. Gender difference in                           Figure 7. Gender difference in  

environmental knowledge.                                  purchase intention.                         

In order to observe whether there was a difference on the basis of gender, the responses of male 

and female participants to all the factors mentioned above were examined separately. 

Regarding the fear of Covid-19, female participants answered with a rate of 48.4% and male 

participants with a rate of 39.7% definitely agree. In other words, we can say that females had 

a greater fear of Covid-19 than males. It seems that 64.9% of female participants had more 

environmental concerns after Covid-19 than male participants (56.3%). It was observed that 

females were more knowledgeable about the environment than males. Regarding purchase 

intention, females wanted to buy sustainable products after Covid-19 with a rate of 11.2%. 

Males followed them with a rate of 10.5%. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

Consumers, who have environmental awareness and are interested in environmental issues, 

have already adopted sustainable consumption in the fashion industry. However, it is an 

undeniable fact that Covid-19 has forced consumers to think and act in terms of sustainability. 

Besides, the sense of fashion that focuses on sustainability and responsible production by 

thinking about the future has come to the fore even more. Knowing the value of the future and 

contributing to a liveable world is the responsibility of everyone and every brand. From now 

on, more designs and fashion products made of sustainable raw materials and sustainable 

processes will be available in the market. In this period, fashion and clothing brands put 

forward a series of sustainability goals and accelerated their action towards their goals. Thus, 

when purchasing a product, the consumers will realize the motivation for buying it and they 

will adopt a more conscious approach to consumption. This will positively affect the purchase 

intention behavior in the near future. 
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ABSTRACT 

Along with the constantly developing technologies, new digital solutions aimed at reducing 

costs, increasing efficiency, and saving time in the apparel industry come to the fore. Three-

dimensional (3D) design systems, which have been used in the apparel industry in recent years, 

eliminate sample preparation costs and enable three-dimensional pattern rehearsals and testing 

of various fabrics on virtual samples. By dressing the designed ready-to-wear products on 

realistic virtual mannequins, three-dimensional presentations can be made to customers; Thus, 

fabric, labour, and time savings can be achieved. In computer-aided clothing design systems; 

It is possible to perform two- or three-dimensional pattern design, virtual trial, and realistic 

clothing simulation. The systems, which have been able to prepare two-dimensional patterns, 

serialize and place markers with high efficiency for many years, are unable to make three-

dimensional pattern rehearsals with the technologies developed in the following years and to 

try various fabrics on virtual samples. Virtual trial system software, which enables the products 

to be displayed on virtual three-dimensional mannequins, can be applied together with 

computer-aided design and production systems. 

In this research, the traditional sample productions carried out in Mosi Tekstil in a year; fabric, 

auxiliary materials, labour, general expenses, and cargo expenses, and the total sample cost for 

the company will be determined. Time and cost savings will be calculated by performing 

sample productions within the specified time as digital samples in 3D design systems. For this 

purpose, V-stitcher 3D apparel design software will be used. As a result of the results to be 

obtained, evaluations will be made about the return period of an investment to be made in this 

direction. Thus, a comprehensive comparison of the traditional sample production process and 

the digital sample production process will be made. 

Keywords: Sample production, Digital designing, 3D Design, Sustainability, Fast fashion1.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Textile companies need to increase their productivity by considering the sustainable production 

rules at every stage of their production processes to compete in the international market in 

recent years. International ready-made clothing brands determine their sensitivity to the 

environment and their contributions to sustainability under sustainability goals. Any 

improvement to be made in the production process contributes positively to efficiency and 

therefore to sustainability. In the ready-made clothing sector, fabric cost constitutes a large part 

of the product cost. In sample production, it is important to contribute to sustainability by 

minimizing the use of resources and achieving economic gain. Especially for fabrics and 

accessories required to be used in samples demanded in low quantities, minimum production 

constraints often bring up time and transportation issues. The supplied materials are in the form 

of special production, and they occur in wastage and losses. This situation has negative 

consequences both in terms of economy and sustainability ⦋1,2⦌. 
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Along with the developing technologies, new digital solutions aiming to reduce costs, increase 

efficiency and save time in the apparel industry come to the fore. Three-dimensional (3D) 

design systems, which have been used in the apparel industry in recent years, eliminate sample 

preparation costs and enable three-dimensional pattern rehearsals and testing of various fabrics 

on virtual samples. By dressing the designed ready-to-wear products on realistic virtual 

mannequins, three-dimensional presentations can be made to customers. Thus, fabric, labour, 

and time savings can be achieved. The comparison of the samples prepared at the end of the 

sewing process and the digital samples prepared using three-dimensional dressing systems, 

covering all processes from design to production and determining the advantages and 

disadvantages of both methods appear as critical factors. In computerized clothing design 

systems, it is possible to perform two- or three-dimensional pattern design, virtual trials, and 

realistic clothing simulation. The digital sample, which has come to the fore in recent years 

with technological developments; 2D patterns are formed by combining textile materials in a 

3D design program. After the virtual sewing and dressing work, rendering and animation 

processes are carried out ⦋3,4⦌. 

Digital sample production is becoming widespread nowadays. It is expected that the physical 

sample production process and 3D sample production processes will make serious differences 

in terms of efficiency and sustainability. The systems, which have been able to prepare two-

dimensional patterns, serialize and place markers with high efficiency for many years, are 

unable to make three-dimensional pattern rehearsals with the technologies developed in the 

following years and to try various fabrics on virtual samples. Virtual trial system software, 

which enables the products to be displayed on virtual three-dimensional mannequins, can be 

applied together with computer-aided design and production systems. Thanks to three-

dimensional virtual clothing simulations, designers can create new designs quickly and 

precisely, or they can easily access old models and develop and change different models from 

existing designs. Various materials and patterns can be easily adapted to new designs. After 

the two-dimensional pattern, the developed products can be seen in three dimensions, very 

close to reality and detail. Computer-aided design and production applications make it easier 

to work efficiently and reduce errors in material and workmanship while improving the fit of 

the garment to the body. Three-dimensional virtual clothing postures created by combining 

two-dimensional patterns with virtual stitches can be examined in detail and improved if 

necessary. If desired, three-dimensional clothing models can also be converted into two-

dimensional patterns. Improvements and modifications applied to the garment pattern can be 

seen simultaneously in three-dimensional form ⦋5,6⦌. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

This study has been prepared based on the 2021 data of Mosi Tekstil A.Ş. Mosi Tekstil has 

reached a production capacity of 1.2 million pieces/month with its rapidly developing 

production power since its establishment. In addition to the in-house production capacity of 

approximately 800 people in its production facilities in Turkey and Albania, it can provide 

services to its customers in high capacities and within short deadlines through contract 

partnerships. The design and sample preparation team works the central factory in Gaziemir, 

Izmir. The production capacity of this factory is an average of 100 pieces collections and 4000 

pieces samples per month. 

Various software is available for digital sample production. In this study, digital sample 

production was carried out using Browzwear-V-Stitcher software. In this study, physical 

sample production quantities, production times, and costs produced by the enterprise in a 1 

year were examined. In case the sample production process is carried out in the 3D design 

program, the advantages of the process are investigated. Concrete and realistic answers will be 
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provided to questions such as to what extent 3D dressing systems shorten production times, to 

what extent they reduce sample production costs, and how much labour savings they provide. 

However, a critical question will be answered, such as how long it will take to return the 

investments to be made in 3D design systems. 

Mosi Tekstil can use both traditional sample production and digital sample production 

techniques. Model patterns prepared for traditional samples and digital samples are created in 

the same process. The processes are divided into two after this stage. Model patterns are 

prepared in a digital environment using the Assyst program (2D). All materials to be used in 

traditional sample production are supplied. Then, production processes are carried out 

according to the technical details of the model. The actual time spent during all these stages is 

recorded by the ERP software. Mosi Tekstil has developed a digital sample tracking system 

and is actively operating it. All material quantities and costs used for samples are recorded in 

the system in real-time. 

In the digital sample production phase, after the model patterns were prepared, the materials to 

be used were transferred to the software. After the virtual sewing process of the models was 

carried out, dressing, and editing processes were carried out on the virtual mannequin. The time 

spent during these stages was recorded using the work-study method. The costs of traditional 

and digital sample production processes were compared. The sample preparation workflow 

processes applied in the enterprise are shown in Figure 1. Considering the data of the samples 

produced in real-time with the traditional method (data for the year 2021), the cost that will 

occur if they are produced with the digital sample preparation method has been calculated. 

 

Figure 1. Traditional and 3D Sample Production Processes 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The primary objectives are to minimize the use of resources, ensure high production efficiency, 

and offer fast and flexible solutions to customers in sample production. Digital sample 

production process and traditional sample production processes were compared in terms of 

production processes, labour, fabric, and consumables, transportation costs in this study. 

Accessories, fabrics, labour costs in the traditional sample production process, labour costs, 

and the investment cost of the software in the digital sample process, appear as important 

factors.  

The cost analysis for the traditional sample production process is given in Table 1.  

Table 1. Cost Analysis of Traditional Sample Production 

Cost Analysis January-December (2021) 

TRADITIONAL 

SAMPLE  

PRODUCTION 

Sample Quantity 20.309 

Labour Cost 2.217.341 TL 

Overhead Cost 103.326 TL 

Auxiliary Material Cost 52.226 TL 

Fabric Cost 1.250.500 TL 

Shipping Cost 148.116,65 TL 

Total Cost       3.771.509, 65 TL  

Sample Cost 185,70 TL 

When the Table 1 is examined, it is seen that the labour and the fabric expenses are the biggest 

cost factors. However, the shipping costs also constitute an important expense. The average 

cost for 1 sample is calculated as 185,70 TL. 

The cost analysis for 3D sample production process is given in Table 2.  

Table 2. Cost Analysis of 3D Sample Production 

Cost Analysis January-December (2021) 

3D SAMPLE 

PRODUCTION 

Sample Quantity 20.309 

Labour Cost 840.500 TL 

Overhead Cost 103.326 TL 

Auxiliary Material Cost 0 

Fabric Cost 0 

Transportation Cost 0 

Sofware Cost 736.320 TL 

Total Cost 1.680.146 TL 

Sample Cost 82,73TL 

When the Table 2 is examined, it is seen that the labour and the software expenses are the 

important cost factors. Considering that in the 3D design system, 1 operator carries out an 

average of 8 designs per day, approximately 10 operators will be required for an order of 20,309 

pieces. The labour costs will decrease in companies that produce samples in lower numbers. 

The reason for the high cost of software is the necessity of using licensed software for each 

operator. Similarly, the software cost will decrease in companies that produce samples in lower 

numbers. The average cost for 1 sample is calculated as 82,73 TL. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this research, the traditional sample preparation method and the sample preparation method 

in 3D design systems were compared. The average cost for the samples prepared in one year 

in our company was calculated as 185,70 TL. If these samples were prepared in the 3D design 
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system, the average cost was determined as 82.73 TL. It has been seen that an investment to be 

made in this area is quite profitable.  

With 3D design systems, it is possible to fulfil customer requests in a short time and increase 

customer satisfaction. According to the sample production capacity of the companies, 

purchasing 1 or 2 licensed software will reduce the software costs. It should be said that these 

systems will be more suitable for the companies with high sample production. In addition, the 

companies need to plan for experienced personnel to work in these systems before investing. 

It is thought that this study will guide the experts and companies working in the field of apparel. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to analyse the changes in consumer behaviour towards 

sustainable fashion products in terms of environmental awareness, social responsibility, 

behavioural attitude, and purchase intention in the Covid-19 pandemic situation. For this aim, 

a survey was conducted among various participants from different social classes, ages, and 

social segments. The survey was conducted with 507 people. The results were analysed using 

statistical methods. It was found out that Covid-19 led to positive approaches to sustainable 

fashion, whereas all the consumers improved the behavioural attitude more positively towards 

sustainable fashion, the environmental awareness increased significantly. However, the 

positive approaches were different for different socio demographic groups.  

Keywords: Covid-19, Sustainable, Fashion, Consumer, Behaviour 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Environmental load and social impacts of consumption have brought along the increasing 

importance of the concepts of sustainable consumption in the fashion and apparel industry in 

recent years. On the other hand, the Covid-19 pandemic had many impacts on consumer 

behaviour in the fashion and apparel industry. It enabled the consumers to change their beliefs 

and attitudes toward sustainable fashion consumption indirectly.  

Having the aim of serving the consumer market and meeting the changing requirements of the 

consumers, the companies acting in the fashion and apparel business should know exactly the 

current behaviour of the consumers toward sustainable fashion consumption and the impact of 

Covid-19 on this behaviour. This is important for the companies, which are both dealing with 

the impact of Covid -19 in the market nowadays and continue to serve the market even after 

the Covid -19 fades away. Understanding the key factors affecting the attitudes, perceptions, 

and behavioral intentions of consumers to prefer sustainable fashion is essential to increase 

consumer demand, and such an understanding will assist manufacturers and marketers in 

effectively promoting and marketing such products. At the same time, it will help the people 

who will transfer this concept to the consumers in transferring this concept and thus contribute 

to the environmental and social development of consumer behavior [1]. The Covid -19 

pandemic is a significant vector in shifting the behavior of people, embodied in environmental 

protection and social responsibility, and it is interesting that the effect of the Covid -19 

pandemic, accompanied by environmental consciousness and less social responsibility, has a 

higher impact on sustainable consumption [2]. 

Based on these rationales, the purpose of this study was determined as analysing the changes 

in consumer behaviour towards sustainable fashion products in terms of environmental 

awareness, social responsibility, behavioural attitude, and purchase intention in the Covid-19 

pandemic situation. 
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2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

The data for the study was gathered via an online survey conducted for a two-weeks period. 

The questionnaire was prepared to have two sections, where the first section included the 

questions regarding the socio-demographic properties and the second section included the 

questions regarding the environmental awareness, social responsibility, behavioural attitude, 

and purchase intention. In this regard, the gender, age, education and income levels were asked 

by using the appropriate scales. In this section, it was also asked the participants to evaluate 

the expenditure made on the garment products by evaluating the share of the expenditure on 

these products in their total income in terms of percentages.  

The environmental awareness was assessed with the six questions; the social responsibility was 

assessed with the five questions taken from the literature [2]. Similarly, the behavioural attitude 

[3] and purchase intention were assessed with the five questions each, which were taken from 

the literature [2, 4]. The five point Likert scale was used for the questions in the second section 

section.  

The data was analysed by using some statistical measures and frequency distributions. The 

findings were depicted using graphical tools. In the analysis of the environmental awareness, 

social responsibility, behavioural attitude and purchase intention, the means values and the 

standard deviations were calculated for different group parameters. The relationship between 

the socio-demographic properties and the approaches of the consumers towards these 

parameters were shown graphically and evaluated based on the Independent t- test and 

ANOVA tests results.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The survey was conducted to 507 participants. Almost 50% of the participants were female as 

seen in Figure 1. With regard to age, the biggest majority (62%) was belonged to 18-25 ages 

as seen in Figure 2. Then, the rest age groups were almost equal to 10% each. The least 

percentage of the participants was belonged 55+ age, with 6%. 49% of the participants still 

continued bachelor’s degrees and 25% of them graduated with a bachelor’s degree from the 

university as seen in Figure 3. Considering the other participants attending their graduate 

studies, it could be said that 82% of the participants were well-educated people as seen in 

Figure 3. Considering the income level of the participants, the participants with the low income 

had a 11% of the total as seen in Figure 4. 12% of the participants had low and medium income. 

52% of them had a medium income level, which was the highest percentage of the chart. 

Participants with medium-high income were in second place with %21. And, finally, the least 

percentage of the participants had high-income level, with 4%. Based on the data, it could be 

said that more than half of the participants were belonged to medium-income class. 

  

Figure 1. Gender distribution of the 

participants 

Figure 2. Age distribution of the participants 
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Figure 3. Education distribution of the 

participants 

Figure 4. Income distribution of the 

participants 

The next indicator was garment purchasing distribution over income. The frequencies and the 

percent frequencies were shown in Figure 5. 43% of the participants stated that they purchased 

the garments with 0-10% of their own income. 30% of the participants spent 10% of their own 

income on garments. 16% of the consumers spent %20-30 own income. Fourthly, the 

participants, who spent 30-40% of their income on garments were only 8 percent. The least 

percentage (3%) was belonged to the participants, who spent 40% of their income on garment 

purchasing. So it could be argued that most of the participants did not spend a lot of money on 

garments. Nonetheless, the effect of gender effect on the amount of expenditure on garments 

showed that females spent a higher amount of their expenditure on garments than males. 

Whereas more male participants spent 0-10% of their income on garments, more female 

participants than males spent 10-20%, 20-30%, 30-40% and 40% and above of their income on 

garments as seen in Figure 6. Thus, it is certain that the gender is an important parameter to 

determine higher expenditure on the garments. 

  

Figure 5. The expenditures on garments in 

terms of the percentages of the income 

Figure 6. The expenditures of male/female 

on garments in terms of the percentages of 

the income 

The environmental awareness, social responsibility, behavioural attitude and purchase 

intention of the participants were determined by the questions given in Table 1 below. The 

mean and the standard deviation for each question were given in the third column of the table. 

All the answers were rated above average revealing the importance of sustainable fashion 
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products for the consumers. In regards to environmental awareness, it was observed that two 

questions about the impact of Covid-19 on the anxiety for the consumption of the natural 

resources and environmental hazards were rated higher than the other questions. The questions 

about the water consumption and recycled wastes got lower rankings from participants. 

Considering the social responsibility, the question about the sensitivity for social vulnerability 

got higher mean value than the other questions. Regarding the behavioural attitude, most of the 

participants were seen to think that the use of sustainable products had been reasonable. Finally, 

the participants implied that they had started to favour the collaborative use of the garment 

products after Covid-19. Comparing the overall evaluation of the environmental awareness, 

social responsibility, behavioural attitude and purchase intention for the sustainable fashion 

products after Covid-19, it can be stated that the mean value for the questions about the 

behavioural attitude got the highest mean value (3.96), followed by the questions about the 

environmental awareness (3.80) and sustainable purchase intention (3.69). The questions 

related to social responsibility got the lowest mean value (3.60). 

Table 1. The results of the answers given to the questions about the environmental awareness 

Environmental awareness Mean (st.dev) 

EA1 The COVID-19 Pandemic has made me increase the separation of organic and recyclable waste.  3.52(1.13) 

EA2 The COVID-19 pandemic has caused me to reduce water consumption further, as this is a finite 

environmental resource.  3.47(1.24) 

EA3 The COVID-19 Pandemic made me worry even more about the natural resources for future 

generations.  4.04(1.05) 

EA4 The COVID-19 Pandemic made you realize the reduction in air pollution.  3.83(1.12) 

EA5  The COVID-19 Pandemic made me realize, even more, the environmental impact caused on the 

planet.  4.00(0.99) 

EA6 The COVID-19 Pandemic has increased my environmental awareness.  3.96(1.00) 

TOTAL 3.80(0.85) 

Social responsibility Mean 

SR1 The COVID-19 Pandemic has made me even more sensitive to issues of social vulnerability. 4.07(0.94) 

SR2 The COVID-19 Pandemic made me donate food or clothes. 3.58(1.16) 

SR3 The COVID-19 Pandemic caused me to make a financial donation to needy people or entities. 3.46(1.18) 

SR4 The COVID-19 Pandemic made me consume products/services from companies known for 

practicing social responsibility. 3.53(1.07) 

SR5 The COVID-19 Pandemic contributes to welcoming people who are socially vulnerable. 3.38(1.16) 

TOTAL 3.60(0.86) 

Behavioral Attitude Mean 

BA1 I think that sustainable fashion consumption is a good idea. 4.03(0.92) 

BA2 I think that sustainable fashion consumption is a wise idea 4.11(0.91) 

BA3 I think that sustainable fashion consumption is beneficial 4.08(0.91) 

BA4 I think that sustainable fashion consumption is attractive. 3.83(0.98) 

BA5 I think that sustainable fashion consumption is pleasant. 3.74(0.98) 

 TOTAL 3.96(0.81) 

Sustainable purchase intention Mean 

SPI1 I intend to purchase sustainable fashion products after Covid-19 pandemic because of increasing 

ecological concerns  3.79(1.02) 

SPI2 I intend to purchase sustainable fashion products after Covid-19 pandemic because of less impact 

on environment  3.73(1.03) 

SPI3 I plan to purchase more sustainable fashion products after Covid 19 because of less impact on 

environment 3.62(1.01) 

SPI4 I plan to use sustainable fashion product for longer time by donating/selling the products after 

Covid19 3.97(1.02) 

SPI5 I plan to buy recycled sustainable fashion product after Covid-19  3.36(1.11) 

TOTAL 3.69(0.83) 

The influence of the socio demographic characteristics as well as the purchasing habits on the 

selected parameters were evaluated with the application of the statistical tests. Moreover, 

graphical presentations were established to see these effects clearly. 
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The independent t-test results showed that the gender was influential on all parameters, within 

the significance level of 0.05. The female respondents were found to become much more 

environmental aware, socially responsible, have more positive behavioural attitude and have 

higher intention to purchase sustainable fashion products after Covid-19 as seen in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7. Gender distribution for environmental awareness, social responsibility, behavioural 

attitude and sustainable purchase intention 

The impact of age, education, income and the share of garment expenditure in income levels 

on the selected parameters were assessed with the ANOVA test, whose results were given in 

Table 2.  

Table 2. ANOVA test results showing the impact of socio-demographic characteristics on the 

selected parameters 

 Environmental 

Awareness 

Social 

Responsibility 

Behavioral 

Attitude 

Purchase Intention 

AGE 0.140 0.002* 0.032* 0.000* 

EDUCATION 0.166 0.004* 0.040* 0.129 

INCOME  0.302 0.538 0.051** 0.021* 

SHARE OF APPAREL 0.000* 0.000* 0.004* 0.013* 

*Significant at 0.05 significance level; **Significant at 0.10 significance level 

ANOVA test results showed that the impact of age on the social responsibility, behavioral 

attitude and purchase intention were found to be statistically significant at the 0.05 significance 

level.  

  
Figure 8. Age distribution for 

environmental awareness, social 

responsibility, behavioural attitude and 

sustainable purchase intention 

Figure 9. Education distribution for 

environmental awareness, social responsibility, 

behavioural attitude and sustainable purchase 

intention 
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Figure 10. Income distribution for 

environmental awareness, social 

responsibility, behavioural attitude and 

sustainable purchase intention 

Figure 11. The association of environmental 

awareness, social responsibility and expenditures 

on the garment products 

In regards to age, it was observed that whereas behavioral attitude was much more positive for 

the age group of 25-35, both social responsibility and the sustainable purchase intention were 

highest for the age group of 45-55 as seen in Figure 8. For the impact of education on the 

selected parameters, the age groups were found to be influential on only the social 

responsibility and the behavioral attitude. The participants, who were still attending their 

undergraduate studies, were found to have the most positive attitude as seen in Figure 9. On 

the other hand, the social responsibility was found to be the highest for the participants 

attending their graduate studies. Regarding the influence of income levels, it was found out that 

the answers for the sustainable purchase intention differed with the income level at a significant 

level of 0.05 and behavioral attitude was found to be changing with the income level at the 

significant level of 0.10. It was interesting to see that both the behavioral attitude and the 

sustainable purchase intention got the lowest scores for the high medium class. On the other 

hand, both the behavioral attitude and the sustainable purchase intention were found to have 

higher rankings for the lower levels of income. Finally, the ANOVA test results implied that 

the share of garment expenditure in the income level was influential on all of the selected 

parameters. Specifically, Figure 11 showed that all the parameters got the highest values for 

the participants spending 20 to 40 percent of the income on the garment expenditure. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This study was established to see that if the Covid-19 pandemic had an impact on the 

environmental awareness, social responsibility, behavioral attitude and purchase intention 

towards the sustainable fashion products.  

The data for this study was gathered via a survey conducted online. The results were analyzed 

both statistically and graphically. The findings revealed that the consumers have more positive 

approaches toward these parameters, by giving more positive answers than average. 

Specifically, the behavioral attitude and environmental awareness were rated higher than the 

other two parameters. Investigating the relationship between sociodemographic characteristics 

and the parameters revealed that the younger group of consumers, who are still undergraduate, 

have much more positive behavioral attitude whereas older consumers have higher social 

responsibility and sustainable purchase intention.  The social responsibility was much more 

favoured by the graduates. Specifically, the consumers belonged to the lower income class had 

more positive behavioral attitude and purchase intention. Last but not least, it was found out 

that the consumers spending medium percentage of income on garments have more positive 

approaches to all parameters.  
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Thus, it can be concluded that Covid-19 led to positive approaches to sustainable fashion, 

whereas all the consumers improved the behavioral attitude more positively towards 

sustainable fashion, the environmental awareness increased significantly. However, the 

positive approaches were different for different socio demographic groups.  
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ABSTRACT 

In today's world, companies compete with each other in a fierce competition in order to meet 

the increasing and diversifying customer demand. Companies can continue this competition 

with the low cost and highly applicable solutions they find for any problem that occurs within 

their production and service area. Today, especially when the problems experienced by the 

companies in the textile sector of our country are analyzed in the production areas, problems 

such as unnecessary stops in the machines, high waste rates in production, low operator 

efficiency and inability to follow the production correctly are seen. As a solution to such 

problems, especially automation systems that came into our lives with Industry 4.0, smart 

applications that emerged as a result of the integration of the internet with mechanical-

electronic systems have started to be used day by day, and thus, the communication of machines 

with each other, accurate and instant data acquisition and data analysis will be used in strategic 

and operational decisions. It is aimed to obtain correct outputs. 

Within the scope of this study, in order to create a smart solution to the problems that occur in 

the production and planning area of a large-scale company engaged in yarn production and 

dyeing, instantaneous cycle, start-end, stop times and temperatures information were obtained 

from the machines with sensors and PLC integrated into the machines in the acrylic yarn 

production line. Taken with QR coded and kanban cards, by the operators communicated the 

information of the product running on each machine with mini computers located close to the 

machines in the production area. The data obtained from the production are displayed on the 

interface of a designed program. With these data obtained from the two systems, it was ensured 

that the production follow-up was carried out in a correctly way and at the same time, OEE, 

operator efficiency analyzes; maintenance-repair planning and follow-up were carried out with 

the right data. It is possible to create the production route of the product, which is in the 

planning stage, before the production work order is created, thanks to the program, and it has 

been observed that there are adjustments in the deadlines. With the program, the productivity 

calculations of the production with the desired periods were obtained with graphics and 

optimization was achieved. 

Keywords: Acrylic, Yarn Production Line, PLC system, Sensors, Productivity. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The industrial revolution radically changes the habits of countries [1]. This period, which is 

known as the 4th industrial period and increasing its impact rapidly day by day, aims to 

communicate with each other through the internet for all equipment in the fields of production 

and service [2]. As a result of the targeted element, the concept of big data emerges and terms 

such as the meaning, classification, storage, management and analysis of big data come into 

our lives [3]. In these studies, autonomous systems and smart production systems are integrated 
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and formed. These systems are called highly optimized production systems [4]. When the 

companies in our country are evaluated in terms of Industry 4.0, it is called an industrial era 

that is still in its infancy but rapidly advancing [5]. It is seen that companies in the textile sector, 

which have a large trade volume in the world and in our country, keep up with the change with 

Industry 4.0. It is understood from the studies carried out in this field that the companies in the 

sector continue their optimization studies at a high rate by using automation and information 

systems [6]. The main purpose of companies especially wanting to have these systems is to 

continue the struggle for place in the market in an increasingly competitive environment [7]. 

The companies have very important goals such as increasing the efficiency of production, total 

equipment (operator, machine, raw material, quality, availability, performance, etc.) by using 

these technologies in the production areas, and ensuring the follow-up of the processes 

occurring in the maintenance-repair and planning areas with accurate and instant data are 

available [8]. 

Within the scope of this study, a smart production system was created by analyzing data with 

the automation system established in the production area of a textile company engaged in yarn 

production and dyeing. Considering the main purpose of this system, it is seen that following 

the product working in the production area, production efficiency calculations, operator-

machine performance evaluation, determining the waiting times and understanding the reason, 

determining the repair and wastage, creating a maintenance repair plan, determining the 

amount of stock and production to be made for production planning programming is carried 

out accurately and instantly. 

When it comes to the details of the established system, an automation system based on machine 

and product-based information gathering has been established. Data is entered into the system 

in two ways. The first way is to determine the working, downtimes, mechanical or electrical 

faults related to the machine imported to the local computer with the PLC, where the signals 

coming from the sensors and sensors used for different purposes integrated into all the 

machines in the production line of the company are captured and interpreted. The second data 

entry way is the QR code, RFID system and the operator information device integrated into the 

cards with kanban and machine code information, which is the way of obtaining operator and 

product information, and data entry is made with mini computers located in different areas of 

production. The data obtained in two different ways, production tracking and calculations are 

provided with graphics in the interface of the program created by the R&D engineers of the 

company. With this intelligent automation system that was developed and implemented, it was 

used as an output in making operational and strategic decisions, and the desired targets were 

achieved. 

Follow-up of production; making productivity calculations, tracking the product to be produced 

on the basis of machine and operator, are very difficult activities in production areas where 

digitalization activities are very low, considering today's textile industry [9]. It is very 

important for company officials to follow up the activities occurring in the production areas 

accurately and instantly, in order to be a leader in the competitive market by solving the 

problems that occur in the current situation [10]. One of the main purposes of the production 

tracking system is to measure the production efficiency and reach the optimum level [11]. 

Terms such as productivity, efficiency and effectiveness are technical performance indicators 

of the business [12]. Efficiency is the proportional relationship between all factors entering the 

production process and the output obtained as a result of production. Therefore, it is a very 

important measurement criterion from a general perspective in the evaluation of production 

[13]. 
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This study includes the PLC-based production tracking system in the production area of a 

Textile Dyeing Factory located in Gaziantep and the efficiency analyzes made with the 

program created with the data obtained from this system. In this part of the study, the 

integration of the PLC-based production tracking system integrated into the production area 

and the outputs of the production tracking system program prepared by the obtained data will 

be analyzed. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

The Textile Dyeing Factory is a large-scale company and the yarn production line consists of 

three parts. The diagram of the production line and the machines in each section are given in 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. The diagram of the production line of the factory 

The schematic and data acquisition ways of the production tracking system to be integrated 

into the machines in the yarn production area are given in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. The schematic diagram of PLC -based online production tracking system. 
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The first step in the development of a PLC-based production tracking system includes the 

sensors which integrated into the machines in the yarn production line and the process of 

interpreting the data from these sensors with the s7-1200 cpu 1215c Siemens PLC. The 

classification of the sensors integrated into the machines in the preparation, ring spinning and 

final departments is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Classification of the sensors that used in the machines 

All the sensors are common to the machines in the three areas of the yarn production line. 

Unlike, the breaker machine has a sensor that detects steam leakage. The main purpose of the 

system in using the data from the machines is to determine the working status of the machine 

in the production period production efficiency calculations, etc. and to take the parameters and 

transfer them to the PLC. One of the most important indicators of the PLC-based production 

tracking system is to distinguish the stop as a malfunction or a normal stop. The type of sensors 

integrated in the machines determines the malfunction type which can be electrical, 

mechanical, etc. 

The quality, quantity, and etc. of the product processed in the production area. The data 

acquisition way, which enables the monitoring and analysis of the information containing the 

characteristics of the system is processed by which machines and by whom, is realized by the 

cards or devices with Radio-frequency identification (RFID) and Quick Response (QR) codes, 

which are read by the operators to the mini computers located in different parts of the 

enterprise. The production work order card, which contains the product's information, is issued 

by the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) program used by the company. For this reason, 

PLC-based production tracking system database and ERP database communication are realized 

and synchronized operation is ensured. The main function of mini computers located at 

different points of the factory is to transmit the information entered by the operators to the main 

server. The positioning of the mini computers is adjusted according to the usage and layout of 

the machines in the enterprise. There are start-finish cards specially defined for each machine 

to ensure that each product that will be processed on the machine is understood and on which 

machine it has started, finished or interrupted. The symbolic representation of the Start-Finish 

cards is given in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Symbolic representation of start-finish cards 

Another important criterion of the system, which allows operator evaluation, is the system that 

allows the operator information to be read into the minicomputer when the product is processed 

on the machine or when it is finished. Operator information is seen as Operator ID in the 

obtained data. The following flow diagram (Figure 5) shows the logical processes developed 

by the operators in order to prevent any possible erroneous entries or similar situations, such 

as the start-end cards for the product to be entered into the system with their own information, 

or the process of reading the product kanban card with the product kanban card. The flowchart 

design includes two different logical strings that the operator and the system control instantly. 

Figure 5. The flow chart of start-finish card for operation 

By transmitting the information obtained from the yarn production area to the server, the data 

acquisition process is carried out successfully. After the data obtained from the production area 

is transmitted to the main server, the data is stored in SQL. The graphics of the software created 

for the PLC-based production tracking system are displayed for all three parts of the yarn 

production line as shown in Figure 6. 

By transmitting the information obtained from the yarn production area to the server, the data 

acquisition process is carried out successfully. After the data obtained from the production area 

is transmitted to the main server, the data is stored in SQL. The graphics of the software created 

for the PLC-based production tracking system are displayed for all three parts of the yarn 

production line as shown in Figure 6. 

  

Figure 6. The graphic of the development software 
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2. CASE STUDY 

In this section, production and operator efficiency alongside OEE calculations are made 

according to the selected product (Acryilic blended yarn). This product is the most produced 

in the factory monthly. As an example of using a PLC-based production tracking system, the 

following are the tables (Table 1-3) in which the production, operator efficiency and total 

equipment efficiency are calculated by following the production process of an acrylic blended 

yarn, by means of the program. The product, whose production is followed, is made by 

considering the machines to be produced in one line of the yarn production line. It is made 

assuming that the selected product runs simultaneously for one shift on the specified machines. 

During the production period of the product, the stop, rotation and product amount of the 

machines are obtained, as well as the known number of needles for each machine and the 

capacity ratios calculated when they are operating at full capacity. The production efficiency 

calculation is formalized as; 

Productivity = Amount of output from production / Amount of input used in production 

Table 1. Instant calculated production efficiency of the selected acrylic blended yarn on the 

production line 

PRODUCTION PRODUCTIVITY 

 

Machine 

Speed 

(m/dk) 

Product 

Quantity 

(kg/100m) 

Needle 

Count 

Product 

Output 

Amount 

(Kg) 

Theoretical 

capacity 

(Kg) 

Breakdown 

(Min) 

Process 

time (Min) Productivity 

Breaker 275 2,7 1 2550 3044 70 410 83,76% 

Re-Breaker 300 2,5 1 2500 3225 50 430 77,52% 

1.Drawing 

frame 
350 2,5 1 3375 3763 50 430 89,70% 

2.Drawing 

Frame 
250 1,5 1 1360 1609 51 429 84,54% 

3.Drawing 

frame 
230 0,9 1 735 884 53 427 83,16% 

Finisor 200 0,18 24 3250 3698 52 428 87,89% 

Ring 

spinning 
27 0,00417 1050 370 491 65 415 75,42% 

Winding 1200 0,00286 60 695 890 48 432 78,13% 

Folding 600 0,00571 60 663 872 56 424 76,07% 

Twisting 55 0,00571 230 230 326 28 452 70,45% 

Volufil 850 0,00714 36 700 948 46 434 73,82% 

As a second evaluation criterion, the operating times of the operators from the machine and the 

data obtained by entering the information of the operator or operators who process the product 

on the machine, and operator productivity calculations for the selected acrylic blended yarn is 

formularised as; 

Operator Efficiency = Availability Time (Min)/ Total Time (Min) 

In the operator evaluation table given, more than one operator is working on a machine due to 

the number of multiple spindles in the machines after the preparation section. In this case, 

operator evaluation calculations for the ring spinning and final department machines are 

provided by the multiple evaluation system. 
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Table 2. Instant calculated operartion efficiency of the selected acrylic blended yarn on the 

production line 

OPERATOR EFFICIENCY 

 Operator ID Start Time Finish Time Planned 

Downtime 

Unplanned 

Downtime 

Available 

Time (Min) 

Operator 

Efficiency 

Breaker 6722219 07:00 15:00 30 80 370 77% 

Re-Breaker 6722220 07:00 15:00 15 50 415 86% 

1.Drawing 

frame 

6722221 07:00 15:00 10 50 420 88% 

2.Drawing 

Frame 

6722222 07:00 15:00 12 50 418 87% 

3.Drawing 

frame 

6722223 07:00 15:00 13 56 411 86% 

Finisor 24-32-38 07:00 15:00 20 60 400 83% 

Ring 

spinning 

25-33-34 07:00 15:00 25 60 395 82% 

Winding 26-36-37 07:00 15:00 15 45 420 88% 

Folding 27-39-40 07:00 15:00 25 70 385 80% 

Twisting 28-42-43 07:00 15:00 25 45 410 85% 

Volufil 29-44-45 07:00 15:00 20 60 400 83% 

Unlike the preparation section, operators perform one-time machine start-end and reading the 

production work order card for the product to be started or reset on the machine. When there is 

more than one operator working, each operator's RFID device is read from the multi-operator 

part defined on the screen as a process that takes place within seconds. Another very important 

evaluation criterion is the total equipment efficiency (OEE) [14]. It is aimed to increase the 

utilization or efficiency rate of the enterprise by focusing on the total equipment efficiency and 

the basic losses of direct production [15]. The OEE rate was calculated as a percentage as a 

result of the usability, quality and performance values calculated from the data obtained during 

the production process of the selected acrylic blended yarn, with the machine stop, cycle and 

product wastage rates. The formulas of usability, quality and performance values required for 

total equipment efficiency are given below; 

Availability = Availability Time (Min)/ Total Time (Min) Quality = Qualified output amount 

(kg)/ Product Input Amount (Kg) 

Performance = Product Input Amount/ Theoretical capacity (kg) 

Overall equipment effectiveness = Availability (%A) * Quality (%Q) * Performance (%P) 

The total equipment efficiency is calculated is given in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Instant calculated Overall Equipment Efficiency of the selected acrylic blended yarn 

on the production line 

AVAILABILITY (A)  QUALITY(Q)   

PERFORMANCE 

(P)  

 Break Process %A Machine Product Qualified Amount %Q Theoretical %P OEE 

down time  Cycle output output of  capacity   

(Min) (Min)  (M/Min) amount (kg) amount waste  (Kg)   

     (kg)      

Breaker 11 469 97,7 275 2550 2450 100 96,08 3119 82 76,76 

Re-Breaker 50 430 89,6 300 2500 2300 200 92,00 3263 77 63,15 

1.Drawing frame 50 430 89,6 350 3375 3000 25 88,89 3806 89 70,61 

2.Pasaj 50 430 89,6 250 1360 1300 60 95,59 1631 83 71,39 

3.Drawing frame 56 424 88,3 230 735 700 35 95,24 900 82 68,67 

Finisör 60 420 87,5 200 3250 3200 50 98,46 3715 87 75,37 

Ring spinning 60 420 87,5 27 370 330 40 89,19 497 75 58,15 

Winding 45 435 90,6 1200 695 620 75 89,21 896 78 62,73 

Folding 70 410 85,4 600 663 500 163 75,41 863 77 49,47 

Twisting 45 435 90,6 55 230 200 30 86,96 325 71 55,76 

Volufil 60 420 87,5 850 700 675 25 96,43 950 74 62,14 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

As a result of this study, with the plc-based production tracking system, which was developed 

and integrated into the yarn production area, some basic problems that occurred within the 

company were solved. The first of the solutions developed for the mentioned problems with 

the PLC-based production tracking system is the maintenance-repair schedule performed at 

different periods by the maintenance- repair unit, the frequency of failures recorded by the 

system and the maintenance-repair schedules are revised according to the type of failure that 

occurs, reducing unplanned downtimes has arrived. Secondly, the operator and total equipment 

efficiency has been calculated with the data displayed by the production tracking system 

program, which is the problem that occurs in the way of obtaining the information required for 

production efficiency, which cannot be followed instantly and where manpower is used, from 

the field, and an increase in production efficiency has been achieved. 

Thanks to the developed program, a solution was found to the problem of determining the 

number of machines according to the amount of product, which is necessary for production 

planning and neglected in intensive work processes. 

4.  CONCLUSION 

Within the scope of this study, a PLC-based production tracking system has been developed, 

which will ensure that the operations occurring in the production area are monitored and actions 

are taken accordingly. First, the sensors were integrated into the machines where the production 

took place and the product was processed by the operator, and then the information coming 

from the PLC was provided to make sense of it. Secondly, mini-computers have been placed 

in different areas of the enterprise in order to realize the data flow in order to obtain the 

information about where and by whom the raw material or finished product taken to be 

produced in the enterprise is processed on the production line. After the incoming data is 

transferred to the main server, a program is created to process the data. 

With the developed production tracking system, since the status of the business is recorded 

with instant and accurate data and easily viewed, planning processes that could not be done on 

a daily and monthly basis were improved, exceeding the scheduled time in the deadlines, which 

often occurred before and the results caused quite high costs for the company. The performance 
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evaluation of the labour force, which is one of the basic components of production and the 

operator, which is required to work mostly with the machine, was made in the emergence of 

the product in the production area of the company. In the study, the operator efficiency table 

of a quality with the most production was calculated with the data obtained from the PLC- 

based production tracking system. 

Since the wastage rates in production are of great importance, it is a situation that should be 

followed. Waste rates were determined by comparing the quantity information coming from 

the machines with the production tracking system and the product obtained. These data, on the 

other hand, have enabled the calculation of the total equipment efficiency, which enables the 

determination of the current state of the production processes of the companies and the areas 

to be improved. As a result of these studies carried out by the company with real data, the 

efficiency in the production processes has been increased. 
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ABSTRACT 

It is important for the textile industry to analyse the product-energy, employee-efficiency 

relationship in production areas and to take these analyses digitally, process them and monitor 

the production instantly. In this context, performance analyses and production rates are 

determined by the study time analysis by the enterprises. It is tracked and detected manually in 

many apparel companies. Then, action plans are created using these data. In this study, on-line 

tracking system was developed by using mini computers with their own operating system and 

development board. First of all, a system was established to provide data exchange between 

the sewing machine and the computer. The received data is stored in the database and provides 

the necessary information for detailed reporting. 

Keywords: industry 4.0, instant traceability, apparel, process tracking, performance analysis 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The garment department is important for businesses in the supply chain in the textile industry. 

In our age where production costs are constantly changing and increasing it is important to 

establish a digital infrastructure in order to instantly calculate the unit costs of manufactured 

products and take necessary measures. Güner et al., in their study, investigated productivity 

measurement techniques in order to maintain competitiveness in the ready-made clothing 

industry [1]. 

In her study, Gökalp examined concepts such as industry 4.0 integration and RFID, IOT, Big 

Data, Image processing, Machine learning in apparel businesses and investigated their 

suitability for the industry [2]. 

In her study, Sağdaş examined the production efficiency of the RFID production tracking 

system for the metal sector by taking data-based records [3]. 

It has done its work to protect the intellectual rights of companies and people in these studies 

and researches on productivity. 

THY company has worked on technologies that will enable instant product counting by using 

up-to-date technologies during production [4]. 

EFATECH has created a system setup that will enable recording/traceability of personnel 

productivity with up-to-date data during production [5]. 

In this study, a tracking system was developed by the engineers in our own R&D Center for 

product, employee, production and energy traceability in the towel confection facility. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In the study, JUKI (Figure 1) brand garment straight sewing machines were used. In order to 

integrate the system on the machine, the parts drawn with the Solidworks program were 

manufactured with a 3D printing machine. The parts manufactured for the sensors and mini-

computer are mounted on the sewing machine. The interface program that enables the 

processing, recording and reporting of the received data was created by us with Visual Basic 

C#. The system created is evaluated under 2 main headings and given below. 

1. Designing the appropriate system and its integration into the machine, 

2. Data processing, recording, reporting and development 

 

Figure  1. JUKI sewing machine 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

a.  Designing the appropriate system and its integration into the machine 

Mini computers with their own operating system and development board were used in the 

study. First of all, a connection is established between the RFID module and the sewing 

machine. With the sensor modules placed in the machine cabinet, production information can 

be obtained instantly. The number of repaired products is followed by the button additions 

made on the machine. Thanks to the magnetic sensor modules placed on the main body of the 

sewing machine, efficiency calculations can be made depending on the operation of the 

machine. In addition, sensors and buttons are placed on the quality and packaging tables, and 

product and production follow-up is carried out. The design was given in Figure 2 with 

Solidworks. 

 

Figure  2: Virsual of cabinet basic design  
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b.  Data processing, recording, reporting and development 

Monitoring system programs were created in Visual Studio using the C# software language to 

display and calculate the data received from all sensor modules. The data of the tracking 

systems created on the server are collected as wired or wireless (Wi-Fi). Many numerical 

results such as machine efficiency, production efficiency and employee performance are 

obtained with the calculations made using all data. Time-dependent graphs are created for the 

clarity of numerical results. The big database was given in Figure 3 with Visual Basic C#. 

Within the scope of this study, patent [6] and utility model [7] applications were made.  

 

Figure  3: Virsual of cabinet basic design 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

A design and system has been designed by our R&D center in order to reach data on production 

performance in the towel clothing business. The ideal production times were determined by 

conducting studies in towel sewing works, and the data received with the sensors were 

associated with the production. While doing this, it has benefited from 3D printing technology 

to add a technological and different perspective. On the other hand, the system's current records 

can be transferred to the existing database by communicating with the enterprise ERP surveyor. 

With the created system, a large database has been created for future studies. 
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ABSTRACT 

Treatment water or well water is used in the industry depending on the company locations. 

Especially companies using well water are looking for both environmentalist and economical 

alternative ways with the decrease of water resources. Because the decrease in water resources 

and the discharge of the used well water to the environment after production threatens the living 

life. In this study, a sustainable treatment process was developed with the recovery of 

wastewater discharged from water jet weaving processes used treated well water. In the 

weaving processes in the factory, previously treated well water was used and discharged to the 

environment. With the new treatment plant established at the factory, both the recovery of 

wastewater was ensured and the discharge of wastewater to the environment was minimized. 

Textile wastewater generally varies considerably in terms of quantity and composition. 

Therefore, the fact that the discharged wastewater belongs to a single process and contains only 

texture oil as pollution ensured the correct management of the process. The important process 

steps in the treatment plant are acid cracking/coagulation, DAF (Dissolved Air Flotation), 

coagulation/flocculation, sand filter and carbon filter, respectively.  

Keywords: Wastewater, well water, treatment technologies, water jet weaving, recovery 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the textile industry, a significant amount of water and chemicals are used for the wet 

processing of textiles [1]. For this reason, textile wastewater can contain much pollution [2]. 

Environmental impacts of textile industries are related to high water consumption as well as 

much pollution in wastewater [3]. Contaminants in textile processes vary widely and depend 

on the variety of chemicals used [4]. It is known that wastewater discharged from textile 

processes has a high fluctuating pH, a high temperature, a strongly colourfulness and a large 

amount of suspended solids (SS) as well as a high chemical oxygen demand (COD) [3]. 

Industrial polluters cause ecosystem changes by frequently changing physicochemical 

properties such as acidity, temperature, salinity or turbidity in discharged wastewater [4]. 

There are two important successive processes in wastewater treatment. These two processes, 

which are very important in wastewater treatment, are coagulation and flocculation processes, 

respectively. Coagulation is the process by which a solution or colloidal suspension becomes 

unstable. Flocculation is the process involving the precipitation of destabilized particles. 

Agglomerated structures that come together with these two processes collapse more easily with 

gravity [5]. 

The coagulation step is one of the most important processes used in wastewater treatment and 

overcomes the forces that stabilize suspended particles in wastewater. In the coagulation step, 

colloidal particles with a diameter of 10-7 to 10-14 cm in wastewater are targeted. Separation of 

colloidal particles from the aqueous phase, which often contains dissolved components or 

suspended particles, is an important step in wastewater treatment processes. The coagulation 

step is used especially for the removal of suspended solids. Particles in wastewater differ from 
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considerably in terms of shape, particle size, density and compositional charge. The 

understanding of interaction between these factors is very important for the selection of 

coagulating agents and the correct management of the coagulation step [6]. 

The interest in process water, which is used in large quantities in the textile industry, is 

increasing day by day. Therefore, the treated process water must provide to the desired 

standards before it can be used [7]. The coagulation method stands out as a very important step 

in wastewater treatment processes. This method is also widely used due to its practicality and 

cost-effectiveness [5]. 

The aim of this study is to recover the wastewater discharged from water jet weaving processes 

by using coagulation and other effective treatment methods and to reuse the treated water in 

the processes. The biggest advantage in this study is that the types of pollution in the discharged 

wastewater are known and it does not contain coloured compounds. This study was initiated 

due to the absence of an industry and treatment facility in the region where the enterprise is 

located, the discharge of wastewater from the processes to the environment and the improper 

use of water resources. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In this study, wastewater samples from water jet weaving processes were analysed and 

characterized. In the analysis of raw water, the total hardness, conductivity and turbidity 

parameters that are important for the weaving process were evaluated. The raw water analysis 

results of the old treatment process were given in Table 1. According to Table 1, it is seen that 

the analysis values obtained from the raw water treatment process in the old treatment system 

are kept below the limit values. The treatment water obtained in the facility is fed to the 

weaving process and discharged to the environment. Therefore, with this study, it is aimed to 

prevent the discharge of wastewater to the environment and to recover it. 

Table 1. Raw water analysis results (Old treatment process) 

Analysis Parameters Unit Raw Water Raw Water 

Treatment 

Limit Values 

Total Hardness ºdH 64,2 2,38 35 

Conductivity µS/cm 1447 1483 2000 

Turbidity  Clear Clear Clear 

Method and chemical selection was made by using the coagulation method, which is one of the 

most important steps in wastewater treatment, and other effective methods. In the preliminary 

studies, PAC (poly aluminum chloride), FeCl3 and anionic polyelectrolyte were used as the 

coagulant agent, lime as both pH adjustment and coagulant agent, caustic and HCl as pH 

adjustment chemical. Chemical amount and pH value were optimized with pre-test studies at 

each treatment step. The flow chart of the old treatment process was given in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1. The flow chart of the old treatment process 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

With the preliminary studies, the new treatment process was optimized. A flow chart was 

created by determining the treatment method for each step. The flow chart of the new treatment 

process was given in Figure 3. After the flow chart was created, a treatment plant was 
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established and studies were carried out under operating conditions. The processes in the flow 

chart were optimized and the treatment plant was activated. The image of the treatment plant 

was given in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. The wastewater treatment plant 

 

Figure 3. The flow chart of the new treatment process 

The image of the chemical precipitation process carried out in the purification processes was 

given in Figure 4. According to Figure 4, it is seen that a large amount of pollution is removed 

from the aqueous phase by the precipitation process. In this study, it has been determined that 

the coagulation process is a very important step in the purification process. The images of the 

wastewater discharged from the weaving process and treated after entering the treatment 

process were given in Figure 5. The obtained treatment water was analyzed and it was 

determined that it was suitable for the weaving process conditions. 

 

Figure 4. The chemical precipitation process 

 

Figure 5. The wastewater discharged from the weaving process and treated after entering the 

treatment process 
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The average of the wastewater analysis values measured in different periods and the analysis 

results of the treated water were given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Wastewater analysis results (New treatment process) 

 

Analysis Parameters Unit Wastewater 

(Avarage) 

Wastewater 

Treatment 

Limit Values 

pH  7,92 7,59 - 

Suspended Solids (SS) mg/l 221,73 2,8 - 

Chemical Oxygen 

Demand (COD) 

mg/l 752,35 178,80 - 

Sulfate mg/l 147,34 51,23 - 

Total Sulfur mg/l <0,1 <0,05 - 

Oil and Grease mg/l 100,77 <10 20 

Color Pt-Co 120,25 32,54 Max. 40 

Total Hardness ºdH - 21,34 35 

Conductivity µS/cm - 1709 2000 

 

The oil ratios in the wastewater vary according to the yarn type. It was determined that 67.97% 

of the oil was transferred to the wastewater by determining the % oil content analysis according 

to the yarn type. In the factory, it is observed that approximately 80 kg of oil is transferred to 

wastewater every day. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, the wastewater discharged to the environment from the water jet weaving 

processes using treated well water was treated and recovered in the treatment plant established 

by determining the most suitable methods. In particular, conductivity, hardness, colour and oil-

grease values were investigated in the character of treated water used in water jet weaving 

processes. Wastewater analysis values were determined below the expected limit values and 

process adequacy was ensured with the recovery of wastewater. In this study, it was determined 

that approximately 90% of the oily wastewater from the water jet weaving processes was 

recovered. Wastewater treatment sludge is destroyed by the authorized company. 
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ABSTRACT. 

Biomimicry is defined as the creation of perfect technologies by being inspired by the 

structures of living things and their reactions to the situations they encounter. It aims to develop 

creative solutions inspired by nature by involving the biomimicry design and designer in the 

process. Innovative solutions developed with approaches inspired by nature are focused on 

functionality. With the increase in functionality, the use and commercialization of products are 

becoming widespread. In this study, the concepts of biomimicry and biomimetry are explained, 

applications areas on biomimetry and an overview of their applications in textile materials is 

given. It is explained that materials found in nature create countless excellent resources and 

potential for many textile applications. It is thought that sustainable and innovative practices 

will be developed by imitating the designs and processes in nature for future. 

Keywords: Biomimicry, Biomimetic, Design, Textile, Material  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nature has been a source of inspiration for people in the design of textiles and clothing in every 

culture and age [1]. Biomimicry, a concept consisting of the combination of the Greek words 

bios (life) and mimikos (imitation), which is one of the promising potentials, is to observe 

nature in every functional and formal sense and actually imitate it creatively [2]. Biomimicry 

is a science that studies the physical properties and working styles of many living things on 

earth. It is a method that transfers the knowledge gained to the solution of many design 

problems we experience. Expressing biomimicry as a new science inspired by nature that finds 

solutions to people's problems, Benyus in the designs of nature; It lists features such as creating 

a form suitable for function, benefiting from sunlight, using the energy it needs, recycling 

everything, investing in diversity, benefiting from local principles and keeping away from 

excess [1]. Bio design approaches have nature's methods and strategies to solve design 

problems and create products and resources [3].  

The use of biomimicry in the field of textiles has a wide range of applications such as fiber and 

yarn production, fabric structures and surfaces, dye technologies and clothing design. The aim 

of this review explained that the concepts of biomimicry and biomimetry are explained and of 

their applications in textile materials is given. Additionally, it is explained that materials found 

in nature create countless excellent resources and potential for many textile applications. It is 

thought that sustainable and innovative practices in future will be developed by imitating the 

designs and processes in nature. 

2. THE CONCEPT OF BIOMIMICRY 

Biologist Janine Benyus explained the concept of biomimicry, which first appeared as a term 

in 1962, in the book Innovation Inspired by Nature as "The conscious story of the genius of 

life"[1]. Schmitt explained that the term "biomimetic" is derived from the words "bios" 

meaning "life" (Greek) and "mimesis" meaning to imitate [4]. Nature has an ongoing cycle 
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within itself. The nature of living things, their reactions to situations they encounter, the 

evaluation of the data collected as a result of the researches on their structural changes, and the 

transfer of the data to the design and the whole process of producing and adapting solutions 

support the concept of biomimicry [5]. With biomimicry, also known as biomimetic, 

biomimicry, bionic, and biodesign, people's search for answers to the question of how we can 

do better by producing solutions, by imitating the systems found in nature, contributes to the 

field of science and technology [6]. 

Although the science of biomimetics has been studied more recently, its history dates back 

thousands of years. This journey, which started with the Chinese attempted to artificial silk 

about 3000 years ago, continued with Leonardo da Vinci designing ships and airplanes by 

looking at fish and birds. One of the best-known examples in the field of biomimetics is the 

Velcro fastener. When the Swiss inventor George de Mestral went for a walk in the fields with 

his dog, he noticed burrs sticking to his dog's fur and discovered their hook-like structure. 

Inspired by this, he invented the hook and loop Velcro fastener [7]. Today, with the 

development of modern technologies, designs in which the concept of biomimetry is applied 

are becoming widespread in all areas of our lives. 

3. APPLICATION AREAS IN BIOMIMICRY 

People perform many applications by imitating nature. Biomimetic approaches, which find 

solutions to problems with the strategies of nature, which we see especially in architecture and 

transportation vehicles, are also seen in different fields such as medicine, technology, industrial 

design, textile, agriculture, which are related to the fields of science and social sciences. 

Nature, which has always been a source of inspiration for human beings, has been the light for 

architecture and art the most. Biomimicry, which is one of the important approaches that can 

be a solution to the existing concerns, has become a discipline that is at the core of architectural 

approaches. In this context, sustainable solutions are offered in architecture, especially with the 

transfers made in facade, shell, and installation systems [8]. Many designs have been formed 

with the effect of the concept of biomimicry. Architect Norman Foster inspired by this Venus 

flower (Figure  1.a), which have lattice like exoskeleton and round shape, designed Gherkin 

tower (Figure  1.b) [9]. The Eastgate Center building (Figure  1.c.) was inspired by the structure 

of termites' earthen nests (Figure 1. d.) that provide regular air and constant temperature [10]. 

The Water cube’s architectural design was inspired water bubbles in foam, this structure was 

framed in steel, while the bubbles were made from Ethylene tetrafluoroethylene pillows [9]. 

The Munich Olympic Stadium, inspired by the wings of the dragonfly, which increases the 

strength of its veined and fragmented structure (Figure 3.), is an example of an architectural 

design inspired by nature [11]. 

 

Figure 1. Architecture in Biomimicry 1.(a). Venus Flower Basket [9] 1.(b). Gherkin Tower 

[9] 1.(c). Termites' Earthen Nests [10] 1.(d). The Eastgate Center building [10] 

The second field in which biomimicry is used the most is the medical science. The bionic arm 

(Figure 2. (a)), designed by a German company inspired by the elephant's trunk with discs that 

provide comfortable movement, facilitates distribution processes with its agile and mobile 
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structure by carrying heavy loads [12]. Another most widely used application is the integration 

of bionic limbs to people who have lost their limbs by controlling their biological conditions. 

Claudia Mitchell, who lost her left arm above her shoulder in a traffic accident in 2003, is the 

first person to be fitted with a bionic arm (Figure 2. (b)) designed by the Rehabilitation Institute 

of Chicago [13]. 

 

Figure 2. Medical Applications in Biomimicry 2.(a). Bionic Arm from Elephant Trunk 2. (b). 

The First Person in Bionic Arm [13] 

Another discipline with which the concept of biomimicry, which has been expanding in recent 

years and which we will see more in the future, is most closely related to, is the field of 

industrial design. MercedesBenz engineers wanted to design an aerodynamic, safe, 

comfortable, and environmentally friendly car. They were inspired by the tropical swimming 

boxfish which has several properties that could be useful in a vehicle. Despite its cube-shaped 

body, the fish is extraordinarily aerodynamic and therefore represents the anaerodynamic ideal 

with its very low coefficient of wind resistance, a crucial factor in automobile development. 

The car body was designed in accordance with the boxfish principles, resulting in 20 percent 

less fuel consumption (Figure 3) [14]. 

     

Figure 3. Industrial Applications in Biomimicry 3.(a) Boxfish 3.(b) The Mercedes-Benz car 

concept [14] 

Biomimicry in farming practices, especially focused on farms, modelled on prairies, present 

applications about self-fertilizing and pest resistant. Apart from this, Biomimicry is used to 

ensure the sustainable development of water in arid regions. The Namibian Beetle, for example, 

lifts its back as the fog returns to its desert habitat so that the bumps in its shell catch water 

droplets that can then flow down the gutters into its mouth. The design of this mist collecting 

structure can be inexpensively reproduced on a commercial scale. The surfaces of the wing 

flaps of some black beetles collect water using nanoscale bumps and body position (Figure 4.) 

[15]. 
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Figure 4. The Namibian beetle and it's like assembled device [15] 

4. TEXTILE MATERIAL APPLICATIONS IN BIOMIMICRY 

Humans have been in the act of design since their existence. The most widely used field in the 

design of textile materials is biomimicry. Biomimicry has used a lot of applications in textile 

materials. There are many different examples such as self-cleaning hydrophobic surfaces 

inspired by the lotus leaf, racing swimsuits produced by being influenced by shark skin that 

reduces the friction effect, and adhesive surfaces inspired by the structure of the hook and loop 

[3]. In this section, examples of biomimicry that inspire fibres, fabric surfaces, dyeing and 

smart textile applications will be explained. 

Silk, one of the oldest known natural fibers with a continuous filament structure, is a protein 

fiber produced by the silkworm. Regenerated fibers and synthetic fibers have been developed 

with reference to natural fibers, especially silk [16]. For silk production, the larvae of silkworm 

spin fine silk fibers during the cocoon formation process. A silkworm caterpillar produces silk 

cocoons of different shapes around itself, such as spherical, ellipsoidal, and pistachio-shaped 

cocoons, by moving its head in an S-shape and cyclically bending and stretching the structure 

[4]. Artificial and synthetic fiber production was inspired by the silk cocoon production of the 

silkworm. The commercially successful fiber was nylon, which was first mass-produced in 

1931 by imitating the silkworm fiber production method, passing it through a small hole in 

molten form at high pressure and then solidifying it. Similarly, the spinning process of spider 

silk fiber is imitated to produce high-performance artificial fibers such as Kevlar fibers [17]. 

The main reason for imitating spider silk is protein-based biopolymer filaments that have 

superior mechanical properties despite being available at ambient temperature and pressure and 

spun with water as a solvent. Thus, polymer structures that can be used as an adaptable building 

material can be produced [7]. Similarly, Spinox Ltd (University of Oxford), inspired by the 

spider's spinning process, has developed a biomimetic apparatus into which the protein additive 

is fed, and the spun fiber is drawn. In fiber production, bubble electrospinning is done by 

imitating many nanoscale spinning processes made by spiders [17]. 

Biomimicry is also used in many fabric surface applications. For example, it has been 

determined that the micro and nano-sized protrusions on the surface of the lotus leaf make the 

leaf water-repellent and the water droplets slide down and remove the dirt along with it. In the 

1970s, studies on this mechanism based on the surface morphology called the "Lotus Effect" 

were developed. This technology, which was first used in the dye industry, was used in fabrics 

in the textile industry as well as in different sectors (Figure 5.) [16]. 

 

Figure 5. Hydrophobic Effect of Lotus Flower [18] 5.(a) Lotus flower leaf 5.(b) Lotus flower 

surface 5.(c) Hydrophobic and dirt-repellent garment 
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Another important textile surface application is the development of the Fastskin garment. 

(Speedo International Ltd., Nottingham, UK) The shark's skin and scale-like structures on its 

surface were studied. It has been determined that these structures are arranged longitudinally 

on the body axis and according to the flow of water. It has been observed that this leather 

structure minimizes friction when moving in water. As a result, a knitted ribbed structure, in 

which water friction is reduced by 7.5%, is used on the surface of the fabric to reduce water 

resistance (Figure 6.) [18]. 

     

Figure 6. Biomimicry Effect of Shark Skin [16] 6. (a) SEM image of shark skin 6. (b), (c) 

FastSkin swimsuits developed by Speedo 

The stomata on the surface of plant leaves are pores that open in daylight and close during dark 

hours. Inspired by this, Stomatex® is a neoprene structure encapsulated within a synthetic 

braided outer layer in which small dome-shaped structures are embossed (Figure.7). At the top 

of each dome there is a small hole (pore). The fabric is such that it can respond to body 

movements. At rest, excess heat and moisture rises to the domes and is released through the 

pore. As the body moves, the domes (and pores) flex and move, allowing heat and moisture to 

escape and cooler air to enter, providing a comfortable microclimate. Stomatex® is used in 

special applications in sportswear, especially in medical support devices [18]. 

     

Figure 7. Showing the fabric domes and the pore at Stomatex® [18] 7. (a) Ont view of  

Stomatex® fabric 7. (b) Reverse view of Stomatex® fabric 

Similar to the stomata on plant leaves, it is good example for biomimicry that web of orb-

weaving spiders. The spider’s weaving techniques can be same as with simple basket weaving; 

the radii and continuous capture spiral are like weft and warp threads. Various sphere net-like 

woven structures are used in many fields such as the fishing industry, agrotextile, horticulture, 

sports, transportation, architectural textiles, and medicine. It produces fibrous network 

structures similar to woven structures in some plants and trees in nature. One of the best 

examples of this is the coconut leaf cover. The fiber mat formed is similar to a woven fabric; 

it consists of two continuous parallel strands of fibers oriented almost orthogonally to each 

other, appearing to be in a woven structure [4]. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Biomimicry is a science that appears in many fields and enables the development of new 

technologies. Biomimicry has inspired many applications, especially in the field of textiles. 

The development of biomimicry in the field of textiles has started with biotechnological 

developments, in-depth examination of living things in nature, collaboration of design and 

science, and imitation of organic fibers. In the studies, the facilitating and innovative effects of 

biomimicry in human life are clearly seen. Because it not only transforms the observations in 

nature directly into the product, but also provides the creative development of the obtained 

products or processes. Biomimicry applications in the textile industry is a rapidly growing 

multidisciplinary research topic with great potential for future research. 
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ABSTRACT 

Reactive dyes are extensively used for coloration of cellulosic fibers. Because the covalent 

bond formation between dye and fibre provide their excellent wash fastness. It is necessary to 

optimize the parameters effective in reactive dyeing in order to protect and increase the washing 

fastness. Therefore, the choice of chemicals used in the reactive dyeing process important. In 

this study, a sustainable process was obtained by comparing the powder soda ash used in the 

reactive dyeing process with the tablet soda ash. 2% tablet soda ash and 20% soda ash solutions 

were prepared and used in the reactive dyeing of cotton fabric samples. In reactive dyeing, a 

slow rise in pH value is desired. While there is a fluctuating rise in the use of powder soda ash, 

a slow and linear pH rise occurs in the use of tablet soda ash, which has a buffering effect. The 

pH value increases non-linearly as the number of drops of 20% soda ash solution increases,  

while the pH value increases linearly as the number of drops of 2% tablet soda ash solution 

increases. Rubbing and washing fastness tests were performed after reactive dyeing of cotton 

fabric samples. According to the test results, wet and dry rubbing fastness of the reactive dyeing 

samples made using tablet soda ash demonstrated the same performance with the studies using 

soda ash, while the washing fastness performances were determined to be better. In addition to 

the small amount usage of tablet soda ash, the advantage in transportation and stock, a balanced 

pH increase with its buffering effect and the advantage of washing bath, it provides better 

fastness and washing advantage. Therefore, the use of tablet soda ash reduces the current 

process costs, providing both an economical and environmentalist approach and supporting a 

sustainable process. Tablet soda ash has been started to be used in reactive dyeing in the 

enterprise due to the successful results obtained. 

Keywords: Soda ash, reactive dyeing, rubbing fastness, washing fastness, sustainability 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Cotton is the most preferred textile fiber in the world due to its comfort. Cellulosic fiber dyeing 

with reactive dyes is one of the most suitable methods. Due to the hydroxyl group (–OH) in the 

cellulosic structure, dyeing with these dyes can be achieved easily [1]. Cotton and other 

cellulose structures in the world constitute for more than 40% of textile consumption. All 

reactive dyes used in the coloring of cellulosic fibers have the largest usage area with more 

than 50% of the world's consumption [2]. 

Reactive dyes are colored organic substances used for coloring textiles. They react chemically 

due to the covalent bond formed between fiber polymers and dye molecules. They become part 

of the fiber by the reaction with fiber. They were designed for cellulose fibers and are still used 

in cotton fabric dyeing [3]. Reactive dyes are extensively used for coloration of cellulosic 

fibers. Because the covalent bond formation between dye and fiber provide their excellent wash 

fastness [2]. 
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The formation of a strong covalent bond by the reactive group of the dye with the fiber is called 

fixation. Fixation is an important phase that is controlled by maintaining appropriate pH 

conditions with the addition of alkali [4]. Depending on the reactivity of                      the dye, 

caustic soda, soda ash or NaHCO3 is usually used to provide the appropriate pH value [4-5]. 

In this study, a comparison of powder soda and tablet soda used by reactive dyeing of 100% 

cotton woven fabric was made. The fastness properties of soda varieties were evaluated by 

washing and rubbing fastness tests. Since the pH is desired to rise slowly in reactive dyeing, it 

is aimed to eliminate the fluctuating rise experienced in powder soda with buffered tablet soda. 

On the other hand, a sustainable process that is both economical and environmentally friendly 

was aimed by reducing the amount of chemicals and the convenience in the use of chemicals. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In laboratory studies, the optimum amount of tablet soda ash was determined by reactive dyeing 

processes applied to cotton fabric samples. Then, reactive dyeing studies were carried out under 

operating conditions with real dyeing recipes. The effects of commercially supplied tablet soda 

ash and powder soda ash used in the processes were evaluated by wet and dry rubbing fastness 

and washing fastness tests. The measurements were made according to ISO 105-A04 test 

method. Gray scale staining degree of fabrics were measured using a Minolta CM-3600D 

bench-top spectrophotometer. In the reactive dyeing process, the process requirements were 

determined by brown dyeing. 

2% tablet soda ash solution was prepared by weighing 20 gr tablet soda ash and dissolving it 

in a 1000 ml flask. 20% powder soda ash solution was prepared by weighing 200 gr powdered 

soda ash and dissolving it in a 1000 ml flask. Behaviors of pH increase with prepared soda ash 

solutions were determined by pH measurements. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In reactive dyeing, a slow and controlled rise in pH value is desired. pH value change of soda 

ash versus number of drops was given in Figure 1. According to Figure 1, the pH value 

increases non-linearly as the number of drops of 20% soda ash solution increases, while the pH 

value increases linearly as the number of drops of 2% tablet soda ash solution increases. In this 

study, it was determined that tablet soda ash could control the desired pH value in reactive 

dyeing with its buffer feature. While the liner increase of tablet soda ash improves the fixation 

conditions in reactive dyeing, it is expected to prevent dyeing faults that may occur. 

2% tablet soda ash and 20% soda ash solutions were prepared and used in the reactive dyeing 

of cotton fabric samples. While 20 g/l powder soda ash was used in reactive dyeing studies, the 

optimum tablet soda ash amount was determined as 2.5 g/l. A dyeing recipe was created by 

adapting the optimum tablet soda ash amount to mass production conditions.  

 

Figure 1. pH change of the soda ashs versus number of drops 
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a) Soda ash usage in the reactive dyeing 

 

b) Tablet soda ash usage in the reactive dyeing 

Figure 2. Reactive dyeing process diagram 

The dyeing recipe was evaluated with the fastness test results applied to the fabrics by making 

brown dyeing on the cotton fabrics. Cotton fabrics were dyed using the process diagram in 

Figure 2. According to Figure 2, 40 minutes of time was saved with the tablet soda ash used in 

the reactive dyeing process. 

Gray scale measurement is widely used to assess staining of dyed fabrics. Gray scale 

measurement is a method evaluating the staining degree of color fastness tests in the textile [6-

7]. Gray scale staining degree of fabrics were measured using a Minolta CM-3600D bench-top 

spectrophotometer. The results of rubbing and washing fastness were given in Table 1 and 

Table 2, respectively. According to the test results, wet and dry rubbing fastness of the reactive 

dyeing samples made using tablet soda ash demonstrated the same performance with the studies 

using soda ash, while the washing fastness performances were determined to be better. 

Table 1. Rubbing fastness test results 

 Wet Rubbing Dry Rubbing 

Soda Ash 

 
3-4 

 
4-5 

Tablet Soda Ash 

 
3-4 

 
4-5 
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Table 2. Washing fastness test results  

 Wool Acrylic Polyester Polyamide Cotton Acetate 

Soda Ash 

 

4-5 4-5 5 4-5 4 5 

Tablet Soda Ash 

 

5 5 5 5 4-5 5 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

With the use of tablet soda ash, fabric dyeing in desired qualities was obtained. In addition, the 

advantages obtained with the use of tablet soda ash are given below; 

 A 25% price advantage was achieved by using 1/8 less soda. 

 Tablet soda ash substitute offers both safe transportation and ease of use and less storage 

space. 

 Due to its buffer feature, it prevents risks with a controlled process. 

 By improving the washing fastness, the pollution load of the dye in the discharged 

wastewater is reduced. 

 40 minutes of time was saved in the reactive dyeing process. 
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ABSTRACT 

The idea of innovation and change with globalization, which shows its influence in many fields, 

is increasing its importance day by day. Innovation has been adopted in developing societies 

as the key to sustainable development, competitiveness, employment growth, social welfare 

and quality of life. The purpose of this study is to develop carbon-based nanoparticles (CNPs) 

doped polyester fibers and to produce them on an industrial scale. The development of new 

clothing products based on the immobilization of nanophased materials on textile fibers has 

recently been of increasing interest to both the academic and the industrial sectors. Today, a 

wide range of nanoparticles with various structures can be immobilized on the fibers, bringing 

new properties to the final textile product. The development of new clothing products based on 

the immobilization of nanophased materials on textile fibers has recently been of increasing 

interest to both the academic and the industrial sectors. Today, a wide range of nanoparticles 

with various structures can be immobilized on the fibers, bringing new properties to the final 

textile product. The development of new clothing products based on the immobilization of 

nanophased materials on textile fibers has recently been of increasing interest to both the 

academic and the industrial sectors. Today, a wide range of nanoparticles with various 

structures can be immobilized on the fibers, bringing new properties to the final textile product. 

Here, it is aimed to be produced CNPs is added to the polyester fiber, with the addition of CNPs 

doped the polyester fibers, which are expected to exhibit different functional performance 

properties. Functional features are generally imparted to textile products with the help of 

finishing processes. However, the washing stability of these functional features obtained is 

generally limited and can also cause problems such as fabric handle deterioration and loss of 

strength. In other words, the functional properties obtained by finishing processes may decrease 

after certain washes and then disappear. In addition, it may be necessary to apply many 

different finishing processes in combination or in succession in order to gain different 

functional properties, which may cause some functional features to be masked, decreased or 

lost their effectiveness, and may cause disruption in handle of the fabric and significant strength 

losses. In the finishing process; the reasons such as recipe content, residual residues on the 

product, defects in the finishing materials, inadequate adjustment of the processing conditions 

cause finishing faults. With the contribution of CNPs, it is aimed to add various functional and 

improved properties to regenerated the fibers that are resistant to washing without the need for 

finishing processes and/or combination finishing processes. In this study, knitted fabric 

surfaces was produced with the nanoparticles based fibers and the antibacterial activity of the 

fabrics against to S.aureus gram positive bacteria was determined.  

 

Keywords: Carbon, design, polyester, knitting 
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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, the rapidly developing technology and the globalization of the market have 

increased competition in the textile and fashion sector. In order for manufacturers to maintain 

a strong presence in the sector, the use of new technology production methods as well as 

different design applications in fabric and ready-made clothing products has become 

mandatory. 

In this study, woven fabrics patterned with different constructions with a three-dimensional 

image have been used in jacket designs. The physical, mechanical, fastness and air permeability 

properties of the fabrics have been tested on the basis of standards. The effects of woven fabric 

properties on jacket performance have been evaluated. 

Keywords: woven, 3D fabric, abrasion resistance, tensile strenght 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, research-development (R&D) and innovations made in every field of the textile 

sector have gained momentum. These innovations spread to a wide area within the sector and 

increase the diversity of materials and products [1,2].  The use of new design methods in fabric 

design, as well as in all stages of design and production of textile products, is very important 

for companies to be able to cope with the competition in the sector [3]. 

Diversity plays an important role for fabric and apparel production, which is directly related to 

the fabric.Woven fabrics have been the main material used in ready-made clothing products 

from the past to the present, due to their stability, strength properties and different design 

alternatives [1]. In woven fabrics, bulky, fluffy, three-dimensional effects can be obtained on 

the fabric surface, depending on the fabric content and weave types. Woven fabrics developed 

with these effects have attracted a lot of attention in the market, fashion shows and fairs in 

recent years [4,6]. 

Within the scope of this study, a patterning study has been carried out with different 

constructions with a three-dimensional image, tear strength, tensile strength, elongation, dry 

cleaning shrinkage, Martindale pilling, abrasion resistance and fastness properties of three 

different soft and flexible woven fabrics have been determined in accordance with the 

standards. Three-dimensional woven fabrics have been used in jacket designs, and the effect 

of patterning with different constructions on the performance of the garment has been 

evaluated. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In this study, three different fabrics, Waffle (1), Baffle (2) and Costenza (3), which are 

patterned with different constructions and have a three-dimensional appearance, developed at 

Altınyıldız Tekstil ve Konfeksiyon A.Ş. Design Center have been used in jacket design. The 

general properties of the fabrics used in the study are given in Table 1.  
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Table 1.Properties of different fabrics 

Number 

Of Fabric 

Fabric Constructions Weaving  

Type 

Weights Width 

(g/m2) (cm) 

1  %58/24/16/2 PES/Wo/Cv/LYC Armure 290 145 

2  %58/24/16/2 PES/Wo/Cv/LYC Armure 265 145 

3 %44/54/2 Wo/PES/LYC Armure 270 145 

The results of the performance tests of three embossed fabrics with a three-dimensional image 

have been examined. The names and standards of the physical and chemical tests applied to 

the fabrics are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Applied Chemical, Physical and Mechanical Tests and Standards 

Test Type Test 

Number 

Test Name  Test Standard 

Chemical 1 Colour fastness to water TS EN ISO 105-E01 

2 Colour fastness to perspiration TS EN ISO 105-E04 

3 Colour fastness to rubbing TS EN ISO 105-X12 

4 Colour fastness to dry cleaning TS EN ISO 105 D01 

5 Colour fastness to light TS EN ISO 105-B02 

Phisical 1 Dimensional stability to dry cleaning TS EN ISO 3175 

2 Martindale pilling TS EN ISO 12945-2 

3 Abrasion resistance TS EN ISO 12947-2 

Mechanical   1 Tensile strength TS EN ISO 13934-1 

2 Tear strength TS EN ISO 13937-2 

3 Elongation % Dupont TTM079 A 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results of Chemical and Physical Properties 

Water, sweat, rubbing, washing, dry cleaning and light fastness tests have been applied to the 

woven fabrics in accordance with EN ISO Standard 105. The color fastness results of three 

fabrics of different constructions have been evaluated. The test results for three-dimensional 

woven fabrics are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Color fastness results of fabrics. 

Properties Color Change 

Fabric 1 Fabric 2 Fabric 3 

Color Fastness to Water 4,5 4,5 4,5 

Color Fastness to Perspiration(Acid and Alkali) 4,5 4,5 4,5 

Color Fastness to rubbing 4 4,5 4,5 

Color Fastness to dry cleaning 4,5 4,5 4,5 

Color Fastness to light 4,5 4,5 4,5 

Dimensional stability to dry cleaning, Martindale pilling, Abrasion resistance values have been 

determined from the physical tests and tensile strength, tear strength and Elongation % values 

have been determined from mechanical tests applied to the fabrics. The physical test results are 

given in Table 4 and the mechanical test results are given in Table 5. 
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Table 4. Results of physical tests (Dimensional stability to dry cleaning, Martindale pilling 

and Abrasion resistance) 

Fabric 

Number 

Dimensional stability to dry 

cleaning 

Martindale pilling Abrasion 

resistance 

Weft Warp 

1 -1,50 -1,30 3 15000 

2 -0,80 -0,30 3 14000 

3 -0,50 -0,30 4 17830 

Table 5. Results of mechanical tests (Tensile strength, Tear strength and Elongation %) 

Fabric 

Number 

Tensile strength(kgf) Tear strength(gf) Elongation % 

Weft Warp Weft Warp Weft Warp 

1 67,50 84,10 8260,00 7429,00 20,60 18,80 

2 54,50 63,70 5645,00 6491,00 23,30 20,20 

3 55.70 61.30 5163,00 5386,00          28,50 21,80 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The fastness, physical and mechanical properties of three different woven fabrics, namely 

Waffle (1), Baffle (2) and Costenza (3), with different patterning have been evaluated. 

When the fastness test results have been examined, it is seen that the color change values of 

the fabrics are very close to each other. As a result of the dimensional stability measurements 

after washing, the Waffle (1) fabric has showed more shrinkage than the other two fabrics. 

When the Martindale pilling and abrasion resistance measurements have been examined, it is 

seen that Costenza(3) fabric has the best values. As a result of the mechanical tests applied to 

the fabric, all values are within the limits of use, and it has been observed that the highest tensile 

and tear strength value belongs to the Waffle(1) fabric. 

When the properties of all fabrics in the same fabrics have been evaluated, it has been 

concluded that woven fabric constructions and patterns had an effect on fabric properties. It 

has been observed that the Waffle fabric pattern improves the mechanical strength values of 

the fabric, while the Costenza pattern and construction improves the pilling and abrasion values 

of the fabric. These two three-dimensional woven fabrics are considered to be very suitable for 

use in jacket designs with their innovative designs and strong performances. 
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ABSTRACT 

Reactive dyeing is the most widely used dyeing method for dyeing cellulosic fabrics in the 

textile industry. A high amount of salt is used during the dyeing of cellulosic fabrics with 

reactive dyestuffs. Using high amount of salt causes problems in wastewater. In order to 

eliminate these problems, salt usage should be reduced or completely removed. One of the 

methods applied to avoid using salt in reactive dyeing is the cationization process of cellulose. 

Since the cationized cellulosic fibers are positively charged, direct attraction occurs between 

the anionic dyes and there is no need for the use of salt. Thanks to this attraction, the fixation 

rate of the dyes increases and the dye remaining in the bath is reduced. One of the approaches 

applied in the cationization process is the use of amino compounds. Within the scope of the 

study, cationization process was carried out pre-treatment with a chemical containing amino 

group on cotton and viscose fabrics. Three different dyeing processes were carried out 

respectively as conventional dyeing on standard fabric, salt-free dyeing on standard fabric, and 

salt-free dyeing on cationic fabric by using each dyestuff chosen. As a result, it was observed 

that cationic fabrics dyed with salt-free dyeing process have darker color than standard fabrics 

dyed with convertional dyeing process. For this reason, cationized fabric by using amino 

compounds can be dyed without salt in production scale studies.  

Keywords: Salt-Free dyeing, Amino compounds, Eco-friendly dyeing, Fabric cationazition 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There is a potential for high water consumption and wastewater in wet processes in the textile 

industry. For this reason, water saving is becoming more important day by day. Reducing the 

amount of water used in the textile industry can be provided by innovations in different areas 

such as textile machinery, textile processes, chemicals and auxiliaries except treating and 

reusing of textile waste water [1]. There are difficulties in recycling textile wastewater such as 

high TDS (Total dissolved solids) values, color, different pH, high COD [2]. 

Cellulosic fibers have a negative charge when they come into contact with water. Reactive dyes 

are anionic [3]. Water usage and environmental pollution are high during dyeing of cotton 

materials due to the reactive and direct dyestuffs have medium affinity to cotton. For increasing 

affinity is used high concentrations of electrolytes in the dyebath (sodium sulfate and sodium 

chloride) [4]. The salt content is high during the dyeing of cellulosic fibers with reactive 

dyestuffs in dyeing baths. Especially the salt ratio is 10-100 g/L depending on dyestuff 

percentage [5].  

Therefore both low dye fixation and high salt usage result in colored wastewater with high total 

dissolved solids [4]. Colored wastewater discharge is to reduce light penetration. Therefore, 

the ability of different algae species to produce nutrients and oxygen is reduced. [6]. Textile 

wastewater containing various dyes is both toxic and blocks sunlight and causes serious 

problems in the ecosystem [2]. When sodium chloride is used as salt in dyeing, membrane is 

used for purification. The water with chloride ions is not used due to its salt content. In order 
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to use this water, an additional process (reverse osmosis) is required. In addition, the removal 

of salt from the colored, salt-containing wastewater after dyeing is costly. 

Different studies can be done to reduce or completely eliminate salt in reactive dyeing of cotton 

fabrics. These studies can be in the form of modifications in machines, changes in dyes and 

changes in cotton. Among these studies the cationization of cotton is the fastest way that can 

be adapted to industrial scale production [7]. The most common approach is to treat using 

various amino compounds. An attraction occurs between amino groups and anionic dyes with 

a positive charge on cellulosic fibers, resulting in high durability for dyes [3].  

With the cationization process of cotton, higher color is obtained at the same dye rates and less 

rinsing is required after dyeing. The cationization of cotton allowed dyeings to be carried out 

with low salt or without salt [8][9]. 

The aim of this study is to reduce the total dissolved solids content and coloration in the 

wastewater by providing high fixation thanks to the developed novel salt-free process. For this 

reason, fabric cationization method, which is the most widely used method, was chosen. For 

the cationization process, both 100% cotton and 100% viscose fabrics were treated with a 

chemical containing quaternary ammonium. After the cationization process, dyeing 

experiments were carried out. Color efficiencies were compared with conventional dyeing. 

During the dyeing trials, wastewater samples were taken and the environmental impact of the 

processes was also examined. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Two woven fabrics of 108 g/m2 100% cotton and 134 g/m2 100% viscose were chosen to be 

used in the study. A commercial auxiliaries containing amino compound was chosen for the 

cationization process. Caustic soda was also used in the cationization bath. 

Seven different reactive dyestuffs with different color index were used for dyeing cationized 

cotton and viscose fabrics. These dyestuffs are given in Table 1.  

Table 1. The dyes used in study 

 

Color Index 

Reactive Group 

(Vinyl Sulfone, MCT 

etc.) 

Chromophore Group 

(Azo, Anthraquinone 

etc.) 

BLACK  BLACK MIX MCT AZO 

NAVY  N/A MCT&VS AZO 

ORANGE N/A MCT&VS AZO 

RED RED 278 MCT&VS AZO 

BLUE  BLUE 221 MCT&VS AZO 

YELLOW YELL 145  MCT&VS AZO 

RED RED 195  MCT&VS AZO 

“Thermal” branded 30 liter water bath was used in dyeing processes in the laboratory. “Fongs” 

branded jet dyeing machine with 20 kg was used for sample dyeing in production.  

In the scope of the study, firstly, the cationization process was carried out to do fabrics. 

Cationization was carried out at 50oC for 30 minutes with X g/L foreign origin quaternary 

ammonium chemical, Y g/L flake caustic. Then it was neutralized with 1 g/L neutralization 

acid. Cationization process diagram is shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. Cationization process diagram 

While the rate of dyestuff used in the black color recipe is 7%, the rate of dyestuff in other 

selected colors is 1%. Three different dyeing processes were carried out using these dyestuffs: 

conventional reactive dyeing on standard fabric (A), salt-free reactive dyeing on standard fabric 

(B) and salt-free reactive dyeing on cationic fabric (C). Dyeing process diagram is shown in 

Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2. Dyeing process diagram 

Color strength analysis measurements for dyed fabrics were carried out with a Datacolor 1050 

model spectrophotometer. Washing fastness tests were carried out in James Heal branded 

gyrowash machine according to ISO 105-C06:2012 A2@40oC (URL-1) standard. Perspirition 

fastness tests, water fastness tests were carried out in Nuve branded oven according to ISO 

105-E01:2013 (URL-2) standard. Rubbing Fastness was made in James Heal brand friction 

fastness tester according to ISO 105X12:2006 (URL-3) standard. All results were evaluated 

according to the gray scale. 

COD values of cationization and dyeing process wastewaters were measured according to 

Closed Reflux, Colorimetric Methods (5220D) with Hach branded UV/VIS spectrophotometer. 

Conductivity values are measured by using Hach branded conductivity meter.  
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Firstly, COD and conductivity tests were carried out by taking samples from each bath during 

the fabric cationization process.  

Table 2. COD and conductivity values of cationization process baths 

 COD CONDUCTIVITY 

CATIONIZATION BATH 6150 mg/L 26,3 ms/cm 

RINSE BATH 1389 mg/L 7,24 ms/cm 

NEUTRALIZATION BATH 290 mg/L 0,805 ms/cm 

Black dyeing experiments and 6 different colors dyeing experiments were done separately. 

First of all, dyeing processes with all dyestuffs were carried out in the laboratory. Color strength 

analyzes were carried out to determine the difference between fabrics dyed three different 

process. Color strength analysis results are given in Table 3. 

Table 3. Color Strength analysis of dyeing with different dyestuffs in the laboratory 

  COLOR STRENGTH (%) 

THE DYESTUFF USED 
RAW 

MATERIAL 

STD. FABRIC -

CONVENTIONAL 

DYEING (A) 

STD. 

FABRIC -

SALT-

FREE 

DYEING 

(B) 

CATIONIC 

FABRIC - 

SALT-FREE 

DYEING (C) 

Black – BLACK MIX Cotton Reference (100) 62.51 86.2 

Red - RED 278 Cotton Reference (100) 74.95 130.31 

  Viscose Reference (100) 79.92 174.5 

Yellow - YELL 145 Cotton Reference (100) 60.08 128.74 

  Viscose Reference (100) 55.46 104.36 

Blue - BLUE 221 Cotton Reference (100) 68.15 161.31 

  Viscose Reference (100) 81.54 153.60 

Orange - N/A Cotton Reference (100) 66.22 125.42 

  Viscose Reference (100) 89.74 142.73 

Red - RED 195 Cotton Reference (100) 80.31 114.01 

  Viscose Reference (100) 96.75 147.91 

Navy- N/A Cotton Reference (100) 48.60 98.48 

  Viscose Reference (100) 68.34 103.85 

When the results were examined, the color strength analysis of C was higher than A, excluding 

the Navy dyestuff.  

Also reactive black dyeing was carried out in two different processes in the prototype scale jet 

dyeing machine. 

• Conventional black dyeing with standard 100% cotton fabric and 100% viscose fabric 

• Salt-free black dyeing with cationic 100% cotton fabric and 100% viscose fabric 

All dyeing processes were dyeing with the black dyeing process used in the laboratory. At the 

dyeing stage, wastewater samples were taken from the dyeing baths and sent to the COD and 

conductivity test. Test results are given in Table 4. 
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Table 4. COD and conductivity values of dyeing baths 

 COD CONDUCTIVITY 

Salt-Free Black Dyeing Process 752 mg/L 14,80 ms/cm 

Conventional Black Dyeing Process 2490 mg/L 85,8 ms/cm 

In order to see the color differences of the fabrics as a result of dyeing, a color strength analysis 

was carried out by taking A as a reference.  

Table 5. Color strength analyzes of black dyeing process 

Raw Material 
Std. Fabrıc -

Conventional Dyeing (A) 

Cationic Fabric - 

Salt-Free Dyeing (C) 

Cotton Reference (100) 85 

Viscose Reference (100) 95 

After the dyeing processes, the physical tests of the fabrics were carried out. Physical test 

results are given in Table 6. 

Table 6. Physical test results of dyed fabrics 

   

Color Fastness for 

Washing 

Color Fastness to 

Perspiration 

(Acid) 

Color Fastness to 

Perspiration 

(Alkali) 

Color Fastness to 

Water 

Light 

Fastness 

   

ISO 105-

C06:2012 

A2@40oC 

ISO 105-

E04:2013 

ISO 105-

E04:2013 

ISO 105-

E01:2013 

ISO 105-

B02 

Method 2 

Blue Wool 

Grade 4  
RM D COLOUR 

Color 

Change 

Color 

Staining 

Color 

Change 

Color 

Staining 

Color 

Change 

Color 

Staining 

Color 

Change 

Color 

Staining 

STD. C C BLACK 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 3/4 

C.C. SF BLACK 4/5 4/5 4/5 4 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 3/4 

STD. Vis C BLACK 4/5 4/5 4/5 3 4/5 2/3 4/5 3 4 

C. Vis SF BLACK 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4/5 4 

RM:Raw material, STD. C:STD Cotton, STD. Vis: STD Viscose, C. Vis: Cationic Viscose, D:Dyeing, C:Conventional; 

SF:Salt-Free, 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

When all laboratory results were compared, it was seen that darker colors could be dyed with 

the same amount of dyestuffs by using fabric cationization methods. Thus, the less dyestuff in 

the dyeing baths will reduce the color of wastewater. Apart from this, the total amount of 

dissolved solids in the waste water will decrease with the absence of salt in the dyeing 

processes. When the trials for black dyeing were examined, the color efficiency in salt-free 

dyeing was 5-15% lower than in conventional dyeing. For this reason, it may be necessary to 

increase the amount of dyestuff when the salt-free dyeing process is selected to dye the same 

depth black color. However, black dyeing is a process with a high environmental load in terms 

of wastewater. When the COD and conductivity values of the samples from the salt-free dyeing 

and conventional dyeing wastewater were examined, the COD and conductivity values of the 

salt-free dyeing process were lower. Thus, it was observed that the waste load was low. Besides 

cationization process causes additional waste load depending on cationization bath.  

When the physical test results are compared cationized viscose fabrics have better performance 

than standard viscose fabrics. The result are almost same in cotton fabrics. Therefore, salt-free 

dyeing can be achieved by cationizing the fabrics with amino compounds before dyeing. 
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ABSTRACT 

Today, with the sustainability measures and fast pace of life, the use of light, durable and long-

lasting fabrics in clothing designs has become necessary. Due to technology, easy accessibility, 

rapid population growth and unconscious consumption, the service life of ready-made clothing 

products has been shortened day by day and it has been observed that the negative impact of 

the sector on nature has increased. For this reason, within the scope of sustainability and slow 

fashion, high quality, timeless products are produced in the ready-made clothing industry that 

can be used for long periods of time.The durability, abrasion resistance and mechanical strength 

of the fabrics are the most important factors that ensure long usage times in clothes. Especially 

in large size trousers, it is desired that the physical performance properties of the fabrics are at 

a good level. Users complain of deformation caused by friction on the legs and knees of large 

size trousers. 

Recently, Cordura-containing fabrics, which are known to have high resistance to abrasion, 

tearing and pilling, come to the fore with their use in the designs of high-performance clothing 

products. Cordura fiber developed by Dupont has good abrasion resistance and mechanical 

strength due to its durable structure. In addition to the physical performance properties of 

fabrics containing Cordura fiber, their color performance is also at a good level.With these 

features, it has a wide usage area in the textile industry. Examples of Cordura fiber usage are 

military items, sports and daily clothes that require durability, camping equipment, motorcycle 

accessories, bags. 

Another fiber in the class of high-performance textile fibers is wool. Wool fiber is a 

biodegradable material, in addition to its superior properties such as breathability, moisture 

absorption and carrying properties, flexibility, lightness, softness and flame retardancy in 

garment uses. The fact that wool is a biodegradable fiber is an important feature for 

sustainability. 

In this study, elongation, dry cleaning shrinkage, washing shrinkage, tear strength, tensile 

strength, Martindale pilling, abrasion resistance and fastness properties of three different 

woven fabrics containing cordura and wool has been determined in accordance with the 

standards. Cordura fiber with good mechanical strength and abrasion resistance properties and 

woven fabric structures containing wool fiber, which is a light, breathable and sustainable fiber, 

were used in the designs of men's plus size trousers, and the effect of fiber content on the 

performance properties of the garment has been evaluated. 

Keywords: sustainability, fabric, cordura, wool 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of high-performance fabrics in ready-to-wear products is one of the most important 

factors that prolong the service life of the garment. It is expected that fabrics will be resistant 

to abrasion and deformation caused by friction, especially in large size garments. 

 Fabrics containing Cordura fiber have become a remarkable material in the textile industry 

with their durability properties[2-4]. Cordura fiber developed by Dupont has good abrasion 

resistance and mechanical strength due to its durable structure. With these features, it has a 

wide usage area in the textile industry[5,6]. 

There are examples of fabrics woven with wool and cordura fibers from high-performance 

natural textile fibers. Comfortable and durable clothing designs are made by combining the 

superior properties of wool such as breathability, moisture absorption and carrying, flexibility, 

lightness and biodegradability with the good performance properties of cordura [8]. 

In this study, the physical, chemical and mechanical properties of three different woven fabrics 

containing cordura and wool with the same weaving type and weight were determined in 

accordance with the standards. Woven fabric structures containing Cordura and wool fiber 

were used in the designs of plus size trousers and the effect of fiber contents on the performance 

characteristics of the garment was evaluated. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In this study, three different fabrics, New Impetus(1), New Fine Impetus (2) and Effort Smart 

(3), developed at Altınyıldız Tekstil ve Konfeksiyon A.Ş. Design Center have been used plus 

size trousers  design. The general properties of the fabrics used in the study are given in Table 

1.  

Table 1.Properties of different fabrics. 

Number 

Of Fabric 

Fabric Name Fabric Constructions Weaving  Type Weights Width 

(g/m2) (cm) 

1 New Impetus  %69,5/15/14,5/1 

Wo/Cordura/PES/LYC 

2/1 Twill 285 150 

2 New Fine  

Impetus 

 %69/29/2 

Wo/Cordura/LYC 

2/1 Twill 285 150 

3 Effort Smart %59/39/2 

Wo/Cordura/LYC 

2/1 Twill 280 150 

The results of the performance tests of three fabrics have been examined. The names and 

standards of the physical and chemical tests applied to the fabrics are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Applied Chemical, Physical and Mechanical Tests and Standards 

Test Type Test Number Test Name  Test Standard 

Chemical 1 Colour fastness to water TS EN ISO 105-E01 

2 Colour fastness to perspiration TS EN ISO 105-E04 

3 Colour fastness to rubbing TS EN ISO 105-X12 

4 Colour fastness to dry cleaning TS EN ISO 105 D01 

5 Colour fastness to light TS EN ISO 105-B02 

Physical 1 Dimensional stability to dry cleaning TS EN ISO 3175 

2 Martindale pilling TS EN ISO 12945-2 

3 Abrasion resistance TS EN ISO 12947-2 

Mechanical   1 Tensile strength TS EN ISO 13934-1 

2 Tear strength TS EN ISO 13937-2 

3 Elongation % Dupont TTM079 A 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results of Chemical and Physical Properties 

Based on the good physical and mechanical properties of the fabrics, it has been thought to be 

used in the designs of large size trousers in order to provide a solution to deformations such as 

abrasion, pilling and tearing caused by intense friction in the leg and knee regions. The 

deformed areas in the trousers after use are shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. The part deformed by friction effect in plus size trousers 

Water, perspiration, rubbing, washing, dry cleaning and light fastness tests have been applied 

to the woven fabrics in accordance with EN ISO Standard 105. The color fastness results of 

three fabrics of different contents have been evaluated. The test results for twill woven fabrics 

are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Color fastness results of fabrics. 

Properties Color Change 

Fabric 1 Fabric 2 Fabric 3 

Color Fastness to Water 4,5 4,5 4,5 

Color Fastness to Perspiration(Acid and Alkali) 4,5 4,5 4,5 

Color Fastness to rubbing 4,5 4,5 4,5 

Color Fastness to dry cleaning 4,5 4,5 4,5 

Color Fastness to light 4,5 4,5 4,5 

Dimensional stability to dry cleaning, Martindale pilling, Abrasion resistance values have been 

determined from the physical tests and tensile strength, tear strength and Elongation % values 

have been determined from mechanical tests applied to the fabrics. The physical test results are 

given in Table 4 and the mechanical test results are given in Table 5. 

Table 4. Results of physical tests (Dimensional stability to dry cleaning, Martindale pilling 

and Abrasion resistance) 

Fabric 

Number 

Fabric Name Dimensional stability to dry 

cleaning 

Martindale 

pilling 

Abrasion 

resistance 

Weft Warp 

1 New Impetus -0,80 -0,80 4,5 30000,00 

2 New Fine Impetus -0,80 -0,80 4,5 30000,00 

3 Effort Smart -0,50 -0,80 5 30000,00 
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Table 5. Results of mechanical tests (Tensile strength, Tear strength and Elongation %) 
Fabric 

Number 

Fabric Name Tensile strength(kgf) Tear strength(gf) Elongation % 

Weft Warp Weft Warp Weft Warp 

1 New Impetus 29,00 65,90 1176,00 3346,00 23,60 - 

2 New Fine Impetus 35,00 66,80 2309,00 3535,00 23,10 - 

3 Effort Smart 36,90 71,50 3372,00 3724,00 20,40 - 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The fastness, physical and mechanical properties of three different woven fabrics with different 

contents: New Impetus (1), New Fine Impetus (2) and Effort Smart (3) were evaluated. Cordura 

fiber is used in the warp and weft directions in woven fabrics.When the fastness test results are 

examined, it has been seen that the color change values of the fabrics are the same. 

When Martindale pilling measurements were examined, it was seen that Effort Smart(3) fabric 

had the best values due to the increase in cordura fiber content. The abrasion resistance value 

was determined as 30000 for each fabric. This value shows that the abrasion resistance of the 

three fabrics containing cordura and wool fiber is at good levels. As a result of the mechanical 

tests applied to the fabric, the increase in the cordura fiber content of the fabric increased the 

tensile and tear strength values. 

When the properties of all fabrics were evaluated, the improvement effect of cordura fiber on 

fabric strength values, friction resistance, pilling and fastness values in woven fabric contents 

was clearly observed. The woven fabric named Effort smart, which is the fabric with the best 

pilling and abrasion resistance, was used in the design of plus size trousers. 
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ABSTRACT 

Today’s business climate for clothing manufacturers requires low inventory and quick response 

systems that turn out a wide variety of products to meet customer demand. It is especially in 

the apparel industry that managers are trying to develop their current systems or looking for 

new production techniques in order to keep pace with the rapid changes in the fashion industry. 

Therefore, a simulation model is an easier way to build up models to represent real life 

scenarios, to identify bottlenecks, to enhance system performance in terms of productivity, 

queues, resource utilization, cycle times, lead times, etc. In this study, a sewing line in an 

apparel factory was developed through case study (Sport-Knit wear factory) approach and the 

process times of operations, major random events and the times elapsed between random events 

were recorded. Then the whole production cycle was simulated using ARENA software. The 

purpose of this study is to obtain, the effect of two scenarios (entity entrance (daily or totality)) 

in the simulation to achieve the desired flow rate was compared. 

Keywords: assembly line, clothing manufacturers, balancing procedure efficiency, scenario. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Md. Syduzzaman et al. [1] examined the use of more machines, man-power, raw materials and 

other resources due to the lack of proper sewing line layout as well as the prior precise garment 

analysis. Sewing line should be aligned as per style of garments. Thus, it would reduce all kinds 

of wastes and consume least resources i.e. man, machine, materials, money, etc. Their study 

took into account different layout plans for different types of style and a comparative study on 

the actual layout, and calculated layout plan. It will definitely help us to come to the cream 

point of an industry i.e. profit maximization. Wickramasekara et al. [2] suggested approach 

concerns the reality as compared to the existing balancing technique. The assignment of 

operators and operations are done in the proposed algorithm based on the expected output rate 

with the help of simulation. Therefore, it can be concluded that the application of proposed 

algorithm to balance a production line reduces the gap between the expected production target 

and the real achievement. Kitaw et al. [3] developed a simulation model which represents real 

production process scenarios of garment products, which helps to identify the bottlenecks and 

enhance production system performance. The study has considered basic polo-shirt to 

investigate and demonstrate the application of simulation technique. Therefore, to alleviate the 

problems, the proposed simulation model for the line balancing of basic polo-shirt production 

provides the planning manager with a simulation-based optimization tool that helps to gain 

information without disturbing the actual system, and improve system performance to increase 

productivity of the company. Moreover, the manager could test new systems before 

implementation without disturbing the real system of production. Yamane et al. [4] considered 

production resources like four threads over lock machines, single needle, two flat lock needles, 

machine operators, quality checkers, trimmer, batch arrival time Inter lot of pieces, sequence 

pieces, and testing Different scenarios in a simulation model. The identified bottlenecks are 

eliminated or minimized using reassigning of the existing resources, the operators and 

mailto:z.soltanzade@yazd.ac.ir
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machines, to optimize the resources as much as possible.  Kayar et al. [5] analyzed general 

information on assembly line and simulation and researches on assembly line balancing . 

Afterward, time studies with respect to blouse production, which will be analyzed in assembly 

line balancing, are conducted and information, which is necessary for assembly line balancing, 

is obtained. In parallel with the data obtained, the assembly line is firstly balanced by the 

Hoffman method, which is one of the heuristic methods. Then, the assembly line is balanced 

again using the ARENA Simulation program and results which belong to two different 

assembly line balancing resolutions are given. The aim of the study is to create an assembly 

line which has the highest possible line efficiency by using an optimum number of machines 

and operators, also to highlight the applicability of the Hoffman method to ready-to-wear 

assembly lines. The biggest advantage of the simulation method is the capability of trying new 

scripts on the assembly line. Mücella et al. [6] balanced a T-shirt manufacturing process using 

simulation techniques in which ARENA simulation software has been used. Yemane et al. [7] 

deals with modeling of assembly line balancing by combining manual line balancing 

techniques with computer simulation to find the optimal solution in the sewing line of Almeda 

textile so as to improve productivity. In their research, ARENA software, was employed to 

model and measure the performance of the existing and proposed sewing line of the federal 

police trousers sewing line model. For each operation, the researchers have taken 15 sampling 

observations using stopwatch and recorded the results. All the collected data was statistically 

analyzed with ARENA input analyzer for statistical significance and determination of 

expressions to be used for the simulation modeling; SAM was also calculated for these 

operations to be used for the manual line balancing. An existing system simulation model has 

been developed by the researchers and run for 160 replications to measure the current 

performance of the system in terms of resource utilization, WIP, and waiting time. The existing 

systems average utilization is 0.53 with a line efficiency of 42%. This study has developed a 

new sewing assembly line model which has increased the system utilization to 0.69 at a line 

efficiency of 58.42% without incurring additional cost. Kursun et al. [8] considered the random 

variability of operations to develop a simulation model for a shirt manufacturing process. 

Firstly, detailed work and time studies were performed along the line. Secondly, to set up a 

model of the line by simulation, real data taken from a factory floor were tested for distribution 

fit and a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test has been conducted for goodness of fit. Then, the data 

gathered was transformed into a simulation model. After verification of the model by 

comparing it with the actual system, bottlenecks in the production line were determined and 

possible scenarios were tested by various what-if analyses to eliminate the bottlenecks and to 

suggest decision alternatives to manufacturers. To set up the model, an Enterprise Dynamics 

simulation program has been used. In this study, researchers used three performance measures 

to compare alternatives; the average stay times of jobs in queues, the average content of jobs 

in queues and the average daily output. 

This study needs a lot of data like man power, machine capacity, sequence of jobs, inter arrival 

of parts for assembling, processing time at each machine, efficiency, quality product outputs 

(number of defects, rework, normal) such data are used for model the production line. 

Therefore; the researchers had used primary data and secondary data (documented data), and 

the researchers used stop watch for recording some necessary information like processing time 

for new products transfer time from one station to the next one.  

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

For a successful completion of a simulation project it is a must to follow an established 

methodology. The initial steps of the algorithm developed includes: collecting processing times 

and necessary information on real manufacturing process, fitting standard probability 
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distributions activities, developing the precedence table. To balance the assembly line 

production summarizes all tasks in table 1 and to suggest investment strategies, a detailed work 

time study was performed, to estimate the relevant distribution fit of the data gathered input 

Analyzer program was used. 

Table 2. Layout plan of pants 

 Station name Operation Description Distribution Type 

1 Printing Printing 20 

2 straight sewing 
Sew pocket belt and Stitch down 

pocket welt 

(68.5 + 52 * BETA(0.787, 

0.822))*2 

3 straight sewing Attach zipper Uniform (50,80) 

4 zizag sewing sew outside leg Exponential (38, 3.35)*2 

5 mid sewing cover seam outside leg Uniform (20, 28.)*2 

6 zizag sewing Sew crotch Uniform (34, 51.) 

7 mid sewing cover seam crotch Uniform (30, 45.) 

8 zizag sewing sew inside leg Uniform (20, 28.) 

9 waist sewing sew waist Uniform (71, 89.) 

10 mid sewing sew folds of the bottom of the pants Lognormal (20, 1.58)*2 

11 Packing 
Trim residual threads and Inspection 

and packing2 
Exponential (38, 3.35) 

12 Exit Garment  20 

The modules are used as the building blocks in developing a simulation model. There are two 

types of modules which include data module and flowchart module (Figure 1). In the data 

modules (resource, queue, variable, schedule, and set), the user can manipulate these modules 

in the spreadsheet interface, which are not placed in the model window. While for the flowchart 

modules, the user places flowchart modules in the model window and connects them to form a 

flowchart, which describes the logic of model. The flowchart modules from Arena project bars 

were utilized: basic process (create module, assign module, record module, process module, 

and decide module), advanced process (Advance set module, Failure module), and advance 

transfer (station module, Delay module, Enter module, Leave module and Station module). 

 

Figure 16. A section of Arena discrete event simulation for sport wear assembly line 

To analyze the real system and create the model, some conjectures were considered:  

The 9 hour working day of the system. Only one worker is at each machine. Allowances are 

taken into consideration. Fabric loss is not taken into consideration.  Raw material is unlimited.  

Random events (machine breakdown, repair, absenteeism, the rest time of the operator, 

maintenance etc.) are taken into consideration.  
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The following verification efforts were made: The model was coded and debugged step by step.  

Trace and animation techniques were used to verify that each program path was correct. We 

made simulation trial runs under a variety of settings of the input parameters, and checked the 

model output results for appropriate. Validation is showed the proposed model is indeed an 

accurate representation of the real system. To define the effect of entity entrance for produce 

2500 pants, simulation experiments were performed on 2 scenarios while in scenario 1 entity 

entrance is 180-200 product in each day and all the products entrance totality in scenario 2. For 

each scenario, production capacity, flow time and waiting time were computed, starting from 

simulation outcomes. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSSION 

By running the simulation for these scenarios for produce 2500 pants, obtained the results 

summarized in Table 1.  

Table 3. Comparison of two scenarios 

 

Figure 17. Final simulation in scenarios 

Reducing batch sizes decreases the time of final simulation and the amount of work-in-process 

(WIP). Not only does this reduce inventory-carrying costs, but also production lead-time or 

cycle time is approximately directly proportional to the amount of WIP. 

 

Figure 18. Pants. WIP in scenarios 

Time of final 

simulation(hr) 

Pants. WIP Flow time 

of pants (hr) 

Scenario 

135,469 439 19.980 Scenario 1 

172,005 1607 110.613 Scenario 2 
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Figure 19. Pants. wait time in scenarios 

Therefore, daily entity entrance shorten the overall production cycle and as such, enable Sport-

Knit wear factory to deliver more quickly. Consequently, they increase sales and the market 

share. As the simulation model was developed using average data of the manufacturing 

industry specialized in creating men’s pants, our results can be useful in practice in identifying 

the optimal lay-out configuration as a function of the operating conditions. Moreover, the 

outcomes of this study provide several insights concerning the production components and 

their trends, depending on the configuration considered. 
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ABSTRACT 

After the 2008 world crisis, there has been a tendency towards cheaper products, especially in 

the European region. With the latest Russian crisis, most of the companies that could not send 

their products to Russia have turned to the European region due to its close location. In the 

field of home textiles, competition has increased to a high level with the shrinkage of the market 

in the European region and the increase in the number of manufacturers. In this competition, it 

is necessary to find new markets and new customers. 

England is the second most populated country in Europe with a population of over 66.5 million. 

With a GDP of approximately 3 trillion dollars, England has the second largest economy in 

Europe and the 5th largest in the world. According to 2018 data, it is the 5th largest importer 

in the world with an import of 641 billion dollars. The country is one of the most important 

markets in the world and is a target market for both developed and developing countries. 

Especially in the upholstery fabric sector, providing color, pattern and technical values for 

England is the basic parameter in a fabric. There are also some changes in the test method of 

the desired technical values in the upholstery fabric. Martindale is used for abrasion test in 

Europe and most of the world countries. However, BS5852 Match and Crib tests are accepted 

for the determination of flame retardancy in England. After determining the other features 

required by the customers in the UK, new collections will be created by coloring the fashion 

and trend-appropriate patterns bearing these test values. In this way, we plan to raise our current 

status in England to a higher level. 

Keywords: Flame reterdant, high abrasion resistance 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Upholstery textiles, which are one of the most consumer products of the textile industry in the 

world, are still increasing in consumption even though some of their indicators are changing. 

However, humanity is making efforts to eliminate the accidents and grievances experienced 

day by day according to its past experiences. As it is known, most of the fires in the houses 

start with human negligence and continue to spread due to the materials of the items in the 

houses. Thus, both health and material and moral damages occur. In today's conditions, since 

people tend to spend more time at home, they prefer materials that will last longer and whose 

visual quality will last longer, apart from ordinary conditions. Since quality expectations for 

textiles are constantly increasing in the information society, the importance of manufacturing 

fabrics that can be more resistant to friction and agglomeration is increasing. These two 

developing expectations increase the importance of technologies with high abrasion resistance 

and flame retardancy. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Flame retardancy 

The fact that most organic-based textile products have good combustion properties and that 

these products are widely available in all areas of our lives have caused textile products to be 

a major risk factor in fires.[2] 

Today, with the increase in industrialization, the increase in mass settlement areas and the 

development of technology have increased the fire risks, thus making the use of heat and flame 

protective textiles inevitable. 

In addition to these textiles, fibers that do not emit toxic gases when burned and have a high 

ignition temperature are preferred in the production of upholstery fabrics in transportation and 

home technical textiles. Especially in hot gas filtration, high temperature resistant fibers are 

used in woven belts, ropes and cables, and flame retardant filling and lining fabrics are 

preferred instead of flexible narrow woven bands and dangerous foams that emit toxic gases in 

furniture instead of springs.[2] 

Although the main purpose of obtaining a flame-retardant product is to prevent burning, the 

product is comfortable, compact and light, not restricting human movement, has a strong effect, 

and has a long retention time on the product; It should be resistant to repeated washing, drying 

and dry cleaning, as well as being environmentally friendly. Apart from these, the absence of 

toxic properties and the low cost are among the features expected from a flame retardant 

product.[2] 

Combustion; It is an exothermic reaction that needs heat, oxygen and suitable fuel components. 

 

Figure 1. Combustion mechanism for textile materials[1] 

When heat is supplied, the temperature of the fiber begins to increase until it reaches the 

pyrolysis temperature (Tp). At the pyrolysis temperature, chemical changes occur in the fiber 

and non-combustible gases (such as carbon dioxide, water vapor, nitrogen and sulfur oxides), 

carbonization residues, liquid condensates, and combustible gases (carbon monoxide, 

hydrogen, and many oxidisable organic molecules) are formed. As the temperature continues 

to rise, the liquid decomposition products also pyrolysis, producing more non-combustible gas, 

ash, and burning gas. When the combustion temperature (Tc) is reached, the phenomenon we 

call combustion, which consists of a series of free radical reactions in the gas phase and occurs 

when the burning gases combine with oxygen, takes place. These reactions are highly 
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exothermic and produce enormous amounts of light and heat. The heat provided by the 

combustion process provides the additional thermal energy required for the fiber to continue to 

pyrolysis, thereby releasing a greater amount of burning gases for the combustion process.[1] 

2.2. Flame retardant mechanisms and agents 

Many ways have been tried to break the burning cycle of textiles. One of these ways is to use 

materials that can thermally decompose as a result of strong endothermic reactions inside the 

fiber. If sufficient heat can be absorbed as a result of these reactions, the pyrolysis temperature 

of the fiber will not be reached and combustion will not occur. Examples of this method are 

aluminum hydroxide, aluminum trihydrate and calcium carbonate. 

 

Figure 2. Endothermic degradation reactions[1] 

Another approach is to use an insulating layer surrounding the fiber at temperatures below the 

fiber pyrolysis temperature. Boric acid and its Hydrated salts are examples of this approach. 

 

 

Figure 3. Glassy surface[1] 

The third way to achieve flame retardancy is to change the pyrolysis mechanism to produce 

less burning volatile matter and more ash. This dense structure mechanism is seen in flame 

retardants containing phosphorus. As a result of cross-linking of phosphoric acid formed during 

thermal decomposition with polymers containing hydroxyl groups, less flammable products 

are released. 

 

Figure 4. Free radical combustion reaction[1] 

The most important flame retardants can be classified into three categories. These are basic 

flame retardants based on phosphorus and halogens, synergistic substances that have a small 

amount of flame-retardant effect when used alone, increase their effectiveness when used with 
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basic flame-retardant substances (such as the use of phosphorus with nitrogen, halogens and 

antimony), and flame retardant substances that reveal their activity through physical effects 

(borate). , aluminum trihydrate, calcium carbonate).[1] 

2.4. BS 5852 test standard 

Test method 

A test rig is constructed in order to simulate a chair with the fabric to be tested. This rig is 

subjected to different ignition sources. There are 8 types of ignition sources, each with different 

heat intensity. They are classified from 1 to 8, the intensity doubling compared to the preceding 

source. The most frequently used are ignition source 0, 1 and 5. 

Test method source 0 

Source 0: smoldering cigarette A cigarette is put along the crevice of the test rig and allowed 

to burn over its entire length. If no flaming or progressive smoldering is observed on both cover 

and interior material, the test is recorded as no ignition and the material passes the test. 

Test method source 1 

Source 1: simulated match A burner is lit, held along the crevice of the test rig for 20 seconds 

and then removed. If no flaming or progressive smoldering is observed on both cover and 

interior material, the test is recorded as no ignition and the material passes the test. 

Test method source 5 

Source 5: wooden crib 5 A crib is composed of wooden planks, glued together. Lint is attached 

to the bottom. After adding propane-diol the crib is placed on the test rig and ignited with a 

match. If no flaming or progressive smoldering is observed on both cover and interior material, 

the test is recorded as no ignition and the material passes the test. 

3. RESULTS 

The test material passes or fails this test. 

Table 1. Results of BS 5852 Test standard 
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ABSTRACT 

With a population of 65.5 million, France is the third most populated country in Europe. With 

a GDP of approximately 2.5 trillion dollars, France has the 3rd largest economy in Europe and 

the 7th largest in the world. According to 2018 data, it is the 6th largest importer in the world 

with an import of 625 billion dollars. The country is one of the most important markets in the 

world and is a target market for both developed and developing countries. 

There are many standards that are actively used about flame retardancy in the world. These 

standards also differ among themselves. A fabric that is successful according to one standard 

may fail in another standard. For this reason, when talking about flame retardant fabric, it 

should definitely be mentioned which standard it is successful. In France and the countries 

where this country is effective, M1 (NF P 92 503-505) test standard is widely used in home 

textile flame retardancy field. The most important feature of the M1 test is that it tries to 

simulate the fire with real life. This standard differs from other flame retardancy standards in 

this respect. On the other hand, the easy-to-clean effect, which is a trend today, negatively 

affects flammability. With this project, it is aimed to harmonize two mechanisms that work 

against each other. An easy-to-clean, effective fabric will be developed that has received an 

M1 grade from the French flame retardancy test. 

For this reason, besides the flame retardancy feature, which is demanded by the market, the 

easy-to-clean fabric will be developed in terms of patterns, yarns and variants. The developed 

fabrics will be used in both the flame retardancy test and the upholstery fabric sector, and will 

be tested according to international tests and standards. 

Keywords: FLAME RETERDANCY, STAIN REPELLENCY, UPHOLSTERY 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The fact that most organic-based textile products have good combustion properties and that 

these products are widely available in all areas of our lives have caused textile products to be 

a major risk factor in fires. 

In the water repellency finishing process, the aim is to create a thin hydrophobic membrane 

on the surface of the fibers, creating a low energy surface on the material or product to provide 

resistance against water molecules. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Flame retardancy in textile industry 

Combustion; It is an exothermic reaction that needs heat, oxygen and suitable fuel 

components.[7] 

mailto:mtorsun@kadifeteks.com
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Figure 1. Combustion mechanism for textile materials[3] 

When heat is supplied, the temperature of the fiber begins to increase until it reaches the 

pyrolysis temperature (Tp). At the pyrolysis temperature, chemical changes occur in the fiber 

and non-combustible gases (such as carbon dioxide, water vapor, nitrogen and sulfur oxides), 

carbonization residues, liquid condensates, and combustible gases (carbon monoxide, 

hydrogen, and many oxidizable organic molecules) are formed. As the temperature continues 

to rise, the liquid decomposition products also pyrolysis, producing more non-combustible gas, 

ash, and burning gas. When the combustion temperature (Tc) is reached, the phenomenon we 

call combustion, which consists of a series of free radical reactions in the gas phase and occurs 

when the burning gases combine with oxygen, takes place.[1] 

These reactions are highly exothermic and produce enormous amounts of light and heat. The 

heat provided by the combustion process provides the additional thermal energy required for 

the fiber to continue to pyrolysis, thereby releasing a greater amount of burning gases for the 

combustion process.[1] 

2.2. Flame retardant mechanisms and agents 

Many ways have been tried to break the burning cycle of textiles. One of these ways is to use 

materials that can thermally decompose as a result of strong endothermic reactions inside the 

fiber. If sufficient heat can be absorbed as a result of these reactions, the pyrolysis temperature 

of the fiber will not be reached and combustion will not occur. Examples of this method are 

aluminum hydroxide, aluminum trihydrate and calcium carbonate. 
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Figure 2. Endothermic degradation reactions 

Another approach is to use an insulating layer surrounding the fiber at temperatures below the 

fiber pyrolysis temperature. Boric acid and its hydrated salts are examples of this approach.[1] 

 

 

Figure 3. Glassy surface[1] 

The third way to achieve flame retardancy is to change the pyrolysis mechanism to produce 

less burning volatile matter and more ash. This dense structure mechanism is seen in flame 

retardants containing phosphorus. As a result of cross-linking of phosphoric acid formed during 

thermal decomposition with polymers containing hydroxyl groups, less flammable products 

are released. 

 

Figure 4. Free radical combustion reaction[1] 

The most important flame retardants can be classified into three categories. These are basic 

flame retardants based on phosphorus and halogens, synergistic substances that have a small 

amount of flame-retardant effect when used alone, increase their effectiveness when used with 

basic flame- retardant substances (such as the use of phosphorus with nitrogen, halogens and 

antimony), and flame retardant substances that reveal their activity through physical effects 

(borate). , aluminum trihydrate, calcium carbonate).[2] 

2.3. M1 test standardı 

503 electrical burner test A specimen is placed in a specimen holder at 30° above a radiator 

which gives out heat. A small butane flame is applied directly to the fabric surface. The 

following aspects are recorded: - duration of the flame; - production of burning droplets; - 

length/width of the damaged specimen. 
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504 rate of flame spread test A flame is held against a vertically positioned sample. The after 

flame time is recorded. The flame spread is calculated by determining the time for the flame to 

spread between two reference marks. The production of burning droplets is also noted. 

505 dripping test A sample is placed on a grid under the radiator. A cotton wool pad is placed 

below it to collect possible droplets. Heat is applied from the radiator. Ignition of the wool pad 

is recorded. 

2.4. Easy cleaning mechanism and active substances in textiles 

2.4.1. Wetting mechanism  

Applications made by treating the surface or body covered by the textile product with different 

finishing materials to protect it from water are called water repellency finishing. While these 

processes completely preserve the appearance and permeability of the fabric, they give it water 

repellent properties. The water-repellent finishing process allows the passage of water vapor 

from the fabric surface by forming a hydrophobic and porous film layer without dissolving on 

the fabric surface.[6] 

Wetting a flat surface by a liquid is purely physical and can be explained simply physically. 

But the heterogeneity of the textile fiber, the complex nature of the fiber content and the 

construction of the textile surface make it difficult in practice to predict whether the textile 

surface can be wetted by a liquid. 

Wetting of textile materials is defined as the displacement of the fiber/air interface with the 

fiber/liquid interface, and wetting is a prerequisite for capillary wetting, which is defined as the 

spontaneous (simultaneous) transfer of liquid within the fiber mass under the action of capillary 

forces. In a complex capillary system, fluid transfer can be counted as capillary wetting, or this 

phenomenon is called capillary penetration.[5] 

2.4.2. Repellent materials 

There are many constraints and limitations in the experimental measurement of critical surface 

tension. It is possible to determine the critical surface tension with various approaches used to 

determine the wetting behavior of the fibers.[7] 

Water repellents; They are chemicals that resist the penetration of water into the fabric and 

keep water droplets (or other liquids) in the form of round, tiny drops without scattering them 

on the fabric surface. Many different chemicals are used to provide a water-repellent effect, 

and the effect they provide is naturally different from each other. While some compounds and 

polymers are suitable for a kind of water repellency, some chemicals impart water repellency 

to various solids and liquids. Although the chemicals used for water-repellent finishes vary 

greatly, dirt and water-repellent finishes are studied together in many respects. Because both 

are based on the principle of reducing the surface tension in the fiber. 

Chemicals used for water repellency can also be used as dirt repellants. Because liquid dirt 

substances (sauce, juice, coffee, etc.) remain on the surface of the fabric and can be easily 

wiped. If a liquid wets a surface and spreads over the surface, the surface tension of the liquid 

is lower than the critical surface tension of the solid. In other words; A liquid wets a solid 

surface if the surface tension of the liquid is lower than the critical surface tension of the solid. 

Water-repellent materials are divided into two as non-wash-resistant and wash-resistant 

finishing processes. In order to provide a wash-resistant effect, the finishing material must be 

attached to the fibers by chemical bonds or trapped in the fibrillar structure of the fiber by 

forming a resin. 
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1. Resin-forming water repellents 

2. Fatty acid + Chromium chloride complex 

3. Zirconium paraffin emulsions 

4. Silicone water repellents 

5. Fluorocarbons 
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ABSTRACT 

Railway transportation is a constantly developing sector in our country and in the world. Textile 

products are widely used as seat fabric (velvet and woven upholstery fabric) and curtains in 

trains. There are some test values that the fabrics to be used in railway vehicles must meet. 

Before the international en 45545 standard was adopted, different standards were used by each 

country. This standard is used to test materials and products to be used in railway vehicles. It 

requires successful results in the tests of fire resistance, toxicity, light fastness, sweat fastness, 

rubbing fastness, pilling abrasion resistance, sewing resistance and breaking strength (warp, 

weft) from fabrics to be used in trains. The train seat fabric, which was started as velvet fabric 

at the first stage, and then made the necessary improvements in woven fabrics, will be 

developed, which has been successful in the above-mentioned tests. With these development 

processes, easy-to-clean and anti-bacterial properties will be added to add functional properties 

to the fabrics. With these added features, patterns suitable for the determined theme will be 

made. These patterns wıll be colored wıth trend colors. 

Keywords: Upholstery, Railway, Transport Textile 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The EN45545 standard has been set as a standard for the inflammability, oxygen index, flue 

gas density and smoke toxicity values for all materials weighing more than 100gr in the train, 

covering the train seat fabrics, and these values have been started to be taken as a basis to 

compare the products to be used. The use of leather on the train seats disturbs the passengers 

in long-term use, as it irritates the skin and causes sweating. However, since leather is an easy-

to-clean product, it becomes the reason why it is preferred in such public transportation 

vehicles. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Textiles in railway transportation 

Fabric and pattern quality requires high yarn strength and low hairiness. After coloring 

processes, high color fastness is required. Weft, warp and pile yarns consist of colors close to 

velvet fabrics. According to the EN 45545 standard, fabrics are required to have flame retardant 

properties.  

2.2. Flame retardancy 

Although the main purpose of obtaining a flame-retardant product is to prevent burning, the 

product is comfortable, compact and light, not restricting human movement, has a strong effect, 

and has a long retention time on the product; It should be resistant to repeated washing, drying 

and dry cleaning, as well as being environmentally friendly. Apart from these, the absence of 

toxic properties and the low cost are among the features expected from a flame retardant 

product.[2] 

Combustion; It is an exothermic reaction that needs heat, oxygen and suitable fuel components. 

mailto:mtorsun@kadifeteks.com
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Figure 1. Combustion mechanism for textile materials[1] 

When heat is supplied, the temperature of the fiber begins to increase until it reaches the 

pyrolysis temperature (Tp). At the pyrolysis temperature, chemical changes occur in the fiber 

and non-combustible gases (such as carbon dioxide, water vapor, nitrogen and sulfur oxides), 

carbonization residues, liquid condensates, and combustible gases (carbon monoxide, 

hydrogen, and many oxidizable organic molecules) are formed. As the temperature continues 

to rise, the liquid decomposition products also pyrolysis, producing more non-combustible gas, 

ash, and burning gas. When the combustion temperature (Tc) is reached, the phenomenon we 

call combustion, which consists of a series of free radical reactions in the gas phase and occurs 

when the burning gases combine with oxygen, takes place. These reactions are highly 

exothermic and produce enormous amounts of light and heat. 

The heat provided by the combustion process provides the additional thermal energy required 

for the fiber to continue to pyrolysis, thereby releasing a greater amount of burning gases for 

the combustion process.[1] 

Many ways have been tried to break the burning cycle of textiles. One of these ways is to use 

materials that can thermally decompose as a result of strong endothermic reactions inside the 

fiber. If sufficient heat can be absorbed as a result of these reactions, the pyrolysis temperature 

of the fiber will not be reached and combustion will not occur. Examples of this method are 

aluminum hydroxide, aluminum trihydrate and calcium carbonate. 

 

Figure 2. Endothermic degradation reactions[1] 
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Another approach is to use an insulating layer surrounding the fiber at temperatures below the 

fiber pyrolysis temperature. Boric acid and its Hydrated salts are examples of this approach. 

 

Figure 3. Glassy surface[1] 

The third way to achieve flame retardancy is to change the pyrolysis mechanism to produce 

less burning volatile matter and more ash. This dense structure mechanism is seen in flame 

retardants containing phosphorus.  

As a result of cross-linking of phosphoric acid formed during thermal decomposition with 

polymers containing hydroxyl groups, less flammable products are released. 

 

Figure 4. Free radical combustion reaction[1] 

The most important flame retardants can be classified into three categories. These are basic 

flame retardants based on phosphorus and halogens, synergistic substances that have a small 

amount of flame-retardant effect when used alone, increase their effectiveness when used with 

basic flame-retardant substances (such as the use of phosphorus with nitrogen, halogens and 

antimony), and flame retardant substances that reveal their activity through physical effects 

(borate)., aluminum trihydrate, calcium carbonate).[1] 

2.3. Stain repellency 

Applications made by treating the surface covered by the textile product or the body with 

different finishing materials to protect it from water are called water repellent finishing. While 

these processes completely preserve the appearance and permeability of the fabric, they give it 

water repellent properties. The water-repellent finishing process allows the passage of water 

vapor from the fabric surface by forming a hydrophobic and porous film layer without 

dissolving on the fabric surface.[3] 

Wetting a flat surface by a liquid is purely physical and can be explained simply physically. 

But the heterogeneity of the textile fiber, the complex nature of the fiber content and the 

construction of the textile surface make it difficult in practice to predict whether the textile 

surface can be wetted by a liquid. 

Wetting of textile materials is defined as the displacement of the fiber/air interface with the 

fiber/liquid interface, and wetting is a prerequisite for capillary wetting, which is defined as the 

spontaneous (simultaneous) transfer of liquid within the fiber mass under the action of capillary 

forces. In a complex capillary system, fluid transfer can be counted as capillary wetting, or this 
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phenomenon is called capillary penetration. There are many constraints and limitations in the 

experimental measurement of critical surface tension. It is possible to determine the critical 

surface tension with various approaches used to determine the wetting behavior of the fibers.[4] 

Water repellents; They are chemicals that resist the penetration of water into the fabric and 

keep water droplets (or other liquids) in the form of round, tiny drops without scattering them 

on the fabric surface. Many different chemicals are used to provide a water-repellent effect, 

and the effect they provide is naturally different from each other. While some compounds and 

polymers are suitable for a kind of water repellency, some chemicals impart water repellency 

to various solids and liquids. Although the chemicals used for water-repellent finishes vary 

greatly, dirt and water-repellent finishes are studied together in many respects. Because both 

are based on the principle of reducing the surface tension in the fiber. 

Chemicals used for water repellency can also be used as dirt repellants. Because liquid dirt 

substances (sauce, juice, coffee, etc.) remain on the surface of the fabric and can be easily 

wiped. If a liquid wets a surface and spreads over the surface, the surface tension of the liquid 

is lower than the critical surface tension of the solid. In other words; A liquid wets a solid 

surface if the surface tension of the liquid is lower than the critical surface tension of the solid. 

Water-repellent materials are divided into two as non-wash-resistant and wash-resistant 

finishing processes. In order to provide a wash-resistant effect, the finishing material must be 

attached to the fibers by chemical bonds or trapped in the fibrillar structure of the fiber by 

forming a resin.[5] 

2.3.1. Stain types and assesment 

Stain Types and Cleaning Performance: 

• In the test, operations were carried out according to 3 types of stain sources. 

Stain A Procedure 

• A few paper towels are sufficient to clean the coke (50ml) stain. After pouring the coke onto 

the fabric and waiting for 5 minutes, it is cleaned with paper towels. 

Stain B Procedure 

• 50ml of water and a paper towel are sufficient to clean the fruit juice (50ml) stain. The juice 

is poured onto the fabric and left for 5 minutes. Then it is cleaned with water and paper towels. 

• 50ml of water and a paper towel are sufficient to clean the red wine (50ml) stain. Red wine 

is poured onto the fabric and left for 5 minutes. Then it is cleaned with water and paper towels. 

• 25ml of water, a spoon and a paper towel are sufficient to clean the ketchup (8.2gr) stain. 

Ketchup is poured onto the fabric and left for 5 minutes. After 5 minutes, the ketchup on the 

fabric is taken with a spoon. The stain is treated with 25 ml of water. With the tip of the finger, 

oval cleaning movements are made on the fabric 10 times in a clockwise and counterclockwise 

direction. Then it is cleaned with a paper towel. 

• 25ml of water, a spoon and a paper towel are sufficient to clean the mayonnaise (8.2gr) stain. 

Mayonnaise is poured onto the fabric and left for 5 minutes. After 5 minutes, the mayonnaise 

on the fabric is removed with a spoon. The stain is treated with 25 ml of water. With the tip of 

the finger, oval cleaning movements are made on the fabric 10 times in a clockwise and 

counterclockwise direction. Then it is cleaned with a paper towel. 

The Stain C Procedure 
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• Water (25ml), classic hand soap and microfiber cleaning cloth are sufficient to clean the tea 

(50ml) stain. Hot tea is poured onto the fabric and left for 5 minutes. Then water is poured onto 

the stain and the stain is treated with hand soap. Cleaning is finished with a microfiber cleaning 

cloth. 

• 50ml of water, spoon, hand soap, paper towel and microfiber cleaning cloth are sufficient to 

clean the stain of pasta sauce (8.15gr). The sauce is poured on the fabric and after waiting for 

5 minutes, the top sauce is scraped off with a spoon. 25 ml of water is poured into the stain and 

rubbed with the tip of the finger 10 times clockwise and counterclockwise. It is cleaned with a 

paper towel. If the stain is still visible; This time, after pouring 25 ml of water, the stain is 

treated with soap. Cleaning is finished with a microfiber cleaning cloth. 

• 50ml of water, spoon, hand soap, paper towel and microfiber cleaning cloth are sufficient to 

clean the chocolate (7.3gr) stain. The chocolate is poured onto the fabric and after waiting for 

5 minutes, the top chocolate is scraped off with a spoon. 25 ml of water is poured into the stain 

and rubbed with the tip of the finger 10 times clockwise and counterclockwise. It is cleaned 

with a paper towel. If the stain is still visible; This time, after pouring 25 ml of water, the stain 

is treated with soap. Cleaning is finished with a microfiber cleaning cloth. 

• 25ml of water, hand soap and a microfiber cleaning cloth are sufficient to clean the ballpoint 

pen stain. Scribble 50 times left and right on the fabric with a ballpoint pen and after 5 minutes, 

25 ml of water is poured onto the stain. Afterwards, the stain is treated with hand soap. Cleaning 

is finished with a microfiber cleaning cloth. 

3. RESULTS 

3.2. Stain repellency performance 

Evaluation; After cleaning the stains are evaluated. This evaluation is made visually according 

to a certain scale with 3 observers. The average of 3 people is taken. This measurement is as 

follows; 

5. The stain is completely cleaned, 

4. The stain is barely visible, 

3. The stain is visible or partially removed, 

2. The stain appears 

1. The stain is clearly visible 

Table 1. Stain types and repellency performance 

trial observer1 observer2 obsrever3 average

coke 1 5 5 5 5

cherry juice 1 5 5 5 5

red wine 1 5 5 5 5

ketchup 1 5 5 5 5

mayonnaise 1 5 5 5 5

black tea 1 5 5 5 5

pasta sauce 1 5 5 5 5

chocolate 1 5 5 5 5

ball point pen 1 5 5 5 5  
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ABSTRACT 

Kadifeteks is one of the leading companies in the world of upholstery fabric. Especially after 

the 2008 world crisis, due to the shrinkage in the market, intensive R&D studies were carried 

out within the company to produce fabrics for the other upholstery fabric sector, except for 

home textiles. One of these areas is the development of aircraft seat fabric. Intensive work has 

been done on the subject in the company's R&D center. Aircraft seat fabric that meets 

international aviation standards has been successfully developed. In addition, the documents 

and certificates required to sell products to the aviation industry were obtained. There are many 

companies in the world that transport by air. These companies allow them to make designs in 

accordance with their own country and corporate culture, provided that they meet the standards 

set by the international organizations Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and 

EUROPEAN AVIATION SAFETY AGENCY (EASA). 

On the other hand, although it is essential to meet the above-mentioned standards, some airline 

companies may demand upholstery fabrics with even superior properties. The design 

understanding and concepts of each country and region differ from each other. These 

differences can be in fabric patterns and colors, as well as in terms of materials used in fabrics. 

Eating and drinking is done during the flight on airplanes. It is a common problem that food 

and drink spills on the seat during eating and drinking. The application of easy-to-clean 

technology to these products is requested by the market. Seat fabric that meets international 

aviation standards and is easy to clean is not available in the market. 

In these studies, it is aimed to produce aircraft seat fabrics that meet international standards in 

colors and patterns depending on the primary target concepts, cost-effective and easy-to-clean. 

The fabrics produced will be tested in accordance with international standards and will be 

colored according to different airline company colors and patterns. 

Keywords: FLAME RETARDANCY, EASY-TO-CLEAN 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

In aircraft, technical textile materials are mainly used in interior decoration, fiber-reinforced 

composite materials that will strengthen the structure, parachutes, safety belts, life-saving vests, 

tires, and they must have features that will reduce weight and not threaten safety. In order to 

increase the maneuverability of aircraft, the proportion of textile materials is increasing in new 

models due to their lightness and functionality. For example, in the new models of Airbus 310 

aircraft, 10% of the total weight of the aircraft consists of textile materials. 
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2. EXPERIMENTALS 

2.1. Textiles in the aviation industry 

Generally, high-strength polyester fibers and polyamide fibers with high abrasion resistance 

are used in the production of various safety belts and tires found in transport vehicles. It is 

desired that seat belts have high abrasion and heat resistance and be light. In the production of 

upholstery fabrics, fibers that do not emit toxic gases when burned and have a high ignition 

temperature are preferred. 

This feature is important in all vehicles, and even becomes a necessity depending on the type 

of vehicle. The properties of the textile material to be used in aviation with legal restrictions 

have been determined, and as the number of passengers that the vehicle can be loaded with 

increases, the restrictions on this subject also increase. In addition to its flame retardancy, 

properties such as UV resistance, resistance to mold and rot, and high friction resistance are 

also determining factors in fiber selection.[1] 

2.2. Aviation textile standard 

AS/EN 9100 is applicable to organizations operating in the aerospace industry and related 

industries. This standard includes ISO 9001:2015 quality management system requirements 

and additional requirements for the aerospace and defense industry, helping you demonstrate 

to your customers that you have specific processes to ensure quality and that you are meeting 

your requirements. 

The AS 9100 family of Standards has been developed by the International Aerospace Quality 

Group (IAQG), which has representatives from worldwide aerospace and defense industry 

companies. 

2.3 Easy cleaning mechanism and active substances in textiles 

Applications made by treating the surface covered by the textile product or the body with 

different finishing materials to protect it from water are called water repellent finishing. While 

these processes completely preserve the appearance and permeability of the fabric, they give it 

water repellent properties. The water-repellent finishing process allows the passage of water 

vapor from the fabric surface by forming a hydrophobic and porous film layer without 

dissolving on the fabric surface.[2] 

Wetting a flat surface by a liquid is purely physical and can be explained simply physically. 

But the heterogeneity of the textile fiber, the complex nature of the fiber content and the 

construction of the textile surface make it difficult in practice to predict whether the textile 

surface can be wetted by a liquid.[3] 

Wetting of textile materials is defined as the displacement of the fiber/air interface with the 

fiber/liquid interface, and wetting is a prerequisite for capillary wetting, which is defined as the 

spontaneous (simultaneous) transfer of liquid within the fiber mass under the action of capillary 

forces. In a complex capillary system, fluid transfer can be counted as capillary wetting, or this 

phenomenon is called capillary penetration.[3] 

There are many constraints and limitations in the experimental measurement of critical surface 

tension. It is possible to determine the critical surface tension with various approaches used to 

determine the wetting behavior of the fibers.[4] 

Water repellents; They are chemicals that resist the penetration of water into the fabric and 

keep water droplets (or other liquids) in the form of round, tiny drops without scattering them 

on the fabric surface. Many different chemicals are used to provide a water-repellent effect, 
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and the effect they provide is naturally different from each other. While some compounds and 

polymers are suitable for a kind of water repellency, some chemicals impart water repellency 

to various solids and liquids. Although the chemicals used for water-repellent finishes vary 

greatly, dirt and water-repellent finishes are studied together in many respects. Because both 

are based on the principle of reducing the surface tension in the fiber. 

Chemicals used for water repellency can also be used as dirt repellants. Because liquid dirt 

substances (sauce, juice, coffee, etc.) remain on the surface of the fabric and can be easily 

wiped. If a liquid wets a surface and spreads over the surface, the surface tension of the liquid 

is lower than the critical surface tension of the solid. In other words; A liquid wets a solid 

surface if the surface tension of the liquid is lower than the critical surface tension of the solid. 

Water-repellent materials are divided into two as non-wash-resistant and wash-resistant 

finishing processes. In order to provide a wash-resistant effect, the finishing material must be 

attached to the fibers by chemical bonds or trapped in the fibrillar structure of the fiber by 

forming a resin.[5] 

1. Resin-forming water repellents 

2. Fatty acid + Chromium chloride complex 

3. Zirconium paraffin emulsions 

4. Silicone water repellents 

5. Fluorocarbons 

2.4 Flame retardancy in textiles 

Although the main purpose of obtaining a flame-retardant product is to prevent burning, the 

product is comfortable, compact and light, not restricting human movement, has a strong effect, 

and has a long retention time on the product; It should be resistant to repeated washing, drying 

and dry cleaning, as well as being environmentally friendly. Apart from these, the absence of 

toxic properties and the low cost are among the features expected from a flame retardant 

product.[6] 

Combustion; It is an exothermic reaction that needs heat, oxygen and suitable fuel components. 

 

Figure 1. Combustion mechanism for textile materials[6] 
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When heat is supplied, the temperature of the fiber begins to increase until it reaches the 

pyrolysis temperature (Tp). At the pyrolysis temperature, chemical changes occur in the fiber 

and non-combustible gases (such as carbon dioxide, water vapor, nitrogen and sulfur oxides), 

carbonization residues, liquid condensates, and combustible gases (carbon monoxide, 

hydrogen, and many oxidizable organic molecules) are formed. As the temperature continues 

to rise, the liquid decomposition products also pyrolysis, producing more non-combustible gas, 

ash, and burning gas. When the combustion temperature (Tc) is reached, the phenomenon we 

call combustion, which consists of a series of free radical reactions in the gas phase and occurs 

when the burning gases combine with oxygen, takes place. These reactions are highly 

exothermic and produce enormous amounts of light and heat.[6] 

The heat provided by the combustion process provides the additional thermal energy required 

for the fiber to continue to pyrolysis, thereby releasing a greater amount of burning gases for 

the combustion process. 

2.5 Flame retardant mechanisms and agents 

Many ways have been tried to break the burning cycle of textiles. One of these ways is to use 

materials that can thermally decompose as a result of strong endothermic reactions inside the 

fiber. If sufficient heat can be absorbed as a result of these reactions, the pyrolysis temperature 

of the fiber will not be reached and combustion will not occur. Examples of this method are 

aluminum hydroxide, aluminum trihydrate and calcium carbonate. 

 

Figure 2. Endothermic degradation reactions 

Another approach is to use an insulating layer surrounding the fiber at temperatures below the 

fiber pyrolysis temperature. Boric acid and its Hydrated salts are examples of this approach. 

 

Figure 3. Glassy surface 

The third way to achieve flame retardancy is to change the pyrolysis mechanism to produce 

less burning volatile matter and more ash. This dense structure mechanism is seen in flame 

retardants containing phosphorus.  

As a result of cross-linking of phosphoric acid formed during thermal decomposition with 

polymers containing hydroxyl groups, less flammable products are released. 
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Figure 4. Free radical combustion reaction 

The most important flame retardants can be classified into three categories. These are basic 

flame retardants based on phosphorus and halogens, synergistic substances that have a small 

amount of flame-retardant effect when used alone, increase their effectiveness when used with 

basic flame-retardant substances (such as the use of phosphorus with nitrogen, halogens and 

antimony), and flame retardant substances that reveal their activity through physical effects 

(borate). , aluminum trihydrate, calcium carbonate). 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Stain repellency performance 

In the test, operations were carried out according to 3 types of stain sources. 

Stain A type 

• A few paper towels are sufficient to clean the coke (50ml) stain. After pouring the coke onto 

the fabric and waiting for 5 minutes, it is cleaned with paper towels. 

Stain B type 

• 50ml of water and a paper towel are sufficient to clean the fruit juice (50ml) stain. The juice 

is poured onto the fabric and left for 5 minutes. Then it is cleaned with water and paper towels. 

• 50ml of water and a paper towel are sufficient to clean the red wine (50ml) stain. Red wine 

is poured onto the fabric and left for 5 minutes. Then it is cleaned with water and paper towels. 

• 25ml of water, a spoon and a paper towel are sufficient to clean the ketchup (8.2gr) stain. 

Ketchup is poured onto the fabric and left for 5 minutes. After 5 minutes, the ketchup on the 

fabric is taken with a spoon. The stain is treated with 25 ml of water. With the tip of the finger, 

oval cleaning movements are made on the fabric 10 times in a clockwise and counterclockwise 

direction. Then it is cleaned with a paper towel. 

• 25ml of water, a spoon and a paper towel are sufficient to clean the mayonnaise (8.2gr) stain. 

Mayonnaise is poured onto the fabric and left for 5 minutes. After 5 minutes, the mayonnaise 

on the fabric is removed with a spoon. The stain is treated with 25 ml of water. With the tip of 

the finger, oval cleaning movements are made on the fabric 10 times in a clockwise and 

counterclockwise direction. Then it is cleaned with a paper towel. 

Stain C type 

• Water (25ml), classic hand soap and microfiber cleaning cloth are sufficient to clean the tea 

(50ml) stain. Hot tea is poured onto the fabric and left for 5 minutes. Then water is poured onto 

the stain and the stain is treated with hand soap. Cleaning is finished with a microfiber cleaning 

cloth. 

• 50ml of water, spoon, hand soap, paper towel and microfiber cleaning cloth are sufficient to 

clean the stain of pasta sauce (8.15gr). The sauce is poured on the fabric and after waiting for 
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5 minutes, the top sauce is scraped off with a spoon. 25 ml of water is poured into the stain and 

rubbed with the tip of the finger 10 times clockwise and counterclockwise. It is cleaned with a 

paper towel. If the stain is still visible; This time, after pouring 25 ml of water, the stain is 

treated with soap. Cleaning is finished with a microfiber cleaning cloth. 

• 50ml of water, spoon, hand soap, paper towel and microfiber cleaning cloth are sufficient to 

clean the chocolate (7.3gr) stain. The chocolate is poured onto the fabric and after waiting for 

5 minutes, the top chocolate is scraped off with a spoon. 25 ml of water is poured into the stain 

and rubbed with the tip of the finger 10 times clockwise and counterclockwise. It is cleaned 

with a paper towel. If the stain is still visible; This time, after pouring 25 ml of water, the stain 

is treated with soap. Cleaning is finished with a microfiber cleaning cloth. 

• 25ml of water, hand soap and a microfiber cleaning cloth are sufficient to clean the ballpoint 

pen stain. Scribble 50 times left and right on the fabric with a ballpoint pen and after 5 minutes, 

25 ml of water is poured onto the stain. Afterwards, the stain is treated with hand soap. Cleaning 

is finished with a microfiber cleaning cloth. 

•Evaluation; After cleaning the stains are evaluated. This evaluation is made visually according 

to a certain scale with 3 observers. The average of 3 people is taken. This measurement is as 

follows; 

• 5 Stains are completely cleaned, 

• 4 Stain very little visible, 

• 3 Stain is visible or partially removed, 

• 2 Stain visible, 

• 1 Stain is very obvious. 

Table 1. Stain types and repellency performance 

trial observer1 observer2 obsrever3 average

coke 1 5 5 5 5

cherry juice 1 5 5 5 5

red wine 1 5 5 5 5

ketchup 1 5 5 5 5

mayonnaise 1 5 5 5 5

black tea 1 5 5 5 5

pasta sauce 1 5 5 5 5

chocolate 1 5 5 5 5

ball point pen 1 5 5 5 5  

3.2. Flame retardancy performance 

Aircraft interior equipment materials designated for use in the aircraft cabin environment must 

meet certain flammability requirements. However, it is the actual location of the part on the 

aircraft that will determine whether only flammability testing or all FST (fire, smoke and 

toxicity) testing is required: 

 Flammability test in accordance with the 60-second and/or 12-second vertical 

combustion test 

 Smoke density test / smoke emission 

 Combustion toxicity 

 heat release 

 Flammability in accordance with the 15 second horizontal burn test 
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Test results are evaluated as "pass" or "fail". 
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ABSTRACT 

Dry transactions; A process that performed to give the denim garment the desired used image 

and applied mechanically to the garment. Sanding, sanding (rodeo), bristle, washing-aging, 

laser procedures are performed to ensure the desired appearance. In the dry process with laser, 

design work is carried out according to the sample and the prepared pattern is transferred to the 

laser computer. The product dressed on the mannequin/ laid on the table in line with the 

transferred pattern is obtained by mustache, random, aging, snow, net, destroy, rodeo, pattern 

works, ironing marks etc.... Individual molds are prepared for each model. Mold preparation/ 

design work on a model basis constitutes both a waste of time and extra cost for the enterprise. 

For this reason, an automatic mustache production process will take place, errors and temporal 

losses in manual production will be eliminated. 

Eliminating time loss and excessive cost is the most important requirement that determines the 

subject of the project. For this purpose, unnecessary trials, time loss and cost will be prevented 

during mold preparation with the right production understanding for the first time. 

Keywords: Dry Process, Laser, Denim Washing, Artificial Neural Network, Image 

Processing, Denim Mustache Design, 

   

1. INTRODUCTION  

Today, clothing items made of denim fabric are textiles and apparel products that people of all 

ages and walks of life perceive as "high fashion wear" [1]. Until the 1970s, denim products 

were considered very hard-frugal products because they were only offered for sale by removed  

from the boil and without any washing. Denim products received their own unique effects and 

colors was come in view by the wear and tear of the indigo dye on the warp yarn over time 

during the use of the product. Denim products had a special appearance only after long use and 

washing. With the increase in the tendency towards used-looking denim products over time, 

raw products started to undergo a number of abrasive processes in washing enterprises [2]. For 

this purpose, products made of denim fabric are applied physical processes such as blasting, 

sanding, laser, etc.; and chemical aging processes such as stone washing, enzyme washing, 

enzyme-stone washing, bleaching, etc.  

Although dry processing, which is the basic process of abrasive processes, is done manually 

before, with the necessity of capturing the ever-changing fashion trend of the global world has 

pushed the clothing industry into new searches and the responsibility of obtaining the desired 

pattern in the same quality every time as soon as possible has been left its place to laser 

technology instead of sanding the dry process. 

Today, laser has become available in many engineering applications. Denim aging has recently 

entered into these application areas. [3] Laser aging is the process transferring the indigo dyeing 

which is drawn by computer programs (Photoshop etc.) to the fabric surface by burning it with 

laser beams.   [3]. 

mailto:Zuhal.Irs@baykandenim.com
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The most important feature of the laser aging method is that the repeatability of the burning 

process is very high. Because in the laser method; compared to aging operations made by 

sandblasting or sanding, there are very few effect differences between products [3]. 

The shape or appearance of a fabric or metal material can be changed using laser beam [4]. 

This method of material modification provides a number of advantages, such as quickly 

changing designs, producing products without the need for reprocessing, and improving the 

quality of finished products. Another advantage of processing materials with laser beam is 

compatibility with a large number of materials. Fabric types such as denim, cotton, 

synthetic/polyester and non-metal materials such as ceramics, composites, plastics/polymers 

and adhesives, and metals such as aluminum, iron, stainless steel and titanium can all be 

processed by laser beam [5]. 

Developments in artificial learning are increasing day by day. The uses of contentious producer 

network architectures that transform from image to image continue to be widespread with the 

development of technology. It is an energy-based architecture that learns complex patterns with 

real-world datasets of contentious productive networks that work with different 

methods[6].  Methods examined in the study are Pix2Pix, CycleGAN, DiscoGAN, and 

AttentionGAN. 

Dry processing patterns (mustache, rodeo, destroy...) are applied on the garment products 

produced in our company (trousers, jackets, shirts, shorts, skirts...) and the so-called 

"mustache" patterns are applied. Figure 1 shows examples of moustache pattern images given 

as input to the laser machine. 

 

Figure 1. Sample mustache pattern shapes 

When gray-scale moustache pattern images with a color value of 0-255 each pixel are applied 

to a simple denim fabric, the effect shown in Figures 2 and 3 occurs. 
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Image 2: Application of mustache pattern to denim fabric. (left) Moustache pattern image, 

(center-right) fabric images with laser machine applied and unapplied fabric images [7] 

 

 

Image 3: Application of mustache pattern to denim fabric. (left) Moustache pattern image, 

(right) fabric image applied with laser machine [8] 

From a denim fabric image on the right side of Figure 3 to the automatic acquisition of the 

moustache pattern image on the left side, it was determined what is the necessary software and 

hardware components would be required, and a prototype of the system that could work in real 

time in the industrial environment was produced. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Baykan Denim Garment has a washing approval process for each model that turns into an order. 

Washing trials are initiated in line with the approved sample sent by the customer of the 

garment product that has completed the stitching process. First, 10 products that completed the 

stitching process is delivered to the laser design operator with approved washing samples. The 

design operator takes photos of the dry processing zones on the approved sample and works in 

the Photoshop program for about 2-3 hours to achieve the optimum image. After obtaining the 

closest pattern to the approved sample, laser power, dpi and surface temperature optimum 

ranges are determined according to the fabric type and laser trials are performed on a total of 

10 samples at 3 different levels. The products are washed in sample boilers in accordance with 

the approved sample (according to the prescription). After the ground washing, chemical spray 

and finish washes are completed (this process takes approximately 1-1.5 days), the products 

are checked by the washing manager and the work closest to the approved sample is delivered 

to the Laser unit by attaching a blue clip as an "Approved Laser Sample" to the laser unit and 

production is initiated according to this sample. In each model, this process repeats. There are 

4 personnel in the laser unit to remove the pattern of the incoming sample. Weekly; 

  20 different files are being worked on for production  

 15 files are being worked on for the collection. 

 

Image 4: Laser patterning processes 

The repetition of this cycle at each work order causes a waste of time, additional labor, waste 

and creates a cost for the company. 
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Creation of a Data Set 

The 34 different quality fabrics used most by the company were determined and a total of 3500 

sample pants were sewn. In the last 3 years, the most washed models (orders) were done. 

Currently, 405 different washes have been carried out in order to carry out preliminary trials of 

the system. For example, 50 different washes and the quality of the fabric used are indicated in 

the table below. 

Table 1. Washing prescription and fabric codes 

Count / Order Prescription Number / Fabric Code  

 

In the construction of the dataset, the obtained denim fabric sample images and the mustache 

images drawn manually with visual editing programs were used. A total of 950 image pairs 

were obtained. 900 of these images are reserved for training and 50 for testing. The dataset 

contains images of three different denim fabric types, namely trousers, skirts and shorts, of 

different regions such as front, back and leg. In order to convert the data into a standard form, 

a manual cleaning study was carried out on each denim fabric image with the PhotoShop 

program. The foreground object (cloth image) of each image pair in the dataset was extracted 

from the background and transferred onto a white background with the image in the center. A 
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similar process was performed on the mustache patterns to ensure that the input and output 

dimensions were similar (256x256x3). In addition, normalization was performed on the 

images, eliminating the differences caused by the light distribution. A few images of denim 

fabrics in the dataset as a result of the pre-processing and hand-made mustache pattern images 

are shown in Image 5. 

 

 

Image 5: Examples of images in the dataset obtained as a result of preprocessing 

SSIM, MSE and PSNR measurements were used to compare the ground true and the generated 

synthetic image. 

[3] RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The performance comparison of the contested mesh models was made on the generative 

adversarial networks dataset from denim fabric. As the performance performance criteria, the 

image production quality and the temporal cost calculations for the production of one image 

were made. Synthetic mustache pattern production quality was obtained by comparing the 

image outputs in the test set with 3 different metrics. In order to fully evaluate the similarity 

between the real and the produced image, the structural similarity of the images with the SSIM 

metric, the maximum signal strength in the image pixels with the PSNR method and the cost 

of the pixel difference between the two images with the MSE method were measured. The 

performance performances of the models on 50 image pairs in the test dataset are shown in 

Table 2. 

Table 2. Performance results of the architectures in the test set 

Model Name Metric Name (Similarity) Time (Second) 

 SSIM MSE PNR An image production time 

AttentionGAN  0.757  2293.70  32.72  0,865  

CycleGAN  0.754  2465.01  32.55  0,024  

Pix2Pix  0.868  808.37  33.32  0,022  

DiscoGAN  0.834  1628.74  32.90  0,848 

When the results of the models are examined, it is observed that the Pix2Pix architecture gives 

the best result by showing 86 percent structural (SSIM) performance in the synthetic image 

production stage. Since the DiscoGAN architecture uses two-sided conversion and validation 

while performing training, it produces images with a quality close to the Pix2Pix architecture. 

The Pix2Pix architecture also seems to give better results in temporal cost comparison. Since 

the network structure of this architecture is controlled and simpler, it is seen that it produces 

quality images in a short time. After the training was completed, the synthetic mustache pattern 

output of the images in the test set with 4 architectures was obtained. Image 6 shows the results 

of several denim fabric images from the test set. Accordingly, it has been observed that the 

images obtained with the Pix2Pix and DiscoGAN architectures are highly similar to the ground 
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true results. It is seen that CycleGAN and AttentionGAN architectures do not produce quality 

images at the expected level in mustache pattern production. 

 

 

 

                          Image 6:  Image generation results on test set of architectures 

The washed sample image and Photoshop pattern work of the first some studies of 405 different 

washing groups are given in the table below. 
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Table 4. Sample-Photoshop images 
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[4] CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, the mustache design is automated by using contentious networks that transform 

from image to image. Different architectures were used and success criteria were compared 

with each other. In the experimental studies, it has been seen that the Pix2Pix architecture 

produces the best results in terms of time and accuracy. 

The most important output of the project was the elimination of time loss of a minimum of 1.5-

2 days due to dry processing in denim garment operation. While the production speed of the 

mustache pattern decreases to less than one second, it is seen that the production accuracy has 
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increased to 86%.  There are 4 personnel for moustache /destroy design operations in the laser 

section of the company. Thanks to the YSA-based project with estimation method, the number 

of personnel needed in the laser department has been reduced from 4 to 1 person. 
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ABSTRACT 

Nanotechnology is a modern field of research that deals with the synthesis, strategy and 

manipulation of the structure of particles ranging from about 1 to 100 nm. Silver nanoparticles 

have a long history of usage as an antiseptic and disinfectant. It can interact with the disulfide 

bonds in the glycoprotein / protein content of microorganisms such as viruses, bacteria and 

fungi. On the other hand, recently, graphene-based materials have been emerging as promising 

antibacterial agents. It is known that chemically modified graphite samples such as graphene 

oxide (GO) and reduced GO (rGO) have the ability to inhibit pathogens. In this study, it is 

aimed to use the nanocomposite, which will be obtained with the help of silver addition and 

strong reducers, after the chemical oxidation method by using the hummers method developed 

with the graphite starting material, to use the nanocomposite as an additive material to the 

pigments used in the bronzing printing technology and to give the final product antibacterial 

properties as a result of transferring it to the textile materials. The susceptibility of bacteria to 

graphene oxide-silver nanocomposites will be determined by antibacterial activity analysis. 

The characterization of the reduced graphene oxide-silver nanocomposite fabric will be 

performed by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and its surface properties will be 

examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).As a result, it is expected to determine the 

antibacterial activity change that will be caused by the synergistic effect that is thought to occur 

with the nanocomposite structures formed by the combination of silver and graphene materials, 

and as a result of the antibacterial activity analysis of this combination, a decrease of 99% is 

expected in the bacteria reduction. 

Keywords: Nanotechnology, Graphene, Graphene Oxide Synthesis, Silver Nanoparticles, 

Bronzing Printing process, Antibacterial activity 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nanotechnology is one of the most important emerging research areas in modern materials 

science. Nanoparticles are used at every stage of science and also affect human life. 

Nanoparticles are the simplest structures ranging from 1-100nm. These nanoparticles have 

unique properties such as a large surface area-to-volume ratio and high surface energy 

(Albanese et al., 2012). [1] 

Nanoparticles attract great attention due to their new physicochemical, magnetic and 

optoelectronic properties depending on their size, shape and size distribution (Shah et al., 

2015). [2] 

Nanoparticles also show completely new properties based on their specific properties such as 

small size, shape and particle distribution. Silver nanoparticles have a long history of use as an 

antiseptic and disinfectant. It can interact with disulfide bonds in the glycoprotein / protein 

content of microorganisms such as viruses, bacteria and fungi. On the other hand, recently, 

graphene-based materials have been emerging as promising antibacterial agents. It is known 
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that chemically modified graphite structures such as graphene oxide (GO) and reduced GO 

(rGO) have the capacity to inhibit many pathogens. 

(Marcano et al., 2010) [3]  skipped the use of NaNO3 to reduce toxic effects during GO 

production in their study. They found that excluding NaNO3, increasing the amount of KMnO4 

and performing the reaction in a 9:1 mixture of H2SO4 / H3PO4 increased the efficiency of 

the oxidation process. This improved method yielded a greater amount of hydrophilic oxidized 

graphene material compared to Hummers' method or Hummers' method with added KMnO4. 

They observed that although GO produced by the method was more oxidized than that prepared 

by Hummers' method, when both were reduced in the same chamber with hydrazine, 

chemically transformed graphene (CCG) produced from this new method was equivalent in 

electrical conductivity. Unlike Hummers' method, the new method did not produce toxic gases 

and the temperature was easily controlled. 

(Chen et al., 2013) [4] aimed to produce approximately the same amount of GO with a 

Hummers method developed without using NaNO3 as that prepared by the traditional 

Hummers method. This change did not reduce the product yield, eliminated the formation of 

NO2 / N2O4 toxic gases and facilitated the treatment of wastewater due to the absence of Na 

+ and NO3 ions. In addition, a prototype method has been developed for the treatment of 

wastewater collected from GO synthesis and purification systems. The content of Mn2+ ions 

in treated wastewater was measured to be lower than the guideline value for drinking water.  

(Yu et al., 2016) [5]  reported the improved Hummers method without NaNO3 by partially 

replacing KMnO4 with K2FeO4 and controlling the amount of concentrated sulfuric acid. 

Compared to existing NaNO3-free Hummers methods, this improved method has greatly 

reduced the consumption of high-efficiency reactants. 

(Zaaba et al., 2017) [6]  aimed to examine the effect of different solvents on the structure and 

electrical properties of GO. GO was obtained from graphite using the modified Hummers 

method, which differs from the traditional Hummer method. In this method, GO was 

synthesized without sodium nitrate (NaNO3) and ice bath, and the process was carried out at 

room temperature. The prepared GO powders were then dissolved in different solvents such as 

acetone and ethanol. It was spin-coated onto silicon wafer and IDE to produce acetone-GO (A-

GO) and ethanol-GO (E-GO). SEM results showed that micron sized GO was obtained. 

Additionally, due to the contact between the large agglomerates and the flakes in the E-GO 

sample, the current voltage pattern showed that E-GO produced higher electric current than A-

GO. Characterized using FT-IR, GO shows that both samples contain various functional groups 

such as hydroxyl, epoxy, carboxyl and carbonyl. Besides, due to the lower diffraction peak of 

A-GO, the XRD result showed that the interlayer spacing of the A-GO sample was slightly 

higher than that of the E-GO sample. 

Studies have revealed that graphen oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) are potential 

structures that can show strong antibacterial activity. The antibacterial activity of GO and rGO 

was attributed to membrane stress induced by the sharp edges of the graphene nanosheets. 

Because this can cause physical damage to cell membranes, resulting in loss of bacterial 

membrane integrity and RNA leakage (Akhavan and Ghaderi, 2010; Hu et al., 2010). [7] [8]. 

Due to its antibacterial properties, silver nanoparticles are widely used in the healthcare 

industry, food storage, textiles and a range of environmental applications. The antimicrobial 

properties of silver nanoparticles are used both in medicine and in everyday applications. The 

usage area of silver and nano technology is increasing day by day in the Global World. There 

are various methods, including chemical, physical and biological, for the synthesis of silver 

nanoparticles. In the chemical synthesis method, reduction with the help of strong reductants 
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can be classified as electrochemical, irradiation assisted chemical and pyrolysis methods. 

Commonly used reducing agents are ascorbic acid, alcohol, and hydrazine compounds 

In a study on the synergistic effect of nanoparticles with graphene oxide, the mechanisms of 

antibacterial activity of rGO-nAg nanocomposite against several important human pathogenic 

multidrug resistant bacteria, namely Gram-positive coccal Staphylococcus aureus and Gram-

negative rod-shaped Escherichia coli and Proteus mirabilis were investigated. In this study, it 

was revealed that at the same concentration (100 µg/ml), rGO-nAg nanocomposite was 

significantly more effective than rGO or nAg against all three pathogens (Prasad et al., 2017). 

[9] 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Graphene Oxide Synthesis 

Graphene oxide will be synthesized from graphite particles by the developed Hummer method. 

Briefly, graphite particles (3 g) will be added to the mixture of H2SO4/H3PO4 (360:40 mL) at 

a ratio of 9:1 and mixed in an ice bath on a magnetic stirrer. Next, KMnO4 (18 g) will be added 

and after complete dissolution, the temperature of the mixture will be raised to 50°C and stirred 

for 12 hours. After the reaction temperature reaches room temperature (25°C), it will be poured 

onto ice (400 ml) and when the mixture is completely melted and the mixture becomes 

homogeneous, the reaction will be terminated with 30% H2O2 (6 mL). (Figure  1).The resulting 

suspension will be washed at 8000 rpm for 30 minutes, first with 1 M HCl solution, then with 

200 ml of ethanol (x2) and finally with distilled water until the pH reaches 4-5. Finally, the 

solid product obtained will be dried in an oven at 60°C 

 

Figure  1 - Schematic representation of graphene oxide synthesis 

 Silver Nanocomposite 

NaBH4-Graphene oxide and AgNO3 will be dissolved in some distilled water and mixed in 

the ultrasonic bath for 5 minutes.The pH values for the resulting mixture will be controlled and 

brought to about 8.5.After the additions are completed, it will be stirred rapidly on the magnetic 

stirrer, glycerine will be added to the formed solution, and the solution will be stirred on the 

magnetic stirrer for 12 hours. The final product will be filtered and dried at 150 degrees 
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Bronzing Process 

Synthesized Graphene oxide-Silver nanocomposite structures will be mixed with paint 

pigments and added to the chemical mixture to be used in the process. Then the created mixture 

will be taken to the boat. 

Figure  2 – Bronzing printing dye vat 

By taking the prepared mixture into the vessel, the cylinder on the vessel will ensure that the 

mixture is transferred to the fabric surface thanks to its protruding structure on it, and the cloth 

will be sent into the hot oven by applying 4 bar pressure. 

 

Figure  3 – Pattern cylinder and pressure cylinder (4bar) 

The fabric taken in the oven will be exposed to a temperature of 170 degrees here. 6 bar pressure 

will be applied to the fabric removed from the oven, and thus the transfer of the mixture to the 

fabric surface will be completed. 
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Figure  4 – Pressure cylinder (6bar) 

Upon completion of the process, the fabric will be wrapped in a dock and taken to a room with 

a temperature of 50 degrees and a humidity of 25 degrees, where it will be kept for 6 hours and 

the process will be completely terminated. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

FTIR, SEM and EDX Analyzes of Graphene Oxide Silver Nanocomposite Structures 

FTIR images of graphite and synthesis samples were obtained for the determination of oxygen-

containing functional groups (epoxy, carboxyl, hydroxyl, etc.) by scanning in the 400-4000 

cm-1 frequency region.The important thing in the FTIR spectrum of GO is that carboxylic acid 

groups, hydroxyl groups, epoxy and alkoxy groups have been observed. 

It will be tried to obtain images of layered GO structures by zooming in 2 µm (5.00kx), 300 

nm (30.00kx) and 1 µm (30.00kx) with the SEM device, and it will also be discussed whether 

the layered GO structures seen in SEM photographs are compatible with the literature. 

As a result of the EDX elemental analysis, it will be discussed whether the carbon and oxygen 

ratios differ according to the literature, and whether the C/O ratio gives results in line with the 

literature. If these values are compatible with the literature, it will prove that GO has been 

successfully obtained with the modified Hummers method. 

Antibacterial Tests of Graphene Oxide Silver Nanocomposite Structures on Textile 

Surfaces 

SEM images will be taken to check whether the antibacterial properties of the fabrics are 

attached to the textile surface.Graphene oxide silver nanocomposite structures on fabric 

surfaces will be viewed with a microscope. Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli 

bacteria will be used in the test, and the reduction in the fabric surface will be tested. The 

fabrics subjected to the test will be shown in the figure and the test results will be shown in the 

table. 

Table 1. - Antibacterial activity results for E.coli and S.aureus bacteria 

 Avarage Number of Bacteria (Number) Reduction of Bacteria (%) 

 E.Coli S. Aureus E.Coli S.Aureus 

Non Processed 

Fabric 

    

Processed Fabric     
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

It is thought that the synergistic effect that occurs by combining the oxidative activity of 

graphene oxide with the free radical formation of the synthesized nanocomposite, which is the 

main purpose of our study, will contribute positively to the antibacterial activity. Silver has a 

long history of use as an antiseptic and disinfectant and can interact with disulfide bonds in the 

glycoprotein / protein content of microorganisms such as viruses, bacteria and fungi. Silver 

nanoparticles and silver ions interfere with disulfide bonds and block functional processes of 

the microorganism and can alter the three-dimensional structure of proteins. On the other hand, 

recently, graphene-based materials have been emerging as promising antibacterial agents. 

Chemically modified graphite structures such as graphene oxide and reduced graphene oxide 

have been clinically shown to inhibit many pathogens, including coli-like. This indicates that 

graphene oxide and reduced graphene oxide exhibit antibacterial activity. It is stated that the 

antibacterial activity of these structures depends on the particle size, and when the particle size 

of the reduced graphene oxide is below 10 nm, it exhibits high antibacterial activity due to the 

high surface area and mobility across the cell membrane. It is anticipated that stronger 

antibacterial activity can be obtained by combining these nanomaterials. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, a reliable gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) method was 

developed for the determination of residual acrylic acid in polymers used in the textile industry. 

In this method, polymer samples were  extracted within DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) solution 

at the shaker  400 rpm for 15 minutes.  The retention time was determined as 14.25 minutes 

and the calibration curve was drawn. A 1000 ppm acrylic acid solution was prepared and the 

result was 1.004 ppm. Samples and standards analyzed and reproducible results obtained. 

Keywords: polyacrylic acid, residual monomer, Gas Chromotography - Mass Spectroscopy 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Acrylic (co)polymers are used in many applications, such as decorative and automotive 

coatings, adhesives, biomedical materials and textile chemicals. Auxiliaries produced from 

acrylic acid are usually used as washing agents, flame retardant, surface active material, 

antistatic agent, lubricant in the textile industry.  

Whilst acrylic polymers have been produced commercially since the 1950s, it was not until 

much later that the complexity of acrylic polymerization was truly appreciated [1]. Due to the 

large number of hydrophilic groups in their respective structures they are polar, water-soluble 

polymers. Acrylic based polymers may contain free acrylic acid monomers after the reaction 

[2]. High conversion of monomer is favorable in order to obtain improved efficiency. 

Furthermore, high conversion rate reduces the amount of residual monomer that is toxic to 

human health. Nonetheless, acrylic acid and some acrylate oligomers and monomers are eye 

and skin irritants when one’s exposure to monomers occurs in the workplace in particular [3]. 

Within the scope textile industry, Inditex, allows usage of acrylic acid if free acrylic acid is 

below 1000 ppm in the final product. Therefore, it is vital to determine the concentration of 

free acrylic acid after polymerization.  

High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) is one of the techniques of determining 

free acrylic monomers in polymers. Some of the studies on the determination of residual acrylic 

acid are as follow. 

The remaining monomer can be calculated from the descriptive information by evaporating the 

water, residual monomer and other volatile components and weighing the remaining polymer 

solid. [4] Recently, analytical techniques such as Fourier transform and Raman spectroscopy 

has been developed to monitor compositions in the emulsion polymerization process, however, 

all these methods provide poor accuracy for samples with extremely high conversion [5]. There 

is a desperate need for a method to accurately determine the residual monomer so that it is not 

relative in its quantification. Since most of the monomer compounds used in gas 

chromatography (GC) are highly volatile, they are widely used for monomer measurement [6]. 

With the help of the superior sensitivity of the flame ionization detector, GC can accurately 

determine very small residual monomer levels in liquid samples. 

mailto:aysem@eksoy.com
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Jinchuan Yang et al. (2006) developed a reverse phase HPLC method for detecting polar and 

non-polar free monomers in a polymer matrix. Acetonitrile, tetrahydrofuran and 0.1% o-

Phosphoric acid were used as solvents. It separates the acrylic monomers while gradually 

passing from water to acetonitrile but leaves the polyacrylates on the column. In the second 

gradient, it passes from acetonitrile to tetrahydrofuran and separates the polyacrylates from the 

column [7]. 

In Lubrizol test procedure is designed for determining the residual acrylic acid monomers with 

HPLC. To dissolve polymer samples 0.01 M KH2PO4 is used as a solvent and Phosphoric Acid 

(H3PO4) is added dropwise to adjust the pH value until pH of 3 is obtained [8]. 

Shu-Xin Zhanga et al. (2017) used HS-GC system for determining free acrylic acid monomers 

super absorbent polymer and it based on water extraction for the polymer at the room 

temperature. After that AA (acrylic acid) monomers extracted with sodium bicarbonate 

solution in the closed headspace vial. Acrylic acid reacted with sodium bicarbonate, which the 

carbon dioxide generated from the reaction and detected by gas chromatography [9]. In this 

study, a reliable gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) method was developed for 

the determination of residual acrylic acid polymers. Used in the textile industry.  

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD 

2.1. Materials 

All chemicals, including acrylic acid were analytical grade and purchased from commercial 

sources. DMSO (dimethly sulfoxide) (Merck HLPC grade), formic acid (Merck HLPC grade), 

acetonitrile (Merck HLPC grade) acrylic acid (99,9 % pure), Polyacrylic acid (commercial, 

average Mw: 1.800 Da) syringe filters PTFE, 0.45 micron.  

2.2. Method 

In this study, method studies were conducted to identify the residual monomer at the end of the 

reaction in the polyacrylic acid polymer. First, investigations were carried on finding a solvent 

in which polyacrylate polymer was dissolved. Various solvents, shown the Table 1, have been 

working with and it was decided not to work with solvents of benzene, n-hexane, methanol, 

and toluene because of degradation of polyacrylate sample so studies continued with other 

solvents. 

Table 1. Solubility of polyacrylic acid polymer in solvents 

 

 

SOLVENTS 

BENZ

ENE 

N-

HEXANE 

METHAN

OL 

TOLUEN

E 

DMSO 0,1% 

Formic 0 

Acid: 

Acetonitril

e, 50:5 

0,01 Mol/L 

KH2PO4: 

Methanol  

50:50  

SOLUBILITY  -   -   -   -  +  +   +  

(+) soluble, (-) insoluble 

The polyacrylic acid polymer sample not dissolved in benzene, n-hexane, methanol, and 

toluene solvents as seen in the Table 1. Only results were obtained in DMSO and solvent 

mixtures. For this reason, method development studies continued with DMSO and solvent 

mixtures. 

Table 2. Solvents used in the methods. 

 
SOLVENTS METHODS 

   0,1% Formic Acid:   Acetonitrile,(50:50) METHOD A 

0,01 mol/L KH2PO4: methanol  (50:50) METHOD B 

DMSO METHOD C 
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2.2.1. System and Operating Conditions 

GC-MS measurements were carried out with an automated Autosampler (AOC-20i) and a GC 

system (GC) equipped with a mass detector (MS) and an Rtx-Wax column with an i.d. of 0,025 

mm and a length of 60 m operating at a temperature of 95 °C with helium carrier gas (flow rate 

= 2,5 mL/min) 

2.2.2. Method Preparation Procedures 

A four point calibration is performed. The recommended range is 100 ppm to 1000 ppm (100 

ppm, 200 ppm, 500 ppm, 1000 ppm).  

Method A: The calibration curve was linear in Method A, using the solvent 0,01 mol/L 

KH2PO4: methanol 50:50. R squared 0.9987 was obtained. 

Method B: A linear calibration curve was obtained with method B, using 0.1% Formic Acid: 

Acetonitrile. R squared 0.9987 was obtained. 

Method C: In method C used DMSO as a solvent. Each standard injected. A calibration curve 

or response factor and the peak area and plot data processor calibration are created. The 

drawing was linear. The resulting r squared value is 0.9990. 

2.2.3. Sample Preparation Procedure 

For sample analysis, weigh approximately 1 g of sample into a tared 20 ml flat bottom 

headspace vial. Record the weight to the nearest 0.0001 g. 10 ml of the solvents specified in 

Table 2 is added. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Retention time is important for chromatography methods because it indicates how long it takes 

for a compound to elute from the column, and the retention time of the last peak in a 

chromatogram is used to estimate the necessary length of the chromatographic run. Also, if a 

sample containing several compounds, each compound in the sample will spend a different 

amount of time on the column according to its chemical composition, each will have a different 

retention time. Firstly, to see the retention time of acrylic acid, the acrylic acid solution was 

prepared as 1000 ppm and analyzed on the device by scan method. Retention time was observed 

as 14.15 min in Method A, 13.25 min in Method B, 12.55 min in the Method C.  

 

Figure 20. Retention time for a)Method A b) Method B c) Method C 

As seen in Figure 2 a, b, c the retention times observed in methods using different solvents are 

different. In order to check the suitability of the methods planned to be used, two samples tested 

in an accredited laboratory and 1000 ppm solution were analyzed. The polyacrylic acid 
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(Sample 1) and 1.000 ppm acrylic acid solution (Sample 2) were analyzed in an accredited 

laboratory. Chemical structure of Sample 1 and Sample 2 were shown in Table 3. According 

to accredited test reports, results were obtained respectively, 786 ppm and 1.000 ppm as seen 

Figure 3. After accredited laboratory studies, Sample 1 and Sample 2 were analyzed in Eksoy 

Laboratory by these 3 methods as mentioned Table 2. 

Table 3. Chemical Structures of Samples 

Sample Name Chemical Structure 

Sample 1 Commercial Polyacrylic Acid, Mw:1.800 Da 

Sample 2 Acrylic Acid Monomer Solution (1.000 ppm) 

 

Figure 3. The comparison of Eksoy Chemicals and Accredited Laboratory Test Results 

In order to determine the reproducibility of the methods, Sample 1 and Sample 2 were analyzed 

at different times. In the analyzes made on different dates, and it was seen that reproducible 

results were not obtained in method A and B. 

Table 4. Analysis Results of Sample 1 for Different Times 

 Method A 

Results (ppm) 

Method B 

Results (ppm) 

Method C 

Results (ppm) 

First Analysis 4,358 1,589 789,002 

Second Analysis  7,244 1,784 800,05 

Third Analysis 1,964 
5,231 786,01 

Forth Analysis 4,691 3,792 806,004 

Table 5. Analysis Results of Sample 2 for Different Times 

 Method A 

Results (ppm) 

Method B 

Results (ppm) 

Method C 

Results (ppm) 

First Analysis 954,0 999,3 1,004 

Second Analysis  1,232 1,643 1,010 

Third Analysis 1,569 1,346 1,001 

Forth Analysis 2,537 2,436 1,023 

In method A and B, it was observed that the different results were obtained in studies conducted 

on different dates. The percentage deviation has been calculated to be more than 50.  

However, in method C the highest deviation value was observed as 20 ppm. The comparison 

of the analysis results made on different dates is given below. 

4.CONCLUSION 

In recent years, there are restrictions banning chemicals which are harmful to human health 

and the environment because of that inspection of banned chemicals in samples has increased. 

In textile chemicals, the allowable safe level of residual acrylic acid is below 1000 ppm. 
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For this reason, the search for free monomer determination test methods in chromatography 

devices has also increased. It has been observed that the free acrylic acid monomer 

determination test was analyzed in the HPLC or Pyrolysis/GC-MS.  

The results obtained in method A and B are not consistent, different results were obtained at 

each analysis date.  

In this study a new method for the determination of total residual acrylic acid in polyacrylate 

polymers GC-MS analysis has been developed. In Method C, the usability of the developed 

method has been proven by testing its repeatability. The results show that the present method 

is simple and accurate. The present method is suitable for the routine testing of acrylic acid in 

polyacrylate polymers from processing control to product quality check.  
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, the effectiveness of Neem (Azadirachta indica) leaves as an natural bioactive 

agent for textile was investigated. Dyeing of cellulose knitwears were carried out by exhaustion 

from the bath with optimal concentration of natural coloured extract from the Neem leaves, 

with and without mordant. Before dyeing, cellulose samples were pretreated with argon and 

oxygen low-pressure cold plasma under defined conditions. The obtained results were analysed 

by instrumental methods of surface analysis, colorimetric parameters analysis and 

microbiological testing against specified bacteria. 

Keywords: Neem extract as bioactive agent, plasma pretreatment, antimicrobial efficacy, 

knitwear. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In today's world there is a growing need for textile which have good antimicrobial properties. 

Microorganisms on textile materials are not desirable because they cause unpleasant odors, loss 

of strength, accumulation of dirt, which reduces functional and aesthetic appearance of textile, 

also they can cause a various health problems for humans. Therefore, great demands are placed 

on antimicrobial agents, such as: destruction of as many microorganisms as possible without 

harming human health and good microorganisms that serve to protect the organism, long-term 

durability of textile material, without compromising the appearance and properties of textile 

products, and environmental and economic acceptability [1]. Based on the above reasons, the 

natural extract from the leaves of the plant Neem was used as an antimicrobial agent. According 

to the literature Neem as bioactive agent show an inhibitory effect on the growth of various 

pathogens, including bacteria, fungi and viruses. Also has a broad spectrum of antibacterial 

activity. Neem has the property of colouring, so we can classify it as a natural dye (chlorophyll 

A), as well [2-7]. There is a great potential for using natural dyes in some areas they can very 

easily replace synthetic ones, so the natural coloured extract from the Neem leaves will be used 

for dyeing a textiles. In recent years there has been a great interest in the using of natural dyes 

in dyeing textiles due to their biodegradability and environmentally friendly behaviour [8-12]. 

Due to the increasing environmental demands, special interest in the application of plasma 

technology as environmental friendly in the field of textiles has been noted in the last two 

decades. It well known how plasma processing is primarily used for material surface 

treatments, and play important role in modification only the upper surface of the textile material 

to a layer thickness of only a few tens of nanometres, leaving the basic properties almost 

unchanged. In this way, selective modification of fibre/textile properties is achieved. Thus, the 

targeted modification of the properties of textiles is possible, achieving a better wettability, 

which contributes to better exhaustion of dyes in the dyeing and printing processes. Plasma 

also affects the adhesion characteristics, cleaning of materials without the use of harmful 

chemicals, without consequences on the basic properties (primarily on the mechanical 

properties) of such processed materials. Plasma can be combined with other ecological 

mailto:anja.ludas@ttf.unizg.hr
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acceptable agents that further improve the characteristics of the processed textile materials, 

using appropriate treatment methods. Such treatments could results in the reduction of uses of 

harmful chemicals and auxiliaries in wastewater and energy consumption, which has a positive 

impact on the environment [13-16]. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

The analysis were performed on smooth unfinished weft knitwears (surface mass of 150 g/m2) 

which consisted of cotton and lyocell fibres. Samples were dyed by exhaustion from the bath 

with optimum concentration of natural coloured extract from Neem leaves, with and without 

mordant (potassium aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate - KAl(SO4)2·12H2O).  

Before dyeing, knitwears were pretreated with oxygen and argon plasma gases under defined 

conditions for enhancement the adsorption of the bioactive agent that serve as natural dye 

(Table 1). 

Table 1. Oxygen and argon plasma pretreatment conditions 

Gas flow rate q = 200 cm3/min 

Power P = 500 W 

Initial (base) pressure p = 0.20 mbar 

Working pressure p = 0.30 mbar 

Time of treatment t = 5 min 

In second step, pre-mordanting was performed with 10% KAl(SO4)2·12H2O as mordant on 

weight of the material to liquor ratio of 1:50 at 40 °C for 30 min.  

Knitwears dyeing process was carried out in a laboratory type machine Polycolor, Mahtis, by 

exhaustion method. The concentration of dye on the mass of the material is 5%, with material 

to liquor ratio of 1:50 at 50 °C for 60 min. Dyeing was performed with and without mordanting 

process. After dyeing process, the coloured samples were thoroughly washed with soaping.  

Dino-lite Pro AM413T 1.3megapixel digital microscope with up to 200x magnification, 

computer-connected, was used for the macrostructure analysis of the samples surfaces.  

Colorimetric analysis of solutions and colouring of samples was performed using a absorption 

and remission spectrophotometer.  

Microbiological analysis of the samples against two bacteria (Staphylococcus aureus and 

Klebsiella pneumoniae) was performed using a qualitative agar diffusion assay.  

Implementation includes: 

 preparation of bacterial inoculum of defined concentration (1-5·108 CFU (Colony 

Forming Unit)/mL) 

 inoculation of bacteria on nutrient agar ("bacterial meadow") 

 preparation of a circular sample of textile (diameter 25 mm)  

 incubation of textile samples on agar with bacterial meadow for a certain time at a 

defined temperature (18-24 h, 37 °C) 

 determination of antibacterial efficacy. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The analysis with Dino-lite digital microscope with up to 200x magnification, computer-

connected, was performed to determine changes in surface macrostructure before and after 

treatment. Images of individual samples are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Pictures of the knitwears samples before and after various treatments 

Sample label Appearance  Sample label Appearance 

lyocell- 

untreated 

 

cotton- 

untreated 

 

lyocell- dyed 

without mordant 

 

cotton- dyed 

without mordant 

 

lyocell- 10% of 

mordant 

 

cotton- 10% of 

mordant 

 

lyocell- O2 

plasma, dyed 

without mordant 

 

cotton- O2 

plasma, dyed 

without mordant 

 

lyocell- O2 

plasma, 10% of 

mordant 

 

cotton- O2 

plasma, 10% of 

mordant 

 

lyocell- Ar 

plasma, dyed 

without mordant 

 

cotton- Ar 

plasma, dyed 

without mordant 

 

lyocell- Ar 

plasma, 10% of 

mordant 

 

cotton- Ar 

plasma, 10% of 

mordant 

 

Generally, it can be concluded that the colouring is more intense after plasma pretreatment with 

the addition of mordant. Lyocell and cotton samples has a yellow-green colour hue. 

 However, objective results were obtained with using a remission spectrophotometer 

(DataColor SP600+CV UV) and shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Influence of treatments conditions of knitwears on colours parameters; brightness (L 

*), saturation (C *) and hue (h) 

Samples L* C* h 

lyocell- untreated 88.43 
 

2.29 87.23 

lyocell- dyed without mordant 86.83 9.46 100.62 

lyocell- 10% of mordant 80.77 39.75 96.89 

lyocell- O2 plasma, dyed without mordant 88.39 11.80 102.22 

lyocell- O2 plasma, 10% of mordant 83.03 40.37 96.65 

lyocell- Ar plasma, dyed without mordant 87.25 14.00 100.74 

lyocell- Ar plasma, 10% of mordant 80.29 41.97 96.02 

cotton- untreated 85.75 11.23 87.70 

cotton- dyed without mordant 86.23 14.09 92.55 

cotton- 10% of mordant 80.50 22.65 95.65 

cotton- O2 plasma, dyed without mordant 86.22 14.80 92.86 

cotton- O2 plasma, 10% of mordant 73.79 25.89 95.59 

cotton- Ar plasma, dyed without mordant 84.31 18.11 92.79 

cotton- Ar plasma, 10% of mordant 74.33 31.23 95.52 

According to results presented in Table 3. the brightness of all samples decreases with the 

addition of mordant, while the saturation increases after mordanting and plasma pretreatment 

processes. All samples has a yellow-green colour hue. 

Spectrophotometric analysis of Neem extract was performed on absorption spectrophotometer 

type Cary 50 (Varian). At the Figure 1. analysis of Neem extract in the ultraviolet and visible 

spectrum at 207 nm is observed, and which is confirmed by the UV spectrum presented at 

Figure 2. showing Nimbolide compound, as one of the most responsible component of Neem's 

antibacterial properties. 

 

 

Figure 1. Spectrophotometric analysis of 

Neem extract in the UV / VIS spectrum 

 

Figure 2. Nimbolid UV Spectrum [17] 

Figure 3. show the analysis of Neem extract in the visible part of the spectrum, while the Figure 

4. show the spectrum of Chlorophyll A and B in the visible part of the spectrum. The most 

significant peaks of Chlorophyll A are present at wavelength 410 nm and 670 nm, while the 

Chlorophyll B peaks exhibit at 470 nm and 620 nm. The most common peaks visible at 415 

nm and 670 nm, confirm the chlorophyll A component (Figure 3.), so it can be presumed that 

yellow-green colours hues of knitwears were expected. 
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Figure 3. Spectrophotometric analysis of the 

extract in the VIS spectrum 

 

Figure 4. Chlorophyll A and B in the VIS  

spectrum [18] 

 

Results of antimicrobial efficacy of tested samples of knitwears against Staphylococcus aureus 

and Klebsiella pneumonia, using qualitative microbiological Agar diffusion test were presented 

in Table 4. 

Table 4. Assessment of antibacterial efficacy of textile materials determined with the ISO 

20645:2004, “Agar diffusion plate test” [19]. The material/bacteria combination that yielded 

“good effect” is shaded. 

 

Staphylococcus aureus 

Samples Inhibition zone 

[mm] 

Growth Under the 

Specimen 

Assessment by ISO 

20645:2004 

lyocell- untreated 0 heavy insufficient effect 

lyocell- dyed without 

mordant 
0 moderate insufficient effect 

lyocell- 10% of mordant 0 moderate insufficient effect 

lyocell- O2 plasma, dyed 

without mordant 
0 slight insufficient effect 

lyocell- O2 plasma, 10% of 

mordant 
0 moderate insufficient effect 

lyocell- Ar plasma, dyed 

without mordant 
1 none, (1mm) zone inhibition good effect 

lyocell- Ar plasma, 10% of 

mordant 
0 moderate insufficient effect 

cotton- untreated 0 heavy insufficient effect 

cotton- dyed without 

mordant 
0 heavy insufficient effect 

cotton- 10% of mordant 0 heavy insufficient effect 

cotton- O2 plasma, dyed 

without mordant 
0 moderate insufficient effect 

cotton- O2 plasma, 10% of 

mordant 
0 moderate insufficient effect 

cotton- Ar plasma, dyed 

without mordant 
0 slight limit of efficacy 

cotton- Ar plasma, 10% of 

mordant 
0 moderate insufficient effect 
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Klebsiella pneumoniae 

Samples Inhibition zone 

[mm] 

Growth Under the 

Specimen 

Assessment by ISO 

20645:2004 

lyocell- untreated 0 moderate insufficient effect 

lyocell- dyed without 

mordant 
0 moderate insufficient effect 

lyocell- 10% of mordant 0 moderate insufficient effect 

lyocell- O2 plasma, dyed 

without mordant 
0 slight limit of efficacy 

lyocell- O2 plasma, 10% of 

mordant 
0 moderate insufficient effect 

lyocell- Ar plasma, dyed 

without mordant 
0 slight limit of efficacy 

lyocell- Ar plasma, 10% of 

mordant 
0 slight limit of efficacy 

cotton- untreated 0 heavy insufficient effect 

cotton- dyed without 

mordant 
0 heavy insufficient effect 

cotton- 10% of mordant 0 heavy insufficient effect 

cotton- O2 plasma, dyed 

without mordant 
0 moderate insufficient effect 

cotton- O2 plasma, 10% of 

mordant 
0 moderate insufficient effect 

cotton- Ar plasma, dyed 

without mordant 
0 slight limit of efficacy 

cotton- Ar plasma, 10% of 

mordant 
0 moderate insufficient effect 

The good effect of antimicrobial efficacy against gram-positive Staphylococcus aureus are 

given by a lyocell sample pretreated with Argon plasma (but without using of mordant) where 

the inhibition zone of 1 mm is presented, while the under sample no growth of bacteria is 

evident (Figure  4). Antimicrobial efficacy against gram-negative Klebsiella pneumoniae, for 

both sample (lyocell and cotton) is not evident, just a slight/moderate effects were obtained on 

the samples pretreated with argon and oxygen plasma resulted in reduces of bacterial growth 

below the samples. 

 

Figure 4. a) zone of inhibition (1 mm), b) there is no growth of bacteria under the sample, c) 

microscopic image of the 1 mm inhibition zone 

 

 
 

 

a) 

 
 

b) 

 
 

c) 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

Some conclusions could be proposed: 

 The most responsible component for the antibacterial properties of Neem leave as an 

natural bioactive agents are the Nimbolid compound detected in the UV spectrum and 

Chlorophyll A, which are responsible for staining, detected in the VIS spectrum, and 

analysed on an absorption spectrophotometer.  

 Neem as environmentally friendly, with affordable prices is suitable for human health. 

This research confirmed that Neem is also a good antimicrobial agent and has the 

property of colouring, when it was using in combination with plasma technology for 

textile surface property modifications. 

 Experiment need to be continued to achieve good level of antibacterial efficacy of 

textile materials against various bacterial species, using plasma as pretreatment 

technique under the optimal conditions and Neem as an natural bioactive agent. 
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Reactive dyes are one of the most frequently used dyes for cotton dyeing. In the conventional 

reactive dyeing of cotton, water reacts with hydroxyl groups of cotton and gives rise to decrease 

in dyeing efficiency and increase in dyeing effluent. In recent years, textile industry has focused 

on improving sustainable dyeing processes to decrease the detrimental environmental impact 

of dyeing process. Studies related to sustainable dyeing processes such as ultrasound, 

supercritical carbon dioxide, microwave, ozone and plasma technology are increasing rapidly. 

Ultrasound technology is known as environmentally friendly dyeing technology, due to usage 

of less chemicals and salt, shorter dyeing time, increased dye uptake and enhanced dyeing rate. 

Ultrasound technology affects dyeing process by increasing the activation energy of dyes and 

accelerating the diffusion of dye molecules inside the fiber thus enhancing the rate of dyeing. 

The aim of this study is to obtain an effective dyeing result in a shorter period of time with less 

chemicals by using ultrasound technology. Although there were laboratory studies in which 

ultrasound technology was used, industrial application of ultrasound technology is not 

common.  

%100 bleached 100% twill-weave cotton fabric and C.I. reactive red 195 dye are used in 

experiments. In this study, cold pad-batch dyeing method, which is the most economical 

method, was used for dyeing cotton fabrics with reactive dyes. Dyeing process was carried out 

by three different ways as shown in Table 1. Ultrasound probe which has 50 W power, 28 kHz 

is used in both preparation of the dyeing solutions and during the dyeing process. Dyeing of 

cotton fabrics were in conditions of 5-15-30-60 g/l salt, 5-10-20 g/l sodium carbonate and 6-

12-24 hour batching time. Dyeing recipe shown in Table 2 and experiment plan shown in 

Figure 1. 

Table 1. 3 types of dyeing processes used in this experiment.  

1 Cold pad batch (CPB)  

2 Ultrasound pretreatment (UPT) + cold pad batch (CPB) 

3 Ultrasound pretreatment (UPT)+ ultrasonic dyeing (UCPB) 

 

Figure 1.Experiment plan 
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After the treatments, K/S and %F values were measured. All samples were examined in SEM 

for effect of ultrasound on morphology of cotton fiber. The effect of ultrasound used in dyeing 

process on washing fastness will be investigated. 

When working with 5 g/l soda and 20 g/l salt and 12 hours batch time for ultrasound applied 

samples, it was observed that the K/S values obtained are approximately same as 24 hours 

batch time in the cold pad batch dyeing process. 
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ABSTRACT 

Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) have been the focus of great interest as alternatives to 

antibiotics. Nisin Z belongs to the lantibiotics class of AMPs with a significant antibacterial 

activity against Gram-positive bacteria and low toxicity in humans. However, its activity 

against Gram-negative bacteria is limited and can be improved with the addition of agents. In 

the present work, we explore the production of nanofibrous mats by co-electrospinning of Nisin 

Z with carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) polymers for 

prospective wound dressing applications.  

Keywords: antimicrobial peptides; biodegradable polymers; electrospun nanofibers; 

bactericidal effects; wound dressing. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The resistance of bacteria to traditional antibiotics is raising a serious global public health 

problem with huge economic and societal consequences. AMPs are the most widespread 

components of the innate immune system, acting as the host’s first line of defense. These 

peptides have received great interest as alternatives to traditional antibiotics, antiseptic agents 

or metal nanoparticles, against infectious pathogens, due to their quick and specific action [1, 

2]. Nisin Z is produced by the non-pathogenic bacteria Lactococcus lactis [3] and has been 

extensively studied for food preservation applications, yet very little research has been done to 

explore its potential in biomedicine.  

Polymers are large molecules found everywhere and play a vital role in daily life. 

Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) is a pH-sensitive, natural, chemically modified cellulose 

derivative, soluble in water and capable of forming a gel after water absorption [4]. However, 

it has limited mechanical performance. Blending CMC with a mechanically resilient polymer, 

such as poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), may raise its flexibility and give rise to a highly effective 

composites for biomedical applications [5, 6]. PVA is a non-toxic, water-soluble, 

biodegradable and biocompatible synthetic polymer with good mechanical features [7]. 

CMC/PVA/Nisin Z blends can be processed by electrospinning in the form of nanofibrous mats 

with large surface area, high porosity and an architecture resembling the native extracellular 

matrix (ECM). Electrospinning is a cost-effective, simple and straightforward technique that 

allows the production of nanofibers with a tuned composition to achieve desired properties, 

making it suitable for wound dressing production, as compared to other methods [8, 9]. 
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2. NISIN Z 

Bacteriocins are a group of AMPs produced by bacteria living in a competitive polymicrobial 

environment. These are used to eradicate other bacteria species, particularly species 

phylogenetically close to the producing strain. In addition to antibacterial activity, bacteriocins 

have a broad spectrum of activity that can extend to fungal and viral species, and even against 

bacterial biofilms [10, 11]. These peptides can be divided into four classes (I, II, III or IV) and 

can be produced by both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. However, the vast 

majority of bacteriocins reported are produced by Gram-positive bacteria, particularly the lactic 

acid bacteria (LAB). Most LABs and their metabolic products are recognized as safe (GRAS 

status) for the food industry, being used in several processes such as fermentation and food 

preservation. Lactococcus lactis subsp. lactic belongs to LAB and produces two of the most 

extensively characterized bacteriocins, Nisin and lacticin 3147 [12, 13]. 

Nisin belongs to the class I of the bacteriocins, also called lantibiotics, known for their unusual 

amino acid composition. This AMP is polycyclic composed of 34 amino acids 

(I[Dhb]AI[Dha]LA[Abu]PGAK[Abu]GALMGANMK[Abu]A[Abu]ANASIHV[Dha]K; 

Figure 1) with molecular mass of 3353 Da and contains uncommon post-translationally 

modified amino acids, such as dehydroalanine (Dha), dehydrobutyrine (Dhb), lanthionine and 

β-methyllanthionine, which form multiple ring structures that confer structural stability to heat, 

pH and proteolysis [14–16]. Nisin demonstrates wide antimicrobial activity against several 

genera of Gram-positive bacteria, including food-borne and non-food-related microorganisms 

[17]. Furthermore, Nisin can also inhibit Gram-negative pathogen species when used together 

with agents/approaches that disrupt the outer membrane, such as the non-antibiotic chelating 

agent ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), surfactants such as Tween 80 and Triton X-

100, thermal treatment, and freezing [14]. Some studies have also shown promising 

antimicrobial activity against fungal pathogens [18, 19]. The Nisin’s broad antimicrobial 

spectrum and decomposition by digestive enzymes has contributed to its definition and 

documentation (E234) as a natural food preservative by the US Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA), in 1988, in conjunction with GRAS. Currently, Nisin and polylysine are the only 

commercially available bacteriocins used in permitted food products, licensed in over 48 

countries [17, 20, 21]. In recent years, this peptide has been increasingly studied in the 

biomedical field since additional biological activities have been reported, including action 

against infectious illnesses [22], cancer [23] and oral diseases [24]. Nisin has been studied in 

potential wound dressings conjugated with biocompatible polysaccharides, which have been 

shown to improve its antimicrobial stability [21, 25, 26]. The co-electrospun of Nisin with 

blended polymers also showed promising outcomes [27].  

L. lactis readily undergoes genetic modifications that allow the production of new Nisin 

variants with modified properties. Several naturally occurring variants of Nisin have been 

reported. One of these variants, Nisin Z, is very close to the most studied variant, Nisin A. 

These are structurally similar, differing only by a single amino acid at position 27: whereas in 

Nisin A histidine is found, in Nisin Z this amino acid is replaced by an asparagine (highlighted 

in red in Figure 1) [16]. It has been demonstrated that both variants display similar 

antimicrobial activity, although, at neutral pH, Nisin Z shows a higher rate of diffusion and 

solubility [28]. 
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Figure 1. Primary structure of Nisin (also known as Nisin A), with the histidine amino acid 

highlighted in red. This amino acid can be replaced by asparagine to generate Nisin Z peptide 

(CC BY 4.0 permission). 

3. PRODUCTION OF NANOFIBERS: ELECTROSPINNING 

In recent years, nanotechnology has raised much interest, being considered an emerging 

multidisciplinary area in scientific research. Among the existing nanomaterials, nanofibers 

stand out for their excellent and broad advantages for applications in the biomedical field, 

including wound dressings [29]. Electrospinning is a technique of nanofiber production 

characterized by its versatility, simplicity, and cost-effectiveness in generating continuous 

nanofibers from a wide selection of materials, including natural and synthetic polymers [6, 8]. 

This technique is broadly used to fashion fibers with thinner diameters ranging from several 

nanometers to several micrometers. Electrospinning is an electrohydrodynamic approach in 

which a polymeric solution is pumped at constant rate through a charged spinneret, forming a 

jet that is directed to an oppositely charged collector, forming fibers. This technique allows for 

fibers with different organizations, compositions, and structural arrangements to be achieved 

with large surface area to volume ratio. This has contributed significantly to their application 

in the biomedical field [7, 9]. Nanofibers are highly valued in the wound dressings’ field as 

they can replicate the organization of the natural ECM in skin tissues, which cannot be fully 

achieved using traditional and most novel dressing formulations [30]. In addition, the porous 

structure and excellent pore interconnectivity of the nanofibrous films make them desirable for 

wound healing due to their oxygen, water and nutrients permeability; ability to maintain 

moisture at a desired level, controlling fluid loss and exudates absorption; inhibitory effect 

against exogenous microorganisms; ability to stimulate cell adhesion, proliferation, and 

differentiation; conformance to the injured portion of the skin; and ability to reduce the 

formation of scar [31, 32]. This type of wound dressing is also capable of incorporating 

bioactive drugs and molecules into the nanofibers to improve their biological performance. It 

is used as a system for the targeted and controlled delivery of therapeutic agents that can 

potentially regulate the complex healing cascade. The bioactive molecules include growth 

factors and antibacterial agents [33]. 

Co-electrospinning is a simple and single-step method where the drug agents or biomolecules 

are directly combined with the polymer solution prior to the electrospinning process (Figure 

2). The polymeric blend is responsible for establishing the release pattern of the drug. For a 

good drug distribution and controllable release kinetics, the drug/polymer matrix must be 
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compatible; constant drug release can be obtained in hydrophobic drug/hydrophobic polymer 

or hydrophilic drug/hydrophilic polymer combinations. By this method, a high drug loading 

and a homogeneous distribution of drug molecules is achieved [9, 30, 32]. 

 

 

Figure 2. Co-electrospinning technique for loading drug and molecules into nanofibers. 

Figure was produced using elements from Servier Medical Art. 

3.1 WATER-SOLUBLE POLYMERS: CMC AND PVA 

Polymers are the most common class of materials used in electrospinning. These are large 

molecules made by linkage of small repeating monomeric units. Over the years, several 

different polymers have been studied and developed to fabricate nanofibers for various 

applications [34]. These can be divided in synthetic, natural and hybrid polymers. Synthetic 

polymers are robust, inexpensive and easily electrospun, exhibiting excellent mechanical 

properties, thermal stability and appropriated degradation profile. Nevertheless, they lack 

cellular affinity due to the absence of cell recognition sites [30]. Natural polymers are obtained 

from natural substances and can be derived from microbial systems, extracted from higher 

organisms such as plants or animals, or chemically synthesized from basic biological building 

blocks. These polymers are known for their biocompatibility, non-toxicity and biodegradability 

characteristics, are abundant, possess intrinsic antibacterial capacity and may mimic the 

properties of the ECM [29]. However, compared to synthetic polymers, these are less cost 

effective, more difficult to electrospun, and have poorer stability and mechanical properties 

[35]. To overcome the limitations of synthetic and natural polymers, blending of these two 

categories has been proposed, combining the strength and durability of synthetic polymers with 

the biocompatibility and bioactivity of natural polymers in a hybrid formulation [30]. 

Currently, several polymer-based nanofibers are being researched for wound dressings 

formulations, designed to be placed in direct contact with the wounded area [36]. 

Cellulose is one of the most abundant and low-cost polysaccharides on Earth, belonging to the 

family of the natural polymers. It possesses high strength, thermal and chemical stability, and 

is renewable, biocompatible, biodegradable, and nontoxic [37, 38]. However, cellulose is 

poorly soluble in water and physiologically compatible media, due to its high crystalline degree 

and molecular weight [39]. In wound dressings, the poor solubility of cellulose is a 

disadvantage since it can neither absorb sufficient wound exudates nor produce moist 

conditions for rapid wound healing. In this regard, the development of chemically modified 

cellulose derivatives has been an important step to overcome these weaknesses, dramatically 

increasing its prospective uses. CMC is one of the most common cellulose ether derivatives 

applied in biomedicine [39, 40]. This polymer is widely used to improve the characteristics and 

efficiency of various wound dressings and wound healing materials due to its excellent ability 

to bind to the cells’ surface, excellent compatibility with mucous membrane, bone and skin, 

and strong hydrophilic properties [41]. In this regard, various CMC-based wound dressings 

have been used including hydrogels, films, fibers and nanocomposites, which are recognized 

for being flexible, capable of absorbing exudates, promoting angiogenesis and autolytic 
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debridement [39, 42]. Furthermore, the application of CMC in wound dressings can be 

extended due to its capability to blend with various water-soluble organic polymers, including 

PVA [5, 6].  

PVA is a synthetic hydrophilic polymer biocompatible, biodegradable, non-toxic or 

carcinogenic, and exhibits excellent mechanical properties and chemical/enzymatic resistance. 

It also presents an excellent capacity to be processed in the form of nanofibers and is commonly 

used in electrospinning processes. Therefore, the unique properties of this polymer make it 

desirable for many biomedical applications [43, 44]. In wound healing, its mechanical strength, 

oxygen permeability, high flexibility and swelling capability in aqueous environments is of 

particular interest; however, its poor thermal stability and instant solubilization can be a 

problem. To overcome this, PVA can be blended with other polymers, or crosslinked by 

appropriate chemical (i.e., glutaraldehyde) or physical (i.e., high temperatures) approaches [35, 

45]. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The application of AMPs in dressings will improve their antimicrobial action and wound 

healing properties. At the present, we are studying PVA/CMC combinations with Nisin Z for 

prospective chronic wound dressing applications. Using electrospinning techniques, porous, 

nanofibrous mats are being fashioned with properties that mimic the actual skin. In a near 

future, we intend to examine the synergistic performance of Nisin Z combined with other 

biomolecules in a single formulation.  
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ABSTRACT 

Conductive textiles are a class of materials with a growing interest due to their potential 

applications in medical, healthcare, comfort, protective clothing, and sportswear sectors. They 

can be used for the development of smart textiles able to answer to different external stimuli 

such as thermal, mechanical, chemical, electrical, magnetic, and optical. The complex poly 

(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) is the most explored 

polymer to prepare conductive textiles. Dopants can be introduced to add or remove electrons 

from the backbone of PEDOT:PSS, resulting in increased conductivity. Salts such as 1-butyl-

3-methylimidazolium octyl sulphate (IZ) may promote ionic interactions with PEDOT:PSS, 

stimulating a microstructure reorganization. Moreover, the dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) 

plasma treatment has been shown to improve the adhesion of coatings by modifying the surface 

roughness, surface chemistry, and hydrophilicity of the fabrics. In this work, untreated and 

DBD plasma-treated polyester (PES) fabrics were impregnated with PEDOT:PSS with and 

without the addition of imidazolium salt (0.2M) as a dopant. Using the IZ, it was possible to 

adapt the textile materials into resistors, where the applied current converted electrical energy 

into heat. The developed textiles can be used to produce heating garments. 

Keywords: Imidazolium salt, conductive textiles, DBD plasma treatment, dopant, smart 

textiles 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Smart textiles are opening a promising window, full of new challenges and prospects, for the 

textile industry. This generation of textiles has been characterized by the ability to interact with 

the surrounding environment and can be labelled by three different categories, according to 

their level of intelligence as passive, active or very active smart materials. The ability to sense 

and react to external stimulation by releasing heat, changing its colour, conducting electricity, 

performing computational operations, storing energy, among other intelligent reactions defines 

their categories 1,2. An important feature of smart textiles is their conductive properties, so the 

development of electroconductive textiles is a crucial step to achieve better performance 3. One 

common approach to impart conductivity to textiles is the use of intrinsically conductive 

polymers, which ensures excellent mechanical properties of the textiles, whilst retaining the 

desirable conducting properties of the polymers 4. Poly (3,4-ethylene 

dioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) is the most widely used conductive 

polymer, owing to its conductivity, environmental stability, flexibility, processability and 
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thermoelectric properties 5-8. A considerable enhancement in the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS 

is possible by using secondary dopants such as organic solvents, surfactants, metal salts or ionic 

liquids 9. Salts such as 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium octyl sulphate (IZ) may promote ionic 

interactions with PEDOT:PSS, promoting a microstructure reorganization by phase 

segregation of protonated PSS chains from PEDOT:PSS and further conformational change of 

PEDOT 10. DBD plasma activation treatment of fabrics can also be applied to improve the 

hydrophilicity, increase the PEDOT:PSS affinity and, consequently, allow the fixation of the 

conductive polymer 11,12.  

Herein, electrically conductive textiles for heat generation were prepared and characterized. 

Polyester (PES, DBD plasma-treated and not treated) fabrics were impregnated with five layers 

of a PEDOT:PSS dispersion interspersed with five layers of the IZ solution (0.2M),  to increase 

the conductivities. The samples were characterized for their electrical conductivity, 

electrochemical and Joule heating behaviour, and surface chemical composition. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Materials 

Poly (3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS, 1.3 wt % dispersion 

in H2O), was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium octyl sulphate (IZ) 

was obtained from Alfa Aesar. Commercial polyester (PES) fabric (weight per unit area of 

103.2 g.m-2 and warp/weft density of 28/30) was supplied by T-GRAMA (Braga, Portugal). To 

minimize the contaminations, the fabric was pre-washed with a non-ionic detergent solution 

(1.0 g.L-1) at 40°C for 30 min with a liquor ratio of 1:100, rinsed with distilled water and dried 

at 40°C. 

2.2. DBD plasma treatment 

A semi-industrial prototype machine (Softal GmbH/University of Minho) was used to conduct 

the DBD plasma treatment at room temperature and atmospheric pressure in the air. It used a 

system of metal electrodes coated with ceramic and counter electrodes coated with silicon with 

50 cm effective width, gap distance fixed at 3 mm, and producing the discharge at a high 

voltage of 10 kV and low frequency of 40 kHz. The discharge power supplied by the electrodes 

and the speed may change, with a maximum discharge of 1.5 kW and a speed of 60 m min-1. 

The machine operated at optimized parameters, 1.0 kW of power and velocity of 4.0 m.min-1 

for 5 passages on both sides of PES samples, corresponding to a dosage of 2.5 kW.min.m-2 13.  

2.3 Samples preparation 

Fabric samples with 9.0 x 1.5 cm2 were prepared through an impregnation process which 

comprises the following steps. First, the samples (PES and PES DBD) were immersed in a 

pristine PEDOT:PSS solution for 10 min. After that, samples were passed through a squeezed 

rollers system at a pressure of 2.0 Pa. The treated fabrics were then dried in an oven for 60 min 

at 60 ºC and, subsequently, cured for 2 min at 150 ºC. Finally, the same samples were immersed 

in an IZ solution (0.2 M) for 5 min, passed through squeezed rollers and dried for 10 min at 60 

ºC. The whole process was repeated five times to complete 5 layers of conductive polymer 

deposition. 

2.4 4-Point Probe resistivity 

Conductivity measurements were carried out using a 4-point-probe system composed of a DC 

power supply (Mercury® 650.682) and a digital multimeter (TENMA® 72-2590). The 

measurements were performed under an applied voltage of 12.5V with a distance between the 
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probes of 2 cm. All the electrical resistance values were measured under ambient conditions 

and the assays were repeated three times to guarantee the reproducibility of the results. 

2.5 Electrochemical tests 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was made in a three-electrode configuration, 

where impregnated textile samples (3 x 1.5 cm2) were used as working electrode (WE), 

Ag/AgCl served as reference electrode (RE) and the platinum electrode was considered as a 

counter electrode (CE). The assay occurred in a 9 gL-1 NaCl electrolyte, and all the potentials 

were measured according to the RE electrode. EIS measurements were conducted at a 

frequency range of 0.1 Hz – 100 kHz and an amplitude of the sinusoidal signal at 10mV. The 

experiment was performed using a Gamry Potentiostat/Galvanostat (model Reference - 600) 

and all the measurements were performed in triplicate under ambient conditions.  

2.6 Joule heating effect 

The Joule heating effect was investigated under a constant voltage of 12V, generated by a DC 

power supply (Agilent technologies, model N5772A), for 45 min. The thermal response of the 

fabrics was recorded using an infrared camera (Testo 890). Two copper stripes were attached 

to the extreme of the samples to ensure the connection between the power circuit and fabric 

heaters. All the measurements were carried out under ambient conditions. 

2.7 FTIR 

Fourier transform infrared measurements were recorded using a Nicolet Avatar 360 

spectrophotometer (Madison, USA), with an attached ATR accessory. The transmittance 

spectra were obtained over the range 4000 - 400 cm-1, applying 60 scans and a resolution of 8 

cm-1. 

2.9 XPS 

XPS spectra were recorded using a K-Alpha Thermo Scientific (ESCALAB™ XI+, East 

Grinstead, UK) spectrometer equipped with a 180° double focusing hemispherical analyzer. 

Survey spectra were recorded at a pass energy of 50 eV to determine the elemental composition 

treated textiles surface. High-resolution spectra for C1s, O1s, N1s and S2p binding energy 

regions were measured at a pass energy of 20 eV in order to evaluate the elemental bonding 

states of the as-resulted materials. Peak position was calibrated according to the standard C1s 

peak associated to adventitious carbon, positioned at 285.0 eV. The spectra acquisition and 

data processing were performed by using the advanced Avantage data software, using 

combined Gaussian-Lorentzian profiles and Shirley-type background subtraction. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 4-Point Probe 

The conductivity of all samples (PES and PES DBD) was investigated using a 4-point-probe 

(Figure 1). The data have shown a significant increase in the conductivity of the fabrics in two 

orders of magnitude. The conductivity of untreated PES fabric with only PEDOT:PSS 

increased from 4.17x10-4 S.m-1 to 3.86x10-2 S.m-1 with the addition of the imidazolium salt.  

For the DBD plasma-treated PES sample, the conductivity increased from 6.53x10-4 S/m to 

4.65x10-2 S.m-1 after the dopant application. It was clear that PES DBD plasma-treated fabrics 

attained a slightly better performance compared to untreated sample. The introduction of the 

IZ as a dopant may promote a structural rearrangement in PEDOT:PSS chains induced by a 

phase segregation process. This provided the formation of highly ordered crystalline 

PEDOT:PSS, leading to a better charge transport pathway and stimulating a boost in 

conductivities 14. 
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Figure 1. Conductivity of the samples only with PEDOT:PSS and the samples with 

PEDOT:PSS + IZ (0.2M). 

3.2 Electrochemical analysis 

EIS was carried out to access the electrochemical properties of the samples. It was reported 

that in the low-frequency region, the phase angle close to -90º indicates the behaviour of an 

ideal capacitor 15. The Bode plot analysis revealed that PES fabrics treated with PEDOT:PSS 

+ IZ (0.2M) were the samples with better results (Figure 2). The impedance (|𝑍|) values 

registered in the low and middle ranges of frequencies correspond to the electrochemical 

resistance of the textile samples 16. Thereby, it was shown that the lower |𝑍| values were 

recorded to PES fabrics treated with PEDOT:PSS + IZ (0.2M). In both cases (phase angle 

and |𝑍|). DBD plasma treatment showed to improve even more the performance of PES. 

 

Figure 2. EIS spectra of the sample in form of a Bode diagram. 

a. Joule effect 

The heating behaviour of the samples (PES and PES DBD) were registered by an infrared 

camera. The Joule heating effect has been monitored over 45 min, under an applied voltage of 

12 V and the images were collected in a time range of 15 min (Figure 3). As observed from 

infrared images, PES and PES DBD fabrics presented a uniform heat generation. This means 

that both the PES samples set an excellent bonding between conductive polymer and fabric. 

Thus, the current can flow through the samples uniformly when voltage is applied 17.  

All the measurements take place under ambient conditions and the surface temperatures were 

recorded. In the PES fabric only with PEDOT:PSS the temperature increased from 18.1 ºC to 
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26.1 ºC. In the PES sample with PEDOT:PSS and DBD plasma, the temperature raised from 

18.6 ºC to 26.6 ºC. 

It was noticed that during the assays the sample heaters get a quick temperature increment in 

the first seconds and a steady temperature profile was reached afterwards. It was an important 

parameter in evaluating the performance of the textile heaters as the rapid thermal response 

was another positive feature of the smart textiles applications 18. 

 

Figure 3. Joule heating effect on PES (not treated and DBD plasma-treated) fabrics 

impregnated with PEDOT:PSS + IZ. 

b. FTIR  

The FTIR spectra of the original and modified samples were analysed (Figure 4). In the FTIR 

spectra of the PES samples, all the prominent peaks are attributed to the PES structure. The 

characteristic peaks of PES were noticed at 1713 cm-1 attributed to the C=O stretching vibration 

band of the ester carbonyl group in conjugation with an aromatic ring. Peaks at 1241 and 1095 

cm-1 are due to asymmetric and symmetric vibrations of C-O and aromatic C-H wagging at 721 

cm-1 11,19. 

The characteristic peaks of the PES DBD plasma-treated sample showed to be the same as 

untreated PES samples, which motivated the absence of that spectra. Using the FTIR analysis 

it was possible to observe that the impregnation with PEDOT:PSS and IZ, and DBD plasma 

treatment did not change the bulk chemical properties of the fabrics. Thus, the FTIR spectra 

did not allow us to understand the obtained chemical changes, which might be ascribed to the 

fact that these elements and treatments were only achieved on the surface of the fabric. 

Whereby, XPS analysis was performed to clarify the elementary composition of the samples 

and chemical changes obtained with the functionalization. 

 

Figure 4. FTIR spectra of PES samples. 
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c. XPS 

XPS analysis was performed in the samples with better conductivity to gain further insight into 

the chemical changes occurring on the surface of the fabrics during the functionalization 

(Figures 5 and 6). The survey XPS spectra were used to identify the general elements in the 

samples’ surface (Figure 5-a). In the spectra from the control PES and control PES DBD, only 

the peaks in the regions attributed to carbon (C 1s) and oxygen (O 1s) were identified. In the 

samples with PEDOT:PSS a peak in the region of the sulphur (S 2p) emerged. Lastly, when 

the PES sample was functionalized with PEDOT:PSS and IZ, the peak from nitrogen (N 1s) 

appeared, confirming the adherence of both on the fabrics’ surface (Figure 5-a). The C 1s high-

resolution spectra of the samples showed three common peaks at 285.0, 286.4 and 288.8 eV 

attributed to the C-C/C-H, C-O/C-S and O-C=O, respectively from PES and PEDOT:PSS 

(Figure 5-b). An extra peak emerged with the addition of the IZ as dopant at 287.0 eV attributed 

to the -C=N+ group in the imidazolium salt structure 19-24. 

 

Figure 5. XPS spectra of the PES samples: survey spectra (a), and C 1s high-resolution 

spectra (b). 

In the S 2p high resolutions spectra of samples, it was possible to detect the characteristic peaks 

from PEDOT:PSS from 162 to 172 eV. Two distinct types of sulphur atoms emerged due to 

the thiophene group in PEDOT and the sulfonate group in PSS structure. The broad peak at 

higher binding energy (167.9-169.4 eV) can be attributed to the overlap of the S 2p3/2 and S 

2p1/2 peaks in PSS, while the doublet S 2p3/2 and S 2p1/2 at lower binding energy (163.3 eV and 

164.9 eV) appeared from the sulphur atoms in PEDOT 25. In the sample pre-treated with DBD 

plasma and impregnated only with PEDOT:PSS an extra peak emerged at 165.6 eV attributed 

to the development of oxidized species from PEDOT 26. These species showed do not appear 

in the fabrics’ surface when the IZ was added as dopant (Figure 6-a). 

The O1 s spectra presented three major peaks from PEDOT:PSS and PES at 531.4-531.8 eV,  

532.9-533.3 eV and 534.4-534.6 eV assigned to S=O and C-O and O-C=O bonds, respectively 

(Figure 6-b) 22,27. 

The N 1s high resolution spectra of the sample with DBD plasma treatment and PEDOT:PSS 

exhibited a very weak peak at 401.0 eV from nitrogen species generated during the plasma 

treatment in air. When the IZ was added to the PES, a strong broad peak at 401.4 eV emerged, 

which corresponds to the absorption of the imidazolium cation on the surface of the fabric 

(Figure 6-c) 28. 
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Figure 6. High resolution spectra of the XPS analysis in the PES samples (S 2p (a), O 1s (b) 

and N 1s (c)). 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The present research work described a simple impregnation method that considerably 

strengthens the conductive pathways of PEDOT:PSS treated textile samples by the usage of a 

secondary dopant method such as IZ (0.2M) solution. It was seen that PES fabrics with DBD 

plasma treatment activation accomplished better electrical conductivities and consequent better 

heating behaviour. The development of a flexible material based on the Joule effect has a huge 

potential for applications in wearable textiles due to the lower operative power and short 

thermal response. The Joule heating experiment depicts good heating stability. The flexible 

textiles possess remarkable thermal stability and could have promising prospects in 

thermotherapies like wearable healthcare, joint pain relief and sports rehabilitation. 
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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, with the emergence of sustainability in all areas of the industry, waste 

management and recycling activities have gained importance in order to prevent environmental 

pollution in textile production. Accordingly, it has become mandatory for the producers to 

constantly make innovative and ecological production. Polyester fiber produced from non-

renewable petrochemical resources is widely used in textile products. However, dyeing under 

high temperature (130 °C) and pressure is disadvantage in terms of sustainability. The use of 

polyester together with natural fiber in production improves its properties such as breathability, 

air- permeability, anti-allergic and pilling tendency. In this research work, fabrics in four 

different constructions were woven using polyester, low temperature dyeable polyester, 

cellulosic based and/or regenerated cellulosic based yarns. During weaving, in the warp 

direction polyester and low temperature dyeable polyester yarns, in the weft direction tencel, 

micro modal and viscose/linen yarns were used, respectively. All fabrics were dyed in the 

double bath. The mechanical properties and colour yield of the fabrics were compared. When 

polyester blended woven fabrics are accepted as standard, there is no significant difference in 

the dimensional stability, tear strength and seam slippage test results of low temperature 

dyeable polyester blended woven fabrics, while an improvement of 0.5 to 2 level has been 

detected in pilling tendency. The reflectance values of the dyed fabrics were measured using a 

reflectance spectrophotometer with specular included mode. The CIELab values of these 

fabrics calculated using D65 illuminant and 10° standard observer values. When the colour 

differences calculated from these values, it was observed that the fabrics woven with low 

temperature dyeable yarns and dyed at low temperature were more darker than the others. The 

washing and rubbing colour fastness tests were carried out in accordance with the methods 

described in ISO 105-C06 and ISO 105-X12, respectively. All colour fastness test results were 

adequate. Generally, the dyeing temperature of low temperature dyeable polyester blended 

woven fabrics is 105 °C has resulted in energy savings, reducing dyeing costs and contributing 

to environmentally friendly sustainable production.  

Keywords: polyester dyeing, low temperature, woven, sustainability 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the increase in environmental awareness as a result of the climate crisis, the issue of 

cleaner production has gained great importance. The textile industry is one of the most 

important sectors in Turkey when we look at the export figures, employment and production 

volumes [1]. With the importance of sustainability, it is necessary to minimize the polluting 

effects of production on the environment and to make ecological production. The concept of 

sustainability has been defined by Brundtland, formerly known as the World Commission on 

Environment and Development, as ‘meeting the needs of the present without compromising 

mailto:bugcesevinc@sykteks.com
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the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’ [2,3]. In this context, efforts are being 

made to reduce issues such as non-renewable raw material sources, harmful chemicals, high 

energy and water consumption used in the textile industry.  

Polyester produced from non-renewable petrochemical sources are one of the most consumed 

fibers in the textile industry. The remarkable properties of polyester, such as its good 

performance, production technologies and being economical, enable this fiber to be used in 

various industrial areas such as medical  and sports textiles. Physically and chemically 

modified high-performance polyester outperforms standard polyester fibers in many ways [4]. 

It is seen that the market share of polyester among synthetic fibers is quite high. According to 

2014 data, 63 % of the world fiber production is synthetic fibers and 82 % of this is polyester 

fibers [5].  

The high performance properties of polyester fibers (strength, elasticity, brightness, quick dry) 

and being economical make it a place in the clothing industry. In addition to all these features, 

it is blended with natural fibers due to negative effects such as not breathing, not providing air 

permeability, allergy, pilling and dyeing difficulties. Until 2025, it is predicted that cotton fiber 

production will remain constant, while polyester fiber production will increase and be 3 times 

more than cotton production [6].  

Polyester fibers are difficult to dye because of the large number of crystalline region and other 

structural properties. Polyester fibers are not environmentally friendly, as they are dyed under 

high temperature (130 °C)  and pressure [7].  

By producing polyester fibers  that can be dyed at low temperature (105 °C), it provides 

significant contributions in terms of sustainability, energy and dyestuff savings.  With this 

research work, it is aimed to reveal the advantages and disadvantages by investigating the 

possibilities of using low temperature dyeable (LTD) polyester yarn instead of conventional 

polyester yarns.  

 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Eight different cellulosic and regenerated cellulosic based fabrics in four different structures 

were woven with polyester and low dyeable polyester (LDP) yarns. Polyester in the warp and 

lyocell, micro modal and viscose/linen in the weft are used in the weavings. The construction 

information of the fabrics is given in Table 1.  

The fabrics woven with polyester and LTP were dyed in two different colours, salmon 

(PANTONE 14-1312 TCX) and lilac (PANTONE 14-3812 TCX), at 130°C and 105°C 

temperatures, respectively. The colours of the fabric samples were measured 

spectrophotometrically, fastness tests were made and each of them was physically tested 

(dimensional stability, seam slippage, tear strength and pilling). The dimensional stability, 

seam slippage, tear strength, pilling, washing and rubbing fastness tests were evaluated 

according to TS 5720 EN ISO 6330, TS EN ISO 13936-2, TS EN ISO 13937-2, TS EN ISO 

12945-2 (2000 cycles), TS EN ISO 105-C06 and TS EN ISO 105-X12, respectively.  
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Table 1. Construction information of woven fabrics. 

Sample Blend Ratios 

(%) 

Warp Thread Weft Thread  Warp 

Density 

(warp/cm) 

Weft 

Density 

(weft/cm) 

Weaving 

Type 

 1 64/36  CLY/PES 75 Den PES F72 

Easy Dye Y.M. 

Ne 30/1 CLY 36 30 Plain 

2 70/30 CMD/PES 75 Den PES F72 

Easy Dye Y.M. 

Ne 20/1 Micro 

CMD Ring 

36 26 Plain 

3 73/27 CMD/PES 75 Den PES F72 

Easy Dye Y.M. 

Ne 20/1 Micro 

CMD Ring 

36 30 Z-Twill 

2/1 

4 60/32/8 

PES/CV/LI 

70 Den PES ITY Ne 28/1 80/20 

CV/LI 

36 32 Z-Twill 

2/1 

5 64/36 CLY/PES 70 Den PES ITY Ne 30/1 CLY 36 30 Plain 

6 70/30 CMD/PES 70 Den PES ITY Ne 20/1 Micro 

CMD Ring 

36 26 Plain 

7 73/27 CMD/PES 70 Den PES ITY Ne 20/1 Micro 

CMD Ring 

36 30 Z-Twill 

2/1 

8 60/32/8 

PES/CV/LI 

70 Den PES ITY Ne 28/1 80/20 

CV/LI 

36 32 Z-Twill 

2/1 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Colour measurements of all dyed fabrics were carried out with a d/8 geometry reflectance 

spectrophotometer (Datacolor SF600 Plus-CT) under D65 daylight with 10° standard observer. 

Colour differences results can be shown in Table 2.  

Table 2. Colour differences. 

Dyed Samples L* a* b* C* H* CMC 2:1 

14-1312 TCX -0.33 1.86 -0.71 0.55 -1.92 3.42 

14-3812 TCX -2.44 -0.32 -3.23 1.97 -2.58 3.63 

*Samples with conventional polyester yarn were taken as ‘standard’.   

Salmon woven fabric samples with LTP yarns are darker, more red and more blue than standard 

samples. Lilac woven fabric samples with LTP yarns are also darker, more green and more 

blue. Generally, woven samples containing LTP dyes were dyed darker. This means that the 

dyestuff will be saved along with the temperature in dyeing.  

When the dimensional stability, seam slippage and tear strength test results were examined, no 

significant difference was observed between the samples.  

The pilling tendency of the woven fabrics containing LTP yarn was found to be low (> 4) as 

shown in Table 3. An improvement of 0.5 to 2 points was detected in the pilling tendency of 

fabrics due to the effect of low temperature dyeing.  

Table 3. Pilling Test Results 

Sample 

Sample Direction 

Front Back 

1 4-5 4-5 

2 4-5 4-5 

3 4-5 4-5 

4 4-5 4-5 

5 4 3-4 

6 4-5 4-5 

7 1-2 4 

8 1 1-2 
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The washing and rubbing test results of the dyed fabrics were summarized in Table 4.  

Table 4. Fastness Test Results 

Samples Washing (Staining) Rubbing 

1 Acetate Cotton Nylon PES Acrylic Wool Dry Wet 

2 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

3 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

4 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

6 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

7 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

8 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 4-5 

The results of fastness to washing (staining) and rubbing (dry/wet) were quite high (4-5). 

Generally, it has been determined that target colour can be matched at a lower temperature by 

using less dyestuff.  

It is a fundamental problem that the pilling tendency is high in blended fabrics. Because 

polyester fibres have both high strength and rapid pilling tendency. In this case, it is difficult 

to separate the pilling effect on the surface from the fabric.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

When all the results are evaluated in generally, 

1. Energy savings were achieved by reducing the polyester dyeing temperature at 105 °C. 

Environmentally friendly production has been made and dyeing costs have been 

reduced.  

2. The fact that the fabrics dyed at low temperature were darker than the standard showed 

that the dyestuff uptake increased. In this case, it is clear that there will be dyestuff 

savings.  

3. During the conventional polyester dyeing process of the cellulosic fibers in the blends, 

the strength losses due to high temperature were minimized by choosing LTP yarns. 

4. In polyester blended fabrics, the pilling tendency caused by high temperatures 

decreased as a result of lowering the dyeing temperature.  
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ABSTRACT 

The use of natural dyestuff dates back to 2000 B.C. Since the development of the synthetic 

dyes in the 19th century increased rapidly, it quickly lost it’s commercial importance in the 

textile industry. Natural dyes have low dyeability and low colour fastness. Synthetic dyes are 

used widely for their colour variety, good colour fastness properties, standard usage and low 

prices. But, synthetic dyes are toxic, carcinogenic and non-biodegradable. The increased 

awareness about the environment and the growing demand to the organic, sustainable, natural 

products brings natural dyes and dye resources to prominent. Along with these reasons, recently 

the use of natural dyes has increased interest.  

In this study, the use and application process of natural dyes was investigated on 

Lyocell/Polyamide/Elastane lace fabric. Lyocell is a natural, man-made biodegradable fiber 

which is made from wood pulp. Lace content - 40 % Lyocell / 48 % Polyamide / 12 % Elastane.  

We used bio-mordan in lyocell lace dyeing process.  

Pre–mordanting method was applied to study and the scoured lace fabrics were mordanted by 

using 5 % owf of bio-mordan at 25 °C and liquor ratio 1:40 for 40 minutes. After mordanting, 

each sample was not rinsed but only squeezed.  The premordanted lace fabrics were introduced 

into the dye bath containig 3% natural dye.  Dyeing was carried out by using of natural dye 

with liquor ratio 1:40, 25 °C dyeing temperature for 45 min. We used Leafy Green, Mallow, 

Kareel, Nimbus, Rennet, Yeliona, Bee, Rubia colours. We evaluated color strength of dyed 

fabrics with Macbeth Color Eye 7000 A. We determined wet fastness of dyed fabrics according 

to ISO standards. The light, washing, water, perspiration and rubbing fastness values of lace 

fabrics dyed with different natural dyes were determined to show the dyeing quality of the 

natural dyes. All dyed fabrics showed good wet fastness properties.  

Keywords: Natural Dye, Lyocell Lace, Sustainability 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Global filament and spun yarn production exceeded 96 million tons in 2019 as 39% consisted 

of short-staple yarn production [1] while cotton fiber consumption reaches to 117 million bales 

[2]. Due to increasing global consumption in cotton fibers as well as more enviromentally 

friendly production demand in textiles, use of recycle cotton fibers such as in-production or 

post-production waste in yarn production has been increasing recently and this leads to 

increasing studies in this field. For example, the effect of recycle cotton fiber on yarn properties 

investigated earlier by Wanassi et al. [3] by producing 50/50% cotton and cotton-waste at 

different counts together with 100% cotton yarn as control reporting that more economic yarn 

production (33,5% lower cost) is possible having similar yarn properties while the effect of 

recycle cotton fiber content on yarn tensile properties was reported emphasising yarn tenacity  

gets lower as recycle fiber content increases [4]. The effect of various recycle cotton fibers 

obtained during yarn production such as blowroom waste, carding waste, pnomofil waste on 

yarn properties was also investigated [5]. Similarly, the effect of recyle fibers (r-CO and r-

PET) on both yarn and denim fabric properties [6, 7], thermal properties of socks 8] was 

reported. Also, the effect of recycle cotton fibers obtained from fabric scraps was studied 

reporting that blend ratio, yarn count and yarn twist has significant on properties of OE-rotor 

yarns produced [9]. On the other hand, it was reported that introduction of 25% of waste in the 

first passage in drawing frame does not alter the appearance, level of irregularity and uniformity  

of OE-rotor yarns [10]. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

The above studies show that investigation of the effect of recycle fiber on yarn and fabric 

properties has been an interest due to increasing demand for products with recycle fibers within 

sustainability. In this respect, the effect of recycle cotton fiber blend ratio on properties of ring-

siro spun carded yarns has been investigated in this work. For this aim, virgin cotton and recycle 

cotton (r-CO) fibers were used at two different ratios as 25% and 50%, respectively. Main fiber 

properties were determined by using Uster AFIS ProAutojet tester by testing 5 samples of each 

fiber type. The average values of main fiber properties are given at Table 1. 

Table 1. Properties of cotton and r-CO fibers used in this work mainly regarding neps and 

foreign material content 

Raw 

material  

Uster AFIS test results 

Nep 

(Cnt/g) 

SCN 

(Cnt/g) 

L (w) 

(mm) 

SFC 

(w) 

%<12.7 

UQL 

(w) 

(mm) 

L (n) 

(mm) 

SFC (n) 

%<12.7 

5.0 

% 

(mm) 

Fine 

(mtex) 

IFC  

(%) 

Mat. 

Ratio 

Total 

(Cnt/g) 

Dust 

(Cnt/g) 

Trash 

(Cnt/g) 

 

VFM 

(%) 

Cotton 229,2 17,6 24,7 7,2 29,8 20,3 22 33,8 180 7,6 0,87 948,8 814,4 134 2,82 

r-CO 782,6 80,4 15,38 35,76 21,56 9,74 69,36 24,5 161,4 14,62 0,74 2937,8 2652,8 141 5,56 

By using these fibers as raw material, three different siro-spun yarns were produced. The yarn 

spinning particulars were given at Table 2.   
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Table 2.  Main yarn production parameters 

Yarn 

code 

Yarns Parameters 

A Ne 12 carded (100% Cotton) Ring spinning machine: Rieter G36;  Draft:  48 

Spindle speed: 11.500 rpm 

Yarn nominal twist: 500 t/m (αe: 3.67) 
B  Ne 12 carded (75/25% Cotton/r-CO) 

C  Ne 12 carded (50/50% Cotton/r-CO) 

 

Following yarn production, yarns were conditioned at atmospheric conditions for 24 hours and 

tested for main yarn properties such as yarn count, twist, irregularity, hairiness and tenacity. 

Yarn irregularity and hairiness analysis was carried out by using Uster Tester 5. During these 

tests, 10 samples were tested for each yarn type. Regarding tensile tests, Uster Tensorapid 

testing instrument was used.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The test results of yarn count and yarn twist can be seen at Table 3 while other yarn properties 

are summarised by Figure 1. Yarn count test results show higher variation when r-CO content 

increase as one would expect.  

Table 3. Test results of yarn count and twist 

Yarns Yarn count (Ne) Yarn twist (t/m) 

Average Standard deviation Average Standard deviation 

A 12,14 0,16 502,00 18,04 

B 11,34 0,15 473,60 10,16 

C 11,46 0,51 520,00 9,75 

 

The test results show that as r-Co content increases in yarn production, yarn irregularity gets 

higher as expected. Similarly, yarn imperfection values get worse when amount of r-CO fiber 

has been increased in yarn while the increase in neps amount has been more significant. Ths 

can be explained by high amount of neps content of r-CO fibers used as results in Table 1 

indicates. On the other hand, the difference between hairiness of yarns seem to be less 

significant.  

4. CONCLUSION 

The objective of this work was to analyse the effect of recycle cotton fiber content  on yarn 

properties such as irregularity, imperfection, hairiness, diameter, tensile strength and breaking 

elongation. In general it can be said that yarn properties get worse as recycle cotton content 

increases. For example, yarn irregularity gets higher and yarn imperfection values get worse 

when amount of r-CO fiber has been increased in yarn as expected while the increase in neps 

amount has been more significant. On the other hand, the difference between hairiness of yarns 

seem to be less significant. However, more detailed discussions are needed including statistical 

analysis results as well as comparing the results with Uster world statistics.  
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Figure 1. Test results of main yarn properties. 
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